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Abstract
The thesis is a detailed analysis of the two main temples of King Rajendravarman, consecrated 
in the mid-tenth century, focusing on their architecture and epigraphy. The background to this 
study is Philippe Stern’s classification of Angkorean temples into ancestor and state temples, 
which is examined critically.
Chapter 2 provides the general background, introducing the Indian religions, both 
theoretically and as practised in Cambodia. Brahmanical Temple Architecture is briefly 
presented, followed by a detailed description of the East Mebon and Pre Rup. The 
methodological background is given in chapter 3. The development of Cambodian studies is 
examined, most importantly the theories of Ph. Stern. Subsequently, the methodologies utilised 
for this study are introduced.
Chapter 4 analyses in depth the architectural features of the individual buildings within 
the temple complexes, which has not been done up to now, and formulates an internal building 
sequence. This is completed in chapter 7 by the application of general architectural theory and 
the regulations given in the Indian 6astras\.o suggest the function of the individual buildings.
In chapter 5 the foundation inscriptions of the two temples are analysed. First a general 
introduction to the Sanskrit epigraphy of Kambujadesa is given, presenting the most important 
religious concepts expressed in the inscriptions. The main part of the chapter deals with the 
three main inscriptions of King Rajendravarman. The analysis of the texts comprises the study 
of the religious ideas expressed, and of the information regarding the temples themselves 
contained in the texts. This analysis is refined in chapter 6 to examine whether the images 
mentioned in the inscriptions were founded, and where they were placed.
Overall it is argued that the East Mebon and Pre Rup are part of one building programme, 
to legitimise King Rajedravarman and secure his spiritual and political position. Due to their 
fundamental similarities it is not warranted to classify them in two separate categories of 
temples. The necessity for detailed studies is stressed, instead of attempting to impose pre­
conceived categories on them.
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Note
The material of this thesis is bound in three volumes. Volume 1 contains the text, and 
bibliography. Volume 2 consists of the textual appendices, and Volume 3 the illustrations.
Volume 1 contains the text, and only a few in-text Overviews for easy reference. More 
detailed tables are included in Volume 3 with the illustrations. The transcription used in this 
thesis follows the standard spelling of words in old Khmer and Sanskrit. If Sanskrit terms are 
quoted from inscriptions, the transcription as found in the stanza is used, even though they 
might in places contain irregularities.
In Volume 2 the inscriptions of Baksei Chamkrong, the East Mebon and Pre Rup are 
included to enable easy access to the original Sanskrit and French translations of L. Finot and 
G. Cced6s. It was decided to scan the inscriptions, rather than type them, to keep the original 
pagination, even though overall the inscriptions are incorporated into the pagination of the 
thesis. Within the analysis of Volume 1 for all stanzas examined English translations are used. 
Most of these translations were done by Prof. K. Bhattacharya, an eminent Sanskritist, whom I 
was very fortunate to meet, and who very kindly agreed to translate most of the stanzas for this 
thesis. As discussed in chapter 3, the existing translations are not entirely reliable, and led to 
misinterpretations in the past. Of course, the achievements of L. Finot and G. Cced6s are 
invaluable, but the problems with their translations persist. Thus, Prof. Bhattacharya’s 
translations have allowed me a new interpretation. The interpretations of the stanzas are mine, 
and any mistakes contained in this thesis are my own responsibility as well. In those cases 
where the French translations are correct and were approved of by Prof. Bhattacharya, the 
English translation was done by me from the French. Even though I do have some knowledge 
of Sanskrit, it is far too rudimentary to attempt my own translations from the original texts.
Prof. Bhattacharya’s translations of the inscriptions of Roluous, and Sdok Kak Thom used 
in this thesis were done in Bonn, within a project organised and directed by Prof. T.S. Maxwell. 
Both of them very kindly allowed me to use these new translations, which were most helpful for 
my argument.
Volume 3 contains the illustrating material. The material is sorted by chapters, rather than 
type of illustration. This was thought to be the most practical order for referencing the various 
kinds of illustrations. The photographs used are, if not indicated otherwise, the author’s. The 
plans used are copies of the plans accompanying the monthly reports of the Conservation 
d’Angkor to Paris. Mrs. Isabelle Poujol of the Phototeque of the Eicole Frangaise d’Extr§me- 
Orient in Paris very kindly allowed me to make prints of the plans, which are scanned on 
microform. Because the original plans were scanned without enhancing them digitally, the 
quality of some of the plans is somewhat wanting. Nevertheless, these drawings are very 
detailed, and contain a lot of information about the temples. Moreover, they have not yet been
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published; therefore, it was decided to use these originals instead of producing new ones, 
which, due to the quality of the French ones, could not have shown additional information.
This thesis is an architectural and epigraphic analysis of the East Mebon and Pre Rup. 
Until now the restoration reports, which were never published, are the only detailed architectural 
study of the two temples, and in the published literature only short descriptions exist. It was 
deemed necessary to undertake such a study within this thesis, to ensure a thorough 
interpretation of their purpose. Consequently, because of the limited space available, it was 
decided to focus on the temples as religious foundations. Of course, religion and politics were 
entwined in Kambujadesa. Undoubtedly, the temples were political power statements as well. 
However, for a detailed study of this aspect one would have to focus on the general history of 
10th century Angkor, which would have resulted in a rather different project.
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Chapter 2
Fig. 2.1 Prasat'xn the style of Indravarman.
(Parmentier, 1919:plan xvii.)
Fig. 2.2 Stucco decoration.
(If not indicated otherwise, all photographs are the author’s own.)
Fig. 2.3 Area around East Baray -  Satellite image.
(AIRSAR image acquired by NASA/JPL in September 2000 as part of the 
PacRim 2000 mission. Colour composite image (RGB = CwLvvPw) generated 
by Scott Hensley, Ian Tapley and Tony Milne and provided courtesy of the 
University of Sydney's Greater Angkor Project.)
Fig. 2.4 Pre Rup -  East causeway.
a from pyramid with east gopuras in foreground.
(£cole Frangaise d’Extr§me-Orient, INVLV 12997.) 
b towards pyramid.
(£cole Frangaise d’Extr&me-Orient, INVLV 12998.)
Fig. 2.5 Pre Rup -  northern causeway where it met the dike of the baray aerial view.
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Fig. 2.6 Pre Rup and East Mebon -  aerial view.
Fig. 2.7 East Mebon -  aerial view.
Fig. 2.8 East Mebon -  view from east.
Fig. 2.9 East Mebon -  outer terrace.
Fig. 2.10 East Mebon -  2 Gop E from west.
Fig. 2.11 East Mebon -  2 Gop E, inside.
Fig. 2.12 East Mebon -  roof construction of outer halls.
(Dumargay, 1973:plan xxix.)
Fig. 2.13 East Mebon -  M-a from northwest.
Fig. 2.14 East Mebon -  M-b from west.
Fig. 2.15 East Mebon -  M-c from northwest.
Fig. 2.16 East Mebon -  M-c, westernmost window of south side with sandstone slabs.
Fig. 2.17 East Mebon -  M-d from northwest.
Fig. 2.18 East Mebon -  M-e from northeast.
Fig. 2.19 East Mebon -  M-f from northeast.
Fig. 2.20 East Mebon -  M-f inside.
Fig. 2.21 East Mebon -  M-g from east.
Fig. 2.22 East Mebon -  M-h from northeast.
Fig. 2.23 East Mebon -  M-i from southeast.
Fig. 2.24 East Mebon -  M-h, carving for windows.
Fig. 2.25 East Mebon -  M-k from east.
Fig. 2.26 East Mebon -  M-I from southeast.
Fig. 2.27 East Mebon -  M-m from south.
Fig. 2.28 East Mebon -  M-n from south.
Fig. 2.29 East Mebon -  M-o from southwest.
Fig. 2.30 East Mebon -  M-o, placement of columns.
Fig. 2.31 East Mebon -  M-p from west.
Fig. 2.32 East Mebon -  M-r from west.
Fig. 2.33 East Mebon -  holes in between M-r and inner platform.
Fig. 2.34 East Mebon -  holes on top of the inner platform.
Fig. 2.35 East Mebon -  holes next to M-r.
Fig. 2.36 East Mebon -  inner terrace and enclosure wall.
Fig. 2.37 East Mebon - 1  Gop E from southeast.
Fig. 2.38 East Mebon - 1  Gop E, lintels,
a east lintel: Indra on Airavata.
b west lintel: Kr?na killing Kaliya.
Fig. 2.39 East Mebon -  1 Gop S, lintels.
a south lintel: the lintel is badly weathered, and the central motif no longer visible,
b north lintel: the central motif might depict Kubera, the guardian of the north, on
two lions.
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Fig. 2.40 East Mebon -  1 Gop W, lintels.
a west lintel: Varuna with a halter in his right hand on ka/a.
b east lintel: Narasimha slaying the demon HaranyakaSipu.
Fig. 2.41 East Mebon -  1 Gop N, lintels,
a north lintel: Garuda.
b south lintel: Garuda.
Fig. 2.42 Tiles.
a Tiles at the edge of the roof.
(Dumargay, 1973: photograph 17.) 
b Tiles covering the roof.
(Dumargay. 1973:photograph 25).
Fig. 2.43 East Mebon -  M-A and M-B from northwest.
Fig. 2.44 East Mebon -  M-C from northeast.
Fig. 2.45 East Mebon -  M-D from east.
Fig. 2.46 East Mebon -  M-E from southwest.
Fig. 2.47 East Mebon -  M-D, remnants of brick superstructure.
Fig. 2.48 East Mebon -  M-B, steps leading up to the door.
Fig. 2.49 East Mebon -  M-A, lintel: Varuna (?) on ka/a.
Fig. 2.50 East Mebon -  M-B, lintel.
Fig. 2.51 East Mebon -  M-C, lintel: deity on ka/a.
Fig. 2.52 East Mebon -  M-D, lintel: three lions.
Fig. 2.53 East Mebon -  M-E, lintel: Gajahlak$mT.
Fig. 2.54 East Mebon -  M-A, brick floor.
Fig. 2.55 East Mebon -  M-A, inside.
Fig. 2.56 East Mebon -  M-B, inside
Fig. 2.57 East Mebon -  M-E, inside.
Fig. 2.58 East Mebon -  M-1 from east.
Fig. 2.59 East Mebon -  pedestal from small brick tower.
Fig. 2.60 East Mebon -  M-1, lintel: elephant with lion body.
Fig. 2.61 East Mebon -  M-2, lintel: lion emitting the garlands.
Fig. 2.62 East Mebon -  M-3, lintel: Indra on Air5vata in between two lions facing outwards.
Fig. 2.63 East Mebon -  M-4, lintel: Indra on three-headed Airivata.
Fig. 2.64 East Mebon -  M-5, lintel: Indra on Airavata in between two lions facing outwards.
Fig. 2.65 East Mebon -  M-6, lintel: Indra on Airavata.
Fig. 2.66 East Mebon -  M-7, lintel: lion swallowing elephant.
Fig. 2.67 East Mebon -  M-8, lintel: lion emitting garlands.
Fig. 2.68 East Mebon -  baf/pltha.
a ba//p/tba from southwest.
b ba//p/tba. top part with alternating nagasand Garudas, and carved lotus flower.
Fig. 2.69 East Mebon -  indentation at bottom of east stairs.
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Fig. 2.70 East Mebon -  indentation at bottom of west stairs.
Fig. 2.71 East Mebon -  indentation at bottom of north stairs.
Fig. 2.72 East Mebon -  central platform.
Fig. 2.73 East Mebon -  central platform from east.
Fig. 2.74 East Mebon -  M-CS, lintels.
a east lintel: Indra on Airavata.
b south lintel: Yama on his buffalo.
c west lintel: Varuna on a hamsa.
d north lintel: Kubera on a lotus-throne.
Fig. 2.75 East Mebon -  M-SE, lintels.
a east lintel: Indra on Airavata?
b south lintel: Yama on his buffalo.
c west lintel: Varuna on a lotus-throne.
d north lintel: lion swallowing an elephant.
Fig. 2.76 East Mebon -  M-SW, lintels.
a east lintel: Indra on Airavata.
b south lintel: weathered.
c west lintel: Varuna on a hamsa, with two makarasawd a lion.
d north lintel: Kubera on a three-headed lion.
Fig. 2.77 East Mebon -  M-NW, lintels.
a east lintel: Indra on Airavata in between two lions.
b Y3ma ? on ka/a.
c west lintel: Varuna on ka/a.
d north lintel: Indra on Air§vata.
Fig. 2.78 East Mebon -  M-NE, lintels.
a east lintel: Indra on three-headed Airavata.
b south lintel: two lions.
c west lintel: kinnara.
d north lintel: Garuda in between two lions.
Fig. 2.79 East Mebon -  pedestal east of M-CS.
Fig. 2.80 East Mebon -  /zara^pedestal in front of M-CS.
Fig. 2.81 East Mebon -  indentations east of M-CS.
a general view of the three indentations from south.
b close-up west indentation.
c close-up northeast indentation.
d close-up southeast indentation.
Fig. 2.82 Pre Rup -  aerial view.
Fig. 2.83 Pre Rup -  2 Gop E from east.
Fig. 2.84 Pre Rup -  2 Gop S -  false east window.
Fig. 2.85 Pre Rup -  2 Gop E, inside main passageway.
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Fig. 2.86 Pre Rup -  2 Gop E, lintels,
a outer east lintel: ka/sR
b inner east lintel: k5/4R
c outer west lintel: Varuna on hamsa.
d inner west lintel: Varuna on ka/a.
Fig. 2.87 Pre Rup -  2 Gop S, lintels.
a outer south lintel: deity (?) on ka/a.
b inner north lintel: lying on its face.
c outer north lintel: broken at centre, possibly depicts Kubera.
Fig. 2.88 Pre Rup -  2 Gop W, lintels.
a outer west lintel: Indra on Airavata.
b inner west lintel: devotee on ka/a.
c outer east lintel: Indra (?) on ka/a.
d inner east lintel: Indra on Airavata.
Fig. 2.89 Pre Rup -  2 Gop N, lintels,
a outer north lintel: Kubera.
b inner north lintel: ka/a.
c outer south lintel: ka/&
d inner south lintel: kS/sR
Fig. 2.90 Pre Rup -  PR-a from southwest
Fig. 2.91 Pre Rup -  PR-b from southeast.
Fig. 2.92 Pre Rup -  PR-c from southeast.
Fig. 2.93 Pre Rup -  PR-f from northeast.
Fig. 2.94 Pre Rup -  PR-g from north.
Fig. 2.95 Pre Rup -  PR-h from north
Fig. 2.96 Pre Rup -  PR-d from northwest.
Fig. 2.97 Pre Rup -  PR-e from west.
Fig. 2.98 Pre Rup -  top layers of PR-e and PR-E.
Fig. 2.99 Pre Rup -  PR-Ill to V from north.
Fig. 2.100 Pre Rup -  PR-I, lintel: Vajimukha?
Fig. 2.101 Pre Rup -  PR-II, lintel: Vi$nu on Garuda.
Fig. 2.102 Pre Rup -  PR-Ill, lintel: Rama on Hanuman.
Fig. 2.103 Pre Rup -  PR-IV, lintel: Indra on Airavata.
Fig. 2.104 Pre Rup -  PR-V, lintel: Narasirpha slaying HaranyakaSipu.
Fig. 2.105 Pre Rup -  platform and enclosure wall of the inner enceinte.
Fig. 2.106 Pre Rup -  1 Gop E from west.
Fig. 2.107 Pre Rup -  1 Gop N from north.
Fig. 2.108 Pre Rup -  1 Gop E, sandstone vestibule.
Fig. 2.109 Pre Rup -  1 Gop E, lintels.
a outer east lintel: Indra on Airavata.
b inner east lintel: Indra on Air3vata.
c west lintel: Varuna on hamsa.
d south lintel: Indra on Airavata.
Fig. 2.110 Pre Rup -  1 Gop S, lintels,
a south lintel: deity on ka/a.
b north lintel: deity on ka/a.
Fig. 2.111 Pre Rup -  1 Gop W, lintels,
a outer west lintel: kaffi
b inner west lintel: Varuna on hamsa.
c east lintel: Indra on Airavata.
d north lintel: Varuna? on ka/a.
e south lintel: Varuna? on ka/a.
Fig. 2.112 Pre Rup -  1 Gop N, lintels,
a north lintel: Trivikrama?
b south lintel: Indra on Airavata.
Fig. 2.113 lintel of Muang Khaek depicting Trivikrama.
(Freeman, 1998:36.)
Fig. 2.114 Pre Rup -  PR-A from north.
Fig. 2.115 Pre Rup -  PR-B from northwest.
Fig. 2.116 Pre Rup -  PR-C from northeast.
Fig. 2.117 Pre Rup -  PR-C, doorframe of north door from inside.
Fig. 2.118 Pre Rup -  PR-D from northeast.
Fig. 2.119 Pre Rup -  PR-E from southeast.
Fig. 2.120 Pre Rup -  PR-D, inside.
Fig. 2.121 Pre Rup -  PR-F from southeast.
Fig. 2.122 Pre Rup -  PR-G from south.
Fig. 2.123 Pre Rup -  PR-H from southwest
Fig. 2.124 Pre Rup -  PR-I from southwest.
Fig. 2.125 Pre Rup -  PR-I from northwest.
Fig. 2.126 Pre Rup -  PR-K from south.
Fig. 2.127 Pre Rup -  PR-N from north.
Fig. 2.128 Pre Rup -  PR-S from south.
Fig. 2.129 Pre Rup -  PR-N, close-up of the three rows of holes.
Fig. 2.130 Pre Rup -  PR-N, sandstone block inside.
Fig. 2.131 Pre Rup -  PR-N, pedestal inside.
Fig. 2.132 Pre Rup -  PR-S, sandstone block inside.
Fig. 2.133 Pre Rup -  PR-S, lintel: Varuna on three lions.
Fig. 2.134 Pre Rup -  nanc//n-base at bottom of east staircase from northwest.
Fig. 2.135 Pre Rup -  laterite floor at bottom of northeast corner of pyramid.
Fig. 2.136 Pre Rup -  pyramid with quincunx of towers from east, with nanc/khbase in 
foreground.
Fig. 2.137 Pre Rup -  PR-1 from east.
Fig. 2.138 Pre Rup -  PR-8 from east.
Fig. 2.139 Pre Rup -  PR-1, lintel: Indra on Airavata.
Fig. 2.140 Pre Rup -  PR-2, lintel: Indra on Airavata.
Fig. 2.141 Pre Rup -  PR-11, lintel: Indra on Airavata.
Fig. 2.142 Pre Rup -  PR-12, lintel: Indra on Airavata.
Fig. 2.143 Pre Rup -  PR-4, lintel: ka/a.
Fig. 2.144 Pre Rup -  PR-5, lintel: ka/a.
Fig. 2.145 Pre Rup -  PR-6, lintel: ka/a.
Fig. 2.146 Pre Rup -  PR-7, lintel: ka/a.
Fig. 2.147 Pre Rup -  PR-8, lintel: ka/a.
Fig. 2.148 Pre Rup -  PR-10, lintel: ka/a.
Fig. 2.149 Pre Rup -  PR-3 from east.
Fig. 2.150 Pre Rup -  PR-9 from east.
Fig. 2.151 Pre Rup -  PR-3, lintel: ka/a.
Fig. 2.152 Pre Rup -  quincunx of prasa/s on top of the pyramid from east.
Fig. 2.153 Pre Rup -  PR-CS, lintels.
a east lintel: badly weathered, so the central motif is no longer discernible,
b south lintel: badly weathered, before it collapsed.
c south lintel: after it fell down, causing substantial damage to the prasat and the
base on which it stands 
d west lintel: this lintel is upside down at the bottom of the door,
e north lintel: Indra on Airavata.
Fig. 2.154 Pre Rup -  PR-SE, lintels,
a east lintel: Indra on Airavata.
b south lintel: badly weathered,
c west lintel: badly weathered,
d north lintel: Kubera on a ka/a.
Fig. 2.155 Pre Rup -  PR-SW, lintels,
a east lintel: badly weathered.
b south lintel: Y§ma on a three-headed bull, below are three lions,
c west lintel: badly weathered,
d north lintel: badly weathered.
Fig. 2.156 Pre Rup -  PR-NW, lintels,
a east lintel: Indra on Airavata.
b west lintel: the central motif is damaged, but it probably depicted a deity on a
ka/a.
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Fig. 2.157 
a 
b 
c 
d
Fig. 2.158 
a
b
Fig. 2.159
Map 2.1 
Map 2.2
Plan 2.1 
Plan 2.2 
Plan 2.3 
Plan 2.4 
Plan 2.5 
Plan 2.6 
Plan 2.7 
Plan 2.8 
Plan 2.9 
Plan 2.10
Pre Rup -  PR-NE, lintels, 
east lintel: Indra on Airivata. 
south lintel: badly weathered, 
west lintel: badly weathered, 
north lintel: Garuda?
Pre Rup -  indentation for nandin-base in front of PR-CS.
the indentation, measuring 1.83 x 0.9, is located at the bottom of the steps
leading to the central prasat.
close-up; the indentation is only about one centimetre deep, thus not easily 
visible.
BrhadTsvara Temple, Gangaikondacholapuram -  two nandins opposite main 
sancutary.
Pre Rup and basins next to northern causeway.
Included separately inside back cover of Volume 3.
The alignment of temples parallel to the south dike of the East Baray.
(Pottier, Ch., 2003, About Yagovarman’s Buddhist agrama in Angkor, The 
Buddhist Monastery: A cross-cultural survey, (ed. by P. Pichard and F. 
Lagirarde), pp. 199-208. Iicole Frangaise d’Extreme-Orient, Paris, p. 201.)
Sambor Prei Kuk -  plan of North group.
(Tranet, 1997:114.)
Preah Ko -  groundplan.
(Glaize, 1993:plan xxvi, after p. 256.)
Bakong -  groundplan.
(Jacques/Freeman, 1997:68.)
East Mebon -  southeast comer of outer enclosure.
(£cole Frangaise d’Extreme-Orient, plan 2157A.)
East Mebon -  south half of inner enclosure.
(Ecole Frangaise d’Extreme-Orient, plan 3108.)
East Mebon -  central quincunx of prasats.
(Ecole Frangaise d’Extreme-Orient, plan 3108.)
East Mebon -  east landing stage.
(Ecole Frangaise d’Extreme-Orient, plan 1863.)
East Mebon -  holes around M-r
(Ecole Frangaise d’Extreme-Orient, plan 2157C.)
East Mebon -  indentations in sandstone east of M-CS.
(£cole Frangaise d’Extreme-Orient, plan 2112.)
Pre Rup -  southeast corner of outer enceinte.
(Ecole Frangaise d’Extreme-Orient, plan 1377.)
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Plan 2.11 Pre Rup -  northeast corner of inner enclosure.
(£cole Frangaise d’Extr§me-Orient, plan 1377.)
Plan 2.12 Pre Rup -  pyramid.
(Ercole Frangaise d’Extrfeme-Orient, plan 1377.)
Table 2.1 East Mebon -  lintels of inner enclosure.
Table 2.2 Pre Rup -  lintels of outer enclosure.
Table 2.3 Pre Rup -  lintels of inner enclosure.
Chapter 3
Fig. 3.1 Technique of using small drills for deep carvings in 9th and 10th centuries.
a lintel in Pre Rup style with Indra on his vahana Airavata as central motif, Mus6e
Guimet.
(Mus6e Guimet, MG 14911.) 
b detail: holes resulting from carving with drills.
(Mus6e Guimet, MG 14911.)
Fig. 3.2 Koh Ker -  Prasat Thom,
a aerial view from south,
b from east.
Fig. 3.3 Pre Rup -  stupa south of PR-NE.
(£cole Frangaise d’Extrfeme-Orient, INVLV 12960.)
Fig. 3.4 Lolei -  towers from east.
Chapter 4
Fig. 4.1 East Mebon -  central sanctuary from east.
Fig. 4.2 Preah Ko -  superstructure,
a central east sanctuary from east,
b superstructure of southwest tower.
Fig. 4.3 Lolei -  northeast prasatUom east.
Fig. 4.4 Banteay Srei -  decorative scheme of superstructure,
a the central prasats from west
b superstructure of the north tower.
c close-up of second tier of the superstructure of the west side of the north
sanctuary.
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Fig. 4.5 East Mebon -  superstructure of M-NE from west.
Fig. 4.6 East Mebon -  M-NE from east
Fig. 4.7 East Mebon -  upapitha and adhisthanaof M-SE.
Fig. 4.8 East Mebon -  platform of M-CS from east.
Fig. 4.9 East Mebon -  central platform from east.
Fig. 4.10 East Mebon -  decorative scheme of the small brick towers,
a M-2 from east,
b M-1, steps and base of tower.
Fig. 4.11 East Mebon -  M-A and B from northwest.
Fig. 4.12 Banteay Srei -  superstructure of south library.
Fig. 4.13 Pre Rup -  PR-N from north.
Fig. 4.14 Preah Ko -  southeast corner building.
Fig. 4.15 Bakong -  southeast corner building.
Fig. 4.16 East Mebon -  M-B inside.
Fig. 4.17 East Mebon -  mouldings of walls of laterite buildings,
a M-A from south,
b M-D from southeast.
Fig. 4.18 East Mebon -  inner gopuras.
a 1 Gop N from east,
b 1 Gop E from southwest,
c 1 Gop E from southwest,
d 1 Gop N, brick superstructure,
e 1 Gop E, lower mouldings of the laterite wall.
Fig. 4.19 East Mebon -  laterite halls in outer enclosure,
a M-b, door from inside,
b M-b, carving of columns,
c M-b, from east,
d M-b, close-up of window.
Fig. 4.20 East Mebon -  M-a, carving of columns.
Fig. 4.21 Pre Rup -  PR-A, carving of columns.
Fig. 4.22 East Mebon -  combination halls in outer enclosure,
a M-a, sandstone layer for inserting the roof,
b M-a, sandstone layer of vestibule.
Fig. 4.23 East Mebon -  windows of M-c.
a windows of north wall from inside,
b frame of westernmost window of north wall.
Fig. 4.24 East Mebon -  carving at base of east lion in front of north door of M-CS.
Fig. 4.25 Banteay Srei -  windows of north hall in inner enclosure.
(Finot/Parmentier/Goloubew, 2000:plate 5b.)
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Fig. 4.26 East Mebon -  outer gopuras.
a 2 Gop N from southeast,
b 2 Gop E, upapitha.
c 2 Gop W, south window from west,
d 2 Gop E, carvings of columns.
e 1 Gop E, from main room towards north passageway with portal.
Fig. 4.27 East Mebon -  central towers on top of sandstone platform.
Fig. 4.28 East Mebon -  central platform on top of laterite terrace of inner enclosure.
Fig. 4.29 BfhadiSvara Temple, Thafijavur from northwest.
Fig. 4.30 East Mebon -  inner enclosure wall,
a 1 Gop N, from south,
b 1 Gop W, from north.
Fig. 4.31 East Mebon -  distance M-e to 2 Gop S.
Fig. 4.32 East Mebon -  distance M-m to 2 Gop N.
Fig. 4.33 East Mebon -  distance M-d to 2 Gop S.
Fig. 4.34 East Mebon -  distance of vestibules of M-b and M-c.
Fig. 4.35 East Mebon -  distance of vestibules of M-f and M-g.
Fig. 4.36 East Mebon -  distance between vestibules of M-k and M-I.
Fig. 4.37 East Mebon -  landing stage in front of 2 Gop E.
Fig. 4.38 East Mebon -  alignment of outer gopuras and halls.
Fig. 4.39 East Mebon -  space in between M-a to c and outer enclosure wall.
Fig. 4.40 Pre Rup -  superstructure of central towers,
a superstructure of PR-NW from east,
b close-up of false door,
c close-up of interpilaster space.
Fig. 4.41 Pre Rup -  carvings of wall of PR-NE from west.
Fig. 4.42 Pre Rup -  carvings of columns carrying the pediments of PR-NW.
Fig. 4.43 Pre Rup -  upapitha and adhisthana of PR-SE.
Fig. 4.44 Pre Rup -  plaster decorations of central towers,
a PR-SW, east devata of north side,
b PR-SW, east devata of north side, drawing.
(£cole Frangaise d’Extrfeme-Orient, plan 1411.) 
c PR-SW, east devata of north side, detail of building.
Fig. 4.45 Pre Rup -  details of plaster of PR-NW.
a floral scrolls,
b tile pattern.
Fig. 4.46 Banteay Srei -  tile pattern.
Fig. 4.47 Preah Ko -  decoration of interpilaster space.
Fig. 4.48 Pre Rup -  pedestal of central sanctuary,
a from east.
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b upper part.
c lower half.
Fig. 4.49 Pre Rup -  decorations of small prasats.
a plinth of PR-4 from east.
b PR-1 from south.
Fig. 4.50 Pre Rup -  tiers of the pyramid.
a pyramid from east.
b top level of the pyramid.
c second level.
d lowest level.
e north staircase from east.
f south staircase from east.
Fig. 4.51 Pre Rup -  PR-N and S.
a superstructure of PR-N from south.
b PR-N from west.
Fig. 4.52 Pre Rup -  halls in inner enclosure.
a plinth of PR-K.
b PR-B, vestibule from north.
c PR-G, inside.
d carvings of columns.
Fig. 4.53 Pre Rup -  open side rooms of PR-B and PR-C.
a PR-B, east side room from north.
b PR-C, west side room from north.
Fig. 4.54 Pre Rup -  open vestibule of PR-H.
Fig. 4.55 Pre Rup -  PR-I.
Fig. 4.56 Pre Rup -  construction of internal divisions of halls in inner enclosure.
a PR-K from south.
b PR-F from east.
Fig. 4.57 Pre Rup -  windows.
a PR-D, window of main room.
b PR-D, window of side chamber.
Fig. 4.58 Pre Rup -  nand/o-base at bottom of east staircase.
Fig. 4.59 Pre Rup -  lion-base in front of PR-SE.
Fig. 4.60 Pre Rup -  architectural features of the inner gopuras.
a 1 Gop E from north.
b 1 Gop W, link side passageway to main structure.
c 1 Gop W, close-up of brick wall.
d 1 Gop W, S lintel.
Fig. 4.61 Pre Rup -  sandstone vestibules of 1 Gop E and W.
a 1 Gop E, sandstone vestibule from southeast.
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b 1 Gop E, close-up of link between sandstone vestibule and brick structure,
c 1 Gop E, close-up of sandstone next to the brick structure.
Fig. 4.62 Pre Rup -  terrace of the inner enclosure.
Fig. 4.63 Pre Rup -  halls in outer enclosure,
a PR-a and b from southwest,
b PR-c, from south.
Fig. 4.64 Pre Rup -  halls in outer enclosure,
a PR-d from south,
b PR-d from north.
Fig. 4.65 Pre Rup -  architectural features of brick towers in outer enclosure,
a PR-I I from south,
b PR-Ill north pediment,
c PR-Ill, close-up of centre of north pediment,
d PR-Ill from northeast.
Fig. 4.66 Pre Rup -  outer gopuras.
a 1 Gop N from south,
b 1 Gop E from east.
Fig. 4.67 Pre Rup -  vestibules of outer gopuras.
a 1 Gop E, inner vestibule from south,
b 1 Gop E, link sandstone vestibule -  brick structure.
Fig. 4.68 Pre Rup -  link between top sandstone level of pyramid and lower laterite level.
Fig. 4.69 Pre Rup -  link between sandstone platform and central towers.
Fig. 4.70 Pre Rup -  mouldings of inner halls and enclosure wall.
Fig. 4.71 Pre Rup -  distance between outer halls and inner terrace.
Fig. 4.72 Pre Rup -  space between PR-a and outer enclosure.
Fig. 4.73 Pre Rup -  distance between brick towers in outer enclosure and the enclosure
walls.
a PR-Ill to V from north,
b distance between PR-V and inner enclosure,
c distance between PR-V and inner terrace.
(£cole Frangaise d’Extrfeme-Orient, INVLV 12972.)
Fig. 4.74 Pre Rup -  link of large towers to enclosure wall.
Fig. 4.75 Pre Rup -  lintels of prasats 'm outer enclosure,
a PR-I west lintel,
b PR-IV south lintel.
Fig. 4.76 Pre Rup -  space south of PR-II.
Fig. 4.77 Pre Rup-pediment of PR-II.
Fig. 4.78 Sambor Prei Kuk -  flying palace.
Fig. 4.79 Banteay Srei -  pediments.
a east pediment of the antarsa/a of the central sanctuary.
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b west pediment of south library.
Plan 4.1 East Mebon -  enclosure walls next to gopuras.
(£cole Frangaise d’Extrdme-Orient, plan 2157.)
Plan 4.2 Pre Rup -  area east of pyramid with PR-N and S, and nanc/in-base.
(Izcole Frangaise d’Extrfeme-Orient, plan 2133.)
Table 4.1 East Mebon -  features of halls in outer enclosure.
Table 4.2 Pre Rup -  features of the halls of both enclosures.
Chapter 5
Fig. 5.1 Baksei Chamkrong.
a from east,
b east door.
c close-up of inscription of north jamb.
Fig. 5.2 East Mebon -  inscription,
a face A of the inscription,
b b: detail of rubbing of face A.
(£cole Frangaise d’Extrfeme-Orient, n. 365.)
Fig. 5.3 East Mebon -  inscription, close-up of bottom.
Fig. 5.4 Pre Rup -  inscription,
a face A of the inscription,
b bottom of the inscription,
c detail of writing,
d d: detail of rubbing of face B.
(£cole Frangaise d’Extrfeme-Orient, n. 1037.)
Fig. 5.5 Banteay Samre -  pediment with the birth of Brahma.
Fig. 5.6 Wat Phu.
Fig. 5.7 Wat Phu - mountain with svayambhuva/irigateXM the temple, aerial view
Fig. 5.8 Wat Phu -  spring behind the sanctuary.
Chapter 6
Fig. 6.1 East Mebon -  pedestal in front of M-CS.
Fig. 6.2 East Mebon -  indentation inside M-CS.
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Fig. 6.3 East Mebon -  round pedestal inside M-SE.
Fig. 6.4 BrahmS pedestal from Prasat Trapeang Pong.
Fig. 6.5 East Mebon -  round snanadron/zS. bottom of central platform.
Fig. 6.6 East Mebon -  pedestal inside M-NE.
Fig. 6.7 East Mebon -  feet and tenon inside M-NE.
Fig. 6.8 Bayon style guardian figure.
a the image in the Conservation d’Angkor.
b close-up of the feet.
Fig. 6.9 East Mebon -  pedestal inside M-NW.
Fig. 6.10 East Mebon -  pedestal inside M-SW.
Fig. 6.11 East Mebon -  female image found in 2 GopW.
(Izcole Frangaise d’Extrfeme-Orient, INVLV 13691.)
Fig. 6.12 Female image in Baphuon style.
(Dalsheimer, 2001:141, NMPP 1670.)
Fig. 6.13 East Mebon -  pedestal inside M-1.
Fig. 6.14 East Mebon -  pedestal of M-3.
a pedestal.
b top layer with octagonal hole.
Fig. 6.15 East Mebon -  pedestal inside M-5.
Fig. 6.16 East Mebon -  pedestals next to M-i.
Fig. 6.17 East Mebon -  GaneSa found inside M-A.
(Ecole Frangaise d’Extreme-Orient, INVLV 13660.)
Fig. 6.18 Vajimukha.
(Mus£e Guimet, MG 18099.)
Fig. 6.19 East Mebon -  sandstone block carved on both sides found in M-A.
a nine devas.
(Library of the National Museum, Phnom Penh, CDA 3879.) 
b seven /s/s.
(Library of the National Museum, Phnom Penh, CDA 3878.)
Fig. 6.20 Stone of the nine devas, Khleang style.
(Jessup/Zephir, 1997:240-241, MG 14898.)
Fig. 6.21 East Mebon -  stone of the nine devas found in M-B.
Fig. 6.22 Nine devas in the Baphuon style.
(Jessup/Zephir, 1997:249, Asian Art Museum San Francisco.)
Fig. 6.23 East Mebon -  fourth deity of the carving of M-B.
Fig. 6.24 Carving of the nine devas from Kuk Rokar.
(Dalsheimer, 2001:215, NMPP 1658.)
Fig. 6.25 East Mebon -  sandstone block for carving of nine devas in M-A.
Fig. 6.26 East Mebon -  mother goddess found in 2 Gop W.
(£cole Frangaise d’Extrfeme-Orient, INVLV 13684.)
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Fig. 6.27 East Mebon -  pedestal next to M-D.
Fig. 6.28 Pre Rup -  pedestal inside PR-CS.
Fig. 6.29 Pre Rup -  close-up of pedestal inside PR-CS.
Fig. 6.30 Pre Rup -  pedestal of lion on first level of pyramid.
Fig. 6.31 Pre Rup -  fragment of yon/next to PR-2.
Fig. 6.32 Pre Rup -  pedestal inside PR-SE.
Fig. 6.33 Pre Rup -  guardians of PR-SE.
Fig. 6.34 Pre Rup -  small sandstone image inside PR-SE.
Fig. 6.35 Banteay Srei -  kneeling yak£aoutside central prasats.
Fig. 6.36 Phnom Rung -  d/kpa/aka placed outside the main shrine.
Fig. 6.37 Pre Rup -  pedestal inside PR-NW.
Fig. 6.38 Pre Rup -  image of Vignu found south of PR-NE.
(£cole Frangaise d’Extrfeme-Orient, INVLV 12930.)
Fig. 6.39 AvalokiteSvara of Banteay Chmar in Bayon style.
(Dalsheimer, 2001:172, NMPP 1708.)
Fig. 6.40 Pre Rup -  pedestal inside PR-SW.
Fig. 6.41 Pre Rup -  PR-SW -  plaster moulding of pedestal of west devata of north side.
Fig. 6.42 Pre Rup -  indentation for pedestal inside PR-NE.
Fig. 6.43 Pre Rup -  eastern guardians of PR-NE.
a north deva.
b close-up of north deva.
Fig. 6.44 Pre Rup -  pedestal opposite PR-S.
Fig. 6.45 Pre Rup -  pedestal at bottom of east staircase.
Fig. 6.46 Pre Rup -  PR-SW, north devata on east side: BrahmT.
Fig. 6.47 Pre Rup -  PR-SW, south devata oft west side: VarahT.
Fig. 6.48 Pre Rup -  pedestal inside PR-1.
Fig. 6.49 Pre Rup -  pedestal of small sanctuary, inside PR-NW.
Fig. 6.50 Pre Rup -  feet and tenon inside PR-N.
Fig. 6.51 Pre Rup -  sandstone carving with seven rs/sfound inside PR-S.
(ficole Frangaise d’ExtrSme-Orient, INVLV 13082.)
Fig. 6.52 Pre Rup -  fragment of carving with the nine devas.
(£cole Frangaise d’Extreme-Orient, INVLV 13083.)
Fig. 6.53 Pre Rup -  head of Vignu.
a front.
(licole Frangaise d’Extreme-Orient, INVLV 13113.) 
b back.
(£cole Frangaise d’Extreme-Orient, INVLV 13115.)
Fig. 6.54 Varuna from Prasat Kuk Don.
(Jessup/Zephir, 1997:219, NMPP 1579.)
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Fig. 6.55
Fig. 6.56 
Fig. 6.57
Table 6.1 
Table 6.2
Chapter 7 
| Fig. 7.1
f
i
Fig. 7.2
I Fig. 7.3
j  Fig. 7.4
Fig. 7.5
Fig. 7.6 
j  Fig. 7.7
j  Fig. 7.8
! Fig. 7.9
Fig. 7.10 
Fig. 7.11 
Fig. 7.12 
Fig. 7.13 
a
b
c
Head of Vignu from Phnom Bok.
(Jessup/Zephir, 1997:205, MG 18102.)
Pre Rup -  female image found in 2 Gop N.
Preah Ko -  Lak?mT image in Bayon style.
(Dalsheimer, 2001:165, NMPP 1698.)
East Mebon -  the images mentioned in the inscription and physical evidence 
found.
Pre Rup -  the images mentioned in the inscription and physical evidence found.
Vastupuru$aman<^ala with allocation of deities to the various subsquares. 
(Chakrabarti, 1998:72.)
Vastupuru$amandala -  the purusa being pressed down by the other deities. 
(Chakrabarti, 1998:104.)
BrhadTSvara Temple, ThafljSvOr- kfrtth/muk/ja above gavaksa.
Projection as a means to create dynamics in architecture.
(Hardy, 1998:112.)
Expanding repetition as a means to create dynamics in architecture.
(Hardy, 1998:113.)
East Mebon -  M-NE.
Pre Rup -  PR-N.
Pre Rup -  PR-K.
East Mebon -  2 Gop N.
Pre Rup -  1 Gop W.
Pre Rup- 2  Gop N.
Pre Rup-PR-Ill.
Wooden beamwork roof construction, 
schematic illustration of sagging beamwork.
(Dumaray/Roy6re, 2001 :fig. 3A.)
sagging roof construction at one of the long halls of Pre Rup.
(Dumargay, 1973:plan ix.)
roof construction with tiles in a long hall with vestibule.
(Dumaray/Roy^re, 2001 Tig. 4.)
roof construction over a cruciform building, for instance the outer gopuras of the 
East Mebon.
(Dumaray/Roy6re, 2001 Tig. 5.)
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e technique of adding tiles at the corner of a roof. 
(Dumaray/Roy6re, 2001 :fig. 6.)
Fig. 7.14 East Mebon -  M-NE.
Fig. 7.15 East Mebon -  ledge for ceiling inside M-4.
Fig. 7.16 East Mebon -  holes for attaching stucco at M-SE.
Fig. 7.17 Pre Rup -  plaster at PR-NW.
Fig. 7.18 Area around East Baray -  satellite image.
(AIRSAR image acquired by NASA/JPL in September 2000 as part of the 
PacRim 2000 mission. Colour composite image (RGB = LhhLhvPvv) generated 
by Scott Hensley, Ian Tapley and Tony Milne and provided courtesy of the 
University of Sydney's Greater Angkor Project.)
Fig. 7.19 Ekambare§vara Temple, Kanchipuram -  lunch offered to devotees.
Computer graphics -  East Mebon.
(Tom Chandler, Nikhil Pais, Liang Chen.)
Fig. 7.20 East Mebon -  M-D.
Fig. 7.21 Pre Rup -  PR-S.
Fig. 7.22 Banteay Srei -  south library in first enclosure
Fig. 7.23 Preah Ko -  square building in southeast corner of first enclosure.
Fig. 7.24 Bakong -  square building in southeast corner of first enclosure.
Fig. 7.25 Phimeanakas -  gallery of top level.
Fig. 7.26 Ta Keo -  gallery of first level of pyramid.
Fig. 7.27 East Mebon -  M-r, construction of sandstone face of lowest layer of combination 
halls.
Fig. 7.28 East Mebon -  M-a, open portal.
Fig. 7.29 East Mebon -  M-d, entrance into the vestibule of the hall.
Fig. 7.30 East Mebon -  M-k, door construction with holes for wooden door leaves.
Fig. 7.31 East Mebon -  M-c
Fig. 7.32 East Mebon -  M-f.
Fig. 7.33 East Mebon -  M-o.
Fig. 7.34 BfhadTSvara Temple, Thafljavur -  inscription written on plinth of main temple.
Fig. 7.35 Holes at centre of halls for inscriptions.
a East Mebon, M-o.
b Pre Rup, PR-H.
Fig. 7.36 East Mebon -  2 Gop S, drawing.
(£cole Frangaise d’Extrfeme-Orient, plan 1852.)
Fig. 7.37 Pre Rup -  PR-B.
Fig. 7.38 Pre Rup -  PR-C.
Fig. 7.39 Pre Rup -  PR-H.
Fig. 7.40 Pre Rup -  PR-I.
Fig. 7.41 Pre Rup -  PR-II.
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Fig. 7.42 
Fig. 7.43 
Fig. 7.44 
Fig. 7.45 
Fig. 7.46 
Fig. 7.47
Plan 7.1
Plan 7.2
Plan 7.3
Plan 7.4
Plan 7.5
Plan 7.6
Plan 7.7
Plan 7.8
Plan 7.9
Plan 7.10 
a
b
Plan 7.11 
Plan 7.12 
Plan 7.13 
Plan 7.14
Pre Rup -  lintel of PR-I, Vajimukha.
Pre Rup -  lintel of PR-II, Vi§nu on Garuda.
Pre Rup -  lintel of PR-Ill, Rama on Hanuman.
Pre Rup -  lintel of PR-IV, Indra on Airavata.
Pre Rup -  lintel of PR-V, Narasimha slaying HaranyakaSipu.
East Mebon -  lintel of 1 Gop W, Narasimha slaying HaranyakaSipu.
Brhacffevara Temple, ThafijavGr.
(Tadgell, 1990:96.)
Pre Rup -  2 Gop S.
(Iicole Frangaise d’Extreme-Orient, plan 1377.)
Pre Rup -  1 Gop E.
(Izcole Frangaise d’Extrfeme-Orient, plan 2133.)
Phimeanakas.
(Dumaray/Roy§re, 2001 :fig. 67.)
Ta Keo.
(Dumaray/Roy§re, 2001 :fig. 65.)
M-c.
(Ircole Frangaise d’Extr§me-Orient, plan 2157A.)
M-f.
(£cole Frangaise d’ExtrSme-Orient, plan 2157A.)
M-o.
(£cole Frangaise d’ExtrSme-Orient, plan 2157C.)
PR-S.
(Iicole Frangaise d’Extr&me-Orient, plan 1382.)
PR-B.
Plan of the building.
(£cole Frangaise d’Extrfeme-Orient, plan 2133.)
Roller and pestle found inside.
(£cole Frangaise d’Extrfeme-Orient, plan 2133A.)
PR-C.
(£cole Frangaise d’ExtrSme-Orient, plan 1377.)
PR-H.
(£cole Frangaise d’Extrfeme-Orient, plan 1377.)
PR-H, location of inscription when it was found.
(£cole Frangaise d’Extrfeme-Orient, plan 1939.)
PR-I.
(£cole Frangaise d’Extr&me-Orient, plan 1941.)
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Plan 7.15 
Plan 7.16 
Plan 7.17 
Table 7.1
Table 7.2
Table 7.3 
Table 7.4
Prasat Komnap.
(Plan accompanying Rapport d’Angkor, 02/1932, Library National Museum, 
Phnom Penh.)
Prasat Ong Mong.
(Plan accompanying Rapport d’Angkor, 02/1932, Library National Museum, 
Phnom Penh.)
Pre Rup -  laterite platform south of PR-a.
(Iicole Frangaise d’ExtrSme-Orient, plan 1871.)
Proportions of the Temples.
(Kramrisch, St., 1996, The Hindu Temp/e. Reprint. Motilal Banarsidass 
Publishers, Delhi, Vol. 1:table following p. 232.)
East Mebon -  dimensions of vestibules, entrances, and windows of halls in outer 
enclosure.
Pre Rup -  details of windows of halls in inner enclosure.
Pre Rup -  details of windows of halls in outer enclosure.
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Map of present-day Cambodia with ancient sites
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1. Introduction
The starting point for the present thesis was Philippe Stern’s theory, classifying Angkorean 
temples into two categories: ancestor and state temples.1 This classification is still in use at the 
present time. Even though Ph. Stern’s work is a most valuable attempt to clarify the conceptual 
background of the Angkorean temples, and explain -  to a certain degree -  their layout, it does 
have obvious shortcomings, some of which were already realised by Ph. Stern himself. In 
developing his definitions, Ph. Stern analysed the architecture in combination with the 
information given in the temples’ inscriptions. Two temples which do not correspond to this 
classification are the East Mebon and Pre Rup, built under King Rajendravarman in the mid­
tenth century CE.
Upon embarking on the present study, it was hoped that the examination of the East 
Mebon and Pre Rup would enable the author to define new, more accurate categories. 
However, the detailed study of the two temples showed that for this aim to be realised it will be 
necessary to analyse each temple and each pair of ancestor -  state temples individually. Even 
though the temples at Angkor do symbolise a limited number of religious concepts, most 
importantly Mount Meru, the cosmic mountain and axis mundi, their significance is not limited to 
these notions, but do incorporate a wide variety of additional ideas. Hence, it was decided to 
limit the present study to the interpretation of Rajendravarman’s temples, and broaden the 
explanatory scope afterwards through separate studies of other temples. Moreover, the two 
temples have not been subjected to a detailed analysis so far -  apart from the restoration 
projects, the reports of which were regrettably never published -  although both of them are 
large and beautiful foundations.
Consequently, an interdisciplinary approach was chosen to analyse the two temples 
closely in relation to Ph. Stern’s categories, and to examine two main aspects of the 
foundations: their architecture and the epigraphy, i.e. the foundation steles. In what follows I will 
examine the East Mebon and Pre Rup temples using empirical, structuralist, hermeneutic, and 
phenomenological methods to allow the two temples to speak for themselves, and move “from
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what [they] say to what [they] talk about”2, instead of trying to impose pre-conceived categories 
on them. The overall layout of the temples, their architectural and decorative scheme, and the 
religious concepts and other information contained in their inscriptions suggest a deep similarity 
between the two foundations, which does not warrant their classification in two distinct 
categories.
In order to place the temples within a wider context, their detailed description will be 
preceded by an introduction to the Indian religions both in India and Kambujadesa3, and by a 
brief section on temple architecture. Kambujadesa was heavily influenced by the religions, 
language, and art and architecture of India, expressed through the Khmer temples with their 
sculpture and inscriptions. These influences have to be introduced to enable a discussion as to 
how closely they were followed.
In chapter 3 the methodological background of this thesis will be given. The development 
of Cambodian studies is introduced, followed by a detailed summary of Ph. Stern’s publications 
dealing with the classification of temples to familiarise the reader with the development of the 
categories. Fundamental components of these definitions to be examined in the chapter include 
the devaraja, the images founded in the temples, the category of temple mausoleums, and the 
layout of the East Mebon. Some of these concepts will be redefined, for instance the devarSja, 
or analysed utilising later evidence than was available to Ph. Stern. Moreover, drawing parallels 
with India will enable a more accurate interpretation to provide the setting for the discussion in 
subsequent chapters.
During my fieldwork in Cambodia in 2002 it soon became obvious that the conceptual 
background of the temples needed clarification, but also that the architectural remains 
themselves had not been studied in sufficient depth. Consequently, an empirical analysis was 
done, which has resulted in the clustering of buildings within the two complexes, and the 
establishing of an internal building sequence, which is given in chapter 4. The significance of
Stern, Ph. (1934) Le Temple-Montagne Khm6r, le Culte du Linga et le Devaraja. Bulletin de lEcole Frangaise 
dExtr§me-Orient, 34, 611-616; Stern, Ph. (1947-1950) Diversit6 et Rythme des Fondations Royales Khmeres. 
Bulletin de lEcole Frangaise d’Extreme-Orient, 44, 649-687.
Ricoeur, 1976:87-88.
The name ‘Kambujadesa’, ‘land of the Kambu' is being used to denote ancient Cambodia. ‘Kambujadesa’ was 
chosen because it was the term used by the Khmer themselves as a name for their country, as evident in the 
inscriptions. In later ones it was abbreviated to Kambuja, which is the origin for the modern name Kampuchea. 
Thus it seems to be the most appropriate, and least controversial and problematic designation within this thesis.
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this analysis is twofold. Firstly, until now the 12th and 13th century temple complex known as the 
Bayon has been the only temple believed to have had major alterations and additions, whereas 
the other complexes were seen as one unit. Showing that other temples underwent changes 
over time as well adds to our knowledge of how temples were conceived and used in 
Kambujadesa. Secondly, the internal building sequence also allows us to make inferences 
regarding the purpose of individual buildings, which subsequently makes them comparable to 
buildings in other temples. This is of particular significance firstly because it has never been 
properly established how Angkorean temples were used. Secondly, Ph. Stem’s classification of 
the temples implies a differing function of temple complexes in the two categories. Hence, 
establishing similarities or discrepancies in the supposed use of individual buildings, and their 
resulting comparability will help us to clarify the overall purpose of the temples.
Because the inscriptions were the basis for much of what has been written about the 
temples, chapter 5 studies them in detail. The chapter focuses mainly on the inscriptions of the 
East Mebon and Pre Rup, but also uses other contemporary or earlier inscriptions for purposes 
of comparison. By evaluating the contents of the inscriptions I argue that in this field the 
differences between the temples are not as significant as the similarities: the religious concepts 
expressed are the same, and the information given about the temples, and the ways it is 
presented are very similar.
The epigraphic material from the pre-Angkor through the Angkor era is extensive, but the 
claims made in the inscriptions have often been taken at face value, with no attempt to verify 
them using empirical data. I have examined those statements most closely which pertain to the 
temple itself, i.e. the stanzas mentioning the images founded there. For this purpose the 
statements made in the inscriptions were compared to the physical remains still at the temples.
The results of this study, presented in chapter 6, were somewhat unexpected. Firstly, 
comparing the two temples, at the East Mebon physical evidence for all the images mentioned 
in the inscriptions could be found. The situation at Pre Rup is radically different, with a survived 
rate of only about 50%. Secondly, the inscriptions of both temples only mention the central 
images, whereas several other images, which are contemporary with the temple, are left out of 
the written record. And thirdly, at both temples significant later additions were found, some 
dating from the 11th century CE, but others in the style of the Bayon. These results suggest
several tentative conclusions. Firstly, the statements of the inscriptions regarding the temples 
themselves could be confirmed, and locations allocated to the individual images. This 
placement of images has two functions. Religiously, it represents the outflow of spiritual power 
from the centre into the surrounding landscape, and politically -  as indicated in the names, 
which combine the king’s name with Siva -  it confirms the king as the centre of his kingdom, 
and the outflow of political power. Secondly, the later sculptures found at both temples indicate 
a continued religious and possibly even political significance of King Rajendravarman’s 
foundations to the generations that followed. Although the political aspects of the temples are 
not examined closely in this thesis for reasons of space, this subject might be fruitful for 
separate research projects. Overall, this chapter focuses very much on the central part of the 
temples, their sanctuaries.
In order to incorporate the rest of the temple compounds, which constitute the majority of 
buildings, chapter 7 analyses the function of all buildings of the two compounds. To understand 
these buildings, which are not mentioned in the inscriptions, I have used two main approaches: 
general architectural theory, and the Indian treatises on architecture, the v&stu sastras. A close 
architectural analysis of all of the buildings with regards to layout, their degree of openness, and 
elaborateness reveals significant similarities between both foundations. Even though some of 
the conclusions drawn are of course hypothetical, I have tentatively suggested purposes for 
certain buildings. I have discovered that similar buildings with presumably similar functions can 
be found in the same location at both temples, and sometimes in other temples as well. More 
generally, the overall spatial conception of the two foundations appears to have been the same.
The thesis, in other words, argues that the similarities between the East Mebon and Pre 
Rup, in terms of architectural features as well as the epigraphic evidence, far outweigh their 
differences. The temples’ layout is unique, because King Rajendravarman was the only 
monarch at Angkor to build two representations of Meru with a quincunx of prasats at their 
centre. However, this can be explained when considering the circumstances of his reign. Before 
his return to Angkor the former capital of Ya§ovarman had deteriorated, and somewhat lost its 
significance because of the relocation of the capital to Koh Ker. Upon Rajendravarman’s return 
he not only restored YaSodharapura, as mentioned for instance in st. CCLXXV of the Pre Rup
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stele, he also founded a temple at the centre of that king’s barayy the East Mebon. This had 
twofold significance. Spiritually, it equalled the recreation of the microcosm with Mount Meru at 
its centre, surrounded by oceans. Moreover, the king as the spiritual centre of the kingdom was 
established, mirroring Indra, king of the gods and his role as master of the elements, on top of 
Mount Meru. This relates directly to the political dimension of the East Mebon as asserting the 
king’s legitimacy by linking him to the earlier king, and his prowess in recreating the universe. 
Pre Rup was the state temple, and thus could be expected to be built with a quincunx of towers 
at its centre to embody the axis mundi.
Overall, it will be reasoned that the temples were part of one building programme, 
designed to affirm King Rajendravarman’s spiritual and political power. A classification of the 
temples into two separate categories of temples as proposed by Ph. Stern is thus not 
warranted. A further conclusion which will be drawn from the analysis of the two temples is that 
even though the temples at Angkor often express certain recurring concepts, for instance their 
representing Mount Meru, they all are very individually conceived and planned. Hence, in order 
to propose a system of classifying the temples one would have to examine each temple 
individually, and only after studying a large number of them would it be possible to attempt and 
define larger categories of temples. This study represents such an individual examination of two 
temples.
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2. The Conceptual Context
This introductory chapter will summarise the issues most significant for this thesis. The culture 
of ancient Cambodia was influenced extensively by that of India. It is not known when relations 
with India started, but this was probably during the first millennium BCE, through trade linking 
China via Southeast Asia with India, and then as far towards the west as the Mediterranean. It 
is not possible to determine exactly when the Indian religions started to become influential in 
Cambodia, in all likelihood sometime around the beginning of the Common Era.1 Physical 
evidence in the form of inscriptions, sculpture and the temples themselves can be found in 
Cambodia dating from around the mid-3rd century CE, when the Indian religions, Brahmanism2 
and Buddhism, had already established themselves firmly in the region. That Indian texts were 
well known in Cambodia is evident in the inscriptions in three ways. Firstly, these explicitly 
mention a number of Indian texts; for instance st. Ill of the inscription of Prasat Anion Car, 
dating from the reign of King Rajendravarman, mentions a CaitanyaSiva, well versed in the 
Sivaite Sastras3 Secondly, concepts dealt with in the Indian texts are referred to and followed. 
For instance, the astamurticoncept can be found embodied in many Khmer temples in the form 
of eight /ingas around the central shrine. Moreover, inscriptions bear reference to a number of 
notions known from India, for instance st. CCX of the East Mebon inscription mentions '&rutl 
and 'smtf/.4 Thirdly, even though certain texts might not be referred to explicitly, the Cambodian 
epigraphy bears clear evidence of their knowledge. Thus, the Pre Rup inscription shows 
influence from Kalidasa’s RaghuvamSa, among others in st. LIX, LXV or CLXIV.5 This familiarity 
with Indian religious and philosophical texts allows the hypothesis that the Khmer were familiar 
with other texts as well, such as the £f/pa£astrasdealing with architecture and sculpture.
In order to make evident possible deviations from the Indian model, both the Indian 
background, and the more particular situation in ancient Cambodia will be described. The 
specific circumstances prevalent during the reign of King Rajendravarman will then be referred 
to in the relevant chapters later on.
Hall, 1985:21-35.
The term ‘Brahmanism’ is being used with various meanings in the literature. In thiis thesis it is a generic term for 
Sivaism and Visnuism together.
Cced6s, Inscriptions du Cambodge (below IC), Vol. VI: 116/117.
Finot, 1925a:330/351.
Bhattacharya, 1991:4, n. 16.
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This chapter will deal with the following issues. First of all, an overview of the Indian 
religions, mainly Sivaism and Visnuism will be given. Following the part on the religions is a brief 
introduction to Indian temple architecture. Not only the concepts represented by the 
architecture, but also special layout and building techniques will be presented. Finally, the main 
temples of King Rajendravarman will be described in some detail.
2.1 The Indian Religions
The main Brahmanical deities venerated in Kambujadesa were Siva and Vi$nu. Notwithstanding 
that both gods appear already in the Vedas, it is only during the time of the later Upanisads, 
from about the 8th to 6th centuries BCE, that beginnings of a Brahmanical theism become 
evident. Especially the Sveta&vatara and Mahanarayana Upanisads show theism, this "idea that 
there is a supreme, distinct God {Bhagavart) or Goddess (B/?agavat/j who generates the 
cosmos, maintains it, and finally destroys it, and who has the power to save beings through his 
grace”6. Within this development especially two deities rose to prominence: Siva and Vi$nu.
In the following a short introduction will be given to the historical development of these 
two deities. Siva and Vi?nu were the main Brahmanical deities venerated in Kambujadesa, and 
are significant within the context of East Mebon and Pre Rup. Both temples are dedicated to 
Siva and contain images of Vi$nu -  in stanza IV of Pre Rup he is even being invoked as the 
Supreme Deity. Summarising the development of these two gods in India provides the 
background for an examination of Sivaism and Visnuism in Cambodia in the subsequent 
section.
2.1.1 Sivaism and Vi$nuism 
Sivaism
The origins of Siva are traceable to the Rg Veda and its minor deity Rudra. To him only three 
hymns are dedicated, but “the rich ambivalence of his character is the basis of an important line 
of Indian theology that culminates in the Hindu god Siva”7. The Vedic Rudra is destructive, and 
he is feared by humans and asked to spare them from his malevolence; he is the spreader of
Flood, 1999:114.
O'Flaherty, 1981b:221.
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disease and fevers, but at the same time is the healer and bringer of medicines.8 Rudra does 
have a clear-cut character, albeit a complex one, and position of his own, with physical 
characteristics which will remain, e.g. his braided hair and being clothed in a skin. He is the 
chief of numerous partial manifestations of his own character. These traits are developed and 
manifested further in the Brahmanas, where Rudra dwells in forests and the wilderness, and is 
the lord of wild animals. His region is the north, associated with dangerous mountains, and he is 
excluded by the other gods from the soma cult. Consequently, he has his own sacrificial rites 
and has to be appeased by humans.9 With the composition of the SvetaSvatara Upani?ad, 
around the 5th or 4th century BCE, Rudra-Siva has come to be identified as the Supreme 
Absolute. Therefore, this stage forms the transition between the monism of earlier Upani$ads, 
and the theism of later traditions. In the Sveta§vatara God is the cause of the Universe; he 
creates it through his power and sustains it, and into him it is absorbed at dissolution10:
1 The One who, himself without color, by the manifold application of his
power
Distributes many colors in his hidden purpose,
And into whom, its end and its beginning, the whole world dissolves -  
He is God (dei/a)\
May he endow us with clear intellect!
9 ...This whole world the illusion-maker (,may/n) projects out of this 
[Brahmar\.
And in it by illusion {mayd) the other is confined.
10 Now, one should know that Nature {Prakrit!) is illusion {mayd),
And that the Mighty Lord {maheSvard) is the illusion-maker {may/n).
This whole world is pervaded
With beings that are parts of Him.11
This Upani$ad seems to have been compiled by those who were unsatisfied with the 
rituals of the Vedas, and longed for the help of a personal god for their salvation. In 
consequence, not only knowledge of God, which is only attained by very few, but also God’s 
grace {prasada) is necessary for salvation.12 Manifesting this development later texts have a 
tendency to stress Siva’s benevolent aspects, and bring him closer to the other gods. This 
emphasis on the God’s benevolence is immediately obvious in his new name, Siva, which
8 lbid.:221. See appendix 2.1 for a hymn to Rudra in the Rg Veda.
9 Gonda, 1976:3f.
10 Flood, 1999:153.
11 Svet5§vatara Upani?ad, IV.1.9-10. Radhakrishnan/Moore, 1957:91.
12 Gonda, 1976:21.
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means 'benign’ and ‘auspicious’. Originally it had been applied as a quality to several Vedic 
gods, and is only used as a name for Rudra after his assimilation to the Vedic cult.13
In the epic period Siva -  as well as Visnu -  is ambiguous, and on one side shows heroic 
traits, and on the other rises to supramundane dignity, representing the Supreme Being. Both 
gods are endowed with all divine qualities, and are the central characters in mythical tales, and 
adored by the other gods. Siva in the epics is still a much feared and ambivalent god. Even 
though the early epic stresses his ascetic aspect, he is willing to grant boons and confer favours 
upon his worshippers.14 During that period the epic-puranic system of the eight names of Siva, 
the astamurti, was developed in detail. Origins of the concept are present already in the 
Satapatha and Sankhayana Brahmanas but were only developed further in the Puranas.15 
These forms are the asta-sandh/\ the ‘eight points of union’16, the all-pervading components of 
the universe:
The world is a product of his eight forms, it consists of them, and can only exist and 
fulfil its task because these forms co-operate. Since also the microcosmos of our 
own body is composed of the same five elements and the three other realities the 
god Siva is believed to make up, in eightfold manifestation, the corporeal frame 
and the psychical organism of every living being.17
An overview of the astamurtns given below.
Overview 2.1: The astam urti- the respective elements and names of Siva.18
Element Name
Earth ks/ti Sarva
Water /a/a Bhava
Fire agni Rudra
Air vayu Ugra
Ether akasa BhTma
Sun surya feana
Moon soma Mahadeva
Sacrificer yajamana Pa§upati
Within the various Sivaite cults Siva is seen as the Great Teacher, Mahaguru, of arts, 
sciences, ritual and spiritual wisdom.19 He embraces the two-fold ascetic ideal; he is at the 
same time the orthodox renouncer, highly respected and the ideal of a male householder, and
Maxwell, 1998:42.
Gonda, 1976:12f. 
Bhattacharya, 1953:233. 
Maxwell, 1998:48.
Gonda, 1976:41.
After Bhattacharya, 1953:234f.
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I the unorthodox ascetic, openly polluting and living in the cremation ground. Siva combines in
his person both the ideal householder -  with his wife ParvatT -  and the ideal ascetic. This 
process of absorption of non-vedic rituals and ideas into mainstream Brahmanical orthopraxy 
can be found in Visnuism as well. Within Sivaism, though, the focus is more on asceticism, even 
within the context of the householder.20
Visnuism
The root of the name Vi$nu may be 'Iv/s, ‘to enter1, which makes Visnu 'he who enters, 
pervades the universe’21. In the Rg Veda the most fundamental of his characteristics are 
already present: his association with the sun, the roles of warrior, spacemaker, and orderer of 
i the universe, and the pregnant, containing aspect of his nature.22 Although Visnu is not
I mentioned very often in this text, he has a well-defined character which hardly changes in later
sources. In his anthropomorphic form he is a youth, associated with mountains, and very
I
j significantly he is beneficial to human interests, benevolent, and fights the demons. His most
j prominent feat is to take three strides, with which he traverses all of space, which contains all
I
living beings, up to the highest realm, the heavens.23 The third stride, the paramam padam, the 
Highest Standpoint of Vi?nu, is beyond the reach of man and his conception, although a way 
into this ‘death-kingdom’ is possible through the Vedic code of morality. The three strides 
expand through time and space and define Vi$nu’s nature as the embodiment of the universal 
order.24 This pervasiveness and spatial and temporal extensiveness results in the close relation 
to the axis mundi, and Vi?nu may even represent this pillar. Vi?nu is present in all three parts 
and has close relations to Aditi, the universal creator, because he creates the space in which 
creation can take place. The three strides are not necessarily to be understood as the tripartition 
of the universe. What is important is that Vi§nu pervaded the whole universe, and humans are 
safe within it; thus humans contribute to the existence and maintenance of the universe. Visnu 
himself remains the “active promoter of positive values and beneficial processes in this world"25,
Maxwell, 1998:55ff.
Flood, 1999:149.
Ibid.:114.
Maxwell, 1998:72.
Gonda, 1976:2f. See appendix 2.2 for the hymn in the Rg Veda. 
Maxwell, 1998:73.
Gonda, 1976:9.
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and in his veneration the hope is expressed that his activity will continue to create space and
safety for both gods and humans.
Vi?nu’s recognition as the Supreme monotheistic God begins with the later Upanisads,
which were compiled during the last several centuries BCE.26 Nevertheless, the
early history of the development of Visnu and his worship is highly complex. In this 
history Visnu becomes fused with other, originally independent deities, and the 
traditions which focused upon these deities become merged in the Vaisnava 
tradition.27
During the early period three deities are important: Vasudeva-Krsna, Kr?na-Gopala, and 
Narayana. Vasudeva-Krsna and Krsna-Gopala were tribal gods, who might originally have been 
deified kings or heroes, later identified with Visnu. The origin of Narayana is less clear, but he is 
identified in the §atapatha Brahmana with purusa, and in the NarayanTya section of the 
MahSbharata he is the resting place of men, whereas the Mah3narayana Upani?ad praises him
oo
as the Absolute and highest deity who dwells in the heart.
The most important text in the development of Visnu as the Supreme Deity is the 
Bhagavat Gita, compiled in the last few centuries BCE, which forms part of the Mah3bh3rata,
integrates into a comprehensive synthesis the different elements of the Vedic cult 
of sacrifice, the Upanisadic teaching of the Absolute brahman, the Bhagavata 
theism, the S5mkhya dualism, and the Yoga meditation.29
A very important concept of this text is bhakt/\ God’s grace. In the Bhagavat GTt§ is also 
the first formulation of the avatara doctrine:
7 For whenever of the right
A languishing appears, son of Bharata, 
A rising up of unright,
Then I send Myself forth.
8 For protection of the good,
And for destruction of the evil-doers, 
To make a firm footing for the right,
I come into being in age after age.30
Through offering three ways to salvation, jhana-yoga, the way of knowledge, bhakti-yoga, 
the way of devotion, and karma-yoga, the way of action31, the Bhagavat Gita bridged the gap
lbid.:5-11.
Flood, 1999:117.
Ibid.:119ff.
Radhakrishnan/Moore, 1957:101. 
BG, IV.7-8. Edgerton, 1997:23.
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between ascetic morality and the exigencies of daily life. Even though the Bhagavat GTta 
contains no reference to the vyuhai2, God's nature is divided. His lower nature comprises an 
eightfold division into the five elements (earth, water, fire, air, and space) and the three 
elements of Samkhya psychology, namely manas; buddhi, and ahamkara. God’s higher nature 
is the life, which upholds the universe.33
In Vi?nuite literature Visnu is the transcendent Lord dwelling in his highest heaven 
Vaikuntha on top of the cosmic egg, where his devotees will go upon liberation. In the world, he 
manifests himself in three ways: as his ten avatara, in icons {murt/\ arcd) in temples and shrines, 
and within the hearts of all beings as their inner controller (antaryamin). The avatara are 
manifestations of Vi$nu in times of darkness, and even though the concept is first mentioned in 
the Bhagavat GTta, it was only developed in greater detail in the later epic literature. By the 8th 
century CE their established number is ten.34 The avatara are Matsya (the fish), KGrma (the 
tortoise), Varaha (the boar), Narasimha (the man-lion), VSmana (the dwarf), ParaSurSma (Rama 
with the axe), Rama, Krsna, Buddha, and KalkT, and sculptural representations of most of them 
can be found within Khmer temples on lintels or in reliefs.
2.1.2 The Brahmanic Religions in Cambodia
Evidence for the existence of the Indian religions in Cambodia is found through inscriptions, 
sculpture and the temples. Already the very early inscriptions from that region bear witness to 
the existence of all three major religions: Sivaism, Visnuism, and Buddhism. The earliest 
inscription, of Vo-canh in what is now southern Vietnam, dates from around the second half of 
the 3rd century CE.35 Although this inscription was found somewhat outside the realm of 
Kambujadesa it is testimony of the presence of the Indian influence in the region, and indicates 
that similar developments might have taken place in ancient Cambodia. The earliest surviving 
inscriptions from Kambujadesa date from the late 5th or early 6th century CE. Two of these
Radhakrishnan/Moore, 1957:102.
I.e. successive emanations from God, which are part of His essential nature, and emphasise the evolutional 
aspect of the relation the One -  the many. In Vedic times the term vyuha entailed the composition of the parts 
as a coherent whole, and was later used by the monotheistic P5ficar3tras, perhaps as an attempt to unite 
various adorable manifestations of God into one personality. See Gonda, 1976:51.
Gonda, 1976:53.
Flood, 1999:116.
Bergaigne, 1885a:192ff. So far it has not been determined with certainty whether this inscription is Buddhist or 
Brahmanical in character.
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inscriptions, both Visnuite, form the oldest proof for the existence of the Pancaratra36 in 
Cambodia. The third inscription is Buddhist and dates from the reign of King Rudravarman. 
Rudravarman’s reign particularly shows the mutual tolerance of the religions at the time. Even 
though Sivaism seems to have been the ‘state religion', both Visnuism and Buddhism were 
accepted and practised. The centre of Visnuism seems to have been Phnom Da, where the 
cosmic Visnu Hari Kambujendra, Lord of the Kambuja, was founded, together with a lihga and a 
Harihara.37 This coexistence of religions is the most significant attribute of the belief system of 
Kambujadesa and characterised it until the decline of Angkor several centuries later.
The following general synopsis of Sivaism and Visnuism in Kambujadesa provides the 
setting for the discussion of the religious background of the East Mebon and Pre Rup to follow 
in later chapters. The specifics of the two temples can thus be interpreted within a wider 
framework.
Sivaism
The earliest evidence for Sivaite speculations are the inscriptions of Phnom Bayan, dated 604 
and 624 CE. Siva is both the Absolute, brahman, and a personal god who bestows his grace on 
his followers. Siva is the interior light (Sntararf jyotih), which represents his body, and in which 
form he appears as the yogin. This concept of the Svetasvatara Upanisad of Siva as the subtle 
material of the Universe, the transcendental Absolute and personal god is evident in inscriptions 
throughout Cambodian epigraphy. The immanent Siva is invoked through the asfamdrti, with the 
sacrificer (or Stman) as the essence of Siva.38 This concept is most important in Cambodia, and 
can be found throughout in the form of eight lihgas surrounding the central image, or a garland 
of eight flowers. Interestingly, in Indian temples seven lihgas surround the eighth lihga at the 
centre, whereas in Cambodia there is an additional ninth one at the centre. One possible 
interpretation for this composition might be that the ninth lihga represents the transcendental 
Siva, the paramStman39 Hence the lihgas would symbolise both aspects of Siva united in one 
building, with the Highest, the Absolute at the central point of the compound, also the highest 
physically. This is also evident in the rite of the ‘first bricks’, when the process of building a
36 See below in section on Visnuism.
37 Bhattacharya, 1961:12ff.
38 lbid.:57f.
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temple is begun and eight bricks are arranged around a ninth one which represents the 
Supreme Siva.40 Another interpretation sees the central ffriga as representing the unity between 
king and Siva -  as is evident in the inscriptions, which accord the firiga a name combining the 
king’s name with -TSvara, Siva.41 The concept of the astamurt/c&n be found at both East Mebon 
and Pre Rup where the central images are surrounded by eight /'trigas representing the 
immanent Siva.
The transcendental Siva on the other hand is the para-brahman, and paramatman, he is 
keva/d2 (unique), niska/d3 (without parts), and n/rgund4 (without qualities). Even though Siva 
is unique, he is also multiple: creation exists due to his §akt/\ it is the cause of the Universe, its 
continuation and its end. In monism creation is not different from God’s substance; external 
conditions, names and forms cause the perceived difference.45 In truth, identity exists in 
difference, bbedabbeda, a term used in King Rajendravarman’s Prasat Khna inscription46. 
Prakrti{matter) is an integral part of God, the efficient and material cause of the Universe. Thus, 
the Universe is identical with God; the phenomenal Universe is a ’reflection’ of God, and Siva, 
the Absolute, is pure conscience. In Cambodia there is also evidence for the concepts used 
within the dualism of SSmkhya, although somewhat transformed, and not necessarily 
expressing a dualist notion, as in st. VI of the Baksei Chamkrong inscription. In dualism the 
manifest Universe, prakrti, is external to the Supreme Deity, and is reabsorbed after the 
dissolution of the Universe.
Various other concepts are highly important in Sivaite speculations in Kambujadesa as 
well. Firstly, the pranava, the sacred syllable omA1 Its three parts are identified with various 
other elements, and this will be discussed in greater detail in chapter 5.2.2 in relation to the 
inscriptions of the East Mebon and Pre Rup. There is also evidence of the yoga doctrine, for 
instance the inscription of Banteay Srei mentions that Yajfiavaraha practised yoga. The Pre Rup 
inscription states that Siva has as his essence the yoga of the yog/n {yogiyogatmaka), and
Bhattacharya, 1970:80.
Kramrisch, 1941:175f.
Stern, 1934:611f, Ccectes, 1928:93.
St. I, Lolei. Bhattacharya, 1999c:30/40.
St. I, Preah Ko and Bakong. Bhattacharya, 1999b: 1/7, 13/18.
Cced6s, 1936b:8/9, st. IV.
Bhattacharya, 1961:59-60.
Cced&s, 1911 f:405, st. I.
Bhattacharya, 1961:61-67.
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resides at the end of the syllable (SabdSnta-sthitaye)48, i.e. Siva is the Absolute. God manifests 
himself in the yogin through the interior light, the universal Stman, or sarvatman. Through this 
perception of the immanent principle comes forth the transcendental principle -  the 
parabrahman, paramstman,49 The worshiper identifies himself with Siva through the element 
-Tsvara, a practice which became widespread in India only during the Middle Ages, although 
already mentioned in the BfhadSranyaka Upanisad: “Whoever worships a divinity as other than 
the self, thinking ‘He is one, and I another’ knows not.”50
Sculptural representation of Siva in Kambujadesa was mostly in form of a lihga, and only 
rarely in anthropomorphic form, although this becomes more frequent during the Angkor period. 
Thus at the East Mebon and Pre Rup there are both kinds of representation: one lihga in the 
sanctum sanctorum representing the transcendental Siva, eight lihgas, the asfamurti, around, 
and anthropomorphic representations in the comer towers.
Geographically, Cambodian Sivaism was influenced from the whole of India, as is evident 
in texts cited in the epigraphy which are known from both North and South India. Various texts 
alluded to in Cambodian inscriptions are known exclusively in North India, and some 
appellations of Siva found in Cambodia are entirely unknown from India and must have been 
developed locally.51
Visnuism
The first mention of Visnuism in Kambujadesa is in the 5th century CE and by the time of King 
Ya§ovarman (r. 889-900 CE) Visnuism had become one of the main religions of Kambujadesa, 
its followers being known as Vaisnava, Paricar§tra, Bhagavata, and Satvata. The most 
important sect were the P3ficar3tra, whose central doctrine were the caturvyuha, the four 
emanations of Visnu52, which are the highest level of creation, i.e. pure creation, whereas below 
are the intermediate, and the material, impure creation.53 This concept is referred to in various 
inscriptions, for instance the Pre Rup inscription54, where Visnu is likened to the Absolute. Other 
doctrines of the Paficaratra alluded to in Cambodian epigraphy are the five rites performed at
48 St. II, Pre Rup. IC 1:77/105.
49 Bhattacharya, 1961:75f.
50 Bfhadaranyaka Upanisad, 1.4.10. Coomaraswamy, 1934:6-7.
51 Bhattacharya, 1961:95.
52 Bhattacharya, 1955b: 112f.
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the five moments of the day, and the five elements. This five-fold division is evident in the name 
Paflcaratra, ‘five-night’, which might be derived from the ‘five night sacrifice’ in the Satapatha 
Brahmana performed by Puru$a-Narayana to become the Highest Being.55
Moreover, there is evidence for the doctrine of the Bhagavat GTta in which God does not 
intervene in creation directly; he merely guides the action of prakrt/. Prakrt/resides inside God, it 
is emanated at the creation, and re-absorbed at the dissolution of the Universe. Hence, there is 
a unity of prakrt/ in God, and a diversity in the Universe. God is both the material and the 
efficient cause of the Universe. In this matter Visnuite theology approaches §ivaite theology: 
Visnu is devoid of all form (nirastasaka/akarei), and guna {n/stra/gunyaguna), and is identified 
with the Absolute brahman. He is unique and multiple, transcendent and immanent, he is the 
universal self (paratman), and the individual self (sarvatman).
Sculpturally, Visnu is represented mainly by four-armed Visnu images, with the four 
attributes: a disk in his upper right hand, conch in his upper left, staff in the lower left, and a ball 
representing the Earth in his lower right hand. Various depictions represent him as the eight­
armed transcendental Visnu, most famously the one from Phnom Da and the wall carvings at 
Prasat Kravan.
As with Sivaism in Cambodia, Visnuism originated from all of India, although the region of 
Mathura, the cradle of Bhagavatism, seems particularly important for Cambodia. For instance, 
under King Rajendravarman the Brahmin Divakarabhatta from Mathura, very likely a Visnuite, 
married the king’s daughter.56
Buddhism
The third main Indian religion in Cambodia was Buddhism, which shall be introduced only 
briefly. The temples dealt with in the present study are Sivaite, but since Buddhism did flourish 
at the time of Rajendravarman it shall be mentioned here as well. The earliest evidence might 
be the Vo-canh inscription (see above), indicating Mahay§na Buddhism. From the 7th century 
CE there is evidence for Theravada Buddhism as well. However, Mahayana Buddhism
Flood, 1999:121.
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remained the more important direction during the pre- and Angkor periods.57 During this time 
Buddhism was characterised by its dynamic nature, as was Brahmanism, reflecting changes 
taking place in India, but due to spatial limitations these cannot be dealt with in detail here, and 
moreover have no bearing on the present discussion. Even though few kings themselves were 
Buddhist, most famously King Jayavarman VII in the late 12th-early 13th century CE, Buddhism 
was practised and tolerated. For instance, King Rajendravarman’s main architect 
KavTndrarimathana was a prominent Buddhist.
Generally the religious climate in Kambujadesa was a very tolerant one: the various 
religions were practised side by side, and there is even evidence of syncretism between the 
religions: both between Sivaism and Vi?nuism, and Brahmanism and Buddhism. Evidence for 
this can be found in the inscriptions58, and in sculptural representations.
Ibid.:17.
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2.2 Hindu Temple Architecture
In the following the conceptual background of the temples will be introduced. First, a brief 
presentation of Indian cosmology will be given, outlining both the Brahmanical and the Buddhist 
worldview. Because both cosmologies differ only in minor details, they can be reviewed 
together. Since temples are a representation of this macrocosm, it is necessary to familiarise 
the reader with its basic elements. Subsequently, a summary of the architecture of the temples 
follows, both the symbolic connotations and a very brief introduction to their basic layout, as 
given in the agamas and £//pa Sastras. Even though the texts were probably known in 
Cambodia, Khmer temples do not follow their instructions to the letter. Nevertheless, those 
elements which can be found in Khmer temples will be introduced here. An analysis as to how 
closely these regulations were followed in the two temples will be given in chapter 7.2.
Brahmanical and Buddhist cosmology
Despite the large number of descriptions of the cosmos in both Brahmanical and Buddhist texts 
they are very similar overall and will be dealt with together.59 The accounts portray the cosmos 
as contained in the cosmic egg of sheer infinite size. The Sivaite texts limit their number to 224, 
whereas the Visnuite ones mention an infinite number. Its structure is very similar in all texts, 
with the seven celestial levels of bhur, bhuvar, si/ar, mahar, Jana, tapa, and satya at the top. 
Beneath is the world of men, below which are another seven levels of pata/a, inhabited by 
divine beings, e.g. nagas, and of equal beauty as the heavens. Finally, beneath those are the 
seven inferior levels of naraka. At the centre of the cosmic egg is Mount Meru, the axis mundi, 
on top of which is located the city of Indra and those of the eight c/varapa/a, which contain 
immeasurable riches. Even though the description of the areas surrounding Mount Meru differ 
somewhat, ultimately this has no repercussion on the representation of cosmology in the 
temples as they represent the cosmic mountain which in any case is surrounded by 
landmasses, oceans, and mountain ranges. According to the Mahabharata Mount Meru is 
surrounded by four islands, dvTpa^  with oceans in between. The southern of these continents is 
the dwelling place of humans, manusya/oka, JambudvTpa, which name derives from Jambu, the
S8 See for instance the inscriptions of the East Mebon and Pre Rup.
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rose-apple tree at its centre. In contrast, the Puranas place JambudvTpa at the centre of the
world with Mount Meru at its centre, surrounded by seven concentric mountain ranges, divided
by concentric oceans, around the outermost of which is the mountain range Lokaloka.60
The most important element of these descriptions is Mount Meru, linking “the realm of
gods, mortals, and creatures of the underworld”61. Its central peak is surrounded by four
buttress mountains and then many others. The material Mount Meru is made of, according to
the Mahabharata and Buddhist cosmology, is gold, although in other sources different materials
and colours can be found.62 The symbolism and importance of the cosmic mountain was easily
accepted at Angkor because the mountain did already possess a spiritual significance. It was
the abode of the ancestors and highly venerated.63 The mountain was the place where all
potency of the earth and thus all life is concentrated.64
One important part of this cosmology is the king, described by Manu in the following way:
[3] For when this world was without a king and people ran about in all directions out 
of fear, the Lord emitted a king in order to guard this entire (realm), [4] taking 
lasting elements from Indra, the Wind, Yama, the Sun, Fire, Varuna, the Moon, and 
(Kubera) the Lord of Wealth. [5] Because a king is made from particles of these 
lords of the gods, therefore he surpasses all living beings in brilliant energy, [6] 
and, like the Sun, he burns eyes and hearts, and no one on earth is able even to 
look at him. [7] Through his special power he becomes Fire and Wind; he is the 
Sun and the Moon, and he is (Yama) the King of Justice, he is Kubera and he is 
Varuna, and he is great Indra. [8] Even a boy king should not be treated with 
disrespect, with the thought, ‘He is just a human being’; for this is a great deity 
standing there in the form of a man.
Thus a king, although human, has superhuman traits, and is the centre of the kingdom, 
equated with Indra, the king of the gods on top of Mount Meru. Together with the temples, the 
king was the representation of the macrocosmos in this world, and could even be associated 
with Mount Meru itself, as both are the immovable centres of the moving world around them: 
“The king, his palace, his central shrine, and his capital city therefore belong to the same cycle 
of equivalences as does Meru. In a sense, the ruler is Meru.”66 Practically, his main duty is 
prajapa/ana, protection of his subjects, as stated for instance in Manu 7.144: "The supreme duty
See Kirfel, 1967 for a meticulous research.
Renou/Filliozat, 1947-49:546-547.
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of a ruler is to protect his subjects, for a king who enjoys the rewards described above [taxes] is 
bound to (that) duty.”67
The temporal principles of Indian cosmology are summarised in the concept of the yugas, 
the four ages of different duration. Even though this thesis deals mainly with the concept of 
space and its representations in the temples, the temporal aspect shall be introduced here as 
well, because it will be part of the discussion of the inscriptions. The yugas are closely linked 
with dharma, morality, and humanities’ abiding to these rules. The longest age is the krtayuga, 
the golden age. The number four represents totality, and this is represented by the bull of 
dharma having all its four legs. During this age humans live according to dharma without effort 
or even being aware of it. A first step of decline is present in the treta yuga during which the 
laws of dharma are not followed in their entirety anymore, but only to three-quarters, and have 
to be learned. During the next age, the dvapara yuga, only half the dharma is being followed, 
and symbolically the bull of dharma only has two legs left. The worst time, however, is the ka/i 
yuga during which only one quarter of the dharma remains. This is the period which humankind 
has been living in for several thousand years already. The four yugas have, as mentioned 
above, different durations. This duration is measured in divine years, one of which consists of 
360 human years. The longest is the krtayugawiih a duration of 4,000 divine years, plus a dusk 
and dawn of 400 years each. The treta yuga is 3,000 years long with dusk and dawn of 300 
years each, the d\raparayuga 2,000 years and the ka//yuga 1,000 years plus dusk and dawn,
eo
all together 12,000 divine years -  or 4,320,000 human years, which constitute one mahayuga. 
Each mahayuga ends in pra/aya, dissolution, upon which follows darkness of the same length, 
and a new creation. After the one-thousandth cycle, the great dissolution follows, the 
mahapra/aya. These 1,000 mahayugas are being called a ka/pa, and 14 of these constitute one 
manvantara, governed by a Manu. One ka/pa equals one day of Brahma, and another one one 
night. The life of this god is made up of one hundred years which equal 311 thousand billion 
human years.69 But, as we know from the texts, gods are not immortal, but are part of the cycle 
of rebirth. Consequently, the Indian view of time is eternal, and cyclical.
O’Flaherty/Smith, 1991:142.
A meticulous study as to whether and how these concepts are expressed in ancient Khmer temples was done 
by E. Mannikka at Angkor Wat (Mannikka, 1996, Angkor Wat: time, space, and kingship. University of Hawaii 
Press, Honolulu).
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Within Indian philosophy, the notions of space and time are unimaginably large, albeit 
limited. Space is contained within the cosmic egg, and time is cyclical. These notions will be 
discussed in relation to the methodological background of this thesis in chapter 3.3.
Architectural requirements
The cosmology described above is expressed architecturally in the temples. The ground plan of 
the temple is based on cosmological principles and has to be planned meticulously. This 
Vastupurusamandala, a geometric diagram which determines the layout of the temple, is seen 
as a microcosmic representation of the universe, and a representation of the Hindu pantheon, 
as each sub-square is identified with a particular deity. The plan is created on the cosmic man, 
the purusa, whose body parts are associated with certain parts of the grid, for instance his navel 
with the centre, or his head with the northeast and east. The most important part is its centre, 
which corresponds to the cosmic mountain and in the temple to the central image. The actual 
laying out of the manda/a on the ground is determined astrologically, and thus represents a 
meeting of space and time. The fundamental layout of the temple is oriented along the cardinal 
directions, most importantly east-west.70
That the temple is intended as a representation of the cosmic mountain is evident in its 
names: it is called Meru, Mandara and Kailasa in the texts. Physically, the mountain is 
represented by the prasada or vimana> the superstructure. Its axis leads from the highest point 
down to the garbhagrha and the icon placed there, but also traverses the top of the temple up 
towards the sky. Inside the temple is the square cella denoting prakrt/\ the primordial 
Substance. It is the centre of the temple, mirroring both the centre of the purusa, the navel, and 
of humans, the heart, in all of which dwells the Essence.71 The reduction from diversity to unity 
is represented in the superstructure by its leading from the square base of the garbhagrha to a 
single meeting point at the top.72
Michell, 1988:71 f.
Kramrisch, 1996,1:161-169.
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The symbolism of the mountain has effects on the devotee as well. By visiting the temple 
the worshipper accrues as much merit as he would have done had he visited the sacred 
mountain itself.73
Symbolically, three kinds of allegory are represented in the temples, which are 
interrelated and work together and correspond to differing degrees of abstraction: formal, 
representational and associational symbolism:
o formal: architecture is a direct expression of its meaning, e.g. doors as 
thresholds
o representational: meaning is not expressed in architecture directly but only 
symbolically, e.g. the superstructure as the cosmic mountain, and 
o associational: symbolism is culturally determined, e.g. a lotus flower as a 
symbol for the centre.74
Finally, a short description of a typical temple layout is given. The Hindu temple, whose 
basic elements are the cella and image, is a “dwelling intended for a god whose permanent 
presence is ensured by regular worship executed on a material representation, which can be an 
image or a symbol."75 Temple sites should be rectangular, and only those at the city centre 
square, with given dimensions. These measurements of whole sites and all their elements are 
largely determined by the height of the principal Deity. At the centre of the compound is the 
garbhagrha, the ‘womb-chamber’, which houses the main image. Entry to this cella is through a 
number of mandapas, with the dhwaja stambha, the flagstaff, and the ba/i p/tha, an altar, 
outside, opposite the main deity. This innermost compound should be surrounded by a number 
of prakaras, enclosures, with gopuras at the cardinal directions. To complete the basic 
arrangement, the temple needs a water tank either within or next to the compound.76
Michell, 1988:69.
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2.3 The Temples of King Rajendravarman
This chapter is a purely descriptive introduction to the two main temples this thesis deals with, 
East Mebon and Pre Rup. A more general introduction to Khmer temple architecture will be 
given first to set the temples in a wider context of layout and building materials. This is 
necessary because in subsequent chapters references will be made to earlier but also later 
temples to show how far the East Mebon and Pre Rup conform to the general model outlined 
here. Moreover, a short section regarding water management at Angkor is included. Water and 
its control was a significant part of the everyday life in Kambujadesa, but also of the cosmology.
Khmer temple architecture
Khmer temples of the early periods are brick towers on platforms. They had a square, 
rectangular or, at Sambor Prei Kuk, octagonal chamber which housed either an image or a 
tihga. Their exterior was elaborately decorated, consisting of stucco moulded onto the 
brickwork, and sandstone elements like the doorframes, windows, and sometimes the lintels, 
even though these were carved in brick and then plastered at various temples.
The early temples in the Angkor region have in common a characteristic style, which was 
introduced at the temples of Roluos and is called the style of Indravarman77. The sanctuary 
towers are generally made of brick and coated with stucco. Inserted into the brickwork were 
blocs of carved sandstone for the lintels, niches with guardian figures, and the doors. The 
square towers are in general single cell shrines with a four-tiered superstructure and one real 
door to the east and three false ones (Fig. 2.1). The guardian figures of the shrines dedicated to 
male ancestors were devas, holding a lance or trident, the prasats for female ancestors were 
guarded by devatas with fly-flaps or flowers. The complexity of the layout of the temples 
increased during that period as well, evolving from single towers towards complex compounds. 
Even though at Sambor Prei Kuk several sanctuaries were built within a common enclosure wall 
(Plan 2.1), they seem to have been individual prasats. Under King Indravarman, however, 
compounds were built where buildings relate to each other.78 At the centre we find the 
sanctuaries -  be they in rows as at Preah Ko, or a central one on top of a pyramid as at Bakong
77 R6musat, 1933:190f.; for a detailed description see Parmentier, 1919:1-91.
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-  surrounded by subsidiary buildings, both halls and shrines, and concentric enclosure walls 
(Plan 2.212.3). The main axis of these temples runs east -  west, with the east being the main 
direction.79
The building materials used for these early Khmer temples were laterite, the most 
important sandstone, brick, and for the decorations stucco. Laterite develops through “leaching 
followed by deposition”80, and forms a soil horizon. After being exposed to air, induration takes 
place. If cut into blocks, which can be done easily due to its soft consistency as a soil horizon, 
and kept well drained while exposed, ripe laterite will indurate in one to two seasons.81 Laterite 
is very suitable for small gravity structures, e.g. walls, or single course block construction, such 
as stone-faced courtyards.82 Moreover, because of its honeycomb structure it enables easy 
water drainage, and is a good deterrent to rising damp due to its low capillarity.83 Because of all 
these characteristics, the Khmer used laterite for the enclosure walls, foundations, and in the 
early temples the pyramidal terraces and even whole buildings.
Sandstone, on the other hand, is a clastic sedimentary rock formed of sand grades of 
sediment, cemented into solid rock by silica (Si02) or calcium carbonate (CaC03).84 Sandstone 
is generally granular, porous, and hard, and can be resistant to weathering, with the qualities 
being determined by the cementing material: if it is not silica but calcite or iron oxide the 
sandstone is more easily weathered85 -  as is the case at the Khmer temples. Sandstone is a 
very soft stone and can be carved almost like wood or ivory -  e.g. at the great stupa at Sanchi 
in India one panel was donated by the guild of ivory-carvers of Vidisa.86
The third very important building material used in the early temples was brick which was 
readily available and could be produced in large quantities locally. The binding element was not 
mortar but vegetable glue, for which the recipe is so far unknown.87 Usually, the brick and 
laterite parts of the temples were covered in plaster and stucco. Unfortunately, most of the
78 Earlier exceptions exist, like Ak Yum built in a quincunx and dating from the pre-Angkor period.
79 Even though the East seems to have been the most important direction in earlier periods as well, sanctuaries
were not necessarily oriented east. For instance, at Sambor Prei Kuk sanctuaries were oriented towards all 
directions, and not necessarily in relation to each other.
80 Belhomme, 1918:17.
81 Persons, 1970: Iff.
82 lbid.:37f.
83 Sanday, 1997:86.
84 Strahler/Strahler, 1978:21 Off.
85 Gabler/Sager/Wise, 1991:313ff, 402ff.
86 Mehta, 1980:1f.
87 The Italian restoration team at Pre Rup has been experimenting with various ingredients and amounts, and the
combination used now consists of rock lime, sand, organic clay, brick powder, and cow glue (gelatine) in water.
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stucco decoration has now disappeared, but from what remains it seems that the lowest layer of 
plaster, which was moulded to form the decorations, was quite coarse. A second less coarse 
layer was applied and the finish was an almost watery layer of stucco (Fig. 2.2).
Closely related to the temples are the extensive water management structures at the 
Angkor capital district, i.e. the barays, moats, and canals. Initially, they were interpreted as 
irrigation structures, a hypothesis developed to its fullest by B.-P. Grolier88, who developed a 
complex theory about how large an area the barays could irrigate to support how many people. 
However, the concept of the hydraulic city has been disregarded over the years, and at present 
long-term research on this issue is conducted by a multi-disciplinary team, the Greater Angkor 
Project. The preliminary conclusion suggests that the intricate system of canals, which 
surrounds and includes the water management structures at the capital district, was for among 
other purposes irrigation. The system seems to have been very similar to what we find in other 
parts of Southeast Asia, small scale, and locally organised. This might also be the reason for 
lack of mention in the inscriptions, because once the large structures were built, the central 
government did not oversee the use anymore.89 Irrigation was only one purpose amongst 
others, those being both practical, like flood-control and drainage, and religious, as clearly 
evidenced in the inscriptions of the time.90
The layout of King Rajendravarman’s capital
In this brief section the layout of King Rajendravarman’s capital shall be described. This will 
serve two purposes. Firstly, it will familiarise the reader with the wider setting of the two temples, 
and relate them to their surroundings, of which they were part. Secondly, this information will be 
referred back to in the discussion of the physical and spiritual relationship between the two sites 
in chapter 7. Generally, the layout of a capital city is described in the Indian fastras, which base 
the city grid on cosmology. At the centre is supposed to be Mount Meru, represented by the 
central temple, as the axis mundi, oriented along the cardinal directions. This temple, the
However, whether this mixture is similar to the original one is not clear. Personal communication with Valter 
Santoro, responsible for the project, in July 2002.
88 Grolier, 1979:161-202.
89 Lecture given at the £cole Frangaise d’Extr§me-Orient Siem Reap by Prof. Roland Fletcher in January 2003.
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Santamurti temple, "grants happiness, long life, sound health to the people and victory and 
prosperity to the king of the country’’91. The outflow of power towards the four directions is 
symbolised by four roads radiating out from the central temple.92 This layout can be found at the 
capital of King Rajendravarman. Two causeways have been found north and east of Pre Rup 
(Fig. 2.3), both elevated as protection against flooding.93 The one east of Pre Rup is 5.4 metres 
wide, made of laterite,94 and continued after about 100 metres by an earthen one, and flanked 
by border stones (Fig. 2.4).95 Near this causeway the remains of a brick structure and tiles were 
found, as well as a lion, similar to those at the outer eastern gopura. These finds prompted the 
scholars of the Conservation d'Angkor to assume the former existence of an additional gopura, 
perhaps of light material.96 This is not necessarily the case, however, as the remains could 
originate from other types of buildings, but due to the lack of detailed information in the report, 
no hypothesis can be formulated answering this question. North of Pre Rup, another causeway 
was found made of sandstone and laterite slabs,97 linking it with the southern dike of the baray 
(Fig. 2.5). Next to this causeway, a small laterite terrace was unearthed, as well as a small 
elevation, covered with tiles, and a brick structure of 80 centimetres depth. West of the 
causeway one statue of a neak /<#, an ancestor spirit, albeit in bad condition, and sculpted 
sandstone blocks were discovered.98 Moreover, on either side of the walkway two basins were 
exposed (Map 2.199),100 together with a sandstone pillar.101 Regarding the tanks, these are not 
unusual for a Khmer settlement. As we know from excavations in other areas, satellite images, 
and Chou Ta-Kuan’s account102, within Khmer villages a few families shared one tank for their 
household purposes. As can be seen in Map 4.1, the basins were located about 160 metres 
north of Pre Rup. The western tank seems to have been 65 x 54 metres in size, and the eastern 
one 60 x 30 metres, lined with laterite. These tanks do not necessarily date from King 
Rajendravarman’s reign. Conversely, if they do, they might possibly be associated with Pre Rup
For a direct comparison of the East Baray with the ocean surrounding Mount Meru see st. A:XIV of the Bat 
Chum inscription. Cced6s, 1908:228/239.
Rao, 1997,1-1:25.
Mayamata, X. Dagens, 1970:148-181.
Rapport d’Angkor, 03/1932:179.
Rapport d’Angkor, 09/1933:1.
Rapport d’Angkor, 03/1929:590; 08/1930:7; 09/1930:11.
Rapport d’Angkor, 09/1933:2f.
Rapport d’Angkor, 04/1932:4.
TrouvS, 1932:72-83.
Because of the large size of this map it is included separately inside the back cover of Volume 3 of this thesis. 
Rapport d’Angkor, 03/1932:180.
Rapport d’Angkor, 07/1934:3.
Chou Ta-Kuan, 1987:section 37.
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and be the water tank(s) every temple should have. Alternatively, they might have been part of 
the palace which could -  or even should -  have been located within the capital. Unfortunately, 
this issue cannot be solved conclusively until excavations have been carried out around Pre 
Rup, and those around the Phimeanakas, where the palace is traditionally assumed to have 
been, are finished.
The two main axes are also stressed by the fact that along both other buildings can be 
found. On the east-west axis, about 400 metres south of the dike of the baray and parallel to it, 
the temples of Prei Prasat, Prasat Komnap, Pre Rup, and Prasat Ong Mong can be found. 
Between Prasat Ong Mong and Pre Rup there seems to have existed a ‘road’, which might 
have been continued from Pre Rup to Prasat Komnap, where an earthen elevation can be 
discerned. Continuing the alignment of these four temples is KutiSvara, where King 
Rajendravarman founded images as well (Map 2.2). The difference of the distance of the central 
sanctuaries of KutiSvara and Pre Rup from the dike is a mere 10 metres.103
The second axis is emphasized through the East Mebon due north of Pre Rup at the 
centre of the baray. Since both temples are nearly equally distant from the southern dike, it acts 
almost as a mirror, and intensifies the feeling of symmetry even more (Fig. 2.6).
Having put the East Mebon and Pre Rup in their wider context within the capital of King 
Rajendravarman, in the following the temples themselves will be described in detail, first the 
East Mebon, as it was consecrated earlier, followed by Pre Rup.
2.3.1 The East Mebon
The East Mebon was built by King Rajendravarman as his first great foundation after he had 
returned the capital to Angkor (Map Angkor104).
Dumargay puts forward the hypothesis that the East Mebon was actually founded by King 
Ya§ovarman.105 According to him the first East Baray was smaller than the present one, with 
dikes of a height of two metres. The founder, who might not have been YaSovarman, decided 
also to change the course of the Siem Rep river, a unique example in Khmer landscape
Trouv6, 1932:61-71.
Because of the large size of this map, it will be included separately inside the back cover of Volume 3 of this 
thesis.
Dumargay/Royfcre, 2001 :xxii.
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changes. Furthermore, he states that at the centre of the baray a Mebon was built.106 Under a 
later king, possibly YaSovarman, the baray was enlarged -  the south dike moved southwards -  
and the dikes heightened by 2.5 metres, so that the water level inside the baray rose by about 
two metres, submerging the temple. At that time the inscriptions of YaSovarman were put up in 
their new locations. Finally, Rajendravarman built the East Mebon as we see it today.107 
However, this assumption is based on a mistranslation of st. CCLXIX of the Pre Rup inscription, 
which Coed6s translates as “In the tank of YaSodhara established by SrT YaSovarman, this 
active king caused to appear a meritorious work which was yet invisible.”108 What the stanza in 
fact means is “In the tank of YaSodhara established by $rT YaSovarman, this active king showed 
visually the dharma which was invisible [the East Mebon]."109 Thus it was not the temple which 
was invisible, but the dharma, made visible in the form of the East Mebon. Regrettably, 
Dumargay’s hypotheses are not supported by substantial evidence, whereas there is evidence 
to support King Rajendravarman as founder.
Firstly, this is mentioned in various inscriptions. For instance, st. VIII of the stele of 
Romduol, probably written between the founding of the East Mebon and the founding of Pre 
Rup, proclaims: “[h]aving restored YaSodharapura, he [Rajendravarman] erected in the pond of 
YaSodhara five gods in five sanctuaries, riveting with stucco.”110 St. XV of the inscription of Kuk 
Sla Ket states: “Of the YaSodharatataka, filled with the water of his good deeds, he made a 
mirror, making it possible to see the dharma that one had not yet seen.”111 This stanza is very 
similar to stanza CCLXIX of the Pre Rup inscription mentioned above. A different kind of 
evidence for King Rajendravarman as the founder of the East Mebon is the temple itself. In its 
present state it is impossible to determine whether the island had been enlarged or not. Looking 
at the landing terraces and the platform surrounding the outer enclosure wall there is no 
enlargement discernible. Moreover, architecturally and stylistically, the buildings we find 
nowadays are very similar to the ones at other temples of Rajendravarman’s reign, most 
significantly Pre Rup. Hence, even if one assumes there had been an earlier foundation, what 
we see now is the deed of King Rajendravarman.
Duma^ay, 2001:37.
Ibid.:38.
IC 1:101/138.
Translation by Prof. K. Bhattacharya.
IC 11:59/60.
IC V:121/122.
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The East Mebon was erected on an artificial island made of laterite blocs in the middle of 
the East Baray and consecrated on January 28th 953 CE112. Its layout shows the characteristics 
of a Khmer temple of the Angkor period: two concentric enclosures and a central platform with 
five towers in a quincunx. This shape of a stepped pyramid in the middle of a baray resembles 
the description of the universe and the placement of Mount Meru as given in the Indian texts. 
This likeness to Mount Meru is referred to in, e.g. the Bat Chum inscription: “In the middle of this 
ocean, which is the sacred pond of Yasodhara, on a mountain erected by him, a summit like the 
one of Meru, covered with prasats, palaces, houses and joy, he erected a Virinca, a Devi, an 
Tsa, a Sarrigin, and a lihga of Siva.”113, and in another stanza the same inscription says: “At the 
centre of the pond of Yasodhara, on a mountain enflamed by SrT, resembling Meru, he erected 
...”114 The East Mebon was restored between 1935 and 1939 by H. Marchal and M. Glaize.
Layout and decoration
The East Mebon consists of two concentric enclosures on a terrace and is oriented towards the 
east (Plan East Mebon115, Plan 2.4-6, Fig. 2.7). The first enclosure116 and also the central 
platform are not at the centre of the island, but placed slightly to the west on the east-west axis. 
The decoration of the East Mebon is in the style of Indravarman, mainly at and around the doors 
and in interpilaster spaces, with exquisitely carved lintels and doors. The following description 
follows the path a devotee would have taken to reach the central sanctuary, from the outermost 
to the innermost areas, and in a clock-wise direction around them.
Outer enclosure
The 6.45-meter wide outer terrace has four landing stages of equal size, 6.45 metres wide and 
5.55 metres deep (Plan 2.7), at the cardinal directions. The outer terrace, which is 120 meters 
square, rises four metres above the bottom of the baray, and the base of the gopuras is six 
metres higher than the surroundings117 (Fig. 2.8). The laterite terrace is plain; the only
Golzio, 2003:179. Usually, the date of the consecration of the East Mebon is given as 952 CE. However, a close 
examination has shown that in fact it falls in the year 953 CE.
A:XIV. Coedfes, 1908:228/239.
C:XXV. lbid.:235/250; the rest of the stanza is damaged.
To ensure easy use, this plan will be included separately inside the back cover of Volume 3 of this thesis.
The numbering of the enclosures starts at the centre, being the first one, and then progresses outwards.
Rapports sur les travaux executes dans le groupe d’Angkor, February 1937 (in the following Rapport rfAngkor,
02/1937):4.
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decoration being four sandstone elephants (Fig. 2.9) placed diagonally at the corners. Entrance 
to the second enclosure is through four identical cruciform gopurai18 inserted into the 2.05 
metre high laterite wall at the cardinal directions. All gopuras {Fig. 2.10) show the same building 
technique: the lowest layer is laterite, followed by one layer of carved sandstone. The walls are 
built of laterite and only the topmost layer is carved sandstone again. On top of this a wooden 
roof construction was added, covered with ceramic tiles. All 2 Gops consisted of one main 
entrance (the opening of the doors being about 2.10 x 1.10 metres119) and two side entrances 
(their door openings are about 1.65 x 0.8 metres). Inside, the gopuras were divided into three 
chambers: a main one with sandstone windows with five balusters next to its entries, and two 
side chambers with doors but no windows (Fig. 2.11). Sandstone portals linked these three 
rooms, and their floor was made of brick. Originally the gopuras had lintels above the outer and 
inner entrances, but none of them remains. Due to its function as the main entrance, the 
eastern gopura is set back a little, its steps being 1.3 metres from the steps leading up from the 
landing stage, whereas the steps of the other gopuras form almost continuous stairs with the 
steps from the landing stages.
The second enclosure contains sixteen halls120, parallel to the enclosure wall, in a 
symmetrical arrangement. All the halls show several common characteristics: their walls and 
foundations are built of laterite, and they all contain certain sandstone elements, such as the 
doorframes, windows with balusters and frames carved at the outside121, and the columns of 
their vestibules.122 Moreover, they were covered by a wooden roof with ceramic tiles (Fig. 2.12); 
the monthly restoration reports of the Conservation d’Angkor mention these tiles, or fragments 
of them, in great numbers.123 In the following every hall is described individually.
The four outer gopuraswW in the following be called 2 Gop E (for east), 2 Gop S (for south), 2 Gop W (for west), 
and 2 Gop N (for north). See Plan 2.4, which shows the individual designations of all buildings.
If measurements are given it is height x width, and east-west x north-south.
These halls will subsequently be called M-a -  M-r, M-a being the first building south of the east gopura, and the 
others following in a clock-wise direction.
Windows are referred to in the French reports. One window is mentioned for M-d (Rapport d'Angkor, 10/1938:6), 
M-e (Rapport dAngkor 08/1938:7), and M-r (Rapport dAngkor, 10/1937:6). Two windows are mentioned for M-a 
(Rapport dAnkgor, 11/1938:4), M-h (Rapport d'Angkor 05/1938:9), and M-i (Rapport d'Angkor, 04/1938:5). For 
the side chambers of M-m and M-n no windows are mentioned, which was due to the bad condition of these 
halls (Rapport d'Angkor, 01/1938:6 and 02/1938:6).
An overview of the features of these halls, which will be analysed in detail in chapters 4.2.1 and 7.2.2, is given in 
Table 4.1 and Table 7.2.
Rapport d'Angkor, 10/1937-11/1938.
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!!
! M-a (Fig. 2.13) has one layer of sandstone inserted in between its laterite foundation and
the laterite wall; the top layer, into which the timber roof construction was set, is sandstone as 
well. Facing 2 Gop E is a vestibule consisting of one layer of sandstone on one layer of laterite 
and six carved sandstone columns. Entrance into the hall proper is through a sandstone portal. 
The interior space is subdivided into one main room with five windows, and one side chamber 
with two windows, all of them facing east. The floor of both vestibule and hall is of brick laid on 
the laterite foundation.
M-b (Fig. 2.14) is constructed entirely of laterite, and has one vestibule built into the 
enclosure, with a roof supported by four sandstone columns. The vestibule was linked to the 
hall by a door opening inwards. The hall is not subdivided and has three windows facing east, 
all containing five balusters, and a laterite floor, 
i M-c (Fig. 2.15), again a laterite building, has two vestibules facing north with four
sandstone columns each. Entrance to the undivided interior was from both vestibules through 
doors opening inwards. The hall has three windows on its north, and five windows on its south
i
side. None of the windows has balusters inserted, but seven sandstone slabs instead. These 
slabs are in a very bad condition, but from the frame it is obvious that they were placed there
i
originally, and are not a later modification. The slabs of the westernmost of the southern 
windows show elaborate carvings at their outward facing side (Fig. 2.16), but because of their 
very bad condition it is impossible to say whether all slabs had been carved this way. The 
building’s floor is made of laterite.
M-d (Fig. 2.17) is very similar to M-a, albeit smaller. Its vestibule, facing 2 Gop S, has one 
layer of sandstone above the laterite foundation and four sandstone columns, and entrance into 
the building is through a portal. The bottom and top layers of the laterite wall are carved 
sandstone. Its interior is subdivided into one main chamber with three windows, and one side 
chamber with one window, all facing south. The floor of both vestibule and hall is made of brick.
M-e (Fig. 2.18) is identical to M-d, apart from its orientation, its vestibule facing 2 Gop S 
as well, hence being oriented towards the east.
M-f (Fig. 2.19) is almost symmetrical to M-c. Again it has two vestibules with four 
sandstone columns each on its northern side and consists of just one large room which can be 
entered from the vestibules through doors opening inwards. Like M-c this hall contains three
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windows on its northern and five on its southern side. All windows have five balusters (Fig. 
2.20), not the sandstone slabs of M-c. The floor of vestibules and hall is made of laterite. Inside, 
the French researchers found a bronze naga with three heads, a 5.6 cm high pestle, and a 
conch.124
M-g (Fig. 2.21), again a laterite building, has one vestibule with four sandstone columns 
at its eastern side, providing entrance into the undivided hall through a door. Next to the 
vestibule are two windows with five balusters. The floor consists of laterite.
M-h (Fig. 2.22) and M-i (Fig. 2.23) are identical, apart from their orientation, as both their 
vestibules face 2 Gop W. Both vestibules have a sandstone layer at the bottom and six 
sandstone columns for carrying the roof. The walls of the halls themselves have collapsed, but 
the sandstone layer inserted above the laterite foundation is still in place. Moreover, parts of the 
sandstone layer at the top still remain next to the buildings. The interior is subdivided into one 
main chamber with five windows and a side chamber which might have contained two windows, 
all facing east. The number of windows can be determined from the carvings of the sandstone 
layer onto which they were placed (Fig. 2.24). The floor of both halls is made of brick.
The buildings M-k to M-p are in very bad condition, and to determine what they looked 
like originally one has to examine what still remains in place, and the debris next to them125. 
Most of this consists of the top sandstone layer onto which the wooden roof construction was 
added, and a few balusters.
All that is left of M-k (Fig. 2.25) is its laterite foundation, parts of the sandstone doorframe, 
and the sandstone columns of its vestibule in the east. Due to lack of debris it is not possible to 
determine how many windows this building had. Judging from M-g however, it might be likely 
that M-k had two windows facing east as well.
M-I (Fig. 2.26) is in equally bad condition. It has two vestibules at its south side with four 
sandstone columns each and two doors linking them to the main hall. As at M-k there is not 
enough debris left to determine how many windows M-I had, nor where they were placed.
Rapport d’Angkor, 11/1936:298.
If it was not possible for the restoration teams to put the original material back in place, e.g. because the 
building was too damaged, they placed it next to the building where it came from. This should ensure that 
everybody knew the origin of the material (Rapport d’Angkor, 12/1936:320). The lintels which could not be put 
up again were dealt with in a similar manner, and placed at the foot of the building they originate from (see for 
instance Rapport d’Angkor, 01/1940:4).
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| M-m (Fig. 2.27) nowadays consists of its laterite foundation, one layer of sandstone on
top of it, and a brick floor. It has a vestibule with four sandstone columns facing 2 Gop N, and 
one layer of sandstone above the laterite foundation. Judging from the debris its roof was 
constructed on a sandstone layer. Looking at the carvings of the lower sandstone layer, and 
some of the frames still lying around, there was definitely one window in the southern wall of the 
side chamber, and one in the southern wall of the main room. The floor was covered with brick,
i which is still in situ.
M-n (Fig. 2.28) seems to have been very similar to M-m, with its vestibule with four 
sandstone columns facing 2 Gop N as well, and the floor covered with brick. Today it is in very 
bad condition, and the debris next to it is not very conclusive either. However, it seems M-n was 
very similar to M-m, again with a sandstone layer inserted between the laterite base and wall, 
and a sandstone layer on top. The number of its windows cannot be determined from the
| debris.
! All that remains of M-o (Fig. 2.29) is its laterite foundation layer and two columns. The hall
is somewhat exceptional, as there is no indication of vestibules in front of it. On the contrary, the
t
! columns seem to have been placed within the wall (Fig. 2.30). Unfortunately, there is no debris
left at all, so the original look of the hall can only be inferred.126
I
M-p (Fig. 2.31) consists of its laterite foundation, parts of its sandstone doorframe and 
four columns of its vestibule. There is not sufficient debris left to determine the number of 
windows or their location.
M-r (Fig. 2.32) has a vestibule with six sandstone columns on one layer of laterite and 
one layer of sandstone facing 2 Gop E. Its walls show a sandstone layer as well, on which the 
windows were placed. The interior was subdivided and the floor covered with brick. The number 
of the windows cannot be determined with certainty, but it seems there were five in the main 
room, and two in the side chamber, all facing east. Around M-r several unusual features are 
visible. Firstly, there are five rows of five holes each between M-r and the inner terrace (Plan 
2.8, Fig. 2.33), with an additional three holes at the base of the terrace, and two on top of it (Fig. 
2.34). Secondly, there are two rows of four and five holes in between M-r and the inner
vestibule of 2 Gop E, which are no longer discernible. All these structures might have been
A very detailed analysis of this building will be given in chapter 4.2.1 and 7.2.2.
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created for wooden posts, and are probably later modifications, as some of them actually 
damage the original hall M-r (Fig. 2.35).
Inner enclosure
Within the second enclosure rises the terrace of the first one, measuring about 80 by 60 metres 
and 2.25 metres high, with a 1.5 metre high laterite wall on top of it (Fig. 2.36). The enclosure 
wall is punctuated by four gopuras in the cardinal directions127 (Fig. 2.37). They consist of 
laterite walls built on one layer of uncarved sandstone, and a brick superstructure. Entry is 
through sandstone doors with lintels128 above. The lintels of 1 Gop E depict Indra on Airavata in 
the east and Kf$na killing Kaliya in the west (Fig. 2.38). The lintels of the southern gopura are 
no longer in situ, and both are badly weathered. The motif of the southern one is no longer 
discernible, and the northern lintel might depict Kubera on two lions (Fig. 2.39). The lintels of 1 
Gop W show Narasiryiha slaying the demon HaranyakaSipu in the east, and probably Varuna 
with a halter in his right hand on ka/a in the west (Fig. 2.40). 1 Gop N has two lintels depicting 
Garuda (Fig. 2.41). Inside 1 Gop E the restoration team found a great number of tiles with a 
lotus petal design (Fig. 2.42) identical to the one used at Pre Rup129, which is a bit unexpected, 
as the inner gopuras seem not to have had wooden tiled roofs, while the outer ones do.
Within the first enclosure are eighteen buildings, which will be dealt with in three groups. 
The first group consists of five laterite buildings in the corners130. Four of them, M-B to E, are 
symmetrically arranged and face each other east-west, the fifth one, M-A, being placed north of 
the one in the southeast corner (Fig. 2.43-2.46). The buildings consist of one foundation layer of 
uncarved sandstone, laterite walls, and a brick superstructure. Remnants of the superstructure 
can still be seen at M-D and M-E (Fig. 2.47), and it is also mentioned in the French reports for 
M-A131 even though it is no longer visible. M-B and M-C differ slightly from the three other 
laterite buildings, as they have a raised floor, and two sandstone layers leading up to the door 
(Fig. 2.48). All buildings have one door, M-A, M-B, and M-E towards the west, and M-C and M-D
127 The four inner gopuras'N\W be called 1 Gop E (for East) and so on for the four cardinal directions.
128 An overview of all the motifs depicted on the lintels in the inner enclosure is given in Table 2.1.
129 Rapport d'Angkor, 02/1936:163.
130 Subsequently these buildings will be called M-A -  M-E, with M-A the building south of the east gopura, and the
others following in a clock-wise direction.
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towards the east, with a lintel inserted above them showing different central motifs surrounded 
by horizontal garlands and foliage. Those motifs are: 
o M-A: deity, possibly Varuna, on a ka/a
o M-B: not in situ, badly weathered and the central motif is no longer evident
o M-C: deva on ka/a
o M-D: three lions
o M-E: Gajahlak?mT (Fig. 2.49-2.53).
The sides opposite the doors are plain, both inside and outside. From the remains it 
seems none of the buildings had a ceiling. The floor appears to have been laterite, apart from
i
M-A which clearly had a brick floor (Fig. 2.54). M-B might have had a brick floor as well, but that 
cannot be determined with certainty. During restoration works were found several images inside 
these buildings. M-A contained a pedestal, two images of Gane§a, one 20 cm132 the other 70 
cm high, and a stone carved on both sides, one showing nine deities, the other what looks like 
seven /sx?133 This stone was placed on a sandstone slab parallel to the eastern wall, about one 
metre from it (Fig. 2.55). M-B contained a sandstone block with a carving of nine devas as well,
I
placed in the same way as the one in M-A (Fig. 2.56).134 Inside M-E were two stone fragments, 
and the fragment of an inscribed stele. Unfortunately, the report135 does not give any more 
details about either of these objects. Nowadays there is a 2 x 2 metre hole inside M-E, which 
might indicate the placement of the stele (Fig. 2.57).
136The second group of buildings consists of eight four to five metre high brick towers 
surrounding the central pyramid, with two towers on each side next to the gopuras. The towers 
have a side length of 3 by 3 metres, and are built of brick on one layer of sandstone, with one 
door towards the east and three false doors on the other sides, carved in brick, and a 
superstructure probably four-tiered (Fig. 2.58). Inside, each had a wooden ceiling. During 
restoration work the French found some //ngas, e.g. in M-1 and M-8137, and there are still
132
133
Rapport d'Angkor, 1936:184.
Rapport d’Angkor, 04/1936:184.
Rapport d’Angkor, 05/1936:200.
Rapport d’Angkor, 05/1936:201.
Rapport d’Angkor, 06/1936:222.
The towers will subsequently be called M-1 -  M-8, with M-1 being the tower south of the east gopura, and the 
others following in clock-wise direction.
Rapport d’Angkor, 03/1936:174.
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pedestals in situ in towers M-1, 3 and 5. In addition to these bases, there are four in the central 
sanctuary, of which one still has the top layer, which identifies it as a /iriga-base (Fig. 2.59). 
Although the towers are identical the central motifs of their lintels are not the same. Tower M-1 
shows a Gajahsimha, towers M-2 and M-8 depict a central lion holding the garlands, and towers 
M-3 to M-7 show Indra on Airavata, although in different variations (Fig. 2.60-2.67).
Within the first enclosure there are several other features worth mentioning. West of the 
northern steps of the inner platform, next to M-6, is a 1.04 metre high ba/ipitha. Its top is square 
and has alternating Garudas and nagascarved at its sides, and a lotus flower on top (Fig. 2.68). 
The base of this object is 52 cm square. Near the bottom of the eastern, western and northern 
stairs leading to the central platform are indentations in the laterite. The eastern one measures 
44 x 45 cm, and the western one 49 cm east-west. Unfortunately, its north-south dimension 
cannot be determined due to damage. The northern indentation is 45 cm square (Fig. 2.69- 
2.71). Although these indentations seem too small for the base of the ba/ipitha, which does not 
appear to have a tenon carved at its base small enough for these holes, one of them might have 
been intended for the ba/ipitha.
The last group of buildings in this enclosure is the central towers138, erected on a platform 
which is 2.75 metre high and 32 metres square, coated with carved sandstone (Fig. 2.72). The 
towers are arranged in a quincunx, and the central sanctuary is elevated on an additional 1.75 
metre high base (Fig. 2.73). The prasats are built of brick on two layers of carved sandstone. 
Each has four sandstone doors, one real door towards the east, and three false ones, 
surmounted by a sandstone lintel with differing central motifs. All five prasats have a four-tiered 
superstructure with brick carvings, and once had wooden ceilings inside. On the two eastern 
and the central tower, male guardians are carved in the brick next to the doors, and the two 
western towers show de\ratas. The walls of the towers were originally plastered, with most of the 
decorative details moulded in stucco; hence the brick carvings visible today are merely outlines 
of the original decoration of the towers, which was probably quite elaborate. The lintels of M-CS 
show the guardians of the directions mounted on their vahanas. Indra on a three-headed
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Airavata in the east, Yama on his buffalo in the south, Varuna on a hamsa in the west, and 
Kubera on a lotus-throne in the north (Fig. 2.74). The corner towers divert from this pattern, 
except in the east where they all seem to depict Indra on Airavata. The eastern lintel of M-SE is 
very badly weathered, but the central motif might be Indra on Airavata as well. In the other 
directions are depicted Yama on a buffalo in the south, Varuna in the west, and a lion on an 
elephant in the north (Fig. 2.75). At M-SW the southern lintel is completely weathered, and in 
the north Kubera is represented on a three-headed lion (Fig. 2.76). The lintels of M-NW show a 
deva, possibly Yama, on a lion in the south, Varuna in the west, and Indra on Airavata in the 
north (Fig. 2.77). M-NE depicts in the south two lions, in the west a k/nnara, and in the north 
Garuda (Fig. 2.78).
St. CCXVIII139 of the Mebon inscription mentions the dedications of the five towers: they 
were consecrated to the tthga 6rT RajendreSvara, accompanied by images of Sauri, GaurT, 
GiriSa, and Brahm§. The placement of these images will be discussed in chapter 6.1.
At the base of CS, between NE and SE, two large pedestals can be seen. The southern 
one (Fig. 2.79) is 1.8 metres square and 90 cm high, and, although broken, was clearly meant 
for a ttriga, which can be seen at the top layer which contains an octagonal hole. North of this 
pedestal and due east of the central prasat is a rectangular base, 2 x 1.2 metres, and 44 cm 
high (Fig. 2.80) which probably bore a statue of nand/n. East of these pedestals carved in the 
sandstone platform are three indentations (Plan 2.9, Fig. 2.81). The western one measures 1.1 
x 1.03 metres, the northeast one 88 x 84 cm, and the southeast one 95 x 100 cm.
2.3.2 Pre Rup
Pre Rup was built by King Rajendravarman at the centre of his new capital and consecrated in 
961 CE. The temple lies about 500 metres south of the south dike of the East Baray and due 
south of the East Mebon, to which it is very similar, though larger. Its modern name, which 
caused much confusion about the temple’s original purpose, is interpreted as ‘turning the
The abbreviations for these towers will be: M-CS for the central sanctuary, M-SE for the southeast, M-SW for 
the southwest, M-NW for the northwest, and M-NE for the northeast towers respectively.
Finot, 1925:331/352.
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corpse’, indicating a funerary ritual during which the corpse is turned to all cardinal directions.140 
This issue will be dealt with in chapter 3.2.2.
Layout and decoration
The temple consists of two enclosures and a stepped pyramid with three terraces at the centre 
(Plan Pre Rup141, Plan 2.10-12, Fig. 2.82). It is oriented towards the east; the central sanctuary 
and first enclosure are placed slightly to the west of the centre of the east-west axis. The style 
of the decoration is very similar to that of the East Mebon, albeit not in as good a condition. The 
lintels are very richly decorated and depict Hindu deities. In niches next to the doors of the five 
prasats are carved guardians: devas on the central and eastern and devatas on the western 
towers. Pre Rup was restored by H. Marchal and G. Trouv6 between 1930 and 1935. The 
following description will again start at the outermost part, moving inside and around in a 
clockwise direction.
Outer enclosure
The wall of the second enclosure is about 120 by 130 meters long142 and is pierced by four 
almost identical cruciform entrance gopurai43 (Fig. 2.83). They are built on a foundation of two 
laterite layers, with the main structure made of brick, and two open sandstone vestibules along 
the main axes. Each has one central entrance with two side chambers, and an additional 
passageway at either side. The two side chambers of the main entrance of 2 Gop E have two 
windows each with five balusters, which were replaced by false windows facing outwards at the 
three other gopuras (Fig. 2.84), emphasising the fact that 2 Gop E is the main entrance. The 
inner spaces of all four gopuras could be locked by doors below the inner lintels, and at the side 
entrances. Hence each gopura consisted of three rooms: the main one with additional side 
chambers, and two open vestibules (Fig. 2.85). Originally, all gopuras had four lintels each on 
the main axis, one above each of the outer entrances, and one above the entrances to the inner 
chamber. Unfortunately, most of these lintels are no longer in situ, but in the following a
140 Aymonier, 1904:5f.
141 For easy use, this plan is included separately inside the back cover of Volume 3 of this thesis.
142 Glaize, 1993:201.
143 The four gopuras'mW subsequently be called 2 Gop E (for east) and so on, following a clock-wise direction. See 
Plan 2.8 for the designations of the individual buildings.
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description will be given of those still in place, and also the ones lying on the ground.144 2 Gop E 
has only the inner eastern lintel left in situ. At the bottom the head of a ka/a can be seen, so it is 
probable that on top of it a deity was shown. The outer eastern lintel is on the floor now, broken 
in two pieces. The central motif shows a kneeling Indra above foliage scrolls. The western 
lintels are no longer in situ. The inner one depicts Varuna on a ka/a, and the outer one shows 
Varuna on hamsa^F'^ . 2.86). 2 Gop S is in very bad condition, and no lintels are found in situ. 
From the southern lintels only the outer one exists and probably shows a deity on a ka/a. The 
inner northern lintel is lying upside down at the bottom of the door and its central motif no longer 
visible. The badly damages outer lintel is at the base of the gopura, and the central motif seems 
to depict Kubera (Fig. 2.87). 2 Gop W still has all four lintels, even though one is on the floor. 
On the western side, there is a devotee on ka/a on the inner lintel, and on the outer one Indra 
on Airavata. The outer eastern lintel shows a deity, probably Indra, on a ka/a, the inner one -  on 
the ground -  is badly weathered, but seems to depict Indra on Airavata (Fig. 2.88). Of 2 Gop N 
all four lintels still exist, two of them in situ, and all badly damaged. The inner northern one 
might depict a ka/a, and the outer one, lying upside down on the floor, Kubera. The central motif 
of the inner southern lintel is impossible to identify. The outer southern lintel is at the base and 
badly weathered, but it may depict a ka/a{Fig. 2.89).
Within the second enclosure one can distinguish two groups of buildings. The first one 
consists of eight halls145 parallel to the inner enclosure wall, built on a 9.2 metre wide laterite 
platform around the wall (Fig. 2.90-2.95). These halls are all built of laterite, with wooden roofs, 
which no longer exist. Moreover, each of their vestibules consists of one layer of sandstone and 
usually four carved sandstone columns supporting the roof. Although some of the buildings are 
badly damaged it is possible to say that they all had windows with five balusters on the outside, 
the number of them varying between three (PR-c and PR-f) and possibly five (PR-b and PR-g). 
Two exceptions in this group of halls are PR-d and PR-e (Fig. 2.96/97), parallel to the western 
wall. Neither building has vestibules on either end, but only one facing the gopura, the other one 
was closed to form a small side chamber. Moreover, they have windows on each side, three on
144 An overview of the lintel motifs depicted in the outer enclosure is given in Table 2.2.
145 These buildings will be called PR-a, starting with the one at the southeast corner, to PR-h in a clockwise
direction. Their architectural details, which will be discussed in chapter 4.2.2 and 7.2.3, can be found in Tables
4.2 and 7.4.
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either side in the main room, and one on either side in the side chamber. The remaining 
vestibule is larger than those of the other halls, with six columns supporting the roof, not just 
four. Another difference is that both halls have a sandstone layer on top of the laterite wall on 
which the roof was placed. This sandstone layer had been substituted for a laterite layer, hence 
the overall height of all buildings is the same. The roof was added using the same technique as 
at the buildings made entirely of laterite (Fig. 2.98).
The second group of buildings is the five large brick towers on the eastern side of the 
enclosure146. They are built in two groups of two towers in the north and three in the south part 
of the enclosure on common laterite platforms of six layers. The side towers are erected on two 
additional uncarved layers of sandstone, whereas the central ones (PR-II and PR-IV) have four 
sandstone layers, hence are higher overall (Fig. 2.99). The superstructure of all prasats is built 
of brick, with sandstone having been used for the doors and lintels. That the towers are 
unfinished is clearly visible at the lintels, which show various stages of completion, with only the 
eastern ones almost finished. The motifs depicted on the eastern lintels are the following: PR-I 
seems to show Vajimukha. PR-II depicts Vi§nu on his vahana Garuda, PR-Ill Rama on 
Hanuman, PR-IV Indra on Airivata, and PR-V Vi?nu in his incarnation as Narasimha slaying 
Haranyaka§ipu (Fig. 2.100-2.104). Apart from PR-IV all the lintels show Vi$nuite motifs, but 
because of the lack of images in the cellas or an inscription it is not possible to determine 
whether they were dedicated to Vi?nu, or just depict this god for other reasons. The towers are 
not mentioned in the Pre Rup inscription, and because of their unfinished state are assumed in 
the literature to be later additions. This issue will be discussed in detail in chapter 4.2.2, and 
7.2.3.
Inner enclosure
The inner enclosure is built on a two metre high terrace, with a two metre high wall (Fig. 2.105), 
measuring 84 metres east-west and 72 metres north-south147, and containing four square 
gopurai48. The eastern and western gopuras have additional passageways on either side,
The five towers will in the following be called PR-I to PR-V, from the northernmost to the southernmost tower. 
Lunet de Lajonquiere, 1911:217.
These gopurasmW afterwards be called 1 Gop E (for east) and so on for the different cardinal directions.
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whereas the northern and southern ones consist of just one main entrance, the side ones being 
replaced by false windows facing outside. All gopuras are built from brick on one layer of 
sandstone and two layers of laterite, with the side passageways of the east and west gopuras 
built on a sandstone base (Fig. 2.106/107). Both 1 Gop E and W have sandstone vestibules 
added at the outside (Fig. 2.108). All the gopuras had inward opening doors, and 1 Gop E and 
W had doors at their side entrances. Hence, the inner enclosure as well as the inner spaces of 
the gopuras could be closed. All gopuras contained lintels149 over their entrances, of which a 
few remain. Both east lintels of 1 Gop E show Indra on Airavata. The western lintel is lying on 
the floor and depicts Varuna on hamsas. The gopura also had lintels over its side entrances, the 
northern one no longer exists, and the southern one shows Indra on Airavata (Fig. 2.109). Both 
lintels of 1 Gop S are no longer in situ and show a deva on ka/a{Fig. 2.110). The lintels of 1 
Gop W depict Indra on Airavata in the east. The inner western one, lying on the floor inside the 
vestibule, depicts Varuna on hamsa, and the outer western one, which is badly weathered, 
might have shown a ka/a. As the eastern gopura, this one also had lintels above the side 
entrances, probably depicting a deity on ka/a (Fig. 2.111). 1 Gop N still has both lintels, the 
southern one depicting a deity on a ka/a, and the northern one a scene which looks like a 
dancing deity (Fig. 2.112). A similar looking lintel in the Koh Ker style is in the Phimai Museum 
(Fig. 2.113), originating from Muang Khaek. The Phimai lintel clearly depicts Trivikrama, so the 
Pre Rup one might have depicted the same motif, albeit in less elaborate detail.
The first enclosure contains 30 buildings, which will be described in four groups. The first 
group is the ten halls built parallel to the enclosure wall150. All the halls are laterite buildings with 
sandstone elements: the vestibule with its columns, doors and portals, the balustered windows, 
and the interior subdivisions. The window frames are carved at the outside, but are plain on the 
inside. Entrance into the halls is from their vestibules through a 2 x 1 metre large door opening 
inwards. Inside, all halls are subdivided by 1.8 metre high and equally wide sandstone portals
An overview of the lintels in the inner enclosure is given in Table 2.3.
The halls will consequently be called PR-A, starting with the hall south of the eastern gopura, up to PR-K in a 
clockwise direction. An overview of their details, analysed in chapter 4.2.2 and 7.2.3, is provided in Table 4.2 
and 7.3.
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into two side and one main room with a laterite floor. The side rooms seem to have had lower 
walls than the main room. A wooden beamwork roof with ceramic tiles covered all halls.151
PR-A’s (Fig. 2.114) vestibule consists of one layer of sandstone and six columns. The 
windows are all on the eastern side, facing the enclosure wall, with one window with three 
balusters in each side room, and three windows with five balusters in the main room.
PR-B (Fig. 2.115), the longest of the halls, shows several unusual features, shared only 
by PR-C. The vestibule, constructed on one layer of laterite and one layer of sandstone, is not 
added along its long axis, but on its northern side at the centre of the main room. Its roof is 
supported by only four columns. This reduction in size seems to be necessitated by the hall’s 
proximity to the central pyramid. A larger vestibule would have reduced the space left between 
the building and the base of the pyramid. The main room has on its northern side eight 
windows, and on the southern side nine. The two side rooms contain one window each, 
opposite the entrance, which is carved not only on the outside but on the inside as well. All 
windows have five balusters. Both side rooms seem to have been open with a portal. The main 
room could be closed by three doors, one to each of the side rooms, and one to the vestibule. 
Within PR-B the French found a pestle and a roller (0 11.5 cm, 35 cm long)152.
PR-C (Fig. 2.116) is very similar to PR-B, albeit smaller. Its vestibule is built in the north 
on one layer of laterite and one layer of sandstone, with four columns carrying the roof. The 
main room has four windows facing north, and five facing south. Again, the side chambers have 
only one window, and show the same ‘open’ conception as in PR-B. All windows have five 
balusters, and the two in the side chambers are carved on both the inside and outside. The 
main room can be locked by three doors, in the same way as PR-B (Fig. 2.117).
PR-D (Fig. 2.118) and PR-E (Fig. 2.119) are similar buildings, both facing 1 Gop W. Both 
vestibules are erected on one layer of sandstone with six columns supporting the roof. Their 
inner space is subdivided into one main and two side rooms each of which contains one window 
facing east at the centre. The main room’s window has five, the side rooms’ three balusters. 
Entrance to both halls is through doors from the vestibule. Inside PR-D, the French found a 
stone pestle and roller (28 cm long), and five wheels with six spokes each, made from flat
A large number of tiles was found by the team of the Conservation dAngkor during the restoration, e.g. at PR-A 
(Rapport dAngkor, 01/1933:2/3).
Rapport dAngkor, 12/1932:2.
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iron153. PR-D is also the only hall with a brick floor (Fig. 2.120), although PR-E might have had a 
brick floor as well. Unfortunately, because of the condition of the hall this cannot be said with 
certainty.
PR-F (Fig. 2.121) and PR-G (Fig. 2.122) show the same features as PR-D and -E, even 
though PR-F is longer, and PR-G shorter than the two other buildings. Both buildings’ vestibules 
face 1 Gop N.
PR-H (Fig. 2.123) has a 4.75 metre wide vestibule at the centre of its southern side built 
2.3 metres into the courtyard. The hall can be entered through an open portal, supporting the 
roof with four columns, built on one layer of laterite and one layer of sandstone, with both layers 
functioning as steps. It does not seem to have contained windows or doors. The foundation 
stele was found in this hall, measuring 2.65 x 1.3 metres, with a thickness of 15 cm. It was 
inscribed on both sides, 66 lines & 1.25 metres on each which add up to an astounding 175 
metres of inscription. Around the stele five smaller pieces of inscriptions were found, but no 
details are given about these in the reports of the Conservation d’Angkor.154
PR-I (Fig. 2.124) is a very unusual building, built entirely from laterite. It is 2.7 metres 
square and 3.2 metres high155, and contains a sandstone indentation with a water outlet towards 
the east. Three laterite monoliths form each of its four corners. It is open on all four sides and 
has two steps on both the southern and western sides, but none in the north (Fig. 2.125).
PR-K (Fig. 2.126) shows all the features of PR-A, the only difference being the orientation 
of the vestibule towards the south.
The second group consists of only two buildings156, usually called ‘libraries’ (Fig. 
2.127/128). They were built parallel to the six centimetre elevated walkway linking 1 Gop E and 
the eastern stairs of the pyramid. The brick buildings were erected on two plain layers of 
sandstone, with one real door facing the pyramid and a false one carved in brick on the eastern 
side. Both buildings have on their north and south sides three rows of openings, with eight, 
eight, and ten holes starting from the top (Fig. 2.129). In PR-N the French found the feet and
Rapport d’Angkor, 12/1933:3.
Rapport d’Angkor, 10/1934:2/3.
Rapport d’Angkor, 11/1922:152.
They will in the following be called PR-N and PR-S for the northern and southern building respectively.
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tenon of a statue157, which are still there, and a 90 centimetre high Hhgay its three parts being 30 
cm each158. At present there is also an elongated sandstone slab (Fig. 2.130), however, due to 
the bad state it is in, the original purpose is difficult to determine. Moreover, the building 
contains a ffriga base with yon/\ 45 centimetres square and 25 high (Fig. 2.131). Inside PR-S the 
French found a laterite slab (2.00 x 0.48 metres) carrying a carved sandstone block depicting 
the seven ascetics.159 This block, 2.8 x 0.2 metres, can still be seen today, however it is made 
from sandstone (Fig. 2.132). Originally, a lintel was placed over the buildings’ doors, but neither 
of them remains in situ. The lintel of PR-N is badly weathered. The French identified it as 
Brahma on hamsd^. However, given that the door faces west, it is more likely that the deity 
depicted was Varuria on hamsa. The lintel of PR-S depicts Varuna on three lions (Fig. 2.133).
Two more features need mentioning here. At the bottom of the east staircase of the 
pyramid is a rectangular sandstone feature, 3.7 x 2.3 metres, which is a nanc/in base (Fig. 
2.134). At the bottom of the northeast corner of the central pyramid is a very unusual feature. 
The laterite blocks of the floor are not laid parallel to the halls, but in a clearly distinguishable 
rectangle, 1.25 metres wide and 3.5 metres long (Fig. 2.135). During the restoration process, 
the laterite of the floor was only cleaned but not removed, hence this element must be original, 
as it is properly set into the surrounding floor. The reason for this unusual placement of the 
laterite blocks is not clear, as they do not seem to be the base for an image or other sculpture.
The main element of the inner enclosure is the stepped pyramid, measuring 46 metres 
square at the bottom, and 34 metres square at the top161, with three terraces of different 
heights: the lowest is 6.4 metres, the second three, and the third 2.9 metres high. The terraces 
have staircases at the centre of the four sides, which are flanked by seated lions on either side 
at every level. The pyramid is built of laterite blocks and only the topmost layer is faced by 
carved sandstone (Fig. 2.136).
Rapport d’Angkor, 01/1932:4.
Rapport d’Angkor, 01/1932:5.
Rapport d’Angkor, 10/1932:2.
Rapport d’Angkor, 01/1932:5.
Lunet de Lajonquiere, 1911:214.
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The third group of buildings consists of twelve small towers162 on the lowest terrace. They 
are built of brick on one layer of uncarved sandstone, with a side length of 2 metres. Their 
superstructure is now missing, but the original height of their four storeys might have been 
between three and four metres (Fig. 2.137/138). They have one door facing east, with an 
opening of 85 x 44 centimetres, and three false ones carved in brick. At present, PR-1 and 6 
contain ffriga bases, and PR-2 and 5 bases for images. This issue will be discussed in detail in 
chapters 5.2.3 and 6.1. Each of the towers has a lintel with differing central motifs over the 0.8 
metre high door. The four eastern towers, PR-1, PR-2, PR-11 and PR-12 depict Indra on 
Airavata (Fig. 2.139-2.142). Towers PR-4 to PR-8 and PR-10 show a ka/a (Fig. 2.143-2.148), 
and only PR-3 and PR-9 are in such bad condition that they no longer contain lintels at all (Fig. 
2.149/150). The lintel of PR-3 was found by the team of the Conservation d’Angkor, and is now 
in the Conservation d’Angkor in Siem Reap. It clearly shows a ka/a{Fig. 2.151).
The fourth group of buildings consists of the five sanctuaries163 on top of the pyramid (Fig. 
2.152), built of brick on three layers of carved sandstone, with a four-tiered vimana. The prasats 
are arranged in a quincunx, with the central sanctuary on an additional four meter high double 
sandstone base. Unlike at East Mebon, most of the lintels of the central prasats are in a very 
bad condition, and the motifs are no longer recognisable. The central sanctuary only has the 
northern lintel left intact which shows Indra on Airavata (Fig. 2.153). This placement is unusual, 
as Indra is the guardian of the east. The lintels of PR-SE portray Indra on Airavata in the east, 
and Kubera on ka/a in the north (Fig. 2.154). The only central motif of the lintels of PR-SW still 
visible is the southern one showing three lions below Yama seated on a three-headed bull (Fig. 
2.155). The eastern lintel of PR-NW represents Indra on Airavata, the western one might show 
a ka/a, and the northern one a ka/a as well (Fig. 2.156). The eastern lintel of PR-NE shows 
Indra on Airavata, and the northern one might depict Garuda (Fig. 2.157). Although it is badly 
damaged, a hand, palm facing outwards, can be clearly seen at the centre. Usually, Garuda is 
depicted in this stance hence it is assumed that originally the lintel showed him.
Subsequently they will be called PR-1 to PR-12, starting with the one south of the eastern stairs, and the others 
following in a clock-wise direction.
The prasats will consequently be called PR-CS the central sanctuary, PR-SE the southeast tower, PR-SW the 
southwest tower, PR-NW the northwest tower, and PR-NE the northeast tower.
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The dedication of the towers is mentioned in st. CCLXXVII to st. CCLXXI of the Pre Rup 
foundation stele. St. CCLXXVII mentions the /inga SrT RajendrabhadreSvara, founded in the 
central prasat, and the four images of GaurT, SaurT and fevara. St. CCLXXVIII gives PR-SE, the 
region of Agni, as the location of fevara RajendravarmeSvara, and the following three stanzas 
mention Rajendravtevarupa as an image of Visnu, an image of Uma for JayadevT, the king’s 
maternal aunt, and fevara RajendravarmadeveSvara commemorating §rT Har§avarman. The 
placement of these images will be discussed in chapter 6.2.
One more feature needs mentioning here. In front of the central sanctuary is a slight 
indentation in the floor (1.83 x 0.9 metres), which seems to have been the location for an 
additional nand/a-base (Fig. 2.158). To have two nand/ns placed outside the inner sanctum is 
not unusual, and can be seen in Indian temples as well (Fig. 2.159). Unfortunately, neither the 
base of the nand/nnox the image itself, which might have been cast from bronze, remains.
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3. Methodological Considerations
After having examined in detail the most important issues dealt with in the present thesis in the 
previous chapter, in this one an appraisal of the theoretical background is given. The first part 
will deal briefly with the research undertaken by the French scholars since the latter part of the 
19th century. This is necessary because the material published by the French forms the 
background of the present study, and has to be evaluated critically in order to determine the 
degree of its reliability. The second part of the chapter deals in detail with Philippe Stern’s 
theory classifying the temples into ancestor and state temples, and temple mausoleums, as this 
is the central issue being examined. The third part evaluates the methodology used by the 
author in order to move beyond what has been said about the temples so far. In this chapter the 
methodologies will be introduced in a somewhat broad and general way, with a more specific 
and detailed analysis in the chapters to follow, making specific reference to what is being dealt 
with in the respective section of the thesis.
3.1 The Development of Cambodian Studies
Ever since Angkor and the other temples in Cambodia were rediscovered in the late 19th 
century, the French, whose colony Cambodia was at the time, conducted the majority of the 
research on these buildings. Although several early publications dealt with Cambodia in a very 
broad manner, e.g. Aymonier’s Le Cambodgd, or Lajonquiere’s /nventa/re descriptff des 
monuments du Cambodgs?, most accounts reflect the disciplinary interests of the respective 
scholars.
In the discipline of epigraphy3 the first Sanskrit inscription was deciphered by Hendrik 
Kern in 1879, and between 1882 and 1885 Abel Bergaigne and Auguste Barth transcribed and 
translated a multitude of inscriptions and published them in Barth’s tnscriptions Sanscrites du 
Cambodge", and Bergaigne’s tnscriptions Sanscrites de Cam pi, and inscriptions Sanscrites du
Aymonier, E. (1900, 1901,1904) Le Cambodge. 3 Vols. Ernest Leroux, Paris.
Lunet de Lajonqufere, E. (1902, 1907, 1911) tnventaire descriptif cfes monuments du Cambodge. 3 Vols. 
Pulications de l’£cole Frangaise d’Extr£me-Orient, Vol. 4, 8, 9. £cole Frangaise d’Extrfeme-Orient, Paris.
The focus here will be on the Sanskrit epigraphy, since this is what is being dealt with in the present study. With 
respect to inscriptions written in ancient Khmer the development took a slightly different form.
Barth, A. (1885) Inscriptions Sanscn’tes du Cambodge. Imprimerie Nationale, Paris.
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Cambodgi, all of them published in 1885. This work was continued from 1903 onwards by 
Louis Finot, joined in 1906 by George Coed6s. Coed6s translated most of the inscriptions of 
Kambujadesa -  both in Sanskrit and old Khmer, and in addition to those printed in the Bulletin 
de TEco/e Frangaise dExtreme-Orient published between 1937 and 1966 the eight volumes of 
the Inscriptions du Cambodgd’, which contain both Sanskrit and Khmer inscriptions.
With respect to the examination of the temples themselves various scholars were 
influential. Henri Parmentier, an architect, made a close analysis of the technical aspects of the 
architectural features. Questions of style and architectural origins were examined by Philippe 
Stern, Pierre Dupont and Gilberte de Coral-R6musat, and the sculpture by Jean Boisselier, 
continued by Madelaine Giteau. One of the most significant publications in this field was Ph. 
Stern’s Le Bayon dAngkor et /'Evolution de i'Art Khmer -  Etude et Discussion de ia Cbrono/ogie 
des Monuments Khm eri, in which he developed the chronology of the temples which has been 
followed until the present day. This chronology is based on style, not technique, and thus brings 
with it some problems regarding the dating of some temples. However, overall this work was a 
breakthrough for the architectural study of Khmer temples. George Cced6s and Philippe Stern 
were also among the few scholars who attempted to combine analysis of the architecture and 
the epigraphic material in their interpretations of the temples. Ph. Stern’s most significant 
publications in this field are the two articles Le Temple-Afontagne Khmer, ie Cuite du Linga et/e 
D e vara j*and Diversity et Rythme des Fondations Roya/es Khmeres™. These pieces contain 
his structuralist analysis of the temples, and result in the development of three categories of 
temples: ancestor temple, state temple or temple mountain, and temple mausoleum. A more 
detailed discussion of these issues will be given in the second part of this chapter.
Bergaigne, A. (1885a) Inscriptions sanscrites de CampS. AcadGmie des Inscriptions etBe//es-Lettres, Notices e t 
Extraits des Manuscrifs, pp. 181-292. Imprimerie Nationale, Paris.
Bergaigne, A. (1885b) Inscriptions sanscrites du Cambodge. Acad6mie des inscriptions e t Bei/es-Lettres, 
Notices et Extraits des Manuscrits, pp. 293-588. Imprimerie Nationale, Paris.
Coedfes, G. (1937, 1942, 1951, 1952, 1953, 1954, 1964, 1966) inscriptions du Cambodge. 8 Vols. £cole 
Frangaise d’Extrfeme-Orient, Hanoi/Paris.
Stern, Ph. (1927) Le Bayon dAngkor e t /'Evolution de A rt K hm er- Etude e t Discussion de ia  Chronoiogie des 
Monuments Khmers. Librairie Orientaliste Paul Geuthner, Paris.
Stern, Ph. (1934) Le Temple-Montagne Khmfcr, le Culte du Linga et le DevsSja. Bu/ietin de /Eco/e Frangaise 
d ’Extrbm e-Orien/ 34, 611-616.
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Critical Evaluation of French scholarship
Regarding the examination of the temples by French scholars, various problems have to be
mentioned. The very basic difficulty is that most of them focused only on their field of expertise,
without attempting to broaden their argument by incorporating findings of scholars working in
other disciplines. While this ensures a most thorough analysis in the respective field, it also
limits the interpretation of the buildings. As will be discussed below, this form of empirical and
structuralist study can create a detailed knowledge pool, but it does not enable interpretation
and the exploration of meaning.
Regarding epigraphy, since the publication of Coedfes’ eighth volume of the Inscriptions
c/u Cambodge in 1966 only a limited number of new translations of Sanskrit inscriptions has
been published, be that translations of newly discovered inscriptions, even though that happens
more or less regularly, or revised renderings of previously translated inscriptions. This poses
significant interrelated problems. Firstly, the fact that existing translations were not worked on
again means new findings were not used to achieve a deeper and more detailed interpretation
of, or to clarify problems or uncertainties which existed in, the old translations. The second
problem entails the continuing existence of mistakes in the translations, which could be rectified
in new renderings. Examples to illustrate this are Bergaigne improving on Barth’s translations,
and the few cases in which CoedSs went back to inscriptions he had translated previously to
work on them again. In most instances the second version clarifies or even solves problems
which existed in the earlier versions. One example is G. Cced6s’ translation of the Baksei
Chamkrong inscription. In the second rendering11 he improves upon the previous translation12 of
various stanzas, for example st. XXXII. The first translation
XXXII For the accroissement of the dharma and following the example of his
ancestors, he [King HarSavarman] founded here, at the foot of the 
mountain of Indra, golden images of two fevara (Siva), as well as 
those of the enemy of Mura (Vi$nu) and two DevTs.13
is modified into
XXXII For the augmentation of the dharma of his parents he [King
Har§avarman], according to the rule, founded here golden images of
10 Stern, Ph. (1947-1950) Diversity et Rythme des Fondations Royales Khmferes. Bulletin de i'Ecoie Frangaise 
d ’Extrdm e-Orienl 44, 649-687.
11 IC IV:88-101.
12 Coed6s, 1909a.
13 Coedfcs, 1909a:492/500.
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two TSvara (Siva and Uma), and at the foot of the Indr3dri images of 
the enemy of Mura (Vi?nu) and two DevT.14
As Coed6s explains in note 3 on p. 99, the repetition of 'iharcah ... prat/mac cd in the 
Sanskrit prompted him to modify the translation and assume two locations for the images 
founded, instead of just one as in the first translation. This modification therefore substantially 
alters the interpretation, as previously all five images would have been founded in Baksei 
Chamkrong, whereas now only two images of Siva and Um§ were established there. The 
remaining three Vi$nuite images need to be looked for at other sites, possibly near 
Mahendraparvata, as Coed6s himself suggests, based on the name of the hill given as Indradri.
The second, and even more fundamental problem with the translations made by the 
French is the fact that none of them was a Sanskritist. Even though the achievements of French 
scholars cannot be overvalued, lack of familiarity with both the intricacies of the Sanskrit 
language and Sanskrit culture resulted in numerous mistranslations, as repeatedly pointed out 
by K. Bhattacharya15, a prominent Sanskritist. While some of these mistakes are of no serious 
consequence, and only distort the understanding of individual inscriptions, others have 
significant implications. Much of the theoretical analysis and interpretation of the temples was 
built on these translations, and thus resulted in mistaken conclusions because of the mistakes 
contained in them. Consequently, in order to be able to interpret the temples properly, a huge 
task lies ahead, as all of the inscriptions will have to be worked on again. This will ensure that 
new evidence can be used in their interpretation, but also that theories about the temples will be 
founded on a solid base, and thus be reliable.
With respect to the architectural analysis, with the exception of the work of Stern and 
Coedds, this field has been limited to the amassing of data, without moving further into the task 
of interpretation due to the lack of interdisciplinary approaches. Of course this data is a most 
valuable source for ongoing research, as it forms the foundation of most work, but so far only 
limited attempts have been made to go beyond a very descriptive study of the temples. This 
descriptive perspective contains two further problems. Firstly, in their analysis of the temples the 
French scholars, for instance Stern and Dupont, had in mind the linear development of the 
styles of European art. This resulted in the formulating of 15 styles of Khmer art, one following
14 IC, IV:92/99.
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the other in a chronological order, bearing the name of a temple -  usually the state temple of 
the respective period.16 From the list of styles, given in appendix 3, it becomes clear that several 
of them only span the reign of one king, and seem to reflect more the personal likes and dislikes 
of that king which resulted in minor stylistic alterations, rather than fundamental changes of 
more general features. For instance, the styles of Pre Rup and Banteay Srei differ only in minor 
details, partly due to the use of different building materials. Overall, though, the decorative 
programme is very similar and the lack of discernible change of techniques thus does not 
warrant the grouping in separate styles.
These evolutionary interpretations entail development towards a goal, or a climax, thus 
misinterpreting and devaluating culture. Generally, a perhaps ‘useful’ or transitional 
developmental stage cannot be termed ‘higher’ or ‘lower’.17 This problem is reflected in the 
issue of styles: usually the style of Angkor Wat is called the classical style and the summit of 
Khmer art. Hence, previous developments are seen as moving towards this climax, without 
evaluating their own achievements properly. One facet of this matter is the negligence of 
techniques and their changes over time at the Angkorean temples. However, their close 
examination would give valuable insights into the ability of the Khmer craftsman and builder to 
deal with the materials in an appropriate way. For instance, examining the techniques used for 
carving the lintels, we can see that the lintels of the 9th and 10th century are up to twelve 
centimetres deep, and very elaborate. In order to achieve this depth, a small drill has to be 
used, which creates small holes so that part of the sandstone can be broken away. Traces of 
these holes can still be found at lintels of that period (Fig. 3.1). The application of this technique 
requires very fine skills, because if the drill is not used carefully, the sandstone can break easily, 
and the whole lintel would be unusable. Examining temples of later periods, this technique 
seems to have been lost because we only find bas-reliefs of up to two centimetres depth which 
were done by using small chisels. The carving of sandstone with chisels, though it does require 
skill and practice, is not as delicate because the stone cannot break away. Hence, the lintels of 
the ninth and tenth centuries bear witness to a much more refined technical capability than 
those of the so-called summit of styles, Angkor Wat. For this reason, an examination of
15 See for instance Bhattacharya 1984,1985-86,1994, and 1997.
16 This naming of styles after the main temple entails another problem, namely that these labels were being used
for both architecture and sculpture. This problem will not be discussed in greater detail here, though, as this 
would go beyond the scope of the present thesis.
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techniques allows a valuable insight into the building process of the temples, and a more refined 
evaluation than merely a consideration of style.
What the purely stylistic interpretations tend to neglect as well is the fact that art in 
ancient Cambodia was religiously motivated, and instigated by the king; art pour / ’art did not 
exist. Because art in the form of the temples was ordered by the king one very important 
element has to be taken into account: the personal taste of the king. Although the temples 
followed strict treatises with regards to their basic layout, dimensions and decorative elements, 
there was scope for variation. For instance, if the eastern lintel of sanctuary towers was 
supposed to show Indra on his elephant Airavata as the guardian of that direction it could be 
executed in a number of ways -  as is clearly visible in the numerous lintels depicting this motif 
at the East Mebon. Hence, even though the subject of a motif might not change due to religious 
requirements, the way in which it was represented could vary considerably. Moreover, recourse 
could be taken to earlier styles as is clearly visible in the pediments of the large brick towers in 
the outer enclosure of Pre Rup (see chapter 4.2.2).
For the interpretive analysis another feature, lacking from studies so far, is the 
consideration of the Indian texts in relation to the Khmer buildings. As we know from the 
inscriptions, a multitude of Indian texts was known in Cambodia, and even though the 
architectural treatises of the agamas and vastu Sastras are not mentioned explicitly in the 
inscriptions, they were certainly known and used. Hence, a detailed study of Cambodian 
temples in relation to these texts will need to be done. This will enable scholars first of all to 
establish the degree of deviation of Khmer temples from the ‘ideals’ given in the texts, and 
secondly allow a more detailed understanding as to how individual buildings in the temples were 
used.
To sum up, even though the findings of French scholarship on Angkor cannot be 
overestimated, a continuing close examination of the temples is necessary to move beyond the 
initial, descriptive work and into the realm of interpretation and meaning.
Layton, 1994:9.
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3.2 Philippe Stern’s classification of the temples
In section 3.2.1 Philippe Stern’s theories regarding the temples and their classification as 
ancestor temples, temple mountains and temple mausoleums will be examined in depth. As 
mentioned in the introduction, this theory and classification was the starting point for the present 
study and thus needs to be given in order to critique it and develop it further in subsequent 
chapters. To familiarise the reader with the theory it will be summarised in the order Stem 
developed it, as this allows an insight into the evolutionary18 process of the classification and 
Stern’s process of elaborating on it.
Section 3.2.2 will introduce the criticisms of Stern’s work by the present author, which will 
form the background for the analysis to follow in subsequent chapters.
3.2.1 Summary of Ph. Stem’s theories
Stern’s approach was a structuralist one, distinguishing and examining the various elements 
which constitute the temple, most importantly the sanctuary tower and the stepped pyramid. 
After having made this distinction in his first article dealing with these issues in 193319, he goes 
on to examine them further in an article published only one year later20, dealing mainly with 
temple mountains. Even though Khmer temple architecture was influenced by the Indian 
tradition, it shows a particular and rapid development of its own: the placing of the sanctuary 
tower on top of the pyramid. This central structure is then surrounded by galleries and 
subsidiary buildings which all together form the compound. The temple is a representation of 
the cosmic mountain, whose significance is evident in the inscriptions as well; it is placed at the 
centre of the various capital cities.
The temple mountain is also closely related to a linga, founded in the main sanctuary, as 
is mentioned in various inscriptions, e.g. in the Sdok Kak Thom inscription of 1052 CE. This 
linga, not the only sculpture consecrated at some of the temples, bears a name combining the 
name of the founding king and Tsvara (Siva), as is evident in the Sri Indresvara of the Bakong,
In this context ‘evolutionary is used in the sense of ‘developing further1, and does have the connotation of 
‘improving upon’.
Involution de ('Architecture Khm&re et les Transformations de la Ville d'Angkor. Journal Asiatique, 222, 352- 
354.
Le Temple-Montagne Khm&r, le Culte du Linga et le DevarSja. Bulletin de l’l=cole Frangaise d’Extr&me-Orient, 
34, 611-616.
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YaSodhareSvara of Phnom Bakheng, the SrT Rajendre§vara of the East Mebon, and 
RajendrabhadreSvara of Pre Rup. Moreover, the inscription of Lovek, probably related to 
Baphuon, mentions the 'subtle and invisible self (suksmantaratman) of King Udayadityavarman 
II. Stern then goes on to wonder whether these /irigas might be identical with the devaraj^ , 
mentioned in the Sdok Kak Thom inscription, and refers to Cced^s’ earlier article, where he 
established three types of buildings22: 1) temples of the devaraja, 2) temples dedicated to Siva 
represented by a iinga which bears the name of the king, and 3) temples dedicated to the 
parents and other relatives of the king.23 Taking into account the two features of a Khmer 
temple, the prasat and the pyramid, Stern subsequently hypothesises that Cced6s’ first two 
categories of temples might in fact be two sides of the same coin. The temple which housed the 
devaraja might thus have been the temple at the centre of the capital, and the devaraja the iinga 
which bore the king’s name combined with Siva’s.24 However, according to Stern this concept 
creates numerous problems with respect to both epigraphy and archaeology. One possible 
solution might be the postulation that a new temple mountain was built during each reign, with a 
new iinga bearing a new name, which was at the same time the devaraja. However, this 
assumption cannot be applied to the East Mebon and Pre Rup, which are both temple 
mountains, built by the same king less than a decade after each other. Consequently, a new 
temple mountain might not necessarily indicate a new reign, and the devaraja might not 
necessarily be the iinga, but the cult performed around it.25 In the following part of his article, 
Stern supports his postulation that the devaraja might indeed be a ritual by a close examination 
of the statements made in the Sdok Kak Thom inscription about the origin of the devaraja under 
Jayavarman II. He concludes that in the central sanctuary of the temple mountain (almost) 
always was placed a linga, which (almost) always bore the name of the king combined with 
TSvara. This temple in all likelihood represented Mount Meru, the centre of the universe, at the 
centre of the capital. As for the devaraja, this seems to have been a ritual performed around the 
tinga bearing the royal name rather than a iiriga having its own particular temple, as Ccedfes had
The issue of the cfevarSjamW be discussed in greater detail in section 3.2.2.
Stern, 1934:611-612.
Coedfes, 1928a:93.
Sternal 934:612-613.
Ibid.:614. We see, already in this early stage of his speculations Stern encounters the limits of his hypotheses 
when considering King RSjendravarman’s temples.
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suggested.26 Another point he makes here is that Pre Rup and the other foundations nearby are 
evidence that after the sojourn at Koh Ker Rajendravarman founded a new capital east of 
YaSovarman’s capital around Phnom Bakheng.27
These thoughts on temple mountains are developed further and integrated into a wider 
classification of temples in Stern’s long article published in 1947-195128. Here he states that due 
to the results of ongoing work in history and philology on the one side, and archaeology and art 
history on the other, new perspectives have been opened up. In this text Stern for the first time 
defines the two different types of temples: ancestor temple and temple mountain, and develops 
his classificatory system. Ancestor and state temples seem to have been built in pairs at the 
respective capitals: Preah Ko -  Bakong, East Mebon -  Pre Rup, Ta Prohm and Preah Khan -  
Bayon. The ancestor temples are dedicated to direct relatives of the king who are united with 
their deity in an image. In this definition Stern explicitly excludes earlier unrelated kings, and 
royal or remote mythical ancestors.29 In this context the images of kings bear a posthumous 
name, possibly to distinguish images of the deceased from /irigas dedicated to living kings. 
These temples seem to have been founded at locations related to preceding reigns, for instance 
Ya§ovarman founds his ancestor temple on an island at the centre of his father’s baray, as does 
Rajendravarman at the centre of YaSovarman’s baray.:30
In contrast to the ancestor temple is the temple mountain, which is built as a stepped 
pyramid, representing the cosmic mountain at the centre of the capital. At the centre and the top 
of this temple is the main sanctuary housing a /inga which bears the name of the king combined 
with Siva. Surrounding the /inga are the eight murt/\ the manifest forms of Siva, which might be 
linked to the eight /okapa/a, and thus symbolise the king’s domination of all directions -  the idea 
of the cakravart/n. A ritual may have been performed at every temple mountain to install the 
king as cakravart/n, which would also be in accordance with what the Sdok Kak Thom 
inscription says. Thus the characteristics of a temple mountain are: the stepped pyramid, the
Stern, 1934:615.
Ibid.:616.
Diversity et Rythme des Fondations Royales Khmferes. Bulletin de / ’&co/e Frangaise d ’Extrdme-Orient, 44, 649- 
687.
"Si, comme nous le croyons, le ‘temple aux anc&tres' est reserve aux anc&tres directs (ou par alliance quand ils 
sont haut places), en seraient exclus les rois ant&rieurs non anc&tres et les ancfetres royaux et mythiques 
lointains.” Stem, 1947-1951:651.
lbid.:650-652.
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central tinga uniting the king with God, and the surrounding eight /irigas, symbolising the
material universe. Moreover, subsidiary sanctuaries are founded, housing images of deities, but
also humans, either relatives, or mythical ancestors.31 See Overview 3.1 for the characteristics 
of the two temple categories.
Overview 3.1: The characteristics of state and ancestor temples according to Ph. Stern.
Characteristics of State Temples Characteristics of Ancestor Temples
Towers in quincunx on top of stepped pyramid Towers in rows on a common platform
representing Mount Meru
Lirigas combining the name of the king with Siva Statues to represent ancestors of the king 
Dedicated to the king’s personal God Dedicated to the ancestors
Nagabalustrades
Astamurti around the central images
A third category of buildings are the public works, such as the barays and other hydraulic 
works, monasteries, hospitals and resthouses, and restorations of previous capitals. All these 
works carried great significance, and were meant to increase the welfare of the people.
| Particularly the water works, though, had symbolic significance as well, as they are part of the
representation of the macrocosmos, signifying the oceans around Mount Meru, to which they 
I are likened in the inscriptions.32
These different kinds of foundations appear to have been built in sequence, as usually 
the public works seem to have been undertaken first, followed by the ancestor temples, and 
finally the temple mountains. These features can be observed in four great reigns, those of 
Indravarman, r. 877-890 CE (Indratataka -  Preah Ko, 880 CE -  Bakong, 881 CE), YaSovarman, 
r. 890-900? CE (East Baray -  Lolei, 893 CE -  Bakheng, c. 900 CE), Rajendravarman, r. 944-968 
CE (East Mebon, 953 CE -  Pre Rup, 961 CE), and Jayavarman VII, r. 1181-12?? CE (Ta Prohm, 
1186 CE and Preah Khan, 1191 CE -  Bayon, c. 1200 CE). Both Rajendravarman and 
Jayavarman VII undertook public works as well, as Rajendravarman restored the old 
Ya6odharapura, and Jayavarman VII built the barays of Preah Khan and Neak Pean, plus the 
hospitals and resthouses.33
lbid.:652-654.
lbid.:654-655.
Ibid.:655.
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The problem with this sequence is how to fit in the new concept of temple mausoleums, 
introduced by CoedSs’ article of 1940.34 The formation of this category is based on the discovery 
of ‘sarcophagi’ at various temples at Angkor, or local legends, and very significantly on Chou 
Ta-Kuan’s account dating from the late 13th century. Thus, it seems that several temple 
mountains, for instance Pre Rup and Angkor Wat, were transformed into temple mausoleums 
after the king's death. There seems to be a break with this practice during the reign of 
YaSovarman, as the kings preceding him seem to have been honoured in a funerary context at 
the ancestor temples built by their successors, whereas this practice cannot be discerned for 
later kings. One explanation might be the transformation of the state temple on Phnom Bakheng 
into a temple mausoleum, which might be evident in the fact that YaSovarman’s capital, 
YaSodharapura, bears the name of a human, rather than a deity, as did the previous capitals. 
The temple mausoleum of Jayavarman IV, who reigned at Koh Ker, was the large stepped 
pyramid Prasat Thom. His son, Har§avarman II, built neither an ancestor temple, nor a temple 
mountain, and is, together with his mother but not his father, commemorated in 
Rajendravarman’s Pre Rup. Generally, during the ninth century the mausoleum of a king seems 
to have consisted of a sanctuary founded for him by a later king in his ancestor temple. 
Moreover, it would not be beyond the bounds of possibility that the transformation of temple 
mountains into temple mausoleums was the reason that successive kings felt the need to build 
ever larger and new temple mountains. This might also be the reason why Rajendravarman 
united the two concepts of ancestor temple and temple mountain in the East Mebon, and why a 
cult had already existed for four years before the consecration of the temple.35
In the part that follows, Stern explores the possible origins of these concepts, and follows 
Cced6s’ hypothesis that they might originate in the royal cult of the soil in China. There every 
new dynasty has to found a new God of the soil, which is placed at the centre of the palace 
opposite the ancestor shrine.36
Sources for these speculations are the inscriptions, mainly of the four great reigns, which 
also allow inferences about reigns from which neither temples nor inscriptions remain, for 
instance the inscription of Baksei Chamkrong mentions the foundations of several preceding
34 La Destination Fun6raire des Grands Monuments Khmdrs. Etudes Cambodgiennes, no. 33, Bu//etfn de i ’£co/e
Frangaise d ’Extrgm e-Orieni 40, 315-343.
35 Stern, 1947-1951:655-657.
36 lbid.:657-658.
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kings. The inscriptions also bear evidence of the overall development of the concepts which are 
already present in initial forms in the pre-Angkor period but are only fully developed during the 
ninth century. The most complex stage is reached under Rajendravarman, who unites the 
concepts of ancestor temple and temple mountain in the East Mebon, and temple mountain and 
temple mausoleum in Pre Rup. After his reign the concepts cannot be found, apart from the 
realisation of temple mountains, i.e. Ta Keo, the Phimeanakas, Baphuon, and Angkor Wat, until 
the time of Jayavarman VII, who transforms and enriches the concepts again. Parallel to this 
development of the concepts were changes in the architecture which becomes ever more 
elaborate and larger in scale.37
The next part of Stern’s article examines closely the individual reigns and their buildings. 
In order to shorten the summary somewhat, we will not discuss the early reigns, but start with 
King Jayavarman IV at Koh Ker, who precedes King Rajendravarman. From the reign of 
Jayavarman IV no inscriptions mention the foundation of either an ancestor temple, or a temple 
mountain, although Prasat Thom is the temple mountain par excellence in terms of its 
architecture (Fig. 3.2).38
The reign of King RSjendravarman is one of the most unusual with respect to the 
foundations, as two temple mountains were founded within nine years. His public works are not 
too obvious, but might consist in the restoration of the old YaSodharapura, and Baksei 
Chamkrong, as mentioned in the inscriptions, which would also be in accordance with the 
hypothesis that the public works were executed at the beginning of a reign. Turning to 
Rajendravarman’s ancestor temple, the East Mebon was consecrated in 952 CE39 although the 
images had been founded several years earlier, and both its inscription and the one from Baksei 
Chamkrong from 948 CE mention earlier foundations. Still, the East Mebon is the first large 
foundation of the king, built with five sanctuaries on top of a pyramid -  albeit not a very high 
one. Stern goes on to state "[tjhat this temple is an ancestor temple, we cannot doubt it”40, as is 
evident in the inscription, particularly stanza CCVII, which mentions the founding of an image of 
Siva and ParvatT for the benefit and in the likeness of his father and mother. The terms used are 
the traditional ones, and even though Rajendravarman’s parents do not seem to have reigned
37 lbid.:658-661.
38 lbid.:672-674.
39 Ph. Stern uses the date of 952 CE, which is usually given.
40 "Que ce temple soit bien un ‘temple aux anc&tre’, nous ne pouvons en douter.” Stern, 1947-1951:675.
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at Angkor, they might have reigned at a different place. Rajendravarman’s mother, like the wife 
of Jayavarman IV and mother of Har§avarman II, was a sister of King YaSovarman. Another 
argument for the East Mebon being Rajendravarman’s ancestor temple is its location at the 
centre of YaSovarman’s baray, which links it directly to the earlier king’s reign. What is unusual 
about the East Mebon, however, is that though it corresponds to the definition of an ancestor 
temple it does show characteristics of a temple mountain: the quincunx of towers on top of the 
pyramid, with the central /inga bearing the name of the king combined with -TSvara, which is 
moreover surrounded by the eight murtiof Siva. Why this combining of the two concepts? Why 
is the ancestor temple also a temple mountain? Why this hastening to build a state temple? It 
might have been the case that the previous transformation of Bakheng and Baksei Chamkrong 
into temple mausoleums prevented the celebration of the cult of the royal /inga at these places. 
According to the Baksei Chamkrong inscription, a /inga and four images had been founded at 
the East Mebon four years prior to its consecration. This might indicate that because the above 
mentioned temples were unsuitable RSjendravarman had to build a somewhat transitional 
shrine, possibly in perishable material, in order to be able to perform the royal cult. However, 
even if this hypothesis is correct, why would he then unite the two concepts in the East Mebon?
Pre Rup, consecrated nine years after the East Mebon, shows all the characteristics of a 
‘proper’ state temple. The central /friga is surrounded by statues representing not just blood 
relatives -  HarSavarman II and JayadevT -  but also the distant ancestor ViSvarupa. One of the 
towers, the southeast one, houses the Rajendravarme§vara, a name which, according to 
Cced§s, hints at funerary practices, because of the inclusion of the element ‘-varman’. This 
element added to a name was only included in tinga or image names at ancestor temples, e.g. 
Preah Ko, or state temples which were later transformed into temple mausoleums, as was 
Bakheng. This funerary connotation seems also to be evident in the modern name, Pre Rup, 
‘turning the corpse’, which denotes a funerary practice. Moreover, Rajendravarman’s son and 
successor, Jayavarman V, built his own temple mountain, possibly because the previous temple 
was no longer suitable for the royal cult. Additionally, one has to consider Prasat Thom, which 
had been transformed into a temple mausoleum, and the fact that an image of Jayavarman IV 
was founded neither at the East Mebon, nor at Pre Rup, whereas images for both his wife and 
son are present at Pre Rup. East Mebon unites the concepts of ancestor temple and temple
mountain. Pre Rup, on the other hand, is purely a royal temple mountain. Why then did 
Rajendravarman build a second temple mountain? Maybe to return to a traditional conception of 
ancestors, or possibly to prepare his own temple mausoleum? Without doubt it must be difficult, 
if not impossible to transform an ancestor temple into a temple mausoleum? Possibly the 
location of the East Mebon at the centre of the baraywas unsuitable for the rituals performed at 
the central temple and thus necessitated a second one which could be reached more easily. 
Judging from the foundations south of the baray Rajendravarman built a large ‘capital of the 
East’ in that area, and might have wanted to have a beautiful and impressive temple mountain 
at its centre.41 Concluding his section on this king Stern states that “[w]e thus see several 
arguments which could have prompted Rajendravarman, by building Pre Rup, to duplicate his 
preceding foundation of the East Mebon.”42
The rest of Stern's article is devoted to periods after the reign of King Rajendravarman, 
mainly King Jayavarman VII, who was the next, and at the same time last, king to follow the
!
i building programme outlined by Stern.
j
| This very detailed summary of Stern’s two most significant texts was deemed necessary
|
! in order to familiarise the reader with his line of argument. Moreover, it is hoped that it has
I
become clear that Stern himself saw a problem with integrating the East Mebon and Pre Rup 
into his classification. Now a discussion will follow of those aspects of Stern’s theory which to 
the present author seem to be inconsistent.
3.2.2 Critical evaluation of Ph. Stern’s theory
This section will deal with criticisms of Stern’s theories by the present author, in the order in 
which they appear in Stern’s texts. As mentioned above, Stern’s articles were summarised in 
the order in which they were written, not according to issues, as that clarifies the thought 
process. This is also the reason why the evaluation below follows Stern’s line of argument. The 
discussion of these criticisms given here is not exhaustive and will be continued in the following
Ibid.: 674-678.
“Nous voyons ainsi ptusieurs arguments qui pouvaient avoir pouss6 Rajendravarman, en construisant Pit Rup, 
a dtdoubler sa fondation prtctdente du M6b6n oriental.” Ibid.:678.
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chapters. However, it was felt necessary to include the critique here, in order to familiarise the 
reader with the background of the thesis.
The concept of the devaraja
At the heart of the problem regarding Ph. Stern’s definition of temple mountains is the concept 
of the devaraja, mentioned in the Sdok Kak Thom inscription, written in 1052 CE by the brahmin 
Sada§iva. Contents are the genealogy of his family which had served the devaraja since its 
foundation by Jayavarman II under the priest Hiranyadama who later appointed the priest 
Sivakaivalya, SadaSiva’s ancestor, as officiator of the cult.43 This entails two main problems. 
Firstly, the inscription was written two and a half centuries after the actual event, and secondly 
for the specific purpose of legitimising a priest whose family had been linked to the devaraja 
from the beginning. Regarding the nature of the devaraja no consensus has been reached so 
far as to whether it was a iingaw, a movable cult, as postulated by Ph. Stern, or a caianti 
pratima, a movable image 45 Regarding the reign of Rajendravarman, the devaraja appears to 
have been of no great significance during that time. The term is not mentioned in any of the 
inscriptions, and even the Sdok Kak Thom inscription itself only refers to foundations of the 
officiating priest:
LVII Priest of Rajendravarman (II), he [AtmaSiva] founded in the territory of
Vam£ahrada the towns of 6anti(pura), Kafuka(pura) an Brahmapura.
LVIII In those three villages he erected one image of Hara, one of Vi§nu
and one of SarasvatT for the sake of property.46
It therefore appears that the concept of the devaraja is not helpful in the attempt to 
analyse the layout and spiritual background of the East Mebon and Pre Rup. For this task, other 
notions need to be considered instead.
For translations of this inscription see Finot, 1915:53-105; Coed6s/Dupont, 1943-1946a:56-158; Majumdar, 
1953:362-382; Chakravarti, 1978-1980.
Finot, 1915:57-58. Ccedfcs/Dupont, 1943-1946:61-62. Beginnings of Cced6s’ analysis of the devaraja can 
already be found in 1911 g, and the discussion leads like a red thread through many of his publications.
Filliozat, 1966:101-103.
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Images founded at the temples
The second issue which needs critical attention relates to the images installed at the temples. 
One of the most fundamental criteria in the definition of an ancestor temple is that it houses 
images dedicated to relatives of the king. Stern excludes earlier unrelated kings, and royal or 
remote mythical ancestors, and explains this by stating that these persons seem to have had 
more royal than ancestral connotations, as images for them can be found in prasats in state 
temples. The example he uses is the cousin of a king, which alludes to HarSavarman II at Pre 
Rup.47 However, Stern is inconsistent with the application of the classification: at Preah Ko, an 
ancestor temple according to Stern, the central towers were dedicated to King Jayavarman II 
and his chief queen, a paternal aunt and uncle of Indravarman, the founder of the temple. Thus, 
precisely the presence of these images of royal ancestors would not qualify Preah Ko as an 
ancestor temple, or vice versa, qualify Pre Rup as ancestor temple. Consequently, this 
definition entails problems not just at the East Mebon and Pre Rup, but at other temples as well, 
as to determining which relative or ancestor has which status, predominantly royal or ancestral. 
This leads to arbitrariness, as has just been demonstrated.48
The issue of temple mausoleums
A third problem arises with respect to temple mausoleums. In his discussion Stern follows 
Ccedfes’ argument regarding the ‘sarcophagi’ found at various temples at Angkor49, i.e. that they 
contained the ashes of the founding king who was put to rest at his former state temple. This 
entails various difficulties. First of all, even if the objects found at the temples are indeed 
sarcophagi they do not have to be contemporary with the temples. During the restoration work 
at the temple in 1931 at an unspecified location were found: “a series of small terracotta urns, 
with or without glaze, some of which contained the centres or debris of burnt bones.50, which 
gave rise to the assumption that Pre Rup was in fact a tomb. This seemed to be confirmed in 
late 1932 through the discovery of pottery in between the west porch of PR-c and the outer 
enclosure wall: "It is there obviously a funerary place which cannot go back very far because
46 Bhattacharya, 1999a: 10-11/25.
47 Stern, 1947-1951:651.
48 The images founded at the temples will be discussed in chapter 5.2.3, 6, and 7.2.
49 Stern, 1947-1951:655f.
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certain Chinese potteries do not appear to be very old ...”51 Even though the urns and pottery 
were indeed evidence for Pre Rup having been used as a funerary place, the objects are not 
necessarily contemporary with the temple -  as indeed is stated for the Chinese pottery. That 
Pre Rup was linked to funerary practices in later times is evident in the stupa built for a monk of 
Wat Bo52 just south of PR-NE53 (Fig. 3.3). Moreover, in connection with the theft of a Buddha 
image from PR-SW is mentioned that the image had been venerated as a neakta, an ancestor 
spirit.54 Both these links date from a much later time than Pre Rup, so they cannot be used as 
proof for funerary practices at the time of King Rajendravarman.
Secondly, and more importantly, we have to remember that these temples were Hindu 
foundations. Within the Hindu temple tradition death and its rituals are kept separate from the 
main temple, either at the cremation ground, or a special temple outside the settlement. This 
means that neither of the temples could have been transformed into temple mausoleums, and 
housed the ashes or bones of the former king. Significantly, the evidence for funerary practices 
referred to above originates from a Buddhist context. Within Buddhist Wats it is acceptable and 
everyday use to enshrine the ashes of deceased kings or monks. This is a significant difference 
to Hindu foundations, and has to be remembered when talking about temples dating from the 
Angkor period. That Pre Rup had been transformed into a Buddhist foundation by at least the 
end of the 17th century is evident in K. 264 consisting of 16 lines in Khmer, carved on the door 
jambs of the southeast sanctuary. It dates from 1606 6aka, 1684 CE, and mentions an assembly 
and the foundation of a golden Buddha image.55 Thus the data indicating funerary practices 
mentioned above might well date from around this period.
A third aspect which has to be considered with respect to Pre Rup as temple mountain 
turned temple mausoleum is that the name does not necessarily mean ‘turning of the corpse’ 
and denote a funerary practice. According to Prof. Ang Choulean it means ‘sacred image’, and 
derives phonetically from ‘preah or 'vrah rujj. Due to the phonetic shortening of the first syllable
"une sdrie de petites urnes en terre cuite, avec ou sans couverte dont quelques urnes contenaient des centres 
ou des debris d’os calcines." Rapport d’Angkor, 03/1931:7.
“C'est Id dvidemment un lieu fun&raire qui ne peut remonter trds loin car certaine poteries chinoises ne 
paraissent pas tr&s anciennes ...” Rapport d'Angkor, 11/1932:4.
Wat Bo is one of the most important Wats in Siem Reap.
Rapport d’Angkor, 08/1931:7.
Rapport d’Angkor, 08/1950:6.
Aymonier, 1904:8f.
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to 'prd, a quite frequent development in Khmer, the French misinterpreted the name, and this is 
still being followed today.56
Following from the above discussion, the concept of temple mausoleums -  at least within 
the context of Pre Rup -  seems to be highly questionable. Consequently, without this concept a 
significant part of Stern’s argument is missing, and his assumption that the transformation of 
earlier temple mountains into temple mausoleums had necessitated the combining of ancestor 
and state temple in the East Mebon is no longer valid.
Translation of st. CCVII of East Mebon
The next problem to arise is the translation of st. CCVII of the East Mebon inscription. Finot’s 
translation, which Stern uses, reads that the king founded images of §iva and ParvatT for the 
merit of his parents, in their likeness.57 Unfortunately, this translation is incorrect. What the 
stanza in fact means is that the king established images of Siva and ParvatT for the good of his 
parents who had attained Siva’s heaven.58
Within the context of Khmer temples the issue of portrait statues has been discussed by 
G. Cced6s, who concludes that the images were not sculpted in the likeness of the person 
commemorated, but were indeed representations of the divinity with all their characteristics.59 
This is also in accord with the Indian regulations, according to which devotees of a deity may be 
honoured in the form of images as well. In the case of Sivaite worshippers they can be 
represented by anthropomorphic images, images of Siva himself, or even /Yrigas:60 
Anthropomorphic images of the devotees can be "sculpted as singing, dancing, or doing /w^sf61, 
or seated on a throne. Images who embody the devotee in form of the deity, on the other hand, 
seem not to be supposed to show individualised features, but be an appropriate representation 
of the deity.
Personal communication with Prof. Ang Choulean, to whom I would like to express my gratitude for alerting me 
to this issue.
Stem, 1947-1951:675.
See the detailed examination of this issue in chapter 5.2.3.
Cced$s, 1960:181. A comparison with images in Javanese temples, which is drawn frequently in the literature, is 
excluded in this thesis for two main reasons. Firstly, the images founded in Khmer temples before King 
Jayavarman VII were not portraits of the person commemorated. Secondly, a comparison with Javanese 
images, and thus the examination of cross-influences between the two regions, calls for extensive research 
which would go beyond the scope of this thesis. In order to examine these links, a future research project is 
already in planning.
Rao, 1997,11-2:474.
Ibid.:475.
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Consequently, commemorative images in Khmer temples were not fashioned in the 
likeness of the person they were intended for, but done according to the regulations pertaining 
to the carving of deities.
Layout of the East Mebon
Even though Stern himself considers the layout of the East Mebon in the form of a temple 
mountain to be a problem62, he does not modify his definitions. His explanation is that 
Rajendravarman united two concepts in one building, but as we have seen above, his argument
63is not very coherent.
However, there is an alternative explanation for the layout of the East Mebon. Taking into 
account the references made to the East Mebon in other inscriptions of King Rajendravarman, 
as introduced in chapter 2.3.1, they all mention the five towers or even their likeness to Mount 
Meru rising from the ocean. The East Mebon seems to have been intended as a very literal 
representation of the macrocosm, which could be achieved easily given its location at the centre 
of the East Baray. Consequently, in order to represent Mount Meru and its peaks, the temple 
needed a quincunx of towers at its top. An earlier temple in a comparable location is Lolei, 
founded by King YaSovarman at the centre of the lndratat£ka at HariharSlaya. At that temple 
four prasats were built, according to st. LIX dedicated to commemorate the king’s ancestors:
LXI these four images of 6iva and SarvanT, made by his own art, were
erected together for the increase of merits of his ancestors.64
The sanctuaries at Lolei were placed as two pairs, without a central tower (Fig. 3.4). 
Contrary to the East Mebon, Lolei was not likened to Mount Meru in the inscriptions, and this 
immediate parallel appears not to have been intended by King YaSovarman.
Consequently, the parallel between Mount Meru surrounded by the ocean and the East 
Mebon at the centre of the East Baray seems to have been a very significant part of the temple, 
and the reason for the quincunx of towers at the centre.
Stern, 1947-1951:676.
This matter will be analysed in chapter 4.2 and 7.2.
Bhattacharya, 1999c:36/44.
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Significance of Koh Ker
Throughout his explanations regarding the East Mebon, Stern refers to Jayavarman IV and 
Prasat Thom at Koh Ker.65 The reasoning, which never becomes really coherent, seems to be 
that because Jayavarman IV had his temple mausoleum at Prasat Thom, there was no need for 
an image for him at either of Rajendravarman’s temples, whereas his wife and son, not 
commemorated so far, were honoured through images at Pre Rup. Regrettably, Stern never 
expounds on this thought, and the argument as to how this influences the East Mebon or Pre 
Rep remains rather vague.
Following from the above thoughts it is evident that Stern’s classification of the temples, 
and particularly the East Mebon and Pre Rup, is not very coherent. In order to evaluate his 
findings and reach a more accurate understanding of the temples a twofold examination is 
being undertaken in the present study, following Stern’s example. Firstly, the architecture of the 
temples will be analysed in detail in order to establish differences and similarities not just in 
layout and outer form, but also in the likely use and function of individual buildings and the 
whole temple complexes. Secondly, the inscriptions will be studied closely. The analysis of the 
religious concepts evident in them, but also the statements made about the temples themselves 
will enable a comparison between them. The findings of the two analyses will subsequently be 
drawn together to produce a new and more accurate interpretation of the temples.
The following section of this chapter is an appraisal of the theoretical background of this
study.
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3.3 Methodology of the Present Study
The central issue of this part of the chapter is the validation of our findings about East Mebon 
and Pre Rup and their integration into the existing body of knowledge. The main aim of this 
study is the critique of Ph. Stern’s classificatory system of ancestor and state temples with 
regards to the two main temples of King Rajendravarman. Due to Stern’s focus on the central 
and other shrines this system is limited to the interpretation of the cosmological representation 
of the temples. As has been discussed in the previous section, this focus on the prasats does 
not allow a deeper understanding of the sites, or inferences as to their intended purpose or 
usage. Consequently, to go beyond the existing reading, various analytical threads will be 
combined in this study.
Fundamentally, the approach taken here draws on Stern’s by interweaving the analysis of 
the physical remains with a textual one, studying the inscriptions. The architectural analysis 
extends the existing interpretation to include all buildings within the temple compounds, not just 
the sanctuaries. The study of the epigraphy will comprise of the religious concepts expressed in 
the texts, but also the information given about the temples themselves, an analysis not 
undertaken so far. In addition to these two means of evidence, India will be included as a 
cultural reference. As has been established in chapter 2, the influence of India on the culture 
and religions of ancient Cambodia has been significant. An examination of Indian religious and 
architectural texts will help illuminate not just the architectural features of ancient Khmer 
temples, but also the concepts represented in them. Moreover, due to the significant historical 
continuity evident in India, parallels to present-day practices there will be made. By interweaving 
these approaches it is envisaged that it will not only be possible to interpret individual temples in 
greater depth than hitherto possible, it will also become possible to compare different temple 
compounds.
In any case, a hypothesis gains plausibility with increasing data in support of it. 
Ultimately, one has to be able to connect previously unconnected or unconnectable data. In this 
process we have always to remember that “structures need not be universal, and their proposed 
universality should not be a major part of the validation procedure”66. For instance, similar
Stern, 1947-1951:656, 677f. 
Hodder, 1986:52.
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buildings need not have the same function and vice versa, and meanings cannot be 
automatically transferred between different places and times.
3.3.1 Towards a Definition of (Sacred) Space
Sacred is defined as something ‘dedicated to a god’ or 'connected with religion’, as being 
‘inviolable’ and ‘safeguarded or required, esp. by tradition or religion’.67 In short, an object 
considered as sacred has value because of religious or traditional reasons. Eliade gives as a 
first and most fundamental definition of the sacred as it being "the opposite of the profane”68, 
established in the world through hierophanies, whose dialectic “tends endlessly to reduce the 
spheres that are profane and eventually to abolish them’’69. This is clearly visible, for instance, in 
the doctrine of the unity of atman-brahman as stipulated in the Upani?ads. The most significant 
formulation in this respect is ‘tattvam asl, ‘that art though’, which can be found, for instance, in 
Ch3ndogya Upani?ad Vl.ix.4. Ultimately, the sacred is that which is real, what “exists in an 
absolute manner”70.
Space can be conceptualised in two ways: the empirical and the phenomenological one. 
Both complement each other, as will become clear in the following, and will therefore be utilised 
together in this thesis. In the empirical view -  and this is the way most people perceive space 
without thinking about it -  space is seen as existing perse in the form of a container in which all 
other things exist. Objects within ‘space’ would then be perceived in relation to the boundaries 
of this container, which also exists without any other objects as an empty container. This notion 
of space is reflected in the architectural analysis undertaken in chapters 4 and partly in chapter 
7. Here, buildings and the space created by them will be measured and analysed in their 
physical, bounded dimensions. The second conception, the phenomenological one, sees space 
as existing because of perceivable things. An object within space is hence perceived in relation 
to other objects. Space does not exist on its own, but needs objects for its own coming into 
existence. Arnheim uses the example of a ball in emptiness: only when a second object exists 
does an axis between the two come into being, along which ‘distances, directions and velocities’ 
can be measured. This becomes even more complex with the addition of a third element, which
67 Elliott, 1997:668.
68 Eliade, 1998:14.
69 Eliade, 1993:459.
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creates a two-dimensional triangle.71 In this view of space the human body and its perception of 
space is central. The body is the means through which we experience space, and inhabit it.72 
Although Martin Heidegger’s primary interest was time and temporality he did also enquire into 
space, which he sees as an <?/?/w/7category -  space is already there when Dasein73 enters into 
the world. One of the important features of Dasein is its thrownness into the world alongside 
other Dasein, and space is the place for the Dasein to be. Space is created by places, but within 
space there are no places: “Space [Raum] is in essence that for which space has been made, 
that which is let into its boundaries. That for which room is made is always granted74 and hence 
is joined, that is, gathered, by virtue of a locale ... Accorc/ing/y, spaces receive their essentia/ 
being from ioca/es and not from “space”!'75 Another very important characteristic of space was 
discussed by Foucault, namely its historicity, and its specificity to society: "fundamental ideas of 
place and space vary widely from era to era -  and from society to society. There are no 
constants in this conjoint history; “space" and "place” ... [are] ever-altering, never the same.”76 
This means that space -  and also place -  is something special: "Space is perceived only as 
places. ... Through the cultural artefact of a name, undifferentiated space is transformed into 
marked and delimited p/ace!'77 Consequently, space is culturally experienced and patterned, 
which makes it difficult for the researcher of our day and age to examine space of past cultures, 
as our consciousness and minds are very differently moulded than those of the cultures 
examined. Space is not fixed but dynamic! This conception will become evident in the analysis 
offered in chapter 7 which focuses on the intended purpose of the sites. Central to this 
examination will be people’s movement through the compounds, and how they actively made 
use of them as lived religious sites.
Ibid.:459.
Arnheim, 1977:1 Off.
The notion of habitation was developed by Merleau-Ponty, following Husserl's concept of the 'null-body', the 
here. Casey, 1997:217; 229-233.
In this text the term ‘Dasein” will be used. In the opinion of the present author the English translation ‘Being’ 
does not express exactly the connotations of ‘Dasein’. 'Being' does have the meaning 'existence', whereas 
‘Dasein’ really means ‘being here (and now)’, rather than just exist as such. This stress on the here and now 
seems to have been intended by Heidegger, as he could have easily used the term 'Sein', which does not have 
this connotation but simply means 'Being'.
The word used in the original, ‘gestattet’, does not only mean ‘granted’ in the sense of allowed, permitted, but 
has a strong connotation of ‘place’ as well, since it derives from 'Statt', 'place, stead'. Concordantly, in this 
context, even though the word granted does capture part of the sense, this additional connotation has to be 
remembered.
Heidegger, 2000:149. Transl. by Krell, 1978:356; slightly amended by the present author.
Casey, 1997:298.
Pearson/Richards, 1994:4.
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Space in the Indian literature
In the Indian literature we find two conceptions of space. Fundamentally, space is infinite and
unbounded. Even though one universe is constituted of a cosmic egg, the infinite number of
those eggs float in infinite space, which itself is not enclosed. That space already exists prior to
creation, and has no beginning or end in time. Within this infinite space creation of the other, the
bounded and measurable space takes place, as detailed in numerous instances. Common to
the accounts is that this bounded space is created by a divine being, be that the purusa™, or a
god like Vi$nu79, and its tripartite division into heavens, the world of humans and the
netherworlds. This created space is subsequently meticulously measured. These dimensions
are used to measure anything, be that the universe, the cosmic mountain or human dwellings
80and temples. Thus, everything can be related, and is integrated into an interrelated whole.
One characteristic of the conception about space is particularly important in the context of 
temples: the significance of the centre. Cosmologically the centre is demarcated by the cosmic 
mountain, Mount Meru, represented in the microcosm by the temple. Because spiritually every 
temple is called the centre of the world, there is an unlimited number of these centres, all of 
which embody the only real space, the sacred one.81 Here, the three worlds meet: Mount Meru 
reaches the spheres of the divine, continues down to the world of humans, and is rooted in the 
netherworld. Because the temple represents the axis mundi\\s> building is also a cosmogony, an 
act of creation, which mirrors the act of creation of the Universe from the centre outwards.82 
Through this creation of the microcosm parallel to the macrocosm humans are enabled to live 
within the sacred realm.
Space in Architecture
The special characteristic of the art of architecture is its functionality, “it confines space so we 
can dwell in it, creates the framework around our lives”83, and is like a theatrical scene for our 
lives. Architecture has two different conceptions: one is to build material, and although space is
Rg Veda 10.90.14. O’Flaherty, 1981 b:31. See appendix 2.3 for the whole Puru?a Sukta.
See appendix 2.2 for Rg Veda 1.154 about Trivikrama.
Acharya, 1918:2-3; Chakrabarti, 1998:38. See chapter 7.1.2 for a list of measurements used. 
Eliade, 1991:39-41.
Ibid.:51f.
Rasmussen, 1997:10.
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enclosed building something is the main aim.84 The other has as its main aim to create space 
and the material around it is only a means to define that space.85 For the analysis of the temples 
of Angkor we have to take into account both conceptions. The aim to build something is realised 
in the temple overall as a re-creation of Mount Meru, and in individual buildings. This conception 
will be analysed mainly in chapter 4. The second notion is realised in the usage of the temple -  
how the space created through built material was actively appropriated by the devotees. The 
examination of this aspect will be undertaken in chapters 6 and 7. Important to mention is, that 
whichever aim prevails humans always perceive architecture as an entity of built material and 
created space. This might be adequately expressed in the German word ‘Raum-Gefuhl’, the 
"sense or conception of the defined space”86.
Because humans’ primary aim for building is to create order in our environment by 
assigning particular roles to certain places, Heidegger’s notion of ‘dwelling’ is particularly 
relevant within the field of architecture: "[t]o dwell is how the mortals are in this world’’87. The 
building which enables dwelling is a thing that gathers the fourfold88 and allows a locale for it -  it 
makes space.89 Space is therefore "created by a particular constellation of natural and man- 
made objects, to which the architect contributes. ... every architectural constellation establishes 
its own spatial framework.”90 These spatial systems can be found in any architectural setting, 
and their degree of order determines how easily they are perceived and understood. This not 
only includes the buildings themselves but also the space around them. Although it is primarily 
the setting, i.e. the features of the surroundings, which determines where an object, i.e. a 
building, is placed, subsequently the existence of a new element changes the dynamics of the 
space. Looking from one building to another is a dynamic activity, in which the space in 
between is part of the whole.91 It is important not only that the object changes the space but that 
they influence each other. Partly because of this three-dimensionality, but also because of the
One example here would be the erection of a bridge. Although there certainly exists ‘space’ on the bridge, the 
main goal is to build the object bridge itself.
This would be the case in a church or a house. Primarily we are interested in the space that is created within the 
concrete walls of the buildings. The walls themselves are just a means of delineating this space.
Rasmussen, 1997:48.
Heidegger, 2000:142.
Earth, sky, divinities, and mortals. These four constitute a primal oneness, and belong together as the four 
'boundaries' of our being, which are inseparably linked with us: we live on earth, under the sky, exist before 
divinities, and alongside other human beings. Heidegger, 2000:143f.
Here again we see Heidegger’s notion that space develops out of places.
Arnheim, 1977:13.
This interspace establishes relations between the buildings, according to its size and the size of the buildings -  
they can be drawn closer together and felt as a unity or on the contrary be divided by this space. Ibid.:17ff.
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phenomenological perception of space as being created by objects, the interstitial space is not 
empty but filled with gradients arising from the ultimately dynamic activity of looking at objects in 
space.
The surroundings of a building have to be taken into account for a second reason as well: 
Focault’s notion of historicity. A building is erected on a ‘site’ which is linked to human history 
and can be already a ‘place’ with meaning before the building process commences. Because of 
these pre-existing connotations, but also because of what has been said above, a building 
cannot be treated as an isolated entity: it stands in an environment which has to be considered. 
The relation of a building to this environment can be twofold: it can be seen as an outgrowth of 
nature, conforming to nature, or alternatively it can be seen as a rational shape, as a means to
92an end, to transcend nature and possibly even make nature itself conform to human’s ideal. 
This second viewpoint is evident in the architecture of the Khmer, who undertook enormous 
efforts to modify their surroundings to make them conform to their world-view and be as close a 
representation of the macrocosm as possible. One just has to think of the barays, the largest 
one 8 x 2  kilometres in size, to see how important it was for the Khmer to change the microcosm 
as much as possible to mirror the macrocosm.
3.3.2 The Interpretation of (Sacred) Space
How can we now identify meaning in architecture? In order to deepen the existing interpretation 
of temples, several methodologies will be interwoven in the hermeneutic circle, in which guess 
and validation are circularly linked as subjective and objective approaches. The hermeneutic 
circle has two poles: the whole and the parts of the object of understanding which are “bound 
together in a relationship of mutual clarification”93. The information contained in this circle is 
constantly increased which means that a “progressive development of new insights”94 is 
possible. It is important, however, not only to remember that we believe something, but also 
why we believe something, as the new belief that we form should be founded on as much 
information as possible. Thus the hermeneutic circle incorporates two important factors. Firstly, 
the amount of information available is constantly increased without losing old information, and
Amheim, 1977:13f. 
Bontekoe, 1996:3.
Ibid.:3.
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secondly this new information is continuously integrated into the already existing body of 
knowledge.95
In practice, the hermeneutic circle starts with a set of prejudices which determine the 
questions asked. These, however, are revised in the light of the text’s answers, and new 
questions are asked. The main problem for the interpreter is to find the right questions for the 
answers of the text. The reader must be sensitive to what the text tells him, which "requires a 
conscious process involving the assimilation of one’s own fore-meanings and prejudices.”96
To start the research process at the East Mebon and Pre Rup, we had to establish as 
accurate as possible an account of the temples, the buildings, their features, the spatial 
organisation, the layout of a building, and building complexes. To establish a very detailed 
description of the temples empirical methods were utilised.97 The buildings were recorded in 
great detail, for instance in terms of the building materials, and layout, and their various parts, 
such as doors and windows, measured carefully. The data collected in this way forms the basis 
for the subsequent examination of the temples.
Subsequently, a structuralist approach was employed to examine networks of 
relationships within and in between temple compounds.
Utilising this approach the researcher has to be aware of the following problems. Firstly, 
the object of investigation is not only an object but can also be a sign for a concept.98 Secondly, 
structuralism only sees individuals as passive, whereas in fact they use structure to create new 
structures and thus an active individual must be considered.99 Another critique against 
structuralism is its being ahistorical. On the one hand this is implied by the arbitrariness of signs: 
any object can define any concept at any time. On the other hand, structuralism cannot explain 
how structural changes occur due to the "inadequate linkage between structure and process 
and from the minimal role given to the active individual in the creation of structures”100. Post­
structuralist critique is yet another one. As the meaning of a signifier is defined by its difference
95 lbid.:3f.
96 Gadamer, cited in Tilley, 1991:118.
97 See chapters 2.3, 4 and 7.
98 A word can be the signifier for an object, e.g. ‘bead’, but this object ‘bead’ might itself be the signifier for what a
'bead' is.
99 This, however, should not happen in a normative way, as each individual has a different role in society.
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from other signifiers, an endless chain from signifier to signifier is created and the whole system 
can easily be deconstructed.101 Moreover, structuralism does not capture polysemy, that an 
object might possess various possible meanings and cannot be incorporated in a system of 
binary opposites.102
Regarding the present study, the structuralist approach can help to examine the 
microrelations within the temple complexes, linking the buildings together, and the 
macrorelations between various temple complexes. As we have seen above, Stern has used 
this approach for his analysis of the temples. The microrelations are important when considering 
parts of the buildings, and the relationship of individual buildings within the temple compound to 
each other. Questions asked are ‘how do parts of buildings relate to each other?’, ‘where can 
we find certain buildings?’, and ‘how do they relate to other buildings of the compound which 
are not necessarily near them?’. Macrorelations on the other hand concern mainly the relation 
between the East Mebon and Pre Rup and their placement within the capital, but also their 
relations with other foundations -  earlier and contemporary, and environmental features, such 
as hills or the baray. The structuralist examination of the temples can be found mainly in chapter 
4.2, when through the formulation of a list of criteria the individual buildings are grouped in 
categories, and a building sequence is developed. It is important, though, not to overestimate 
what can be achieved through the application of this method. Certainly relations between 
buildings can be established, which can be utilised for determining their purpose. However, it is 
not possible to discern that purpose just from the structural analysis which is merely a tool to be 
integrated into a wider methodology.
A further approach to be applied was hermeneutics, which is “[t]he method of 
interpretation first of texts, and secondly of the whole social, historical, and psychological 
world.’’103 Two most important developers of hermeneutics were Hans-Georg Gadamer and 
Paul Ricoeur. Hans-Georg Gadamer’s primary interest in hermeneutics was “to establish how it 
is that understanding can be arrived at in the human sciences as they are actually practiced”104.
In his opinion the author should be treated “as someone who possesses understanding which
100 Hodder, 1986:50.
101 lbid.:50.
102 Tilley, 1989:191.
103 Blackburn, 1996:172.
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we may come to share”105, like a partner in a conversation, in whose absence his text speaks
for him. Our intention when reading a text should be to know not the author’s intention but what
the text has to say to us.
Gadamer’s ontological maxim was the situatedness of the reader in time and space
which makes interpretation a process of reinterpretation from the starting point of the present.
Subjectivity, the historical situatedness of the reader, is inherent and unavoidable in the
process. In the present study, this situatedness has to be taken into account in a twofold way.
First of all, the present author is spatially, temporally, and culturally far removed from the
Kambujadesa of the 10th century. Secondly, the situatedness of the French scholars,
themselves in a situation different from that of the temples and the present author, has to be
acknowledged. The understanding of a text in the form of a conversation is fully realised with
the 'fusion of horizons’ of reader and text, which creates something new which is common,
neither the text’s nor the reader’s.106 This implies again that a constant reinterpretation is
possible: the present author cannot just reinterpret the Angkorean temples but must also
reinterpret what has been written by previous scholars.
However, the reader has to acknowledge not only the preconceptions they have, but also
which of those influences are being avoided:
... given a defined framework, the interaction between the object and its context 
has objectively establishable effects. This framework must include not only the 
conditions outwardly presented to the perceiving mind but also those prevailing in 
the viewer himself: his mental preparation, his intentions and goals, his ways of 
looking at things, and so on. For a valid analysis one has to make explicit both the 
framework that is being considered and those potential influences which are being 
bracketed out.107
However, we not only have to interpret a text, we also have to make sure that our 
interpretation is adequate. Hence we have to do a certain amount of historical and linguistic 
research. Furthermore, we have to take into account earlier interpretations which are originals in 
their own right. In hermeneutics this means that all of these are taken as valuable, but we still 
have to strive to find the genuinely correct one. We will have to bear in mind, however, that in 
the end no interpretation can capture the full meaning of a text.108
lbid.:92.
Ibid.:101.
Tilley, 1991:117. Dilthey’s quest for the transporting of the reader into the situation of the author is not possible. 
We can only broaden our horizon to enable this fusion.
Arnheim, 1977:68.
Bontekoe, 1996:114ff.
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Paul Ricoeur developed Gadamer’s hermeneutical discourse further, to include material 
culture. Hence, even though in the following summary the term ‘text’ is being used -  Ricoeur 
himself develops his ideas in relation to written texts -  it can also be read as ‘material culture’.
A text always fixes meaning in a material form; it is an archive for the memory of an 
individual and a collective. The text can be divided into three layers: the locutionary constitutes 
a proposition with a meaning, the illocutionary includes the grammatical paradigms, and the 
perlocutionary is responsible for the effects on the reader which entails the very important 
aspect that the text is distanced from the intentions of its author and its meaning goes beyond 
these. The text receives a plurivocal character: because the reading of a text is related to the 
socio-historical conditions of the reader, there are unlimited possibilities of readings.109 One 
important point for Ricoeur is validation. The validation of our interpretation of the text can only 
happen through probability and invalidation: a certain interpretation is probable in the light of 
what we know and more probable than another one. This implies that understanding is an active 
process: the hermeneutic circle.110 It is this process into which Ricoeur attempted to incorporate 
structuralist and semiotic methodology. In structuralism the text has only an interior and stands 
for itself. The aim is to enquire into the structure to bring out the logic and to constitute "the 
structural law”111 of the text. This enables an in-depth semantics, and opens up the non- 
ostensive references. For understanding the text, however, one has to move "from what the text 
says to what it talks about”112, a process which can only be mediated by structuralism, but not 
achieved by it.
In the present thesis, Ricoeur’s theories are not just applied to the analysis of the 
buildings (in chapter 4), but also -  in a way closer to his writings -  to that of the inscriptions (in 
chapter 5). These are analysed on Ricoeur’s three levels. Firstly, the obvious statements of the 
inscriptions are discussed, a task which is not easily achievable, given the problems elaborated 
on above regarding their translations. Secondly, the internal grammar of the inscriptions is being 
examined, what is being said where, and in relation to which other statements. The third aspect 
studied is their meaning which goes beyond the obvious: what does the examination of the
This is reinforced through the notion that the meaning of a text goes beyond the social conditions of its
production, it decontextualises itself from them as it is addressed to an audience with undefined boundaries. 
Ricoeur, 1976:78f.
Ibid. :84.
Ibid.:88.
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various stanzas tell us about the religious background of the inscriptions? And what do the 
inscriptions tell us about the temples themselves?
Even though the methodologies discussed so far already allow a very detailed insight into 
the temples, one further approach is necessary for a balanced view: the phenomenological one. 
The vantage point from which to perceive space is the human body. Space is seen as medium, 
inseparably involved in human action, and socially produced. “It follows that the meanings of 
space always involve a subjective dimension and cannot be understood apart from the 
symbolically constructed lifeworlds of social actors.”113 Space always has a relational dimension 
between people and places. These places are “fundamental to the establishment of personal 
and group identities and the formation of biographies.”114 They are inherent in space: no space 
exists without ‘localised’ places in it, which are identifiable through the names given to them. 
Here we find Heidegger’s central concept of ‘dwelling’, which can only take place in space, and 
actually creates space. In examining space in relation to architecture two forms of space are 
especially important:
o existential space: the lived space, “experienced and created through life- 
activity, a sacred, symbolic and mythic space replete with social meanings 
wrapped around buildings ..., providing reference points and planes of 
emotional orientation for human attachment and involvement.’’115 Important 
here are the boundaries for structuring this space, which in the case of the 
temples at Angkor are not only the internal boundaries, such as thresholds of 
buildings or enclosures, but also the external ones which separate the temple 
from its surroundings. Important in this respect is also the consideration not just 
of physical boundaries, but also those which are culturally determined, and do 
not exist in physical form, 
o architectural space: “Architecture is the deliberate creation of space made 
tangible, visible and sensible.”116 Regarding the temples, this includes individual
Tilley, 1994:11. 
Ibid.:18.
I bid.: 16-17. 
Ibid.:17.
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buildings within the temples, but also the whole complexes, and their relation to 
each other.
With respect to the temples examined in this study, it is important to examine how space 
is being perceived. For this aim we have to remember that the perception of space is culturally 
determined, and that the way a current researcher perceives space is not necessarily identical 
with how the Khmers perceived it at the time when the temples were being built.
The approaches mentioned above are incorporated into the hermeneutic circle. Findings 
regarding both architecture and inscriptions are examined together and integrated to find a 
meaning of the temples which goes beyond that which can be inferred from studying either 
aspect on its own. Following Ph. Stern’s approach to the issue, the architectural features of the 
temples will be analysed first, followed by the inscriptions, bringing both aspects together in 
subsequent chapters. The next chapter will examine closely the physical remains of the 
temples, and establish an internal building sequence.
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4. Architectural Evidence
This chapter will study closely the physical evidence of the temple buildings themselves. As 
explained in the last chapter, our discussion of Stern’s theory will comprise of both the 
architectural features and epigraphic information. It was decided to put the chapter dealing with 
the physical remains first, as that will familiarise the reader with the temples before a more 
abstract discussion of them follows in chapter 5 analysing the inscriptions.
Ph. Stern’s representational interpretation of temple compounds has mainly focused on 
the shrines, the one element which changes least in Angkorean temples. Those areas of temple 
compounds which show the most significant variations over time are the subsidiary buildings, 
which have hitherto received little attention. A detailed analysis of their features therefore 
enables a deeper interpretation of the sites overall than hitherto offered. For the in-depth 
analysis of the features of all edifices a list of criteria was developed, as outlined in chapter 4.1, 
and subsequently applied to all buildings within the sites. Over time, many parts of the temples 
have disappeared, mainly due to weathering. Nevertheless, the physical remains are still 
indicative of the original state of the temple. Another element the present author had to be 
aware of is the fact that both sites were in parts heavily restored during the 1930s. In order to 
rule out wrong conclusions based on restored features, the restoration reports of the 
Conservation d'Angkor were consulted. These documents constitute the most detailed study of 
the compounds so far; however, they have remained unpublished.
The rigorous application of the criteria results in several conclusions. Firstly, our general 
knowledge about the East Mebon and Pre Rup can be extended significantly, as the 
examination offered here goes far beyond the descriptive introduction to the sites given in 
chapter 2.3. This is particularly significant as this thesis represents the first detailed study of the 
two sites. A related aspect is that the analysis does not focus on decorative elements alone, but 
takes into account techniques utilised as well. Again, this is lacking from the literature so far. 
Secondly, the criteria applied to the East Mebon and Pre Rup can be utilised for an analysis of 
other temple complexes as well, and thus establishes the comparability of not just individual 
buildings, but whole compounds. Thirdly, and more importantly to our study, an internal building 
sequence becomes obvious. Establishing whether a building -  or group of buildings -  was
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constructed early on, supports the inference that the purpose they served was significant for the 
upkeep of the site, and had to be accommodated from early on in the use of the site. Examples 
might be the storage of the ornaments of the deities. Vice versa, buildings added subsequently 
appear to have housed activities which could have either been carried out in temporary 
structures of perishable material, or in the open. These include, for instance, dance 
performances, or recital of texts. Although establishing a building sequence has no immediate 
bearing on the meaning of the temples in itself, it does allow inferences as to the usage of the 
site. This discussion will follow in chapter 7.2, where the analysis of the physical remains will be 
interwoven with that of the epigraphy.
In the following, first the theoretical background will be elaborated on in some detail, and 
the list of criteria explained. In part 4.2 and 4.3 the application of the criteria to first the East 
Mebon and second Pre Rup will be undertaken. This sequence was chosen because the East 
Mebon was built and consecrated first.
4.1 Theoretical Background of the Architectural Analysis
Both the East Mebon and Pre Rup have been described in earlier publications1, but these 
descriptions are not very detailed and only mention the basic layout, a few selected lintels, and 
other decorative elements. Moreover, they do contain mistakes. For instance, Glaize identifies 
the southern lintel of the central sanctuary at the East Mebon as Siva on nand/n, whereas in fact 
it is Yama on his bull, and the western lintel as Skanda on the peacock, whence it depicts 
Varuna on a hamsa. Consequently, it was necessary to conduct a meticulous empirical study of 
both temples, and several others, which are important for the study.
The very first, and somewhat crude, step of the examination process at East Mebon and 
Pre Rup was to catalogue the state of preservation of all buildings, and to create a complete list 
of lintels and their central motif. This was necessary to move to a more accurate understanding 
of the temples in terms of their architecture. During this period, it became obvious that not all 
parts of the buildings -  let alone the whole temple complexes -  were built in one ‘go’, as is 
usually assumed. After compiling this very basic preliminary overview of the state of 
preservation and lintels, and because it was intended to establish an internal building sequence,
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I developed a catalogue of criteria according to which the buildings were examined in greater 
detail (see list below). The initial and most obvious criterion was the combination of building 
materials, on which already the restorers of the Conservation d’Angkor in their reports comment: 
“The Khmer at that time liked to mix materials, without an apparent valid reason.”2 This feature 
was looked at in conjunction with the layout and spatial arrangements of the individual buildings, 
and the internal division(s) of the buildings and the material used for them. Later on, several 
more points were added: details about the vestibules (location, number of columns, whether 
they had a door or a portal), particulars about the windows (size, number of balusters, location), 
and minutiae of sandstone carvings (windows, columns, and other parts of the buildings) and 
laterite mouldings. The full list of criteria was the following:
1. combination of building materials, and for which parts they were used
o laterite
o sandstone 
o brick
2. internal division, and material used for it
3. vestibules 
o location
o number of columns 
o door or portal
4. windows
o number and direction they are facing 
o number of balusters
o size of opening: height x width, the frame is usually 25 cm thick
5. sandstone carvings 
o windows
o columns 
o other elements
6. laterite mouldings
See, e.g., Glaize (various editions), Briggs (1951), and Parmentier (1936) for the most detailed descriptions. 
“Les khmers d cette gpoque aimaient mglanger les matgriaux, sans raison valable apparente." Rapport 
d’Angkor, 05/1931:6.
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Although for some temples very detailed studies do exist, predominantly for Angkor Wat 
and the Bayon, detailed surveys of smaller temples are very limited, particularly of earlier non­
sandstone temples. This made it necessary for me to develop my own list of factors, considered 
suitable for the exhaustive analysis of the architecture of these particular temples. Aims in mind 
were the creation of an internal building sequence, and ultimately the establishing of the 
purposes of the individual buildings. The analysis of the elements as listed above took place 
sequentially, working from the most obvious (the combination of building materials and layout) 
to more detailed aspects, such as the windows or carvings to reach an increasingly exhaustive 
knowledge of the buildings. Ultimately, the criteria interrelate and are all necessary for this 
understanding. Of course, there are other possible elements, for instance the technique(s) used 
for window and door constructions, the method of inserting the wooden door leaves into the 
frames, and the types of tiles found. Those criteria were examined as well; however, because 
all variations of these criteria were used at all buildings, they do not add to our attempt to 
construe a building sequence within the temples. These points are of greater value for 
establishing an external building sequence of different temples, to investigate how techniques 
changed over time. All the findings were documented photographically. In addition, 
measurements were taken of windows, doors, parts or the entirety of individual buildings, and 
the terraces. This was deemed necessary because the measurements given in the literature, as 
well as the restoration reports, were found to be inaccurate and incomplete at times.
This study in situ was complemented by a detailed analysis of the restoration reports of 
the Conservation d’Angkor, copies of which are held in the library of the National Museum in 
Phnom Penh. These reports not only explain the restoration work that was undertaken, but 
mention the (fragments of) images and other objects found in or around the buildings of the 
temples as well. Unfortunately, not all these objects were photographed, and some were not 
even given an inventory number, which means that it is impossible to trace them. Another 
valuable component of these reports are the thousands of photographs which accompany them, 
spanning a period of about 70 years. These photographs often contain information not 
mentioned explicitly in the reports. For instance, photographs of lintels, which are no longer 
recognisable today due to weathering enable a definite identification of their central motif. The 
photographs also allow us to reach an understanding of how the temples changed over time.
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Therefore, the combination of reports and photographs provided an extra wealth of information 
which so far has not been utilised adequately.
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4.2 The East Mebon
Application of criteria
The strict implementation of the criteria listed above to all building within the East Mebon 
showed that the buildings could be grouped into four clusters, due to the congruence of their 
architectural features. Moreover, the internal building sequence could be established. The 
process of this analysis will be described below, starting at the central towers, and moving 
outwards. This sequence was chosen because most architectural features visible at the edifices 
at the centre can be found at the buildings in the outer enclosure as well. To start with the 
central towers, therefore, allows references back to those, which would otherwise not be 
possible. This results in a more straight-forward analysis than the sequence following the 
pradakstna would have allowed.
Inner enclosure
The four-tiered superstructure of the five prasats was originally decorated in stucco, and only 
the outlines of these motives were carved in brick (Fig. 4.1). Unfortunately, the brick is too 
damaged to determine with certainty what was depicted. For determining this, we have to 
compare the East Mebon with earlier and other contemporary temples. At the storeys of the 
vimanas of Preah Ko (877 CE) some of the stucco is still in place (Fig. 4.2). Another example is 
Lolei which again shows false doors at the centre of the tiers of the vimana, and niches in the 
interpilaster spaces (Fig. 4.3). These are badly damaged, so it cannot be said whether they 
contained only faces or possibly even the torso of an image. A contemporary temple is Banteay 
Srei3, where the sandstone carvings are still in very good condition, allowing a detailed study of 
the motifs of the superstructure. At the centre is a false door surmounted by a pedestal, 
decorated with various motifs, e.g. a ka/a on the second level. The corners are decorated with 
miniature versions of the prasats, and in between are niches with figures looking out (Fig. 4.4). 
Taking into account these examples, the decorative programme seems to have been false
Banteay Srei was consecrated in 968 CE, one year after RSjendravarman’s death, hence is traditionally listed 
under his son’s, Jayavarman V, foundations. However, even though the temple was consecrated under his 
successor, it must have been built during RSjendravarman’s reign to be consecrated only one year after his 
death, and is in this paper treated as a foundation contemporary with the East Mebon and Pre Rup.
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doors or architectural elements at the centre of the storeys, and niches with faces in the 
interpilaster spaces.
As for the superstructure of the East Mebon, it seems at their centre the storeys 
contained false doors, because the brick remains are very similar to door frames with a central, 
vertical projection (Fig. 4.5), framed by pilasters and a pediment. The space between the 
pilasters and the corners is plain now but, judging from what remains at other temples like 
Preah Ko and Banteay Srei, might have contained mouldings of faces, or decorative elements, 
such as floral motifs or garlands. The corners might have carried miniature prasats; or perhaps 
only flat antefixes. Because much of the brick has broken away it is difficult to determine how 
deep the terraces were, how much space was available for protruding decorations, and if they 
existed which material they were made of. The conservators of the Conservation d’Angkor do 
not mention antefixes in their reports, but of course if they were made of stucco they would not 
have survived all this time.
The walls of the towers show horizontal bands carved in the brick at the top and the 
bottom (Fig. 4.6) which in itself was not a new element and did vary in the combination of wide 
and narrow bands. The upper carvings consist of three bands and a top band which is very 
broad, all together acting as a cornice for the superstructure. The same mouldings can be found 
at the top of the columns carrying the pediments, albeit somewhat less high. These bands of the 
top of the walls are mirrored at the bottom, the adhisthana, where they look like a continuation 
of the carved sandstone, the upapitha, functioning as a dais for the tower. All five towers were 
originally covered with plaster and stucco but, unfortunately, none of this decoration remains 
nowadays. Thus, the details can only be guessed at when looking at the stucco remaining at 
Pre Rup and the sandstone carvings of Banteay Srei.
The plinths of all prasats consist of two layers of sandstone (Fig. 4.7), the lower one 
carved with bands of geometric and floral patterns, and acting as the real dais. The upper layer 
is made up of only two main rows of patterns. The lower one is a band of a diamond shaped 
floral pattern, and the upper one consists of lotus petals. Above was a narrow band of pattern, 
possibly a row of lotus buds or just horizontal lines, which is now almost completely weathered 
away.
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To stress its significance, the central sanctuary is raised on an additional base, 1.75 
metres high, and carved with broad horizontal bands (Fig. 4.8). The lowest sandstone layer is 
uncarved, followed by a band of diamond shaped flowers, and possibly a row of lotus petals. 
The central band, which probably was carved with lotus petals, is framed by a row of lotus buds 
on either side, and the top carving is a floral pattern. Unfortunately, the base is heavily 
weathered, so that not all the decorative details are visible anymore.
The central platform, on which the five towers stand, is carved in broad bands as well, 
such as the base of the central prasat. Due to its very weathered state, the details can only be 
guessed at (Fig. 4.9). The overall structure of the bands is the same, and it does not seem they 
were carved. Then again, the carvings might have weathered away.
The eight surrounding brick towers were in all likelihood small versions of the central 
prasats. However, because they are in a very poor condition, it is impossible to see the 
decorative features of the superstructure nowadays4. As for the walls, the horizontal band 
carvings are almost identical to the central prasats, as is the sandstone layer. This layer is 
somewhat exceptional, because it is carved to look like two: one lower, uncarved half, and the 
upper one carved (Fig. 4.10). The reason for this was probably the small size of the towers.
When we now consider the five corner buildings of the inner enclosure, M-A to E (Fig.
4.11), they suggest a radically different building programme: they are laterite buildings on a 
sandstone upapitha, with a brick superstructure. Unfortunately, not much remains of the brick, 
and it is difficult to say which form the superstructure had. Some of the roofs at Banteay Srei are 
constructed from brick as well, however, they are built in between two sandstone walls (Fig.
4.12). In contrast, the superstructure of the buildings at the Mebon was freestanding, and might 
have been similar to the vimana of PR-N and S (Fig. 4.13), found in similar locations at Pre 
Rup. Because the superstructure no longer exists, it is difficult to say whether it contained holes, 
or was carved at the outside, as for instance the corner buildings at Preah Ko or Bakong (Fig. 
4.14/15). Inside, the laterite buildings seem not to have had a ceiling, as there is no ledge at the 
top of their laterite walls (Fig. 4.16).
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In spite of these fundamental differences, there are certain similarities to the brick towers 
and central platform. First of all, the sandstone layer on which they are built is plain, resembling 
a proper foundation, such as the lower sandstone layer of the central platform, the base of the 
central prasat, and the small towers. Moreover, the moulded bands of the laterite walls 
resemble the brick carvings of the prasats. They are somewhat simplified because laterite can 
not be moulded in as fine a way as sandstone, but they also show five horizontal bands, at least 
at the bottom. The top part of most of these buildings is badly damaged; however, what little 
remains looks very similar to the bottom mouldings (Fig. 4.17).
Some of the features of the laterite buildings are also present at the inner gopuras. These 
too have a brick superstructure, built on laterite walls on one layer of uncarved sandstone. Due 
to the fact that part of the superstructure of the gates is still in place, it can clearly be seen that 
this part was originally about three metres or higher. The horizontal mouldings of the gopura 
walls are very similar to the ones at M-A to E. They consist of five bands, curving inwards 
overall to give the impression of a proper base. These bands are repeated at the top of the 
walls, outward curving. The carvings of the brick superstructure seem to have been very similar 
to the lower laterite part. Again at the bottom and top we find bands, and the walls seem to have 
had redented corners, as the laterite walls below. Inside, the brick was carved to look like an 
arched wall -  no wooden ceiling was used, but it is impossible to tell how high the brick part 
was. Because the lower laterite mouldings are about 1.6 metres high, they are even higher than 
the enclosure wall (Fig. 4.18), which gives a slightly awkward impression. Also in relation to the 
small brick towers these mouldings are very high, because they finish at about the same height 
as the doors. However, overall these bands are made to resemble the carvings of the brick 
towers of this enclosure. The mouldings of the gopuras are more detailed than the ones of M-A 
to E, which results from their greater height, and also the fact that in the upper part they were 
carved in brick.
This was not possible at the time of the restoration either, so neither the reports nor the old photographs are of
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Outer enclosure
Regarding the halls in the second enclosure5, the most obvious difference between the various 
buildings is whether the halls are built entirely of laterite, or whether their walls show a 
combination of laterite and sandstone. When looking at Table 4.1 and Plan East Mebon it 
becomes clear that the buildings whose walls consist entirely of laterite can be found on either 
side of the corners: M-b and c in the southeast, M-f and g in the southwest, M-k and I in the 
northwest, and M-o and p in the northeast corner respectively. Four of the halls, built along the 
north-south axis, M-b, g, k, and M-p, are smaller than the others, and have only one vestibule, 
whereas M-c, f, and M-l have two, all of them built into the courtyard. Even though the sizes of 
the vestibules vary somewhat, the doors tend to be about 90 centimetres wide, and about 1.9 
metres high6. In general, the vestibules of the halls with two are larger than the others, which 
are not as deep, because access to the halls next to them had to be enabled. All of the 
vestibules originally had four sandstone pillars supporting the roof. The upper end of these 
columns was carved with a band of horizontal lines, a row of lotus petals at the centre, and a 
row of diamond shaped flowers on top, whereas the rest of the columns was plain. The laterite 
walls were decorated with plain horizontal bands both at the top and bottom. Entry into the 
undivided interior was through doors opening inward, whose wooden leaves have long since 
disappeared. Even though all the halls contained windows, with openings of about 0.55 x 1.2 
metres, because of the balusters the interior was probably never very bright (Fig. 4.19).
Halls consisting of a combination of laterite and sandstone for their walls can be found on 
either side of the four gopuras. Their vestibules are added onto the long side, facing the gopura 
next to the respective hall. The number of the vestibules’ columns differs, the four halls facing 
the eastern and western gopuras, M-a and r, and M-h and i respectively, have six columns 
supporting their roofs. In contrast, the halls next to the southern and northern gopuras, M-d and 
e, and M-m and n, only have four columns. As a consequence, these vestibules are somewhat 
smaller than the other four: they are about 1 to 1.5 metres less deep. Because of the 
asymmetry of the East Mebon, resulting from the fact that the north-south axis was not at the
help in answering this question.
An overview of the building characteristics of the halls in the outer enclosure is given in Table 4.1. 
For the measurements of the vestibules and doors see Table 7.2.
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centre of the east-west axis but west of it, the western half is less wide than the eastern one. 
Hence there is less space for the halls, which might have necessitated smaller vestibules for M- 
e and M-m. However, M-d and M-n, which were constructed in the larger eastern half, could 
have been built with longer vestibules. For this reason, it seems likely that the halls facing the 
east and west gopuras respectively were deemed more important and built with larger 
vestibules, indicating a greater importance of the east-west axis, compared to the north-south 
one. This would also be in accord with the orientation of the temple towards the east as the 
main direction as that of the rising sun and Siva, and the direction from which the temple should 
be entered. This issue will be taken up again in chapter 7 in the discussion of the rituals having 
taken place in the temples.
The carvings of the columns of these halls are identical, but different from those in the 
eight laterite halls. In addition to the horizontal carvings of the other columns, they have a frieze 
of hanging lotus flowers (Fig. 4.20). The pattern of this additional band can be found at the base 
of the central sanctuary, as well as at other temples of R§jendravarman, e.g. Pre Rup (Fig. 
4.21). The same carvings are repeated at the top layer of sandstone which carried the roof. The 
sandstone layer at the bottom of the wall and the vestibule is carved with a row of lotus petals, 
lotus buds and horizontal lines (Fig. 4.22).
One feature which seems to be unrelated to any other characteristic is the positioning of 
the windows. In general it is possible to say that the halls along the north-south axis, i.e. M-a, b, 
g, h, k, and M-r had their windows towards the east, which might be an orientation towards the 
rising sun, and also possibly Siva, associated with this direction. All the halls along the east- 
west axis in the southern half, M-c, d, e, and M-f, have windows facing towards the south, and 
M-c and M-f, the corner buildings, have windows on both sides. The northern halls, M-l, m, n, 
and M-o are in a very bad condition, with no windows left in situ. However, the base layer of M-l, 
m and n seems to indicate southward facing windows as well. This would also be in accord with 
the debris lying around the halls. M-o does not seem to have contained any windows, but had a 
wide opening, subdivided by two freestanding sandstone columns.
Overall, the number of balusters inserted into the window frames seems consistently to 
have been five, with one exception: M-c, where the windows do not contain balusters at all, but
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seven sandstone slabs. The window frame is identical to the frames of the other halls, but it 
never contained balusters. This is clearly visible by studying the frame -  there are no holes like 
the ones used for balusters. That these windows might have been changed later on seems 
unlikely due to the way they are integrated into the laterite wall: at the sides, the frames actually 
are locked into the laterite work. The slabs of the westernmost window on the south side show 
carvings at their outer side: diamond shaped flowers which are very similar to the carvings 
found at other places of the temple, e.g. at the bases of the lions, and the horizontal bands of 
the platform and base of the central tower (Fig. 4.23/24). Unfortunately, the rest of the slabs are 
in very bad condition, which makes it impossible to determine whether they all had been carved 
with the same design. A very similar feature is visible at BS-E (Fig. 4.25), the long northern hall 
at Banteay Srei. Here the windows are made of laterite blocks with long, narrow loopholes, very 
similar to the openings resulting from the sandstone slabs at M-c. At both temples there is only 
one building showing this particular feature, which is not really comparable to other temples’ 
windows, which usually contain balusters. Because Banteay Srei was built after the East 
Mebon, it seems unlikely that this feature indicates an earlier technique. Rather it appears that 
the windows with slabs indicate a different, possibly even special use of these buildings. This 
will be discussed in greater detail in chapter 7.2.3.
The combination group shows several features, which reappear at the outer gopuras. 
These show the same layering: one layer of laterite, one layer of carved sandstone, a laterite 
wall and a top layer of carved sandstone. The carving of the lower sandstone layer of the 
gopuras and the halls of the combination group is identical, showing a row of lotus petals, lotus 
buds and horizontal lines, but different from the carvings of the sandstone foundation layers of 
other buildings of the East Mebon, which are either uncarved or have a more elaborate floral 
pattern. The windows of the outer gopuras are the same size as the windows of the combination 
halls, with an opening of about 1.35 x 1.25 metres, containing five balusters. The columns of the 
gopuras have the same carvings as those of the combination halls: a decorative band with 
upturned lotus flowers beneath. The internal division between the main room and the rooms of 
the side passageways was constructed of four sandstone slabs, linked to the walls with laterite 
blocks (Fig. 4.26).
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According to their architectural characteristics the buildings of the East Mebon can be 
classified in four groups. The first group consists of the central platform with its five prasats, and 
the eight smaller brick towers. The prasats oft this group show the same combination of building 
materials, and identical decorative elements.
The second group includes the five corner buildings of the first enclosure and the inner 
gopuras. This group of buildings shares an identical building programme in terms of 
combination of building materials, and decorations. The combination of sandstone foundation 
layer -  laterite wall -  brick superstructure is very unusual, and not repeated anywhere else in 
the temple. Moreover, the decorative bands, moulded in laterite and carved in brick are very 
similar, and made to resemble the bands of the central prasats.
The laterite halls in the second enclosure form the third group. Their combination of 
materials is different from any other buildings, as is their spatial layout: they have an undivided 
interior, and smaller vestibules in a different location than the other halls. Regarding their laterite 
mouldings these are made to resemble the brick carvings of the central towers, as are the 
carvings of their columns.
The fourth group comprises the combination halls of the second enclosure and the outer 
gopuras. These buildings show the same combination of building materials, as well as identical 
decorative carvings. Even though some of these carvings were in general use at the time, the 
combination is unique to these buildings, and clearly distinguishes them from any others at the 
East Mebon.
Even though the buildings form four clearly distinguishable groups, certain elements are 
present everywhere, and made to resemble each other. This was probably done to achieve a 
certain degree of unity within the temple. One example is the uncarved sandstone layer of the 
upap/ttia. This appears at the base of the central sanctuary, the central platform, the lower half 
of the sandstone layer of the small towers, at M-A to E, the inner gopuras, but also the laterite of 
the enclosure walls and inner terrace. Hence, even though this seems to be an insignificant 
element, it contributes to the overall effect the temple has on the visitor, which is one of 
meticulous planning and harmony. Another example is the laterite mouldings and brick carvings 
which form horizontal bands. Even though the minute details might vary, partly because laterite
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cannot be moulded as finely as sandstone and brick can be carved, the horizontal bands are 
made to resemble each other.
Building sequence
The basic layout of the East Mebon is determined by the laterite terrace, built in the baray. It is 
unknown when the construction of the terrace commenced, but the Baksei Chamkrong 
inscription of 948 CE mentions in st. XLIV "... he [Rajendravarman] installed ... on an island in 
the basin of YaSodhara a /iriga and images.”7 Consequently, building of the terrace may well 
have started as soon as the king had ascended the throne in 944 CE.
The design of the temple is asymmetrical -  the inner enclosure and with it the central 
platform are moved west on the east-west axis. This asymmetry was intended right from the 
beginning, which can be seen in the off positioning of the northern and southern landing stages 
which are in line with the central sanctuary. This enlarging of the eastern part of the temple is 
not new, and can be found at earlier temples, e.g. Preah Ko, and the Bakheng. A generously 
proportioned eastern half might have been necessitated by several facts. First of all, the east is 
the direction of §iva and the temple was dedicated to and oriented towards him. Secondly, 
entrance to almost all buildings is from the east, which means more space was needed to 
enable easy access. And thirdly, the rituals taking place probably meant that quite a few people 
were present who would have entered the temple from the east -  after all this was one of the 
most important temples in the kingdom. This issue will be dealt with in greater depth in chapter 
7, where the activities having taken place in the temple will be discussed.
The laterite terraces were the first parts to be constructed, and form the foundation for the 
rest of the buildings. What was built immediately after them was the sandstone face of the 
central platform and the central tower. When looking at how the towers and the base of the 
central tower were constructed, it is obvious that these sandstone blocks were carefully set in 
pre-carved indentations of the sandstone fagade (Fig. 4.27). Moreover, the sandstone face of 
the central terrace is very well integrated with the laterite of the inner enclosure. Hence, even 
though the sandstone face of the inner terrace might look somewhat awkward considering how
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much laterite and brick was used for the buildings around, it is no doubt contemporary with the 
temple. It would have been a huge effort to add the sandstone face later on, because the bases 
of the central towers would have had to be removed. However, looking at the sandstone base of 
the prasats MrAs was never the case, because they are not a fagade but a real plinth for the brick 
structures (Fig. 4.28). Consequently, we know that the sandstone face was finished even before 
the towers were started.
After the sandstone face was finished, the central towers were begun -  or at least their 
bases. St. XLIV of the Baksei Chamkrong inscription of 948 CE mentions a //nga and images 
founded on an island in the pond of YaSodhara. Even though this was four years before the 
consecration of the temple, it is possible that the images were already in place. Within Sivaism 
this was perfectly acceptable, as we know from Indian examples. One of the best documented 
ones, which also happens to be almost contemporary to Rajendravarman’s temples, is the great 
temple in Thanjavur, built by King Rajaraja (Fig. 4.29). In his extensive inscriptions he mentions 
that the building of the temple commenced in 1003/4 CE, when he also handed over the copper 
ka/a£a for the finial. Three years later, after the ad/sthana was finished, but before the 
garbhagrha was built, he already worshipped the central ffriga* even though the temple was 
officially consecrated only in 1009 CE.9 Transferring to Cambodia this assumption that images 
and //agassNere installed before the towers were finished is also supported by the fact that most 
of the pedestals are far too big to fit through the doors easily. For instance, the pedestals of the 
five corner prasats were 1.2 metres square, and about 84 centimetres high, whereas the doors 
are only 97 centimetres wide. The building sequence must thus have been first the foundation 
and terraces, then the bases of the towers, subsequently the pedestals of the images or /irigas 
were installed, and only then the towers built.
That the central towers were built very early on is also supported by the fact that the 
inscription mentions both the central prasats as well as the eight smaller ones. Hence, all of 
them should have been finished by 953 CE. Using this as the basic assumption, gives us a 
starting point for establishing the overall building sequence of towers and halls at the East 
Mebon.
IC IV:93/100.
Meister/Dhaky, 1983, 1:234. 
Rao, S., 1993:63.
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The next unusual feature about the layout of the East Mebon is the fact that for the inner 
gopuras to be met by the enclosure wall at the centre of their sides, the wall has to have a 
double bend (Plan 4.1, Fig. 4.30). The only side, which has a straight wall, is the western one. 
Here the surrounding walkway is 5.4 metres wide, whereas the other paths are three metres 
more narrow. However, when measuring the walls next to the other gopuras, the terrace is 5.4 
metres deep in the east, 5.15 metres in the south, and 5.45 metres in the north, i.e. as deep as 
the western part. Therefore, why does the enclosure wall contain bends on three sides? In 
theory the enclosure wall could have been moved in three metres on these three sides to avoid 
a bend. Practically, this was not possible because of the placement of M-A. The position of this 
building is only possible if the five laterite buildings were planned together. The four halls in the 
corners, M-B to E, are placed symmetrically, facing each other. Because both the laterite halls 
and the small towers are opening towards the east, there is no problem positioning M-C and D 
in the western half. Their west sides can be fairly close to the enclosure wall because there is 
no entrance into the halls from this side. Even for M-B and E the placement would not be 
difficult because there is enough space between the central platform and the northwest corner 
of M-B and the southwest corner of M-E respectively to enable easy passage in between 
platform and buildings. However, this changes dramatically with M-A. In order for the enclosure 
wall to be straight, M-A would have to be moved towards the northwest by about three metres, 
which is not feasible. First of all, the distance to M-1 would be very short, but secondly, and 
more importantly, there would not be enough space between M-A and the platform in order to 
enter the building, which opens towards the west, comfortably. Consequently, because five 
buildings were planned and M-A could not be placed in a significantly different location the 
placement of the other four towers followed as a necessity. Hence, because of M-A we know 
the building sequence for the inner enclosure which was central towers and small towers first, 
then the laterite buildings, probably at the same time as the gopuras, and finally the enclosure 
wall. There might have been a delay in between building the brick towers and the laterite 
buildings (M-A to E, and gopurad), but that is difficult to determine. The laterite buildings were 
built after the brick towers, or possibly at the same time, whereas the gopuras and the wall were 
probably constructed last. This is reasonable to assume because the materials for the other 
buildings had to be brought in, which would have been quite difficult had the gopuras and wall
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existed already. This building sequence also explains why the laterite halls and the inner 
gopuras are so similar in their building concept: they must have been built at the same time, and 
were probably seen as a unit. The fact that they are built in large part of laterite seems to 
indicate a preference of the king. When we look at his other foundations, there is a lot of laterite 
used as well, e.g. at Pre Rup and even Banteay Srei.
Regarding the laterite buildings another issue has to be raised: the ‘missing’ sixth 
building, mirroring M-A south of M-E. Examining the laterite floor where that building would have 
been placed, there is no indication that it was ever begun. Thus it seems only five buildings 
were planned even though they make for a somewhat awkward layout.
When we consider the outer enclosure, we are dealing with two groups of buildings: first, 
the eight laterite halls in the four comers, and second, the eight combination halls next to the 
gopuras with the gopuras themselves. Again we have to consider the placement of the halls to 
establish a building sequence and explain the bends in the enclosure wall (Plan 4.1). Four halls 
have to be considered in particular for this task: M-d and e, and M-m and n. Looking at the 
placement of M-e and M-m, the halls are literally squeezed in between M-f and M-l and the 
respective gopuras. The southeast corner of M-e’s vestibule touches the corner of the enclosure 
wall (Fig. 4.31), and the distance in between the northeast corner of the vestibule of M-m and 
the gopura was minimal as well (Fig. 4.32). Because of the damaged condition of this vestibule 
the exact distance cannot be measured. Comparing these halls’ position with M-d and n, it is 
obvious that there was a lot more space available for the latter two halls (Fig. 4.33). The 
distance to the gopuras is larger, and their vestibules are about one metre deeper than the 
other halls’ vestibules, even though they have four columns as well. Moreover, the distance to 
the comer buildings is larger than the one at M-e and m. The only way for M-e and m to be in 
such a placement is if they were built later than the halls adjacent to them. If we look at the 
laterite halls in the corner they were obviously planned with their current layout: the ones on the 
north-south axis with one central vestibule, and the others with two vestibules. The ‘corner’ 
vestibules of M-c, f and I are somewhat close to the vestibules of M-b, g, and k respectively (Fig. 
4.34-36). Nonetheless, if the former halls were supposed to have two vestibules, possibly due to 
their greater length, this is the only way these vestibules could be realised. The presupposition
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that the laterite halls were built first is also supported through a comparison with the carvings of 
the columns at Pre Rup. These carvings are identical to the ones of the columns of the 
combination halls. Given that Pre Rup was consecrated and built later than the East Mebon, it 
seems likely that this somewhat more detailed and elaborate motif was developed slightly later 
than the simpler one used at the laterite buildings. Moreover, the walls, even though they show 
simple mouldings, are very plain, whereas the other halls show a more refined composition, with 
carved sandstone layers at the bottom, and the top for placing the roof.
As seen above, the combination halls form one group with the gopuras. In all likelihood 
the gopuras were built somewhat later than the halls, to enable easy transport of the building 
materials. Their cruciform layout can be found for instance at the outer gopuras of Preah Ko, the 
Bakong, and also Banteay Srei. This design seems to have been fairly standard, and will be 
explained in depth in chapter 7.2.1. The spatial options to realise it were not many. The gopuras 
could not have been built further towards the centre because of the halls near them. And apart 
from 2 Gop E they could also not have been built further out, because there would have been 
no space for their vestibules because of the landing stages (Fig. 4.37). As a result, their 
placement necessitates the bend in the wall next to them so that the wall actually meets them at 
the centre of their sides. Because of the placement of the halls M-f to I, the western wall had to 
have bends, because the western walls of the halls are in line with the centre of the gopura {Fig. 
4.38). This is the case on the southern side as well. On the other two sides, the wall could have 
been built further in, but at least in the east that might not have been desirable because the 
windows of the halls face towards the east, so that there might not have been too much light 
available with the wall too close (Fig. 4.39). Taking into account all these aspects, the building 
sequence in the outer enclosure must have been laterite halls, followed by the combination halls 
and gopuras; and finally the wall.
As for timing the building of the laterite halls in relation to the inner enclosure, it seems 
likely that they were built roughly at the same time. All of these halls contain doors, rather than 
open portals, and could have been used as safe storage space, or even living quarters of the 
priests. Regarding the overall length of time used for erecting all the buildings at the East 
Mebon, it appears to span fifteen to twenty years. It seems plausible that the temple was begun
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fairly soon after the king’s coronation in 944 CE. As we know from the Baksei Chamkrong 
inscription of 948 CE, at that time statues had already been founded at the East Mebon. Due to 
the carvings of the columns of the combination halls in the outer enclosure and the outer 
gopuras, which are identical to those of Pre Rup, these buildings seem to have been erected at 
a time when Pre Rup might have been started already, possibly even later. Since Pre Rup was 
consecrated in 961 CE, building might have started about five years earlier, when the East 
Mebon had already been consecrated several years. Thus, the building process at a temple 
was not finished with its consecration, but did continue afterwards. One possible reason for this 
development might have been the need for additional space. The use of individual buildings will 
be discussed in chapter 7.2.2.
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4.3 Pre Rup
Application of criteria
The buildings of Pre Rup were analysed using the same criteria as were utilised at the East 
Mebon. The application of these criteria showed that at Pre Rup, even though the building 
programme is far more unified in terms of architectural and decorative elements than the East 
Mebon’s, and the buildings at Pre Rup do not show as significant differences as the ones at 
East Mebon, four groups of buildings could be distinguished. The analytical process, starting at 
the central prasati0 and then continuing outwards, will be given below. This sequence has 
already been discussed in the section on the East Mebon.
Inner enclosure
The decorative elements of the superstructure of the central prasats were carved in outline in 
brick, moulded in detail, and then covered with stucco. At the centre of all four storeys and sides 
was a false door, framed by columns and a pediment, the details of which have weathered 
away. The false door leaves were decorated with stucco as well, some of which is still in place. 
In between these false doors and the corners figures in niches were carved and moulded. They 
seem to have been standing females, possibly holding something in their hands. Because 
females are represented at the superstructures of all towers they might have represented 
apsarasoT other heavenly beings. This would be in accord with what was practised during later 
periods, most famously at Angkor Wat. However, they are so badly weathered that no details 
are visible anymore, and even the basic stance of the figure can only be guessed at (Fig. 4.40).
Unfortunately, the top part of the towers is badly damaged, so that the particulars of the 
brick carvings of the walls cannot be seen any longer. Yet, they seem to have consisted of three 
bands of horizontal carvings, getting broader and more elaborate towards the top. Above seems 
to have been an outward curving band, very broad and consisting of several bands of horizontal 
lines (Fig. 4.41). These details seem to have been repeated at the top of the columns, which 
carry the pediments (Fig. 4.42). The bottom of the walls shows the same bands, mirroring the 
upper ones. Below the brick carvings is one sandstone layer, carved with a row of lotus petals.
10 For an overview of the characteristics of the buildings in the first enclosure see Table 4.2.
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Beneath this layer is the proper sandstone base of the towers which is quite weathered. This 
upap/tha was carved with two rows of lotus petals with probably a row of lotus buds in between 
(Fig. 4.43).
Originally, all the towers were covered with moulded plaster and stucco, most of which 
has weathered away. This layer is best preserved on the eastern half of the north side of PR- 
SW. Here the devata'xs, set in an arcature, designed like the superstructure of a building, which 
is very similar to the v/mana of the prasats (Fig. 4.44). The building has six levels, all with what 
seems to look like antefixes, and elaborate decoration of their sides. On either side of the top 
storey of the tower two heavenly beings are floating in the air, and above the tip of the building a 
triangular floral motif was moulded. This decorative scheme portrays a heavenly scene, the 
devata surrounded by a palace-like building within a beautiful natural setting, attended to by the 
two small figures. All around this scene are floral motifs. No space was left undecorated. At the 
sides of the columns carrying the pediments the same tile pattern as at Banteay Srei can be 
found (Fig. 45/46), whereas the front of the columns shows floral scrolls, which we find carved 
in sandstone in later temples. This decorative scheme is not new, and very similar to what we 
find at, for instance, Preah Ko or Banteay Srei (Fig. 4.47).
The central prasat is elevated on a four metre high sandstone base, divided into two 
parts. The lowest layer of the upper part is uncarved, as is the top bit. The middle part has three 
protruding bands at its top and bottom and centre, all of them framed with upturned lotus 
flowers. The protrusions themselves were probably carved with lotus petals, and the top with 
diamond shaped flowers. Due to heavy weathering these details are almost impossible to make 
out. The lower part of this base seems to have been carved like the upper one, but because of 
the heavily weathered condition it is in, the carvings can only be guessed at (Fig. 4.48).
Most of these structural and decorative elements were possibly used at the twelve brick 
towers as well. What remains of them indicates a great similarity to the central prasats. Although 
the sandstone base layer is uncarved, the brick carvings of the adhisthana correspond to the 
ones at the central towers. They consist of three main bands, more elaborate towards the 
bottom, and a broad band beneath, comprised of several horizontal lines. The top carvings
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probably mirrored these, but have broken away. The carvings at the top of the columns which 
support the pediments consisted of five bands, curving outwards, and somewhat less elaborate 
than the ones at the central prasats. About the superstructure of the towers not much can be 
said, because all of them are in a very bad condition. However, they probably consisted of four 
tiers, which were carved and decorated in a similar fashion to the central towers (Fig. 4.49).
The three terraces of the pyramid show different carvings and mouldings. The top storey, 
which is faced in sandstone, resembles the two parts of the pitha of the central sanctuary. The 
top and bottom are uncarved and protrude outwards, acting like a frame for the central part. 
This shows three prominent rows with horizontal lines carved next to them. Hence, the 
composition of the elements is the same as at the central base, but the carvings are missing -  
which could partly be due to weathering. The second layer of the pyramid, consisting of laterite, 
is somewhat simpler. The top and bottom protrude outwards, and the central part is not 
moulded at all. The lowest terrace of the pyramid has two parts. The lower one, which acts as 
the dais for the whole pyramid, is a plain base, with mouldings only hinted at. The upper part is 
very similar to the second level, albeit higher. The top and bottom protrude out, with horizontal 
inward curving mouldings towards the plain central part. The staircases of this level are 
somewhat special, because the mouldings of their sides are divided into two identical parts. 
Both of them are very similar to the second level of the pyramid and the upper part of the lowest 
one. They have a protruding top and bottom and plain centre. However, because at the 
staircases the two parts are of equal height (3 metres each), whereas the lower part of the sides 
of the lowest level of the pyramid is lower (1.5 metres), the link between walls and staircases 
looks somewhat odd. One other feature, which results from this split at the staircases is that 
there is an additional level for positioning lions on either side of the staircase. Consequently, 
even though the pyramid itself has only three terraces, there are four levels of lions (Fig. 4.50). 
This feature is a trompe /te*//and makes the pyramid look higher than it actually is, as do the 
staircases by decreasing in width with each level towards the top.
Both, PR-N and S are in quite a bad condition which makes it difficult to examine the 
details. Their superstructure might have consisted of four storeys, rising to a height of more than
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ten metres. On the north and south sides two of these storeys and the main wall have long 
narrow openings, the two upper rows eight, the lowest one ten. The other two, narrower sides 
had false doors carved at their centre, with the space to the corners uncarved. The walls of the 
buildings, constructed on uncarved sandstone, show the usual horizontal bands carved at the 
top and bottom, consisting of four bands on a broad inward curving band, which is made to 
resemble a plinth (Fig. 4.51). Inside, the buildings do not have a ceiling. These two buildings will 
be discussed in greater detail in chapter 7.2.3.
All the halls in the inner enclosure of Pre Rup show a very unified building concept as to 
their architectural and decorative features. They are laterite buildings with sandstone only used 
for the layer of the vestibule and its columns, the windows, doorframes, and internal divisions. 
The roofs of all the halls, except PR-I, which has a laterite roof, was constructed on top of the 
top laterite layer as a wooden beamwork construction and covered with ceramic tiles. The 
bottom of the laterite walls is moulded to form the base of the buildings. The lowest layer is 
plain, as is the second one, moved inwards a bit. The third layer, moved inwards even further, is 
moulded with horizontal bands, as is the fourth layer. Above is the plain wall, which shows 
horizontally moulded bands again at its top. The sandstone layer of the vestibules is uncarved, 
even at PR-B, C, and H where it is placed on an additional laterite layer. The window and 
doorframes and internal divisions are all carved with lines. The top of the sandstone columns of 
the vestibules show the same patterns as the columns of the combination group and outer 
gopuras at the East Mebon: below the plain top a row of lotus petals, a row of lotus buds, and 
finally a band of upturned lotus flowers (Fig. 4.52).
Even though the basic building concept is quite unified at the halls there are exceptions. 
Both PR-B and C have their vestibules built into the courtyard, raised on an additional layer of 
laterite. Moreover, they have open side rooms, with a very wide open entrance: 4.55 and 4.75 
metres at PR-B, and 4 metres at PR-C (Fig. 4.53). Another exception is PR-H, again with a 7.5 
metre wide open entrance which not only spans the vestibule but also 2.25 metres on either 
side at the south wall (Fig. 4.54). The most unusual building is PR-I, the square laterite building 
in the northeast corner. It only consists of four comers, constructed of three laterite monoliths 
each, and the laterite roof (Fig. 4.55). The differences in these buildings seem to be due to their
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function, which will be discussed in greater detail in chapter 7.2.3. For instance, PR-H seems to 
have housed the inscription, whereas PR-B and C appear to have served administrative 
purposes.
Characteristics which were examined but are not indicative of a building sequence are 
how the doors were added, and the link between doorframe or internal divisions and walls. 
Doors, and subdivisions are made of four sandstone slabs -  as at the East Mebon. The 
doorframe was not put right next to the wall, because that was too wide, but about one metre 
inside. Usually, this space was, as the space between the subdivisions and walls, filled with 
brick. Exceptionally, at PR-F the space was filled by laterite (Fig. 4.56). Overall PR-F is similar 
enough to the other halls to conclude that they were built at the same time, so this feature might 
show an experiment with building materials. Ultimately, the material used for these links was of 
no consequence, as it was covered with plaster, and not visible.
One feature of the halls which might again be linked to their use is the windows, both in 
terms of their positioning, and also their size11. The halls along the north-south axis have their 
windows facing east, while PR-F and G have windows towards the south. In contrast to all these 
halls with windows on only one side, PR-B and C have windows facing both north and south. 
For most halls, the sizes of the windows are about 0.52 x 0.93 metres in the side chamber, and 
0.58 x 1.37 metres in the main room. Exceptions are PR-A and K which have larger windows in 
the main room, 0.79 x 1.47 metres in PR-A, and 0.68 x 1.28 in PR-K. The windows of PR-B and 
C have different dimensions as well (Fig. 4.57). The windows of PR-B are about 0.7 x 1.6 
metres in the north wall, and 0.7 x 1.5 metres towards the south. The windows in the side 
chambers are about 0.7 by 1.14 metres. All the windows of PR-C in the main room are about 
0.7 x 1.5 metres, and those in the side chambers 0.7 x 1.2 metres.
One other structure of the inner enclosure should be mentioned as well: the nanc/in base 
at the bottom of the eastern staircase. The sides of the rectangle show a five-fold partition in 
their carvings. Both the top and the bottom are uncarved, and the central part is three fold. At 
the centre are simple horizontal lines, flanked by two protruding rows of lotus petals. This same 
pattern can be found at the bases of the central prasats. The inside of the structure is not
For an overview of the window sizes see Table 7.3.
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carved, because it was not meant to be seen anyway. The top is somewhat unusual, because it 
has a five centimetre wide little trench carved into it (Fig. 4.58). This same feature can be seen 
at the base of the northern lion in front of PR-SE (Fig. 4.59), and seems to have been an 
alternative technique for placing sculptures on their bases.
The superstructure of the inner gopuras was probably very similar to the central towers, 
with four tiers. Unfortunately, not much is left of these buildings; so that most of their decoration 
and brick carvings has to be guessed at. The gopuras are built on two layers of unmoulded 
laterite. Above is one layer of sandstone, carved with a row of lotus petals, on which rests the 
brick building. The adhisthana of the brick walls seems to be very similar to the towers’ with 
three horizontal bands, which become more intricate and broad towards the bottom. The top 
carvings probably mirrored the lower ones, but because of the bad condition of the gopuras W is 
difficult to say nowadays. The side passages of 1 Gop E and W are linked to the main part of 
the gopuras by a brick wall, carved with horizontal bands at the top and bottom. The side 
passageways themselves consist of one layer of uncarved sandstone which acts as the base, 
and has the two steps carved into it, the sandstone door, and one outfacing lintel. These lintels 
were placed over the door using a different technique than was used for the lintels of the 
gopuras. The latter ones are locked into the brick at the sides as well, however the lintels above 
the side entrances do not show the side extensions necessary for this technique (Fig. 4.60). 
Moreover, they are much longer and narrower than the other lintels. Stylistically, those lintels 
date from the period when Pre Rup was built. Thus, the different size and alternative technique 
used to place them over the doors seems to have been necessitated by their differing 
placement. Contrary to the lintels above the main passageway, it was not possible to lock them 
into the surrounding brickwork on either side, but they could only be fixed to the door 
construction below. Thus, the side extensions were not necessary.
1 Gop E and W have sandstone vestibules added to their outer side. These vestibules 
are built on two layers of uncarved sandstone, with a third one carved with a band of lotus 
petals. This layer is supposed to continue the sandstone layer, carved with lotus petals as well, 
of the gopura. However, the layer of the vestibule is not at the same level, which makes it look 
somewhat awkward. Most of the vestibule is not carved, apart from the outward facing corner
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and side. Above the lotus row are horizontal bands, carved to mirror the brick ones of the 
gopura. a dais, curving inwards, above a row of lotus buds, and two more horizontal bands. 
Around the bays the usual frame of lines is barely visible, and the rest of the structure uncarved. 
Architecturally, the vestibule is not well integrated with the laterite base, as it is merely put on 
top of it. Despite these features, the sandstone vestibules of 1 Gop E and W are contemporary 
with the brick part of these structures. This is clearly visible at the backside of the sandstone 
blocks next to the brick wall. These show carvings at the back mirroring the rows of brick (Fig. 
4.61) which can only be achieved if the sandstone blocks are erected first, then carved, and 
then the brick added.12
The two metre high terrace of the inner enclosure, which carries the gopuras and 
enclosure wall, is very similar to the lower part of the lowest level of the central pyramid, and 
represents a dais on which the enclosure sits (Fig. 4.62).
Outer enclosure
The halls in the outer enclosure13 have all been built on one common laterite platform, with two 
steps leading up to it. Halls PR-a, b, c, f, g, and h show one building programme: they all have 
two open vestibules with four sandstone columns, and portals leading into their undivided 
interior. Apart from PR-c the halls are in such bad condition that it is impossible to say how 
many windows they had and the direction they faced. It seems that PR-a, b, g and h had five 
windows facing outwards, and PR-c and f three, due to their smaller size (Fig. 4.63). All the 
windows were placed right on top of the moulded base of the halls. A rather different concept is 
seen at PR-d and e. Both halls have not two but one vestibule, and one side chamber. 
Moreover, their vestibules have six columns, and are larger than the other halls’ vestibules. 
Another differing feature is the fact that both halls have windows on either side, in the same 
position, just on top of the moulded base. A further difference is that the top layer of the wall 
was carved sandstone not laterite. However, the technique used to add the roof construction 
was the same as at the laterite layers (Fig. 4.64).
I am very grateful to Dr. Christophe Pottier for explaining this feature to me.
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I!
II
| PR-I to V seem to have had a four-tiered superstructure like all the other towers. The
carvings, which remain, indicate false doors at the centre of the sides, framed by columns and a 
pediment, with the space to the corners plain. The pediments show a somewhat special feature 
because they have architectural features at their centre. Because of the weathered state these 
elements can no longer be distinguished in great detail, but their outlines are clearly visible. The 
brick walls had horizontal carvings at the top, which almost do no exist anymore. However, they
I might have mirrored the carvings at the bottom, consisting of two broad bands on an inward
I
curving dais-like band. These bands are a lot cruder and broader than the ones of the central 
towers, which might indicate a later construction date of these buildings. The bases on which 
these towers are constructed are massive (Fig. 4.65): they consist of six laterite layers and two 
sandstone layers, for PR-II and V even four, beneath the brick towers. These bases are not 
decorated at all, just assembled.
The outer gopuras axe in a very bad condition, with most of their superstructure crumbled 
away. However, from what is left, it seems that they must have been very high buildings with a 
superstructure more than three metres high. Inside, the brick is carved to look arched, and the 
gopuras did not contain a ceiling. Outside, the brick was carved with four horizontal bands at the 
bottom, and probably at the top as well. Because of the bad condition of the buildings only parts 
of these carvings are still visible. In the wall linking the main entrance to the side entrances a 
window is inserted at each side. It is positioned right above the laterite foundation layer. 
However, the wall is linked very well to the gopura proper, with continuous brick layers in both 
parts. Concordantly, the walls and their windows were contemporary. The side entrances 
themselves consist of a sandstone door built on top of the two laterite foundation layers which 
can be seen around the building (Fig. 4.66). These entrances were linked to the laterite 
enclosure wall very well, which makes them all contemporary.
All outer gopuras have sandstone vestibules added onto their main axes. These 
structures were built on one layer of laterite, which is not well integrated with the two laterite 
layers of the gopuras. Most of the sandstone structures are uncarved, probably because they 
were not finished. Only the outward facing corners are carved with horizontal bands. The usual
For details see Table 4.2.
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frames around the bays were never started. Of the brick superstructure of these vestibules 
nothing is left, so it is not possible to determine how this part was integrated with the brick 
superstructure of the gopura itself, or how high it was. The lintels of the vestibules are inserted 
using the same technique as for the ones over the side entrances of the inner gopuras. As the 
sandstone vestibules of the inner gopuras, these structures are contemporary with the temple 
and show the same carvings for the brick layers (Fig. 4.67).
Following from this analysis, it is evident that the buildings at Pre Rup show a much more 
coherent and integrated building programme than the ones at the East Mebon. Taking into 
account the list of criteria, several groups of buildings can be distinguished, due to the 
combination of building material used, rather than other major differences. The first group is 
comprised of the brick towers, both the five central and the twelve smaller ones, PR-N and S, 
and the gopuras. Not only do all these buildings consist of brick, they also show identical brick 
and sandstone carvings, even though the sandstone bases of PR-N and S show no decoration, 
whereas the other towers’ sandstone is carved.
The second group, which can be made out, comprises of the halls of the inner enclosure. 
Even though several differences can be found, as mentioned above, these seem to be due to 
the different purposes of the buildings. Overall, they are very similar, not just the combination of 
their building materials. They have identical columns, and the way their windows are inserted is 
very similar, even though the sizes vary somewhat. Moreover, the laterite mouldings of their 
walls are identical.
The third group of buildings are the laterite halls on the east-west axis of the outer 
enclosure, i.e. PR-a, b, c, f, g, and PR-h. All these halls not only show the same building 
materials, and carvings of their sandstone parts, but an identical spatial arrangement as well. 
The remaining two halls in the outer enclosure, which are quite similar but show several 
differing developments, are PR-d and e. They have windows on both sides, and one vestibule is 
closed off to form a side chamber. Hence, even though these two halls do not form a totally 
separate group, they will be dealt with separately below.
The fourth group of buildings are the five large brick towers, PR-I to V. Even though they 
show certain similarities to the central towers, their building programme is somewhat different.
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First of all, their size dwarfs the rest of the buildings, not just because the towers themselves 
are much larger, but also because they were built on massive bases. The combination of 
building materials for these towers is also somewhat different from the others: common laterite 
base, sandstone plinth, brick building. Moreover, the carvings differ from the other carvings, 
even though they are to some degree meant to resemble those.
Building sequence
The layout of Pre Rup is asymmetrical, as is that of the East Mebon, with the north-south axis 
moved west on the east-west axis. This plan had been designed right from the beginning, as is 
visible in the off positioning of the pyramid in the 1st enclosure. The terrace of the first enclosure 
was the first structure to be constructed, followed by the pyramid. The sandstone face of both 
the uppermost terrace of the pyramid and the double base of the central prasat are 
contemporary, and were finished with the pyramid. This can be seen because they are very well 
incorporated with the rest of the building, which would have been almost impossible to achieve 
had they been later additions. First, the sandstone of the upper tier of the pyramid is integrated 
well with the laterite of the lower level, which was moulded to receive the sandstone blocks (Fig. 
4.68). This same detail is clearly visible at the base of the central tower, which is set into 
carvings of the sandstone terrace. Moreover, on top of the upper base the sandstone blocks of 
the prasataxa set in carved indentations of the base (Fig. 4.69). As we have seen in the section 
on the East Mebon, the bases of the towers, both of the five central ones and the twelve small 
prasats, were constructed early on, and then the pedestals were installed before the rest of the 
towers was finished. For instance, the door opening of the central sanctuary is 2.4 x 1.2 metres, 
but the indentation for the pedestal is 1.7 metres square14, which would have made it difficult to 
install it after the tower was finished. Hence, taking the towers with their carvings and 
combination of materials as the starting point in the building sequence is already a valuable 
conclusion.
Comparing the materials and the carvings with the sanctuary towers, it is obvious that 
PR-N and S must have been built at the same time. Their brick carvings are identical to the 
central towers. Moreover, their positioning in the enclosure is very balanced, not just because
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they are at the centre in between enclosure wall and pyramid, but because in the west their long 
walls end in line with the stairs of the pyramid, and in the east with the nancf/n base (Plan 4.2). 
Consequently, pyramid, PR-N and S, and nand/n base seem to have been planned together 
and in relation to each other.
As for the halls in the first enclosure, they seem to have been conceptualised together. 
As seen above, their building concept is very similar, and differences seem to be caused by 
differing needs for their various functions. As at the East Mebon, I suggest these halls were built 
before the enclosure wall, because it would have complicated the building process enormously 
had the wall and gopuras been in place already. Even though the laterite halls express a totally 
different concept, they show characteristics which link them to the brick buildings. First of all, the 
sandstone layer of their vestibules is uncarved, such as the ones of PR-N and S and the small 
brick towers. Secondly, their columns show carvings, which can be found at the sandstone 
bases of the pyramid, PR-CS, and the corner towers and the bases of the lions. The position of 
PR-A and K seems to be.a little too close to PR-S and N correspondingly. However, this should 
not have created problems because PR-N and S were entered from the west, and had only a 
false door towards the east. The entrance to PR-A and K was from the north and south 
respectively; thus the closeness to the two brick buildings did not disturb goings-on in this area 
of the enclosure. Another reason why these halls were probably built early on lies in their 
purpose. Because they all had doors and could be locked, they may have provided a safe 
space to store the objects that were needed for every-day activities in the temples. This issue 
will be elaborated on in chapter 7.2.3.
The building period of the inner enclosure wall and the gopuras was probably shortly after 
the inner halls, because otherwise it would have been very difficult to transport the building 
material. The mouldings of halls and enclosure wall are identical (Fig. 4.70), and create a 
unified impression. The gopuras show the same carvings as the central towers, not just on the 
brick bands, but also on the sandstone layer. The row of lotus petals can be found at the central 
towers, and links back to them.
This issue will be examined closely in chapter 6.2.
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In the outer enclosure it seems that the halls along the east-west axis were built first, but 
after the enclosure wall of the inner enclosure due to their proximity to the inner terrace (Fig. 
4.71). Had the outer halls been built first, the erection of the enclosure wall would have been 
hindered. The halls are built entirely of laterite, and have two vestibules leading into the 
undivided main room through portals. Moreover, they only have windows on one side. PR-d and 
e, however, seem to be a further development of these halls. One vestibule has been closed 
and transformed into a side chamber with windows, and the remaining vestibule is larger and 
not as squeezed in as the vestibules of the other halls. Another element, which seems ‘evolved’ 
from the earlier halls, is the windows. Not only do PR-d and e have windows on two sides, the 
windows themselves have a more balanced proportion and placement in the wall as well. Also, 
the top row into which the roof construction is put is carved from sandstone, not moulded in 
laterite, which adds to the more pleasant look of the two halls.
Because of the large available space in the other enclosure, the enclosure wall and outer 
gopuras might have been built at the same time as the halls, or possibly even earlier, as there is 
enough space to store the building material (Fig. 4.72). However, the large open spaces might 
have been used for wooden constructions, and the wall and gopuras built after everything inside 
was finished.
As for the five large brick towers at the eastern side, they seem to have been built after 
the main temple, possibly quite late in the reign of R3jendravarman. They are not mentioned in 
the inscriptions, although this does not necessarily mean that they were erected later. However, 
they are shrines, and did contain images or /ingas, which could have been mentioned in the 
inscriptions. Taking into account just the sheer size of the towers, they were no simple annexes, 
but major foundations, and might have been mentioned. Since the towers do not contain 
inscriptions, and neither of their lintels is finished, their dedications are difficult to determine. 
Looking at the eastern lintels, the only ones in a semi-finished state, four of five show Vi$nuite 
scenes, and the fifth one Indra on Airavata, a neutral motif. Hence, they might have been 
Vi$nuite foundations, and contained images of Vi$nu and Lak$mT. This issue will be examined in 
detail in chapter 7.2.3.
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With regards to the dating of these towers, due to the lack of inscriptions it is purely 
inductive. Several factors have to be considered for this purpose. The most obvious one to 
consider is their size and placement. Because of their expansiveness they are far too large for 
the space available in the outer enclosure, which not only makes them look squeezed in but in 
fact creates problems with their accessibility. There is only very limited space to walk past the 
base of the steps of PR-I I and IV to reach the furthest towers PR-I and V. The distance at their 
western side to the terrace of the inner enclosure is only a few centimetres and it is impossible 
to pass through (Fig. 4.73).
Secondly, one has to consider how they are integrated with the rest of the temple 
complex. As can be seen in Fig. 4.74 the towers were built on a laterite platform, which was 
continued from the wall. Unfortunately, the report does not mention whether this laterite platform 
is continuous with that of the halls in this enceinte, or whether it is separate.15 Considering how 
well integrated wall, platform, and towers are they seem to be part of the same construction 
process which would make PR-I to V contemporary with the rest of the compound.
The third factor to take into account is their state of completeness. Looking at the lintels, 
not one of them is finished, not even the eastern ones above the entrances to the shrines. The 
carving of some of the others had not even begun before the building process was abandoned 
(Fig. 4.75).
The most important indication, though, that the towers were not finished is the lack of the 
sixth one: the southernmost one of the northern row. The laterite base for this tower had already 
been built, so that it was obviously planned but never finished (Fig. 4.76). In order to explain this 
peculiarity, the restorers of the Conservation d’Angkor brought forward the hypothesis that the 
material was later re-used for other buildings.16 However, given the fact that the towers were 
built from brick this is very unlikely, as the glue used to bind them together is very strong, and 
does not allow for single bricks to be removed. Besides, there is no indication where these 
bricks might have been used. This hypothesis seems not to be too convincing, and the most 
likely explanation seems to be that the tower had not been started.
The final point to be discussed is the architectural features of the towers. Firstly, their 
carvings are similar to those of the other brick towers, but not identical. More important, though,
15 Rapport d’Angkor, 03/1932:6.
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are the building techniques, which are very similar to the other buildings. The joints used for the 
doorframes and the insertion of the lintels are identical to the ones used at the other buildings. 
Hence, even though stylistically the buildings and their carvings are not identical, the techniques 
used are the same overall.
One feature of the towers which strongly indicates that they were part of the original plan 
are the pediments. At their centre they show architectural elements (Fig. 4.77), which is a 
feature characteristic for the period of Sambor Prei Kuk (7th century CE). At many of those 
temples, the interpilaster spaces were decorated with so-called ‘flying palaces’ (Fig. 4.78). 
These buildings usually have a tiered superstructure and are crowded with people. Since most 
of the carvings are in a not very well preserved state it is difficult to clarify who these people are 
but probably divine beings, and possibly even deities. By the tenth century, decorative elements 
were carved in brick only in outline but not in greater detail anymore, and usually the 
ornamentation of the pediments was moulded in plaster. Regrettably, none of these 
embellishments remain, so that it is impossible to say what the pediments might have depicted. 
Through a comparison with other temples, it is evident that pediments tended to be quite 
elaborately decorated, and depicted not only individual deities but whole stories. As an example 
the pediments of Banteay Srei, a contemporary and well-preserved temple, shall be used. 
These represent individual deities on their vahanas, for instance the eastern pediment of the 
vestibule in front of the central shrine or whole stories. Thus the west pediment of the southern 
library depicts Kama, the god of love and desire, shooting Siva on top of Mount KailaSa, his 
abode. Kama is depicted to the right of Siva, who has a frightened ParvatT, his spouse, on his 
left. Yak£as, divine beings guarding the residence, are populating the mountain flanks below 
(Fig. 4.79). Assuming that this was the case at the pediments of Pre Rup as well, the ones of 
the five large brick towers would deviate drastically from this convention. The use of this 
‘archaic’ feature at secondary shrines of Pre Rup does thus highlight the modern-ness of the 
rest of the compound. The pediments of the central shrines were beautified in the fashion en- 
vogue at the time. Heightening this fact even more recognisably those of the towers at the 
periphery of the temple are decorated in an older style.
Rapport d'Angkor, 11/1935:119.
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Because of the factors discussed above, the five towers seem to be part of the original 
plan of the temple. Due to their unfinished state is seems likely that they were begun after the 
main part of the temple was completed. Pre Rup was consecrated in 961 CE, so these prasats 
may have been built after this date, and could originate from quite late in Rajendravarman’s 
reign. Bearing in mind that the king died in 967 CE, this would also explain why the sixth tower 
was never begun, even though the others were already finished, and the decorations carved in 
parts.
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4.4 Conclusion
From the examination of the architectural characteristics of the temples several conclusions can 
be drawn. Firstly, both temples show a very unified building programme which seems to indicate 
a meticulous planning process in accord with the spatial requirements of the sastras (see 
chapter 7.2). With respect to the technical features of the buildings we can say that even though 
for some features various techniques were used simultaneously, these are very consistent. 
Variations are very limited, and the most important construction characteristics for assembling 
door and window frames, and inserting the lintels into the brickwork were not altered.
Secondly, the application of the list of criteria as outlined in part 4.1 results in a detailed 
understanding of all buildings within the compounds. Going beyond the existing descriptions, 
which limit themselves to the decorative elements, technical similarities and difficulties could be 
established. This resulted in the clustering of edifices into distinct groups. Overall, the 
differences between these groups are not major, but they do show variations regarding 
technical features, such as the combination of materials, or decorative elements, e.g. carvings. 
Since the fundamental technical aspects, e.g. the ways used for assembling the door and 
window frames, or inserting the lintels into the brickwork, are the same throughout the temples, 
the changes which have been charted do not seem to reflect a further development in technical 
possibilities, but rather changing preferences of the builder. This allows the claim that all 
buildings within the two temple compounds are part of the same building plan, and were erected 
under King Rajendravarman.
Thirdly, an internal building sequence was developed, which only partly results from the 
necessities of the building process. The very first stages of this process are the same at both 
temples: the laterite foundations which form the base for the rest of the buildings, followed by 
the bases of the sanctuary towers. More difficult to ascertain was the order of the surrounding 
halls. For this purpose not only the architectural features had to be taken into consideration, but 
the layout and practical reasons as well. Architectural features indicative of the building order 
are combination of building materials and the decorative details. At the East Mebon these vary 
in different buildings, and a comparison with later temples of King Rajendravarman helps in 
ascertaining their temporal sequence. Even though the differences at Pre Rup are not 
considerable, variations do exist which have repercussions on the sequence. For instance,
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though similar to the other halls in the second enceinte, PR-d and e clearly show an overall 
evolution, for instance the transformation of the vestibules facing the corners into side 
chambers, or the additional windows at the inner side. In terms of layout, the most unusual 
feature of the East Mebon are the bends in both enclosure walls. These can only be explained 
through the placement of specific buildings, which thus indicates a building sequence. 
Practically, at both temples the halls could not have been built after the enclosure walls next to 
them as that would have hindered their construction considerably.
In itself, the building sequence allows no inferences as to the usage of the individual 
buildings. As has been discussed in chapter 3.3.2, empirical and structuralist methodologies 
can only be a tool, but do not allow inferences as to meaning. Nevertheless, these approaches 
are necessary if we want to go beyond a descriptive examination of the sites. Temples were 
places of worship, which could only be carried out properly if certain pre-conditions were met. 
For instance, for icons to be worshipped properly they had to be adorned, and praised. Both 
activities involve objects like ornaments or vessels for the offerings which had to be kept at the 
sites. Since these objects do possess sacred connotations in themselves, a proper storage 
place would have been essential. Consequently, when ascertaining the intended purpose of 
individual buildings in chapter 7.2 it will be most helpful to know when in the building process 
they were constructed.
Having established a detailed architectural analysis, the next chapter will examine the 
contents of the inscriptions found at the two temples. Aspects investigated will be the religious 
concepts expressed, and the information given about the temples themselves.
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5. Information Provided by the Epigraphy
Having analysed the architecture of the temples closely in the last chapter, this one will 
investigate the inscriptions of East Mebon and Pre Rup. Issues dealt with are the religious 
concepts expressed in them, but also the information given about the temples themselves. In 
order to place these inscriptions within a wider framework, first a general introduction to the 
Sanskrit epigraphy of Kambujadesa will be given. Here the most important religious concepts 
expressed in inscriptions throughout ancient Khmer history will be presented. Because these 
religious notions originate in Indian religious and philosophical texts, these will be introduced 
briefly as well. Not only do they form the background of the discussion, it will also become 
apparent how deep and varied the knowledge of Sanskrit culture was in ancient Cambodia. The 
elucidations of the first part of the chapter will thus form the conceptual background of the more 
specific discussion of King Rajendravarman’s inscriptions in part 5.2.
5.1 General Introduction to the Sanskrit Epigraphy of Kambujadesa
The Cambodian Sanskrit inscriptions show a very rich vocabulary and are grammatically 
correct. Indeed, often they are better than the inscriptions found in India itself.1 Because of the 
large numbers in which they were composed, the Sanskrit inscriptions of Kambujadesa form an 
important part of Sanskrit epigraphy generally, and bear evidence to a very sound knowledge of 
Sanskrit and its literature, as is evident in many allusions in the inscriptions. Quite frequently 
they do use words which are not used in Indian texts, but which are part of the local Sanskrit 
vocabulary.2 The foundation charters of ancient Cambodian temples comprise of very similar 
contents as the Indian ones. In India, various types of inscriptions can be found, e.g. donative 
and panegyric inscriptions, but also memorial inscriptions or land charters.3 These typologies 
are also evident in Kambujadesa, again, as in India, not as clearly separated inscriptions, rather 
subsequent parts of the same text. The inscriptions in ancient Cambodia were mainly written in 
conjunction with foundations or donations, on either stone stelae or doorjambs.
1 Bhattacharya, 1991:2.
2 Renou/Filliozat, 1947-49:171-172. For a detailed analysis of these words see K. Bhattacharya (1991)
Recherches sur te Vocabu/aire des Inscriptions Sanskrites du Cambodge. Publications de I’Ercole Frangaise
d’Extrfeme-Orient CLXVII, £cole Frangaise d'Extr§me-Orient, Paris.
3 Salomon, 1998:11 Off.
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The basic structure of a Cambodian inscription is first the invocations, followed by the
genealogy and eulogy of the reigning king and founder, the description and enumeration of his
foundations, and finally a warning against the destruction of the foundation.
The invocations deal not so much with the temples themselves, but are important mainly
for understanding the religious ideas prevalent at the time. The invocations found in the
Cambodian inscriptions are a lot more philosophical than the Indian ones. Due to their dealing
with religious ideas, they do not contain much historical information. However, because of
expressing these ideas, they do provide evidence for continued contact with India, which can
thus be used in a historical context:
[t]he Sanskrit epigraphy of Cambodia abounds in such allusions to technical ideas 
-  grammatical, philosophical, religious. They have no bearing on history, in the 
customary sense. But the fact that these ideas were expressed in ancient 
Cambodia is of no little interest from the point of view of the history of cultural 
relations between India and Cambodia.4
Generally, though, the introductory stanzas of the inscriptions should only be used with 
great caution for a historical analysis, as their overall purpose was religious.
The genealogy of the king does not necessarily have to be very detailed, but can be. In 
the case of King Rajendravarman, he gives three versions of his genealogy, the first in the 
inscription of Baksei Chamkrong in 948 CE, the second one in the East Mebon inscription 953 
CE, and the last one in the inscription of Pre Rup 961 CE. The eulogy of the king and founder 
can take up most of the inscription. Usually, the king is described as the most powerful ruler of 
all times, the most learned and wisest man, excelling in all the various disciplines the righteous 
ruler has to command. These pra£ast/scan be very philosophical and poetical, as st. XVII of the 
East Mebon shows:
XVII Science, in his infallible mouth, was similar to the brilliant glare of the
day which appears in the East: it was splendorous after having drawn 
aside the defects (darkness), revealed the significance of the things 
(illuminated the objects), and it was spread throughout the world.5
Bhattacharya, 2003:3.
Translation by Prof. K. Bhattacharya. I would like to express my gratitude to Prof. K. Bhattacharya, who very 
kindly agreed to work on the inscriptions with me, and translate those stanzas which are analysed in this thesis. 
The interpretations resulting from these new translations are entirely mine, and do not necessarily reflect Prof. 
Bhattacharya’s opinion. Possible mistakes are also entirely the author’s.
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The inscription of Lolei proclaims the following about King Ya§ovarman:
XXXIII The god of Love, however beautiful he may be, would not, I think, be 
comparable to him [YaSovarman], even if he, with all his limbs intact, 
was not burnt like a moth in fire.6
Regarding the prior foundations, these are not described in detail, but merely listed. For 
instance, KavTndrarimathana’s inscription of Bat Chum says that
XX In the £aka year 868 he founded at Jayantade§a a statue of the Jina;
in SakaKll at KutTSvara a Lokanatha and two DevTs.7
Because of this vagueness it can be quite difficult at times to establish where the 
foundation was actually placed. For instance, st. CCV of East Mebon states that King 
Rajendravarman founded statues of Sauri, GaurT and a ffriga of Sambhu south of the East 
Baray, without mentioning the name of the temple. Thus, it has not been determined so far 
where these sculptures were placed.
The concluding part of the inscriptions usually contains a warning against the neglect and 
destruction of the foundation, such as st. CXXX of the Sdok Kak Thom inscription:
CXXX Those who by speech, thought or action destroy any property of Siva
such as land, gold, silver, servants, are subjected to torments in the 
two worlds.8
In various cases in addition to the warnings supplications to protect the foundation are 
given, as in King Ya§ovarman’s inscription of Lolei:
XC Sff Ya§ovarman adjures the future kings of Kambuja: You should
protect this meritorious work, you who have merit for wealth.
XCI This, indeed, is the burden for the kings established by the Supreme
Being: protection of those who are to be protected and punishment of 
those who are to be punished.
XCII Of these, those who steal the goods should be punished by the king,
and let them go to hell. Those who protect, may the king protect them, 
and let them attain the highest status.9
Bhattacharya, 1999c:33/42.
A:XX. Coed&s, 1908:228/240.
Bhattacharya, 1999a:20/30-31.
Bhattacharya, 1999c:39/46.
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The inscriptions mainly dealt with in this thesis, i.e. the inscriptions of Baksei Chamkrong, 
East Mebon, and Pre Rup, do follow this general structure. A short characterisation of their 
contents is given in Overview 5.1 below. A more detailed summary of these inscriptions is to 
follow in section 5.2.1.
Overview 5.1: Internal structure of the main inscriptions of King Rajendravarman.
Type Baksei Chamkrong East Mebon Pre Rup
Invocations St. I -  XII St. I -  VII St. I -  V
Genealogy St. XIII -  XLIII St. V III-X II St. V I-X II, CCLXXX
Eulogy St. XIII -  CC St. XIII -  CCLXVII
(Previous) St. XLIV-XLV St. C C I-C C X  St. CCLXVIII -  CCLXXXV
foundations
Supplication St. XLVII -  XLVIII St. CCXI -  CCXVII St. CCLXXXVI -  CCXCVIII 
Literature
As has been established above, the inscriptions express religious and other philosophical ideas. 
These are mainly derived from three sources: the Upani?ads, Pur5nas and Agamas. 
Sometimes these texts are mentioned by their name; for instance st. XXX of the inscription of 
Banteay Srei mentions explicitly the K§£ikavrtti, the Sivasarphit§, and the Parame§vara. The 
first is the famous commentary of Panini, and the last the ParameSvaragama. The second, in 
contrast, is more difficult to identify, and could be one of a number of possibilities: the Tantric 
text on yoga bearing the same name, which however is quite late, possibly another Tantric text 
with that name, or the Vayu Puraria, which is also known as the Siva or Saiva Purana, and 
called Sivasarphita.10 Ultimately, K. Bhattacharya does not identify the Sivasarphita, and in 
general this is a good example illustrating the difficulties in establishing the Indian texts referred 
to.
In the following the main groups of source texts will be summarised. A more detailed and 
specific analysis of the issues dealt with in them will be given when specific stanzas of the 
inscriptions are analysed.
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Upanisads
The Upanisads are philosophical and mystical scriptures, believed to be divine revelation (fruf/j. 
Even though some authorities accept 108 Upanisads, fourteen of them can be regarded as 
Vedic: the Bfhadaranyaka, Chandogya, Aitareya, KausTtaki, Kena, TaittirTya, T§a, Katha, 
SvetaSvatara, Mahanarayana, Muntfaka, PraSna, Manglukya, and MaitrT Upanisads. The term 
Upanisad is derived from Vupa, ‘near to', Am\ 'near1, and Asad, ‘to sit’, denoting groups of 
disciples sitting near their teacher, and ‘upanisad could thus be rendered as ‘mystic doctrine’. 
The oldest of these texts date from the 8th century BCE.11 Even though this group of texts is 
within the Vedic tradition and continues the Brahmanas and Aranyakas, their focus shifts away 
from the ritual itself to the knowledge of esoteric correspondences, and they are concerned with 
“reinterpretation of the ritual process and an elucidation of its inner meanings”12. Thus they do 
go one step further, and the deeper meaning of a ritual receives precedence over its actual 
performance. The Upanisads are part of the Jhanamarga, the way of knowledge, not of the 
karmamarga, the way of action,13 as the earlier texts had been. Despite being part of §rut/\ 
revelation, the Upanisadic authors are not known, although some texts are associated with 
renowned sages.14 One important feature of the Upanisads is the relationship between guruand 
student, and often they are composed in the form of a dialogue.15
The central issue of these texts is speculations illuminating means of attaining spiritual 
freedom, and the ultimate goal is not rebirth in a higher world, but cessation of rebirth. This 
quest for liberation is visible in the four main concepts discussed:
o brahman; the deepest essence of all being which is identical with the individual 
self, atman
o atman which will stay bound in samsara because of ignorance of this 
fundamental truth
o moksa which theoretically is possible through the realisation of identity of atman 
and brahman; and
Bhattacharya, 1961:48.
Radhakrishnan/Moore, 1957:37.
Flood, 1999:83.
Renou/Filliozat, 1947-49:295.
Radhakrishnan/Moore, 1957:37. 
Flood, 1999:83.
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o practically, liberation can be reached through detachment from the material 
world, and the gaining of the direct inner knowledge through meditation 
{dhyana)\ this later developed into yoga}*
One of the mahavakyai1, the four great sentences, of the Upanisads is 'tat tvam as!, 
‘that art thou’: "Brahman (the ultimate as discovered objectively) is Atman (the ultimate as 
discovered introspectively).”18 Initially atman meant breath, as for instance in Rg Veda 10.168, 
where atman is the breath of the Gods.19 Later on it developed to stand for the individual self, 
and only in the Upanisads is its essence identified with the brahman.20 Consequently, although 
a distinction is made between the pure and essential Self, beyond manifestation, and the 
individual, manifest Self, ultimately the two are the same.21 In the T§a Upanisad, the Absolute is 
described in the following way:
5 It moves. It moves not.
It is far, and It is near.
It is within all this,
And It is outside of all this.22
Of utmost significance is the knowledge of this identity; if this knowledge is reached 
moksa, liberation, can be accomplished. Consequently, rituals are regarded as inferior, and only 
asceticism is seen as some help. The ultimate knowledge can only be attained by a few, and 
the rest of humanity is bound in the cycle of rebirth. In the inscriptions of Kambujadesa 
knowledge of this doctrine is evident in their general monist stance. Creation is seen as one 
with the Absolute, and all individual Selfs as united, and ultimately identical with the Brahman. 
Most obvious is this doctrine in the supplications at the end of the inscriptions, which implore 
future kings to protect the founder’s dharma, i.e. the temple. This is stated exactly because the 
Selfs of the individual kings are ultimately one, thus by protecting an earlier foundation the king 
will gain as much merit as by constructing his own foundation.
The philosophy of unity necessitates the concepts of karma and samsara. The term 
samsara is found for the first time in the Katha Upani$ad.23 Regarding the doctrine of karma, it
18 Werner, 1994:166.
17 Hiriyanna, 1962:36, n. p.9,1.16.
18 Radhakrishnan/Moore, 1957:38.
19 lbid.:15.
20 lbid.:69.
21 Renou/Filliozat, 1947-49:340.
22 fea Upani?ad, verse 5. Radhakrishnan/Moore, 1957:40.
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cannot be found in the Vedas, which bear evidence to the idea of re-death, rather than re­
birth24 Also in the Brahmanas we only find a hint of it, because even though the notion of 
redeath prevails, there is a belief in the consequences of ritual action after death. This notion is 
broadened in the Upanisads to refer to actions influencing the rebirth. The term ‘karma’ derives 
from the root Vkr, ‘to do’; karma being ‘what was done’, ‘deed’, ‘action’; and the later meaning 
included not only the actions themselves but also their consequences.25 A necessary 
precondition for this concept is an ethical element, the retribution of good and bad deeds. 
Through this the act becomes a moral act, which results in positive or negative consequences. 
An overview of the characteristics of the law of karma, and the differences to the law of 
universal causation is given in Overview 5.2 below.
Overview 5.2: The differences between the law of karma, and the law of universal causation.26
Law of karma Law of universal causation
Effects of action impinge upon doer Effects regardless of whom they affect
Effects due to intention + action Effects only due to action
Like causes produce like effects Effects are not like causes
Causal feature is a moral one Moral judgements irrelevant
Effects manifested in some (distant) future Two events are temporally conjoined
Important in this system is the notion of an objectively measurable ethic, a moral law, so 
that actions can be measured independently, and according to their good or bad value they 
result in respective consequences27 This system is explained by YSjnavalkya in the 
Bfhadaranyaka Upanisad. After death the body dissolves, but the self passes through the 
stages of a fivefold sacrifice, after which there are two paths: the path of the gods, the 
devaydna, which leads to salvation, or the path of the fathers, the pitrydna, which results in 
rebirth according to the accumulated merits.28 By the time the ‘heterodox’ systems developed, 
the doctrine of karma had fully evolved, and was generally accepted.29 Reference to the ancient 
Cambodian kings following the pitrydna can only be found indirectly. For instance, st. CCVII of 
East Mebon, which will be discussed in detail below, refers to R§jendravarman’s parents as
Renou/Filliozat, 1947-49:341.
O'Flaherty, 1980:3
Reichenbach, 1990:197, n. 2.
After Reichenbach, 1990:24-25.
Reichenbach, 1990:2.
Renou/Filliozat 1947-49:342.
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having attained the same status as Siva (sastanata). This seems to indicate strongly, that the 
parents were reborn in Siva’s heaven, and had not reached moksa, which would mean the 
cessation of samsara.
Puranas
Together with the epics and Tantras, the Puranas are smrt/\ tradition, contrary to §rut/\ 
revelation.30 The term ‘puransi means ‘ancient account’. The texts are sacred books of 
Brahmanism, and form an inferior Veda. The 18 main Puranas contain about 400,000 verses, 
and form a puranasamhita, a term already present in the Vedas.31 The 18 major Puranas and 
18 subordinate texts, the so-called Upapuranas, are classified according to the three guna, 
qualities.
Overview 5.3: The classification of the 18 main Puranas according to the members of the 
trimurt/\ and the guna 32
Purity -  sattva- Visnu
Vi§nu Purana 
Bhigavata Purana 
Garu^a Pur3na 
NaradTya Purana 
Padma Purana 
Var§ha Purana
The content of the Puranas does not necessarily follow this classification, although most 
of them are centred on a particular god.
The Puranas were compiled over a long time span, and bear witness to the growth of 
sectarian worship of certain deities from about the 5th century BCE through the 1st millennium 
CE. This goes hand in hand with a decline of the importance of the Vedic sacrifice, as is already 
evident in the Upanisads, paralleled by an increase of devotional worship {puji) as the 
expression of love and devotion {bhaktJ) to a personal God (Bhagavah) or Goddess
| (Bhagavat,ft. Consequently, the period of the epics and Puranas sees the rise of Vi$nu, Siva,
I
i
! ___________________________________________________________________________
Reichenbach, 1990:13. 
Renou/Filliozat, 1947-49:381. 
Ibid.:412.
After Flood, 1999:109.
Passion -n tfa s - Brahma
Brahma Purana 
BrahmSnqla Purana 
Brahmavaivarta Purana 
Markan^eya Pur§oa 
Bhavi$ya Purana 
Vamana Purana
Darkness -  tarn a s - Siva
Siva Purana 
Ling a Purana 
Matsya Purana 
Kurma Puraria 
Skanda Purana 
Agni PurSna
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and the Goddess. This is evident in the inscriptions of ancient Cambodia. For instance, st. Cl 11 
of East Mebon, which will be examined more closely in section 5.2.2 states that King 
Rajendravarman's ‘supreme faith and devotion {6radcfha ca bhaktte capari) ... is passionately 
turned towards SrTkantha’.
The main period during which the Puranas were established is that of the Gupta, c. 320 -  
c. 500 CE, but the texts were changed until medieval times.33 Even though they are 
fundamentally religious in character, the Puranas show influence of the kSatriya class, and 
some of them, e.g. Agni and Garuda Purana, are outright encyclopaedias, with legends, royal 
genealogies, and historical accounts. Generally, the main issues dealt with, the panca/aksana, 
the five characteristics, are the following:
o sarga. the creation of the universe 
o pratisarga. the re-creation after the periodical dissolution 
o vam£a. genealogies of deities and saints
o manvantara. the deeds of Manu
o vamSanucar/ta. the history of the dynasties.
These categories, however, form only part of what is dealt with in the texts, and additional 
topics are:
o samstha. the organisation of the universe 
o raksa. conservation
o prafaya. dissolution
o hetu. cause, i.e. the self ignorant of the cause of the universe
o apa£raya. support, i.e. the universal self.
In addition, the Pur3nas also contain discourses on religious philosophy, in the form of 
g/ta, or chants, which glorify or develop further the Bhagavat GTta. Furthermore, they adopt
Vedic ideas and expand on them. In a more practical way they also insist on actual deeds and
yoga, both karma- and Jnanayoga, and draw a lot on the philosophy of Samkhya. As hinted at 
already above, parts of the Puranas deal with practical problems of governance, administration,
Flood, 1999:103-110.
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legal, fiscal and commercial matters, questions of grammar, metre, lexicography, architecture, 
medicine etc.; but religious matters are always predominant.34
A few concepts as described in the Puranas shall be briefly summarised below. With 
regards to cosmogony, various Vedic ideas are reduced to a comparatively simple schema. The 
universe is interpreted as born from the eternal substance prakrt/\ a "material continuum which 
covers space and carries in itself the three guad35 sattva, rajas and tamas. These compose the 
whole phenomenal creation in different combinations, and even the gods are made up of them.
Moreover, we find a further development of the concepts of karma, c/harm a and samsara, 
which become increasingly complex and cannot be examined separately. Fundamentally, the 
Puranas attempt to reconcile two extreme stands on samsara, the cycle of rebirths: the positive 
attitude, seeing it as an opportunity to be reborn in a better existence, and the negative one, 
which wants to terminate samsara through the practice of yoga?* These two attitudes are the 
ideals of the householder and the ascetic respectively, which were coalesced in the system of 
the a£ramay the system of the four stages of life37. Regarding karma, this entails two notions 
regarding action: the ideal of action, pravrtt/\ and the ideal of cessation of action, nivrtti, again 
characteristic for the two different stages of life.38
Closely related to these thoughts is the concept of dharma, deriving from the root ^dhp 
‘maintaining, sustaining, supporting’, with 'dharmd being ‘what is firm and durable, what 
sustains and maintains, what hinders fainting and falling’.39 Origins of the concept are already in 
the Vedic period, during which the laws of the universe are identified with the laws of the 
sacrifice. Later on this concept was widened to include the norms of conduct, and the universal 
dharma was equated with “the eternal laws which maintain the world”40. Two kinds of dharma 
can be distinguished: the external dharma, which is the action of man to realise his destiny, and 
the internal dharma, the obligation to submit oneself to the laws governing the universe. Thus 
the recurring focus is on fulfilling one’s duty, which is laid down in the varnaSrama dharma,
34 Renou/Filliozat, 1947-49:413ff.
35 lbid.:545.
36 lbid.:545-560.
37 These stages are brahmacarya. celibate student, grhastba. householder, vanaprastha. hermit, and samnyasa 
renouncer.
38 Renou/Filliozat, 1947-49:557.
39 Lingat, 1998:3.
40 lbid.:3.
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which details the duties of the varnas, the four classes of society, and the aSramas, the four 
stages in life.41 The concept of varnaSrama dharma thus unites religious and social duties, and 
proclaims that man’s welfare is in his works42 This notion is particularly evident in the 
supplications of the inscriptions of Kambujadesa, which implore future kings to protect the 
dharma of the founder, i.e. his temple. In the inscriptions discussed in this thesis it is made most 
explicit in st. CCXI-CCXVII of the East Mebon. Here it is repeatedly stated that the future kings 
will adhere to dharma, and thus protect the temples. This issue will be explored in greater detail 
in section 5.2.2.
At the other end of the spectrum is moksa, salvation, and its goal is not the increase of 
merit through a life according to dharma, but liberation. The way to reach moksa, a state ‘full of 
life’, is yoga, and the final state is one without consciousness, like a stone, in which the self 
ceases to be enchained by the body. In the theistic systems, liberation is reached through the 
grace of God, and moksa is equated to a state of being one with the divinity. Even though in 
principle moksa can only be attained after death it is possible to reach moksa during ones life, 
and be jTvanmukta, e.g. like Siva. In this state one is freed from all ritual obligations and 
according to Tantra possesses the eight signs of realisation, which coincide with the eight 
powers of yoga.43
Agamas
The Agamas contain mythological, epical and philosophical ideas, and are regarded as the ‘fifth 
Veda’ by their sectarian followers.44 They were compiled from around 600 CE onwards, with 
most of them having been composed by the 8th century CE, and by the 10th century CE a vast 
body of material had been created. Usually they take the form of a dialogue between the 
Highest Being, depending on their religious leaning Siva, Vi?nu or the Goddess, and their 
spouse as the disciple who asks the questions. This literary form resulted in the significance of 
both the guru, and the initiations performed by him. The main issues dealt with in the Agamas 
are:
o practice (sadhana), including initiation (cfiksd), ritual and yoga
41 Flood, 1999:58.
42 Lingat, 1998:4.
43 Renou/Filliozat, 1947-49:562.
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o ritual structure, involving hand gestures {mudri), mantra repetition, and the 
construction of sacred diagrams {yantra, manda/a) 
o cosmology
o the divine body, which contains within it the cosmic hierarchy, and the cosmic 
polarity between the male deity and female energy 
o attaining of magical powers {s/ddhtj, and experiencing of bliss in higher worlds 
(bhoga)
o possession (are^a) and exorcism.45 
Advaita Vedanta
One more religious strand should be taken into consideration, which has influenced Cambodian 
inscriptions: Advaita Vedanta. This ideology originates between 500 and 200 BCE, and 
appraises the speculations of the Upani$ads. The main text, the Vedanta Sutra, explains the 
aim of the Vedanta. It is also called the Brahma Sutra because it deals with the doctrine of 
Brahman, and Ssffraka Sutra because of its expositions on the unconditioned Self46 The 
greater influence, though, have had the commentaries written on this text. One of the main 
commentators is Sankara, or SahkarScarya, who is usually dated to the late 8th/early 9th century 
CE. He sees brahman as the sole reality, and the manifest Universe as the result of a 
superimposition, adhyasa, on brahman by the mind. The most famous example used in this 
context is that of a rope taken to be a snake in twilight.47 This illusion, maya, hinders us to 
realise that the self, atman, is identical with the Absolute, brahman. In order to reach salvation, 
the ignorance has to be removed and the self be realised as “the witnessing subject identical 
with brahman:”48 Such knowledge is liberation, moksa. In the inscriptions discussed here, this is 
expressed most explicitly in st. CCLXXXVIII of Pre Rup. The author states that ‘a distinction is 
made between the agents ... based on extraneous superimpositions; but that distinction is 
secondary and should be dispelled by the knowledge of the highest truth’.
Werner, 1994:24.
Flood, 1999:158ff.
Radhakrishnan/Moore, 1957:506.
Werner, 1994:23-24.
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5.2 Concepts Expressed in the Epigraphy of King Rajendravarman
This section of the chapter will deal with the inscriptions of King Rajendravarman, particularly 
the three main ones, from Baksei Chamkrong (948 CE), the East Mebon (953 CE), and Pre Rup 
(961 CE). Firstly, the inscriptions will be summarised, followed by an analysis of the religious 
ideas expressed in them, and in the third part those stanzas containing information regarding 
the temples themselves will be studied.
King Rajendravarman was a Sivaite himself, as is evident not only in the invocations of 
his inscriptions in which Siva is appealed to as the Supreme Deity, but also throughout the 
inscriptions. For instance, st. CHI of East Mebon says that
Clll His supreme faith and devotion, rejecting all attachment to other
divinities, is passionately turned towards SrTkantha (Siva), like Ganga 
and Bhav3nT (Uma) to the God of gods (Siva).49
Despite this strong conviction, Rajendravarman protected the other main religions as well. 
The inscriptions of Kuk Sla Ket50, Wat Kdei Skie51, and Thvar Kdei52 mention Visnuite 
foundations, and the inscription carved on one door jamb later re-used at Banteay Kdei 
indicates the good relations between the Sivaites and Visnuites: the Sivaite guru HrsTke§a is the 
descendant of a Visnuite family, evident in his Visnuite name. Despite his Visnuite family 
background he became a Sivaite and even rose to the position of the king’s guru.53 With respect 
to Buddhism, this was a strong period as well. The king's minister KavTndr§rimathana was a 
prominent Buddhist, who built the Buddhist temple of Bat Chum, dedicated to the Buddha, 
Vajrapani and Prajfiaparamita. A relative of KavTndrarimathana, Vfrendravikhyata, another 
Buddhist, founded the temple at Kdei Car, for which the king himself donated images of 
Lokesvara and Prajfiaparamita, as mentioned in the inscription.54 Moreover, the inscription of 
Prasat Ben Vien55 mentions that one of the king's brothers-in-law, a brother of his wife, was 
Buddhist as well.56 Two more inscriptions bear witness to the good relations between the
Flood, 1999:241.
Bhattacharya, 1961:93.
IC V:122/123, st. XXXI.
IC V:116/117, st. VI.
IC Vl:133-134/137, st. I-Vl.
Finot, 1925c:359/362, st.XXXV.
IC VM25/127, st. XIII-XIV.
IC V:100/102, st. XVII-XVIII. 
Bhattacharya, 1961:31.
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Sivaites and Buddhists. The one of Don Tri57 mentions the foundation of a Siva ParameSvara 
together with an Arya Maitreya, and the inscription of Prasat Pram58 cites that the Buddha 
installed there is venerated by the Sivaites as well.59
In order to familiarise the reader with the main inscriptions of King Rajendravarman’s 
reign, those of Baksei Chamkrong (948 CE), the East Mebon (953 CE), and Pre Rup (961 CE), 
short summaries of them will be given below.
5.2.1 Summary of the Inscriptions 
Baksei Chamkrong (K. 286)
The inscription of Baksei Chamkrong60, dated 869 £aka, was translated by, among others, 
George Coedds in 1909, and then again published in the fourth volume of the /nscriptions du 
Cambodge. This translation will be used for the present thesis. The inscription was carved on 
the two jambs of the eastern door; 42 lines in 21 stanzas on the southern and 54 lines in 27 
stanzas on the northern one.61 Its very beautiful and clear writing can still be read today, due to 
its good state of preservation (Fig. 5.1).
In the following short overview of the contents of the inscription its internal structure will 
become evident as well. At the beginning are the invocations. Stanzas I, and II invoke Siva, 
followed by Vi$nu (st. Ill), Brahma (st. IV), Siva-Vi$nu (st. V), Siva-DevT (st. VI), Devi (st. VII), 
V§gT§varT (st. VIII), Ganga (st. IX), Lak§mT (st. X), Kambu Sv3yambhuva (st. XI), and finally 
Mera (st. XII). Subsequently, a long genealogy of King Rajendravarman is given, which also 
mentions the foundations of the earlier kings Indravarman (st. XXVI), YaSovarman (st. XXIX), 
Har?avarman I (st. XXXII), and Jayavarman IV (st. XXXV and XXXVII). Subsequently, 
Rajendravarman’s own foundations up to that time are listed (st. XLIV and LXV). Finally, the 
date is given as 869 SaksP (st. XLVI), and Rajendravarman’s successors are implored to 
protect this dharma (st. XLVII-XLVIII).
Thus, the special significance of this inscription lies in the detailed account of the history 
of Khmer royalty, harking back to its origins, up to King Rajendravarman. Most important are the
IC VI: 148/149, st. II.
Cced&s, 1913:21/25, st. XLII.
Bhattacharya, 1961:32.
This inscription is included in appendix 1.1 in Volume 2 of this thesis.
Coedds, 1909a:468.
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stanzas on Kambu and Mer§, which are mentioned here for the first time, although Kambu will 
be mentioned again in the inscriptions of Suryavarman I at Preah Vihear, and Jayavarman VII at 
Ta Prohm. The meaning derives from Kambu-ja, a Sanskrit name denoting “descendants of 
Kambu”63, and this king, uniting in his person the solar and lunar dynasties, represents the solar 
one, whereas Kaundinya, the usual founder king given in the inscriptions, represents the 
lunar.64 Equally important is the inscription’s mentioning the foundations of the kings from 
Indravarman onwards.
East Mebon (K. 528)
The foundation stele of the East Mebon65 is dated 874 faka, which corresponds to 953 CE, and 
was found in October 1922 by H. Marchal in the outer eastern gopura. The only translation was 
done by L. Finot in 192566. The stele is 1.7 metres high, 1.2 metres wide and 13 centimetres 
deep (Fig. 5.2), and is carved very finely, only 1 millimetre deep. The base of the stone is 
carved with lotus petals, as is the top (Fig. 5.3). The text, Sanskrit verse, covers both sides, 57 
and 58 lines respectively, adding up to 218 stanzas, the second longest inscription known. At 
present the stele is kept at the Conservation d’Angkor in Siem Reap.
The invocation consists of seven stanzas, dedicated to the following deities: to Siva (st. I 
and II), GaurT, Siva, Vi?nu, Brahm§, and Ganga. This is followed by the genealogy of the king 
which comprises of st. VIII to XII. Subsequently, the eulogy follows, which includes st. XIII to 
CC. St. CCI to CCX list the previous foundations of King Rajendravarman, and also some at the 
East Mebon (st. CCVII and CCVIII), followed by the supplications in st. CCXI to CCXVII. The 
final stanza, CCXVIII, deals with the East Mebon and the images founded there.
Another inscription found at the East Mebon is K. 867, a fragment of a stele, found in 
June 1936 in M-SW. K. 867 only consists of six lines, badly damaged, in Khmer, and mentions 
a royal decree for a kamsten, and the name §rT Arimathana. It dates from the reign of King
The exact date corresponds to Wednesday, 23 February 948 CE. IC IV: 101, n. 1.
Cced§s, 1909a:473.
Ibid.:474.
This inscription is included in appendix 1.2 in Volume 2 of this thesis.
Mebon. Inscriptions d’Angkor, no. 4. Bulletin de I'lzco/e Frangaise dExtnBme-Orient 25-3/4, 309-352. An English 
translation was published by Sharan, M.K. (1981) Select Cambodin Inscn'ptions -  The Mebon and Pre Pup 
Inscn'ptions ofRajendra Varman U. S.N. Publications, Delhi. However, this is merely the translation of L. Finot’s 
article, and has not been used for this thesis.
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Rajendravarman.67 This inscription is an indication that even more inscriptions might have been 
written at the East Mebon under King Rajendravarman, which might have disappeared in the 
meantime, be that because of weathering or looting.
Pre Rup (K. 806)
The foundation stele of Pre Rup68 dates from 883 &aka, 961 CE, and was found in October 1934 
in PR-H, in situ. Its only translation was published by G. Cced6s in 193769. The stele is 2.21 
metres high, 1.34 metres wide, and 20 centimetres deep (Fig. 5.4). The text, Sanskrit verse, is 
written on both sides, each containing 66 lines, and is carved as finely as the East Mebon 
inscription. The inscription consists of 298 stanzas and is the longest Sanskrit inscription not 
only in Cambodia, but possibly the whole Indianised world70. The stele is kept at the 
Conservation d’Angkor in Siem Reap.
The invocation of Pre Rup is only five stanzas long, praising Siva (st. I and II), the tr/murtf 
(st. Ill), Vi§nu (st. IV), and NarayanT (st. V). The genealogy of the king is given in st. VI to XII, 
and st. CCLXXX, followed by the praSast/ in st. XIII to CCLXVII. Other foundations are 
mentioned in st. CCLXVIII to CCLXXVI (st. CCLXIX mentions the East Mebon), with those at 
Pre Rup listed in st. CCLXXVII to CCLXXXV. The final part of the inscription is formed by the 
supplication in st. CCLXXXVI to CCXCVIII.
Other, shorter, inscriptions were found at Pre Rup as well. The only other inscription 
which seems to be contemporary with the temple is K. 777, which only consists of fragments, 
showing single words. These fragments have never been translated or published.71 Again, as at 
the East Mebon this is an indication that more inscriptions were written at the time of King 
Rajendravarman, and have disappeared in the meantime.
K. 527, dating from 1002 $akax 1080 CE, contains six lines in Sanskrit, carved -  
according to Coed6s -  on the northeast tower.72 Unfortunately, it is badly damaged. This
67 IC VI: 152.
68 This inscription is included in appendix 1.3 in Volume 2 of this thesis.
, 69 La St6le de Fondation de Pte Rup. Inscriptions du Cambodge, Vol. 1, pp. 73-142. Imprimerie d’Extteme-Orient,
Hanoi. Again, an Enlgish translation was published by Sharan, M.K. (1981) Se/ect Cambodin inscriptions -  The 
Mebon and Pre Rup inscriptions o f Rajendra Varman if. S.N. Publications, Delhi. However, as with the East 
; Mebon inscription, this is merely a translation of G. Cced&s’ article, and has not been utilised for this thesis.
| 70 There are problems connected with the use of the term ‘Indianisation’. However, for the present purpose, it shall
be used in the sense of 'areas under the influence of the Indian culture', 
i 71 IC Vlll:196/197.j  72 Coed&s, 1943-1946c: 15.
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inscription is the only evidence for King Jayavarman VI at Angkor, and will be dealt with in more 
detail in chapter 7.2.3.
K. 264, consisting of 16 lines in Khmer, is carved on the door jambs of the southeast 
sanctuary. It dates from 1606 gaka, 1684 CE, and mentions an assembly and the foundation of 
a golden Buddha image.73 Through this inscription we know that by the late 17th century Pre 
Rup had become a temple used by the Buddhists.
5.2.2 Religious Notions Prevalent at the Time
As has been mentioned already, King Rajendravarman was a Sivaite, and this is evident in his 
inscriptions, all of which invoke Siva as the Supreme Being. That the Indian concepts were 
familiar ones, is evident throughout, as the inscriptions use the specific terms, e.g. st. CCX of 
the East Mebon mentions 'gruff and ‘smrtl, and throughout the inscriptions Indian texts are 
either explicitly mentioned or alluded to through individual phrases or stories mentioned.
In the following, the inscriptions will be analysed with respect to the religious notions 
expressed through them. The most fundamental concept of all the inscriptions of King 
Rajendravarman is the monist stance, the unity between the Supreme Deity and the Universe, 
and will be discussed first. Subsequently, the invocations will be examined closely, and the 
religious ideas expressed in them studied in detail. Moreover, other ideas articulated throughout 
the inscriptions will be elaborated on. These two inscriptions are the longest in Khmer 
epigraphy, 218 and 298 stanzas respectively, and would warrant an extended study on their 
own. However, because the main aim of this thesis is the analysis and interpretation of the 
temples of East Mebon and Pre Rup the study of the inscriptions does reflect this aim, and will 
not examine every stanza of the texts, but focus on the relevant ones.
Monism
Throughout Cambodian epigraphy the conception of Siva as both the personal God and the 
transcendent Absolute is evident, a concept which originates in the SvetaSvatara Upani$ad. In 
monism creation is seen as not distinct from its substance; prakrti'xs an integral part of God, who 
is both the efficient and material cause of Universe. Thus the Universe is identical with God, the
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phenomenal Universe is a ‘reflection’ of God -  in this case Siva -  who is pure conscience.74 But 
also the unity of atmamxvi brahmans significant, and expressed in the Upani?adic xayam atma 
brahmd, 'this self is brahmarilb This monist stance, the unity between the Supreme Deity and 
the Universe, is evident in the inscriptions of not just the East Mebon and Pre Rup, but also that 
of Baksei Chamkrong, most significantly in the supplications at the end of the texts, imploring 
the king’s successors to protect his cfharma. The length of these supplications varies, the one of 
Baksei Chamkrong is only two stanzas long (st. XLVII-XLVIII), that of the East Mebon seven (st. 
CCXI-CCXVII), and Pre Rup’s twelve -  nine of them elaborating on the actual request given in 
st. CCLXXXVI-CCLXXXVIII.
Baksei Chamkrong
The supplication of the Baksei Chamkrong inscription is very general, and appeals very much to 
the future kings being righteous:
XLVII "The just one supports the dharma, the unjust one destroys it, but the 
strongest of both is the first”, it is with this thought that he who has a 
spirit without limits [Rajendravarman] did not supplicate the future 
virtuous kings (to maintain his foundation).
XLVIII If the goods of the gods are destroyed in consequence of bad 
practices in the observance of the dharma, good people are innocent, 
according to repeated proclamations of the kings.
These two stanzas seem to imply that a righteous king will adhere to the dharma anyway, 
without needing a supplication, thus to give one would be futile, because not necessary. This 
tautology alludes to siddhasadhana, a logically incorrect realisation of something which is 
already realised.77 However, since the inscription is not dealing with logic, this seeming mistake 
is acceptable, and the unnecessary supplication included in the inscription. The second stanza 
refers to the fact that determining for the fulfilment of one’s dharma is the intention with which 
an act is done, not the result. Thus, even if the result is a negative one, the positive intention 
prevails, and will be determining for the future karma.
Aymonier, 1904:8f.
Bhattacharya, 1961:61.
BfhadSranyaka Upani?ad, IV.iv.5. Sinha, 1991:1.
IC IV:93-94/101. Translation of st. XLVII amended by Prof. K. Bhattacharya.
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Monism is evident in a different part of the Baksei Chamkrong inscription, namely in its 
invocation:
VI I venerate the two Bhava [Siva and Uma], the cause of the Universe,
united in one body, but divided in multiple conditions, like avyakta and 
buddh/ leading like the two paths of dharma to heaven and to 
liberation (respectively), pleasing to the heart shining like the 
mountain of gold and the mountain of snow united. 8
This stanza actually seems to refer to the dualism of Sarhkhya, in its alluding to the 
evolution of prakrt/ In Cambodian inscriptions the influence of Sarhkhya is evident, for instance 
the one of Trapan Don On, from 1129 CE.79 Sarhkhya proposes a dualism God {purusa, spirit) -  
^akt/{prakrt/ nature), which is reabsorbed after the dissolution of the Universe: “[a]ll experience 
is based on the duality of the knowing subject, purusa, and the known object, prakrt/?m Prakrt/ 
creates the material universe by using her three gunas. The purusa ultimately identifies with his 
material body, and is ‘captured’ in creation. Only through the recognition of this situation and a 
subsequent mental discrimination can the purusa free himself from this materiality, and reach 
liberation, ka/va/ya,81 which is "the discriminative knowledge that pure consciousness is 
eternally distinct from primordial matter’’82. In the Baksei Chamkrong inscription, however, this 
idea is not being followed, rather used to prove itself wrong. The comparison Siva -  avyakta, 
the mu/a-prakrt/ non-manifest, and $akti- buddh/ the mahat, establishes 3akt/ the manifest 
aspect of Siva, as buddh/ the primary evolution of avyakta. This image of buddhias the evolute 
of avyakta is used purposefully to verify the identity of God and his creation, rather than show 
the dualism of Sartikhya. What is most interesting about this equation is that Sarhkhya himself 
admits that buddhns the first evolute of avyakta. uPrakrti\s the state of quiescence [equilibrium] 
of sattva, rajas, and tamas. From prakrt/evo\ves mahat{intellect) ...”83
Another allusion used here refers to the two branches of dharma, that of knowledge, 
jhanamarga, represented by Siva, and that of action, karmamarga, represented by Jakf/84
Bhattacharya, Ch., 1966:146,153f.
IC IV:89/94.
Bhattacharya, 1961:66.
Radhakrishnan/Moore, 1957:424.
Werner, 1994:136-137.
Flood, 1999:234.
S5nnkhya-Pravacana Sutra, 1.61. Radhakrishnan/Moore, 1957:447. 
Bhattacharya, 1961:67.
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East Mebon
The supplication of the East Mebon alludes only indirectly to monism, and is also interesting 
because of the other concepts contained in it.
CCXI And this king who had the intelligence of Vacaspati, who marched at
the head of kings adhering to dharma, addresses to the future kings of 
Kambuja, who perform the royal duties, these words, firm and 
conforming to the dharma.
CCXI I The protection of that which is to be protected ... Since you know this
duty of kings, protect this pious work: this injunction realises, as it 
were, what is already realised.
CCXI 11 Dharma, it is certain, has only one leg during this yuga. how could it
have stood erect in front, if it had not been supported by the pillar who 
are the great kings like you who have the knowledge of the Sastrad!
CCXIV The distress of dharma would be a shame to the author (of the work)
himself, and particularly to the king who has the duty of protecting it: 
that is well known to you.
CCXV The sages, who have for richness virtue and glory, do not want for
themselves, in this world, an ephemeral richness: it is therefore the 
strongest reason, if this richness is that of the Gods, etc. You who are 
sages, will you not have this deeply engrained in you?
CCXVI Nevertheless, I entreat you clearly: watch over this work scrupulously.
Do not remove the good from the gods! In the interest of the dharma, 
there is no harm in repeating.
CCXVII A magnanimous king, supplicated, would abandon in the greatness of
his soul his very life, all the more his projects: this is why my word, 
resolved under the influence of confidence, is free from apprehension 
of seeing its request repulsed.85
We see the supplication itself is in stanzas CCXII and CCXVI, based on the future kings’ 
adhering to dharma, rather than the explicit declaration of a monist attitude. Again both stanzas 
allude to siddhasadhana, as does st. XLVII of Baksei Chamkrong. This focus on the 
righteousness of the future kings is even more apparent in the rest of the stanzas, which appeal 
exactly to this trait of their character. In these stanzas several other concepts are mentioned as 
well. First of all we find in st. CCXI 11 the notion that in this yuga, the ka//yuga, the bull of dharma 
only has one leg. As explained in the introductory chapters, the idea of time and its everlasting 
cycles is closely related to the notion of dharma. Through the procession of the four yugas in
Finot, 1925:330-331/351-352.
each the bull of dharma stands on one leg less than the previous one, and is only followed by a 
few.86 Consequently, if righteous kings adhere to dharma, and thus strengthen it by being an 
additional pillar, this symbolically equals the return to a better time, and then dharma will not 
stand on only one leg anymore. Moreover, the same stanza refers to the knowledge of the 
6astras the (future) kings (will) have. In all likelihood the Jastras referred to here are the 
dharma- and the arthasastras. The king had to follow a meticulously planned schedule for his 
education, as prescribed for instance in Kautilya’s ArthaSSstra and the SukranTti.87 Manu states 
that
[f]rom those who have the triple learning he [the king] should acquire the triple 
learning, the eternal science of politics and punishment, philosophy, and the 
knowledge of the soul; and from the people (he should learn) the trades and 
enterprises.88
Thus, the king had to be familiar with the various treatises in order to be a good king, 
which is assumed here, as the future kings will adhere to dharma, i.e. be righteous.
Pre Rup
The supplication of Pre Rup is the most elaborate one, which clearly expresses 
Rijendravarman’s monist attitude. Moreover, here the plea is not simply stated, but explained in 
subsequent stanzas.
CCLXXXVI The King Rajendravarman, well informed and generous, incessantly 
(generously) implores the future kings of Kambuja ‘protect this 
foundation (dharma) as yours’.
CCLXXXVII It is the one (same) atman which is the agent and enjoyer in different 
bodies (in bodies which are divided in various ways), so may you 
increase the fact that the sages in all foundations see their own 
foundation.
CCLXXXVIII In order to make a distinction between the fruits of actions a distinction 
is made between the agents, this is based on extraneous 
superimpositions {upadh)t|; but that distinction is secondary and should 
be dispelled (pierced) by the knowledge (intelligence) of the highest 
truth like the darkness (of untruth) is dispelled by the light of the sun.89
The request of st. CCLXXXVI expresses the same idea as that of the Lolei inscription of 
King YaSovarman, in almost the same words:
This was introduced in section 2.2.
Altekar, 2001:100.
Manu-smrti, 7.43. O’Flaherty/Smith, 1991:7.
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XC SrT YaSovarman adjures the future kings of Kambuja: You should
protect this meritorious work (dharma), you who have merit (dharma) 
for wealth.90
The Lolei inscription only contains this one stanza regarding the protection of the dharma, 
and the subsequent ones continue the warning against the destruction of the foundation which 
is dealt with in st. LXXVIII to LXXXIX. Pre Rup, however, does not just give the request, but 
goes on to explain why the kings should adhere to it -  because of the monist conviction of King 
Rajendravarman. Stanza CCLXXXVII refers to the unity of atman-brahman, the Vedanta 
ideology of atma/katva, according to which "[t]he atman, the One, is impersonal or 
suprapersonal”91, as already explained above. Thus, if ultimately we all are part of the same 
Self, the good deeds done by one will affect everyone else in the same way. In other words, if a 
king protects a predecessor’s foundation, he will reap the same fruits as if it was his own 
foundation. The explanation of this follows in st. CCLXXXVIII which uses the terms upadhianti 
bheda. The perceived difference between atman and brahman results from external conditions, 
upadh/, names and forms. Ultimately, it is an 'identity in difference’, bhedabheda, a term used in 
the inscription of Prasat Khna92, where Siva is called 'bhedabhedatmarl, ‘he, whose essence is 
unity in difference'.93 This concept is also described in the Munglaka Upanisad: "[a]s the flowing 
rivers disappear in the sea, having lost their name and their form, thus a wise man free from 
name and form goes to the divine Person who is greater than the great."94 The difference, 
bheda, is perceived through external conditions, and can be overcome through knowledge. 
Moreover, it is important to note that the difference is only temporary, and thus the state is in 
fact one of difference-cum-non-difference, bhedabheda. Of great significance in overcoming this 
difference, as is also stated in this stanza, is the knowledge of the highest truth, as explained for 
instance in the Chandogya Upanisad: “[tjhat which is the finest essence -  this whole world has 
that as its self. That is Reality. That is Atman. That art thou [ Tat vam as\, Svetaketu. ...”95 Thus 
it is evident that stanza CCLXXXVIII of Pre Rup is an expression of the philosophy of the 
Upanisads, and of Vedanta, which both adhere to this unity. Consequently, it is very meritorious
89 Translation by Prof. K. Bhattacharya.
90 Bhattacharya, 1999c:39/46.
91 Bhattacharya, 1971:101.
92 Coedds, 19111:405, st. I.
93 Bhattacharya, 1961:61.
94 Mundaka Upanisad, lll.ii.8. Radhakrishnan/Moore, 1957:517.
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for King Rajendravarman’s successors to protect the earlier king’s dharma, and this work
connects them. In India the same idea can be found, and
[t]he dharma is transmitted from generation to generation. The foundation, which 
incarnates it, is, in some sort, a ‘bridge of merit’ (dharma-setd)\ by protecting it, the 
future generations will ensure the life of the dharma and will themselves participate 
in the dharma,96
The following nine stanzas, apart from st. CCXCIV, which contains the warning against 
misconduct, praise the future kings as being righteous and adhering to dharma. This is already 
evident in the inscription of the East Mebon (st. CCXV, CCXVI I), but is here developed even 
more. The aim of this praise seems to have been to somewhat charm the successors to follow 
this request.
The concluding stanza, which is the last one of the inscription, forms a sort of synopsis of 
what has been said before.
CCXCVIII It is said by the virtuous with reason that the supplication is the death 
of kings, when it has for its purpose the realisation of their desires. But 
that (supplication) which is being intended for the prosperity (increase) 
of dharma is the immortality which one should follow. That is why I 
supplicate through passion for dharma.97
This stanza confirms that kings should not express supplications, if they aim at fulfilling 
personal desires. However, because the sole aim of RSjendravarman’s is the upholding of 
dharma his one is a legitimate request, and should be followed. Through adhering to it, future 
kings will become immortal, because all atman is one, so that their good deeds are one with the 
good deeds of the founder king, and will add to their own good karma. What one has to 
remember in this context is that the kings did follow the p/tryana, the path of the fathers, 
resulting in a rebirth according to the accumulated merit.98 Thus, the aim was to do as many 
good deeds as possible to ensure as high a rebirth as possible.
ChSndogya Upani?ad, Vl.ix.4. Radhakrishnan/Moore, 1957:69. Svetaketu is the son of the philosopher 
UddSlaka Aruni, who explains the central teaching of the text, the identity of atman and brahman.
“Le dharma se transmet de generation en generation. La fondation, qui I’incarne, est, en quelque sorte, un “pont 
de mgrite" (dha/ma-satd): en la protggeant, les generations futures assureront la vie au dharma et participeront 
elles-mfemes au dharm i. Bhattacharya, 1991:57.
Translation by Prof. K. Bhattacharya.
Renou/Filliozat, 1947-49:342.
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What has to be mentioned in this context as well is the use of the word 'dharmd, which is 
used in the inscriptions to refer both to merit, but also the foundation itself." Drawing 
comparisons with the temples in Java and their inscriptions, Cced6s concluded that referring to 
a Khmer temple it seems to indicate a funerary monument as well, housing statues which 
contain the person’s cfharma, perpetuating their glory.100 Regarding the funerary connotations of 
Pre Rup, Cced6s draws on st. CCXCIII of its foundation stele:
CCXCIII That like the beautiful (Savitff) wife of Satyavat, your decision [or: 
DhSti (wife of Dharma)], obeying the duty [or: being approached by 
Yama], charming through her observance of the rules [or: by Niyama], 
procuring knowledge to the ignorant [or: the sight with the blind man 
(Dyumatsena)], gives the life to the dharma [or: in (her husband) 
Dharma ] in my body of glory.101
He interprets it to mean that “the descendants of the king, through the favour of funerary 
rites and of the consecration of an image, will have to animate his dharma, to give him the life in 
this image which will perpetuate his glory (ya£as).“102 However, this is not quite the case. What 
the stanza in fact means is that his successors should protect his foundation after his death as
_ 103his body of glory {ya$ah£ar/ra) materialising the dharma. The term ya$ah§arTra suggests an 
imperishable, eternal accomplishment which remains after a person’s death. This does not have 
to be a temple, by nature a rather permanent achievement, but might also be a poem.
Thus, the term dharma in the Pre Rup inscription, as in any other inscription, does not 
denote a funerary connotation, but instead has to be interpreted as referring to merit or a work 
of merit.104
Invocations
As indicated above, the invocations are mainly significant because of the religious concepts 
expressed. In all of them Siva is invoked as the Supreme Deity, and many concepts within
Bhattacharya, 1991:20.
Coed&s, 1940a:324ff.
CCXCIII Que telle la belle (SavitrT) 6pouse de Satyavat, votre decision [ou: Dhfti (Spouse de Dharma)], 
obgissant au devoir [ou : s’6tant approchge de Yama], charmante par son observance de r&gles 
[ou : par Niyama], procurant la connaissance d (’ignorant [ou : la vue & I’aveugle (Dyumatsena)], 
donne la vie au dharma [ou : & (son 6poux) Dharma] dans mon corps de gloire.
IC 1:104/142.
“les descendants du roi, & la faveur de rites fun£raires et de la consecration d’une image, devront animer son
dharma, lui donner la vie dans cette image qui perp§tuera sa gloire (yafa$ .” Cced&s, 1940a:326.
Bhattacharya, 1991:57.
See also the discussion in chapter 3.2.2.
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Sivaism are evident. In the following, the stanzas will be analysed in the order they appear, 
looking at the inscriptions of the East Mebon and Pre Rup at the same time, if these concepts 
are evident in both of them.
One stanza which is a very straight-forward praise of Siva as the Supreme Deity is stanza 
IV of the East Mebon, and shall thus be considered first:
IV To Him who created the worlds through his eight forms, being the
sacrificer, the fire, the sun, the wind, the sky, the earth, the water and 
the moon; to Him, the cause of causes, who proclaims loudly, 
although without words, the irresistible power of his action; the 
Highest who has as a diadem the crescent moon, victory!105
Siva is invoked as the Supreme Deity, who has created the world through his eight 
manifest forms. This is a literary expression of what is physically represented in the eight small 
sanctuaries surrounding the central shrines, containing eight /irigas (see the section on the 
architecture below, and chapter 6.1). This stanza -  as the architectural features -  expresses the 
dual concept of Siva as both transcendent and immanent. The transcendental Siva, the one at 
the centre, the cause of causes, brings forth creation through his all-pervading eight forms, 
physically represented by /irigas. Contrary to this ‘simple’ stanza, most of the others contain 
allusions to various concepts, and are thus more complex and highly philosophical.
The first stanza of the East Mebon is the following:
Siva, the eternal consciousness, omnipresent, who, although one 
(unique), to give himself the place of creation, preservation (and) 
destruction, has divided himself into three through the powers 
presided over by the supreme gods, the one born of the lotus 
[Brahm§], the one who has lotus-like eyes [Vi$nu] and the one who 
has three eyes [Siva]; gods born of the syllable om(udg/tha)> rich with 
the triad of gunas, and making shine the rays of the sun, moon and 
fire, homage be rendered for the realisation of the aims of the king!106
Here, Siva is invoked as the Supreme Deity, the Absolute, and likened to eternal 
consciousness. The stanza gives various comparisons between Siva as Supreme Deity, who 
divided himself into the members of the trimurti(which is also stated in the second stanza), and 
other elements. Firstly, the three gods as emanations of the transcendental Siva are equalled to
Translation by Prof. K. Bhattacharya.
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the udgitha, the sacred syllable om (aum). This speculation on the udgitha, the pranava, is a 
recurring issue in the Cambodian inscriptions. The term 1pranavd derives from the root V/7/y, ‘to 
sound’, and indicates the primeval sound.107 This concept is already present in the Yajurveda, 
and was divinised in the Upanisads.108 The pranava is a most important concept as it is the 
symbol of the cosmos, represented by the three elements a-u-m. In the first stanza of East 
Mebon, the three gods of the trimurtiare likened to the three elements of the pranava, although 
not explicitly to a specific element. However, this identification should be a -  Brahma, u -  Vi$nu, 
and m -  Siva.
Another parallel is drawn between the three gods and the three gunas, which would be 
Brahma -  rajas, Vi?nu -  sattva, and Siva -  tamas. And they are likened to the rays of the sun, 
moon and fire -  an allusion also present in stanza III of Pre Rup. An overview of the links 
between the gods and the other concepts is given in Overview 5.4.
Overview 5.4: The correspondences mentioned in st. I of East Mebon.
Gods Brahma Vi?nu Siva
Pranava a u m
Guna rajas sattva tamas
Rays Moon Sun Fire
The significance of the pranava is also evident in stanza II of the East Mebon:
II Whose form with the crest adorned with the new moon, known to be
beyond the triple Veda, the seed which, divided into three elements, 
produces Brahma, Hari and TSvara, which (the form) the saints declare 
to be the Absolute itself to be apprehended through yoga, to that Lord 
Siva, consisting in the pranava (the syllable on?) \pranavatmar\, may 
homage be rendered for your success!109
In this stanza Siva is explicitly called the ‘pranavatmarl, 'He, who has the syllable om for 
his essence’. This refers to Siva as the Supreme Being, who is also the Sabdatman, ‘He, who 
has as his essence the Sabda = pranavd, and Sabdadeha, ‘He, who has for his body the 
gabdd.'™ Thus, the two stanzas have to be seen as one unit. The first stanza mentions the
Translation by Prof. K. Bhattacharya. 
Werner, 1994:123.
Renou/Filliozat, 1947-49:566.
Finot, 1925:311/331.
Bhattacharya, 1999d:1/38.
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dividing of the Supreme Being into the three elements of the trimurti, which parallel other 
concepts as well, and the second stanza then moves back from these three elements to the 
Absolute.
This identification of Siva the Absolute with the essence of the pranava is also evident in 
st. II of Pre Rup, which ends with the exclamation "...to Siva residing at the end of the syllable 
om; omnipresent, alleviated, homage!”111 Siva is at the end of the pranava, 'Sabdanta-sthitayd 
which is equal to the bindu, the anuSvara, which is “the ultimate echo of the pranava”112. This 
fourth, and transcending element of the pranava is silence, emptiness, the Absolute Brahman, 
with which Siva is identified as the Absolute, which is without qualities, nirguna,113 An 
explanation for this concept is given in the Mandukya Upanisad:
8 With respect to syllables, OM is this very self (atman); whereas with
respect to the constituent phonemes of a syllable, it is as follows. The 
constituent phonemes are the quarters, and the quarters are the 
constituent phonemes, namely, ‘a’, ‘u’, and ‘m’.
12 The fourth, on the other hand, is without constituent phonemes;
beyond the reach of ordinary transaction; the cessation of the visible 
world; auspicious; and unique.114
This idea is also mentioned in the inscription of Phum Da, from 976 &aka, 1045 CE, in 
which Siva is called the ljatibindi), 'bindu by birth’, 'bindugarbhd, 'whose matrix is the bindd, 
and 'bindu-antar-jvaiitaujad, 'whose force shines in the interior of the bindtA115 Thus, the bindu 
surpasses the elements of the syllable, and this void thus represents something still higher, the 
Absolute Brahman.
A further element of the second stanza of the East Mebon needs mentioning: that Siva is 
superior to the three Vedas, not four. This concept is also evident in stanza one of Pre Rup, 
thus the two of them shall be discussed together later on.
IC 1:77/105.
Bhattacharya, 1970:87.
Bhattacharya, 1961:75.
Mandukya Upanisad 8, 12. Olivelle, 1996:289f.
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Turning now to Pre Rup, its inscription begins with the following stanza:
To this Sambhu, brilliant, illuminating the region of Indra (the East) by 
means of the Rg, manifested through the deployment of beams of 
flames, the South by means of the Yajus restless with the wind, the 
West by means of the Saman, illuminated by the mass of rays of the 
Sun, the region of Kubera (the North) by the three Vedas reunited, 
homage to Him!116
Here, as well as in st. II of the East Mebon, only three Vedas are mentioned, which are 
likened to the directions, and elements of creation. An overview of these parallels is given in 
Overview 5.5 below.
Overview 5.5: Correspondences referred to in st. I of Pre Rup. 
Direction Veda Element
East
South
West
North
Rg Veda 
Yajur Veda 
S3ma Veda 
Three Vedas united
Fire = earth 
Wind = atmosphere 
Sun = heaven
Deity
Indra
Kubera
These parallels allude to the omnipresence of God, symbolised by the four faces of 
Brahma, which in turn symbolise the four cardinal directions and the four Veda: Rg -  east, Yajur 
-  south, Saman -  west, Atharva -  north. This concept is very old, and can be found in the 
Ch§ndogya Upanisad III, 1-4 and the Vi$nudharmottara III, 46, 8. What is remarkable in these 
two stanzas is that the Atharva Veda is not referred to, only the other three. Instead of the 
Atharva in the north, the other three Vedas united are mentioned. Thus the authority of the 
Atharva Veda does not seem to have been accepted at the time of King R§jendravarman.
These various parallels given in the East Mebon and Pre Rup inscriptions derive from 
Indian texts. The comparisons are mentioned in various texts, thus it is not possible to 
determine, which ones exactly were used as models for the inscriptions. The parallels drawn in 
stanza I of the East Mebon (trinity -  pranava -  guna -  rays) can be found in the Maitri, 
Dhyanabindu, Brahmavidya, and Yogacudamani Upanisads, the Agni, and Liiiga Puranas, and 
the Kumarasambhava.
Bhattacharya, 1970:87. 
Bhattacharya, 1961:68.
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The analogies mentioned in stanza I of Pre Rup (direction -  Veda -  element -  deity) are 
mentioned in the Aitareya Brahmana, the Chandogya, Dhyanabindu, Maitri, and Brahmavidya 
Upani?ads, and the Agni, Liiiga, and Vayu Puranas.117 Thus, these concepts are old ones, 
expressed for the first time in the Upanisads, some even already in the Aitareya Brahmana, and 
where later developed further in the Puranas.
A different concept is expressed in stanza II of Pre Rup, that of yoga.
II He, whose primeval body is the syllable om, who although unique
performs the creation, preservation and dissolution of beings, (to Him) 
who is the place where are manifested all the powers, who has for his 
essence the yoga of the yog/n (yog/yogatmaka), and who moreover is 
manifested master of himself, in the form of the God born of the lotus 
[Brahma], of the god with the lotus eyes [Visnu] and of Sff Kanfha 
[Siva] -  to Siva residing at the end of the syllable om, omnipresent, 
appeased, homage!118
Yoga derived from the root AyuJ, ‘to contemplate’,119 and is a discipline of asceticism, and 
meditation which lead to liberation from the material world through a deep insight into the nature 
of experience.120 Yoga is already mentioned in the Upanisads, e.g. the Maitri Upani?ad, as a 
method of achieving unity with brahman. “The precept for effecting this [unity] is this: restraint of 
the breath, withdrawal of the senses, meditation, concentration, contemplation, absorption. 
Such is said to be the sixfold yoga.”121 Further developed into a proper system was yoga by 
Patafijali, to whom is attributed the fundamental text of yoga, the Yoga Sutra, composed some 
time between 100 BCE and 500 CE. This text is a codification of yoga ideas and practices 
developed over centuries,122 and according to Patafijali "[yjoga... is a methodical effort to attain 
perfection, through the control of the different elements of human nature, physical and 
psychical.”123 To the six methods of yoga mentioned in the Maitri Upanisad he adds abstention 
and posture. Through practising this eightfold method the suppression of mental states is 
reached, and the self is restored to its free and pure state and reaches salvation, ka/\/a/ya,124 
Yoga is one of the six darsanas, the systems of Brahmanical philosophy, and was revealed to
lbid.:68f.
IC I: 77/105. Slightly amended by Prof. K. Bhattacharya. 
Radhakrishnan/Moore, 1957:454.
Flood, 1999:94.
Maitri Upani?ad VI.18. Radhakrishnan/Moore, 1957:96. 
Flood, 1999:96.
Radhakrishnan/Moore, 1957:453.
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man by fevara, and although over time several systems of yoga developed, they all share 
certain requirements, such as the significance of moral discipline, dedicated concentration, and 
the attainment of knowledge.125 The central concern of yoga is the transformation of 
consciousness, and the inner states of consciousness. And even though yoga adopts the 
dualistic metaphysics of Sarhkhya, and its distinction between self and matter,126 yoga does 
accept God as a special self, purusa, who is unaffected by prakrt.and can be the focus of 
meditation.127 God can be incorporated into yoga by viewing devotion as a form of knowledge, 
and grace a supplementing effort. Overall, however, yoga is a non-theistic system, and 
liberation can only be attained through the unrelenting endeavour of detaching the self from the 
material world through meditation and asceticism. In contrast, within theistic systems liberation 
can be reached through the grace of God. In yoga liberation from samsara is the realisation of 
the selfs solitude and transcendence, a complete detachment from matter, and not the 
realisation of the selfs identity with brahman.128
The close connection of this system and Sivaism is evident in stanza II of Pre Rup. Here 
Siva is said to have for his essence the yoga of the yog/n {yogiyogatmaka), and resides at the 
end of the syllable (kabdanta-sthitayet) -  an issue already discussed above. In the context of the 
Pre Rup inscription yoga is seen within a theistic system, in which the Absolute Siva is not 
accessible through yoga. Instead, the God manifests himself through the interior light, the 
universal atman, the sarvatman, in the yog/n. And through this perception of the immanent 
principle comes forth the transcendental principle, the parabrahman, paramatman:129 This 
notion was expressed already in the BrhadSranyaka Upani?ad: "He, who considers the divinity 
as ‘the other1 -  'God is one, and I am another’ -  he knows not.”130 This identification of the 
worshipper with Siva is made visible through the element -TSvara, added onto the worshipper’s
131name.
lbid.:453-454.
Werner, 1994:182-183.
Flood, 1999:97.
Ibid.:235.
lbid.:93-98.
Bhattacharya, 1961:74ff.
BrhadSranyaka Upani?ad, 1.4.10. Coomaraswamy, 1934:6-7. 
Bhattacharya, 1961:75.
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Several of the equivalences drawn in st. I of East Mebon are given in st. Ill of Pre Rup as
well:
III To Him, who placed his three parts: that which is Brahma, the creator,
in the moon; that which is Vi§nu, the maintainer, in the sun; and that 
which is Rudra, the destroyer, in the fire. To Him, whose body 
manifested in these three gods is, although thin, distinguished by the 
eyes of those, gifted with supernatural sight, who know the reality, this 
supreme brahman, free from passion, homage!132
Again Siva is seen as tripartite in the manifest world: as Brahma the creator in the moon, 
Vi?nu the maintainer in the sun, and Rudra the destroyer in the fire. These correspondences are 
given in Overview 5.6 below.
Overview 5.6: Equivalences given in st. Ill of Pre Rup.
God Brahma Vi?nu Rudra
Function Creator Maintainer Destroyer
Manifestation Moon Sun Fire
Vi?nuism
In this section the co-existence of Sivaism and Vi?nuism shall be explored further.
The fifth stanza of the East Mebon inscription will be discussed first, which is dedicated to
Vi?nu.
V Bow down to NarSyana who, unfolding His omnipresence, having
seen the three worlds merely crossed in three steps, as if for 
conquering the fourth abode (turTyapadani), practises even now, on 
the ocean, meditation in the guise of sleep.1
Interesting in this stanza is the reference to the fourth abode, which is called 
‘tunyapadani. This alludes to the concept of the four states of consciousness. These states are: 
o Jagrat. the waking state, in which the self knows, and enjoys external objects 
through external sense-organs; the self is called w'gva, or vatevanara
IC 1:77/105. Corrected in Bhattacharya, 1961:68, n. 1. 
Bhattacharya, 1999d:1/38.
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o svapna. dreaming state, in which the self knows, and enjoys subtle or internal
objects through the internal organ, the mind; the self is called ta/jasa
o susupti. dreamless sleep, in which the self exists as consciousness and bliss,
but is not yet freed from ignorance; the self is called prajna
o tunya. the self exists as pure transcendental consciousness freed from
ignorance; it is called atman, the real nature of self.134
Originally only three states are mentioned, e.g. in the Bfhadaranyaka Upani$ad135, and
the Chandogya Upani$ad, one of the oldest texts: “’Now, when one is sound asleep; composed,
serene, and knows no dream -  that is the Self (A/a?a/7),' said he. That is the immortal, the
fearless. That is Brahman....’”136 Thus the third stage, the dreamless sleep, was seen as the
highest one, but because of the fact that one does wake up unaltered, remembering what had
happened before, subsequently a fourth stage, turfya, was added, e.g. in the Maitri Upani?ad.137
This fourth stage is now seen as alone real, and is no longer part of the individual self, but the
Absolute. The MSntfukya Upani?ad gives this definition of turfya.
Not inwardly cognitive, not outwardly cognitive, not both-wise cognitive, not a 
cognition-mass, not cognitive, not non-cognitive, unseen, with which there can be 
no dealing, ungraspable, having no distinctive mark, non-thinkable, that cannot be 
designated, the essence of the assurance of which is the state of being one with 
the Self, the cessation of development, tranquil, benign, without a second (a- 
c/vafta) -  [such] they think is the fourth. He is the Self. He should be discerned.138
Thus this state is identity with the Absolute, from whence there is no return to the material
world.
The most unusual occurrence is in stanza IV of Pre Rup, which is part of the invocations, 
and in which Vi$nu is praised with the Absolute:
IV To Him, who, in spite of having reached for eternity the supreme world
in the condition free from sattva, rajas and tamas, appears (in this 
world) under diverse manifestations, through the quadruple triad of 
qualities, and who, in spite of having abandoned all forms, shines in 
the form of the Omnipresent, to that god Vasudeva, primordial and 
eternal purusa, let our homage be rendered.139
i  - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
i
| 134 Sinha, 1991:3.
135 Renou/Filliozat, 1947-49:340.
136 ChSndogya Upani§ad, Vlll.xi.1. Radhakrishnan/Moore, 1957:68.
137 Renou/Filliozat, 1947-49:342.
138 M§nqiOkya Upani§ad, 7. Radhakrishnan/Moore, 1957:56.
139 Bhattacharya, 1955b: 115.
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Vasudeva, Visnu, is the Sdipurusa, the Supreme Being, and given that both the 
inscription and the temple are Sivaite, this is quite unusual. However, this doctrine of 
identification is also recognised in Indian texts, for instance the Ahirbudhnya Samhita of the 
Pancaratragama, the Harivamsa, Visnu Purina, and the IsvaragTta.140 In this instance, the 
identification could be derived from the PShcar3tragama, most important text of the P3ncar§tra 
sect.
Within Pancaratra doctrine, the first phase of manifestation of Creation is Suddhasrsti, 
pure creation, which is characterised by the emanation of the six attributes constituting the 
Supreme Deity Vasudeva. These six ideal gunas are knowledge (jfidna), lordship (ai&varya), 
potency {iakti), strength (bala), virility (vTrya), and splendour (fe/as).141 Subsequently, three 
emanations come forth from VSsudeva, which are each associated with a creative and moral 
activity, mediated by the gunas. These four beings are the four vyOha, which derives from Vori, 
‘to shove’, and the preposition vi, ‘asunder1, “and apparently refers to the ‘shoving asunder1 of 
the six Gunas into three pairs”142. From Vasudeva comes forth Sarpkarsana, who is associated 
with jfidna and bala. At this stage Non-pure Creation becomes manifest in its initial condition 
without internal distinctions. Through Pradyumna, related to ai&varya and vTrya, the first 
appearance of the duality of purusa and prakrti takes place. He creates the Group Soul, 
Primordial Matter and Subtle Time. Finally, under Aniruddha, who is connected with Sakti and 
tejas, creation of Manifest Matter, Gross Time, and the Mixed Creation takes place.143 
Significant in this context is that the six ideal gunas are aprSkrta, not part of nature, because 
they constitute the Supreme Being before the existence of nature. The three gunas sattva, rajas 
and tamas, therefore, are different concepts, and they constitute nature. Consequently, as 
Schrader states,
the old dogma that God is necessarily ‘free from [the three] Gunas’ (nirguna) does 
not exclude His possessing the six ideal Gunas which, on the contrary, m u s t be 
ascribed to Him, because without them there could be no Pure Creation, and, all 
further evolution depending thereon, no creation at all.144
Examining the present stanza, we have to note the following. Vasudeva is said to appear 
in diverse manifestations in this world, through the quadruple triad of qualities. This phrasei
i ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
I
Bhattacharya, 1961:168.
Renou/Filliozat, 1947-49:649; Schrader, 1916:31ff. 
Schrader, 1916:35.
Schrader, 1916:37f.
Schrader, 1916:32.
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seems to contain two allusions to the Pancaratra. Firstly, the diverse manifestations 
(vividhsbhivyaktir Svirbhavan) suggest the concept of the four emanations of Visnu, the 
caturvyuha, although these are not mentioned explicitly. However, given that Vasudeva is seen 
as the Supreme Being within this doctrine, who establishes himself in four manifestations, this 
seems to be a legitimate inference. A second allusion can be found in the quadruple triad of 
qualities, although this would express a diversion from the orthodox teachings. As elaborated on 
above, Vasudeva is comprised of the six ideal gunas which are different from the three gunas of 
nature, as the six exist prior to nature. In st. IV of Pre Rup, however, clearly a triad of gunas 
(traigunyena caturvidhena) is referred to as attributes of Vasudeva, not six qualities. This allows 
the conclusion that the author does in fact refer to the three gunas of nature. What cannot be 
inferred from this stanza, however, is the reason for this diversion from orthodox doctrine; 
whether this was a genuine mistake or misinterpretation of the doctrine by the author of the 
inscription due to his being a Sivaite, or whether a change in interpretation had taken place in 
ancient Cambodia.
Because of the invocation of Visnu as the Supreme Deity, the Sdipurusa, in this stanza 
within a Sivaite inscription we find here a true case of syncretism. The parallel worship of Siva 
and Visnu is evident on many occasions. For instance, at both East Mebon and Pre Rup images 
of Visnu are founded in the comer towers, together with Siva and ParvatT. However, in both 
temples, these images are founded around a central lihga, which represents the transcendental 
Siva, thus even though tolerance prevails, Siva is the Highest.
Buddhism
A final examination of the religious concepts evident in the inscriptions of King RSjendravarman 
concerns the relations with Buddhism. As mentioned in the introduction, the overall climate was 
a very tolerant one, with the king’s architect, KavTndrarimathana, a Buddhist, and the king 
founding Buddhist images in his brother-in-law’s temple.
In the inscriptions of East Mebon and Pre Rup several allusions to Buddhism can be 
found. The most prominent example is stanza CLXXII of East Mebon:
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CLXXII Thanks to the expansion of his qualities, nothing was comparable to 
the king, even the other teachers, having considered the Buddhist 
doctrine, did not think otherwise.145
This stanza was translated by Finot as: "Nothing was comparable to the width of his
virtues: having understood the Buddhist doctrine, he had no false ideas, even under the
influence of other masters (?)”, and -  as obvious in the question mark -  he did not quite know
what to make of it. Subsequently, this stanza was interpreted as meaning that the king studied
Buddhism. For instance, Briggs writes:
[l]n his early life he seems to have made a deep study of Buddhism and to have 
decided to remain a Sivaite. "Nothing was comparable to the amplitude of his 
virtues. Having studied the Buddhic doctrine, he had no false ideas, even under the 
influence of other masters.”146
As we see, this stanza is a very good example for how mistranslations influence the 
formulation of ideas regarding the temples and kings of Angkor.
The Pre Rup inscription contains several stanzas referring to Buddhism. Interesting about 
all of them is that they are very critical of Buddhism, rather than demonstrating the more neutral 
stand of the East Mebon stanza. This is visible in stanza LXXVI, which also contains an 
interesting aspect of Indian logic:
LXXVI In the battle he proved that the caste of ksatriyas was born of the 
arm(s) of the Unborn -  a fact denied by others -  from the might of his 
arms which was seen and heard of and which was not born of 
anything else but which was impossible otherwise.147
The fact that the class of the ksatriyas originates from the arm of the purusa is proven 
through the might of King Rajendravarman's arm in battle. The background to this stanza is the 
denial of the origin of the four varnas from different parts of the purusa by the Buddhists, which, 
in contrast, is assumed by the Sivaites.148 This stanza’s argument is that Rajendravarman’s 
strength cannot be explained, unless the class of k£atriyas originates from the arms of the 
purusa. This way of arguing seems to be a vicious circle. However, presumption, arthapatti, is 
an accepted form of proof employed by some schools of Indian philosophy, for instance Purva-
145 Bhattacharya, 1994:227-228.
146 Briggs, 1951:131.
147 Bhattacharya, 2002:3/4.
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MTmamsa, and Advaita-Vedanta, to explain a fact that cannot be explained otherwise. The
classic definition of arthapatti\s given in Sahara's Bha?ya:
Presumption is the supposition of a thing on the ground that a thing, heard or seen, 
is otherwise not possible: for instance, through finding that Devadatta, though alive, 
is not at home (there arises) the supposition of his being out -  a thing which we do 
not know by actual experience.149
Hence, this stanza contains a reassertion of Brahmanical orthodoxy against Buddhist 
criticism -  as proven by Rajendravarman. The terminology used in this stanza “seems to reflect 
the author’s adherence to Vedanta (rather than MTmamsa of the Bhatta school).”150
The fact that the origin of the classes from the purusa is proven by the force of 
Rajendravarmans’s arms refers also to the notion that the ruler has to be “physically strong: he 
has to be able to protect by his own strength”151, represented by his long and strong arms. 
Thus, he is able to fulfil his primary duty as a king: the prajapa/ana, protection of his subjects.
A further reference to Buddhism can be found in st. CLXIII:
CLXIII ‘All composed (compound) things are impermanent’ it was as if to 
refute this doctrine that he held permanently his own glory adorned 
with (composed of) heroism.152
Coedfes, who translated the second part of this stanza “it is as if for refuting this sentence 
that he made permanent his own glory which was composed of heroism”153, missed the double 
meaning of samskrta. In fact, though, the stanza again argues against Buddhist doctrine, which 
denies the permanence of all conditioned things. According to Theravadic scholasticism the 
basic reality of all existing things are dharmas, ‘factors of existence’, divided into two groups. 
The smaller group is formed by the Non-conditioned dharmas (asamskrfa), which are eternal 
and form the state of liberation. The vast majority of dharmas, however, is Conditioned 
(samskrta).154 These Conditioned dharmas "axe transitory and without substratum ... [and] in a 
process of continuous disintegration, renewal and rearrangement”155. Due to the incessant
The purusa, the cosmic man, is the origin of the four classes. During the primeval sacrifice, which is being 
described in Rg Veda 10.90, the purusa is being divided, and from his arms were made the warriors. See 
appendix 2.3 for this hymn.
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nature of these changes taking place, there is no permanence. However, in the stanza dealt 
with here, this doctrine is proven wrong through King Rajendravarman’s glory. This glory was 
permanent, although the word is a compound, i.e. conditioned, and could thus not exist, if this 
Buddhist doctrine was in fact true.
A final stanza raising the issue of Buddhism is stanza CCLXXV:
CCLXXV The just supplication of King YaSovarman which had remained 
meaningless (a/ffta) (or: devoid of object = artha$uny£), like the 
thought (consciousness) taught by the Yogacaras, was brought to 
meaningfulness like the triple Veda by him [Rajendravarman], who 
was eager to uphold his own duty (svac/harm£).156
This stanza again contains the double meaning of artha, as object and meaning, which
Coed&s did not realise. Instead he translated:
Thanks to this king, raised up by the elevation of his duties (or: his c/harma?), the 
just prayer of King YaSovarman, who was deprived (of the idea) of profit (artha) like 
the request pronounced by an ascetic (or: who had as object the void like the 
thought, vijnapd of the Yog§c3ra), has acquired a signification (arf/?a) like the triple 
science (or: a reality like the Buddhist triad).157
What the stanza means, however, is that King YaSovarman’s supplication had not been 
followed -  Ya&odharapura had been abandoned -  and was thus as meaningless as the 
teachings of the Yog§c3ra, the Buddhists, are objectless. In contrast, Rajendravarman gave 
meaning to them again through his restoring the old capital. The way of reasoning in this stanza 
indicates a familiarity with the idealist-meditative school of Buddhism, whose central ideology is 
that the Absolute is Thought. The Absolute was to be “sought not in any object at all, but in the 
pure subject which is free from all objects”158. A prominent representative of this ideology was 
KTrtipaociita. He founded the sanctuary Vat Sithor (Srei Santhor) in 947 CE (st.: XLIX), the 
inscription of which159 mentions his efforts in restoring Buddhism (st. XXVI-XXIX), and his good 
deeds, e.g. the consecration of images, the founding of aSrama, and the restoration of damaged 
images (st. XXXVII-L).
Bhattacharya, 2002b:6-7, n. 11.
IC 1:102/139.
Conze, 1975:163.
IC, Vl:195-211.
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5.2.3 Information Regarding the Temples Themselves
Generally, the inscriptions contain only very limited information about the buildings they were 
written to inaugurate. Usually, the only aspect of the temple mentioned is the images founded, 
although their location is normally not given. In the following first the inscription of the East 
Mebon and then Pre Rup will be analysed with this issue in mind. This chapter is founded on 
the premise that the images mentioned in the inscriptions were indeed installed. The issue of 
proofing their existence, and determining their location will be dealt with in chapter 6. For 
reasons of simplicity, the locations argued for there, will already be used in this chapter.
East Mebon
In the inscription of the East Mebon, three stanzas mention images: st. CCVII and CCVIII, and 
the last one, st. CCXVIII. The last stanza gives the overall dedication of the temple, and 
mentions the five images of the central towers.
The first stanza to name images is st. CCVII:
CCVII This glorious king, knower of stability, established these two images of 
Siva and ParvatT for the good of his parents who had attained the 
same status as Siva (sasthanata,).160
This stanza contains several words which need to be examined.'Sasthanats! denotes the 
same place or status as Siva, which the parents of King Rajendravarman had reached upon 
their death. In this system of unity of God and deceased relatives four stages with differing 
degrees of closeness can be distinguished:
o sa/okya/sa/okata participation of the deceased in the divine realm
o samTpya. proximity to the deity
o sarupya. communality of form of deity and deceased
o sayujya. being one with the divine.161
The level indicated, sasthanata, can be identified with either sa/okya or sayujya in this 
instance. If sthana was intended to denote place, then the status of the parents would be
Translation by Prof. K. Bhattacharya.
Renou/Filliozat, 1947-49:562.
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sa/okata. However, if stbana was intended as status, then it would refer to sayujya, unity. These 
four stages can already be found in the Satapatha Brahmana, and are ancient concepts, which 
do not indicate ancestor veneration within the context of the East Mebon inscription at all. In the 
Br3hmanas three stages, sa/okata, sarupya, and sayujya are mentioned,162 with the fourth one 
added later on. Dasgupta refers to an additional element, sarsti, having the same power as the
163divinity. It is part of sayujya rather than an additional stage.
With regards to the images erected, the Sanskrit says 'nime ime c/\re $/Vayos 6/vayei, and 
because of the dual 'SiVayd it is clear that there were erected an image of §iva and ParvatT for 
Rcljendravarman’s father and mother respectively.
The following stanza mentions several more images:
CCVIII And the great warrior, who accomplished the duties of a king, erected 
this statue of Vi$nu and Brahm§, together with eight //rigas of the eight 
forms of Siva.164
Regarding the image of Vi?nu and Brahma, because the Accusative object of the
sentence is in the singular, Finot translated it as one image. Thus one would expect an image
sculpted in the round similar to the carvings showing the ‘birth of Brahma’ (Fig. 5.5). This
representation would be somewhat unusual, as the birth of Brahma seems to have been mainly
carved on lintels and pediments, rather than in free-standing images. As will be argued below,
the Vi?nu and Brahm§ mentioned in this stanza appear to be two of the images founded in the
central shrines, and their mention a repetition. The grammatical form used here, the singular,
seems therefore to be somewhat unusual, as the dual could have been used without changing
the rhythm of the verse. Grammatically, the names of the two images ‘Mahabhujas’ and
‘Caturbhujasya’ are in the Genetive, and thus qualify closer the object:
The fundamental notion of the genitive or sixth sense is to mark the be/onging to, 
partak/ng of. ... [and be used] as the case to put in such substantives as are 
wanted to qualify other substantives.165
Given that in this verse only one Accusative is present both Genitives can be seen to
relate to it. The comprehensibility of the verse is not compromised because the internal relations
are clear due to the logical grammatical relationship between the different elements:
162 Deussen, 1899:291/308.
163 Dasgupta, 1955:318f.
164 Translation by Prof. K. Bhattacharya.
165 Speijer, 1886:81-83.
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Because the grammatical (and logical) relationship between the elements of a 
sentence is already entirely determined by the grammatical form in ancient Indian, 
an entirely unbound syntax without consideration for comprehensibility can be 
used.166
Therefore, even though the object is in the singular, nimam /mam ‘this image’, it seems to 
refer to both Visnu and Brahma as two separate objects, and this stanza appears to refer to the 
foundation of an image of Visnu, and an image of Brahma -  as would be confirmed in st. 
CCXVIII, which mentions the images again.
The second part of the stanza mentions eight /ingas of Siva having eight murtt\ '//ngan 
yathastav apicastamurtteft. These were founded in several temples, and even though they are 
sometimes referred to as images, they always were represented by h,'rigas.
The final stanza of the inscription gives the overall dedication of the temple, and mentions 
five images.
CCXVIII In the 6aka year counted by the Vasus, the mountains and the dice 
(874), on a propitious day, the 11th of the fortnight of the M3gha, (the 
karanst) Bhava (having commenced) since an instant, the moon 
arriving in the middle of the Taurus, this /iriga of Siva, called SrT 
R5jendre§vara, has found here a perfect stability, (together) with 
these statues of Sauri (Vi?nu), GaurT, GirTSa (Siva), and Brahma.
Thus the images founded here were the tinga SrT RajendreSvara, together with images of 
Sauri (Vi§ou), GaurT, GirTSa (Siva), and Brahma, which were presumably installed in the central 
towers. The name of the central /ihga, SrT Rajendre§vara, which combines that of the king with 
Siva will be discussed in greater detail in the section on Pre Rup below.
Overall, the inscription mentions the five images of the central towers, plus sculptures of 
Siva and ParvatT, Vi$nu and Brahma, and eight /Ingas. The question that arises is as to whether 
two pairs of Siva and ParvatT, and Vi$nu and Brahma were founded, or whether the inscription 
mentions them twice. As a preliminary conclusion, it seems likely that the images were in fact 
mentioned twice, the first instance representing a short explanation of them, with the final 
stanza of the inscription containing a simple enumeration. This issue will be dealt with in greater
“Da im Ai. die grammatische (und logische) Beziehung der Satzglieder schon durch die grammatische Form 
vfillig bestimmt ist, so sind einer vdllig freien Wortstellung durch die RUcksicht auf Verstandlichkeit keine 
Schranken gezogen ..." Thumb, 1905:470-471.
Finot, 1925:331/352.
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detail in the section on Pre Rup below, as parallels will have to be drawn with the latter 
inscription.
To sum up, the inscription mentions all together thirteen images, but does not give any 
details as to what they looked like or where they were placed -  issues discussed in chapter 6.1.
Pre Rup
The inscription of Pre Rup contains all together six stanzas referring to images founded at the 
temple: st. CCLXXVII to st. CCLXXXII. A somewhat unusual, but very helpful, aspect of st. 
CCLXXVIII is its mentioning the location where the image was placed.
St. CCLXXVII gives the overall dedication of the temple, and mentions one tinga and four 
statues:
CCLXXVII The king established here the tinga SrT R3jendrabhadreSvara, as if it 
was the smiling face of Siva, glad (happy) to proclaim highly his glory 
with four shining faces, with these 4 ravishing images of GaurT, SaurT 
andTSvara, in 883
The tinga SrT RajendrabhadreSvara in all likelihood was the central icon of the temple, 
surrounded by the other four. The name ‘RajendrabhadreSvara’ refers to BhadreSvara, who is 
"in some sort the national divinity of the Kambuja”169. The name BhadreSvara as an epithet of 
Siva can be found in Indian sources, for instance, in the Sabdakalpadruma, and was also quite 
popular in India during the 4th and 5th centuries CE. Another culture where Bhadre§vara was 
significant was Champa, where King Bhadravarman had founded a BhadreSvara at Mi Son. 
Thus it is somewhat unclear whether the Khmer received the notion of BhadreSvara from India
or Champa, where Bhadre§vara was the national divinity as well.170 Important to consider in the
context of Pre Rup is that BhadreSvara is used as an epithet of Siva, and has nothing to do with 
King Bhadravarman of Champa. As stated before, BhadreSvara was very common in India as 
well, and adopted in Cambodia like many other names for Siva. Bhadre§vara is called the
Translation by Prof. K. Bhattacharya. 
Bhattacharya, 1961:21.
Ibid.:21.
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‘national divinity’ of Cambodia due to the frequency with which it is mentioned in Cambodian 
inscriptions of all periods, and the particular sanctity ascribed to his shrine at Wat Phu171 (Fig. 
5.6). This place, which is also called Lingaparvata172, received its sanctity from the combination 
of two natural features. One is the svayambhuva/friga on top of the mountain behind the temple 
(Fig. 5.7), and the second is the natural spring, which never dries up, right next to the shrine 
(Fig. 5.8). Svayarnbhuva/irigas are regarded the most holy and potent ones, as they represent a 
natural manifestation of Siva.173 This fertility is also ascribed to water, thus the combination of 
the two of them at this particular hill in southern Laos was one of the most sacred and potent 
places throughout Kambujadesa. Moreover, Wat Phu was generally regarded as a place for 
asceticism and meditation. Rajendravarman combines his name with that of the deity 
BhadreSvara to associate himself with Siva, and placed this icon in the most important 
sanctuary of his reign because of its correlation to Wat Phu and its particular sacredness.174
The name of the central iiriga SrT RajendrabhadreSvara needs examining in a further 
context: that King Rajendravarman founded two /irigas combining his name with Siva: one here 
at Pre Rup, and the other at the East Mebon. The name SrT R§jendre§vara of the East Mebon 
can be directly compared to earlier //rigas, namely the SrT IndreSvara of King Indravarman at 
Bakong, and the YaSodhareSvara on Phnom Bakheng. Contrary to Rajendravarman, the earlier 
kings had only founded one /ftp# which could be explained in terms of the state cult centred on 
the state temple.175 Thus, the question is why Rajendravarman founded two /irigas bearing this 
type of name. As seen in chapter 3.2.2 the foundation of two representations of Meru can be 
explained due to the symbolic significance of the temples, as can the /irigas. Their names, 
however, seem to have had political significance. Even though this issue is not examined in 
detail in this thesis due to restrictions of space, it needs mentioning here. As seen in the section 
on cosmology in chapter 2.2 the king was at the centre of his kingdom, mirroring Indra, the king 
of the gods, on top of Mount Meru. To make this clearly comprehensible, his central tinga
One of the earliest references to Wat Phu is in the History of the Sui, which refers to a human sacrifice 
performed annually by the king on top of the mountain, and mentions the spirit ‘P’o-to-li’, the BhadreSvara 
founded in the sanctuary. Coed§s, 1964:65f. This bears witness to the significance Wat Phu and its 
BhadreSvara had over centuries.
One of the earliest references to this name at Wat Phu is K. 367 from the sixth century CE, which contains a 
eulogy of Jayavamnan I, and mentions the name Lingaparvata, probably in reference to Wat Phu and its 
sanctuary. IC ll:78.
Rao, 1997,11-1:80ff.
The continuing importance of the Bhadregvara of Wat Phu is clearly evident in the fact that King SQryavarman I 
removed the BhadreSvara and brought it from Wat Phu to Angkor.
Stern, 1934:611-613; Ccedfcs, 1928a:93.
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received not just the name of Siva, to whom it was dedicated, by also that of the king.176 The 
outflow of religious power from the centre of the kingdom out into its furthest reaches was 
paralleled by an outflow of political power -  these two could not be separated, as the king was 
at the same time the political and the religious centre of the kingdom. The king’s main duty was 
the creation of an auspicious kingdom, as the mediator between the divine and human 
realms.177 We have already seen in chapter 2.2 that the king was composed of particles of 
various gods,178 and was ideally the cakravart/n, 'the one who is at the centre of the wheel’, ‘the 
ruler of the universe’. Consequently, he is a deity in human form, and the central and highest 
point of the kingdom, from where his power descends to the whole kingdom.179 This is 
expressed in the name of the SrT RajendreSvara of the East Mebon. Regarding the SrT 
Rajendrabhadre§vara of Pre Rup the notion is re-confirmed, and even extended to include the 
national divinity of the Kambuja, BhadreSvara, both as an epithet of Siva, and a reference to the 
most sacred sanctuary at Wat Phu. Even though this was not necessarily intended to indicate 
Rajendravarman’s political sovereignty over this area -  though that was probably the case -  it 
makes explicit the spiritual prowess of the king, who can incorporate that name within the name 
of one of his central //rigas.
Another noteworthy aspect of this stanza is that it explicitly mentions four images, but 
only names three of them: GaurT, SaurT and fevara. Thus who is the fourth image? One possible 
explanation lies in the internal structure of the section on the images. As will become clear in 
the following, the subsequent stanzas are more detailed descriptions of the images merely 
enumerated here. The four images described in st. CCLXXVIII-CCLXXXI are one ParvatT, one 
Vi?nu and two images of Siva. Mentioned in st. CCLXXVII are a ParvatT, a Vi$nu, and Siva. 
Comparing this, it might be possible that the two images of Siva were only mentioned once, 
thus even though four images were installed the introductory stanza only names three.
As already indicated above, st. CCLXXVII I is somewhat unusual as it gives the location of 
the statue mentioned:
The religious connotations of this issue have been discussed in chapter 3.2.2, in the section on the devaraja.
Flood, 1999:67.
O’Flaherty/Smith, 1991:128. Manu-smfti, 7.3-8.
Flood, 1999:68.
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CCLXXVIII For his own prosperity he placed this fevara RajendravarmeSvara in 
the region of Agni, provided with the divine attributes such as tenuity 
and accompanied by the eight other gods {dikpa/akad), beginning with 
Indra -  who was, as it were, his own kingly appearance 
(bhupa/abhavd).180
The king founded the image TSvara RajendravarmeSvara for his own good, and installed it 
in the southeast (corner) tower. CcedSs translated this part of the stanza as “as if it [the image] 
had been his [the king’s] own royal substance"181, and thus assumed the resemblance of the 
image to the king. However, this is not the case, and rests on a misinterpretation of the stanza. 
As we have seen in chapter 3.2.2 the issue of portrait statues has been resolved by Ccedfes 
himself later on, when he states that commemorative images were not carved resembling the 
person they commemorate.182
Another question, as will be seen in chapter 6.2, regards the representation of the 
dikpaiakas. They are not described further, and their placement can only be guessed at.
The following stanza explicates on the image of RajendraviSvarupa:
CCLXXIX And he has constructed also this RajendraviSvarupa, Hari, lovely, 
having the aspect of the Omnipresent, here in this temple which is like 
an accumulation of all the beauty of the three worlds.1
This image of Vi?nu seems to have been founded in commemoration of ViSvarupa, a 
somewhat mythical ancestor of the king. In the genealogy of the king given in the Pre Rup 
inscription he is mentioned as the husband of SarasvatT, a kdatr/ya (st. VII). And st. XIV, 
following the one mentioning Rajendravarman’s. parents and himself, states that ViSvarupa 
studied the Vedas.
XIV Thanks to the study of the Veda practised and to the triple asceticism
endured formerly by the brahmin ViSvarupa, by Dviveda with his wife 
(Vedavaff, see st. VIII), and by all the kings of their descent, thanks to 
all that, he [Rajendravarman] was in his family like Hari, the Supreme 
God, of the descendants of the solar race.184
Translation by Prof. K. Bhattacharya.
181 ICI:102/140.
182 Coectes, 1940a. This only changes under King Jayavarman VII, when indeed portraits can be found.
183 10 1:103/140.
184 IC 1:79/107.
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These are the only occurrences of the name, and it seems to be the same person, a 
brahmin. However, it is not entirely clear why he would be commemorated in this temple, and 
the most plausible explanation seems to be that ViSvarupa appears to have been the instigator 
of the asceticism the accumulation of which ultimately made possible the birth of 
Rajendravarman like a Hari in his solar family.
Contrary to this slightly nebulous relation to ViSvarupa the two following stanzas and their 
images are dedicated to close relatives of the king.
CCLXXX He erected here the daughter of the mountain, producer of fortune, for
the benefit of JayadevT, mother of SrT HarSavarman, and younger 
sister of his mother, who had attained heaven.185
This image of ParvatT is thus devoted to his maternal aunt JayadevT, the wife of former 
King Jayavarman IV, who had ruled at Koh Ker. Her son is mentioned in the next stanza:
CCLXXXI This king of kings founded this TSvara RSjendravarmadeveSvara for
the prosperity of his younger relative, the king SrT HarSavarman.186
Thus, the image of T§vara R5jendravarmadeve§vara commemorates the former King 
HarSavarman II, who only reigned for two years before Rajendravarman himself ascended the 
throne.
The images mentioned in these stanzas are all commemorative, for the good of the 
person for whom they were founded. What is noteworthy about these is the fact that the three 
male ones have part of King RSjendravarman’s name combined with their own, and 
HarSavarman’s is even omitted completely. This practice is acceptable, and the images do not 
necessarily have to carry the name of the person commemorated. What is more important in 
this respect is the intention of commemorating a person, so the image does not have to bear 
their name. Moreover, all stanzas actually mention for whom the image is founded.187
Translation by Prof. K. Bhattacharya.
Translation by Prof. K. Bhattacharya.
Personal communication with Prof. K. Bhattacharya, to whom I would like to express my gratitude for raising this 
issue.
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One more stanza mentions images founded at Pre Rup:
CCLXXXII Charming with (accompanied by) the bright (brilliant) images of 
Sarhgin and other gods, he erected the eight images of the god 
astamurtiir god with eight forms), charming, recognisable by their ten 
particular marks, to some extent pouring with profusion the nectar 
spread by the moon on the head of §iva.18
This stanza definitely indicates the installation of eight //rigaoft Siva, but also possibly that 
of several other images. The ‘brilliant images of Sarngin and other gods’ can refer to the images 
of the preceding stanzas. However, they might also be different images, possibly founded in the 
smaller sanctuary towers. As will be argued in the following chapter, the second alternative 
seems more likely, as there is in fact evidence for more than the eight /irigas in the small brick 
towers on the first level of the pyramid.
According to the Pre Rup inscription, the number of images founded was 25: one central 
/iriga, surrounded by four images, and the eight dikpa/akas in the southeast tower, plus eight 
i/rigas&nd another four images of Sarngin and other gods.
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5.3 Conclusion
Even though the concepts expressed in the inscriptions of Kambujadesa allow historical 
inferences regarding the contact with India these texts are predominantly religious in nature. 
The inscriptions dealt with in this chapter show various common characteristics. Fundamentally, 
they portray the adherence of King Rajendravarman to Siva, and more specifically the monism 
of Vedanta. This is most evident in the supplications in which King Rajendravarman implores his 
successors to protect his foundations. Part of the requests are dealing with the future kings’ 
adhering to dharma, but this is within the context of monism, as their righteousness will result in 
their following Rajendravarman’s plea. This will also result in them reaping the same fruits as if 
they had built the temple themselves. The most detailed of these supplications can be found in 
the Pre Rup inscription, and they all clearly show a deep familiarity with the teachings of the 
Upani?ads.
The invocations of the inscriptions are highly complex and evidence the profound 
awareness of their author with Sanskrit culture. Not only is their grammar and style impeccable, 
they also contain numerous religious notions, and allude to a variety of philosophical and 
grammatical Indian texts. Moreover, they, like the sculptures in the temples themselves, show 
the religious tolerance prevalent at the time. All of them invoke not just Siva as the main deity, 
but Vi$nu and Brahma as well -  together with other deities, and st. IV of Pre Rup even invokes 
Vi$nu as the Supreme Being, the adipurusa.
Interesting within this context is the relationship to the Buddhists. King Rajendravarman 
was very tolerant, and it is thus worth considering the statements particularly in the Pre Rup 
inscription regarding this faith. Whereas the East Mebon inscription is fairly neutral, the stanzas 
in the inscription of Pre Rup referring to Buddhism are quite critical, and intent on ascertaining 
the supremacy of Brahmanism. One possible explanation for this was brought forward by Dr. 
Christophe Pottier189 who hypothesised that perhaps the most prominent Buddhist, 
Kavmdrarimathana, had died by the time the Pre Rup inscription was composed. Thus he could 
no longer exert his influence, and it was possible for King Rajendravarman to put down
Translation by Prof. K. Bhattacharya. 
Personal communication in May 2003.
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somewhat critical remarks. It is not known when KavTndrarimathana died -  he is only mentioned 
in one inscription, that of Bat Chum, dating from 960 CE -  so this hypothesis cannot be 
confirmed. What seems a more likely explanation is that King Rajendravarman was indeed 
tolerant towards Buddhism, but was nevertheless a devout Sivaite himself. Consequently, he 
did express this faith in the two most important inscriptions of his reign, dedicated to his two 
main foundations, which were both Sivaite. Being tolerant does not exclude that the own 
religious conviction is seen as superior, and it seems natural that this would be made explicit in 
the most significant religious texts of the reign.
Regarding the temples themselves, the inscriptions do not state much about them. The 
only feature mentioned are the images founded, albeit without further details, such as their 
placement. About the buildings constructed within the compounds, the rituals performed there, 
or whether and how often the king visited the temples nothing whatsoever is mentioned.
Overall, the religious issues dealt with in the inscriptions are very similar. Both express 
King RSjendravarman’s Sivaite faith, alluding to many complex notions. With respect to the 
temples, as indicated before, not much is said. However, what is mentioned about them is very 
similar. Both inscriptions mention only the statues founded: //rigas at the centre, surrounded by 
four images of Siva, Vi$nu, ParvatT and at East Mebon BrahmS in the corner towers, again 
surrounded by eight //rigas representing the astamurti. What is noteworthy is that two of the 
images of East Mebon, and four at Pre Rup were dedicated to the benefit of relatives of the 
king: his parents at the East Mebon, and at Pre Rup to himself, his maternal aunt, a cousin, and 
a somewhat nebulous relative. Contrary to previous translations and interpretations none of 
these images was done in the likeness of the person commemorated. The commemorative 
aspect of the images of the East Mebon resulted in its classification as an ancestor temple. 
However, as already discussed in chapter 3.2.2 this results in arbitrariness, as the images at 
Pre Rup are of commemorative nature as well.
For their proper interpretation we have to bear in mind the adherence of King 
Rajendravarman to the monism of Advaita Vedanta, which proclaims the unity of atman and 
brahman. This is mostly visible in the supplications at the end of the inscriptions, addressed to
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future kings. However, it is also directly related to the foundation of the commemorative images, 
because this unity of atman also refers back to the past. The foundations for the relatives at 
Rajendravarman’s temples increase the merit of both the king himself as the founder of the 
images, and that of the persons commemorated. This is explicitly stated in the stanzas, saying 
that the respective image was founded ‘for the good of the relative. For the explanation as to 
who was commemorated, not just one reason seems plausible. The founding of images for 
parents appears to have been quite common, as we see at Preah Ko, and Lolei, but also later 
foundations of King Jayavarman VII. The choice of images at Pre Rup might have been partly 
influenced by political reasons. The somewhat mysterious ViSvarupa and his studies of the 
Vedas seem to have been seen as the ultimate reason for King Rajendravarman’s being like a 
Hari in his family, as stated in st. XIV. These deeds, the study of the Vedas, and the asceticism 
of subsequent relatives resulted in this birth, enabled through the accumulation of so much 
good karma in one person, King Rajendravarman. The foundation of an image of JayadevT 
seems to have been motivated because she was on the one hand the king’s aunt -  younger 
sister of his mother -  and on the other the mother of his predecessor. King HarSavarman seems 
to have been commemorated exactly for this reason. In a certain way these two people are 
directly responsible for King Rajendravarman ascending the throne. Overall, all people 
commemorated did contribute to Rajendravarman’s existence. Consequently, we find in these 
images a confluence of spiritual and political elements: spiritually they and King 
Rajendravarman himself are linked through the unity of the Self, and politically they were a pre­
requisite for Rcijendravarman being king.
The repercussions of the findings of this chapter on the overall purpose of the two 
temples will be discussed in the conclusion. In the following chapter those statements made 
about the temples themselves, the images founded, shall be scrutinised by using the physical 
evidence still remaining at the temples.
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6. Examination of the Epigraphic Information in Relation to the 
Physical Remains
When examining Angkorean temples closely it is essential to compare the architectural and 
sculptural remains with what the inscriptions tell us about the temple. As has become clear in 
my discussion of French scholarship in chapter 3.1 this task has only been attempted by a few 
scholars. Overall, art historians and architects worked on the architectural remains, whereas 
epigraphists tended to focus on the inscriptions. However, both need to be studied together for 
a thorough interpretation of the temples. The specific issue to be examined in this chapter is to 
establish the degree of consistency between inscriptions and architecture, focusing on the reign 
of King Rajendravarman. Examining the reliability of the inscriptions with respect to the 
architectural remains can provide insights into the trustworthiness of these texts. 
Unquestionably, the inscriptions contain certain passages which are fairly standard, and do not 
necessarily help clarify a particular king’s buildings or reign. Examples are the stanzas of the 
eulogies claiming the respective king to be the most beautiful, wisest and most learned man in 
the country, to be the greatest warrior and most perfect in mastering all the intellectual and 
physical disciplines expected from a king. Other parts of the inscriptions cannot be taken at face 
value, which is immediately obvious with respect to the founder couples. The wives of these 
couples were nagf princesses, female serpents, which undoubtedly never existed. These 
couples are named as the founders of the respective dynasty, more with the intention to 
legitimise the ruling king rather than to give an accurate account of the dynastic past. 
Nevertheless, past scholars have taken most of what has been said in the inscriptions as 
historical information, and attempted to identify these mythical couples with kings whose names 
are known from other inscriptions. However, this information was accepted without being based 
on empirical evidence. Consequently, it is necessary to start a process of verifying the claims 
made in the inscriptions.
Methodology
With regard to the architecture and the images mentioned in the inscriptions this process of 
examining the inscriptions seems to be comparatively easy to achieve because we have the
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physical remains available today. Although the foundation inscriptions of all temples mention the 
images founded there, they usually do not give more details about these sculptures or where 
they were placed. In this respect only st. CCLXXVIII of the Pre Rup inscription is an exception 
because it gives the location of TSvara RajendravarmeSvara as ‘the region of Agni’, the 
southeast. Concordantly, in order to determine whether the images mentioned in the 
inscriptions did in fact exist, and if yes, which image was placed where, various methods had to 
be utilised.
A first step was to compile an inventory of objects, mainly pedestals or their remains, still 
in the temples. These were then analysed regarding which kind of sculpture -  a tinga, an image 
-  they could have supported in terms of shape, and size. Subsequently, these findings were 
compared to the names given in the inscriptions, to compose a preliminary list of potential 
correspondences. In order to substantiate this, the restoration reports of the Conservation 
dAngkor were investigated with respect to images found, and their location. Unfortunately, not 
many images had survived until the 20th century, but examining the existing photographs 
resulted in some unexpected conclusions as to the date of various sculptures. A final step was 
to determine not just which images had actually been founded, but also where they were 
installed. One way of determining this was the analysis of the pedestals, as their top layer 
allows inferences about the kind of image they supported. For instance, usually pedestals 
intended for tingas have an octagonal hole to fit the octagonal central part of the tinga. In 
contrast, pedestals for images have square holes for the tenons. Another feature allowing 
assumptions about the placement of images are the decorative elements of the sanctuary 
towers. These are the guardian figures carved in the interpilaster spaces of the towers: those 
with male guardians housed male divinities, and those with female ones female goddesses. 
This statement has to be qualified somewhat, as will be discussed below, as towers with female 
guardians seem to have housed male deities as well, but not vice versa. This limitation, 
however, simplifies the process, as the female deities can be attributed in a fairly 
straightforward manner. Overall, the process of scrutinising the inscriptions was somewhat more 
straightforward at the East Mebon, mainly because more pedestals were still in situ than at Pre 
Rup, and overall the temple housed fewer images. An overview of the images mentioned in the
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inscriptions and the physical remains found at the temples is given in Tables 6.1 (East Mebon) 
and 6.2 (Pre Rup).
However, there are various problems the researcher has to face. One is the looting, 
which has gone on for centuries. By the time the French restorers of the Conservation d’Angkor 
found most of the temples, the depositories with their precious objects had been dug up, images 
were gone, and even parts of the temples themselves had been cut out, such as the Garuda- 
head of the southern lintel of the inner northern gopura at the East Mebon. However, in the 
reports accompanying their restoration work, the restorers mention the objects they found in the 
various buildings, and most of the time took pictures of them. Particularly at Pre Rup the team of 
the Conservation d’Angkor found many fragments of all sorts of objects, most of which were not 
mentioned in the inscriptions. Hence, even though none of the items, be that parts of images, 
pedestals, and ritual or practical implements, is in situ anymore we know of them from the 
reports and their accompanying photographs. Proper documentation was thus of utmost 
importance. Unfortunately, the documents dealing both with the restoration, and the images are 
not complete. For instance, several reports were missing, which might have clarified matters 
regarding items for which photographs exist. Additionally, the documentation for the objects 
brought into the Conservation d’Angkor in Siem Reap, both at the time when they were found, 
and nowadays is very deficient. In 1997 the £cole Frangaise d’Extrfeme-Orient published an 
inventory of all objects stored in the Conservation, giving a short description and the location. 
Unfortunately, not only are individual entry forms missing, the inventory lacks them by the 
hundreds. This somewhat wanting documentation can make it difficult to trace the history of 
specific items from when they were found until where they are kept nowadays. Another difficulty 
is presented by the situation at the Conservation itself. Since the inventory was compiled, 
objects have been moved again, which makes it difficult if not impossible to find certain pieces. 
Nevertheless, combining the references in the reports, the photographs, and the inventory 
forms the researcher does have a valuable database with a lot of information which so far has 
not been utilised to its fullest.
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6.1 The East Mebon
Several stanzas of the Mebon inscription mention the founding of images, without stating their 
exact location. By examining the physical remains at the temple, it is possible to determine how 
many images definitely existed, and also in part where they were placed. In the following, the 
process of trying to identify the existence and placement of images will start at the central 
towers and move outwards.
Stanza CCXVIII
According to stanza CCXVIII, “this tinga of Siva, called SrT RajendreSvara, has found here a 
perfect stability, (together) with these statues of Sauri, GaurT, GirTSa and Brahma”. When we 
look at the remains inside or near the central prasats, there is evidence for these images. In 
front of the central sanctuary part of a pedestal can be found which was compiled there by the 
restoration team. When they started restoring the temple they only found the pieces scattered 
around1, and placed them in front of the sanctuary. Unfortunately, they did not find enough parts 
to reconstruct it completely, but what remains gives a good impression of what the pedestal 
looked like originally. It is 1.8 x 1.8 metres square and 90 centimetres high, and the still existing 
parts of the top layer clearly show an octagonal hole at the centre (Fig. 6.1). Hence this base 
originally bore a tinga. At the centre of the floor inside the central sanctuary is an indentation for 
a pedestal, with a side length of about 1.9 metres (Fig. 6.2). This congruence allows the 
conclusion that the pedestal outside the tower was originally placed inside, and supported the 
SrT R3jendre§vara tinga. Of this tinga nothing remains, but since the pedestal supports the claim 
of the inscription, we can safely assume that it once existed, and has been looted in the 
meantime.
Regarding the four statues mentioned in the stanza, we have the best evidence for the 
image of Brahma. During the restoration of M-SE was found a round pedestal (Fig. 6.3) inside 
the tower, which was very similar to the ones found in the temples of Phnom Krom, Phnom Bok, 
orTrapeang Pong (Fig. 6.4), which supported images of BrahmS. Remains of the pedestal can 
still be seen today, as well as the round snanadroni, which belongs on top of it. Unfortunately,
Rapport d’Angkor, 11/1935:121.
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the snanadron/\s broken and lies at the base of the central platform (Fig. 6.5). The top of the 
pedestal contains alveoli into which offerings in form of gold leaves were placed. In addition to 
the pedestal and yont\ the reports mention fragments of the head of Brahma with four faces as 
well, found on the platform north of M-SE2. With the snanadrom\ south of the east stairs of the 
central platform, were also found fragments of a male statue3. Due to their proximity to the yon/, 
which obviously belongs to M-SE, these fragments might be parts of the Brahm§ image. 
Unfortunately, no photographs exist of either the head or the other pieces, but according to the 
report at least the head was stylistically contemporary with the temple. According to the 
inventory of the Conservation d’Angkor4, a standing image of Brahma with four arms was found 
at the East Mebon. Unfortunately, the form does not give details of the location where it was 
found, but it is possible that the image now in Siem Reap is actually the one of M-SE. While 
visiting the Conservation it was regrettably impossible to find either of the fragments, due to the 
reasons mentioned above. Consequently, a definitive identification of the fragments was not 
possible.
Prasat M-NE nowadays still contains a pedestal, albeit not in situ, but leaning against the 
western wall (Fig. 6.6). As all pedestals in the corner towers -  apart from M-SE -  it is 1.2 metres 
square, and about 84 centimetres high. The top layer is gone, but when looking at the carvings 
for the tenon, it is obvious that it was made for an image. The hole becomes narrower towards 
the bottom, whereas for a tinga it would have to be straight. The pedestal’s top shows the usual 
alveoli for gold leaf deposits. Next to the pedestal are now placed a tenon with feet (Fig. 6.7). 
The restoration reports mention neither the pedestal nor the remains of the statue, but 
considering the policy of putting back material as close to its original location as possible, the 
feet seem to belong to the image which once stood inside this tower. Because the legs are 
broken just above the ankles, it is impossible to say whether the image was male or female. 
However, stylistically the feet seem to belong to the Bayon style. Comparing them with the feet 
of a Bayon-style sculpture in the Conservation d’Angkor, they are very similar (Fig. 6.8). Both 
are carved in a very crude way, and look very stout, with thick ankles. Because of its being a
Rapport d’Angkor, 11/1935:121
Rapport d’Angkor, 01/1936:152.
Documetation Conservation d’Angkor (subsequently DCA), no. 3507, 4175.
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later addition the fragment inside M-NE cannot be utilised in determining the placement of the 
original sculptures.
As for two remaining images of ParvatT and Vi$nu, towers M-NW and SW do contain 
pedestals, but no remains of images. Both pedestals show the typical indentations for gold leaf 
deposits, with their top layers gone (Fig. 6.9/10). The holes at the centre clearly show that they 
were carved for images, as they become narrower towards the bottom. During the restoration of 
1 Gop W the team of the Conservation d’Angkor found the torso and legs of a female image5, 
and a month later in the south west part of the second enclosure both the head and feet, still 
with the tenon6. After putting the parts together (Fig. 6.11), the image was 1.55 metres high7, i.e. 
life-size, and believed to be the ParvatT mentioned in the inscription.8 However, considering the 
style of the image that might not be the case. The most obvious feature that indicates a later 
date is the fishtail motif of the sampot, which was characteristic of sculpture of the 11th century. 
Furthermore, the waistline of the sampot curves down at the front, which is a feature of the 
Baphuon style (Fig. 6.12) -  albeit not as far as usually. Moreover, the belt shows lozenge 
shaped decorations, which again is the feature of later iconography. Another later trait is the 
rather squat legs. When looking at the face, the eyebrows are curved, and the eyes have an 
almond shape, which again is typical of the sculpture of the 11th century. Elements hinting at 
earlier, i.e. tenth century styles are the frontal flap of the pleaded sampot, and the tiered style of 
the crown. Overall, the image seems to be of later date than the East Mebon, and cannot be 
taken as proof for an original image.
Drawing on the physical evidence discussed above, it is now possible to conclude that all 
five images mentioned in st. CCXVIII were actually erected at the five central prasats.
Stanza CCVIII
Turning now to stanza CCVIII, it mentions that “the great warrior, who accomplished the duties 
of a king, erected this statue of Vi$nu and Brahma, together with eight tingas of the eight forms 
of §iva". Regarding the eight tingas, we have evidence for them in the eight small brick towers 
around the central platform. The restoration reports mention bases with tingas still in situ in
5 Rapport d’Angkor, 05/1938:9. DCA 5422.
8 Rapport d’Angkor, 06/1938:7.
7 Rapport d’Angkor, 07/1938:8.
8 Rapport d’Angkor, 05/1938:9.
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towers M-1 and M-89, and M-1 still does contain the base. The base is 60 centimetres square 
and 44 centimetres high, with the top layer still in place. This layer has an octagonal hole to fit 
the octagonal central part of the i/riga{Fig. 6.13). From tower M-8 both the base and i/ngawere 
removed, and consequently now only the indentations in the floor to receive the base are 
visible. At present, towers M-2, 4, 6, and 7 neither contain any remains of a base, nor a i/nga. 
However, inside the central sanctuary four bases are kept which have identical measurements, 
and carvings as the one in M-1. Of these four, one still has the top layer with the octagonal hole 
for a /iriga. Consequently, these bases are the ones from four of the towers, which at present do 
not contain anything. Since the report explicitly mentions that they found /ingas in towers M-1 
and 8, it might be possible that the base with the top layer inside M-CS actually is the one from 
M-8. Inside tower M-3 we still find a base, with the top layer with the octagonal hole indicating a 
//riga laying broken in the debris next to the little prasat {Fig. 6.14). Tower M-5 at present 
contains a lot of brick rubble, so that only the top of the base inside is visible (Fig. 6.15). 
However, the base is 60 x 60 centimetres square, and does contain identical alveoli as the other 
bases, thus must be the original //riga base. Concluding from the above analysis, for only one 
tower no base can be found nowadays. However, at the bottom of the inner terrace, opposite M- 
i we can find a pedestal consisting of two parts, which do not fit together well (Fig. 6.16). The 
top layer, which measures 53 x 54 centimetres, does not fit the bottom part at all, which is 60 
centimetres square and 45 centimetres high. They might not belong together, and the bottom 
part might instead belong into one of the eight towers. Alternatively, due to its location near 2 
Gop W, it might also be the pedestal discovered together with a mother goddess in the north 
aisle of the gate10. The measurements given by the respective report for that pedestal were 62 x 
62 x 47 centimetres, which means the size of the pedestal was almost identical to the ones in 
the eight prasats. To conclude, even though none of the /ingas is still in place, we can find 
definitely seven, possibly even eight, bases for /ingas in the East Mebon, either still in situ in the 
brick prasats; kept in the central sanctuary, and maybe at the base of the inner terrace. The 
conservation team found two of the /ingas still in place in M-1 and 8 in the 1930s. Consequently, 
the /ingas mentioned in the inscription were erected in the eight brick towers.
Rapport d’Angkor, 03/1936:174.
Rapport d’Angkor, 05/1938:9.
Regarding the images of Vi§nu and Brahma, matters are different. As analysed in chapter
5.2.3 even though the grammatical object is in the singular, it can refer to both Vi$nu and 
Brahma as separate images. Unfortunately, no traces of either the images or their pedestals are 
left, or were at the time the Conservation d’Angkor restored the temple. What seems to be likely 
is that the images were actually mentioned twice. This repetition is somewhat similar to the Pre 
Rup inscription, which first mentions the five central images in one stanza (st. CCLXXVII), and 
then devotes one stanza to each of the four images placed in the corner towers individually (st. 
CCLXXVIII -  CCLXXXI) for a little explanation. As a result, there were only one Vi$nu, and one 
Brahma installed at the East Mebon.
Stanza CCVII
Stanza CCVII says the king “established these two images of Siva and Parvatf, for neither of 
which physical evidence can be found. This lack of physical evidence might indicate that the 
images were actually mentioned twice in the inscriptions, such as the Vi§nu and BrahmS of the 
previous stanza. Contrary to the pure mention of the images in the final stanza, st. CCVII tells 
us that the images of Siva and ParvatT were founded for “the good of his parents who had 
attained the same status as Siva {sasthanatdf. Again, there was only one pair of Siva and 
ParvatT founded, even though they are mentioned two times.
The placement of the images seems to have been as follows. The central sanctuary 
housed the /iriga SrT RajendreSvara, representing the Absolute Siva, which is clearly mentioned 
in the inscription, and supported by the pedestal in front of it. Regarding the corner towers, as 
already established, Brahma was installed in M-SE, as is evident in the round pedestal. The 
remaining three images seem to have been placed as follows. Siva and ParvatT, the divine 
couple, should have been positioned in paired towers, i.e. the two northern ones. This would 
place Siva in M-NE, which is befitting, given that the northeast is Siva’s cosmic direction, and 
the prasat is guarded by male dei/as. ParvatT would thus be in M-NW, again a befitting 
placement in a tower with female devatas, and next to her husband. Consequently, the image of 
Vi$nu must have been placed in M-SW. This might seem a bit strange, given that the tower is 
guarded by female devatas. However, the pairing of Vi?nu with Brahma in the two southern
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towers would mirror their being mentioned together in the inscription, as are Siva and ParvatT. 
Moreover, it might have been more important to have female guardians at both western towers 
for reasons of visual symmetry rather than be accurate in terms of their gender with respect to 
the image the prasat housed. Examples for male gods placed in towers with female devatas can 
be found at other temples as well, for instance Banteay Srei. Here, obviously for reasons of 
symmetry, the central tower is guarded by male devas, and the side prasats by devatas. 
However, BS-N and S housed an image of Vi$nu and a §\\ia-/iriga respectively.11 Consequently, 
the practice seems to have been to have devatas for female deities, but with respect to male 
ones, female guardians were acceptable as well.
Other objects found at the temple
During the restoration of the East Mebon, the Conservation d’Angkor found several images and 
other objects, which are not mentioned in the inscription. Inside M-A they found two images of 
GaneSa, one 20 centimetres high12, and the other 70 centimetres13. Unfortunately, no 
photograph exists of the smaller image, and only one of the larger sculpture (Fig. 6.17). 
Comparing the diadem to the Vajimukha of the same period now kept at the Mus6e Guimet 
(Fig. 6.18) it shows identical rows of patterns: at the centre a diamond shaped band, with rows 
of pearls beneath, and dentate projections above. The sampot is unfortunately very damaged, 
but it shows pleats and the usual flap at the front. Additionally, the photograph seems to indicate 
a broad, rather simple belt, comparable to sculptures of the time. The image seems to be 
contemporary with the temple and an original sculpture. Inside M-A the French also found a 
pedestal, 50 x 40 centimetres, which might belong to this image, as it seems a bit too large for 
the other GaneSa.
Moreover, inside M-A the restoration team found a carved sandstone slab14, about 1.7 x 
0.6 metres large. Unusually, the block was carved on two sides. The front shows a carving of 
nine devas; whereas the heavily weathered back depicts seven ascetics (Fig. 6.19). 
Unfortunately, there is not much left of the rsvs. The central one seems to have his legs bound 
together, and judging from the outlines of the legs of the other ascetics, which are identical, they
11 Finot/Parmentier/Goloubew, 2000:10.
12 Rapport d’Angkor, 04/1936:184.
13 Rapport d'Angkor, 05/1936:200. DCA 3505.
14 DCA 3506.
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all had that feature. Regarding their faces, one in relatively good condition is very similar to the 
deities’ faces, rather square with thick lips. The rest of this side of the stone seems to have 
been plain, which might be due to the weathering, but the ascetics seem to sit on either a 
common platform, or some other kind of protrusion at the lower third of the stone. As for the 
deities, comparing their diadems with the one of GaneSa, they are very similar, showing the 
same three-fold pattern. The deities’ sampots are also very much like GaneSa’s, with pleats and 
a fold at the front. Regarding the background and frame of the carving, the deities’ side shows a 
row of lotus petals at the bottom, which is very similar to the lintels of the East Mebon. In 
between the heads of the c/evas one can see a floral pattern, with three tips facing downward, 
whereas the space in between the bodies is uncarved. Contrasting this depiction of the nine 
deities with the one found at the Khleang, which dates from the end of the 10th century (Fig. 
6.20), one can see several elements which link the two together. Similarities are the faces, 
which are almost square, the style of the sampot, and the row of lotus petals at the bottom. 
Differences are that in the Khleang carving the niches become more pronounced, even though 
the pillars between the deities are only carved in a very shallow way. Above their heads are 
arcatures decorated with floral motifs. It is somewhat difficult to identify the deities of the M-A 
stone due to the damaged state of the depiction. However, they seem to be, from left to right, 
Surya in his horse-drawn chariot, Candra on a pedestal, Yama on his ox, a deity on an animal 
with two legs visible, Indra on AirSvata, probably Kubera, and Agni on their horse and ram 
respectively, Rahu in a whirl of clouds, and Ketu on a lion. The fourth deity is almost impossible 
to identify, because not only are the attributes missing, but also the vahana is badly damaged. 
Judging from what remains the vahana seems to have had claws, and could be a bird. Around 
where the head of the vahana should have been can be discerned a half-circle of what looks 
like feathers. Unfortunately, the photography of the stone is very bad, and the attributes of the 
deity unrecognisable. However, it might be Skanda on his peacock. Overall, and also in accord 
with the comparison to the Khleang depiction, the stone found in M-A is probably contemporary 
with the East Mebon and was placed there when the temple was built. The placement will be 
discussed in chapter 7.2.2.
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Another depiction of the nine deities, about 1.7 x 0.4 metres large, was found inside M- 
B15 (Fig. 6.21). In comparison with the stone found in M-A several differences are quite obvious. 
First of all, the faces, and headdresses are different. The faces are somewhat more elongated, 
and the diadems more crudely done. Another significant difference is the setting of the deities. 
In this carving there is no row of lotus petals at the bottom, but only horizontal lines, and the 
deities are set in clearly defined niches. The gods are separated by pillars, which carry quite 
floral looking arches. Looking at a depiction of the nine deities in the Baphuon style, i.e. the 11th 
century (Fig. 6.22), there are striking similarities. The bottom is plain, and the deities are set in 
even more elaborate niches, formed by arches with pillars, with triple-branched lotus stems 
above. Consequently, stylistically the depiction found in M-B seems to be later than the Khleang 
one, but earlier than the one of the Baphuon, probably dating from the 11th century. This means 
the block was a later addition to the temple. As for identifying the deities, they are, from left to 
right, SGrya in a horse-drawn chariot, Candra on a pedestal, Yama on his ox, Skanda on a 
peacock, Indra on Airavata, Kubera on a horse, Agni on a ram, R3hu in clouds, and Ketu on a 
lion. The third deity was identification by K. Bhattacharya as Brahma,16 which seems somewhat 
doubtful. Looking at the vahana (Fig. 6.23), even though it is badly damaged, it does look very 
much like the vahana of the sixth and seventh deities with legs with hoofs. Moreover, the 
attribute in the deity’s right hand resembles a round object: the fruit associated with Y§ma. This 
god’s mount is the buffalo, which would be in accord with the vahana depicted. Thus it seems 
quite likely that the third deity is in fact Y§ma, not Brahm§. Comparing this depiction to the nine 
deities of Kuk Rokar from 1001 CE, which also shows Y5ma as the third divinity, it is very similar 
(Fig. 6.24). Even though the stone is a later addition, it was placed inside the building in the 
same manner as the one in M-A, on an elongated sandstone block, about one metre from the 
eastern wall and parallel to it.17 Both these foundation blocks are still in the buildings, the one in 
M-A is 1.7 x 0.4 metres in size, and the one in M-B, which is heavily weathered and damaged, 
2.1 x 0.3 metres (Fig. 6.25).
Rapport d’Angkor, 05/1936:201.
Bhattacharya, 1956b: 189.
Rapport d'Angkor, 1936:200.
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In the northern entrance of 2 Gop W was found a 44 centimetre high mother goddess18 
with a pedestal, 62 x 62 x 47 centimetres. However, looking at the sculpture (Fig. 6.26) it is very 
crudely done, and the proportion of the mother's legs compared to her body is very awkward. 
Comparing the sampot to the one of the GaneSa, the pattern is entirely different. Gane§a’s 
sampot shows the usual pleats, whereas this one has a floral pattern done in a very 
unsophisticated way. Moreover, unlike sculpture of the tenth century, the mother goddess does 
not have the three lines under her breasts, but near her navel. Overall, the image looks 
unfinished, e.g. the child’s right leg and the mother’s sampot. Taking these factors into account, 
is seems very likely that the image dates from a later period. The sampot with floral pattern 
suggests the Bayon style. However, given the very poor execution of the piece it might even be 
later than that period, and merely imitate its characteristics.
Other items mentioned in the restoration reports, which were found in the 1st enclosure 
are two bronze nagas; one inside M-C19, and one in the southeast corner20, one conch in M-C21, 
and a hand holding a conch22. Unfortunately, of these items neither a more detailed description 
nor photographs exist, so it is impossible to determine where they might have been placed 
originally, or whether they were contemporary with the temple or not.
Nowadays, next to M-D a pedestal can be found (Fig. 6.27), which is not mentioned in the 
French reports. It is 70 x 80 centimetres and 40 centimetres high, and obviously supported anI
image: the hole for the tenon gets narrower towards the bottom.
Regarding the placement of the images, at least those mentioned in the inscriptions, for 
which a definite location can be determined, the symbolic meaning has to be examined as well. 
At the centre and physically highest place of the temple was founded a Ifhga as the avyakta or 
n/ska/a (amorphic) representation of the Absolute Siva. Around him, in the corner prasats, were 
erected icons of again Siva, his consort ParvatT, Vi$nu, and Brahma, all invoked at the 
beginning of the inscription. Their being in anthropomorphic form, vyakta or saka/a, is the 
perceivable and tangible manner of the representation of the Primary Energy.23 This
j
| ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
18 DCA 3747.
19 Rapport d’Angkor, 11/1936:298.
20 Rapport d'Angkor, 05/1936:202.
21 Rapport d’Angkor, 11/1936:298.
22 Rapport d’Angkor, 05/1936:202.
23 Ganapati Sthapati, 2002:3f.
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corresponds to the movement of the Essence into the manifest world, continued in the eight 
small prasats, containing the astamurt/, the eight elements which comprise the Universe. Thus 
the various images represent the outflow of power from the centre, the Absolute, to the 
surrounding Universe, constituted by the eight elements.
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6.2 Pre Rup
The Pre Rup inscription mentions images founded at the temple in several stanzas, but only 
gives the location of one of them. The physical remains at Pre Rup are not as helpful in 
determining the original sculptures as the ones at the East Mebon, as will become evident in the 
following discussion.
Stanza CCLXXVII
According to st. CCLXXVII, Rajendravarman founded "the //nga § rl RajendrabhadreSvara ... 
with these four ravishing images of GaurT, SaurT and fevara". As has been discussed in chapter 
5.2.3, the four images are dealt with separately in the following stanzas, and only the //riga SrT 
Rajendrabhadre§vara will be examined now. Inside PR-CS nowadays there is still a pedestal, 
not in its original position at the centre of the shrine, but moved towards the western wall (Fig. 
6.28). Its side length is 1.5 x 1.5 metres, with a height of 0.75 metres. On top of it are placed 
several modern Buddha images, and quite a bit of rubble. The pedestal is not very high, and too 
small for the carving on the floor, which is about 1.7 x 1.7 metres. Moreover, the redented top 
layer shows lotus petals, and the sides do not have the central band, but are curved inwards at 
the centre with just horizontal lines decorating them (Fig. 6.29). Compared to other pedestals, it 
is evident that it is one of the lion bases of the intermediate level of the lowest terrace (Fig. 
6.30). Of these originally eight pedestals seven can still be found in situ: the eastern, southern, 
and northern ones, whereas only the southern one of the western staircase remains. The 
measurements of these pedestals are an average 1.5 metres square and 0.77 metres high, i.e. 
identical to the one inside PR-CS. As for the original pedestal being intended for a Hhga, the 
only evidence remaining is the fragment of a yon/next to PR-2 (Fig. 6.31). Unfortunately, the 
piece consists of only one corner, but its side length seems to have been about 1.2 metres. 
Regarding the i/nga itself, the restoration team found one north of the stairs of the pyramid, 
which was 1.35 metres high.24 Considering the size, it was very important, and might have been 
the one in the central sanctuary. No detailed description exists of this /iriga, but usually Khmer 
/ingas consist of three equally long parts, which would here be 3 x 45 centimetres. Given that
Rapport d’Angkor, 11/1931:4.
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the original pedestal still in PR-SW is 1.05 metres high, and only the top part of the ffriga was 
visible once it had been installed in its base, this tiriga would have risen to a height of 1.5 
metres, if the pedestal in the central sanctuary was about 1 metre high as well. This assumption 
is justified, as the pedestal of the central sanctuary of the East Mebon is even slightly higher 
than the ones of the corner towers. Hence, the pedestal of PR-CS might have even been higher 
than 1.05 metres, and the iiriga reached a height of even more than 1.5 metres.
Stanza CCLXXVIII
St. CCLXXVIII mentions that “[f]or his own prosperity he placed this fevara R§jendravarme£vara 
in the region of Agni ... accompanied by the eight other gods (d/kpa/akas), beginning with 
Indra”. Hence, this is the only image in both inscriptions for which the location is given explicitly. 
Looking at the remains inside PR-SE we find a pedestal which again is no longer at the centre 
of the shrine but has been moved towards the western wall (Fig. 6.32). The square on the floor 
has a side length of 1.45 metres, whereas the pedestal is only 0.97 metres square. Regarding 
its height, it seems to consist of two pedestals on top of each other, the lower one 49 
centimetres high, and the upper one 44 centimetres. Because of the Buddha image on top of 
the upper pedestal is it not possible to see what kind of hole is at the centre. Because there 
seem to be two pedestals, it is clear that they are not in their original location. Where they might 
have originally been is difficult to say, since the French do not mention them in their reports.
Regarding the dikpalakas mentioned as accompanying the image, there is no indication 
for them. One possibility might have been the guardians carved next to the doors in the 
interpilaster spaces outside. If they represent the eight guardians of space, these carvings 
should show differences. However, examining the eight carved devas closely, they are identical 
(Fig. 6.33). Their stance is straight, with one arm bent, possibly to hold a lance, and the other 
one facing down along the side of their body. The headdress of all of them seems to have been 
identical, with a diadem and pointed cap. Consequently, they do not seem to have represented 
the dikpalakas. Instead, these representations may have been placed inside the tower, around 
the image of R§jendravarme§vara. At present, next to the Buddha image is placed a 26 
centimetre high sandstone statue (Fig. 6.34). The stance is half-seated, exactly like the yakfas 
at Banteay Srei (Fig. 6.35), with the right knee up, the left hand on the left knee and the right
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hand, which is missing, possibly holding an attribute. Regrettably, the image is badly damaged, 
with the head and arms missing and the rest heavily weathered. Hence, should this statue have 
been one of the dikpalakas it is no longer discernible. Another, even more likely, possibility 
might be evident in the dikpalakas still present at Phnom Rung in present-day Thailand (Fig. 
6.36). Here the guardians were carved on the side of small sandstone cubes, mounted on their 
respective vahanas. The placement of these cubes at present does not allow inferences about 
their original position. Some of them can be found at the outer side of the central tower on top of 
its dais, and some are placed inside the mandapa. Probably, though, originally all the stones 
were placed inside in their respective directions. Should the dikpa/akas mentioned at Pre Rup 
have been similar to the ones of Phnom Rung, they could have been placed around the central 
pedestal, either on the floor or on smaller raised platforms. Of course that means that there was 
only very little space left for the priests to perform the rituals and for circumambulation of the 
6iva image. Finally, the dikpa/akas might not have been done in stone but for instance bronze 
instead. In this case, the images were probably either looted or even molten, and reused a long 
time ago, and cannot be traced anymore. In any case, if the dikpa/akas were indeed placed 
around the fevara R3jendravarme§vara, they should have been inside the sanctuary, and would 
have had to be rather small.
Stanza CCLXXIX
Stanza, CCLXXIX, mentions that "he has constructed also this RSjendraviSvarupa, Hari, lovely”. 
As will be argued below this image might have been erected in PR-NW. Currently, inside this 
tower a pedestal can be found, once again moved towards the western wall. The pedestal is too 
small for the floor carving, which is 1.45 metres square, whereas the pedestal is 1.1 metres 
square and 0.8 metres high (Fig. 6.37). As the other pedestals of these dimensions, it does not 
seem to be the one originally placed inside the prasat. During the restoration of the temple, the 
French found a Vi§nu statue in the northeast corner of the upper platform25 (Fig. 6.38). 
Unfortunately, one month after the statue was found, it slipped during a thunderstorm and the 
head was separated.26 Looking at the image, the most obvious characteristic of the sampo/ 
which has a slight frontal scoop, is the fishtail motif, an indication of later styles. Moreover, the
25 Rapport d'Angkor, 03 /1931:7. DCA 2394.
26 Rapport d'Angkor, 04/1931:5.
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sampot'vs, fixed with a broad belt, carved with floral squares, and overall very short -  it ends at 
the level of the tips of the fishtail. The legs of the sculpture are very stout with knees carved 
quite realistically. Regarding the upper part of the body, the chest is very narrow. The face is 
oval, with curved eyebrows, almond-shaped eyes, and smiling lips. The hairline is straight, and 
does not come in at two points at the temples, with the overall hairdo looking like plaits, forming 
a simple yet somewhat large mitre. Around the mitre, at its bottom, is a ring of, as it seems, 
pearls to set it off. All these features are characteristic for the Bayon style sculpture, and can be 
found for instance at an AvalokiteSvara of Banteay Chmar (Fig. 6.39). The shape of the torso of 
both images is very similar, and the design of the sampot identical. Moreover, the 
AvalokiteSvara has the same thick legs as the Vi$nu. Following from this comparison, the Vi?nu 
image is definitely a later addition from the 12th or even 13th century, and does not necessarily 
indicate the placement of the original image.
Stanza CCLXXX
According to st. CCLXXX “[h]e erected here the daughter of the mountain, producer of fortune, 
for the benefit of Jayadevf. As will be examined later in this chapter, the ParvatT was probably 
founded in PR-SW. Inside this sanctuary we find at present the only original pedestal still in situ 
(Fig. 6.40). Its size is 1.4 metres square and 1.07 metres high. Stylistically, it is very similar to 
the sandstone face of both the top level of the pyramid and the double base of the central 
prasat Its top and bottom bands are uncarved, as is its broad central band, with horizontal lines 
decorating the space in between. This very basic tripartite decoration can also be found at the 
stucco base of the eastern cfei/ata of the northern side of PR-SW (Fig. 6.41). As regards the 
central hole of the pedestal, it is badly damaged, which makes it impossible to see whether it 
was intended for an image. Regarding the image itself, no trace of it is left.
Stanza CCLXXXI
As claimed in st. CCLXXXI the king “founded this fevara Rajendravarmadeve§vara for the 
prosperity of his younger relative, the king SrT HarSavarman” probably in tower PR-NE. 
Currently, there is no pedestal inside this prasat only the floor carving intended for the pedestal 
can still be seen, which is the usual 1.45 metres square (Fig. 6.42). Again, we do not have any
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evidence for the image itself. What is unusual about PR-NE, though, are the eastern cfevas. 
Unlike the other male guardians carved at Pre Rup, they do have four arms, and not the usual 
pointed cap but what looks like a mitre. Because the stucco has weathered away only the 
outlines are still visible. The only objects in their hands, which are still vaguely visible, are what 
looks like a round object in the northern guardian’s upper right hand, and staffs in their lower left 
hands (Fig. 6.43).
For evaluating the founding of the five central images, two more objects have to be 
mentioned, both fragmented pedestals. One of them was found by the team of the Conservation 
d’Angkor while restoring the western part of the southern staircase of the pyramid.27 Since the 
reports talk of a pedestal, not fragments of one, it seems to have been not necessarily 
unbroken, but still with its pieces there. Nowadays, a broken, almost complete pedestal is 
placed at the bottom of the pyramid opposite PR-S (Fig. 6.44). It measures 1.45 metres square 
and 1.05 metres high, which are the dimensions of the original pedestal inside PR-SW, and 
which also fit the floor square. Since only one of the five central towers contains an original 
pedestal today, it is only possible to conclude that this one belonged into one of the corner 
towers, possibly into PR-SE.
The remains of the second pedestal are nowadays at the base of the eastern staircase of 
the pyramid (Fig. 6.45). Since not enough fragments remain to re-construct the pedestal 
completely, its size cannot be determined with certainty, but the side length is definitely longer 
than 1.3 metres. The carvings of the sides are identical to the pedestals inside PR-SW and 
opposite PR-S. Hence, this pedestal seems to be an original one, probably once belonging 
inside one of the corner prasats of the top level. This means that of the five pedestals of the 
central prasats three are still in the temple, although only one is in situ, and two are missing 
completely. Due to the identical size of the three pedestals, they all seem to have belonged in 
corner towers. Looking at the pedestals of the East Mebon, the one of the central prasat is 
slightly larger than the corner tower ones, and this might have been the case at Pre Rup as 
well. Overall, there would be evidence for images in PR-SW in form of the original pedestal still 
in situ, and for PR-SE and NE in form of the two pedestals at the bottom of the pyramid. It
Rapport d ’Angkor, 09/1933:2.
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seems legitimate to ascribe the pedestals to these two sanctuaries, as the one opposite PR-S 
was found quite close to PR-SE, and the one at the bottom of the stairs would also be closer to 
PR-NE than PR-NW.
Regarding the placement of the images, it might have been the following. We do know for 
sure that the SrT Rajendrabhadre§vara //^sh o u ld  have been established in the central prasat, 
as is clearly mentioned in the inscription. This placement of the abstract representation of Siva 
as the Supreme Deity would also mirror the distribution of images at the East Mebon. Moreover, 
the image of T§vara R§jendravarme§vara together with the dikpa/akas was installed in the 
southeast tower, also as given in the inscription. The remaining three images are one of Siva, 
one ParvatT, and one Vi?nu. The most straightforward one is the image of TSvara 
R3jendravarmadeve§vara, as it should have been placed in PR-NE, given that it is an image of 
Siva, and the northeast is Siva’s direction. This means that both eastern towers housed images 
of Siva, which could have both been paired with the ParvatT to form a couple. Taking into 
account who these images were commemorating -  ParvatT the king’s maternal aunt JayadevT, 
fevara Rajendravarmadeve£vara the former king SrT Har£avarman, and TSvara 
RSjendravarme§vara in PR-SE the king himself -  these family relations do not necessarily help 
either. The JayadevT-ParvatT could have been paired with both her son and former king, or the 
present king, her nephew. One feature, which might help solve this problem, is the decoration of 
the sanctuaries. As usual the western towers are decorated with female devatas. However, PR- 
SW depicts two very unusual devatas. the northern one at its eastern side has four faces and 
four arms, and depicts Brahmi’s SaktT BrahmT (Fig. 6.46). The southern devata of the western 
side has a boar’s head, and represents VarahT, the spouse of Vi$nu in his boar-incarnation (Fig. 
6.47). Considering that the prasat\s guarded by the spouses of two of the gods of the tr/murti, it 
seems likely that the tower contained the spouse of the third deity, to whom the temple was 
actually dedicated. This placement of ParvatT would leave PR-NW for RajendraviSvarupa, an 
image of Vi§nu. As already discussed in the section on the East Mebon, the fact that the prasat 
was guarded by devatas does not seem to be a reason why an image of Hari should not have 
been placed here.
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Stanza CCLXXXI I
Stanza CCLXXXI I mentions that “[c]harming with (accompanied by) the bright (brilliant) images 
of Sarngin and other gods, he erected the eight images of the god astamurff. As discussed in 
chapter 5.2.3, even though the stanza mentions eight images, these representations of the eight 
forms of Siva were in fact /ingas. It was established in that chapter as well that the ‘brilliant 
images of Sarhgin and other gods’ might have been four images founded together with the eight 
/ingas in the brick towers on the lowest tier of the pyramid. However, which towers housed 
/ingas, and which ones images? Currently, five of the towers still contain bases, about 60 
centimetres square and 27 centimetres high. Towers PR-1 and 6 house //p h a s e s  (Fig. 6.48), 
whereas the bases of towers PR-2 and 5 do not have their top layer anymore, and the base in 
PR-8 is broken. The base in PR-1 still has its top layer, which octagonal hole clearly identifies it 
as a firiga base. The top layer of PR-6 is broken, but the remains seem to indicate an octagonal 
iihga opening as well. The bases in both PR-2 and 5 do not have the top layer anymore, so it 
cannot be determined with certainty whether they were intended for i/hgas or images. Tower 
PR-8 does contain pieces of the base, but no fragments of the top layer, and it cannot be said 
whether it was a iihga or an image base. Six of the remaining seven towers, PR-3, 4, 7, 9, 10, 
and 12 at present contain brick rubble, and no remains of bases whatsoever, and only in PR-11 
can the indentation for a base be clearly seen in the floor. An additional three bases are 
nowadays in PR-NE, NW and SW, identifiable by both their size and style (Fig. 6.49). As for the 
i/rigas or images themselves, the conservation team only found two i/hgas in situ, one in an 
eastern tower, possibly PR-128, and one in a western prasaP, and an additional one, east of the 
pyramid, but they do not give any details, i.e. the size, in the report30. Hence, for possibly twelve 
images and i/hgas founded in these towers, we do have as physical evidence eight bases and 
two, possible even three, iihgas.
Regarding the placement of the iihgas and images, taking into consideration the remains 
inside the towers, we have clear indications for iinga bases in two towers next to the stairs: PR- 
1 next to the eastern, and PR-6 the western staircase. Altogether there are eight towers next to 
the four staircases; consequently the iihgas might have been placed in the towers next to the
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staircases with the images placed in the corner towers. This would to a certain degree parallel 
the arrangement in the East Mebon, where the ffrigas were erected in towers next to the axes -  
at Pre Rup stressed by the staircases. Theoretically, an alternative placement of images and 
i/rigasaX Pre Rup might be possible as well, when we regard the lintels of the small towers. Only 
the four eastern towers’ lintels show Indra on Airavata, whereas the remaining eight prasats 
depict ka/a. This arrangement of motifs might indicate that the //rigas'N&e founded in the towers 
with ka/as, and the images in the towers with Indra on Airavata. However, this assumption 
entails moving the top layer of one of the ffriga bases to PR-1, which seems not very plausible. 
Instead, the /ingas seem to have been placed in the towers next to the staircases, and the 
images in the four corner towers.
Other objects found in the temple
In addition to the images mentioned in the inscription and evidence for them, in their reports the 
conservators of the Conservation d’Angkor mention other objects found throughout the temple, 
which in some cases cannot be attributed specific locations. These objects will be discussed in 
relation to where they were found in an order moving away from the central pyramid in a 
clockwise movement, not necessarily according to their size and possible importance.
During the restoration of the western part of the southern staircase of the pyramid, apart 
from the pedestal dealt with above, fragments of a lion head and pottery were found, together 
with the fragments of an image: parts of the face, two hands and one leg.31 The report ascribes 
this image 'without doubt’ to one of the five central towers. Due to lack of a more detailed 
description or photographs, or even the exact location where the fragments were found, nothing 
can be said about this image, not even whether it was male or female. At present, fragments of 
a lion can be found at the western platform of the first level which might have been the place 
where all the fragments were found. Considering that the fragments of the image were found 
together with the pedestal, it might be possible to identify them as originating from PR-SE, since 
no original pedestal is still inside, whereas PR-SW, another nearby prasat, still contains the 
original pedestal.
Rapport d’Angkor, 09/1933:2.
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East of the pyramid a depository with seventeen alveoli was found, and the fragments of 
a hand32 -  again no more details are given about these objects. Moreover, north of the east 
stairs was also found a pedestal, 55 x 55 x 45 centimetres large33, together with a //riga which 
might be the one from the central tower, as discussed above. Inside PR-N was found the 
fragment of an image, consisting of feet with the tenon34, which can still be seen today (Fig.
6.50). Stylistically, these feet belong to the Bayon period, and might thus belong to the Vi$nu 
found at the top of the pyramid. Moreover, a 90 centimetre high //riga was found in PR-N as 
well35. This //riga does not seem to have belonged into one of the small brick sanctuaries, due to 
its size. As already explained above, two thirds of the //riga were contained within the base, and 
only the top third was visible. This means that the base for this //riga would have had to be 60 
centimetres high, but the ones inside the small prasats are only about 30 centimetres, and could 
only support ffrigas of a height of 45 centimetres. Whether this image was contemporary with 
the temple, or a later addition, and where it might have been placed cannot be said.
Inside PR-S the restoration team found a sandstone slab carved with seven ascetics (Fig.
6.51), on top of a laterite block.36 All of the ascetics were in a very good condition, seated on 
individual pedestals, with their hands together in front of their chests. Their knee-length sampot 
shows a broad frontal flap, possibly held together by a belt. Their hairdo is a mitre of plaids, at 
the bottom of which is a ring of what looks like larger plaids to set it off. The /sxr'faces are not 
as square as the ones of the East Mebon, and have quite realistic features, with curved 
eyebrows and downcast eyes. Because the representation of the ascetics at the East Mebon is 
so badly weathered, it is difficult to tell how similar these two representations actually are. The 
Pre Rup carving is certainly much deeper, and each rs/sits on his own pedestal, whereas at the 
East Mebon representation the ascetics seem to sit on a common protrusion. Because rs/s in 
general do not show many characteristics suitable for dating them, it is difficult to say whether 
the Pre Rup block was contemporary with the temple. The only indication for this is the style of 
the sampot, which nevertheless could have been copied if the piece is of a later date.
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In one of the buildings east of the pyramid, the restorers found a well-preserved stone for 
offerings37. Unfortunately, they do not mention exactly where it was found. South of PR-K they 
unearthed a small male statue without head or arms38, of which no photograph is given. In the 
inventory of the £cole Frangaise d’Extrfeme-Orient, however, the image is dated to the late 11th 
century. The head of the figure might have been the one found in 1 Gop E already several years 
earlier39. The distance between the two buildings is very short, and the long time span in 
between results from the restoration being undertaken in a clockwise direction.
In addition to these objects mentioned in the reports, there are two of which only 
photographs exist, because they are either not mentioned in the reports, or the reports are 
missing. As can be seen in Fig. 6.52 part of a sandstone block depicting in all likelihood the nine 
devas was found at Pre Rup as well. Unfortunately, the report of the month when the photo was 
taken, June 1937, is missing40, so that the location of this stone is unknown, but should have 
been within the first enclosure. The fragment shows four deities in a very damaged condition. 
The two devas on the left can nevertheless be identified as Surya in his horse-drawn chariot, 
and Candra on a pedestal. The fourth deity might hold a halter in his right hand, and would be 
Varupa. However, nothing can be said about his vahana, which is completely destroyed. In 
between the devas pillars can be seen, and above their bodies a triple arch formed by a floral 
pattern. Stylistically, the floral scrolls of the arches are very similar to the Khleang style piece 
(Fig. 6.20), but in between the arches seem to have been carvings as well, possibly depicting 
lotus stems. This feature can be seen at the Baphuon style depiction (Fig. 6.22). To sum up, the 
block of Pre Rup is closer to the Baphuon style depiction, and was a later addition, probably 
dating from the 11th century.
Another piece of which only a photograph exists is a brahmanical head, about 40 
centimetres high (Fig. 6.53). This photograph was completely undocumented, with neither the 
date given when it was taken nor any other details. However, it might be the head found in the
37 Rapport d’Angkor, 02/1932:7.
38 Rapport d’Angkor, 11/1934:1/2. DCA 3190.
39 Rapport d’Angkor, 03/1931:6.
40 The reports about Pre Rup stored at Phnom Penh end with December 1936. Afterwards, only fragmentary
documents from the 1950s can be found. In Paris this report could not be found either.
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southeast corner of the ‘second’41 enclosure when a termite hill was removed in this area in 
1923.42 In view of the size of the head, the image must have been about 1.4 to 1.5 metres high, 
and an important foundation which should have been placed within the inner enclosure. The 
head is crowned with a diadem and tiered crown, which show identical motifs as the Varuna 
from Prasat Kuk Don in the Pre Rup style (Fig. 6.54). Here, though, the crown is higher and the 
tiers more elaborate and pronounced. The crown shows intricate carvings, imitating floral 
patterns and jewels. Because of its shape it was Vi$nu’s mitre, even though its individual tiers 
are not as pronounced as for instance at the Phnom Bok image (Fig. 6.55). The central motifs of 
the diadem are diamond shaped flowers, with rows of pearls above and beneath, and dentate 
projections on top. The hairline curves in to points at the temples, and the beard meets the 
centre of the lower lip in a point. The eyebrows are almost straight, although they do not form a 
continuous line, and the eyes are almond-shaped, in a straight line. Considering these features, 
the head seems to be contemporary with the temple, and might be part of the original Vi$nu 
image of PR-NW.
In the outer enclosure several objects were found as well, albeit most of them only small 
fragments. In between the two eastern gopuras the hand of a small statue holding a vase in 
form of a flacon43 was discovered, and in between 2 Gop E and PR-II a small sandstone head 
with a chignon and an iron arrowhead44. If the hand is in fact DCA 2356, it was made of 
sandstone as well, and could be part of the same image as the head with the chignon found 
nearby only a month later. However, for the head no entry into the inventory of the Conservation 
d’Angkor could be found, so that it is impossible to trace it. At the north west corner of 2 Gop S 
were found a bronze thumb, a toe and one bracelet, with the rest of the image missing45. Again 
due to the lack of either an inventory number or an entry form, these fragments cannot be 
traced.
Event though the report mentions the ‘second’ enclosure, it seems to be the inner one. In several instances the 
numbering of the enclosures is not followed correctly in the reports, with the inner enceinte being numbered the 
second one. One reason could be that the reports were typed by a secretary who might not have been familiar 
with the temples or the system of numbering the enclosures. Considering the fact that the French were restoring 
PR-I inside the inner enclosure in 1922, the corner mentioned here seems to be the one next to PR-B.
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In the western chamber of 2 Gop N the conservation team found the fragments of a 
female statue, with the limbs separated and the head missing. Unfortunately, no old photograph 
exists of this image, and we have to rely on the very short description given in the report. 
Apparently, the image had a nude torso, in each hand a lotus flower, and a sampot decorated 
with flowers46 After having been put together, the image was 1.32 metres high.47 This image is 
in fact now kept in the Conservation d’Angkor (Fig. 6.56), and dearly belongs to the Bayon 
style. During this period numerous images of PrajnaparamitS with a flower-decorated sampot 
were crafted, whereas in earlier periods the sampots usually show pleats. The fact that the 
image holds lotuses in her hands prompted the conservators of the Conservation d’Angkor to 
identify her as LaksmT. Considering the possible date of the image, this is not necessarily the 
case, because the image might as well represent Prajnaparamita, as who she is identified in the 
1997 inventory of the Conservation. However, given the Visnu image found at Pre Rup, which 
dates from the same period, it is quite likely that the two images were founded together as a 
couple, and this sculpture indeed represents LaksmT. Independently of who this image 
represents, it is noteworthy that originally not a PrajfiSpSramitS or Lak?mT had been founded, 
but a ParvatT. This raises the question, whether the founder of the image was aware of this or 
not. Given that during the reign of Jayavarman VII the language of the inscriptions had not 
changed, it would have been possible to read the Pre Rup foundation stele to know the original 
foundations. Thus it seems likely that the two images were indeed founded as a couple, 
regardless of the original dedication of the towers. What surprises, though, is the fact that 
Jayavarman VII founded two Visnuite images, and not Avalokitesvara and PrajnSparamita, as 
might be expected given his adherence to Mahayana-Buddhism. However, this image might 
have been founded by his second wife, queen IndradevT for her late sister queen JayarSjadevT, 
as suggested of the similar LaksmT image of Preah Ko48 (Fig. 6.57). As stated in st. LIX of the 
inscription of the Phimeanakas49, K. 485, JayarajadevT was instructed in Buddhism by her sister, 
and seems previously to have followed Brahmanism. After her death her sister founded images 
of her in all towns, according to st. XCVI of the Phimeanakas50. Consequently, similar to the
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image of Preah Ko, this one might have been founded by IndradevT for her late sister, 
representing her as a Brahmanical deity, according to her initial faith.
Apart from these objects found inside the temple, the restorers also discovered one 
statue with four arms about forty metres east of the temple51, while they were excavating the 
laterite causeway. Apparently, this image seems to have been looted, and then abandoned. 
Once again, no detailed description or DCA number is given; hence the image cannot be 
traced. Regarding the forms available in the inventory, none of the descriptions fits the image.
Again the placement of the images epitomises the outflow of the Essence from the centre 
to the periphery of the temple, and further into the kingdom. As at the East Mebon, the central 
icon is a firiga embodying the Absolute Siva, with vyakta representations of Siva, ParvatT, and 
Vi?nu in the corner towers, surrounded by the eight manifest forms of Siva in the small prasats.
Rapport d’Angkor, 03/1929:591.
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6.3 Conclusion
In conclusion, several aspects about both temples need to be brought out, which are not only in 
relation to the inscriptions. Regarding the East Mebon, for the thirteen images, and /ingas 
mentioned in the inscription we have physical evidence for all of them. This equals a survived 
ratio of 100%. Considering the century-long looting and weathering, which becomes very clear 
in the descriptions the researchers of the Conservation d’Angkor give of the temples, and the 
photographs they took, it is surprising that remains of sculptures were found at all. In addition to 
the ones named in the inscription, we do have evidence for further contemporary sculptures, i.e. 
the two images of GaneSa, of whom at least one is contemporary, and the depiction of the nine 
devas in M-A. Besides these images, there are later objects, such as the nine devas in M-B, 
dating from the 11th century, the ParvatT, again from the 11th, or possibly even 12th century, and 
the mother goddess done in the Bayon style. Apart from these dateable items there are several 
fragments which are either too small to be dated, or of which no photograph exists.
The results for Pre Rup are somewhat different. Regarding the twenty-five images 
1 mentioned in the inscriptions, we have definite physical evidence for eleven of them in the form
of pedestals: eight in the twelve small prasats, and three in the corner towers on the upper 
| platform. Moreover, we do know of three of the eight /ingas, but since they might be associated
with still existing bases, they are not counted in addition to them. If the identification of the /i/iga, 
and the Vi$nu head found is correct, it would be proof for another two images. This just makes a 
percentage of 53%. Contrary to the East Mebon, we do have a lot more fragments found at this 
temple, which might be expected due to its larger size. Several of them cannot be attributed, 
although the depiction of the ascetics might be contemporary. Two large images, one Vi$nu and 
one Lak$mT, possibly intended for the central towers to replace or supplement earlier ones, 
were found as well, executed in the Bayon style.
The placement of the images in both temples reflects the outflow of spiritual power from 
the centre. Here we find a ttnga representing Siva, the Absolute. Surrounding this image are 
vyakta images of again Siva, his spouse, and the other members of the trimurti These 
immanent deities are surrounded by the astamurti, which constitute the universe, surrounding 
the temple in form of the kingdom. Thus the temples are not just a representation of cosmology
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in terms of their architecture, the central pyramid and prasats representing Mount Meru, and the 
enclosure walls the surrounding continents. This mirroring of the macrocosm is supplemented 
by the images as well in a more spiritual way. Entering the temples and walking around them 
and up to the central sanctum was not just a geographical journey from the profane world 
around to the top of the axis mundi. It was also a spiritual journey from the manifest, profane 
universe to the transcendental Absolute at the centre of the compounds, where the devotee 
would have been in direct contact with the divine.
Overall, the inscriptions seem to have mentioned only the main images, whereas 
additional lesser ones could have been founded in surrounding shrines. One possible 
explanation is that the deities mentioned in the inscriptions were the central images, dedicated 
at the same time as the temple, whereas the others might have been erected later on. Another 
possibility is that the inscriptions only mentioned the main images, whereas lesser deities were 
founded in a somewhat less official way. If this was the case, the question arises who founded 
these images. As we know from inscriptions, it was not unusual for the king to found images at 
foundations of high officials, for instance a LokeSvara and Prajfi§paramita at the temple of 
VTrendravikhySta at Kdei Car52. Conversely, it might have been possible for officials to found 
images at the king’s temples as well. This would have increased the bonds between king and 
his subordinates, and secured his political position and power.
Comparing the East Mebon and Pre Rup, by and large the state of the former temple is 
much more unchanged than Pre Rup. Even though the images themselves were not found, 
apart from the Brahma, at least the original pedestals are still in situ. At Pre Rup, on the other 
hand, even though three pedestals remain from the central quincunx, only one is in place, 
whereas three of the other four prasats contain different pedestals. PR-NW contains a probably 
later smaller pedestal, whereas in PR-SE two smaller pedestals stacked on top of each other 
were found. The central sanctuary even contains a lion base from the western staircase. The 
question arises as to why that is. Due to the lack of inscriptions, it is difficult to say when these 
changes were made. One common feature of these pedestals is that they are considerably
1C, Vl:125/127, st. XIII-XIV.
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smaller than the original ones would have been. This gives rise to the speculation that they 
might have been put up very late, after the temple had been looted and the original pedestals 
either removed from the prasats or destroyed. As we have seen, two of the comer towers’ 
pedestals are still at the temple, however broken and removed from the towers. Hence, the local 
community might have felt it necessary to put up other pedestals in place of the original ones.53 
That Pre Rup continued to be important is evident in two examples. Firstly, at an unspecified 
date south of PR-NE a stupa had been erected for a monk of Wat Bo in Siem Reap54, which 
was demolished by the French55. And secondly, in 1950 it is mentioned in the reports that a 40 
to 50 centimetre high Buddha statue disappeared from PR-SW. This image had been venerated 
as a neakta, an ancestor spirit.56 This lasting sanctity of Pre Rup is also evident phonetically in 
its name. As discussed in chapter 3.2.2, contrary to the accepted written way, Pre Rup, the 
locals call it PreahA/rah Rup, which means 'sacred image’. Even though this name might be the 
one used originally by the population, the perpetual use of it does signify importance, and a 
continuity of sacredness. It might be possible that the pedestals were put up to replace looted 
ones, so that images, which were sacred to the local population, could still be venerated 
properly. Looking at the prasats even today, every one of them contains at least one Buddha 
image which is worshipped more or less regularly. And particularly the central sanctuary still 
draws worshippers on a daily basis, easily visible at the incense, candles, and other 
implements.
This continuity of sacredness, and significance might have been already a reason for 
later kings, particularly Jayavarman VII it seems, to come back to the temple to found images. 
That the Vi$nu and Lak$mT in the Bayon style are significant foundations is evident in their being 
life-size, which allows the assumption that they might have been intended for the central 
shrines. The question is, what happened with the original images. Two scenarios seem 
possible. First, the new images might have been placed next to the old ones, and thus not only 
the continuity be visible for everybody, but also the respect for the earlier king. Secondly, the 
original images might have been removed from the prasats and the new ones put up instead. 
Again, if the identification of the single head is correct, and it is the Vi$nu mentioned in the
53 Conversations of the present author with locals selling souvenirs or worshipping at the temple did not result in 
conclusive answers. People see the temples as fairly static places, which have ‘always’ been like they are now.
54 Rapport d’Angkor, 08/1931:7.
55 Rapport d’Angkor, 10/1931:7.
56 Rapport d’Angkor, 08/1950:6.
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inscription, it would be an indication that the original images were kept in the temples, although 
possibly at a different location.
To conclude, it seems that the images mentioned in the inscriptions were indeed erected, 
even though for several of them there is no more physical evidence. However, in light of not 
only looting, but also considerable later changes which took place already during the Angkor 
period, this does not surprise. Overall, the trustworthiness of the inscriptions with respect to 
these claims has been established. This conclusion does have implications on the truthfulness 
of other statements made in the inscriptions. For instance, when st. A XIII of the Bat Chum 
inscription claims that R3jendravarman did restore the old YaSodharapura, we can now assume 
with considerable greater certainty that in fact he did.
This chapter established whether the images mentioned in the inscription were actually 
installed, and if so where. Consequently, the main focus was on the prasats and other buildings 
housing lesser images, as M-A or PR-S. Since these buildings are only part of the temple 
complexes, the next chapter will examine the other buildings within the compounds as well to 
establish a more balanced view of the temples and how they were used.
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7. T h e  Purpose o f Individual Buildings
This thesis aims to examine Ph. Stern’s classification of Cambodian temples, and one point of
the criticism is that so far the specific purpose of individual buildings, particularly the subsidiary
ones, has not been analysed. This chapter seeks to fill this analytical gap, and determine the
intended purpose of individual buildings within the temple compounds. What has to be
remembered is, that even though the temple compounds are structurally complete entities in
themselves they need people to display their full meaning and functionality: there is a reciprocal
relationship building -  people.1 The temples, although complete in themselves as
representations of cosmology, are only made whole through the presence of humans with
rituals and worship -  the usage of the site.
The following analysis therefore serves two purposes. Firstly, it will enable the
comparability of buildings and with it the comparability of the overall temple compounds in terms
of architectural features. Similarities or discrepancies between temples and their elements will
become evident, and these will allow a more detailed examination of the architectural history.
One defining element of Ph. Stern’s two categories of temples is their layout, focusing very
much on the central elements, i.e. the sanctuaries. However, the sanctuaries constitute only
about one-third of the edifices within the East Mebon and Pre Rup, and to enable a more
detailed analysis the close scrutiny of all buildings is indispensable. Secondly, and more
importantly, the usage of individual buildings and the temples overall during Angkorean times
shall be established. By focusing on the shrines this can be achieved only partly, as they
constitute the very final stage of the journey the devotees are undertaking inside the enclosures.
As was established in chapter 3.3.1, architecture comprises of two conceptions: the built and
the space created. Since the aim of this chapter is to establish the usage of sites, we are mainly
concerned with the space created, although the built material will enter the discussion as well,
as within architectural interpretation both concepts have to be considered. As Meiss states,
[architecture is the art of the hollow; it is defined both from the interior and from the 
exterior; walls have two sides. We penetrate it with our body and not only with our 
mind. Any critique of architectural history must take account of this double aspect 
of hollow and solid in buildings. A work of architecture which is designed or 
considered only from the exterior ceases to be architecture and becomes a stage
Amheim, 1977:217.
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set. Conversely, the reduction to just the spatial characteristics eludes the concrete 
signs and symbols underlain by its material nature.2
Problematic about determining the function of specific edifices within the Cambodian
temples, apart from the shrines, is that the buildings are not mentioned in the inscriptions. To
clarify their role within the temple site the approach taken in this chapter therefore interweaves
several analytical threads. Firstly, the architectural evidence is analysed in detail. Drawing upon
the groups of buildings established in chapter 4, these will be analysed in greater detail and with
internal variations in mind which will help elucidate the intended purpose of buildings. Because
of the reciprocal relationship between “visual properties and functional characteristics”3 it is
possible to draw conclusions regarding the intended purpose of a building from its architectural
features. Secondly, the epigraphic evidence will be taken into account. As we have seen in
chapters 5.2.3 and 6, the inscriptions contain information about the temples they were written
for, which will be included in the present chapter. Thirdly, India will be drawn upon in two
regards as a cultural reference. In terms of architectural features, the Indian treatises on that
subject will be utilised, as they were known and in all likelihood applied in ancient Cambodia.
Additionally, current ritual practices will be referred to due to the historical continuity evident in
India. Worship "is conceived as an evocation, reception and entertainment of the god or
goddess as a royal guest”4, the regulations of which are laid down in the texts. Because of this,
[wjhat may be observed in present-day Hindu Asia indicates that they [the rituals] 
have not basically altered from what was practised in the earliest periods of 
Hinduism, even though the ancient rituals have doubtless become greatly 
simplified.5
Thus, in explaining what must have gone on in Khmer temples regarding rituals it is 
legitimate to look at present-day India as a model.
Several limitations of this approach need mentioning here. Regarding the architectural 
analysis, even though certain purposes will be suggested for various buildings, the conclusions 
drawn will have to remain tentative. Indeed, a set of architectural features does allow for certain 
activities to be carried out in that particular edifice. However, in most cases this will not be
Meiss, 1998:101.
Arnheim, 1977:205.
Michell, 1988:63.
Ibid.:63.
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limited to one possibility. For instance, the presence of a door at a hall might indicate storage 
space, but does not immediately allow for more specific conclusions. For these to be reached 
other interpretive tools will have to be utilised. The interpretation of the epigraphic evidence 
contains possible shortcomings as well. As has become clear in chapters 5.2.3 and 6, the 
information pertaining to the actual temples is very limited, and mostly restricted to the images 
founded. Functions of other buildings have to be inferred from stanzas dealing mainly with other 
matters. For instance, when st. CCXXXVI of Pre Rup mentions several rituals involving the 
sacred fire, this allows the inference that the fire had to be kept somewhere within the 
compound. Firm conclusions as to where this might have been can ultimately not be drawn. 
Finally, the reference to India entails two problems. Even though the Indian gastraswete known 
in Cambodia and in all likelihood used, they originate in India, and divergences between Indian 
texts and Cambodian practices are not only possible but likely. As seen in chapter 5.2.2 Indian 
religious concepts are evident in the ancient Cambodian inscriptions; however, in several 
instances their application varies in the two countries. Consequently, the architectural treatises 
might not have been applied to the letter, which increases the difficulty of drawing definitive 
conclusions. Looking at the realisation of the guidelines in the two countries, Indian temples 
have a significantly different form from Cambodian ones, with one main shrine, a number of 
mandapas leading up to the central sanctuary, and lesser shrines around. Space within an 
Indian compound is therefore not organised in as strictly a symmetrical way as in Khmer 
temples, and overall we find fewer, larger buildings. Thus, the Indian SSstras can only be a 
guideline when interpreting ancient Cambodian sites. A second problem regarding the Indian 
texts is the fact that I have to rely on secondary sources, which in themselves already contain 
interpretations. This is due to the fact that at present my knowledge of Sanskrit is not sound 
enough to utilise the original texts. Related to this is that so far it has not been established 
exactly which treatises were used in Kambujadesa. Attempting to answer this question would go 
far beyond the scope of this thesis, so that the reference to secondary literature, which 
constitutes a syncretism of the various texts, appears a legitimate option. Given that so far the 
usage of subsidiary buildings has not been discussed in detail in the literature, the intended 
purposes suggested here, though they have to remain tentative, do advance our knowledge 
about these edifices, and can open up a more detailed debate.
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Overall, despite the possible shortcomings of the individual tools, the approach of 
interweaving them in this chapter will allow tentative suggestions as to the intended purposes of 
certain edifices. Specified architectural features allow inferences as to the use of the buildings, 
whereas prescribed uses necessitate particular architectural features. Given that the usage of 
the Angkorean sites has so far escaped discussion, the interpretation offered here will form a 
much needed contribution to our understanding of the temples as actively practised sites.
In the following the methodology of the approach will be introduced in detail in section 
7.1, whereas section 7.2 contains the application of the methodology to the East Mebon and 
Pre Rup.
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7.1 Methodological Considerations
In the first part of this chapter, general approaches of determining the function and use of 
buildings will be discussed. Within the context of Angkorean temples, two main sources will be 
utilised: general architectural theory, and the vastu Sastras, the Indian treatises dealing with the 
specifics of not just temples, but also sculpture and other buildings.
The application of general architectural theory to the temples is possible, because certain 
architectural features are not limited to a specific kind of building, but can be applied to various 
types, and can be interpreted in the same way. For instance, doors and windows are 
thresholds, whether used within a secular or a sacred context.
In the following, first general architectural theory will be examined closely. Subsequently, 
the prescriptions of the Indian texts will be analysed. In this part of the chapter the discussion 
will be somewhat theoretical, with the practical application of the findings in section 7.2.
7.1.1 Architectural theory
General architectural theory concerns several features of architecture: firstly, the physical 
features of the buildings such as the walls, doors or windows. Secondly, to facilitate an 
interpretation of the building, these elements have to be considered in relation to each other, 
and the degree of order or chaos has to be determined. The more ordered a building is, the 
easier it is to understand and interpret. Thirdly, the visual perception, i.e. the dynamics of a 
building, has to be analysed. Depending on size, mass or relief of buildings the “field of forces”6 
surrounding them will change, and influence how they are perceived by an onlooker. In the 
following first individual elements will be discussed in depth, and subsequently the overall order, 
and perception and dynamics of a building will be examined.
Architectural elements
The most fundamental element in a building is its relationship to the ground on which it is built. 
This link is established through the plinth which acts as a seating of the building, and an 
intermediary between walls and ground. Thus the plinth has a twofold relationship: one to the
8 Arnheim, 1977:26.
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building it carries, and the second to the ground on which it is built.7 Determining factors for the 
visual perception of the plinth include its height, the material it is made of and its texture. 
Depending on these features, a plinth can be more part of the ground, or part of the building, 
and can also indicate the significance of the building.
The continuation of the plinth are the walls, which “are there to carry the ceiling and roof, 
guide our movements, enclose our activities, our objects and tools, accommodate us and lead 
us from one place to another.”8
Mirroring the lower transition in a building from ground to walls is the upper one, the 
transition between walls and roof.9 As with the plinth, this transition can be designed in various 
ways in terms of material or decorative elements. Another factor which is relevant in this context 
is the design of the roof itself. The basic, practical function of a roof is to shelter the interior of 
the building it is covering. However, it can also have other, more symbolic functions.
Internally, space is structured by walls but also by the floor at the bottom, and the ceiling 
at the top. The floor of a building provides space for moving through the building, for placing 
objects, and for sitting or sleeping. The variable significance connected with these activities can 
be conveyed by different materials: floors in storage spaces will not be like those in living 
rooms. The counterpart of the floor is the ceiling, which gives shelter and protection.10 Important 
is the distinction between ceiling and roof: even though a building (usually) will have a roof, it 
does not necessarily have a ceiling. One example would be a shed, which has a roof, and open 
beamwork rather than a proper ceiling.
These elements -  walls with plinth, roof, floor, and ceiling -  are the basic features of any 
building. They define its limits, and create an interior and exterior -  both of individual buildings 
and whole sites -  which have to be reconciled by doors or windows. The openings of a building 
determine the degree of closedness or openness, the perceived access to it. The openings, the 
doors, and windows, and their position, size, and number define and structure space. Generally, 
the larger they are the more they open up the space and help "mediate between the worlds 
separated by architectural barriers”11. Through including openings interpenetration is given, the
Meiss, 1998:84.
Ibid.:129.
Ibid.:85.
lbid.:126, 130.
Arnheim, 1977:226.
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continuity between different spaces, and the degree of this link between spaces is determined
by the number, size, and kind of openings used.
These elements, windows and doors, are thresholds, and have three functions:
o a utilitarian role: to grant passage, allow light inside, and ensure ventilation
o a protective function: passage through a door can be controlled, a window has
a selection of the view, and how much is exposed, which depends on the
degree of difference between interior and exterior, and
o a semantic function: the nature of the space ‘behind’ is indicated by
architectural elements, with a special behaviour necessary on either side.12
Because of these interrelated functions, thresholds become ‘places’ themselves; they
control the permeability of a limit, confirming spatial discontinuity whilst at the same 
time allowing one to cross it physically or visually. ... But thresholds are even more, 
indications which proclaim the nature of the places to which they give access or 
which they represent.13
However, a distinction has to be made between the various thresholds. Doors are more 
leading into the building behind, rather than out into the surroundings. Thus, entering and the 
entrance are more important than the exit. Windows, on the other hand, are perceived rather 
the other way round: one looks out of a building, rather than into it.
As mentioned above, one of the practical purposes of doors and windows is to allow light 
inside the building or room. In determining the light sources for a room or building, one has to 
consider that the “level of illumination can be sufficient or insufficient for certain activities”14. 
Moreover, different ways of lighting a room or building will create a very different atmosphere. 
Decisive about whether lighting is good or bad is not only the quantity of light allowed in, but 
also the quality.15 Thus, “on a practical ... level, light and shade regulate the use of a space 
more often than do its size and form.”16 In other words, if the interior is dark, the usability of 
even a large room is more constrained than that of a well-lit small one.
The analysis of a building has to consider its outside as well, the design of which will 
affect the visual weight of the building, determined by the texture and colour of the outside, but
Meiss, 1998:149.
Ibid.:148.
Ibid.:121.
Rasmussen, 1997:207f.
Meiss, 1998:126.
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also the height. The texture of the material used for the building can either be shown, or
hidden,17 which would in turn decrease its weight for as Rasmussen suggests
[i]f all irregularities ... were planed away and all crevices filled out so that the sides 
were absolutely flat and smooth, and it was then painted a light color, it would be 
impossible to tell what material it was made of.18
Thus not just texture, but also colour determines the weight, and “is used to emphasize
the character of a building, to accentuate its form and material, and to elucidate its divisions.”19
Significantly, colour conventions vary in different cultures:
[cjorrectly used, color may express the character of a building and the spirit it is 
meant to convey. ... By the use of a single color, or definite color scheme, it is 
possible to suggest the chief function of a building. But within the same building a 
variety of colors may be used to accentuate form, divisions and other architectonic 
elements.20
The 'correct use’ is determined according to cultural conventions, and what one society 
‘likes’ or considers ‘special’ might not be so for someone else. Another factor influencing the 
perceptual weight of a building is its height. In this respect three forces have to be considered 
and balanced by the architect. On the one hand, the building’s weight seems to decrease with 
height: the higher a building, or part of it, the lighter it seems -  as if it was “let off the leash’’21. 
Moreover, the load of these higher parts seems to be smaller than that of the lower ones. On 
the other hand, increased height of a building adds to its potential energy, and increases its 
visual weight. The balancing of these forces is a question of style22, and with respect to the 
temples is solved in the Indian treatises through detailed prescriptions as to the relative 
proportions of the buildings.
The issue of order
Moving from elements composing the individual buildings, we now consider the overall order
within compounds or larger architectural arrangements. Order is created through “repetition, 
alignment and juxtaposition of identical elements and similar methods of construction”23, and 
necessitated through the inherent nature of perception of objects. This perception is somewhat 
problematic, as no object can be perceived from all sides at once; one has to walk around it in
Rasmussen, 1997:163.
Ibid.:91. Rasmussen here uses the example of a wooden box to illustrate his point. However, this is done in the 
context of buildings, and can be applied to them as well.
Ibid.:215.
Ibid. :218.
Arnheim, 1977:46.
Ibid.:46ff.
Meiss, 1998:31.
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order to know what it looks like.24 According to the degree of organisation the elements we see, 
and the relationship between them, are more or less easy to see and understand.25 Generally, 
the more complex a building is the greater is the need for order, while it is harder for order to be 
achieved.26 Order “must be understood as indispensable to the functioning of any organized 
system, whether its function be physical or mental.”27 For this order to function, all parts have to 
be integrated into the whole. This is necessitated by our way of seeing a building, which is a 
process of moving back and forth between the whole building as constructed by the 
contemplating mind, and the parts of the building as experienced and seen in space and time. 
Practically, this acquisition of size is not just the case with individual buildings or temple 
compounds, but also their surroundings, as no building exists in isolation.
In practical terms, how can order be established and understood? Order is normally 
achieved through grouping of individual architectural elements, and depends on repetition, 
similarity, proximity, a common enclosure, symmetry, and orientation of the parts. This 
structuralist approach deals with the 'semantics of architecture’, the range of variation within 
and between types of buildings, which also allows determining which elements are necessary 
for the building to be recognised as a certain type.28 Thus a correspondence between visual 
form and function is assumed. For the purpose of determining these semantics as an initial 
stage, empiricism and structuralism are useful tools to create an inventory of buildings and their 
features, and thereby create comparability. Consequently, even though followers of this 
approach might go as far as to assert that “[sjemantic unity can reinforce and sometimes even 
replace formal coherence”29, I would argue that structuralism is indeed a useful tool, but only 
one among several.
Fundamentally, order is created through regularity. A prerequisite to orientate us is to 
make the chaos of nature simpler, and one method of achieving this is regularity. To a certain 
degree, regularity is also a technical necessity.30 For instance, for building a wall bricks of 
different dimensions could certainly be used but only with considerable effort and time involved.
Arnheim, 1977:110.
Meiss, 1998:38.
Arnheim, 1977:178.
Ibid.:62.
Ibid.: 198, 206.
Meiss, 1998:32.
Ibid.:50.
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A special form of regularity is symmetry, a balance arising from reflecting elements on 
one side of an axis to the other.31 Though desirable in a building project because it is highly 
ordered symmetry can only be applied where it suits the building programme, and might be 
used in varying degrees, according to the function of a building.32
Another method of creating order is to introduce contrast between architectural parts, 
which means making the interdependence of elements explicit. The differences need to be 
pronounced, otherwise they are not discernible, and no ‘dialogue’ between the two opposites 
will be possible.33 This structuralist notion of pairs of binary oppositions does bring out 
differences, but should only be used as one tool among others, as the differences in themselves 
do not allow inferences yet as to potential uses.
Depending on the use of these features a hierarchy can be established, the “combination 
of elements in relation to a scale of importance ... [with] a dependent relationship between 
these elements.”34 This can be achieved through size, disposition, or singularity of form. Thus 
hierarchy is one means of integrating the context of architectural attributes. Depending on this 
context, varying degrees of complexity can be realised when “elements are grouped in such a 
way as to present more than one interpretation to the observer.”35
Order is independent from technical capabilities or constructional requirements. It is 
innate to humans, and we strive towards it. Its actual expression, however, is culturally 
determined. Thus, for instance, the striving towards symmetry in ancient Khmer temples is not 
necessarily paralleled in other cultures, be they contemporary or later, or even later Khmer 
culture.
Dynamics within architecture
Moving on to the perception of buildings, one has to consider their dynamics. These work along 
horizontal and vertical axes. Horizontally, there is no distinction between the various directions,
lbid.:65.
Arnheim, 1977:165.
Meiss, 1998:44.
Ibid.:43.
lbid.:45-46.
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and humans can move freely. The main distinction in this respect is achieved by attaching value
to the path of the sun, which determines the cardinal directions.36
The visual field also extends vertically, and is determined by height, mass, and relief of
the architecture.37 The vertical axis is determined by gravity, and is so distinguished from all
other directions. According to Arnheim even though
[g]eometrically there is no difference between going up and going down, ... 
physically and perceptually the difference is fundamental. ... Thus the gratification 
in climbing consists in the conquering of one’s own inert heaviness for the purpose 
of attaining a high goal -  an experience inevitably endowed with symbolic 
connotations. Climbing is a heroic liberating act; and height spontaneously 
symbolizes things of high value, be it the value of worldly power or of spirituality.38
Thus the upward movement receives predominance over the downward one, which 
equals digging down towards the foundations, becoming involved with matter. Thus, being built 
on the ground, rising up high, the building acts as a link between matter and the sky, it is a 
means to transcend the ground, and represents the quest for "scaling the heights”39. Overall 
though, the vertical and horizontal have to be balanced in a building. If it is predominantly 
vertical, it might seem to penetrate the ground, whereas if it is predominantly horizontal, it is 
perceived like floating on the ground.40 Thus, the dynamics of a building act both ways: up and 
outwards, but also, because of gravity, down and inwards. A somewhat special case is the 
pyramid, because “[t]he complementary relation between rising and descent, contraction and 
expansion, constitutes the internal dynamics of the pyramid.”41 Expansive forces operate from 
within, and compressive forces from without. Keeping the building visually in balance depends 
on the main, i.e. the longest axis of the building 42
One final feature of the dynamics has to be taken into account as well: the process of 
moving through a building or compound. By walking through space we experience it and 
familiarise ourselves with it, which is a dynamic process.43
36 Ibid.:154.
37 Arnheim, 1977:25.
38 lbid.:33.
39 lbid.:34.
40 lbid.:39ff..
41 lbid.:235.
42 lbid.:239.
43 Meiss, 1998:156.
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7.1.2 The Indian Texts
Fundamentally, the function of the temple is to enable contact between humans and the divine,
to dissolve the boundaries between the two worlds, and assist humans in their quest for unity
with the divine. In terms of its layout, the temple is a representation of cosmology, and has to be
built according to strict rules so that this representation can be achieved adequately: "The
relationship that develops between forms and their meanings within the Hindu temple is
essential to its function as a link between the gods and man.”44 These regulations are written
down in various Indian texts, the traditions of which go back “into an undefined past.”45 The term
vastu derives fromV vas'to reside’, and becomes vSstu ‘residence, building site’. For example,
texts dealing with regulations of buildings are the Manasara, and Mayamata. Both texts are
divided into a number of chapters, each dealing with one issue, not just in relation to temples
but all kinds of buildings, and also settlements 46
The focus of activity in the temple is rituals and worship, puja, which are very similar in
temples dedicated to different gods. PuJS is a very important part of Hinduism, and takes over
the significance of the Vedic sacrifice.47 Worship "is conceived as an evocation, reception and
entertainment of the god or goddess as a royal guest”48, the regulations of which are laid down
in the texts. Interestingly,
[wjhat may be observed in present-day Hindu Asia indicates that they [the rituals] 
have not basically altered from what was practised in the earliest periods of 
Hinduism, even though the ancient rituals have doubtless become greatly 
simplified.49
Thus, in explaining what must have gone on in Khmer temples regarding rituals it is 
legitimate to look at present-day India as a model.
Layout
The fundamental plan of the site is determined by the V5stupuru?amandala, which is
an amalgamation of three constituent concepts: Vastu, the consecrated site or the 
canvas of its operation in an ideal form of a square, the purpose, the theme, the
Michell, 1988:61.
Kramrisch, 1996, l:5, n. 7.
Acharya, 1918; Dagens, 1970/1976.
Renou/Filliozat, 1947-49:573.
Michell, 1988:63.
Ibid.:63.
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Nama, Purusha, the mediator and the principle of form or Rupa, and Manc/a/as the 
mechanism of its application, or Karma.50
Being a square, the perfect shape, it embodies the most important outline within temple
architecture.51 This square is classified according to its divisions into thirty-two types of grids
with up to 1,024 subsquares, on which all elements of architecture are based. For instance,
temples are based on a grid with either 64 or 81 squares, and windows on that with either 49 or
81 squares.52 Each of these subdivisions is associated with a divinity, altogether forty-five,
which remain the same in the various mandates. Because the number of subsquares changes,
the number of squares dedicated to each deity differs. However, at the centre is always placed
Brahma, and at the periphery the 32 padadevatas, who are also called prakaradevatas (Fig.
7.1).53 These deities correspond to various numerological associations. 32 equals four times
eight, with eight denoting the cardinal and intercardinal directions each of which is presided over
by a divinity, and associated with a planet, and a naksatra, a house of the moon. Moreover, the
mandate is associated with the movement of the sun, and the zodiac, which in turn is
associated with the twelve Adityas, the manifestations of the sun god. Thus the mandate is a
reconciliation of the solar and lunar cycles as well, as evident in the number 32 = 4 + 28: four
regents of the four planets who rule over the equinoxial and solsticial points + the regents of the
28 naksatra.54 Contained within the overall square is the purusa, the cosmic man, who is
pressed down by the divinities in their respective subsquares (Fig. 7.2).55 The origin of the
purusa as the cosmic man is in Rg Veda 10.90, the so-called Puru$a Sukta.56 Further stories in
other texts tell the falling to earth of the purusa, which is the source of the purusa contained
within the mandate, e.g. the Brhat Samhita:
There was once some existing thing (sattva) not defined by name, unknown in its 
proper form it blocked heaven and earth; seeing that, the Devas (gods) seized it of 
a sudden and laid it on the earth face downwards. In the same position as they 
were when they seized it, the Devas stayed on it where it lay. Brahm§ made it full 
of gods and called it V§stupurusa.57
Thus the purusa as existence is the base for everything, and spiritually supports the 
physical building of the temple. Significant is that the V3stupuru?amantfala governs not only the
Chakrabarti, 1998:63.
Kramrisch, 1996, 1:22-28. The sacredness of the square originates from the Vedic Fire altar. The square altar 
denotes the heaven, whereas the terrestrial world is indicated by a round one.
Chakrabarti, 1998:64.
Kramrisch, 1996, l:85.
lbid.:29-39.
Chakrabarti, 1998:64.
See appendix 2.3 for the whole hymn.
Kramrisch, 1996, l:73.
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horizontal but also the vertical dimensions of the temple. Moreover, it regulates the larger 
context of the temple within the settlement, and determines the placement of temples within or 
outside the community. However, the texts give more than one possible location for the temple 
of a certain divinity. Overall, the orientation of a temple is determined in three ways:
o the cosmic orientation: towards the east, the rising sun, although the west and 
south are permitted as well, not the north because here is the cremation ground 
and “the contagion of the dead body, its impurity, must not enter the temple”58 
o the metaphysical orientation: towards the centre of the settlement, and 
o the orientation with regards to men: deities in their benevolent aspect should 
face towards the settlement, those in their ferocious aspect should face away. 
§iva temples generally should face away from human settlements, and ideally 
be placed in forests or on mountains.59
This theoretical and spiritual background is realised in the actual layout of the temple 
(Plan 7.1). Generally, a temple should face a cardinal direction, not one of the inter-cardinal 
ones, and the prescriptions of agamas for placing deities have to be observed.60 The centre, 
associated with the navel of the purusa and Brahma, is occupied by the garbhagrha, the 'womb- 
chamber1. Here the main image is housed. The texts give lists of 16 forms of §iva murt/s, ten 
different kinds of tiriga, and 21 Vi$nu murt/s.61 These images are for “easy contemplation and for 
cultivating devotion or Bhakti towards them by performing acts of worship by means of 
offerings"62, and are the most important aspect of the temple. The images of the temple have to 
be crafted to specific requirements and, because of their function as receptacles of the divine, 
they are consecrated ceremoniously, as they could otherwise not fulfil their purpose.63 The 
stand for the deities, the devap/tha> can either be separate or part of the deity. The pedestals in 
Cambodia are usually separate. In the garbhagrha various rituals have to be performed before it 
can receive the central deity. Most significantly, it has to undergo the garbhanyasa, an
lbid.:235. In Cambodia most temples face indeed towards the east, although particularly during the pre-Angkor 
period numerous sanctuaries are oriented towards the other directions as well, even towards the north as for 
instance at Sambor Prei Kuk.
Ibid., I:233ff.
Sastri/Gadre, 1990:lxxiv.
Ibid.:lxxii.
Ibid.ilxx.
Michell, 1988:62.
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impregnation by a deposit of precious stones, put beneath its centre. Additionally, inside the
pitha or underneath it is enshrined a metallic plate inscribed with the chakra of the deity, which
is installed in the garbhagrha at an auspicious time. Here also the opening of the eye ceremony,
the nayanonmi/ana, is performed. This ceremony is needed to ensure that the images will
“benefit the growth and progress of the land”64. During the carving of the image the eyes are
only indicated in outline. The details, the pupil and the cornea, are only finished in detail during
the nayanonmi/ana, after which the image can be consecrated and worshipped.65
Architectural features of this innermost part of the temple are the triple base, consisting of
the adhisthana, upap/tha, and pitha for installing the deity.66 Generally, pedestals are very
important, because they raise
the level of what is placed above and adds to it beauty and durability. It consists of 
a number of facets ... [and] is placed below the seats of deities, at the lower part of 
pillars and in every other structure or construction where ornamentation, strength 
and raising of the level are required.67
Inside the garbhagrha space for the circumambulation of the deity is prescribed as well, 
as is the go-mukha, an outlet for the abhiSeka at either side or the back. Ideally, the garbhagrha 
should have three or five doors, although one is permitted as well, with dvdrapd/as next to them, 
and also multiple lamps, pousa, for burning oil and incense.68 The divine presence which is only 
manifest temporarily during the ceremonies is not only in the images, but the temple as a whole 
is part of it. For the deities to become manifest in the world of humans adequate and 
appropriate rituals have to be performed.69
In front of the garbhag/ha should be placed the dhwaja stambha, the flagstaff, as well as 
the ba/ipitha, an altar, with mandapas on either side and in front of it.70 The inner compound 
has to be surrounded by a number of prakaras; enclosures, with gopuras at the cardinal 
directions, their doors aligned, and double. The prakaras should have vahanas and minor 
deities placed in the walls, and if there are more enclosures than one, each outer enclosure wall
Ganapati Sthapati, 2002:107.
Ibid.:107ff.
Sastri/Gadre, 1990:lxv.
Ibid.:lxix.
Ibid.:lxv.
Michell, 1988:62.
Sastri/Gadre, 1990:lxxiv.
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is to be one-fourth higher than the inner one.71 Finally, the temple needs a sacred tank, either 
within the enclosure or next to it.72
Within the prakaras various types of subsidiary buildings can be found, some of them in 
specific locations. Even though all temples are dedicated to a main deity, local ones are also 
allowed to have their own shrines in the appropriate places, i.e. the direction they are 
associated with.73 These images should be erected within the inner enclosure, either on special 
platforms, in special mandapas, or in front of the principal deity.74
For several kinds of building a specific location is mentioned, which are given in Overview
7.1 below in a clockwise order starting from the east. This list of correspondences between 
directions, deities, and functions of buildings will be significant in section 7.2 in our attempt to 
allocate specific functions to buildings within temple compounds in Cambodia, specifically the 
East Mebon and Pre Rup.
Overview 7.1: Subsidiary temple buildings, with directions and deities associated with 
directions, given in clockwise order.75
' Cardinal direction God associated with direction Building
SE Agni, Gandharva Kitchen, with open yard with well
SW Pitr Mandapa for keeping vahanas
W Mitra, So$a Temple of principal devfs,
can also be location of garbhagrha 
WNW Vanhi Ka/yana mandapa
NW RGga Mandapa for keeping dresses and
ornaments of deities
NNW Bhallata, Danta Yagasa/afor performing homas
N Bhaskara, Bhudhara Surrounding deities
: NNE Bhujanga Hall for keeping objects for
j , everyday use, garden, tank
NE T§a Grain store
Other buildings, which are not associated with specific directions are sheds for elephants, 
horses, and cows attached to the temple, mandapasfor abh/seka and a/arikara, and an asthana 
mandapa where the deity is seated in state.76
ibid.:xxxix.
IbicLlxiv.
Ibid.:xl.
Ibid.:lxxiv.
After Sastri/Gadre, 1990:xxxix, Ixiv-lxv; Kramrisch, 1996, l:32; and Chakrabarti, 1998:68-74.
Sastri/Gadre, 1990:lxv.
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Measurements
Because numbers are “considered an expression of the structure of the universe and a means 
of effecting the interplay between the universe and man”77, the vastu Sastras contain lengthy 
passages on measurements, which are all in relation to each other and determine both the 
architecture and the sculpture.78 These regulations are far too many and detailed to be given in 
this chapter, and an overview of the various types of temple with regards to the relations 
between their measurements is given in Table 7.1. Their main aim is to ensure that ultimately 
the temple -  or whichever other building -  is a coherent, interrelated whole.79 Measurements 
are given in various texts, although not all texts might quote all measurements. A list of these is 
given below:
o 8 paramanu- 1 rathadhuh\speck of dust),
o 8 rathadhu//- 1 va/agra{tip of hair),
o 8 va/agra - 1 t/ksha{ nit),
o 8 /fksha - 1 (louse),
o 8 yuka- 1 yava (corn of barley),
o 8 yava- 1 angu/a (finger’s breadth),
o 8 ahgu/a - 1 i//7as//(span of hand),
o 2 u/tasti- 1 hasta (length of forearm),
o 4 hasta - 1 dhanus (bow) or 1 danda (rod),
o 8 danda- 1 raj/u (rope),
o 2,000 danda- 1 ko£a,
0 2 ko£a = 1 gavyuti,
0 2 gavyuti- 1 yojana,
o 100,000 yojana- the Earth.80
These measurements are used for all elements of the temples, so that these are built in
relation to each other, and ensure an auspicious whole:
The proportionate measurement of plan and elevation in the three dimensions of
space, and the conformity in principle of the plan and the Vastumantfala, underlie
the general rules or norms of the temples in VastuScistra.81
Michell, 1988:73.
Ibid.:75.
Kramrisch, 1996,1:237.
Acharya, 1918:2-3; Chakrabarti, 1998:38.
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Building materials
In the vastu 6astras the building materials are linked to the various castes, for instance stone 
and wood with the gods, brahmins, kings and hermits.82 Stone is seen as the most sacred 
material, and “it is a hundred times more meritorious to build a temple in brick than to build one 
in wood ... it is even ten thousand times more meritorious to build a temple in stone than 
brick."83 The texts give detailed rules regarding how to find and use the various materials 
adequately. Both stone and timber are seen as having an age and gender. Generally, only 
mature stone and timber should be used. The gender of stone is only relevant when crafting an 
icon, as for male icons male stone should be used, and for female images female stone. When 
working with timber, only the same kind of wood should be joined together. The felling of trees 
has to be accompanied by rituals, and when used timber has to be placed according to the 
orientation when it was still a tree, i.e. when used horizontally the inside of the tree must face 
downwards and the surface side upwards. For bricks only red, smooth soil may be used, and is 
to be treated adequately. The dimensions of bricks are given in detail in the various texts.84 
Thus, every material has to be used to set rules, and may not be reused, as it would then lose 
its spiritual and protective function.85
With regard to Cambodian temples it is difficult to ascertain whether these rules were 
applied. With respect to stone a significant factor is the original placement within the living rock 
which cannot be known after the block was hewn out. Regarding wood, all of it has rotten away 
in the meantime, so no statements can be made about this material at all.
Architectural elements
Now, various architectural elements shall be described in greater detail, firstly the garbhagrha. 
Its inner walls are supposed to be plain, and because it lies at the end of the preceding 
mandapas it is dark inside. This darkness is because the cell imitates a cave. These have 
special significance, because they are seen as places for meditation and habitation of the gods,
Kramrisch, 1996,1:228.
Michell, 1988:78.
Ibid.:79, no source given,
Chakrabarti, 1998:141 ff. 
Michell, 1988:79.
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especially §iva.86 Before approaching the centre the devotee has to perform the pradaksir/a, the 
ritual circumambulation of the shrine, in order to purify his spirit and focus on the main divinity. 
In Siva temples the pradaksina does not consist of a circumambulation, but instead the devotee 
has to walk the following route: from the nand/n opposite the central image -  Canda, who is 
west of the northern door -  nand/n -  somasutra, the water chute -  nand/n- Canda -  nand/n. To 
assist the purification process, most of the sculptural representation can be found on the 
perpendicular walls, which represents aspects or stories of the main divinity. The size of images 
is regulated by the riastras as well, which distinguish four systems of height, however with 
identical proportions. The face, the basic unit of measurement of images, is usually 12 arigu/as 
high, only the largest images, those of Brahma, Vi?nu, and Siva, have a face of 13 arigu/as. Not 
included in these systems is the height of the crown, which always forms a unit with the head 
and can rise to considerable height.87 Thus "[t]he Indian system of proportionate measurement 
of the body of the image is based on number, organically correlated to the body of man and its 
main divisions, a face length being the module.”88
Above the garbhagrha rises the vimana, the superstructure. Various types are classified 
according to their height of one to twelve storeys, which again are subdivided into three classes 
each: small, medium, and large according to their width. The pinnacle should have a height of 
four hasta in temples.89
Doors, which should be twice as high as they are wide90, are much more than mere 
entrances. When walking up to the garbhagrha, the main image is seen through the doorframe 
which thus becomes the visual frame for it. The link to the central image is also made through 
the depiction of the deity in the centre of the lintel, surrounded by dvarapa/as at the bottom of 
the doorjambs. At the centre of the threshold is carved a lotus, which is not to be stepped on, 
and which represents the universe, as well as the state of dispassion the devotee has to be in 
when approaching the divinity. Thus the door represents the god through whom the Absolute, 
contained in the garbhagrha, is entered. On the way out, upon leaving the garbhagrha, the door 
again becomes a frame, this time for the vahana placed opposite the main shrine.91
86 lbid.:69.
87 Kramrisch, 1996,11:299-312.
88 lbid.:311.
89 Acharya, 1918:19.
90 lbid.:32.
91 Kramrisch, 1996,11:312ff.
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Windows, gavaksa, in Indian temples are usually not real openings, but niches on the 
outer side of the main shrine which contain images. Their shape is curvilinear, and derived from 
bending wood, such as bamboo or branches. Thus windows only have symbolical significance, 
because it is through them that the divinity looks out. This is often symbolised by lions, the solar 
animal placed in the gavaksa?2
A final feature which shall be dealt with here is the kTrtth/mukha, the face of glory. 
Usually, this motif can be found at the apex of an arch or its centre, mainly above the gavaksa 
(Fig. 7.3), and on the front of the threshold to the garbhagrha on either side of the lotus flower. 
This face combines elements of lion, ram, dragon, serpent, fish, bird and humans, and has no 
lower jar. The mouth issues forth garlands, with the whole gavaksa contained in between them. 
The k/rtthimukha is also known as Rahu, the eclipse, K3la, time, and GrSsa, the devourer, 
which all have their own stories told in the various texts. At the same time it is Asura, the 
Supreme Being, who breathes the Breath of Life, which is represented by the missing lower
Dynamics
The dynamics of the temple are relevant in a twofold way: the movement of spiritual forces, and 
the physical movement of the devotee through the temple. The divine forces move outwards 
from the central shrine. They are most potent at the cardinal points, where subsidiary images 
are placed, and at the corners, where they are linked to the dvarapatas, who are placed around 
the shrine.94 “It is thus from the centre that the dynamic movement of the mass of the temple 
proceeds in the main and intermediate directions showing forth as sculptured form in its ultimate 
levels of progression.”95 Because Indian temples are mainly characterised by enshrinement on 
multiple levels, primarily the main image, but also lesser images in various lesser shrines and 
niches, Hardy sees the composition of the temple as aedicular: “in its developed forms, this 
architecture [Indian temples] depends for its visual structure, its expression and meanings, on 
the combination and interrelation of images of shrines.”96 This sequential chain is visible in the 
dynamics where form evolves from form, as expressed by various architectural features. Hardy
92 lbid.:318ff.
93 lbid.:322ff.
94 Michell, 1988:66.
95 Kramrisch, 1996, ll:302.
96 Hardy, 1998:135, n. 6.
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describes eight of them: projection, staggering, splitting, bursting of boundaries, progressive 
multiplication, expanding repetition, pictoral representation, and gyration. However, at the 
temples dealt with in this thesis, only two of these features can be found: projection, and 
expanding repetition. Projection (Fig. 7.4) suggests movement, which can be forward, sideways, 
or diagonal, and can at Khmer temples be found, e.g. at the superstructure of the prasats, the 
columns next to doors, and pediments. Expanding repetition (Fig. 7.5) means that elements will 
be repeated in increasing size at different levels.97 At the Cambodian temples this is clearly 
visible at the different storeys of the v/mana. Here the same elements can be found at every 
level decreasing in size with every level further up. Thus, we find a dynamic pattern “of 
centrifugal growth, clearly and unambiguously represented, through architectural means”98. This 
dynamics of forces acts in both directions: in the down- and outward movement of the divine 
manifestation (as the main movement), but also the in- and upward movement of the devotee’s 
desire for union with the divinity. Because of this dynamism “[mjanifestation is to be understood 
not as a single event but a continuous process -  not fixed cosmology but ceaseless 
cosmogony."99
The second aspect of the dynamics of a temple is the physical movement of the devotee. 
Correct movement through the temple is essential for attaining spiritual liberation. Its most 
important element is the clockwise circumambulation, pradaksina, of the image, parts of the 
temple, or even the whole compound. During the pradak?ina of the main image other images 
are passed, for instance those carved on the outer walls, but also subsidiary shrines, and 
prepare the worshipper for the central icon. Though complete sculptural entities in themselves 
they are part of the overall conception of the temple. The movement of the devotee is oriented 
towards the central image, and is mirrored by the architecture: the various enclosures the 
worshipper has to traverse are increasingly sacred as the worshipper nears the centre. This 
movement of the devotee is not just towards the centre but also symbolically towards the 
mountain top which the temple symbolises. This top is located at the highest point of the temple, 
above the central shrine, and forms an axis with the central image upwards, supporting the
87 lbid.:110-114.
98 Ibid.:107.
99 Ibid.:109.
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universe.100 One main difference between temples in India and Kambujadesa is that in 
Cambodian ones the central sanctum is built on top of a tiered pyramid. These two elements 
together represent the cosmic mountain: the pyramid its slopes, and the sanctuary tower(s) the 
mountain top(s). In Indian temples, on the other hand, the mountain is represented by the 
vimanaoN& the main sanctum. The shrine as such is constructed directly on the ground without 
further elevation.
Michell, 1988:70.
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7.2 Application of the two approaches to the temples
As we have seen specific architectural elements allow certain uses, whereas particular uses 
require respective architecture. In the Cambodian case this process is one of inference, as the 
inscriptions do not contain information regarding this issue. Moreover, there is a lack of 
archaeological material -  the only findings at both temples which indicate a non-religious use 
are rollers and pestles (Plan 7.10b). These might have been used in the kitchens for the 
preparation of offerings, and for preparing the lunch served to devotees, priests and the poor 
every day.
As has become evident above, even though general architectural theory, a more Western 
approach, does not focus very much on the actual expression of the sacred within architecture, 
its analysis of individual elements, such as windows or the plinth, but also the dynamics of a 
building does complement the approach of the vastu &astras.
In this section, first some general analyses, valid for both temples, will be presented, and 
subsequently individual buildings will be analysed, first at the East Mebon, and then at Pre Rup.
7.2.1 General remarks 
Floor of the temples
The floors of both temples consist of laterite blocks. Even though they are arranged in a 
somewhat orderly way, the resulting surface is quite rough, and not very pleasant to walk on 
barefoot. Given the overall meticulous execution of the temples, this seems surprising, and 
suggests that the floor might originally have been covered. In all likelihood this cover was not 
made of stone, as traces of it should be left. Perhaps the laterite was covered with sand. This 
would make the floor more pleasant to walk on, and at the same time ensure a pleasant visual 
impression. We still find floors covered with sand in modern Wats, but also at temples in India. 
Moreover, the main walkways could have been covered with mats woven from bamboo or 
rattan. These are found in present-day India -  even though there the mats seem to function 
more as a protection against the heat of the stone floor.
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Plinths -  upapithaawd adhisthana
As we have seen, plinths are the transition between ground and walls, and are assigned 
significance in the Indian texts as well, since they elevate whatever is above. Features to be 
analysed are height, material, and elaborateness. With respect to these elements, we find 
seven kinds of plinths in the temples. In what follows we will move outwards from the central 
prasats of the East Mebon comparing them as we do so to the buildings at Pre Rup.
1. Generally, the plinths of all the main sanctuary towers are two layers of sandstone, 
about 50 to 60 centimetres high, those of the small towers only one layer of about 25 
centimetres. These layers are carved elaborately (Fig. 7.6). Because they are made from the 
same material as the surrounding floor, they seem to belong more to the floor than the building, 
partly also because of their inward curving shape -  they seem to literally grow out of the floor. 
Their visual height is even increased by the horizontal brick carvings at the bottom of the walls, 
the adhisthana, which act as a continuation of the upapitha, even though they are part of the 
wall. Together with these brick carvings, the plinth reaches a height of almost 1.5 metres at the 
main shrines, and about 75 centimetres at the small ones, and forms a substantial part of the 
prasat.
2. Another kind of plinth can be found at the laterite buildings and inner gopuras of the 
East Mebon, which consists of only one layer of uncarved sandstone, and is visually continued 
by horizontal mouldings of the laterite wall. Altogether the sandstone layer and laterite 
mouldings reach a height of about one metre. A similar kind of plinth can be found at buildings 
PR-N and PR-S at the base of the pyramid of Pre Rup. These plinths again consist of uncarved 
sandstone, albeit two layers, continued by horizontal carvings in the brick wall (Fig. 7.7). The 
surrounding floor of all these buildings is laterite, thus there is a clear distinction between 
ground and building. Moreover, the material of the wall is different again. Even though the 
material of floor and walls at the buildings of the East Mebon is the same, laterite, because the 
floor was in all likelihood covered with sand, this does not make a difference visually. Because 
of this difference in materials of floor, plinth and wall, perceptually the building seems to be put 
on the ground, rather than grow from it as the prasats do. Still, because of the differing materials 
of plinth proper and walls, the impression of the building being elevated is quite strong.
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3. The next kind of plinth is visible at the corner halls in the outer enclosure of the East 
Mebon (M-b, c, f, g, k, I, o, and p), and all of the halls at Pre Rup. These buildings are lifted up 
on two to four layers of moulded laterite, continued by the plain wall (Fig. 7.8). Because this 
plinth is -  apart from the inner halls of Pre Rup which are raised on four layers laterite -  not very 
high, only about 50 centimetres, and made from the same material as the walls and the 
surrounding floor, it is visually not very striking.
4. The fourth type of plinth can be found in the outer enclosure of the East Mebon at the
halls next to the gopuras (M-a, d, e, h, i, m, n and r), and the outer gopuras themselves. The 
plinths of these buildings consist of one layer of laterite, and one layer of carved sandstone (Fig. 
7.9). The laterite walls above this sandstone layer are not moulded, thus the overall height of 
the plinth is only about 50 centimetres. The sandstone layer is inserted between the laterite 
foundation layer and the laterite wall which perceptually accentuates the raising of the building.
5. The plinth of the inner gopuras of Pre Rup consists of two layers of unmoulded laterite
and one layer of carved sandstone. These carvings consist of one row of lotus petals at the
centre, bordered by plain bands. Above the sandstone layer is the brick wall, which is plain 
immediately above the sandstone, but carved with horizontal bands a bit further up (Fig. 7.10). 
Overall this plinth is fairly high, about 1.5 metres. The visual impression of these buildings 
depends very much on the standpoint of the viewer. From the outside, the added sandstone 
vestibule is predominant, and only allows a proper view of the side passageways which are 
entirely made of sandstone and linked to the main mass through brick walls. Thus, even though 
the lowest layers are of the same material as the surrounding ground, laterite, this continuity 
can hardly be seen. Here the laterite floor might indeed have been visible, because it is the very 
narrow rim of the inner terrace next to the enclosure wall. Thus, this small band of laterite, which 
was not meant for circumambulation, was very likely not covered with sand. From the inside, the 
impression is a very different one, as here the main mass of the gopura can be seen properly. 
Because the floor here was probably covered, the continuity of material was not visible. 
However, the overall shape of the base as curving inward was evident.
6. Again a different kind of plinth is found at the outer gopuras of Pre Rup, which are 
raised on two layers of unmoulded laterite, continued by horizontal bands in the brick wall 
above, reaching a height of about 50 centimetres (Fig. 7.11). The windows of the walls of the
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side chambers of the main entrance -  both the real ones of 2 Gop E and the false ones of the 
other three gopuras- are set on the laterite layers, which results visually in a diminished height 
of the plinth, and lessens its significance.
7. Finally, the seventh type of plinth is that of the large brick towers in the outer 
enclosure. These are built on a common platform of six layers of unmoulded laterite, and on two 
to four layers of uncarved sandstone. Only the lower part of the brick wall is carved with 
horizontal bands (Fig. 7.12). That the sandstone layers are uncarved might be because the 
towers overall are not finished. However, this kind of massive base cannot be found at any 
other building within the compound, not even the central prasats, and results visually in almost 
an exaggeration of the raising of the towers.
This detailed analysis of the various plinths will be significant in the discussion of the 
function of the various buildings.
Transition wall -  roof, and superstructure
A further architectural feature which can be discussed with reference to both temples is the 
transition between walls and roof, i.e. the superstructure. Contrary to the many variations of the 
plinths, here only two types can be distinguished, according to the shape of the superstructure. 
Common to both types of transition is that the carvings and mouldings of the upper part of the 
wall mirror those of the lower part, above the plinth, in shape and height.
In the first type the superstructure consists of beamwork covered by tiles. This kind of roof 
can be found in all the halls of both temples, and the outer gopuras of the East Mebon. Here it 
does not matter whether the top layer of the wall was laterite or sandstone, as the technique 
used for adding the roof was the same at all buildings. Into this top layer a wooden beam was 
inserted, onto which the roof construction was built (Fig. 7.13). None of these buildings had a 
ceiling, so the beamwork seems to have been visible from inside.
The second kind of transition between walls and roof can be found in the prasats, the 
laterite buildings of the first enclosure of the East Mebon and its inner gopuras, PR-N and -S, 
and all the gopuras of Pre Rup. Here the superstructure has four levels -  at least in those 
buildings where it is still visible -  and is built of brick, i.e. the same material as the walls below. 
Only in the laterite buildings of the East Mebon is the material of the superstructure not the
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same as that of the walls below (Fig. 7.14). Due to the continuation of material, and the 
triangular shape of the superstructure, visually there is a less poignant break between wall and 
superstructure than in the other buildings. Here, the superstructure seems to grow out of the 
walls, and to be a continuation of them. This impression is stressed particularly by the 
architectural and decorative elements, which are repeated on the various tiers of the 
superstructure. This triangular shape stresses the vertical axis, and the buildings seem to 
continue towards the infinity of the sky. This shape is directly related to their spiritual and 
symbolic significance as the representation of the cosmic mountain and its peaks.
Another feature which shall be mentioned here is the ceiling. The only buildings where a 
wooden ceiling was inserted are the prasats (Fig. 7.15). Thus, having a ceiling seems to be one 
of their defining elements as sanctuaries: ‘‘Inside the Garbhagrha ... a ceiling, however, as a 
rule, occupies the position of a flat roof."101 This might originate in the analogy of cell and cave. 
As mentioned in the previous section, caves have great importance as places for meditation 
and dwelling places of Siva. By leaving the interior open towards the top, the enclosed 
atmosphere of a cave could not be recreated. Thus a ceiling has to be added. In buildings 
without this spiritual connotation this feature was not necessary, as the roof served ‘only’ the 
practical purpose of sheltering the interior.
Texture of the outside of the buildings
We have seen that the texture of the outside of a building is a main factor in determining its 
visual weight. Moreover, in the section on plinths and walls, materials and their combination 
were also mentioned. Thus, texture needs to be examined. Nowadays, the various materials are 
visible immediately but this was not the case originally. Looking at the prasats, those of the East 
Mebon display a curious feature: they are covered with little holes (Fig. 7.16), used to attach 
plaster. At Pre Rup some of the plaster is still in situ, and from what is left it seems the plaster 
consisted of a fairly coarse mass, covered by at least one layer of whitewash to create a smooth 
surface (Fig. 7.17). The plaster may have been painted, but that cannot be determined with 
certainty. Although we know about the plaster from the Romduol inscription, no information is 
available regarding finish of these temples. Thus, st. VIII of the stele of Romduol states,
101 Kramrisch, 1996,1:180.
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"Rajendravarman ... founded the East Mebon with five sanctuaries, riveting with stucco.”102 The 
account of Chou Ta-Kuan mentions a ‘Golden Tower’, the Bayon, and the ‘Tower of Bronze’, 
the Baphuon103, but whether towers were gilded or covered with bronze in the 10th century, and 
on brick superstructures is not certain.
As for the sandstone surfaces of the East Mebon and Pre Rup, it is difficult to say how 
they were treated. Possibly they were painted, but no traces are left. Another fagade is that of 
the laterite. Due to the coarse quality of the stone, it seems likely that it was also covered with 
plaster. The question now is how this surface was treated. Was it coated in plain plaster, or was 
the plaster moulded like that of the prasats One possibility is that the walls of the halls were 
not decorated, whereas those of the five inner laterite buildings of the East Mebon might have 
been decorated. This idea is based on the finding of the stone of the nine c/evas in M-A and M- 
B, as well as images of GaneSa, which might indicate that these buildings were subsidiary 
shrines. This will be discussed further in the next section.
As a result the discussion of the effect of the different materials of plinth, walls and 
superstructure above is somewhat theoretical, as they might not have been immediately visible. 
Thus the main difference between the parts made of different materials are their carvings and 
mouldings: the finest and most detailed ones are the sandstone and moulded stucco. Brick 
carvings are less refined and the crudest mouldings are those of the laterite.
Enclosure walls and gopuras
The enclosure walls of the temples fulfil various purposes. Symbolically, they represent the 
mountain ranges surrounding Mount Meru. Practically, they separate areas with differing 
degrees of sanctity, which could also be closed off through doors. The outermost, second 
enclosure wall with its gopuras marks the limit of the temple, separating the profane from the 
sacred. This is particularly the case at Pre Rup, as the East Mebon was separated from the 
purely profane by the waters of the baray that once surrounded it. Pre Rup, in contrast, was 
surrounded by a dense settlement (Fig. 7.18). The enclosure wall separating the various 
enclosures within the temple compound, in contrast, divides areas of differing degrees of 
sacredness. Taking into account the placement, and the differing degrees of separation
102 IC 11:59/60.
103 Chou Ta-Kuan, 1987:2.
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achieved by the different walls, their height varies accordingly. Thus the outer wall of the East
Mebon is not significantly higher than the inner wall -  2.25 and 1.5 metres respectively. Pre Rup
on the other hand, which was surrounded by the buzz of YaSodharapura with all its activities,
needed to be separated more distinctly. Consequently, the outer wall is much higher than the
inner one -  4 as opposed to 2.5 metres.
The gopuras are openings within these thresholds, linking their inside and outside. Due to
this function they are significant places themselves, accommodating transition and indicating
the nature of the space behind. In the Manasara fifteen kinds of gate towers are distinguished,
varying in height between one and seventeen storeys, all with their respective decorative
elements.104 Generally, thresholds are liminal places, and in a temple they define the
boundaries between the sacred within and the profane without. To prepare a person traversing
the threshold for the nature of the space behind certain rites have to be performed which are
rites of preparation for union. Van Gennep distinguishes three types of rites, which he calls
rites of separation from a previous world, pre/iminai rites, those executed during 
the transitional stage Zimina/ (or tiireshoid) rites, and the ceremonies of 
incorporation into the new world post-liminairites.105
These types of ritual are not necessarily executed always and with equal elaborateness. 
However, in each transition one or more of them have to be performed to at least a certain 
degree to purify the worshippers and prepare them for the space behind. As we have seen the 
spaces surrounding the various gopuras differ in terms of sacredness, and a transition from one 
to the next is determined by the degree of difference. Entering the temple from the outside the 
transition is the most significant one, as the worshipper leaves the profane world and enters the 
sacred world of the gods. The inner gopuras facilitate a transition from a space with lesser to a 
space with higher sanctity. Considering the interior space of the gopuras, that of the outer 
cruciform ones is quite large, and can accommodate elaborate rituals (Plan 7.2). The inner 
square gopuras provide much less interior space (Plan 7.3), which seems to indicate less 
elaborate rituals -  at this point of the process the cleansing of the devotee should be quite 
advanced through the rituals performed at the outer gopuras, but also the rituals having taken 
place within the outer enclosure.
Acharya, 1918:25-26.
Gennep, 1960:21.
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Because of their role as facilitating this transition the gopuras have lintels over their 
doors. The lintels protect the temple and the gopuras themselves, but also protect the devotees 
passing through or beneath them. Most of these lintels depict either the /okapa/a, or ka/a. The 
A’okapa/a, the guardians of the directions, have immediate protective functions. The ka/a above 
the doors represents the cessation of time upon entering the temple and its enclosures. 
Moreover, as has been discussed in section 7.1.2, it also represents the breathing of the Breath 
of Life outwards, towards the world of humans. Other motifs, for instance the Narasirpha of the 
eastern lintel of 1 Gop W at the East Mebon, are associated with thresholds. Narasirpha slays 
the demon Haranyaka§ipu on the threshold of a door, and is thus himself a liminal, transitory 
figure, very befitting the liminal character of a gopura.
The above discussion shows how the combination of general theory with the vastu 
6astras can lead to a more detailed analysis of the buildings, and indicates a first step towards 
the interpretation of individual buildings.
Although the main purpose of the temples was to house the images, the temples served 
other functions as well. Intellectually they were centres of learning. They housed schools for 
mainly brahman/c pupils studying such subjects as grammar and astrology, and also studying 
sacred texts. The same activities can still be witnessed in temples in India nowadays. This 
function also demanded space for some of the students who lived inside the temple compound. 
More popular education took place inside the compound as well, for instance the recital of the 
Vedas, the epics and Pur§nas, performances with dance and music as part of the rituals, and 
the singing of hymns.106 The dances are referred to, for instance, in the inscription of Lolei, 
which mentions in st. LXIX that “outside the dance hall, etc., they [the worshippers] should not 
eat anything else than betelnut.”107 Another communal activity was the meals distributed in the 
temple not just to priests, but also pilgrims, regular worshippers, and the poor. These meals 
were not necessarily simple, and prepared daily for lunch.108 Again, this practice can still be 
seen in Indian temples (Fig. 7.19), and was probably known in Kambujadesa as well.
Michell, 1988:58.
Bhattacharya, 1999c:37/45.
Michell, 1988:60.
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A further significant role of temples was that they were economic centres, integrated in a 
temple network spanning the entire kingdom. Local elites were bound to the central power 
through the temple network. New temples, built by local elites, expanded the economic base of 
the kingdom, and led to the legitimisation of the local elites through the centre. This recognition 
of their power was paired with the responsibility to share the production with the state via the 
temple network. A second factor was the significance of rituals. The cults of the centre 
integrated the subordinates, and “[b]y successfully fulfilling his role as the hypothetical focus of 
all sanctity and power, the king maintained the orderliness of the world”109, thus sustaining the 
realm, which "came about through the integration of indigenous folk traditions, symbols, and 
religious beliefs into a cult that was visibly concentrated in the centre.”110 Consequently, the 
function of the temples was twofold, economic and ritual, in both directions. The system 
integrated the local elites via the temples and let them work for the state instead of allowing 
them to compete with it, and have power of their own. This reduced the risk of usurpers, and at 
the same time the economic and spiritual welfare of the state, and its expansion were 
secured.111 A schematic overview of this system is given in Overview 7.2 below. This function 
as economic centres entailed significant administrative tasks, which needed to be housed, as 
well as the goods traded within the system.
Hall, 1985:159.
Ibid.:159.
Ibid.:153-165.
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Regional elite
King and royal officials
Regional elite
Overview 7.2: Schematic overview of the Angkorean temple network.112
Central
temple
Regional Regional
temple temple
Village Village Village Village Village Village
temple temple temple temple temple temple
-----------► Donations: gold, land, manpower, food.
.................. Returns: symbolic, e.g. merit, legitimacy, or in kind.
When analysing the various buildings as to their possible purpose, all the functions and 
activities mentioned above will have to be taken into account.
7.2.2 East Mebon
As indicated in the introduction, the identification of the purpose of various buildings is 
problematic. However, by analysing their various features the inference of use and purpose is 
possible, as already seen in part 7.2.1. The first temple to be analysed is the East Mebon, which 
predates Pre Rup. The order of the buildings analysed will start at the central towers, moving 
outwards. This sequence was chosen because the intended purpose of the buildings at the 
centre of the compound have been discussed already in the last chapter, and form therefore the 
background from which to analyse the rest of the edifices. See the computer graphics for an 
impression what the East Mebon might have looked like originally.
After Hall, 1985:167.
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Inner enclosure
It has already been established that the five central towers were sanctuaries and housed the 
images mentioned in st. CCXVIII. The central prasat housed the //rigaSfl RajendreSvara, M-NE 
the GiriSa (Siva), M-SE the Brahma, M-NW the GaurT, and M-SW Sauri (Vi?nu). Moreover, it 
was established that the eight small brick towers surrounding the central platform housed the 
astamurtimentioned in st. CCVIII, represented by Jirigas. One interesting question would be to 
ascertain which tower housed which iihga. The only indications are the different lintel motifs, 
listed below:
o M-1: elephant head above the body of a lion
o M-2: lion emitting garlands
o M-3: Indra on Airavata between two inward-facing lions emitting garlands 
o M-4: Indra on three-headed Airavata
o M-5: Indra on Airavata between two outward-facing lions emitting garlands
o M-6: Indra on AirSvata
o M-7: lion swallowing an elephant
o M-8: lion emitting garlands.
The manifestations of Siva represented by the iingasare earth, water, fire, air, ether, sun, 
moon, and the sacrificer. Considering the lintel motifs, we see that four of them depict Indra on 
Airavata, albeit in different stances, two lions emitting garlands, and two show rather unusual 
motifs: a lion swallowing an elephant, and what looks like an elephant swallowing a lion. This 
similarity and multiple occurrence of the same motif makes it quite difficult, not to say 
impossible, to assign the //hgas to a specific tower. Nevertheless, one possibility might be the
following: in the two lintels with elephant and lion together the animals could be interpreted as
depicting sun and moon respectively. The lion is considered a solar animal, and the elephant 
might have had lunar connotations in Kambujadesa. Thus lintel M-1 could have depicted the 
moon, and M-7 the sun. Given that the astamurti can be grouped into the five elements, and the 
three other realities, the sacrificer would go with sun and moon, and might have been placed in 
between them, in tower M-8, which shows a lion with garlands. This would leave towers M-2 to 
6 for the five elements. Four of them show Indra on Airavata, and the fifth one, M-2, again a 
lion. This might have been the one dedicated to the fire, based on the assumption that the
sacrificer was associated with the other lion-lintel, and that sacrifice is closely related to fire. 
Thus the other four elements would have been placed in prasats protected by Indra, the master 
of the natural elements. The preceding discussion is, of course, pure speculation, but given the 
different motifs, it is quite interesting to at least attempt to determine which one might have been 
associated with which manifestation of Siva.
The next group of buildings in the inner enceinte are the laterite buildings in the corners. 
As we have seen in chapter 6.1 within M-A and M-B sculptures were found. M-A contained 
several pieces. Most importantly, a sandstone block has been found that depicts the nine deities 
on one side and seven rs/s on the other. This stone was placed altar-like on a sandstone slab. 
The fact that the block is contemporary with the temple, and was found in situ, seems to 
indicate this building served as a subsidiary shrine. Comparing these buildings to the prasats, 
several discrepancies have to be noted. Firstly, these buildings are not square but rectangular. 
However, this might not be a problem as shrines can be rectangular according to the Sastras.113 
Moreover, they do not have a ceiling inside which, as seen above, is one defining factor of a 
shrine. At present the shape of their superstructure is no longer discernible, as only a few bricks 
are left, so the shape has to be inferred from buildings in other temples (Fig. 7.20). Similar 
structures, rectangular without ceiling, and a comparable plinth in a similar placement, can be 
found at Pre Rup, namely PR-N and PR-S (Fig. 7.21). The superstructure of these buildings 
was made from brick as well, and in its present state indicates four levels, rising to considerable 
height. Moreover, the two ‘libraries’ of Banteay Srei are comparable as well (Fig. 7.22). The 
superstructure of the buildings at Pre Rup and Banteay Srei is characterised by long narrow 
openings, which can also be found at buildings in similar locations at Preah Ko and Bakong, 
albeit not long and narrow, but square (Fig. 7.23/24).
In the literature this type of building is usually called a ‘library’, and this is the term used 
for M-A to E as well114, based on the inscription of Prasat Khna. This inscription, dating from 
either the reign of King Rajendravarman or his son King Jayavarman V, was found at exactly 
this type of building, placed in the southeast corner of the enceinte. Though badly damaged, the
Kramrisch, 1996,1:278, 281.
See for instance Glaize, 1993:207.
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inscription in st. XXII says that “[b]y this Hiranyaruci... was built this pustakaSramah:”115 Coed6s 
subsequently interprets the term pustakasramah as ‘library’, and concludes that the building at 
which the inscription was found, indeed served as the library of Prasat Khna.116 Unfortunately, I 
have not had the opportunity to visit Prasat Khna myself, and can thus not compare the building 
itself with those at the East Mebon -  and Pre Rup for that matter -  to determine in how far the 
edifices are similar. That libraries as such might have existed is indicated from what we know 
about the pre-Angkor period, particularly the Funan117 period. The History of the Tsin states 
about Funan in the third century CE that “[t]here are books, and depots of archives and other 
things.”118 Due to this evidence for ‘books’, and ‘archives’ already in early centuries, it can safely 
be assumed that during the 10th century books and other written material existed as well which 
had to be stored.
Coming back to the five buildings at the East Mebon, possibly not all of them served as 
libraries. Another possibility for these buildings might have been to house the ritual fire. Fire was 
an important ingredient of all rituals, used both to entertain and cleanse the divinity. The first 
epigraphic evidence for these ‘houses with fire’ dates from the reign of King Suryavarman I, and 
they seem to have been most popular under King Jayavarman VII, who built 121 of them 
throughout the kingdom. Architecturally these buildings are different, with a long hall preceding 
a tower beneath which the fire was kept.119 Nevertheless, buildings like M-A to E are found at 
most temples, and in the inscriptions two rites associated with fire are referred to: faksahoma, 
'one hundred thousand oblations’, and kotihoma, 'ten million oblations’.120 The former is 
mentioned in st. CCXXXVI of Pre Rup:
CCXXXVI Although it had been burnt one hundred thousand times by the hotar
in the fire of the (sacrifice) /aksahoma celebrated by the king, the
germ of all things produced a great fruit as if it had been sowed in 
water.121
Thus, the sacred fire had to be kept within the temple, in a building specifically dedicated 
to it. Unfortunately, the superstructure of the laterite buildings at East Mebon no longer exists.
115 CcedSs, 1911f:406.
116 lbid.:405-406.
117 There are certain difficulties attached to using this term. In the present context, ‘Funan’ is being used as a
period, lasting from around the turn of the eras until the sixth century CE, rather than a specific kingdom.
115 Pelliot, 1903a:254.
119 Jacques/Freeman, 1997:269.
120 Bhattacharya, 1961:148.
121 IC 1:99/135.
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Given the similarities with buildings in other temples, the superstructure was probably quite 
high, and contained holes of probably a rectangular shape. This shape would be suitable to 
keep the sacred fire burning, whilst ensuring ventilation letting fresh air in, and smoke and heat 
out. The placement of a building housing the sacred fire is appropriate in the southeast corner 
of the inner enclosure, as this is close to the central sanctum, and placed in the direction of 
Agni, the god of fire.
Considering that in M-A the carved sandstone block with the nine devas and seven rsis 
was found, this building might have housed both the stone and the fire. The association of these 
two elements is known from Indian texts, for instance various Puranas,122 thus they might have 
been housed within one building at the East Mebon.
Regarding the other four laterite buildings, within M-B again a stone depicting the nine 
devas was discovered. As established in chapter 6.1 this piece belongs stylistically to a later 
period, probably the 11th century CE. Even though the stone was placed in a comparable 
manner as that in M-A, and the base is still there, the carving was a later addition. Thus the 
building might have served a totally different purpose previously to the stone’s foundation. Other 
objects found in M-B to M-E are just fragments of images, for instance hands, or nagas, which 
do not allow a determination as to which images they belonged to or where they were placed 
originally.
One indication that the buildings might indeed have had sacred connotations is the fact 
that they had carved lintels over their doors. Apart from the rectangular buildings, these can 
only be found at prasats, and gopuras, and seem to indicate sacredness: prasats house images 
of deities and gopuras are thresholds linking the various enclosures. Due to the lack of more 
sculptures contemporary with the temple, it is unfortunately impossible to determine which 
images these buildings might have contained. At this stage it can only be stated that the 
buildings seem to have had sacred connotations, with one of them housing a stone with the 
nine devas and seven rsis, and potentially the sacred fire, and one or more of the others 
possibly being libraries.
Bhattacharya, 1961:148, n. 7.
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The final group of buildings of the inner enceinte are the four gopuras. The inner gopuras 
facilitated a transition from an area less sacred to the most sacred first enclosure. This 
increasing degree of holiness is architecturally represented by the similarity in form of gopuras 
and sanctuary towers. Nevertheless, the decorative scheme is somewhat different, and the 
gopuras are less elaborate. For instance, because the gopuras did not house images, their 
interpilaster spaces are not decorated with guardian figures.
Outer enclosure
The analysis of the buildings in the outer enclosure, i.e. the halls, is particularly significant as it
has not been undertaken so far. Instead the literature is filled with statements, and contains no
closer examination of the buildings. For instance, M. Glaize merely states that the halls were for
the servants of the temples.123 C. Jacques in his description of Pre Rup says about them:
All along the inner wall there are eight ‘long galleries’ with tiled roofs, two for each 
quadrant. They have varying ground-plans; no convincing explanation for this has 
been advanced but they certainly housed statues. ... The 'long halls’ would cease 
to be a feature of subsequent state temples, from Ta Keo onwards, as ‘peripheral 
galleries’ were substituted for them.124
This ‘explanation’ raises two issues: firstly the almost automatic assumption that the halls 
were subsidiary shrines, and secondly that the continuous galleries found in later temples 
replaced the halls, and possibly even evolved out of them. However, I will argue that the halls 
served various purposes which the galleries might not necessarily have fulfilled. The very first 
continuous galleries can be found at the Phimeanakas (Plan 7.4, Fig. 7.25), and Ta Keo (Plan 
7.5, Fig. 7.26). However, at both places they are not suitable for anything being done inside -  at 
Ta Keo they were never even accessible.
At the East Mebon sixteen halls classified in two groups can be found within the outer 
enclosure (see our analysis in chapter 4.2): the laterite halls in the corners, and the calls 
combined of laterite and sandstone next to the outer gopuras. A short overview of their 
architectural features is given in Overview 7.3 below.
Glaize, 1993:201.
Jacques, 1997:100-101.
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Overview 7.3: Halls in outer enclosure -  architectural features.
Laterite halls Combination halls
Building material Laterite Laterite + sandstone
Plinth - Laterite Sandstone
Carvings Basic Elaborate
Vestibules In courtyard At long axis, facing gopura
Number of columns 4 6 /4
Entry Doors (1.85 x 0.9 metres) Portals (1.85 metres wide)
Windows Rectangular (0.55 x 1.2 metres) Square (1.35 x 1.25 metres)
Internal division No Yes
Because each group consists of eight almost identical halls, those buildings which 
diverge from the ‘norm’ shall be dealt with first. However, at the outset some general remarks 
shall follow.
It is certainly legitimate to assume that function and form are related, and that form allows 
inferences as to the purpose. If we look at the general features of the halls, their differences can 
be grouped together into the categories of elaborateness of building and decoration, and degree 
of openness. The elaborateness is indicated by the materials used, the plinths, and carvings, 
whereas the degree of openness is determined by the entrances, windows and size of their 
vestibules.
Comparing the halls, the combination halls show much more elaboration than the laterite 
buildings. First of all, they are composed of two different materials which are combined in a 
complex way. The sandstone layer at the bottom of the wall is not a proper layer, but only about 
half as wide as the wall, placed at the outside. For the inside of this layer laterite was used, 
continued by layers of laterite for the wall above (Fig. 7.27). The top layer on which the roof was 
built consisted entirely of sandstone, which was thus simply substituted for the laterite. Another 
element which shows more embellishments are the carvings of the column tops. Here an 
additional row of upturned lotus flowers was added, which increases the breadth of the carvings 
by a good ten centimetres. Moreover, the sandstone layers at the plinth and top of the wall are 
carved more lavishly than the laterite of the other halls is moulded.
Turning now to the degree of openness, one has to compare the sizes and types of 
openings. As can be seen in the overview given in Table 7.2 the combination halls are much 
more accessible and open than the laterite halls. Considering their entrances, they all had open
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portals with a width of about 1.85 metres (Fig. 7.28). The height can only be guessed at since 
none of the vertical elements remain, but -  based on the height of the doorjambs of the other 
halls -  it was probably about 1.9 metres as well. The width of the vestibules, irrespective of their 
depth, was about 5.5 metres at the outer side, and about four metres in between the columns. 
At M-d it looks as if there might have been an almost two metre wide step at the centre of this 
opening (Fig. 7.29), but because of the damaged state of the buildings it cannot be established 
whether all of them had this element. At the laterite halls, on the other hand, the vestibules were 
only about 3.6 metres wide at the outer side, and about two metres in between the columns, 
and the width of the doors was 0.9 metres. Moreover, the halls could be closed as they had 
door leaves (Fig. 7.30), which means that access to them could be controlled. Another 
component determining their openness are the windows. Even though the windows of the side 
chambers of the combination halls were smaller than those of the main room, overall the 
windows of the combination halls were larger than those of the laterite halls: 1.3 x 1.2 and 1.1 x 
1 metres as opposed to 0.6 x 1.25 metres. In view of all windows having balusters, which limited 
the light permeating the window, a larger size did still mean increased level of lighting inside.
In consequence, the combination halls show a higher degree of both elaborateness and 
openness.
Based on these general findings, we can now turn to individual buildings. Three halls 
which diverge from the norm that windows are only inserted on one side are M-c, and M-f, 
having windows on both sides, and M-o, having no windows at all. M-c shows a further 
deviation, as its windows do not contain balusters but sandstone slabs. M-c (Plan 7.6, Fig. 7.31) 
and M-f (Plan 7.7, Fig. 7.32), both laterite halls, have eight windows each, five on the southern 
side, and three on the northern one. The northern windows are opposite the southern windows, 
as are the two doors. Because of this placement a much better air flow, and thus ventilation, 
was ensured than in the halls with windows on only one side. Moreover, the quantity of light 
allowed in was much higher as well. Even though all buildings were constructed of stone, and 
were probably quite cool inside, the better ventilation and lighting in M-c and f meant that the 
interior was much more suitable to spend time there. Additionally, because of the doors, 
whatever was inside could be kept very safely. Thus their main characteristics are: 
o controlled access (small entrances)
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o good ventilation (openings on opposite walls) 
o comparatively high level of lighting (many windows), and
o safe interior space (closable doors).
Considering now the different functions of the temple, and the requirements for buildings 
to fulfil these, halls M-c and f might have served two purposes. Firstly, they could have been 
administrative buildings. The East Mebon was one of the two central temples of 
Rajendravarman’s kingdom, i.e. the centre of the temple network outlined above. The 
administrative effort of planning, regulating, and organising of the network must have been 
considerable. Moreover, given the high degree of organisation of the Khmer kingdoms as 
evidenced in the Khmer language inscriptions, it seems likely that all the exchanges involved 
were documented meticulously. Thus, the records for the transactions had to be stored 
someplace. The halls fulfilled both uses -  storage of documents and pleasant working space. 
Alternatively, the halls might have been used for educational purposes. As the central temple 
the East Mebon was a centre of learning, and exactly the same features which would have
accommodated the administration, would also be prerequisites for a ‘temple college’: light and
pleasant interior, and a high level of safety for keeping the texts. Potentially, both purposes 
were performed in the two buildings, one for the administration, and the other as a space for 
learning.
Another building without windows is M-o (Plan 7.8, Fig. 7.33) in the northeast corner. The 
building is in a very damaged state, but judging from what remains, and also the debris next to 
it, the only opening was on the southern side, subdivided by two freestanding columns into 
three 2.75 metre wide parts. Examining the two columns still standing, the eastern one shows 
carvings on only three sides, with the one where the wall would have met it uncarved. The other 
column, in contrast, is carved on all four sides. The placement of the columns, and the holes 
visible in the floor near them indicate that originally four columns were put up, two of them 
freestanding, and two immediately bordering the wall. This opening was in one line with the 
wall, and no traces of vestibule(s) can be found, even though initially they were assumed by the
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French, each 2.7 metres deep.125 Thus, the building shows a totally different layout than all the 
others, and is highly accessible with a bright interior which is easily visible from outside. Again 
considering the various purposes the buildings might have had to fulfil, the Sastras in the NNE 
and NE prescribe a hall for keeping objects for everyday use, a garden and tank, and a grain 
store. M-o does not seem to have been used for either of these purposes, as it was unsuitable 
as a storage space because of its wide opening. Alternatively, three other purposes seem 
possible.
Firstly, because the building was fairly large with an interior space of around 14 x 4 
metres, and open, it might have been used for the daily lunches provided for the priests, 
devotees and the poor. Given that the East Mebon was not readily accessible due to its location 
at the centre of the baray, these meals might have taken place at a different location within the 
capital.
Another possible function of M-o might have been as a dance hall. This is mentioned in 
the Lolei inscription in st. LXIX (see above). Even though at Lolei there is no indication for such 
a building, which must have been built from perishable materials, the temples obviously did 
have at least one building reserved for the performance of dance and music as part of the 
rituals. Judging from dance presentations nowadays, which are based on traditional dances 
handed down over generations, these do not necessarily need a lot of space. Thus, M-o might 
have indeed been used for these performances.
The third potential function of M-o might have been to house the foundation stele. At the 
East Mebon, the stele was found in the northern porch of 2 Gop E in 1922126. What was unusual 
about this was first of all that the inscription was broken off from its base, i.e. removed from its 
original placement. The Indian texts do not suggest an appropriate location for the foundation 
stele of a temple. Many of the Indian inscriptions were written on the temple itself, mainly its 
plinth (Fig. 7.34); this seems to have been the common practice which might in consequence 
not have necessitated a special building for steles. In ancient Khmer temples, the foundation 
inscriptions were written on steles which had to be housed somewhere. Unfortunately, most of 
the steles were not in situ anymore when they were discovered, and it is very difficult to
125 Rapport d'Angkor, 12/1937:4. See also the plans of the East Mebon in Glaize, 1993:following p. 203. However,
in contrast to the report, Plan 7.7 clearly shows M-o without vestibules. Thus it seems surprising, that the wrong 
layout of M-o can still be found in recent publications, for instance Jacques/Freeman, 1997:98.
126 Rapport d'Angkor, 1922:141.
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determine whether a predetermined location did exist, or whether the steles could be placed in 
various locations according to the preferences of the founder. Given that the inscription of the 
East Mebon was definitely not found in situ, the original placement still has to be determined. 
Comparing East Mebon with Pre Rup’s PR-H where the inscription was found in situ, there is a 
very strong indication that M-o was in fact the hall where the inscription had been placed 
originally. Both M-o and PR-H have wide portals to enable people coming into the temples to 
see the inscriptions easily. Because of the lack of a door it was also possible for people to go in 
and look at the stones more closely, to walk around them, and read them. Moreover, both halls 
show indentations at their centre, where the base of the steles would have been put (Fig. 7.35). 
On balance, this function seems to be the most likely one for M-o.
Looking at the other halls, which do show the features outlined for the two categories, the 
function of individual halls is difficult to determine, exactly because of their similarity. Generally, 
the laterite halls seem to have functioned as storage space: they could be closed and access 
controlled, and a comparatively dark interior would not have been a problem. As we know from 
the inscription of Baksei Chamkrong, the images of the East Mebon were already founded four 
years before its official consecration with rituals taking place as well. As we have argued, the 
proper execution of the rituals demanded a certain number of implements for instance dresses 
and ornaments of the deities, or oil lamps and other vessels. These had to be kept in a safe 
place within the temple compound. The laterite halls and their closable doors provided this 
space. Hence, the possible function of these buildings is an indication for the building sequence 
within the compound as well.
The combination halls, with easier access and a better-lit interior, might have served as 
dance halls, or for communal activities, such as the recital of sacred texts and the singing of 
hymns.
Thus, even though the halls in the outer enclosure show a certain number of differing 
architectural characteristics which do indicate their function to a certain degree only a few 
buildings stand out. For those buildings, determining their purpose is less problematic, even
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though it still is not possible with certainty. For the remaining buildings this aim cannot be 
achieved, and only general deliberations be brought forward.
The final group of buildings are the outer gopuras. Their architectural features, 
elaborateness and complexity of building materials, and decorative elements are similar to 
those of the combination halls. As already indicated in section 7.2.1 the function of the outer 
enclosure wall and the gopuras was primarily symbolic, because the temple was already 
separated from the profane by the waters of the baray. Thus the wall is ‘only’ 2.25 metres high, 
and the gopuras are one-tiered buildings with a beamwork roof covered with tiles (Fig. 7.36). 
Symbolically, the wall represented a mountain range encircling Mount Meru. When nearing the 
temple by boat, the viewer had to look up to the temple, thus even though the wall was not very 
high itself, because of this perspective probably seemed higher and quite impressive. The same 
in all likelihood holds true for the gopuras. The roof was added using the same technique as for 
the roofs of the halls, and was probably not much higher than those. However, exactly because 
of the perspective they were seen from seemed taller.
7.2.3 Pre Rup
For the investigation of Pre Rup the same approach will be applied as at the East Mebon: 
starting with the central buildings, then those buildings which are distinct from the others and 
can thus be accorded a function more easily, and finally the remaining buildings.
Inner enclosure
The dedication of the main towers is mentioned in st. CCLXXVII to st. CCLXXI of the Pre Rup 
foundation stele. As established in chapter 5.2.3 the iinga §ff R3jendrabhadreSvara was 
founded in the central prasat, the TSvara R§jendravarme§vara in PR-SE, the R§jendraviSvarQpa 
in PR-NW, ParvatT in PR-SW, and finally the TSvara RajendravarmadeveSvara in PR-NE. 
Moreover, the small brick prasats on the first level of the pyramid housed the astamurti 
mentioned in st. CCLXXXII, and possibly four more images of Sarhgin and others. As argued in 
chapter 6.2 there are two possibilities as to the placement of these eight to twelve images. 
Looking at the lintels of the prasats, the four eastern ones depict Indra on Air5vata, the other
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eight a ka/a. Given the close association of ka/a with §iva, these shrines might have housed the 
//ngas. Based on the pedestals still in situ and the findings of the team of the Conservation 
d’Angkor during the restoration, however, the alternative placement seems more likely, namely 
that the /ingas were placed in the eight towers next to the staircases, and the four other images 
in the corner towers.
At Pre Rup we now have to consider the two buildings at the base of the pyramid: PR-N 
and PR-S (Plan 7.9). These buildings have been referred to in the previous chapter in the 
discussion of the laterite buildings of the East Mebon. As at the East Mebon, in one of them, 
PR-S, a sandstone block was found that depicted seven rs/s, and a fragment of a stone with the 
nine devas. Stylistically, only the block with the rs/s is contemporary with the temple, the other 
one is an addition from the 11th CE. The superstructure of PR-N and S shows three rows of 
rectangular holes, which made the buildings suitable for housing the ritual fire. As we have seen 
PR-S, located in the southeast quarter of the inner enclosure, might have housed the fire which 
would be in accord with Agni as the guardian of the Southeast. In addition, as M-A, it might 
have contained at least the stone with the seven rs/s, possibly also another one with the nine 
devas.
PRR-N could well have been a library. This would again mirror what was already said 
about M-A to E.
Nowadays both buildings contain a lot of broken material, for instance in PR-N the bottom 
part of a sculpture -  feet and tenon -  are placed. This fragment might once have belonged to 
the Vi§nu image found near PR-NE. Thus, it is very difficult to determine which objects were 
housed in these buildings originally, and which ones were placed there for ‘storage’. Overall, the 
most likely functions for these two buildings seem to have been PR-S as a subsidiary shrine for 
the sacred fire, and the seven rs/s and possibly nine devas -  supported by the architectural 
layout: rectangular with lintel and door -  and PR-N a library, as indicated in the inscription of 
Prasat Khna.
Chapter 4.2.2 established that the halls of the inner enclosure are very similar 
architecturally. They are laterite buildings with a beamwork roof with tiles. Most of them are
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subdivided into one main room and two side chambers, with the vestibule added at the long 
axis, linked to the interior through a door opening inwards. Only few of the ten buildings diverge 
from this ‘norm’: PR-B, C, H, and I.
PR-B and C are very similar, and shall be dealt with together (Plan 7.10/11, Fig. 7.37/38). 
Both halls have their vestibule at the centre of the main room, built into the courtyard. Moreover, 
they do not have three interior rooms, but rooms at either end which can be entered through a 
wide opening. At PR-B these openings are 4.75 metres wide in the east and 4.55 metres in the 
west, both subdivided into two by a freestanding column. The openings of PR-C are both 4 
metres wide, again with a freestanding column. Entry into both halls is through three doors, one 
from the vestibule and one from each side room. Another divergence from the other halls is the 
number of windows, and their placement on both sides. PR-B has altogether 17 windows, eight 
on the northern side, and nine on the southern one opposite the eight northern windows and the 
door. Each side room has another window. PR-C has only nine windows, five on the southern 
side, and four opposite those on the northern, plus one window in each side room.127 Given that 
PR-A and K have five, and the rest of the halls only three windows altogether, the interior of PR- 
B and C was very well lit. Additionally, due to their placement on opposite walls, good ventilation 
was ensured as well. Regarding their function, it might have been similar as those at the 
comparable halls at the East Mebon, M-c and f. PR-B and C could have been used as 
administrative buildings, or for educational purposes.
The next building differing from the other halls is PR-H (Plan 7.12, Fig. 7.39). It has a 
vestibule built into the courtyard which is only supported by four columns at its corners, 
bordered by two 2.25 metre wide openings which are linked to the wall by a column. Overall the 
opening is 7.5 metres wide which made the building highly accessible with its interior bright and 
easily visible from outside. In 1934 the foundation stele of Pre Rup was found here in situ (Plan 
7.13):
Indeed, the laterite pavement at the interior of the building was dug to receive the 
tenon of the stele. In addition, the very particular composition of that edifice seems 
to show well that it was built for it. The placement of its columns, largely open, 
allows free access to the stele; the position of this one in the axis of the median 
span of the columns ... and the emptiness of the hall in the East and the West of
See Table 7.3 for details.
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the inscribed block make easy the reading of the inscriptions. All this encourages 
to believe in this assumption.1 8
Again looking at the East Mebon, PR-H is quite similar to M-o: both buildings are very 
accessible through their wide openings, which also allow people to see what is inside. However, 
despite this easy visibility through the wide openings the inscriptions were well protected from 
wind and rain.
The most unusual building of Pre Rup is PR-I in the northeast corner. The building is 
constructed entirely of laterite, with three laterite blocks each forming the four corners, 
surmounted by a roof made of five layers of laterite plus the finial (Plan 7.14, Fig. 7.40). This 
building has given rise to speculations ever since its discovery in 1922. At that time it was 
likened to the corner buildings of the enclosure of Angkor Thom: “The characteristic of this 
shelter consists in the somewhat special form of its vault which approaches that of the Prasat 
Chrung of Angkor Thom.”129 Later on H. Parmentier compared it to the laterite buildings housing 
the corner inscriptions of the East Baray,130 and comparable buildings at Prei Prasat, Prasat 
Komnap (Plan 7.15), and Prasat Ong Mong (Plan 7.16).131
The initial hypothesis was that square buildings might have been intended for square 
inscriptions, such as the ones of the East Baray, Prasat Komnap and Prei Prasat, and 
rectangular buildings for rectangular inscriptions, as at Pre Rup. These might belong in halls in 
the northeast corner of the enclosure.132 Subsequently, though, a different hypothesis was 
developed contradicting the previous one. At Pre Rup PR-I seems to have been built for the 
rectangular foundation stele, which was moved to PR-H only later. Afterwards the sandstone 
basin and water outlet as visible today were added at PR-I.133
This discussion is linked to a second one, regarding the overall significance of Pre Rup: 
the aSramas of King Ya6ovarman. The inscriptions found at the a&ramas founded by King 
YaSovarman in the late ninth century mention three main a&ramas, of which only two were
128 "En effet, le dallage en laterite, £ I'interieur du pavilion, 6tait creus6 pour recevoir le tenon de la stele. D'autre 
part, la composition toute particultere de cet edifice semble bien montrer qu'il fut construit pour elle. Son 
entrecolonnement, largement ouvert, permettant libre acc&s & la stele; la position de celle-ci dans I'axe de la 
trav6e rrtediane de I'entrecolonnement... et le vide de la salle, d I'Est et d I'Ouest du bloc inscrit rendant facile la 
lecture des inscriptions. Tout incite & croire en cette hypotttese." Rapport d'Angkor, 10/1934:1-3.
129 “La characteristique de cet 6dicule consiste dans la forme un peu sp6ciale de sa voute qui se rapproche de 
celle des prasat Chrung d’Angkor Thom." Rapport d’Angkor, 11/1922:152.
130 Rapport d’Angkor, 03/1932:184.
131 Rapport d’Angkor, 03/1932:185. See also Trouv§, 1932:77.
132 Rapport d’Angkor, 10/1934:4.
133 Rapport d’Angkor, 11/1934:2.
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found, but not the Siva§rama. Because of its location on the axis from KutiSvara through Prasat 
Ong Mong, to Prasat Komnap and Prei Prasat G. Trouv6 saw Pre Rup as an important centre 
both geographically and spiritually, and definitely linked to the aSramas of YaSovarman.134 
Because the fifth inscription of the East Baray was found at Prei Prasat, near the southeast 
corner of the baray A. Barth thought the YaSodharaSrama should be looked for there. This was 
disputed by E. Aymonier because there is no permanent construction of this period in the 
area.135 Consequently, because of the architectural similarity of PR-I to these various other 
buildings, it was assumed that Pre Rup might in fact have been built at the site of the earlier 
§iva§rama.136 H. Parmentier on his part contested this, because Pre Rup was founded and built 
by King Rajendravarman, i.e. at a later time.137
Given the architectural similarity of PR-I with the buildings mentioned above, it might be 
possible to see a link to King Ya§ovarman. However, how can Pre Rup fit this assumption? 
Firstly, Pre Rup might have been built at the site of the $iv5Srama. Had that been the case, it is 
possible to assume that this fact might have been mentioned in the epigraphy. Regarding the 
East Mebon, its placement within the Ya&odharatataka has been pointed out several times. 
Thus, had Pre Rup replaced the a&rama that fact might or even should have been stated as 
well. A second alternative regarding PR-I might be that even though Pre Rup was not 
necessarily built at the site of the former aSrama, PR-I might still have been the construction 
housing the stele of the SivSSrama, moved to the new location inside Pre Rup. This option 
probably depends on whether the airam a was still functioning in the mid-10th century. If it was 
still functioning it seems quite unlikely that the building housing its foundation stele would have 
been removed and put up at a different location. If on the other hand the a&rama had ceased to 
operate, this might have been a possible step to take. Why would Rajendravarman have done 
this? Probably for reasons of spiritual and political legitimacy. Thus, again it seems unlikely that 
this would not have been mentioned in any inscription.
Thus, why is there this similarity between PR-I and the various earlier edifices? The 
problem with evaluating the various possibilities is that because of the later addition of the 
sandstone parts inside PR-I it is impossible to determine what the floor originally looked like.
134 Rapport d’Angkor, 03/1932:7.
135 Rapport d’Angkor, 03/1932:171.
138 Rapport d'Angkor, 10/1932:3.
137 Trouv6, 1932:81.
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Moreover, the square inscription, which might have been housed inside, has not been found 
either. With respect to the hypothesis that the foundation stele was originally placed here, this 
seems somewhat unlikely. First of all, we have to ask who would remove the stele later on and 
why? Secondly, the stele is 1.3 metres wide, and the interior of PR-I only about 2.5 metres, 
which would leave very little space for people to enter the building, and see the inscription. 
Given its placement in the corner, very close to both PR-H and K, there is not much space 
outside as well for people to stand and look at the stele.
Overall, the least unlikely assumption seems to be that a link to King Ya§ovarman, and 
his foundations did exist in some form, and a specific reference to it in the inscriptions was not 
necessary because it might have been well-known anyway.
As for the remaining buildings, because of their formal similarity, individual purposes are 
difficult to assign. PR-A and K distinguish themselves from the other halls because they have 
five instead of three windows, and thus are somewhat better lit. Functions fulfilled by the halls 
might have been as safe storage space, after all they only contained few and small windows, 
and could be closed by doors. Objects kept in them could have been in PR-D in the southwest 
corner the vahanas, in PR-E or F in the northwest corner the dresses and ornaments of the 
images, and in PR-G all sorts of other objects for daily use. Though this is speculative it would 
be in keeping with the Sastras.
Surrounding the inner enclosure is the wall with its four gopuras. As argued above, the 
inner enclosure wall separated areas of differing degrees of sacredness. Consequently, the 
purification rituals performed here -  if at all -  were probably not very elaborate, as is suggested 
by the comparatively small interior.
Outer enclosure
The five large brick prasats in the eastern half of the outer enclosure were certainly sanctuaries 
(Fig. 7.41), based on their architecture as sanctuary towers with pedestals inside. Looking at 
their lintels, four of them depict Vi?nuite motifs: Vajimukha, Vi?nu on Garuda, Rama on 
Hanuman, and Narasirpha. The fifth one shows Indra on Air§vata, a neutral motif. In order to
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interpret them, we will have to take into account a later king: Jayavarman VI. The six lines of 
inscription K. 527 referred to in chapter 5.2.1 date from 1002 Saka (1080 CE) and are the only 
evidence for this monarch at Angkor. The text of the three stanzas is:
I Homage to the Destructor of Madhu (Visnu) who, (having seen) 
arrogant Daitya lying permanently in the eight areas of space, carries 
the eight arms which he acquired by his heroism, for the simultaneous 
destruction of ...
II King SrT Jayavarmadeva, who ascended to power (in the year 
demarcated) by the moon (= 1), the sky (= 0), the sky (= 0) and (2) the 
arms, making die fear, in the ocean and the mountains, fish and the 
enemies, having destroyed ... thanks to his irresistible and unequalled 
rigour, like that of Madhava, protected starting from the ocean the 
entire earth, filled with good brahmins.
III Previously, circulated ... of Kali ..., but during his extremely peaceful 
reign, like Manu ... the worst robbers emerged ... exposing during the 
night... for saying what is good, he gave life to this and then to that.138
According to the inscription of Samron King Harsavarman III reigned until 1011 Saka 
(1089 CE), so the two reigns would overlap for about a decade. According to Ccedds this is not 
unusual in the history of Kambujadesa, and considering the location of the inscriptions of these 
two kings it seems Harsavarman’s territory was south of the Tonle Sap, whereas Jayavarman 
was placed north of it, up into present-day Thailand.139 More detailed information about his 
coronation is given in the Ta Prohm inscription, st. XIII:
XIII Having obtained the supreme royalty at the Holy City of
Yasodharapura the King Jayavarmadeva, vanquisher of the mass of 
his enemies, erected in all directions up to the sea pillars of glory, 
whose ancestors resided at MahTdharapura.140
I Hommage au Destructeur de Madhu (Visnu) qui, (ayant vu) les arrogants Daitya r£sidant en 
permanence dans les huit regions de I'espace, porte les huit bras qu’il a acquis par son heroTsme, pour 
ia destruction simultan6e de ...
II Le roi £ri Jayavarmadeva, qui acc£da au pouvoir (dans l'ann£e marquee) par la lune (=1), le ciel (=0), 
le ciel (=0) et les (2) bras, faisant mourir de peur, dans l’oc6an et les montagnes, les poissons et les 
ennemis, ayant detruit ... grace a sa rigueur irr§sistables et in6gal6es, comme celles de Madhava, 
protegea a partir de I’oc&an la tenre enti&re, remplie de bons brahmanes.
III Auparavant, circulaient... de Kali.... mais durarrt son rfegne extrSmement paisible, tel Manu ... les pires 
voleurs surgis ... exposant pendant la nuit ... pour dire ce qui est bien, il donna la vie a celui-ci et 
ensuite a ceux-la.
Coedes, 1943-1946c:15.
Cced&s, 1929a:298-300.
XIII Ayant obtenu la royaute supreme dans la ville sainte de Ya9odharapura, le roi Jayavarmadeva,
vainqueur de la masse de ses ennemis, planta dans toutes les directions jusqu’a la mer des piliers de 
gloire, et fixa la residence de sa race a MahTdharapura.
Coed£s, 1906:51/72.
The last part was corrected to “... dont les ancfetres r£sidaient a MahTdharapura.” Cced6s, 1929a:297, n. 1.
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Thus, Jayavarman VI appears to have originated at MahTdharapura, in all likelihood 
located in the north possibly the Mun valley, and been crowned at the old capital at Angkor. 
How much time he spent there is not certain, but most of his inscriptions originate from present- 
day Thailand. Other inscriptions dating from his time are K. 391 from Norn VSn, invoking Siva.141 
Moreover, Aymonier states that according to an inscription from 1102 CE a king and his guru 
had founded images in honour of BhadreSvara at Wat Phu,142 which would correspond to 
Jayavarman VI as well. Additionally, Parmentier dates the antarsala in front of the central 
shrine, the ^^balustrades and border stones to the reign of Jayavarman VI.143 The king’s 
posthumous name was Paramakaivalyapada, which suggests that he was a Sivaite.
Returning to the large brick towers of Pre Rup, Cced^s states that the inscription was 
found at the northeast sanctuary. Examining the doorjambs of PR-NE, this inscription can barely 
be found, as it is so badly weathered. Given that st. I invokes the transcendental Vi?nu, and that 
the lintels of the large prasats in the outer enclosure show Vi$nuite motifs, the two elements 
might be linked. Analysing the lintels closely, they look very awkward, partly due to their 
unfinished state. Given that none of them was finished, it appears reasonable to assume that at 
least parts of them might have been carved at the time of Jayavarman VI.
Looking at the central motifs, we notice that not only are they unfinished, but they are 
also not integrated into the overall composition. This sets them apart from the other lintels at 
Pre Rup: they are placed not at the centre of the lintel, but towards the top so that the head of 
the deity reaches up into the row of devotees which should have formed the upper border of the 
lintel. The lintel at PR-I is unfinished, the central deity possibly being a Vajimukha (Fig. 7.42). 
Only the lower part, foliage scrolls, is finished with the deity squeezed in above the garland and 
the face unfinished. PR-I I depicts Vi$nu on Garuda, the most balanced arrangement (Fig. 7.43). 
The foliage is almost finished, as is Garuda. Vi?nu with four arms is set in a very deep niche, 
and the head is broken away. PR-Ill shows R§ma on Hanuman (Fig. 7.44), again with only the 
scrolls of the lower part finished, and the rest merely carved in outline, particularly R§ma. PR-IV 
depicts Indra on Air£vata (Fig. 7.45), with Indra again set in a very deep niche, but Airavata is 
only carved in outline. Finally, PR-V shows Narasirpha slaying HaranyakaSipu (Fig. 7.46) in a
St. I, IC 11:297/298.
Aymonier, 1904,111:163-164.
Parmentier, 1914a:30-31.
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very similar stance as the western lintel of 1 Gop W of the East Mebon (Fig. 7.47). 
Haranyaka§ipu is shown across Narasimha’s lap, holding the right leg with his left arm. Apart 
from the head and torso of Narasinriha the lintel is almost finished.
The spatial arrangement of the lintels is somewhat unbalanced. The central deities of the 
lintels of PR-I, III, and IV are placed in the upper third and are visually squeezed in between the 
upper border and the garland below. Only the arrangement of PR-I I and V, where the central 
motifs are most finished, is balanced. Consequently, even though the overall spatial 
arrangement is that of the other lintels of Pre Rup, the execution is not. Parts of the lintels 
appear to have been carved in the late 10th century, for instance the foliage scrolls, but the 
central motifs were only begun -  if at all -  at that time. Thus, it is suggested here that the 
central motifs were carved at the time Jayavarman VI had the inscription carved, and possibly 
even an image of Vi?nu founded. Where the images might have been placed can only be 
speculated upon. Given that the inscription was carved at PR-NE the image might have been 
founded there. Alternatively, since the outer brick towers seem to have been in an unfinished 
state, the image might as well have been founded there. As has been established earlier, the 
central towers of the two rows were raised on a higher plinth and had increased significance. 
Consequently, had an image of Vi$nu been placed, it should have been either in PR-II or PR-IV. 
Considering that the eastern lintel of PR-II shows the deity on his vShana Garuda, this seems to 
be the more likely alternative.
The question arising now is why would Jayavarman VI return to Pre Rup? Even though 
he reigned for about 27 years, he did not build a large temple at the old capital, despite being 
crowned there. As established above, most of his inscriptions bear witness to activities north 
and northwest of Angkor. Nevertheless, as stated in st. XIII of Ta Prohm one ritual did take 
place at YaSodharapura, namely Jayavarman Vi’s coronation, so he might have wanted to leave 
his mark there without having to engage in a large temple project. It was not unusual for a later 
king to undertake additions or alterations at earlier foundations, e.g. Suryavarman I at 
Phimeanakas and Ta Keo, both started by Rajendravarman’s son Jayavarman V, or continuous 
changes at temples like Wat Phu or Preah Vihear. At Angkor the five towers of Pre Rup, quite 
impressive buildings, might have been an easy option. It is unusual that the prasats were 
consecrated as Vi§nuite sanctuaries, given that Pre Rup was Sivaite, and Jayavarman VI
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himself seems to have been Sivaite. However, we know from st. XIX-XXI of K. 383 from Preah 
Vihear that he made pilgrimages, among others to §rT CampeSvara, possibly housed at Prasat 
Kok Po north of the West Baray at Angkor.144 Consequently, the dedication of the towers at Pre 
Rup might have been a sign of religious tolerance -  as practised by Rajendravarman himself -  
and perfectly acceptable with his Sivaite conviction.
To conclude, the towers PR-I to V appear to have been part of the original building plan, 
and constructed during King Rajendravarman’s reign. Part of the eastern lintels was done at 
that time as well, but overall the prasats were left unfinished, probably due to the king’s death. 
Based on the six-line inscription from Jayavarman VI, and the eastern lintels, which seem to 
have been altered later on, I argue that these towers were (re-)dedicated to Vi$nu during the 
latter king’s sojourn at Angkor. This practice would be in accord with religious practices, and the 
changes we know of at other temples.
The eight halls of the outer enclosure of Pre Rup can be divided into two groups145: the 
six parallel to the southern and northern walls, and the two in the western part. The former 
group are built entirely of laterite, have a vestibule on either end, linked to the main room by a 
door, and windows on one side. In contrast, PR-d and e have one layer sandstone at the top of 
the walls, only one vestibule facing the gopura, with the second one closed off to form a side 
chamber, and windows on both sides. Entry into all halls is through open portals, this means 
that they were easily accessible. As at the combination halls of the East Mebon, these halls may 
have served as dance halls, or for communal activities like the recital of sacred texts, and the 
singing of hymns. Moreover, they might have been used as accommodation space for resident 
students or pilgrims.
Noteworthy in the outer enclosure is the amount of space available in between the halls 
and the outer enclosure wall. During restoration work, south of PR-a a laterite platform was 
found (Plan 7.17). This indicates that next to the laterite halls buildings of perishable material
might originally have been constructed. These could have served as living quarters of the
priests attached to the temple, or as mandapasfor the preparation of offerings.
144 CcedSs/Dupont, 1943-1946:142/146.
145 See Table 7.4 for details of their openings.
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The surrounding enclosure wall and its gopuras have been dealt with in section 7.2.1. 
They served to divide the profane world outside from the sacred one inside, as is visible in their 
considerable height. The main passageway of these gopuras has two side chambers, in which 
might have been placed images of guardians, and which provided space for cleansing rituals.
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7.3 Conclusion
Overall, the function of the various buildings at East Mebon and Pre Rup seems comparable. 
The purpose of the sanctuaries and gopuras is immediately obvious, but similarly the halls and 
other buildings appear to have served quite comparable purposes. Although these cannot be 
determined with certainty, the architectural features of the buildings are valuable tools for 
discussing them. Even though the buildings at the two temples might differ in terms of 
execution, size and decorative details, general resemblances can be found. For instance, both 
temples have halls with doors and portals, or rectangular buildings with lintels, a fairly high 
superstructure and no ceiling in which sculptures were found. These shared architectural 
characteristics make the buildings comparable, and indicate certain common purposes. For 
instance, a large number of windows suggests a comparatively bright interior, whereas wide 
openings with supporting columns point towards easy accessibility, and visibility of whatever is 
inside. Using these general features, and the more specific information given in the Indian 
£astras, the use of several buildings could be suggested.
Within the inner enclosure at both temples rectangular buildings can be found with one 
door facing the central prasats. At least at the East Mebon one still housed the original stone 
with nine dairas and seven rs/s in a southeast building, M-A. This placement might have been 
mirrored at Pre Rup in PR-S, where unfortunately the stone with the seven rs/s was not found in 
situ anymore. Still, it seems likely that the two southeast buildings did house these stones, and, 
judging from the architecture of their superstructure, the sacred fire as well. That the sacred fire 
was kept in these buildings is in accord with Agni as the guardian of the southeast. The other 
four buildings at the East Mebon, and PR-N might have been used as libraries, as indicated in 
the inscription of Prasat Khna.
M-c and f, and PR-B and C, all similar buildings, might have been used as administrative 
buildings, or possibly for educational purposes as recital rooms for students attached to the 
temples. This suggestion is based on their having many openings -  windows and doors -  to 
allow light and air, and to create a pleasant Raumk/ima. At the same time entry into their 
undivided main room was through doors, i.e. access could be controlled, and the interior be 
closed and locked. This creates buildings with a safe interior, which are pleasant to stay in at 
the same time.
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M-o and PR-H might have housed the foundation steles, strongly indicated by the fact 
that the Pre Rup stele was found in situ in PR-H. This function was suggested because both 
halls show a very open conception: entry was through wide openings, allowing not only easy 
access physically, but also visually to see whatever was placed inside, probably the inscription 
stones.
Halls with doors and only few windows, M-b, g, k, I, and p, and PR-A, D, E, F, G, and K 
might have been used as safe storage space, for instance for the dresses and ornaments of the 
images, other objects for everyday use, and possibly for the goods traded throughout the 
temple network. Other halls, with open portals, might have been used for communal activities 
such as the recital of sacred texts, the singing of hymns, or as dance halls, as mentioned in the 
Lolei inscription. Some of them might have also served as space for preparing the offerings.
Due to the lack of archaeological findings at both temples these uses are difficult to 
prove, and can only be a proposal. However, since the long halls have been somewhat 
neglected in the literature, it was deemed necessary to discuss their possible purpose. The 
main relevance of this examination will become clear in the final section of this thesis, which will 
deal with the two temples as a whole in relation to Ph. Stern’s classification. One of his defining 
characteristics for the categories was the layout of the temple -  focusing very much on the 
sanctuaries. I will argue that this part of his definition is not useful when applied to East Mebon 
and Pre Rup due to their similarity, as has been indicated already in chapter 3.2.
Consequently, an analysis of the other buildings within the compounds is a valuable 
means of increasing the comparability of the two temples, in order to establish their overall 
purpose. This will be attempted in the next chapter.
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8. Conclusion
My interdisciplinary analysis of the East Mebon and Pre Rup clearly suggests that the two 
foundations share significant features. Following Ph. Stern’s discussion of the temples at 
Angkor, and his definition of the temples either as honouring ancestors or honouring the state 
two aspects of the temples were examined: the architecture and the epigraphy. This chapter will 
attempt to synthesise my findings by discussing the similarities and differences between the two 
temples, and by suggesting what their overall purpose may have been.
Examining the temples’ basic layout, we find strong similarities. Both have a quincunx of 
towers at the centre -  Pre Rup’s is elevated on a three-tiered pyramid -  with smaller 
sanctuaries around them, and long halls parallel to the two enclosure walls, which contain four 
gopuras in each of the cardinal directions. The layout of Pre Rup is somewhat more complex 
because of the larger number of buildings, 50 as opposed to 42 at the East Mebon.
The central sculpture of both temples was a Hriga, the SrT RSjendreSvara at the East 
Mebon, and SrT R3jendrabhadre§vara at Pre Rup. Both /irigas symbolise Siva, the Absolute, in 
an avyakta image. As discussed in chapter 3.2 the /irigas represent a spiritual link between king 
and Siva, indicated in their names: RajendreSvara at the East Mebon, and 
RajendrabhadreSvara at Pre Rup. These i/rigas are surrounded by four vyakta images in the 
corner towers, representing the immanent Siva, Parvati, Vi$nu, and at the East Mebon Brahm§. 
Around the central quincunx are arranged smaller prasats; containing eight //rigas of the 
manifest forms of Siva. At Pre Rup the astamurti seem to have been supplemented by four 
more images of Vi$nu and other gods. Again at both temples we find buildings southeast of the 
arrangements of prasats housing the nine devas, and possibly the sacred fire as well. This 
location relates directly to Agni, the guardian of the southeast. The placement of the images 
expresses visually the outflow of divine power from the central shrine moving down and out into 
the kingdom. At the centre is the Absolute, the non-manifest, surrounded by the manifest forms 
of the deities, and finally the astamurti, which constitute the universe. Moving towards the 
central shrine during worship, a devotee would pass these images in succession, progressing
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from the profane world outside through areas of increasing sanctity up to the Absolute at the 
centre and top of the foundations.
Around the sanctuaries and lesser shrines at both temples we find long halls which run 
parallel to the enclosure walls. At the East Mebon these halls were only constructed in the outer 
enceinte, whereas Pre Rup has them in both enclosures. Technically, these buildings are very 
homogenous, and the varying techniques, which were used, e.g. for assembling door and 
window frames, do not reflect a technological development but were in use at the same time. 
Nevertheless, the building sequence, which I have tentatively established, produces valuable 
insights into the functions of these halls. Since the buildings are not mentioned in the 
inscriptions, their potential purpose had to be inferred using general architectural theory and the 
Indian gastras. Due to (dis-)similarities regarding layout, degree of openness and elaborateness 
between the halls various functions could be suggested. Interestingly, similar buildings can be 
found in the respective locations at both temples, despite the fact that the East Mebon has halls 
in only one enclosure, whereas Pre Rup has them in both enceintes. Nevertheless, their total 
number is almost the same: 16 at the East Mebon, and 18 at Pre Rup. In the southern half of 
both temples there appear to have been halls used for administrative or educational purposes. 
In the northeast corner were the halls housing the inscriptions. For the remaining halls functions 
can only be suggested tentatively, as they are very similar in their architectural features. 
According to the purposes allotted by the Sastras for temple buildings located in the various 
directions, halls with closable doors could have contained in the southwest comer the vahanas 
of the deities venerated in the temples, in the northwest corner halls for the dresses and 
ornaments used for adorning the images can be found, and the northern halls might have 
contained other objects for everyday use. Halls with open portals could have been used for 
dance performances, which were an integral part of the rituals, or as space for communal 
recitation of sacred texts, or the chanting of hymns. Overall, the use of space within the temples 
appears to have been fairly similar, although certain functions had to be allocated to different 
enclosures at Pre Rup, while being within the same one at the East Mebon.
The intriguing fact that R&jendravarman was the only Angkorean monarch to built two 
representations of Mount Meru to found two //rigas has never been satisfactorily explained.
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I
II
According to Ph. Stern’s categorisation regarding Mount Meru it is unusual that the East Mebon 
was built with a quincunx of towers, quite unlike the earlier ancestor temples of Preah Ko and 
Lolei, which had been built in rows. Taking into account the references made to the East Mebon 
in other inscriptions of King Rajendravarman, however, they all mention the five towers or even 
the towers’ likeness to Mount Meru rising from the ocean. This feature seems to have been very 
significant, and directly related to the temple’s location at the centre of the East Baray, and 
completed the very literal representation of the macrocosm at the centre of the kingdom. When 
King Rajendravarman returned to Angkor after King Jayavarman IV’s sojourn at Koh Ker, he 
centred his capital not around King YaSovarman’s state temple on Phnom Bakheng, but chose 
the area south of the East Baray instead. This riaraywas not just a means to link himself to the 
earlier king by building his first temple at its centre, but also the ideal location for the 
construction of a Meru. Generally, a king was the spiritual centre of his kingdom, being likened 
to Indra on top of Mount Meru. By constructing this Meru at the centre of the Ya§odharatat3ka 
King Rajendravarman made visible his spiritual prowess. He could, just like Indra, rule over and
i
manipulate the elements, i.e. the water, which was on the one hand necessary for practical 
purposes, but also of high spiritual significance. Given that the former capital had been 
neglected, as mentioned in the Baksei Chamkrong inscription, and that the centre of the
1 kingdom had been at Koh Ker for more than a decade, this foundation was clear evidence for
the king’s spiritual and political power, and an important factor to legitimise and secure his rule.
That Pre Rup, on the other hand, was built with a quincunx of towers at the top of its 
pyramid is to be expected. It was indeed the central temple of the kingdom, at the centre of its 
capital. In order to recreate a microcosm mirroring the macrocosm of the gods it needed a 
Mount Meru at its centre, which could best be embodied by a quincunx of towers. In this respect 
King Rajendravarman followed previous examples: King Indravarman’s Bakong (even though 
this temple might have had only one central tower), and King YaSovarman’s Bakheng.
Overall, the symbolic significance of the temples as representations of Mount Meru 
received predominance over seemingly ‘established’ rules of earlier reigns as to the layout of 
the foundations.
Following from this, the existence of two /irigas at the centre of the temples is not 
unexpected either. In order to explain their existence, I have argued that the concept of the
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devaraja, which had been a significant part of Ph. Stern’s categories, is not immediately 
relevant. As established in chapter 3.2.2, independently of whether the devaraja was a /iriga or 
a cult, the devaraja is not mentioned in either of the foundation steles or in any other 
contemporary inscription, and appears to have been relatively unimportant at the time even 
though it seems to have existed according to the Sdok Kak Thom inscription. Given the 
symbolic significance of the temples as representations of the cosmic mount, they should have 
housed the transcendent Siva in form of a /iriga their centre.
Regarding their names, both bear a name combining that of the king with Siva: Sri 
RSjendre§vara at the East Mebon, and Sri Rajendrabhadre§vara at Pre Rup. The names not 
only have spiritual significance, but a political dimension as well. The king was thought to be at 
the centre of his microcosm, mirroring Indra, the king of the gods, on top of Mount Meru. Thus 
the names of the /irigas not only express the spiritual link between king and his god, and the 
outflow of religious power, but also an outflow of political power -  these two were never 
separated in peoples’ minds because the king was located simultaneously at the political and 
the religious centre of the kingdom. His main duty was to create and maintain an auspicious 
kingdom; he also was the mediator between the divine and human realms. Though human, he 
had divine traits, and was the central and highest point of the kingdom, from where his power 
descended into the whole kingdom. This is expressed in the name of the §ri RajendreSvara of 
the East Mebon. In the Sri RajendrabhadreSvara of Pre Rup the notion is re-confirmed, and 
even extended to include the national divinity of the Kambuja, BhadreSvara, both as an epithet 
of Siva, and a reference to the most sacred sanctuary at Wat Phu. Even though this was not 
necessarily intended to indicate Rajendravarman’s political sovereignty over this area -  though 
that was probably the case -  it makes explicit the spiritual prowess of the king, who can 
incorporate that name within the name of one of his central //rigas, and link himself with the 
most sacred sanctuary of his realm.
Concerning the epigraphic evidence as to the religious background of the temples and 
the information given about the temples themselves, i.e. the images founded there, 
considerable similarities could be established as well. The Sivaite faith of the king is clearly 
evident in the invocations which praise §iva as the Supreme Deity. Nevertheless, both
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inscriptions express the religious tolerance of the time, as both invoke other deities as well, for 
instance Vi$nu -  Pre Rup even as the adipurusa. Overall, the inscriptions bear evidence to the 
monism of atman and brahman as proclaimed in Advaita VedSnta, and also reveal a profound 
knowledge of the relevant Indian texts, either through mentioning them explicitly or through 
indirect references. Out of this monism result the supplications King Rajendravarman includes 
at the end of his three main inscriptions: “protect this foundation (dharma) as yours”1. By 
protecting the earlier foundation, King Rajendravarman’s successors will reap the same benefits 
as if it was their own foundation, as explicitly stated in the Pre Rup inscription: “It is the one 
atman which is the agent and enjoyer in different bodies, so may you increase the fact that the 
sages in all foundations see their own foundation.”2 I would argue that the commemorative 
images founded in both temples can be interpreted within this framework as well. By founding 
images for their good not just the king’s karma is enhanced, but the karma of his relatives is 
enhanced as well. The foundations then can be seen as bridges linking Rajendravarman to his 
ancestors in the past, and to subsequent kings in the future. This results in immortality for all 
due to the unity of atman, because they all share in the merit and good karma following from the 
founding and protecting of the temples.
I have established that this supplication of Rajendravarman was indeed followed by the 
identification of the later additions to both temples. At the East Mebon a stone of the nine deiras, 
and a life-size female image, both dating from the 11th century CE, have been found as well as 
the image of a mother-goddess carved in the Bayon style. At Pre Rup the fragment of a 
sculpture representing the nine dei/as has been found, which dates from the 11th century CE, as 
well as a Vi$nu image and possibly one of Lak$mT carved in the Bayon style. The 11th century 
images might have been placed in the temple at the time when Jayavarman VI added a short 
inscription at Pre Rup, and seems to have modified some of the lintels of the large brick towers 
of Pre Rup’s outer enclosure. The alterations at the prasats can only be proposed, but given 
that the inscription is Vi^nuite in character, and that the eastern lintels depict this deity as well, a 
link appears not impossible. As we have seen in chapter 7.2.3 the inscription is the only 
evidence for King Jayavarman VI at Angkor, as he seems to have reigned north of the old
1 Pre Rup, st. CCLXXXVI. Translation by Prof. K. Bhattacharya.
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capital. The only time he appears to have been at the former capital was for his coronation, as 
mentioned in King Jayavarman Vll’s Ta Prohm inscription. Nevertheless, since he decided to 
leave his mark and add this inscription at Pre Rup, he might have altered the lintels -  as is 
indicated by both the inscription and the lintels being Vi?nuite -  and added the two stones of the 
nine deisas as well.
Regarding the Bayon style images, those founded at Pre Rup are considerable additions 
to the temple, as both of them are life-size, and might originally have been placed inside the 
central sanctuaries. The image of Vi?nu, found next to the northeast corner tower, and the 
Lak?mT, found in the outer north gopura, were clearly not in situ anymore, and could well have 
been removed from one of the central towers.
These later additions indicate that King Rajendravarman, his temples, and his reign were 
considered by later generations to have been significant to the history of Kambujadesa, and 
appropriate for later kings to refer back to, and add images and inscriptions at his foundations. 
Given the number of fragments found at both temples, particularly though Pre Rup, many more 
images had been installed there, which have since disappeared. Even though the fragments do 
not allow accurate dating because of the lack of decisive characteristics, they suggest that the 
foundations were indeed significant, and in use over a long period of time. For Pre Rup this is 
also indicated in it being one of the few temples which were still in use at the time Angkor was 
re-discovered.
In conclusion, the two main temples of King Rajendravarman, East Mebon and Pre Rup, 
which have not been systematically examined in detail up to now, show considerable 
similarities, both in their architecture and their epigraphy. They both embody the same religious 
concepts -  Mount Meru, outflow of spiritual (and political) power -  and refer to identical ideas in 
their inscriptions: the monism of Advaita Ved§nta embedded in the king’s Sivaite faith, 
combined with a deep religious tolerance. In terms of their layout King Rajendravarman’s 
temples are unique, because he was the only king to construct two temples with a quincunx of 
towers at their top. This is explicable when considering the circumstances of his reign. He
Pre Rup, st. CCLXXXVII. Translation by Prof. K. Bhattacharya.
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returned the capital back to its former location, which had fallen in disarray during his 
predecessors’ sojourn at Koh Ker. In order to legitimise his rule and secure his position King 
Rajendravarman constructed the East Mebon at the centre of the YaSodharatataka to show his 
spiritual prowess. Mirroring Indra, the king of the gods and lord over the elements, on top of 
Mount Meru, Rajendravarman could control the elements, i.e. the water, and thus ensure 
prosperity and auspiciousness for his kingdom. The Meru at Pre Rup was necessitated as the 
representation of the cosmic mount and axis mundi at the centre of Rajendravarman’s capital 
and kingdom. This is not surprising and parallels can be found at many earlier and later reigns. 
In combining his own name with that of §iva in the names of the two //rigas founded in the 
central sanctuary King Rajendravarman makes explicit not just his devotion to Siva, but also 
expresses his own spiritual and political prowess at the centre of the microcosm.
Generally, the fundamental similarities between the two temples do not warrant a 
classification as suggested by Ph. Stern as ancestor and state temple. On the contrary, they 
reveal the necessity for close studies of the architecture and epigraphy of individual temples 
first, which might only subsequently allow the formulation of broader categories.
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9. Future Research Projects
This study has been a significant addition to the existing material on the temples of Angkor. 
Until now, no detailed study of the East Mebon and Pre Rup exists, which is very unfortunate, 
given how large the foundations are. As with all research, this study raises as many questions 
as it answers. Some of the projects planned by the present author for the future shall be 
introduced briefly here.
As already hinted at in the introduction to this thesis, the political significance of the 
temples has not been analysed in detail, due to limitations of space. Nevertheless, this 
dimension of the foundations is significant as well. Thus, one future project will be to study the 
historical situation of 10th century Angkor closely. The most interesting question regarding the 
external relations is ‘what were the relations between Kambujadesa and Champa?’. Inscriptions 
written at the time hint at a war lead by King Rajendravarman against the Cham. What was the 
significance for the internal politics of the time? To uncover the internal politics of the time, 
which appears to have been one of strong centralisation, calls for the study of the dozens of 
inscriptions known from Rajendravarman’s reign. These issues will have direct impact on the 
interpretation of the East Mebon and Pre Rup as the central foundations of the kingdom.
Another issue, which could only be dealt with partly in this thesis, and which needs 
examining, is the comparison between Khmer and Indian temples, possibly also temples in 
other regions of Southeast Asia. This will determine the Indian influence at various periods, and 
in how far this might be discernible at the temples. For instance, at early Khmer temples the 
kudu, faces in niches, can be found, but not at later ones. This analysis needs not only to 
include questions of style, but also function. As established in this thesis, even though the 
Khmer temples distinguish themselves from the Indian ones in terms of layout and elevation, 
there are strong functional similarities. What needs to be done now, not just at the East Mebon 
and Pre Rup, is to attempt to establish in how far the other regulations, e.g. those pertaining to 
measurements, were followed as well.
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One last project leading on from this thesis shall be mentioned here: the rituals. 
Unfortunately, so far no detailed study has been undertaken to determine which rituals were 
performed in the temples. In the literature references can be found, but no in depth analysis. 
The inscriptions do allude to rituals, and with the possible function of various buildings 
established, it should be possible to determine with much more certainty what actually 
happened within the temple compounds, and how similar the rituals performed in Kambujadesa 
were to those in India.
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Glossary
Abh/seka. (Skt.) Anointing ritual for the consecration of a king.
Adhisthana. (Skt.; architectural term) Base of a building.
Agni. Deity of fire; guardian of the southeast.
AirSvata. Three-headed elephant, Indra's mount, which was borne out of the Churning of the 
Sea of Milk.
Anastylosis. Block-by-block reconstruction of a monument. Used extensively by the 
Conservation d’Angkor.
Apsaras. (Skt.) Celestial dancer. Apsarases were created during the Churning of the Sea of 
Milk.
Arogya&S/a: (Skt.) So-called hospitals which were built by Jayavarman VII. However, it is 
probably more appropriate to call them 'halls of diseaselessness1.
Akrama. (Skt.) 1. Hermitage. 2. The four stages of life: student, householder, hermit, ascetic.
AstamOrtf. (Skt.) The eight manifest forms of Siva: earth, water, fire, air, ether, sun, moon, 
sacrificer.
Asuras. (Skt.) Demons.
Atman. (Skt.) Individual self. In monism seen as identical with the Absolute 0brahman), in 
dualism seen as separate.
Avalokite&vara (LokeSvara). ‘Compassionate Lord'. Bodhisattva of compassion; wears 
Amit§bha Buddha in his headdress. He is the most venerated bodhisattva in ancient 
Cambodia, and most often represented during Jayavarman Vll’s reign.
Avatar. (Skt.) Divine incarnation; most importantly the ten incarnations of Vi$nu: Matsya, 
Kurma, Varaha, Narasirpha, Vcimana, ParaSurama, R§ma, Kr?na, Buddha, KalkT. 
Particularly Kurma, Narasimha, R§ma, and Kr?na can be found depicted in Khmer 
carvings, either as static central motifs of lintels and pediments, or as part of a narrative 
scene.
Avyakta. (Skt.) Amorphic; formless.
Baray. (Kh.) Large man-made water management structures, built above ground by piling up 
dikes. Their use was twofold. In their religious function they symbolised the oceans 
around the world. Their practical purpose was for flood-control, as freshwater tanks and 
probably also 'fish ponds'.
Barrel vault Vault constructed as continous semi-circular arch. This distributes the weights 
evenly down the sides of the walls to the ground.
Bhadre£vara. ‘Benevolent Lord’; epithet of Siva; patron deity of Wat Phu in southern Laos.
Bhakti. (Skt.) Love, devotion to a deity; this concept was introduced into Brahmanism during 
the epic period, mainly through the Bhagavat Gita, but also other texts.
Bodhisattva. 'Enlightened Being’. In Theravada Buddhism it is the historical Buddha before 
attaining enlightenment. In Mahayana Buddhism these are Buddhas-to-be, which have
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already gained enlightenment but do not yet enter nirvana in order to help other souls to 
reach enlightenment.
Brahman. (Skt.) Universal self.
Brahmanism. Generic term for Sivaism and Vi?nuism.
Cakra. (Skt.) Wheel, disk. Represenation of the sun. One of the attributes of Vi?nu.
Cakravartin. (Skt.) ‘He, who is at the centre of the wheel’. Universal ruler, supreme monarch in 
the Indian political tradition. This concept was transferred to Southeast Asia, and 
references can be found in the epigraphy.
Ca/antipnatima. (Skt.) Movable cult object, mainly a statue of the patron deity of the temple, 
which is carried in procession during festivals.
Clastic rocks. From Latin clastus = broken.
Capillarity. As result of adsorptive forces between water and the surface of a narrow tube 
(capillary) and tension forces at the water surface water will rise up this tube.
Champa. Land of the Cham. Rivalling kingdom in present-day south Vietnam.
Churning of the Sea of Milk. One of the most important stories in Hindu mythology. In order to 
produce amr/ta, the elixir of live, gods and asuras had to work together to churn the 
ocean of milk. They used Mount Mandara as a pivot and the serpent king Vasuki as rope. 
To prevent Mount Mandara from sinking into the ocean, Vi?nu took the form of the 
tortoise Kurma and supported the mountain on his back. After thousand years of 
churning, the first things to emerge from the ocean were the apsarases.
Corbelled vault. Constructed by building out series of corbies acting as cantilevers until they 
meet to complete the span.
Deva. (Skt.) Male divinity; they are depicted as guardian figures in the interpilaster spaces of 
those tower shrines that are dedicated to male ancestors at the ancestral temples and at 
the central sanctuaries.
DevatS. (Skt.) Female divinity; they are depicted as guardian figures in the interpilaster spaces 
on prasats.
DevF. (Skt.) Goddess; Saktiof a god. Usually appellation of Siva’s wife.
DlkpS/aka. (Skt.) Eight guardians of the cardinal and intercardinal points.
DJksS. (Skt.) Initiation ritual.
DvarapS/a. (Skt.) Guardian of the gates.
Gajasknha. (Skt.) Mythical figure consisting of the body of a lion, and the head of an elephant. 
On Khmer temples it is depicted in lintels or reliefs.
Garuda. Mount of Vi$nu. He is a mythical being, half bird, half-human, and the enemy of the 
naga.
GauiT. Consort of Siva; also known as ParvatT.
Gopura. (Skt., architectural term) Entrance pavilion, gate of a temple or sacred compound.
Guna. (Skt.) Quality.
Guru. (Skt.) Spiritual teacher.
Hamsa. Celestial swan or goose; vahana of Brahma and Varuna.
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Harihara. Composite god; left half is Vi?nu, right half Siva.
Harihar5laya. First capital of the Angkor plain, founded by Jayavarman II, and later capital of 
king Indravarman I, who built the temples of Preah Ko and the Bakong there.
Indratatdka. Saraybuilt by King Indravarman at Roluos.
T&vara. Lord; epithet of Siva.
Jrianamdrga. (Skt.) Way to salvation through knowledge.
Ka/a. (Skt.) ‘Black one’, originally epithet of Siva. Connected to the the representation of time 
and its cessation. As an architectural element it is depicted as a face without lower jaw. It 
is said to possess protecting power. In Khmer architecture it is found above doorways in 
the central portion of the lintel.
Ka/pa. (Skt.) Cosmic time cycle.
Kambu. Mythical ancestor of Khmer lunar dynasties; for first time mentioned in inscription of 
Baksei Chamkrong.
Kambujadesa. (Skt.) ‘Land of the Kambu’; name used in inscriptions for the Angkorean 
kingdom.
Karma. (Skt.) What as a western concept would be called fate. The accumulation of the merit of 
good or bad deeds of a being over time determine the rebirth in the next life. Retribution 
(positive or negative) does not have to follow immediately, but might take several more 
lives to manifest themselves.
KarmamSrga. (Skt.) Way to liberation through action.
Kaundlnya. Brahmin, who according to legends arrived from India. According to the stories he 
was the founder father of the solar Angkorean dynasties.
Kubera. Guardian of the north and of the earth’s treasures.
Laksana. (Skt.) Characteristic mark.
L/hga. (Skt.) 'Sign, symbol’. Symbolic representation of Siva’s creative power, representing 
fertility and prosperity. Sculpturally, the /iriga is the most common representation of Siva, 
and is placed within the yom\ the womb. Usually, iinga in ancient Cambodia are tripartite 
to symbolise the trimurtf. the bottom square part represents Brahma, the octagonal 
central part Visnu, and the round top part Siva.
Lintel. Horizontal piece of stone or timber across an opening to take the weight of the wall 
above it. In Khmer architecture only as ornament and lavishly decorated: at the centre 
ka/a, at the ends makarasox nagas. In later periods showing scenes from Indian epics.
LokapS/a. (Skt.) The four Great Guardian Kings of the world.
Loke&vara. See Avalokite&vara.
MahSbhSrata. One of the two great Indian epics: story of two rival clans, Pan^ava and 
Kaurava, culminating in the battle of Kuruk§etra.
MahfySna. The so-called great vehicle of Buddhism. In this branch of Buddhism bodhisattvas, 
enlightened beings, which postpone their entry into nirvana, help the devotees to reach 
enlightenment and thus nirvana.
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Makara. Aquatic animal, from Javanese tradition. In Angkor it has the body of a reptile, the 
trunk of an elephant and parts of a lion. It is depicted over doorways at both ends of the 
lintels.
Mandate. (Skt.) ‘Circle, discus; area, territory’. Diagramme deriving from the conception of the 
universe in India. It is used as an aid in meditation. Politically, it is being used to denote a 
‘state’ which depends on the prowess of its leader for its political power and sphere of 
influence.
MayS. (Skt.) Illusion.
Mer3. Wife of Kambu.
Moksa. (Skt.) Liberation from the cycle of rebirths.
Mount KailSsa. The abode of Siva on Mount Meru.
Mount Mandara. The abode of Vi$nu on Mount Meru.
Mount Meru. Both in Hindu and Buddhist mythology the centre of the universe with the city of 
Indra, king of the gods, on its summit. In Hindu mythology the continent Jambudvipa, and 
seven chains of mountains and oceans surround it. In Buddhist mythology, Jambudvipa 
lies south of Mount Meru, at the other cardinal directions being three other continents. All 
this is also surrounded by mountains and oceans.
M i/rtf. (Skt.) The aspect, shape or form assumed by a god.
NSga. (Skt.) Water serpent, guardian of the subterranean realm. Highly venerated in Angkor 
and depicted as balustrades and at the edges of pediments.
Nagara. (Skt.) City. In ancient Cambodia developed into ‘Angkor’.
NSgk (Skt.) Female naga.
Nandfn. ‘Happy’. Bull, diva’s vahana.
NeaktS. (Kh.) Spirits of the village elders. Their veneration is part of the pre-Hindu beliefs of the 
Khmer.
N/rvSna. (Skt.) ‘Extinction, vanishing’. End of the chain of existence.
P36upata. Sect of Sivaism.
Pata/a. (Skt.) Splendid realms beneath the world of humans, inhabited by semi-divine beings 
such as naga and yak£as.
Pediment. Gable or gable-like ornament over door or window, at Angkor triangular and richly 
decorated, mainly with scenes from the Mahabharata or RamSyana.
Phnom. (Kh.) Hill, mountain.
Pradaksfna. (Skt.) Circumambulation of a temple in a clockwise direction.
Prakrd. (Skt.) Nature; the creative energy of the Supreme Being.
Pranava. (Skt.) Sacred syllable om.
PrasSda. (Skt., architectural term) Superstructure of the temple.
Prasat (Kh.) Tower-shrine.
Pii/S. (Skt.) Devotional worship.
Puroh/ta. (Skt.) High priest.
Purusa. (Skt.) Spirit; the cosmic man.
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Quincunx. Set of five pieces, with four pieces at the corners and the fifth at the centre.
RSmSyana. One of the two great Indian epics: story of Prince Rama, whose wife STt§ is 
kidnapped by Ravana and recovered by R3ma with the help of the monkey-god 
Hanuman.
Rs/. (Skt.) Sage.
Saka. (Skt.) Indian chronology, used forgiving dates in Cambodian inscriptions.
£akt/. (Skt.) Energy; female aspect of a god.
Samsa/a. (Skt.) Cycle of rebirths.
£Sstra. (Skt.) ‘Knowledge, arts’.
Sampot (Kh.) Cloth, worn around the waist.
$5stna. (Skt.) Knowledge; arts.
Sedimentary rock. Is derived from accumulated sedimentary material, transformed into rock by 
compaction and/or cementation.
Smrtf. (Skt.) Tradition.
Srutf. (Skt.) Revelation.
SvSyambhO. (Skt.) Self-existent.
Svdyambhuva/friga. (Skt.) Naturally occurring stone outcrops; most sacred form of /irigas. The 
most important one within ancient Cambodia was the one behind Wat Phu in southern 
Laos.
Theravflda. The so-called old form of Buddhism. Only monks can attain enlightenment and 
there are no bodb/saifi/asto assist the believer in his attempt to reach enlightenment.
Upapkha. (Skt., architectural term) Base.
VImSna. (Skt., architectural term) Superstructure of the temple.
Yakkas. (Skt.) Semi-divine beings, living in realms beneath the world of humans. They are 
associated with Kubera, Lord of wealth and guardian of the north.
Trfmurtf. (Skt.) Brahmanical trinity: Siva, Vi$nu, Brahm§.
Tympanum. Triangular space enclosed by a pediment, springing from the lintel. It is of high 
importance for decoration at Khmer temples.
VShana. (Skt.) Vehicle of a god or goddess.
Varna. (Skt.) The four classes of society: brahm/n\ kSatriya, vaisya, sudra.
Varuna. Guardian of the west.
Vastu. (Skt.) Space occupied by a built form.
Vyakta. (Skt.) Morphic.
Yakkas. Semi-divine beings, living in realms beneath the world of humans. They are associated 
with Kubera, Lord of wealth and guardian of the North.
Yoga. (Skt.) Meditative pracice; one of the six da/kanasoi Brahmanism.
Yojarta. (Skt.) Unit of measurement, sometimes given as 4 in other sources as 9 to 10 miles.
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1.1 Baksei Chamkrong (K. 286)1
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TEXTE
Piedroil sud
I (1) // eko py anekahrdaye ^  ^  ^  -
pi
(2) bhasvattanau sakala indur ivandha[kare]
-  -  ya J j
II (3) candrarddhamaulicaraeamvujaro - -
- - tain bhuvanam astata - w - ti
(4) prakhyapayan prakrtigaktim ana ^  -
- yanjalin dadad ive w ^  karanesu //
III  (5) saksl bhavan vyavahrtau parina ^  -
vovudhlti
(6) yah pradvivaka iva sabhyatamah patisfch - - 
namatacyutan tara //
IV (7) vande ravindajam [aki]rnnadalaih2 pra[phu]ll[am]
- grayato ravindam 
(8) vlryyam raada ^  madhukhetabhayor3 jjahasa
- - - v. sa w k[e]saradantarajya //
V (9) siddhin dadhatu [para]m[e]gvaragarhgimurttig
gli[sta]prabham parisarena vigesayantl 
(10) gahgeva yatra yaraunasahita sapatnyah4 
bhagyapakarsavidhina miUtamvikayah //
VI (II) vande bhavan bhuvanakaranam ekadehav
avyaktavuddhivad anekagatiprabhinnau 
(12) svarggapavarggajanakav iva dharmmamarggau 
hrdyau himadrikanakadrisarnagamabh.au
VII (13) gaurim grnarai bhayamllitalocana ya
svedodgamapracurakantakamanditahgl 
(14) rosat pinakadhanuso madane pi dagdhe 
viddheva margganagatena punar w ireje  //
V III (15) vaglgvarlcaranapahkajayugmam Ide
vidvanmanassarasi rudham upattaragam 
(16) namramarendraganagekharapadmaraga- 
samkrantaragapariraktam ivoniiakharccih //
(1) BEFEO, X X V II I ,  p. 131 ; Les Elalshindouisis, p. 116.
(2) Qu : [udiyn^ Ld0 ?
(3) Sic, pour °ka iia \
(4) Corr. : sapalnijd.
Coedes, G. (1952) Inscriptions du Cambodge. Vol. 4, Ecole frangaise d’Extrfeme-Orient, Hanoi/Paris, pp. 88-101.
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IX  (17) gangacchata vijayate sphuritacchavindur
indvarddhakotivisam an nabhasah patantl 
(18) tarakulakulitajihm atarangabhanga 
vicchinnataram aniliaravijrm bhiteva //
X (19) laksmvadhi vo duritam  adhisu ghanisista
Iaksmlpater iva tanor ddici vigvam urtteh 
(20) vyapte jagaty akhilam ekagunena yasyag 
gobhamayena.parigesagunesu ka vak
X I (21) svayambhuvan nam ata kamvum udlrnnaklrttim
yasyarkkasomakulasangatim  apnuvantl 
(22) satsantatis sakalacastratam opahantrl 
tejasvin! m rdukara kalayabhipurnna //
X II (23) meram udarayagasam surasundarlnam
Ide1 trilokagurunapi harena nlta 
(24)'ya daksasrstyatigayaisanaya maharser 
aksitrayadaravata m ahisltvam  uccaih //
X III  (25) grlkam vubhubharabhrtac grubavarmmamula
maulad apastavalivandhakrtabhim anah 
(26) sannandakah sphutasudarganadrstavlryya 
m urttac cakasati harer iva vahudandah //
XIV (27) yan rohanadrim  iva rudhavidurabhum im
asadya sadgunamanim m anikarakalpah 
(28) kirttyam vudapratiravankuritan  narendras 
sancaskrire nijaram aram am m rjartham  //
XV (29) yesara pratapavisaram  bhuvanesu kirnnam
anyaujasam  pracamanoclyatam iddhavlryyam 
(30) vlksyaurvvavahnir iva jatabhayo nv aga(Jham 
ambhodhimadhyam agam at praniletukam ah //
XVI (31) Qrlrudravarmmanrpatipramukh«as tatag  grl-
kaundinvasom aduhitrprabhavah ksitm drah 
(32) ja ta  jagattrayaviklrnnayagahprakaga 
daksah prajaviracane crutacalino ye
X V II (33) vrahmandam andalavilm abhiyeva yesan
tlvrapratapavisararkkasahasradiptya 
(34) ahladayanti parito nu digamvarani
gagvadyacagcubhanigakaramandalani //
X V III (35) kantva na kevalam akelini pancavana
ity  aksilaksagataya jagatam  pade ye 
(36) sammohanonmadanamadanagosadipair
apv urjjitair ddadrgire yudhikarmmabhig ca //
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X IX  (37) d a tsa n ta ta v  ajan i yo jayavarm m anam a
gnm an m ahendragikhare padam  adadhanah 
(38) koiyadhvarasya gatayajvajay l yagistho 
ra janyam aulin ikaslk rtapadap ithah  //
X X  (39) grikam vubhubhrd inavangalalam agopta
govarddhanoddhrtikaro  narakah ito  yah 
(40) jisnur bhujangadam ano v rsakan takari
- - [k]antin idhir am vujalocanabhah o
X X I (41) kirbtin divam  gatam akhasya ca dhum ritabbham
- *• [ajsam khyam akhajair ddv isatah  ca laksm im  
(42) rak tam  ranesv asilatam  rudh ira ir vv ibbutya
gubhra digag ca suhrdo vidadhe sam am  yah //
P ied ro it  nord
tasyatm ajo  jay y  ajayagriyo yo 
ripufijayag grijayavarm m anam a 
vrddhapriyatvad  iva vrddhavidya- 
ragl yuva grltarun lv irak tah  // 
vrddhim  gunam  yo gunavrddhihinam  
vikalpayam  asa nayan  nayadhyah  
yuktyanugasta  prakrfcim patistho  
m rjim  vidhitsann iva sam kram ajhah  //
tanm atu lasyendran ibhasya bhutya 
yag grlndravarram cti babhuva pu trah  
narendragavdena bhuvi sth ito  pi 
lebhe sukhanm drapade ciraya // 
sim hasanam  ratnam ayfikhaja la ir 
akram ato  yasya citan  nrpanam  
m urddhno bhi padam  m ak u tan i1 p e tu r 
bhaniva bhanor udayan  nabhasbahj// 
grlndregvaram  lihgam  um apateg grl- 
dharam vikadeh pratim ag ca bhum au 
(10) yo tisth ipad  diksu ca k lrttim  iddhan 
cakhana vlryyan ca ripos ta tak am  //
X X Y II (11 ) ta tsu n u r asld asamo y a g a sv i,
yag grlyagovarm m apadan dadhanah  
(12) asuksm akam ratapayodhiclha-
cainpadidegad dharaner adhlgah //
(1) Corr. : mukutani. —  La m6me graphic so retrouve dans diverses inscriptions 
du Campa ; ISCC, X X I I ,  A, 6 ; B, 8 ; X X V I,  4, 1; X X IX ,  C, 10.
X X I I  (1
(2
X X I I I  (3
(4
X X I V  (5
(6
X X V  (7
(8
X X V I  (9
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X X V III (13) am bhojanabhasya sunabhipadm am
padm asano nityam  alankarisnuh 
(14) itiva cam bhuh purusottam asya
hrtpadm am  adhyasta ciraya yasya //
X X IX  (15) pancadrikutesv iva pancam eru-
kutesu ca dvlpatale m ahabdheh 
(16) gatadhikan devam atisth ipad yo
yagodharam  sthanam  apan eakhana //
X X X  (17) tasyabhavad vistapaharsakarl
grlharsavarm m a tan u jap ra titah  
(18) caturddiglgaksitipalam auli-
m anikyam aladyutiranjitanghrih //
X X X I (19) gastre laghur yyo yagasi prakagah
stam bhah sam adhau pracalah pararthe 
(20) vlryye gurus sam varanag ca dose 
sa tv ash tito 1 pi dvigunatireld //
X X X II (21) sa dharm m avrddhyai vidhina p itrnan
camikarir igvarayor iharccah 
(22) imah pratisthap itavan  rnurarer
indradripade pratim ag ca devyoh // 0  //
X X X III (23) athanujas tasya jay! yagisthas
sodaryyajanm a jitakam akantih  
(24) grlganavarmma tam asan n ihanta 
kalabhipurnno nrpailndur aslt //
X X X IV  (25) yuktyagam odaharanaih prasiddham
sadhyam  pratisthapya ca dharm m am  ekam 
(26) vadiva yah kam am  anekam  arthan  
naiyayiko nirnnayam  unninaya //
X X X V  (27) pitrsvasus tasya patih  patisthag
griyojjvala g grlj ayavarm m anam a 
(28) griyam vibhutya bhuvanatrayasya 
sthanam  purl yena k rta  m ahim na //
X X X V I (29) ciraya nabhyam vujadhatrdharl
khinno bhaved esa itiva jisnuh
(30) caturbhujam  bharavaho bhujastham  
sandargavam  asa parakram e yah  //
X X X V II (31) g arw asya lihgan navadha nimabhig
caturm m ukhader nnavahastanistham  
(32) sthane dhike sthapi m ahapadanam  
suduskaram  lihgapure ca yena //
(I)  Corr. : saliva°. La lorme salva paralt Cire l’orthographe usuelle a cette 6poque.
Les inscriptions de B it  Cum (J. As., 1908 8, p. 213) n’en connalssent pas d’autre.
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X X X V III (33) grlharsavarm m a tanayas tadlyo
yo harsadayl jaga tam  v ije ta  
(34) tejisthavlryyo yagasa varisthah
pra jnah  prabhavad  av ikhanditajiiah  //
X X X IX  (35) kokseyako1 yasya bhujapratistlio
rane ripaksaksatajena digdhah 
(36) adhoksajena ksubhitasya sagner
llaksm lm  uvaham vunidhau m ahadreh  //
X L (37) b h ra ta  tadlyo vayasa gunaugbair
jjyestho  jagadgitagunodayo b h u t 
(38) yo rajyalaksm ya jitara jakag  gri- 
rajendravarm m a jag atip a tin d rah  //
XL I (39) yena p rayuk ta  khalu dandanitir
vviglesakrt krsnagateg gubhagrih 
(40) kalyanavarnnasth itim  adadhana
vidam vayam  asa rasendralaksm lm  //
X L 11 (41) k an tir  yyadlya lalita n isarggat
sahasranetrany api nan d ay an tl 
(42) kan tin  trinetrorurusam  v idhatrlm  
sm arasya durad adharl cakara //
X L III  (43) anekapanekadhanaprayuktair
ddanam vubhih  puskarapuskalarddraih  
(44) sik ta sravadbhir bhuvanadrurnalira 
vevestvate k irttila ta  yadlya //
X LIV  (45) gaive pure siddham  ajasya lingam
siddhegvaram  siddhavibhtitigubhram  
(46) dvlpe ta takasya  yagodharasya
nivegitam  yena ca lingam arccah //
XLV (47) sa divyadrgva param egvarasya
hiranm aylm  apratim am  vidhanaih 
(48) upaskrtem am  pratim am  pravlnah 
prasadagobhan ca sudhavicitram  //
X LV I (49) jlvas saurayuto  m rgadhipagatir bhaum as sumarggo vudhah
kavyenaptaghatadhipo  dinakaro mlnegvarag candram ah 
(50) pusyego pi vrsodito navarasaiigaih kridam anag gako
dhanya ho trapadasth ita  grahaganas svasthe yagassvam ini // 
XLV 11 (51) dharm m iko b harati dharm m am  adharm m o
vadhate  yam  anayos suvallvan 
(52) p u rw a  ity  am itadhir nna yayace 
bhavinas sukrtino naradevan //
1) Corr. : kaukse0.
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X L V III (53) devadravyavinage
sati dharm m acaraviplutacarite 
(54) nirddosas sadhujana
vahukrtvo  jnapanai rajnam  // om namag givaya //
TRADUCTIO N
I. A Celui qui, bien qu’unique, dans le coeur de p lu s ie u r s ...........
dans son corps brillant, comme la pleine lune dans la nu it .........
(hommage a Param egvara I)1.
I I  le lotus des pieds de Celui qui a pour diad&me le croissant
de la lu n e2 . . . .  m anifestan t la puissance de sa n a t u r e .........
I I I .  Honorez A cyuta qui, t6moin de l ’activitS [on : dans un proems]
. . .  qui, comme un juge tres subtil e t tres clairvoyant, comprend 
p a r fa i te m e n t .........
IV. Je  salue Celui qui est ri6 du lo tu s3, dont le lotus 6panoui aux 
petales serr6s (issu du nom bril de Visnu) reposant (sur POc6an), 
s’est moque de l ’heroisme furieux de Madhu et de K aitabha... avec 
la rangee de dents que sont ses filaments.
V. Puisse Pimage de Param egvara-Qarngin (H ari-H ara), qui 
perm et de distinguer par leur contiguity 1’eclat inherent a chacun 
d ’eux, procurer le succes, de meme que la Ganga (obtient le succes) 
lorsqu’elle s’u n it a la Y am una, en enlevant a sa rivale Ambika sa 
p a rt (de leur 6poux commun) a qui celle-ci £ tait (pryc6demment) 
unie4.
VI. Je venere les deux Bhava (Qiva et Uma), cause de fun ivers, 
reunis en un seul corps, mais divis£s en de m ultiples conditions 
comme Vavyakia  e t la buddhi, m enant comme les deux chemins du 
Dharm a (respectivement) au ciel e t a Ia dyiivrance, p laisant au 
cceur, brillan t comme la m ontagne d ’or e t la m ontagne de neige 
reunis5.
(1) Les six derni&res syllabes de cette stance devaient 6tre : paramegvaraya.
(2) Qiva.
(3) Bralima.
(4) On sait qu’aprfcs leur confluent & Frayaga (Allahabad) et sur une certaine distance, 
les eaux claires de la Jumna continuent a courir parall&lement aux eaux sombres du Gange 
sans se melanger avec elles. La Gahga et Ambika (Uma) ont pour 6poux commun Qiva 
(BEFEO , X X X IX ,  p. 21) : en s’unissant a la Yamuna, Ia Gahga triomphe de sa rivale. —  
Au d6but du deuxifeme pdda, la restitution glisla propose© par F. W. Thomas scmble la 
plus satisfaisante.
(5) Avyakta ou mulaprakpli «T616ment primordial» et buddhi «la connaissance 
premier des grands principes constituant le vyakia, sont les deux formes de la prakrti. —  
Les deux chemins du Dharma sont le karmamarga «chemin de Faction » et le jhdnamarga 
« chemin de la connaissance ».
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V II. J ’invoque Gaurl : bien q u ’au m om ent ou dans sa colere 
I'Archer au Pinaka (Qiva) brula M adana (l’Amour), elle a it ferm6 les 
yeux de crainte e t a it vu la sueur perler a chacun des poils de son 
corps, e t q u ’elle a it etc comme transpercee de cent fleches, elle 
resplendit encore.
V III. J ’adore les deux lotus des pieds de Vagi§varl, pousses dans 
le lac de l’esprit des sages, color£s [ ou :  p rovoquant la passion], 
em ettan t de leurs ongles des rayons, comme s’ils eta ien t illumines 
par P6clat combine des rubis que po rten t sur leurs diademes les 
troupes.des Imm ortels inclines.
IX. Victorieuse est la Gaiiga, dont la masse faite de gouttes 
etincelantes et pures, tom be du ciel oti le croissant de la lune projette  
ses cornes, e t produit en b risan t les volutes de ses vagues un jaillisse- 
m ent d ’etoiles, comme si s ’e ta it rompu un collier de brillantes 
pierreries.
X. Que Laksmi 6carte le m al de vos esprits, comme (elle Pecarte) 
dans Pespace du corps de son epoux aux formes m ultiples, Elle dont 
Punique qualite de beaute occupe compl&tement Punivers, —  a quoi 
bon parler de ses autres quaiites ?
X I. Honorez Kam bu Svayam bhuva dont la gloire (comme un 
astre) s’est levee a Phorizon, e t dont la bonne Iign6e, ayan t obtenu 
la conjonction de la race solaire avec la race lunaire, ecarte de tous 
les gaslra Pignorance [ ou :  les t6n£bres], repand sa puissance [ ou :  son 
6clat], leve des impot3 legers [ o u : des rayons doux], et est accomplie 
dans tous les arts [ ou :  a ses kald  au com plet]1.
X II. J ’implore Mera, la plus illustre des femmes c61estes, que 
H ara, guru des trois mondes, tres d^sireux de surpasser au benefice 
de ses trois yeux la procreation de Daksa, a donn6e d ’en h au t du 
ciel comme reine au m ahars i2.
(1) C’est en qualite de branche de la race solaire que la lignee de Kambu dissipe les 
tenftbres et repand son eclat, et en qualite de branche de la race lunaire qu’elle a des rayons 
doux et ses kald au complet. Cette union entre les deux families est un fait atteste par 
l^pigraphie, et cette question a ete etudice du point de vue sociologique par E. P oree - 
M a s p e r o  dans un article intitule Nouvelle elude sur la N dg l Soma, JA, C C X X X V III, 1950, 
p. ‘237, dont j ’ai discute les conclusions (Les regies de la succession royale dans Vancien 
Cambodge, Bull. Soe. f it. indoch.. X X V I, 1951, p. 117). Je suis convaincu que la repartition 
des rois khmers entre les deux families 16gendaires est inspiree des traditions indiennes, et 
que leur union dont parle cette stance Test aussi. De m§me que, dans ITnde, e’est Ila, 
fllle de Manu fondateur du sGryavamsa, qui 6pouse Budha, fils de Soma, de mSme au 
Cambodge, c’est une princesse de la famille solaire de Qresthavarman qui, d’apr&s la stele 
de Ta Prohm, devient femme de Bhavavarman, souverain de la race lunaire. De m6me que, 
dans l'lnde, les pays o\i domine le suryavairi$a occupent une position septentrionale par 
rapport & ceux ou domine le soinavamga, de m8me au Cambodge, les Kambuja de race 
solaire etaient primitivement situes au nord du Fou-nan oil regnait une dynastie lunaire.
(2) Dak$a est un prajSpati dont les fllles (en nombre variable suivant les textes) ont 
donm-i naissance aux dieux, aux demons, aux hommes et aux animaux. L ’auteur veut dire
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X III . Ceux qui porten t le fardeau de la terre de Qrl Kam bu 
[ ou :  le fardeau de la terre, de la conque e t de Qri1], qui on t Qruta- 
varm an pour racine [ ou :  la naissance (du bras) protegee par une 
cuirasse fam euse]3, qui s ’enorgueillissent d ’avoir h Torigine3 rompu 
les liens du trib u t [ou: du d6mon Bali], qui prennent leur plaisir 
dans le Bien [ ou:  ayan t avec eux l ’ep^e N andaka], qui m ontren t 
leur h6roisme to u t en m anifestant leur bel aspect [ ou :  par le (disque) 
Sudargana], brillent comme les longs bras de H ari incarn6s4.
X IV . SA tant approch6s d ’eux comme de la terre 61evee5 et 
lointaine du m ont Rohana, les (autres) rois semblables a des joailliers 
fagonnerent le joyau de la vertu  de Bien jailli bruyam m ent du nuage 
de leur gloire, a l ’intention du te in t pur de la Fortune, fidele favorite 
(des rois Q rutavarm an, etc.).
XV. G’est parce q u ’il avait vu leur h6roisme enflamm6, 6pandant 
sa chaleur dans to u t l’univers e t occup6 sans cesse a r6duire la chaude 
6nergie de leurs ennemis, que le feu Aurva, comme saisi de frayeur, 
est all6 au milieu de Toc6an profond, dans le d6sir de s’y  cacher®.
XVI. Ensuite apparurent les rois dont le prem ier fu t Qrl Rudra- 
varm an, tira n t leur origine de Qrl K aundinya et de la fille de Soma, 
r^pandant dans les trois mondes l’6clat de leur gloire, habiles a gou- 
verner leurs sujets, poss6dant la Qruti.
X V II. Comme s’ils avaient crain t que i’6clat de leur puissance 
aussi ardente qu’un millier de soleils, ne fit fondre la sphere de Toeuf 
de Brahm a, les disques de ces lunes brillantes que sont leurs gloires
apparemment que les descendants du couple Kambu-Mera surpassent tout ce qui a 6t6 
cr66 avant eux. —  On peut se demander si le nom de Mera n’a pas 6t6 forg6 pour expliquer 
le nom des Khm5rs et lui fournir une sorte d*6tymologie.
(1) La terre, sous la forme d’une petite boule tenue dans la main inf6rieure droite, et 
la conque sont parmi les attributs ordinaires de Visnu.
(2) Ce second sens est tr&s hypoth6tique.
(3) Ma traduction de 1909 avait pris le mot maula dans le sens d’« indigene »(« d’avoir 
delivr6 l ’indigfene des chalnes du tr ib u t») ; bien que cette interpolation ne soit pas exclue, 
I ’emploi de maulad avec un sens adverbial est beaucoup plus vraisemblable et tout aussi 
interessant du point de vue historique: l ’origine de la royaut6 des Kambuja est attribute a 
une liberation.
(4) I I  semble r6sulter de cette comparaison avec les bras de Visnu, qui sont au nombre 
de quatre, que Qrutavarman et ses suceesseurs furent eux aussi au nombre de quatre, ce qui 
placerait cette dynastie dans un passe moins recul6 qu’on ne le croyait, puisque la stance 
X V I place imm6diatement apr^s elle celle qui eut pour premier roi Rudravarman, roi du 
Fou-nan au d6but du vi° si£cle.
(5) Y  aurait-il ici une allusion aux hautes terres du moyen M6kong qui furent le 
berceau des rois de la lign6e de Qrutavarman ?
(6) Allusion possible au repli des derniers rois du Fou-nan vers les rives du Golfe de 
Siam, et peut-Stre mSme jusqu’d Java, s’il est vrai, comme je l ’ai proposd, que les Qailendra 
d’lndonesie descendent des «rois de la montagne » founanais.
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perpetuelles1, rafralchissent de tou te  p art respace des points cardi- 
naux,
X V III. « Ce n ’est pas seulement avec l’indolent Amour (qu’elle 
s’unit) », ainsi pensait le monde ou la Beauts e ta it venue se faire Pobjet 
de tous les regards (en la personne de ces ro is); c’est ainsi que ceux-ci 
brillerent, aussi bien par leur puissant eclat qui dess^chait e t affolait 
de tous les 6garements (de l’Amour), que par leurs exploits dans le 
combat.
X IX . Dans cette lign6e naqu it le fortune et tres glorieux Jaya- 
v arm an2, qui etab lit sa residence sur le sommet du Mahendra, qui 
vainquit par un kolihoma  le dieu aux cent sacrifices (Indra), et dont le 
tabouret 6 tait devenu la pierre de touche des diademes royaux.
XX. P o rtan t la terre de Qri Kam bu [ ou:  la terre, la conque et 
QriJ, protecteur et ornem ent de la race solaire [ou : gardien des 
vaches folatres de noble race], augm entant la prosp6rit6 de la terre 
[ ou :  soulevant le m ont Govardhana], desastreux pour Tenfer [ ou :  
pour (l’Asura) N araka], victorieux, vainqueur des flatteurs [ o u : du 
serpent], ennemi des adversaires de la Loi [ ou :  ennemi de Kamsa 
(ou de V rsabha)3], tresor de beaute..., il avait l ’eclat du dieu aux 
yeux de lotus (Visnu).
X X I. II produisit a la fois : par les (fum6es) issues de ses innom- 
brables sacrifices, robscureissem ent de la gloire e t du ciel (d’Indra) 
aux cent sacrifices ; par le sang r6pandu dans les combats, le rougis- 
sem ent (de honte) de la Fortune de ses ennemis et de la liane de son 
ep6e ; par sa magnificence, ]’6clat radieux des orients e t de ses amis.
X X II. Son fils victorieux, possM ant une Fortune invaincue 
[ ou :  la fortune de Visnu], vainqueur de ses ennemis, nomme 
Qr! Jayavarm an, <§tait, comme par suite de son affection pour les 
vieillards, passionne pour la science antique, et (bien que) jeune, 
sans passion pour la jeune Qri.
X X III . Grand politique, educateur habile, il conduisait a am ^ rite  
e t a la fortune ses sujets depourvus de m6rite et de fortune, en les 
m odifiant adroitem ent, comme un connaisseur des gradations qui
(1) On peut se demander si, en comparant les gloires des rois descendant de Kaun- 
dinya, et successeurs de Rudravarman, aux disques de la lune, le po&te n’a pas voulu laisser 
entendre que ces rois furent au nombre de 12, comme les lunaisons de I ’annee : pour les 
deux si&cles 6coul6s entre le r&gne de Rudravarman et l’avknement de Jayavarman I I ,  ce 
nombre est parfaitement vraisemblable.
(2) La stdle de Pr& Rup (Jnscr. du Cambodge, I, p. 74), d’accord avec les inscriptions 
digraphiques de Yagovarman, fait descendre Jayavarman I I  des seigneur3 d'Aninditapura, 
qui descendaient eux-mgmes du couple Kaundinya*Som5.
(3) Si V^sakanta est analyse comme un compost ialpurusa, il d6signe «I ’adversaire 
(par excellence) de Vr§a ( — Visnu) », c’est-i-dire Karnisa ; mais .s’il est interprets comme 
un karmadhdraga, il dSsigne Vy§a ou Vr§abha. Dans les deux cas, l ’ennemi de Vr§akanta 
est Vi?nu, qui est vis6 par toutes les autres 6pithHes de cette stance.
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desire r6aliser la puret6 [ ou:  Doue de m6thode, m altre habile, il 
appliquait le gutia et la vrddhi a une forme prim itive d^pourvue de 
guna e t de vrddhi, en la modifiant avec justesse, comme un connaisseur 
des divers degr6s, d6sireux d ’employer (la racine) m r j  (« purifier »)].
XXIV. Son oncle maternel, semblable a Indra, eu t grace a sa 
bonne fortune un fils nomm6 Qri Indravarm an qui, bien qu*6tabli 
sur la terre avec le titre  d’Indra des hommes, obtin t pour longtemps 
les jouissances (celestes) du sejour d ’Indra.
XXV. Lorsqu’il m onta sur son trdne recouvert par les r6seaux 
(formas par) les rayons de leurs joyaux, les diademes des rois 
tom berent de leurs tetes a ses pieds, comme les etoiles (tombent) 
du ciel au lever du soleil.
XXVI. Sur la terre, il a plac6 un linga de 1’^ poux d ’Uma sous le 
nom de Qrl Indregvara avec les images de Qrldhara, Ambika et 
autres, et il a creus6 un bassin1; dans les points cardinaux, (il a plac6) 
sa gloire flamboyante et (il a mine) la force de ses ennemis.
X X V II. Son fils sans 6gal, couvert de gloire, regut le nom de 
Qrl Yagovarman et fu t le m altre supreme de la terre qui a pour 
limites les Suksm a-Kam rata, l ’oc^an, la Chine et le Campa.
X X V III. « Celui qui est assis sur le lotus (Brahma) desire sans 
cesse orner (de sa presence) le beau lotus du nombril de Celui qui a 
un lotus dans le nombril (Visnu) », c’est sans doute dans cette pens6e 
que (Jambhu s’est assis pour longtemps sur ce lotus qu ’est le coeur 
de cet homrne sans egal [ou:  de ce Visnu].
X X IX . Sur les cinq sommets d ’un Meru, comine si c’eu t 6t6 sur 
les cinq sommets du m ont (Meru)2, ainsi que dans une lie du grand 
oc6an3, il a etabli plus de cent dieux4, et il a creus6 le bassin de Yago- 
dhara5.
(1) Indregvara correspond a la pyramide de BakoA. Les images divines mentionnSes 
ensuite sont peut-8tre celles qui sont enumer^es sur la face B de la st61e de BhkoA (Inscr. 
du Cambodge, I, p. 35), Le bassin est l ’lndratataka ou bassin de Lolei. Le temple de Para- 
megvara (Pr&h KS) n’est pas mentionne.
(2) C’est-&-dire dans les cinq tours d’un monument pyramidal, qui ne saurait 6tre que 
le B&kh&n. Mais peut-£tre pourrait-on traduire : «sur les sommets de cinq montagnes, 
comme sur les sommets du Meru». II  serait alors question de cinq monuments difTdrents 
construits sur cinq collines disposees k peu pres en quinconce. Le Phnom B&kh&ft au centre, 
le Phnoip Bdk A Test et le Phnom Kr6m au sud, portant chacun une construction de 
T6poque de Yagovarman, rSpondent exactement k cette conception. Pour le nord, on 
pourrait songer au Phnom DSi oil a trouv6e une inscription de Yagovarman (DEFEO , 
X V I I I ,  ix, p. 13), mais on ne voit pas ou placer la cinquieme colline qui devrait etre & 
l ’ouest,
(3) L ’lle du grand oc£an doit designer T118t, situ6 au centre de 1’IndratatSka, oh 
Yagovarman fonda le temple fun6raire d’Indravarmegvara (Lolei).
(4) Devam est un singulier collectif, k moins que le pofete n’ait voulu dire que le roi 
avait erige le mSme dieu, en l’espfcce un givalifiga, plus de cent fois : h elles seules les 109 
tours du B&kh&n, contenant chacune un liftga, justifleraient 1’expression,
(5) Le Bhr&y Oriental.
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X X X . II cu t un fils bien-aim6, Qrl H arsavarm an , qui causait la
joie de l ’univers, e t dont les pieds eta ien t 6claires par la splendeur
des guirlandes de rubis couvrant les diademes des rois des quatre 
points cardinaux.
X X X I. Agile en escrime, b rillan t de gloire, rigide dans la m edi­
ta tion , empress^ au service des autres, grave dans son heroisme,
ferm6 au mal, bien que dou£ de la quality de bonte, il possedait en 
exces les deux (autres) q u a litis1.
X X X II. Pour l ’augm entation du dharm a de ses parents il a, 
su ivan t la regie, erige ic i2 ces images d’or des deux Igvara (Qiva et 
Uma), e t au pied de l ’lnd rad ri les images de l’eimemi de Mura (Visnu) 
e t de deux D evi3.
X X X III . Ensuite son frere cadet de la meme mere, Qrl Igana- 
varm an, victorieux, surpassant l ’Am our par sa beauts, dissipant les 
tfoiebres, poss6dant tous les arts  [ ou :  toutes les ka ld ], fu t une lune 
parm i les rois.
X X X IV . S’6 tan t propos6 comme objet de dem onstration l ’unit6 
du Bien, laquelle est & la fois d6montr6e par la perception, la trad ition  
e t l ’infSrence, en bon controversiste naiyayika q u ’il 6tait, il en a 
dM uit comme corollaire la p luralite  de l’AgrSable e t de l ’U tile4.
X X X V . Le m ari de la soeur de son pere, le tr6s habile Qrl J a y a ­
varm an, enflamm6 par Qrl, fonda une ville qui par son am pleur fu t 
le siege de la puissance des Qrl des trois m ondes5.
X X X V I. « Depuis le tem ps q u ’il porte le Cr&ateur sur le lotus de 
son nom bril, ce (Visnu) doit etre fatigue », c’est comme dans cette 
pens6e que ce roi victorieux [ ou :  ce Visnu], laborieux [ ou :  p o rtan t
(1) En tant qu’agile et brillant, le roi possddait la qualite de saliva, en tant que rigide 
et empress^, celle de rajas, et en tant que grave et ferme, eelle de lamas.
(2) A Baksei Camkr&h,
(3) J ’avais traduit en 1909 : « II  Grigca ici-meme, au pied de la montagne d’lndra, les 
images en or de deux Igvara, ainsi que celles de l ’ennemi de Mura et de deux D e v i». Cette 
interpretation n’est pas impossible, mais la r6p6tition ihdrcah... pralimdc ca me parait 
plutSt entrainer celle qui est adoptee ci-dessus. L ’ lndradri se trouvant alors dissociG de 
l ’expression iha «ici m&me », est a chercher ailleurs qu’au B&kh&h.Onpeutsonger soit & une 
v6ritable colline, peut-etre au Mahendraparvata — Phnom KulGn, soit h un temple- 
montagne, par exemple A celui d’ lndregvara (B&koA).
(4) C’est h mon maitre Alfred Foucher que je dois l ’interpretation correcte de cette 
stance dont l ’intention est d’Gnoncer qu’en se proposant uniquement d’aceomplir son 
devoir (dharma), le roi en a retire du plaisir (kdma) et des benfefices (artha).
(5) II s’agitdela fondation de la cite Gphem&re de Chok Gargyar (K6h Ker). Les dimen­
sions colossales des monuments de ce site justifient la mention de leur grandeur (mahiman). 
De plus on peut, sans Gtre accusG de vouloir raffiner, voir dans l ’expression griyam 
vibhulyd bhuvanatrayasya, une allusion au nom de la divinitG principale de Kdh Ker, 
Tribhuvanegvara (CL BEFEO, X X X I ,  p. 13).
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Visnu], a m ontre par sa puissance q u ’il ten a it su r son bras le dieu 
aux  quatre  bras (Visnu).
X X X V II. A L ingapura, dans un lieu Eminent, il a  erig6, exploit 
difficile ! un  linga de Qarva, plac6 k une h au teu r de neuf fois neuf 
coud6es, avec les images de B rahm a e t d ’autres d ieux1.
X X X V III. Son fils Qri H arsavarm an, causant la joie des 
creatures, vainqueur, b ru lan t d ’h^roi’sme, doue d ’une gloire sans 
egale, savant, possedait une puissance assuranf Tinviolabilite a ses 
com m andem ents.
X X X IX . Dans la bataille l ’epee que ten a it son bras, trem pee 
dans le sang des troupes ennemies, lui p rocurait la meme Laksmi 
(que celle) de la grande m ontagne enflammde agit6e dans l’ocean par 
le dieu ne sous Tessieu (Visnu).
XL. Son fr^re, son a!ne par l ’age e t la vertu , fu t le roi Qri Rajen- 
dravarm an, qui surpassait les autres rois p ar sa puissance royale et 
don t le monde chan ta it les vertus naissantes.
X L I. ExercSe par lui, la justice av ait la splendeur du feu qui 
opere la dissolution (du monde) [ o u : l ’analyse (des 616ments)] ; 
etab lissant son s6jour dans une bonne caste [ ou :  dans Tor], elle a 
raill6 la puissance des rois [ ou :  du m ercure].
X L II. Sa beaute charm ante, r^jouissant des sa naissance un 
m illier d ’yeux, sans exception, a rabaiss6 la beau ts de l’Amour qui 
a mis longtem ps k exciter la col&re du dieu aux trois yeux (Qiva).
X L III. ArrosSe par le Hot de 1’eau de ses donations [ou; du 
liquide frontal] com prenant des 6l6phants e t une foule de richesses 
[ o u :  p rodu it par une m ultitude d ’6l£phant$], e t rafraichies par de 
nom breux lotus [ ou :  de nom breuses pointes de trom pes], la liane de 
sa gloire enlace la rang£e d ’arbres de l ’univers.
X LIV . Dans la ville de Qiva2, il a installe Siddhegvara, m iracuieux 
linga de l ’fiternel, b rillan t d ’un pouvoir m iracuieux, e t dans File du 
bassin de Y agodhara3, un linga e t des images.
XLV. Ce roi habile, doue d ’une vision divine, a a jo u te4 cette
(1) Le sens de cette stance, qui relate Direction du liftga Tribhuvanegvara au sommet 
de la grande pyramide de K6h Ker, a 6t6 61ucid6 dans Inscriptions da Cambodge, I, pp. 69- 
70.
(2) Qivapura, nom qui a dt6 porU par plusieurs sanctuaires, doit designer ici celui 
du Phnoip Sandak, od sous le r&gne de Yagovarman un disciple de Somagiva avait 6rige 
un Bhadregvara en 895 {ISCC , p. 334), divinity h laquelle RSjendravarman avait voue 
une devotion particuli&re, et od il a laisse une inscription khmfcre de 956 (K . 192) et une 
inscription sanskrite malheureusement ruinee et a peu prfes illisible (K . 193).
(3) L ’ilot du M6b6n Oriental, oil il faut done supposer que dfes 948 Rajendravarman 
avait fait une fondation, anterieure au Mdbfin de 952.
(4) C’est le sens qu’il faut, je crois donner & upaskr, puisqu’on sait par la stance 
X X X I I  que le monument initial de Baksfii Camkr^n date de IIar§avarman I«r. La
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incom parable image en or de Param egvara, avec les rites appropri^s, 
e t la splendeur de ce p rasat decore de stuc.
X L  VI. Ju p ite r  uni a Saturne est dans le Lion ; Mars, dans le
Capricorne ; Mercure avec V6nus, dans le Yerseau ; le soleil domine
dans les Poissons e t la lune dans P u sy a ; leve avec le Taureau, Qaka 
joue avec les (8) Corps, les (6) saveurs e t le nom bre n eu f1 ; pro- 
pices, les planetes, ses Gana, font fonction de h o tar en presence du 
Seigneur de gloire bien etabli en sa (demeure).
X L V II. « Le juste  sou tien t le D harm a, Pin juste  le detru it, mais 
le plus fort des deux, c ’est le prem ier », c’est dans cette  pensee que 
Celui qui a un esprit sans limites (R ajendravarm an) juge inutile de 
faire appel a la bienveillanee de ses successeurs (pour entreten ir sa 
fondation).
X L V III. Si les biens des dieux sont detru its, par suite de pratiques 
m auvaises dans 1’observance du D harm a, les gens de bien en sont
innocents, selon les proclam ations r6p6t6es des rois.
Om ! Hommage d Qiva !
question qui reste & nSsoudre est de savoir s’ii faut entendre que Rajendravarman y 
ajouta «la splendeur d’un prasat d6cor6 de stuc », c’est-£i-dire un pr&s&t qui correspondrait 
a la tour actuelle (construite sur la pyrarnide de Harsavarman I«r)> ou s’il faut compren- 
dre qu'il ajouta iu n  pras&t dej& construit par IIar§avarman I er « la splendeur d’une deco­
ration de stuc ». La premiere interpretation est la plus vraiseniblable.
( 1 )  Date correspondant d’apr&s A. B a r t h  £t mercredi 2 3  f^vrier 9 4 8  A. D.
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T e x t e . *
. A
( i )  traigunyadhya£ikblndubhaskarakarapradyot3nodgiihajair 
agryaih padmajakanjadrktrinayaaair adhyasitai$ $akti[bhih] | 
saijirodhasthitisaipbhavatmarataye bhinnas tridhaiko pi yas 
tasmai nityacite QivSya vibhave rajno rthasiddhyai namab |)
n. (2) rfipaip yasya naveiidumandita$ikhan trayyaji pratltam param 
vljam Vrahmaharl9varodayakarain bhinnain kalSbhis.tridha | . 
s5ks3dak§arara Smananti munayo yogadhiga.myan namas 
sarpsiddbyai prapavatmame bhagavate tasmai $ivayfistu yalj [[
in* (3) eka . . prak kalabaqisavibhramagatib kantonmada ya sat! 
bbittvSftgam gaganodgatatmarataye ya t§aavatvain.punah | 
padmaip m£nasasarjibhrtam nijaruciprojjnnbhitatti bibbratT 
sa ?akti$ Qivas[y&]ngatodayakarI Gaurl para patu vah II
iv* (4) yenaitani jaganti yajvahutabhugbhasvannabhaitisvannabhah- 
k§ityambhahksanadakarais svatanubhir vyatanvataivgstabhih j 
uccaih karana^aktir a p rati hat a vyakhy2yate'nak§araip 
jlySt karapakaranam sa bhagavaa ardhenducfldamariih [|
v. (5) NarSyanan namata yo vibhutain vitanvan 
. Jokatrayan tripadalanghitamatram eva | . 
dp§tv5 turlyapadam Sptfujm ivadbunapi 
nidrScchaleaa vidadbati samSdhim abdhau [|
vi. ambbojabhur jjayati yo vadanai? caturbhir 
onkarav&ridaravam samam ujjagara |
(6) k^etrahitan tribhuvanodayapuranartham 
utsQnatam iva nayan nijavijam adyam (|
Finot, L. (1925a) Mebon. Inscriptions d’Angkor, Bu/letin de /tc o /e  Franga/se d ’Extrim e-Orient, 25-3/4, 309-352.
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vii* mandaft9umajjdalavinirggatavaridhara 
Mandakial jayati dhurjjatina dhfta ya [ 
murddhna nagendrataaayarddha^arlrasandheh 
premamivandham iva dar$ayiturp prakrstam (f
y ih . (7) asTd amrara^er avanlpati^roratnamalarccitaftghrir
Valadityabhidhano py arikulakama!opapIav5kha5dacandra(i | 
SfojmSkau^dinyavangamvaratalatHako bhupaiir bhuriklrttir 
ddordandoddyotitaninditapurabharitam rajyalak§mlm vahaa yah |
ix* (8) proddrptadvi§at5a dadhad yudhi vadhuvaidhavyadlk^vidhiip 
vaddhnan y'aQ ^igiranpuraQinm^adain satklrttimaliiiji gu$atii ! 
Svarggadvarapure Purandarapuraprasparddhisamvarddhane 
sarthva$ (*) garvvara ati§thipat savibhavairi liftgaip vidh&n§nvitatn
x. • (9) vrahmaksatraparamparodayakarl tadbhagineyT sat! 
pu^yaa aaraa SarasvatTti dadhati khyata jagatpSvanl | 
nan5mmayagir3m gabhlram adhikain patram dvijanam varam 
. sindhun&m iva sindhurajam agamad ya Vi^varapaip priyam ||
xi (io)Somadye sarabhute pijakulanivahe bhuridhammi vyatlte
Rudropendramarendraprabhpisuravarais sangate nandanartham | 
tadvah9ak§Trasindho|j pravikaritaya9ahpSrijatabhijata 
lebhe janmavadafe bhuvanahltakarl ya dvitlyeva Lak§rmh ||
xii, (11) yS nUmnSpi Mahendradevyabbihita bhubhrtsutaivegvarl 
dev! divyavilasinlbhir asakrt sangjyamanastutih ]
bhasvadvan9a ~    * -  puradl^avanlgatmajo -
yam samprapyaMahendravarmmanrpatis s&rtham adhad T9atSm ||
xm. (12)Iaksmla fiksnetar5n9or adhikam adharayan dhvastadosandhakaro
vaddhnan padmSnuvandharii prakafilatapasS tena patya prajantm \ 
devyan tasyam [AdijtySn divasakara ivotpaditah Ka9yapena 
9rlmadrajendravarmmavanipatir abhayat tejasSm Skaro yah |j
x iy . (13) dugdhamvurager iva piirnnacandraQ 
candtfi9uratnad iva citrabhanuh |
9uddh&ivayad yo nitaram vi^uddhati 
pradurbabhfivakhilabhupavandyaji ||
( l)Corr, s&rvvag.
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xv. tejahpraka^as tamaso vina^o
disain pras^dah sphytatS kalSnam 1 
yattigmatejas tuhinan^ukrtyam 
yenodaye tail nikhilaip vitene ||
xvi. (14) ramyo pi samyakprasavena saumyah 
santanakas saatatam udgatena*] 
maMpbalaip -yarp samavapya bhum aal? 
ruroha kotim ramaniyat§ygl? |j
xvii. vivarddhaniano nvaha[m ijddhakantir 
vapurvi$e§epa manohareija I
yas &arvvapak§odayam adadhSnas 
tira?cakaraiva him5nQulak§mIm ||
x v iii. (15) yag ^ai^ave py a$u tatha kalabhih 
purpno nvaham £abdagu?e tidlptah 
yatha kalavattvam apladulabdhan 
jadyanvitan dfiram adha^cakara |J
xix. nirasya do§a[n prajsaram sphurantT 
praka^itartha bhuvane ?nuvana | 
vidySnavadyena mukhena yasya 
prak samgatainlva dinasya dTptih ||
xx. (16) tsadya £akuip- vivudbopanitaip 
mabe9var!rp jnanamaytm amoghSm 
kumarabhave vijitarivarggo 
. yo dtpayam asa mahendralak§ralra ||
xxr. pr thu p ratltafpra] thitagunau ghais
sadvaiisajatarp prathane pradhanam 
dhanur mahat ksatrakulan ca tulyarp 
ya$ ^iksaya namayati sma tuAgam ||
1 * _
xxu, (17) 9istopadi§tain pratipadya sadyah. 
ksetram yam uikrstam akf§tapacyam , 
graddhambhasa siktam aruk§ad uccai? 
95strasya castrasya ca vTjam agryam J.
xxm. yas sarvatas sarvagu^Sa patimna 
ruces sada .dhSravipe^am ujjhaa } 
upadade lokahit&ya bhasvan 
rasan. iva pratyaham astatandrih ||
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xxiv. (18) udyanabhagasya vasaatasaippad 
ivamrta^or iva paurnamSs! | - 
amusnatl yasya vipesa^obha 
samujjajyrnbhe navayauvanagrlh ||
xxv. yatrapi pumlomahatah prakrtya 
nirupitam lak§anam astagesam | 
ken&py asaipkhyagamavad vibhSvyaip 
prakS^ayam &sa mahegabhavam ||
xxvr. (19) valyat pravrddhaip. prabhftiprabhutam 
yad yasya saimdaryyam ananyalabdham | 
dhruvam vidharavayavTcakara 
tad ranjayan yauvanakantim rddham ||
xxvii. , nirudhnamSnas satataip manobhfir 
yyasya sphute nutanayauvane pi | 
saundaryyasandarganajStalajja 
i.vantikan nopasasarpa darppSt ||
xxvin. (20) yasykftgalavanyam ananyarudham 
dr§tva Ratih preman iimlitak§I | 
manye na mene patim atmanlnam 
pinakinetragnigikhavalldh'am ||
xxix.- dhanurvvikarsapratatorugakiir 
yuvapravTro yuvarajalak§mTm | 
ayonijSm yo janakopanltarp 
SltSip satlm Rama ivoduv&ha ||
xxx. (21) yadarkkavimvid iva hemakumbhad 
ambhomftenagalatabhisekah | ' 
tatahprabhrty eva vivrddhibhaja' 
bhutam himangor iva yasya lak§my5. ||
xxxi. snanamvubhis tlvram amantravandhyais 
tejonalo yasya samedhate sma t 
tatsparddhayevagrujaiail? patadbhir 
ddviskrn samani gokahutSgano pi ||
xxxn. (22) alamkrtenakrtakaig grutadyair
brdyair nnijangaig ca nisarggakantaih | . 
agramyabhusopacayena yena 
vibhQ§anaiji mangalam ity upattam |{
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navSm navam dhyanamahabhiseke 
yo bhuktaratnSbharago babhara ( 
pltambhasah ktimbhabbavena lak§mim 
ambhonidher'udgataratnarS^eh |[
(23) uccavacair uccapadadhirudhair 
grahah- bhiyeva krtavigraho pi | 
aropito yas svayam apy ak5nk§as 
simhasane hstakagailaturige |[
yasyarigak5nteh kva tathanav&dyatp 
vidyeta manye py upamanam anyat | 
sainkrantam adargatale pi vimvam 
anarham Sdharavagan nijam yat ||
(24} yatrSbhi§ikte patatambhasSrdra 
vasundbara.varidhicSrukancI I 
urdhvTcakaraikam iv&tapatrarn 
yagassphurac candrakalavadstam ||
svalaksanalaksitasarwasaippat 
phalain samakhyati puro vipakam | 
yasy£gi$o vipraganaprayuktalj 
kftaauvada iva saipbabhuvuh ||
(25) dvirephamala iva parijatan 
dhiyo munTnam iva cStmayogam | 
vyaparam anyan jagatSip vihaya . 
df?o dvitlfyam] pratipedire vara-II •
itas tato vidyud ivadyutac chrTs 
tavan nrpaniSm pracate prakrtya | 
ramya garat prUdurabhun na ySvad 
yadlyayatrasamayo pjrabhrl ||
(26) tlvrastranMjanarSjitagrlr 
ddTpto mahSmandaladTksaya yah | 
vidyangamantraig ca kptatmaguptir 
asa[dh§ya]t siddhim udarabhstim ||
yasmtn vidhaty apracalatpatskam 
patakinlm digvijayaya yati | 
dvidrajalak§mlh pracacala purvvam . 
urw l tu pagcad valabharagurvvT |i
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xur. (27) m£amya saumilrim ivabhiyEne 
bhigarjjitan mrjjitameghaaadam | 
turyyadhvamrn. yasya dafEsyatulyair 
dQrad dvisadbhir vibhayaip babbuve j|
xun . prat^pavahner iva dhuniajalara
valoddhutara yasya rajah prayEne j 
apy aspr^ad vairivilasinTnSm 
udagrayam Esa vilocanani |j
xliv . (28) ksatnEn nipldya prathamam pravrttah 
srotarnsi kElu§yam atho rajobhih | 
yane nayaa yasya samutpapata 
saipghag camunEm iva vaddharosal? ||
xlv. kTrpnab kvacid bhanjitabhumibhrdbhir 
anvasyamanah paravEhinlbhih |
kvacic ca yasya praiatab prayatub *
svarvShinlmErgga ivasa mErggah Jj
x lvi. (29) viyat ~  varanan janEnEh
cestEsv a$aktiip vihatam prak^am } 
yad yat prado§as tanute tamobhis 
tat tac cakErarisu valalr yyah ||
xlvii. vitatya paksadvayam EttanEdam
yasmin rayEt tark§ya iva prapanne | 
dvinnagavfndam hatavlryyasampad 
gaatavyatEra udhatayEvatasthe ||
XLvrri. (30) Mq.
x l ix . vapEsanaip bibhrati yatra yuddhe 
guddhe $aratkala ivabhidfst.e I 
‘ itas tato llaataya^u mogha 
meghS ivasan iaghavo narendrEb |  *
(31) Toule la stance m q s a u f l e  dern ie r m o t : abhuTtanam 11
u . satyavimudhasya pataftgasEmyam 
sametya saaanda ivarivarggah | 
yadvEhudandEra^ijah jvalantan 
tejonalaip yadvipade bhtsede ||
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m . (32 ) a, b , c m q . ; d : ...............pan nabhasi pravrddhah ||
u n . nij&sanam prSpya ripfm nirasya
ruddhva marudvartma manorayaS ca | 
vijitya yasyabhyasato vatasthe py 
atandra . . . . . . . ........................  ||
l iv . (3 3 ) «, b , c m q . ; d : vanais samaip saipyati sanjahSra ||
lv . ?illmukha mucddhaai capamukta
jhamkuraramya dvjsatSm nipetuh | 
svassundarlhastalatavimukta- 
ma?daragandhanugatas tu yasya |j
LV[. (34 ) a-b  mq.
.................................  tu vandhan
cakartta bhubhfnnivahottamafligam ||
l v ii. gastravranasrasrutidharayldrau
ruddho py arlndrair yudhi yo didtpe , 
dvitch3yayacch2dita eva bhSnur 
bibhrat tanutran tyajati svadlptim ||
l v iu . (35 ) a-b mq.
, --------- ~ [du)rvvaryyavilclrnnaklrttir'
■ da?5nanan durhriam unnbaya fl *
l ix . na svlciklr§ur yudhi cakricakraip 
bajranca no bajrabhpto pi jisr^ufe | 
ya? ?aktiyjkto nu mahe?varastram 
sudussaham pr&pya jit&rivarggah ||
lx .  (3 6 ) a-b mq. *
 tan tv asya vibsinTnam
abhidyatM d dhpdayairi'svayah call
l x i. yo mathyam&nas samare rivtrair
ggambhlryayogan na jahau prasddam | 
hrado hi kalusyam upaiti bhog&t . 
stamveramair amvunidhir nna jStu J
Lxn, (37 ) a-b  mq.
didyute vidyud iva sphuranty a - 
jihvapi jihveva bhujoragasya |]
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l x iii. snigdhasipatapratigh atahane
mp§ter llaghutvat smfdvibhramad va | 
puiiahpraharena kite ripate 
bhujapavadam bubhuje bhf?am yah |)
lxiv . (38) a-b  mq.
divyangananam avataran&rthain 
saupaaasampatiim ivSkarod yah ||
lxv . • randhre bhiyogam nijapak§araks2ni 
vibhajya yo dusanasadhanabhyam | 
hrtottaraprSkramam atat&na 
kurvan patua nispratibharn vipak§am |]
lxv i. (39) a mq.
. . . . . .  tataya phalatvam |
vidher vvidheye vtparTtavptter 
vrttam krtT yo nucakara vuddhe ||
lxvii, sakhyanunitapi sadabhlmukhye
prSgalbhyam icchaty api gatrasena 1 * 
parSLnmukhl vlk§ya'babhuva durUd 
vadhfir Dnavodheva samidratau yam ||
lxviii. (40}. . . , , i  .......................   v
gl(i)$te mahajau vijajakrlya[rn] ca | 
adpSnhako vikramasampad eii 
yo yuktam uktafy khalu yukiividbhih j|
lxix . durggabhisairiparkkavivarngadeho 
guhlnanalocanaioladrsth | 
yasyarisamgho mrgakpttivasa 
vane sthitah sthSnusamo py anlgah |)
lxx . (4 1 ) , . . . . ............................... . varasya
manoratho yasya vrtha babhuva | 
aor.vvT yadurvvivijiglsutayiirp 
vadanyatayam api nalamarthl |(
lxxu pre6khatpraru<Jhasphutavidrumatjgh<) 
hares samakrantimmagnanagah j 
antarwanair durggatayabdhituiyo 
yasyaridego pi jahati laksmlm ||
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lxxii* .(42). ............... rthasiddhim
udyogayuktas trigapasya vrddhyai | 
di$a£ catasro viditapraySma 
jagraha vidya iva valabhave |j
lxxiii. kriavaka^am bhuvane vibhutvad
a$pf|tam anyair gunibhir mahlya^ j 
samvya^iiiite ^abdagupanuvandhara 
yago yadlyam kham ivSkalankam ||
lxx iv* (43) ksayakar^itangTm
prak Su^rutacarayicarajniabhib j 
ni£9esado§ak§apape tidakso 
ya§ §adrasSftgair dharanlqi puposa |l
lxxv. tad eva tejo vijitanyatejab
purvvaip mahanman^alam eva tac ca |
bhr$an didlpe mahadadhipatyain
yah prapya bhasvan iva jnadhyam ahnali ||
lxxvi* (4 4 )  nSdrTodram (*) udlrpnasiiphaip.
yatradhirudhe sati tivradhSmni | , 
na tarakah kevalam astabh&so 
patan nfp&n3ip manimaulayopi ||
lxxvi 1. ekatra $ubhre pi ^a^Snka^obhe
samuddhrte yasya mahatapatre 1 
mahim apesSip pravih§ya tapas *
samSsasSda dvisatam manSmsi ||
lxxviii. (45) [ci|r&ya yadrupanirupanecchS 
sancoditS nunam a$esalokah ) 
makhair asaipkhyair anime^abhoyarp 
bhuyo bhyavanchan nijav&nchit&ptyai |]
lxxix. Iaksmin didrksus sahajSip suhrtsu 
yathakramam sa kramayancakara j 
sadarppanain yo manidarppaiie§u 
cchaySm iva svstm paribhuktabhusah ||
(*) 11 faut probablement restituer sirnhdsanadrtndrani.
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(46) yasyatiteji$thatayasa nitir 
nnitSntam rjvl na yatha paresaip | 
muktvarkkacandrau na gatir grahSnim 
pratlpavakranyatamasya kasya ||
sanmantramOlai? catura? caturbhis 
samadibhir yyo vividhaprayogaih | 
apayasamrodhibhir abhyupayair 
vedai^ ca samsadhayali sma siddhim ||
(47) Sadapi raulaprakrtib pratlta? 
citrain mahat karrama ca dargayan yah | 
§adgupyayogat trigunaip pradhanam 
atulyam 5ca§ta vinapi v5c5 ||
pr&yena jihmo pi vidhir vvldheye 
mantraprabhutsahavi?esa?aktih \ 
apayadf§teh pratik3lapak§e 
nukulayam &sa bhiyeva yasya ||
(48) trivarggasaipsarggasuhjrdbhir Srad 
rastre gunaughair avabhartsyamSnah | 
do^a r«§eva?u vipaksapak§am 
a$i9riyan yasya gunagrayasya ||
nirbhidya sadyah svam avadyam tidyan 
yo nySyino ny&n vininaya yuktya \ 
tamarnsy api ghnan sakalaip kalaiikam 
upeksate svaip k§anadakaro hi ||
(49) sngasanad avyasanSc ca yasya 
praja sujata na vipattigafcka | 
Ajata^atror api rajaputrT 
du^asanat prapa paraip purartthp |J
chidrapratlksi pra9amatta9liSs 
sudurddharalj khanditadhamabhi9 ca j 
yaip parthivam patram avapya iak§myas 
.sthesthSl ivstpas suvtdagdham asan j|
(50) ya9 9a'aisimhTm parttag caraniltp 
vidravyahirpsrSm arivarggamSrgge | 
vr$ena yogad uditapraj&rp tam 
pupo§a lak§mirp mahi§lm avapya j|
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ajlga^at sflrigano tirajnam 
sahasrado§an dhuri K&rilavlryyam | ;
ya da tada sarvvagutjair anane 1
nunam katha ka punar eva yastnin ||
(51) divahppthivyor api .glyarriaaaii . 
jisrior.yaco py arjjitaviryyasaijipat \ \  . 
karnnSsukbam protrasukhasya paftke : 
yasyopamarhaip ya?aso na jatam.||
akrantadigvyomni payoraucTya 
pragarjjite yasya ya^asy afnjattam J 
11a kevaiam ratnam upayanan’dr&k • 
pradad gajadyan ca vidurabhflmiti ||
(52) laksad.dhvarotthaiii sthagayadbhir a?a 
dhflmair niruddhvarkalcarakarair yyah | * 
divan ca ?atakramvlii ca klrttirp 
malTmasatvarn yagjipan ninaya || ’ .
i
yaddhumasandar^anato numanam 
agues tad evavy.abhicaram uktam | 
navan tu tad yan makhadhumadr§tau 
vpster vasfin&m’ammiaaam eva Ij •
(53) sVayamprapann3bhir ayScamanaip 
purj^ain sus&ppadbhir ivadbhir abdhim j 
rikto pi yarp prapya yathes'taparnflah, , 
punar vvavar§abhra ivarthisarthaij ||" . \  .
cak^urmmanoharyy api dar?ayac ca 
karagra?obham api sadrasardram | 
yasyenduvimvarp subharangavrtter 
nrttopamarhan na kurangadu§tam (|
(54) chayayrito py anyanppo yijetuip 
drptadviso laip’ kim iiia sVayam yah j ■. 
astaip ravis saipkramitoruieja§
candro na kiip santamasSay udasyet ||
sandarpayam asa tathanyabhSsa • 
na bhflrisobhain manidarppaflan ca | 
[rjajnam yathsjhanijakarnnapun- ; '•
kptayadlya-nakhadarppana9rtli.il
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xcvm. (55) anyo pi san kenacid eva ttilyo • 
gu?ena no yanmahimEiiam Spa |
' nrttavrato yati brnllakantbo 
na tavataivesvaratam mayurah ||
xcix. sadEgatih saehakarl vibhntvam-
bibhraty adabhrain dadbatl prakS^am | 
prtbvl yadiya racanSn javatsu 
dhatte mahabhutamaylva klrttih []
c. (56) vadanyatafauryyavapurvvilasa- 
gEmbhlryyamadhuryyadayEdayo ye j 
tesEm ivaiko nilayah prayatna- 
dbiyEdhiko yo vidadhe vidhatrE ||
cr. pratltavTryyo bbuvi KErttavIryyo
vlryyaqi yadlyaqi dvibhujorjjitarp prak \ 
vlksetaced Etmabharaya janye 
manyeta manye svasabasrahastEn ]| •
cn. (57) durSt pratSpair ddvi§atEm vijetur 
yasya svayuddhan nitaran durSpam | 
gandhadvipasyeva madotkatasya 
vitrasitSnyadviradasya gandhaih ||
cm. vihaya saiigaiii paradevatEsu
graddhE ca bhakti9 ca para yadiya j ' 
Qrlkantham utkanthatayE prapanne 
GangabhavEnySv iva devadevam |]
B
civ. (1) saimdaryyasargga. vidhsta... ~  ^  — j
j&tarSpamayastambba[ip] yam eka[m] bbuva, — w — I)
cv. ittham krto mayE KEmo dagdba[h] kilaPinEkinE | 
itlve9varatan nlto vidhatrE yo tisundarab l|
cvi. (2). . . . . .  vidya  .......   |
• • •  ..................... • * [ca]turEsyapraja[pati]m ||
cvn. laksmlni vaksassthale k i^ptva kTrttim pare payonidbeh | 
vtdyayE kEmato reme vrddhayaiva yuvS pi yab ||
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cvm: (s) jugopa gEm Yasi§thasya Dillpa[b] prEk prajecchayE |
labdhva prajas svavlryyena BbErggavTyas tv . . . ‘.m,||
crx. bhuvanaplSvanodvele yatklrttiksirasagare |
chayEvyEjena bhur bhltyE iiunam indum upS?ritE ||
ex. (4) sahasrabhogabharito va . . . . bbavo pi yab | 
anantagunayukto pi vma.tarttihpto] bhr^am ||
ext. urvvlm EvrnvatSmbhodhi-mekhalabhogainapdhSm | 
ekEcchatrena mahatE merur yyena vrthskjlab ||
cxir. (5) kalikantakasamparkkEd askhalajb paJdahEnitah | 
dbarmmah kftarthatSras tu yaip samSgamya susthitab ||
cxrir. yasya viryyEniloddhrto dhEmadhiimadhvajo yudhi |
dvidvadhEnSm vidhumo pi vE$padhEram avarddhayat j|
cxtv. (6) acirabhbnibhSrisrls stheyasya . . d yairi E r^itE | 
gunEnuvandhavaddhapi klrtti. . . . pradigdrutE.||
cxv. rfl^hab Qriaandane yasya rane raktSsipallavah | 
vEhukalpadrumo dik§u ya^abpti^pam avakirat ||
cxvi. (7) yadyEne drptadantTndradantanirghatatE<JitS | 
rusevo[r]vvT mahSsatvSn rajasStandram Evr^ot ||
cxvii. samididdhe krpSnbgnau mantrasadhanavfbbitab | 
hrtvSrivaktrapadmSni yas samrEjyam ajljanat || .*
cxvm. (8) drdbo py adhr§yasatvo pi tubgo^py unmfliite ~ — j 
mathane nantavlryyena yo na bhubhptkulodgatah II
cxix, tf§iteva dvi^arp laksmlh piiistE tejognina bhp a^m |
yasya puskarajarp dharSip prEpya cik§epa na k§apam |j
cxx.. (9) padSmvujarajo yasya caritanukrter iva |
. . . .  bhubhrdvarEngesu [pajdarp datvE ^riyan dadhau II
cxxi. nidravidrEpadfk strtvaj jatharenavahat prajah |
Harir yyas tu hrdaive^as suvodhasphutapaurusab ||
cxxii. (10) drptanndrajm] v[i]jityajau yo nujagraha tatkulam I
 ...........................  r bbinnebhendro mpgSdhipabU
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cxxm. . nistrifcpavaliabhaiji yaddhva gupayuktais tu mdrgganaih I 
fjubhir yyo vijityarTa .bheje rthSn sadgunatr iva j|
cxxiv. (i i) nipltaa Ntlakanthe[na] kanthMankrlaye visam j
' vivudbknlfin] . . . .  rthantu. . . o dvSatatp vacomrtam |
cxxv. sSndrair yyasygdhvare dhflmair Srdhvagaruddhadrstibhih |
vraddhno dhunapi digbhr&ntais svadhuryyatr bhr§.myate dhruvam [|
cxxvr. (12) sa . . , ya dhama. . . . .  yo dvitsamidbhis saminmakhe | 
[a]k§!nan daksifnam] klrttirn di[g]dvijebhy^s' samSdipat ||
cxxvn. dvisatgn nyastrapastrgnam (*) pranamapithillkfte | 
cgpasyaiva gune yasya viratir na tu dhanyiftSm ||
cxxvrn. (13) suvptto pi suhfddhrdyo bhujo yasya niablbhujah | 
durhrd&m asuhrfdain ca] pratltas sarwada rape || .
cxxix. ekadravyapritam bhavapi jnatva dvidjstibhavitarp | 
karnimuke§ucitan karmraa savipe§aip vyadhatta yah |)
■cxxx. (14) pulinadhyasitaqi bhaktigambhlrSqi yasya hrdguham | 
tanneiratialabhltyeva vivipur nanyadevata ||
cxxxi* ramapatp h f d ay gram e tisthantam kamataskaram |
prajihlr§ur ivapranto yo vivepa muhur mmuhuii ||
*
cxxxtr. (15) yogodyato pi yap pantau namnaiva dvidbhayankarah | 
durad dhf fajasimhasya gandharp ghratva dvipa drutah [[
cxxxui. mantraviryyaprayogadhyam prapygnanyavareva yam | 
krtartba-kamada pyfchvT karajlmarddamarddavat |[
cxxxiv. (16) yuktir etavata tyakta kantiratne pi darpite |
yaj j agaccittasarv vasyam [a] h rta[m] yena s ar wad a || -
cxxxv. nyastapastro vane supto Harir yyogaparo py ajah }
kantarddbanpadbaro Rudro yan jigl§urn smaraon iva |] : *
cxxxvi. (17) sphutgsTndlvarasrasta-raktamadhvasavecchaya |
dvitchrlr bhfftgiva babhrlma,yasya dormradasannidhau (*) II
(*) Corr. nyasta0. ' i.. • ■ ... ;• .• • ; < ;. •
(*) M raddi qakmahque dans PW.,.e&t peut-titre un d6riv6 d e m ro d , fro tte r..
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cxxxvii. naksatrakulasampannam bhutanam avak&$akrt-| 
vyomeVaripuram yasya sabdamStreria Iak§itara ||
cxxxvnu (i8 ) ^arakarmflkulo (*) yasya v&MnTdurggasaipgatah | 
vane khadgasah&yo ris saipyatsaqistha iva drutah ||
cxxxix. vairipo dhy^nanirata vltar.aga guha^ayah j*
yasyegasySnghriyogena vinS n&latp yimuktaye |j
cxl. (19) kahaip bharttra parityakta svipadais sthatum utsahe j 
itivaripurl yasya pravigad dav^pivakam ||
cxli. yasya satvavato. vjryyam rane dj;§tva dvi§adganah | 
satvepsayeva simhadiyuktam anvayasad vanara ||
. cxLii. (20) madonmatto pi tungo pi niyojyo dhannma$5dhane | 
itlbhendcagano yena dvijebhyo dayi bhflrigafc !l
cxtm. vibhaktiprakftlnaip yas saptadha vidadhat pade j 
taddhit&rthaparag casld Sgam&khyStakftyavit |[
gxliv. (21) pratfip&nalasantaptS ganke d&habhigankaya | , 
aplSvitSsakrd dhstrl yena danamvuvf$tibhi^ || ’
cxlv. sumanoh&rigT yasya gunair vvad[dh]a vikasinl | 
lokatrayagriyady&pi klrttimala dbftadhikam ||
cxlyi. ' (22) yasya sagaragambhlra-parikha bhasmasatkrta ) 
Campadhirajanagarl virair ajnanukaribhih [|.
cxlvil vivarnnau carariau yasya nj-pamauiima^itvi^a |
sarvvavarn^anurakta tu nirmmalorvv! bhujoddhria J
cxlvih. (23) kalir ekantavSmo pi dak§ino yasya g&sane | 
drutarln anududrava tejonalabhayad iva ||
cxlix. tatha niranidher yyena k§o$T niskaotakT krta | 
nadyapi skhalita kTrttir yathaikS sarvvato gat§ |J
cl. (24} gtme§u mukhyaya vrttya gaunya dravye$v avaritata j 
ganaiiipi matam yasya kSgyaplyam anujjhatah ||
0 )  Corr. $arakarm£,
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c l k  yath&kSman dvi$adkam ah kva n iillyo  nu n irbhayam  | 
yad  yasya ySne dhdlibhis sSndbak&rlkftS. di^ah ||
c m ,  ' (25) pradhvam  k rta  sada prem na v idagdhadh iyam  utsuka | . 
na [n ]irasthata  yan jatu  ra jav idya  k u la & g a n a j
c u n .  sak§5tprajapatir dak§o dak§ictak§anam aksi$ot | . 
sakalam  sakaiankaip yah kalidosakaram  k r t l ||
c l iy ,  ( 26) [sa]d& k rte  makha?ate yas ta ta ir dhflm anlradaih  | 
9arady api nabha9 cakre pravf§iva m allm asam  II
c l v . parastrlvim ukho yo pi sadae&ravicak§anaH |
kenapy ajau para9t1n5rn pSnigrahavidhiin vyadhat ||
c tv i .  ( 27)  yasyenasyanyatejamsi tejasa jayatodaye |
nQnara aurvvSnalo dySpi lin o  spharddhitayam vudhati ||
c l y i i , vaddha vidhatrShlndrena rik ta  nUnam iyan dhara  || 
yena svaklrttiratnena purayitva vr§ankita || :
c l v i i l  ( 28)  bhinnebhakum bhanirm ukta m u k ta ye n a  ranangane || 
re jire  v idhavan^nva^pa^am  Iva vindavafr [|1
g l ix . kTrttinadamvudadhvana . . . ✓ ................. . |
 n tribhuvanak§etre dharm m avljam  avard dh ayan  ||
 .
c lx .  ( 29) siinhena nopamSnarho yasya 9auryyena saipyuge | 
tatha Hi yadbh iyara tir adhya9eta guhain hareH ]|
CLXi, vanlrajTya (*) ra ja n g a ....................................................|
• • *  [sajro jani niryyanti m ukham andalst|j
c ix ir .  ( 30) .............................. tejonalasam gata |
ka li(m ] n yak[ku ]rv [v ]a tl yasya ra jy a 9rTr dam ayanty  abhflt j[
c l x u i . . ya90v[i]starasa[tp]k§ipia-k§it»[r] yya[s ]ya  ~   || .
c l x i v .  ( 3 1)* ya m  ekarn atite^asam | ’
aunam  u llekhitas T v a ^ ra  bhram am&ro py abhaskaraii ||
0 )  Corr. vagi0*
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yogyam varam yam Ssacfya marttyaloke ~ *■'“ |.
   ^ '
(32) [tara]y[i]trl titTrsuna[m] gambhlrSpanmahanadim || 
Vedavyasan na susuve yasya vak satyavaty api ||
rjavo gunasaipparkkad Spadain prattgh&[tek5hj |~
(33) jlrnnahlndrena vidhrta sacaleyan caled iti | 
yQni nunam nyadhad vedha yatr&bTne vasuodharam |j
vibhfitjr bhfltapurwapi rajriafi ca gunasairihaftih] |
(34) sambhrtah k§mabhftaip fak§mlr SvalySt kanyakliva 
yathakalam upSyairyyo nirapayair up§yata ||
?abdac5stre py adhTtl yo vina dvirvvacanaip guroh |
(35) yasyopamSnaip sanjatan na ktncid gjii?ayistarailji | 
vuddhvavauddhaqi matam mena nyatlrthair api n3nyath5
kalado§5myudhau magnS durgge gambhlrabhl§ane
« • »
(36) pubham pubhaipyima yuna manuvartmSnuvarttma |
rasayanam vina’bhavi yena varsiyas£jaram (j
\
vi^vagviklrnnair yyugapad yasya tejobhir njjvalaih [,
. . . . . . . y . , . / . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1
(37) rajMrn kftyam iti jnatyS yasya durggasamSprayah j* 
na dinavabhaySd abdhim adhipete ripur Mmadho{i ||
api kamadayo do§£s sthtne yena niyojitaji j • "
g « .........................................
(38) manTsibhir mmanohatya pivadbhip caritSmrtam (- 
atipanad ivodglnrmarp yasya kavyair nnijais saha ||
do§andhak5ravahulan jagaj jatam yatha yatha j 
y a s y a . . . . . ........................................... — ••.Il*
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clxxx. ' (39) dharmmepa saipstfltanam yo ni§iddhyajagatam api I (f) 
vin5pahetim n§tasthe k§anabhangaprasafigitctm ||
clxxxi. anekakratur apy uccaih-padp gopatir apy agat | 
akrodhana[s]ya . V . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ||
g lxxxii. (40) Bhrgumatram apt prapya vahnej? pratibatam pura j 
tejas tv adh£k§!d yasyapi mahantaip vahinlpatim ||
clxxxiu. - vadanyas svapriyan cakre suhrtsadharanlm harira | 
vaksoniksi ptalak§m[l]  ........................ • ? II
clxxxiv. (41) tarso har§ena saipprgpya vyanlyata vaalpakaih |
yam mahantain hradam iva prasannam sphutapu§karam ||
clxxxv. asuryyapapyam asuhrt-strlvaktrakumudakaram J 
uccais saipkocay&m' asa   . . . . . . .  ||
- CLXXXvr. (42) patacchilTmukhacchaya-cchannadvidvadanamvuje | 
•raraja rajahaipso yap caran ranamahshrade ||
clxxxvii. saipmukhlno raijamukhe yasya n&sld asldatab | 
prenkhatsyakbadgasarpkrantam [p ]ra  |j
ecxxxvm. (43) dhaaurddarpanam&trena tlrthadhvaAksa dvi§o drut&h | 
;k5mam ptiro na yasyajau bhujaiigarir api stbitah I)
clxxxix . salakananaramyaip yah sphutapu^papillmukh^rn |
drutebhyah patavlip dvidbhyo yoddhfdbhyo . 1 . . . .  II
cxc. (44) proliasat-kTcakapata kaAkadibhtr iipaprita | 
pQnyapy ariparl yena ViratanagarT kria H-
cxci. kevalaip r&janagtiiiam vlryyaip mantra ivSharat 1 
yo nadyuaataya prSnSn ksipan tark^ya i[va]
c x c ii. (45) dr§fva yasyadhvaram Qakra-yapovibhrampapamkaya j 
dhSmasparpaochalSn nunam udaprunayanS QacI ||
cxcnt. r.uddhanyatejaso yasya padacch&ySm apipriyan I 
mero.r ivelapatayas sitacchStratyaj0 nipam |J
(*} C orr. samstutanain . . . .  ni$idhya
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(46) sfstau cartdrarkkayor dhatan&darad iva bhinnayoh | 
yam ekaa tapanahiada-samartham asamaip vyadhat ||
upantasevSqi vSnchantyo yatpadan tlvratejsam | 
mauliratnaprabhambhobhir asiiican bhfipapafiktayah j|
(47) navarp priyain aho loke.yad vihaya dhanus Smarah | 
unmamatbanganacittam.yatk5ntyanupamaaaya ||
sphuta§tadikprantadale hema^ailorukarnnike | 
ya$o gandhayata yasya bhuvanaikasaroruhe ||
(48) udvSntarSgap spharita yasySAghrinakharasmayab I 
asparddhanta natorvvlndra-maullratriamarlcibhih II
anvaruddhyata yasyajnSip phalaprasavasampade | 
ajanmavandhya$ cdto.pi Yasisthasya DilTp’avat[|
(49) sahasramukhasaipktrttyaip gambhlraip gunavistaram | . 
yasya bha$yam iva prapya vyakbyakhinnapi dhlmatam ||
^rlmat-Siddhe^varata lingam Siddhajivapure girau | 
varddhaySm Ssa yo bhogair apurwaiifj sivikadibhih ||
(50) tatrapi lingaip Qarvvasya Qarvvaplpratime subhe f 
yas samyak sthapayam 5sa pitfnan dharmmavrddhaye ||
yadupakramamaseva grl-Bhadre^varapiilinali | 
bhogo nyatrapi devan yah pfijabhir udamTmilat ||
{51) vivpddhia dharmmasindhuiiarp Qrlndravarmmadibhubhrtam ( 
svamaijdalasya ca saraam yag cakre nrpacandramah ||
Ya9odharatata.kasya dak^i^eaapi dak i^nab |
yag ^aurigaunpanimah (Jambhor llingara atisthipat ||
• ccvi. (52) sa $omavah$amvarabhaskara$ Qvl- 
ftajendravarmma tad idan nppendrah | 
svarggapavarggadhigamasya lingam 
Iingain prati§fhapitavan StnarSrel? ||
ccv». sainpraptayofy praptaya$as svapitror 
bhuvah patis so pi bhavodbhavena | 
sa[m]sth3natam sthapitavan slhitijno 
nime ime. dve Qivayo? sivaya ||
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(53) raahabhujas so pi caturbhujasya 
nim&m imam amvujajanmanag ca | 
atisthipan ni§thitarajakrtyo 
lingati yathSstav api castamurtteb ||
ratnollasadbbogasahasradlptaip 
sa capy ahlnan dravinasya ragim | 
age§am apy e§v aditeva gesam 
deve§ti devendrasamariavlryyah ||
(54) sa kalpayam asa Mahendrakalpas 
sadS. sadSLcaravidhim vidheyam j 
gaivagrutismrtyudita[ip] saparyyaip. 
paryyaptamasam iha devat&n&m ||
sa capi ,V&caspatidhTs s[uldhlran 
dharmmanugan dharmmabhrtaip purogah | 
tan bhavlno bh&vitarajadbarmman 
idam vaco vocata ICamvujendran || ‘
(55) rak§yasya saiprak^ajnam................[ya]t
sa ksatradharmmo vidito yada vah | 
pupyan tad- etat parirak§ateti 
vijnapana stdhayatlva siddham (| .
dharmmo yuge smin sthiram ekapat sa 
kathaip samastbasyata susthito yam | 
bhav&drsam gSstradr.gaip sa no cen 
mahabhujastambham upSgrayi§yat |j
(56) dharm.mapadas sadhtt . ... . kapt . ; 
lajjeta kartta kim uta svayaii ca J 
raksSdhikSrt nfpatir vvige§ad . . ■ . 
iti pratitam bhavatSm idan tat ||
santo yagodharmmadhana na vShyaip 
dhanaip dbanlyeyur ihatmano pi |
prag eva devSdidhanam satEip vo .
vintgcayo yan nanu vaddhamGlal? (|
(57) tath&pi bhflya ~  r  yami yu§matps' 
tad ak§atam raksata punyam etat j
ma hSrsfa devasvam iti prak&gan. 
na dbarmmahetob punaruktadosab ||
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ccxvn. • abhyarthito sun api samprayacchen 
mahSn mahimnS kim uta svakrtyam |> 
ata9 ca visrambhayaiapragalbh5 
yak pr&rthan&bhangabhayojjhitai§a j|
ccxviii. (58) gakabde gariyamane krtaiiagayasubhir mSghamasasya punye 
guklasyaikada^ahe nimi§am api bfaave yati varsarddham indau | 
arccabhig Qaurigaarlgirigakajabhuvdip sarddliamarddhendamauleg 
91’T-Raj eadre9varakhyam sthitim akrta parSm lingam atredam abhih |(
T r a d u c t io n .
1, A Qiva, au Seigneur des pensers eternels, ^TUnique, qui, pour se don-* 
ner le plaisir de la crdation, de la conservation et de la destruction* s’est 
divi$6 en trois [sous la forme des dieux] supr^mes : Celui qui est issu du 
lotus (Brahma), Celui qui a des yeux de lotus (Vispu) et Celui qui a. trois 
yeux (Qiva), — surlesquels reposent les Puissances, — issus de Vudgltha qui 
fait briller les rayons du soleil, de Ia lune et du feu, riches de la triade 
des Gunas, hommage, pour la realisation des buts du Roi I
11* A Celui dont la fprme, au chignon orne de la lune nouvelle, reconnue 
comme sup^rieiire aux Trois Vedas, est la seraence qui produit BrahmS, Hari 
et i^vara, quand elle se divise en trois d’apr&s ses elements, que les saints 
disent £tre la manifestation de I’AbsoIu et intelligible settlement par Textase, 
au bienheureux Q iv a , qui a la syllabe Om pour essence* hommage ! Qu’il 
vous donne la prosp6rit6 !
in. La [deessej dont 1a demarche a la gr&ce du cygne, FApouse fiddle,, 
eperdue d’amour pour son bien-aim6, celle qui, d’abord unique; ddmembrant 
ensuite son corps, s’dlance dans Tespace, et, pour jouir d’elle-m£me, revient 
& la tdnuite ; qui porte un lotus forint dans son cceur et epanoui par sa 
propre lumi&re, la Puissance qui fait poindre [pour Phomme] l’absorption en 
Civa, que Ia sublime GaurT vous protege !
iv. A Lui qui developpe les mondes par ses huit corps ayant la forme du 
saerifiant, du feu, du soleil, du vent, du ciel, de la terre, de 1’eau et de la 
lune 1  ^Lui, la cause des causes, qui proclame hautement, quoique sans 
paroles, Tirresistible puissance de son action ; au Bienheureux qui a pour 
diad&me le croissant de la lune, victoire ! '
Adorez NarSyatna qui,’ etendant. son empire, <1 peine eut-il vu les trois 
mondes escatadds en trois pas, - 7-  comme pour conqudrir le quatri&me sdjour, 
pratique maintenant encore, sur Tocean, la contemplation sous 1 apparence 
du sommeil. 1
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VI. Victoire a Celui qui est nd du lotus (Brahms), qui a lance de ses qua- 
tre bouches en m&me temps le tonnerre de FOrpkara, comme si, pour para- 
cheverla creation de 1’univers, il eftt voulu faire fructifier (*) sa semence 
primordiale d£posee dans le.champ (2).
v i i .  Victoire k Mandakinl (Gaftga),dont les ondes sortent du disque de la 
lune, et que Dhurjati ((Jiva) porte sur sa tdte, comme pour faire voir le 
puissant lien d’amour qui Tattache k cette moiti6 de son corps qu’est la fille 
du roi des monts (UmS) !
vm. II y avait un roi glorieux, dont les pieds Mincelaient de la guirlande 
des joyaux [qui ornaient] la tdte des rois jusqu’a la m er; qui, malgrd son nom 
de Baladitya (soleil levant), etait une pleine lune pour le malheur de ces lotus: 
les masses de ses ennemis; qui, parure de ce ciel qu’est la race de Kaundinya 
et de SomA, portait la Fortune royale confdrde, (3) par Aninditapura iliustre 
par son bras (*).
ix. Aux femmes des ennemis orgueilleux il conferait, dans le combat, le 
sacrement de la viduitd. Avec ses qualitds il tressait une guirlande de gloire 
aussi brillante que les rayons de la lune d’hiver. A Svargadvarapura, dont la 
prosp6rite le disputait k celle de Purandarapura (5), bienfaisant pour tous, il 
6rigea un lingade Qarva, avec des richesses, pourvu d*un culte.
< x. Gloire desa [double] lignee de brahmanes etdek§atriyas, la noble sceur 
de sa mkj*e, portant le nom faste de Sarasvatl, iliustre, puriliantle monde, alia 
version epouxYiyvarupa, le meilleur des brahmanes, receptacle superieur et 
profond d'hymnes des divers textes sacres, comme [la raeilleure] des rivieres (6) 
va vers l’Ocdan,
( t )  UlsSna manque dans les dictionnaires ; sd/ia est citfc comme un doublet imtsitS 
de sdta, pp. de la racine a«, <r produire, engendrer a,
(*) La parole sacrSe fait fructifier les germes inn6s dans lo cceur, comme le ton­
nerre les grains dans les champs (cf. st. CLIX),
(3) Je suppose que bkanta est une forme irr6guli&re pour bhdnla,
(*) Cf. la stance parallels de Prab finkosei (ISCC,,* p. 8 4 ):  Valadityo pi san yo 
hita kula-kamalakuftcanayaikacandrab soma-kaufl-tfinya-vafise nikhilagui>anidhir 
ddltpakirttyatapatro daurddaoda-dyotitaninditapura-vilasad-rajyalaksmin dadhdnafr • 
« Bieit qu'dtant Baladitya (soleil levant), il 6tait une lune incomparable pour fer- 
mer les lotus des races hostiles ; dans la  race de Somfi et de Kaun4 i«ya, Ice roi] .re­
ceptacle de Routes les vertus, ayant un parasol de gloire 6clatant, faisait la f&!icit& 
de la Lak^ml royale d’Aninditapura illurainfce par son bras, v 
(5) La vilie d’Indra. .
(fi) La SarasvatL f
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• xu'Dans cette race iliustre ayant pour tige Sora5 et unie'aux plus grands 
des dieux, & coramencer par Indra, Upendra (Vi§nu) et Rudra, [mais alorsj 
6puisee et ddchue, — nee pouren faire la joie, destinee a£tre pour cette mer 
de hit, ,sa famille, un arbre celeste fleuri de gloires, -r— prit naissance [une 
fille} pure, bieafaisante pour le monde, telle qu’une autre Lak§ml {*).. '
xu* Bien qu’eile efit nom Mahendradevl, elle 6tait fille de roi et Igvari, reine 
dont les louanges furent chanhes plus d’une fois par les femmes celestes. Le 
fils du roi des rois de.. . . . ,  pura, le roi Mabendravarman, [i’ssuj d’une race 
brillante, quand il Feut obtenue [pour dpouse], exer$a vraiment une sou- 
verainetA effective^). . .
xfn. Surpassant de loin la beaut£ de la lune, dissipaat ces t£nbbres’ que 
sont les vices, nouant une guirlande de lotus (ou :.une alliance avec Padma ~  
Qrl, la Fortune), mine de splendeurs, le roi RSjendravarman fut engendrS en 
cette reine par ce PrEjSpati (ou : par ce maltre des sujets) k l’dchtant tapas 
(ascetisme ou chale.ur), corame le Soleil pa? Kasyapa en [Adijti ($).
xiv. Comme la lune [sortant] de la mer de h it ou le feu de la pierre de 
soleil (*), il sortit d’une pure lignde, doud d’une puretd plus grande, rdvdre 
par tous les rois.
xv. Son ardent 6clat dissipait les t£n£bre$, tandisque la clartd de ses kalfis 
(talents ou parties du disque lunaire) apaisait Phonzon: ainsi, soleil, ilremplit 
d&s son apparition tout le r6le de la lune. ■ . -
xvi. Le bienfaisant Santanaka, bien que charmant par sa fructification pro- 
pre et reguli&re, quand il eut obtenu de la terre [ce roi] comme un fruit ma- 
gnifique, atteignit au plus haut point du charme (8)«
( t)  Je suppose qu'il s’agit d’une fille de SarasvatT et de Vi?varflpa ; mais cela u est
pas dit claircment dans le texte.
(2) U y a ic i une s&rie de jeux de mots. Tout en Giant par son nom Mahendradevl 
(Gpouso dTndra), elie Gtait IfvarT  (souveraine et Gpouse do Qiva) ; et M'ahendra- 
varmaiv ne fut vraiment Ifva ra  (souverain ou £ i v a )  qu’aprGs qu’il eilt GpousG cette 
Tpvarl. ’ " . . .
(8) Mjondravarman Gtaat 1c fils ai»6 de Jayavarman IV (850-864 «aka), it faut 
admettre quo ce dernier portait, avant son avGnemcnt, comme dynaste de tapnncipfcute, 
dont le nom a disparit de la stance Xll> le nom de Mahendravarman.^
(*) Cand&m ^aratna  est probablement une pGriphrase potir sdry&hanli.
' (&) Le Santanaka est un des arbrcs cGleste *. il est bientaisant, sautny? J e roi ui 
ausst est sattm ya , icomme descendant de Soma : il peut done Gtre considGrG comme 
un truit de 1’arbre divin.
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xvir. Croissant de jour ea jour, ayant une beautd de flafflme, par le charme 
rare de sa beaut6 faisant sufgiir de tous c6t£s des partisans, iUclipsait la lune (*).
•x v ih . D&s son enfance, il dtait complet en talents; de jour en jour, il s’en- 
fiaramait pour Eloquence ; comme la possession des kalds appartient aussi 
k la lune, mais accompagn^e de froideur* il la stirpassait de loin (2).
t xix. Rejetant les d£fauts (ou : les t6nbbres), versant un torrent de lumiere, 
illuminant les objets, se repandant par le monde, la science, sur sa bouche 
infaillible, 6tait pareille au brillant M a t  du jour paraissant k 1’orient,
xx. Arm6 de la puissance de Mahe?vara, faite de connaissance, efficace, 
conf6r6e par les dieux, — dans le r61e de Kum&ra, vainqueur de la foule de 
ses ennemis, il fit resplendi.r la fortune de Mahendra (3).
xxi. Par des masses de cordes (ou : de qualit6s)i larges, sftres, 6tendues, 
il courbait Sgalement, au moyen de l’dducation, son grand arc et son- haut 
lignage princier, faitd'un excellent bambou (ou : issu d’une noble race), sans 
rival pour Texpansion. .
xxn. En rencontrant soudain ce terrain d*61ite vantd par les habiies, fertile 
sans’ labour, lagraine superieurede la science et des armes, arrosde parl’eau 
de la foi, s’est puissamment d6velopp£e.
x x iii. Toutes les vertus [eparses] de tous cbtds, il se les appropriait avec 
adresse, versant toujours un torrent d'6clat, — comme le soleil, dans Tint^rdt 
du monde,- absorbe chaque jour les eaux,’sans se lasser.
xxiv. Comme la grice du print’emps sur les jardins, comme le jour de la 
plenitude pour la lune, ainsi s’est lev£e, ravissante,splendide, la beaut4 de sa 
fralche jeunesse.
beautS ffambovanTe ° e*sf ’ tan^ s Que ta« lune croit et d6orol t i i  avait une
^  T f e n’a 4cIat froid ; n suscitait enmfcne temps
pour ces trois raisons, il "it’a it" up^Heur'i U k n e !  * *  ''
eut to u tw u !  ^  ^  P° rtio,’ s> ! lu i- d4s son enfanCe’
ene chez elle de * j* *a possession de toutes les ka las  s’aecompa-
W  Jeu Z  l  J  T '  tand,s U Suit »rdent pour le beau laegage.
tier : dans le premier t T T  ^  ■ * )  Skanda, fils de Q ' l  ; b )  p rin c e M ri-
ra ; dans le second, il faisait'brUIeM poas! dait la Pui8sa»ce C'va, p6re de KumS-
la gloire de Mahendrajyarman), son p&re.
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XXV. Par un contact aussi'menu qufun poll, sa nature toutf entiere- s*ex- 
primait ; p a r  quelque '[myst&re]; il rendait manifeste [en Iui] Fesserice de 
Mahe$a, que les tra ils  du Ssftkhya et les Agamas eux-mSmes ne permettent 
pas de percevoir.
xxvi. t>6velopp£e depuis Penfance, riche des le d6but, sa beaut6, que ntil 
autre ne posseda, a et6 stirement morcel£e par le Createur pour embellir le 
doux 6clat de sa jeiinesse parfaite.
\ . ■
xxvii. L’amour qu'il maitrisait sans cesse, mdme dans F6panouissement de 
de sa jeunesse neuve, comme frappd de honte parlavue desabeaute, n’osait, 
par orgueil, s’approcher de lui.
xxvm. En voyant sa beaute, que nul autre n’atteignit, Rati, les yeux 
battants de passion, cessa, je pease, de croire son 6poux digne d’elle, Iui 
qui fut 16ch6 par la langue du feu de 1’ceil de Qiva.
xxix. Dlployant sa force puissante pour tendre Fare, h6ros Eminent parmi 
les jeunes gens, il posseda la fortune de prince h£ritier, non issue d'une 
matrice, mais conferee par son pfcre, comme RSma la noble Sits (*).
xxx. Lorsque de Paiguifcre d’or, comme du disque du soleil, ruissela Peati 
du sacre, pareille «t Pambroisie, depuis cet instant sa fortune participa &la 
croissarice de la lune.
xxxi. Par les eaux des ablutions, st&riles pour les ignorants du Veda, le feu. 
de son 6clat se fortifiait; de mdme, comme par envie, le feu du chagrin s’ac- . 
compagnait, chez ses ennemis* d’une pluie de larmes.
x x x ii. Orn6 de parures non factices, telles que la science, et aussi de 
la beaut£ de son corps charmant par nature, il adoptait les ornements raffinds 
qui venaient s’y joindre comme des moyens de preservation
xxxiir; Ayant re?u le grand ondoiement de la meditation et ayant pour parore 
les joyaux dont il usait, il portait sur lui, toujours renouve!6e, la beaut6 de 
la mer,* dont Peau fut bue etla masse de gemmes rejetdepar Agastya.
(*) Les £pith&tes a y o n ijd  et fnnckopanXid  s’appliquent k la. fois k la.dignitk deyu-  
varaja et k Slta : la  premikre, « non issue d'une matrice », e’est-k-dire non transmise 
par sa mkre, fut conf£r6e k Rkjendravarman par son p£re ( jan aka )  J la seconde, Slta, 
a'est pas non plus issue d'une matrice, puisqu’elfe est nke du sUlon, et elle fut don- 
nke k Rkma par son p6re Janaka.
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xxxtv. Par ies diverses planetes parvenues iie u r  point culminant, bien qu’il 
se ttnt, comme par crainte, k l'6cart d’elles,iil fut-.mis, saris le &6sirer,’ sur le 
trbne royal, escarp6 comme le Meru. ' ’
xxxy. Ok pourrait-oa trouver un autre exemple aussi parfait de beaut^ phy­
sique > Sa propre image refl6tee sur Ia surface d’un miroir est indigne de lui, 
en raison du support.
xxxyi. Au moment de son sacre, la Terre humide de l’eau ruisselante, la 
Terre qui a pour belle ceinture la mer, 6Ieya en quelque sorte son parasol 
unique, brillant de gloire, blanc comme les kalfa  de la lune.
x x xy ii. Le fruit de toute prosp6rit6 definie par ses caract&res propres annoft^ - 
ce d’avance sa maturity : les voeux que formulaient pour lui des foules de 
brahmanes paraissaient une repetition. •
xxxvm, Comme les essaims d'abeilles vers le PSrijata, comme les times des 
Munis vers la meditation de l’Atroan, ainsi, n6gligearit toute autre activity, les 
yeux des hommes se portaient vers lui seul.] ... . . .
xxxix. La fortune des rois, volage de nature, ne brillait gk et comme 
un eclair, e tl’aimable automne ne se montrait sans nuages qu’au moment de 
son entrde en campagne.
xl . Ayant sa fortune reluisante de la lustration de ses armes redoutables, 
illumine par le sacre d’un grand empire, gardant sa personne au moyen des- 
>Vidy3s, des Afigas et des Mantras, il atteignit un succes d’une haute essence.
x l i. Quand il d6ployait sa banniere in6branlable, quand il allait & 1’armee 
pour la conqudte du monde, la fortune des rois ennemis chancelait d’abord, 
ensuite la terre s alourdissait sous le poids de ses troupe?.
x l ii. Comme s ils eussent entendu Saumitri (Laksmaua) jetant, au moment 
de I attaque, un cri plus haut que le tonnerre, les rois ennemis, pareils a 
Havana, en entendant de loin le son de ses instruments de musique, etaient 
frapp^s de terreur. * . , . -
x l i h .  Telle qtiun torrent de fumee fjet6 par] le feu de s o n  h6rorsme, la 
poussifcre soulevee par ses armdes entrant en campagne, Faisait pleurer, sans
mdme les toucher, les yeux des femmes des ennemis.
x l iv . Apres avoir comprime la; tefre(oii : kThtiehca)au dSbut'de sa 
carnere, et, dans sa marqhe, pouss6 Iqs fieuves k ttmpure.te paV ses ppussteres 
(ou : ses passions), la foule (ou : la. congregation), de ?es armies donnait 
I assaut en fixant sa fureur (ou : en enchalnant la colere).^ < .
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„ xlv , Tant6t pleine de rois courb6s -et jonchSe d'arm^es ennemies, tant6t 
6tendue devant sa marche, sa route etait comme.Ia route des arm6es du ciel.
i
xlvi.' [L’obcurcissement] du ciel, l ’arr£t des hommes, Fimpuissance d’agir, 
I'abolition de ra c ia l: tout ce que le soir op&jre au moyen des ten ^ rte$, il le 
faisait aux ennemis au moyen de ses armees.
XLvn, Quand, 6 tend ant ses deux ailes retentissantes, il accourait imp6tueu- 
sement, pareil k Garuda, ces Mgas que sontles ennemis,' frappes dans leur 
6nergie, se voyaient contraints de fuir.
x l v ii i............................................... . . . . . . . . . .................................... ..
x l ix . Quand il levaitson arc dans la bataille, comme dans une; pure automne' 
travers6e de pluie, les rois, serrSs l’ua contre Tautre comme des nuages la­
gers, dtaient promptement rdduits k Timpuissance.
L.................   . . . . . . . . . . . ..............
Li. Realisant la comparaison de rhomme4 rompi sur la v£rit6 avec le papil- 
lon, la foule joyeuse des ennemis bravait, pour sa perte, le feu flamboyant de 
sa majestd, issu de Varani de son bras. .
L it........................ . . . . . . . . . ..........................   . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . .
Liu. Ayant obtenu son tr6ne et disperse ses ennemis, occupy I'atmospli&re 
et mattrisd la violence du coeur, tandisqu’illanpaitinfatigablement [ses traits], 
s’arr^ta.. .
l iv . avec ses traits ii an^antit dans le combat... ,
lv . Les fl&ches lanc£es par son arc, & rharmonieuxcliquetis, tombaientsur 
latete des ennemis, laissant aprks elles le parfum des [fleiirs de] mandara 
tombles de ces lianes que sont les mains des nymphes du ciel.
lvi. » . . il trancha la t£te k une foule de rdis.
lv ii. M6me invest! par les rois ennemis dans le combat, sur la montagne, 
il resplendissait des Hots, de sang qui coulaient de ses blessuresj tandis que 
1© soleil, m&me portant une cuirasse, perd son 6clat sous 1 ombre de son ea~ 
nemi qui le couvre. ■ .
Lvin* . • . .  ayant une gloire irr6slstible et universelle, ii-tira le m^chant
Rf i vapa. . . .
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lix: Ne ddsirant pas s’approprier dans le combat le disque de Visnu ni con- 
qudrir le foudre d’Indra, arrad de son seul epieu (ou fak t i ), qui le mettait en- 
possession du javelot de Mahe?vara, il vainquit la troupe de ses ennemis.
lx. . * * ♦ . .  de loin.le cceur des femmes se fendait de lui-mdme, . .
lxi. Pilonnd dans le combat par les guerriers ennemis, sa profondeur lui 
permettait de garder sa serenitd: un dtang se trouble quand les dldphants s’y  
b'aignent, raais non Pocean.
Lxn.   brille comme Pdclair, dtincelante, bien que sans langue,.
cotnmeld langUe‘du*s*efp*ent. *  ..........................................
t-xni. Quand son dpde humide [de sang] tombait sur Pobstacle pour le briser,. 
si, par suite de la ldgdrete de son poing ou.d’uae distraction de sa pensde, un 
• second coup etait necessaire pour abattre son ennemi, il encourait les vifs 
reproches de son bras.
4 LXiy. . pour faire descendre les femmes cdlestes,il fit enquelque
sorte un magnifique escalier. .
lxv. Attaquant les points faibles et mdnageant ses hommes, il etendait par 
k  seduction.et par. la force le§ sucpds,obtenu$, rend,ant. stupide le plus habile 
adversaire.
.. Lxyi.> * ,• . .  . la qualitd de fruit, dans le combat il imitait-.habiiemCnt h  
manure d’agir du Createur qui met dans son oeuvre des activitds opposdes.; .
lxvii. Telle une nouyelle maride" qui, bien. que sollicitde parson.amie de 
faire face, bien que souhaitant elle-mdme d’dtre hardie, si elle voit de loin- 
[son dpoux], toufne le dos, . telle dtait devant.lui Parmde ennemie daiis la 
voluptd du combat,
 Celui qui dans une grande bataille obtient la victoire, cen’est
pasl homme d un courage sans but, maiscelui qui prendles conseils des habiles*
* lxix. Le corps ddcolore parle contact de ses forteresses <ou : de Durga), t o  
yeuxhagardsd avoir contempld l’entrde des cavernes(ou: le visage deGuha)(*)»- 
la foule de ses ennemis, vdtue de peaux d’antilope, se tenait dans la fqrdt* 
immobile comme un pieu, n’ayant plus de maitre (ou: sans- pourtant dtre Ipa)*
(*) Guha ou Skanda, dieu de la guerre. Corr, GuhstQa$a eu guhanana ?
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•lxx , son. ddsir etait friistrd i A celui qui veut conqudrirou don**
ner la terre, la terre ne suffit jamais,
l x x i, Le pays de ses ennemis, oil se trouvent en foule les coraux clairs, 
grands, dtincelants, oil plongent les nagas k Tapproche de Hari, aussi inac­
cessible que la mer par ses fordts intdrieures, perd cependant sa fortune.
l x x ii, . . .  la realisation du but, —  appliqudauddveloppementdelairiade 
(dharma , ariha> k ftm a) ; les quatre points cardinaux, dont il connaissait la 
portae, il les saisit, comme les sciences, dds sa jeunesse.
Lxxui. Se faisant place dans le monde par sa toutp-puissance, inaccessible' 
aux autres, supdrieure aux mieux douds, sa gloire, pure comme L'dther, jouit 
d’une suite interrompue de qualitdset de discours (4).
Lxxtv. La Terre dtait auparavant amaigrie par la disparition des. , . caus'd® 
par les Riverses dspdces de traitements de Sucruta j [ce roi], habile k dliminer 
tous les maux, lui rendit son embonpoint au moyen des six Rasas et [des six] 
Afigas.
*
l x x v . Son dclat, qui faisait pdlir tout autre dclat, dtait en tdte (ou: k  l’orient) 
et de grand rayon (ou : ayant un grand disque) ; parvenu k  la grande souverai** 
netd, [ce roi] brilla puissamment comm.e le soleil [arrivdj -au milieu du jour.
Lxxviv Lorsque, armd d’une redoutable.puissance, il gravit ce’roi des montsi 
aux lions dressds, [le tr6ne], non seuleraent les dtoiles perdirent leur dclat, 
mais les tdtes diamantdes des rois tombdrent.
lxxvu. Quand se dressa en un seul point [du monde] son grand parasol 
blanc, brillant comme la lune, la chaleur, delaissant toute la terre envahitle 
coeur de ses ennemis.
l x x v iii. Ddsireux sans doute de contempler longtemps sa beautd, tous les 
mondes ont cherche k  obtenir par.d’innombrables sacrifices la facultd de 
regarder.sans cligner des yeux, en vue de contenter leurenyie.
l x x ix . Aimant d voir chez ses amis sa propre Fortune comme dans un 
miroir, il la leur faisait passer successivement^tel qu’un reflet de lui-mdme, 
daas le miroir des joyaux [qu’il leur donnait] aprds les avoir portds.
(4) Jeu de mots sur gabdat guna, anubandhat trois termes techniques de la grara- 
maire sanskrite.
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- l x x x . En raison de son extreme Energie,’sa politique, k la difference des 
autres, £tait parfaitement droite : hormisle soleil e t l a  lune, quelle autre pla- 
nkte n’a une marcbe oblique ou retrograde >
% • - ♦ «
ixxxi* Par les quatre Yedas, $5ma etc., ayant pour racine les Mantras,
ayant de v multiples applications, moyens d’Ecarter les malheurs, il rEalisait 
habilement le succEs.
l x x x h . Toujours reconnu comme protagoniste de la guerre (ou : MatiEre 
primordiale), raontrant une grande et admirable activity (ou; l'action variEe du 
Mahat), pat le seul exercice des six Guiias (*)♦ sans [avoir besoin] de pa­
roles, il proclamait incomparable sa triple excellence (ou : le Pradhana formE 
de trois Gu$as).
txxxm. Le CrEateur, bien qu’il biaise ordlnairement devant sa tdche, et 
qu’il ait [d’autre part] la force sans Egale de Matlre de Mantras, lui obEissait 
comme par crainte du regard destructeur qu’il jetait sur ses adversaires.
lxx xiv . MenacEs de loin, dans son royaume, par les abondantes vertus amies 
de Punion avec leTrivarga,. — les vices, comme par dEpil, sesont rallies bien 
vite aux ennemis de ce roi, appui des vertus.
lxxxv. C'est aprEs avoir extirpE ses propres dEfaillances qu*il se levait 
pour cMtier, dans la juste mesure, les autres dElinquants: mEme en cbassantles 
tEnEbres, la lune considEre intEgraleraent sa propre tache.
Lxxxvr. Par suite de leur bonne Educations de leur absence de vices, ses 
sujets loyaux ne craignaient pas le malheur; jadis, par suite de sa mauvaise Edu­
cation, la princesse fille d’Ajatagatru elle-mEme encourut'une grande infortune.
lx x x v ii. Attentives auxlacunes, tirantleur caractere de l’apaisement, invin- 
cibles pour ceux dont la force est incomplete, les ProspEritEs, ayant pris pour 
xEceptaclece roi expErimentE, furent comme des eaux devenues parfaitement 
"stables.
lxxxvju, Sa lance, lionne qui.rEdait de tous c6tEs sur la route des enenmis, 
terrible E ceux qu*elle devait cbasser, et qui de son union avec un m&le (ou ' 
unhomme puissant) obiint des fils (ou: des sujets), il lanourrissait, ayant obtenu 
pour reine la Fortune. • . •
(*) Les six 616ments constitutifs de la politique.
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lxxx ix , La foule des sages a mis au premier fang des grands rois Kartavlrya 
qui avait mille d^fauts; que dire de celui-ci qui est pourYti de toutes les qua­
l i t y  sans exception ?
xc. Bien que chantee sur la terre et dansle ciely la gloire de Jisnu (Arjuna), 
r^alisant la perfection de rhdrofsme, n’estpas comparable k la sienne, puis  ^
qu’elle est une souffrance pour Kariia, tandis que I’autre est un delice pour 
les oreilles (*)»
xcr. Telle qu’un nuage occupant tous les points du ciel, lorsqueretentis- 
# sait sa gloire, la terre lointaine (ou: la terre de Vidtira) offrait avec empres- 
sement, sans qu’on efit k les'prendre, nonseulement ses. joyaux mais aussi 
d’autres presents, 616phants etc. (-). - ’ ’
xcii. Par la fum£e qui montait de ses centaines de milliers de sacrifices et 
qui voilait tous les points cardinaux, interceptant le faisceau des rayons solaires, 
il maculait en rri&ne temps le ciel et la gloire de (Jatakratu (Indra).
- xcm. On declare correct le raisonneraent qui conclutde la vue de la fumde 
au feu; mais le vrai, c’est ce raisonnementnouveau, qui, delavuede Iafum6e 
de ses sacrifices, conclut k une pluie de richesses.
xcrv. Comme, au contact de l ’ocSan, un nuage se gonfle d?eaux qui lui 
viennent d’eUes-mdmes sans en etre sollicities; ainsu apr&s I’avoir abord6, 
Tarm^edesmalheureux, d’abordvide, [se retirait] pleine k souhait et versait k 
son tour une pluie [de bienfaits].
xcv. Ravissantles yeux, montrant la beaut6 de ses rayons (ou: de ses doigts), 
humectde d’un sue excellent (ou: de bon gotit), la figure dece roiStait comme 
un disque lunaire qui, ayant une rotation de belle couleur (ou : un bon style de 
th6&tre) mdritait [en outre] d’etre compare k\a danse, mais qui n’6tait point, 
[comme la lune], d6par6 par une antilope (3).
xcvi. Appuy6 k son ombre, un autre roi peut vaincre les ennemis orgueii- 
leux, que dire de lui-m£me ? Sans le soleil, auquel elle emprunte son large 
6clat, la lune assurdment ne dissiperait pas les ten&bres.
(*) leu de mots sur karpq  =? a) oreille I b) advei;saire d Arjuna et de ses 
dans le rj\tahabharata.
(*) Jeu de mots sur v id U ra b M m i : a) terre lointaine j b) pdys de Vid. ,
gemmes se fom ent au son du ton'nerre. la lune
(*> Puisqu’il etait n bhnfah%a9 < de belle couleur >, il ne pouvait *tre, comme la lune
aflectfe de kura/iga « laide couleur # ou « antilope #.
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x c v h .  Les parures des autres rois etleurs rairoirs de pierres prdcieusesne 
jetaientqu’unfaible dclat auprds des splendidesmiroirs des onglesfdesespieds], 
qui devenaient pour eux pendants d’oreilles [sous forme de] commandements.
xcvm. Un autre pouvait l’dgaler par quelques quality il n’dgalait pas sa 
grandeur : le paon sait danser et ii a le cou bleu, il n’arrive pas pour autant 
tau rang d’lgvara..
xcix. Toujours en mouveraent, attractive, omniprdsente, forte, large, impo- 
sant l'ordre aux turbulents, sa gloire setnble faite des grands dlements*
c. Eloquence, vaillance, beautd, grdce, profondeur, douceur, bontd : ces 
[vertus], et d’autres encore, il en fut le sdjour unique ; et par le Crdateur 
il fut crdd supdrieur encore en dnergie et en intelligence.
ci, Si KSrttavTrya, k la vaillance reconnue sur la terre, voyait devant lui la 
vaillance de ce roi alimentde par deux bras [seulement], il croirait, je pea­
se, que, dans le combat, ses mille bras ne sont pour lui qu’un fardeau.
cu. La force guerridre de ce vainqueur des ennemis distance de bien 
loin toutes les autres puissances, comme 1’odeur d’un dldphant en rut et ruis- 
selant de mada celle des autres dldphants terrifids.
cm. Rejetant tout attachement k d’autres divinitds, sa Foi et sa Pidtd 
suprdmes se tournaient avec desir vers Qnkaptha (Yisiiu), comme Gafiga 
et BhavSnT vers le dieu des dieux (Qiva).
civ............... crdation de beautd.. . .  pilier d’or unique, quele Crdateur.. .»
cv. « Tel j’avais crdd Kama, qui fut brftld par Pinakin (Qiva) »: dans cette 
pensde, le Crdateur donna la souverainetd k [ce roi] d’une beautd parfaite*
CVI, <  ..................la science. le Crdateur aux quatre visages.......
c v ii, Laissant la Fortune sur sa poitrine et la Gloire sur I’autre rive de la 
mer, il prenait le plaisir d’amour, lui jeune, avec la vieille Science.
c v iii. Autrefois Dillpa, par ddsir d’une postdritd, garda la vache de Yasi$- 
{ha : ayant obtenu des sujets (*) par sa propre dnergie, ce Bhargavlya
( i )  leu de mots sur p ra ja , « po§t&rit6 » et « sujets d*un roi »•
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cix. Devant la mer de lait de sa gloire d&bordant sur le monde, la terre 
effray6e a pris l’apparence d’un reflet de lune.
ex. Bien que combl6 de mille jouissances (ou: replis). . . . . .  bien que
doue de qualit6s mfinies (ou : d’Ananta), il 6tait tr&s secourabie k la peine 
des humbles (ou : de VinatS) (*),
cxi. Ombrageant d’un grand parasol unique la terre ornSe de sa ceinture 
d’oceans, il rendit le Meru inutile.
cxii. Tout chancelant de sa rencontre avec son ennemi Kali, par suite de la 
perte de ses pieds, Dharma, aprfcs avoir trouv6 [ce roi], setintferme,illumin6 
parson succes. .
cxm. Dans le combat, le feu de sa majesty, attisS parle ventde spahSrols- 
me, — bien que sans fum6e, faisait verser aux femmes des ennemis des tor* 
rents de larmes.
cxiv. La Fortune des ennemis, semblable k une lueur Sphetnfcre, s’appuya 
sur lui [par d6sir] de stability; sa Gloire, quoique li£e k une s6rie dequalitSs 
(ou: par une serie de cordes), s’6chappa yers tous les points de I’horizon.
„ cxv. L’arbre Kalpa de son bras, pouss6 dans le Nandana du combat (8), ayant 
comme bourgeon son 6p6e rougie, dispersait dans toutes'les directions les 
fleurs de sa gloire.
cxvi. Dans ses marches, la Terre, comme irrit6e d’etre frappde par^  les 
coups des defenses des 6l6phants furieux, enveloppaitsanscessede poussi&re 
les grands guerriers.
cxvn. Fortifid par raccomplissement des Mantras, il porta sur lefeu de son 
ep&e, enflamm^ Par [ce] combustible, des lotus — les t&tes des ennemis—^ et 
engendra [ainsi] la toute-puissance royale. ,
cxvm. il 6tait solide, inaccessible, 6lev6, dSracinant..,, d’une dnergie in* 
flnie (ou: ayant T^nergie d’Ananta) dans la destruction (ou t dans le |mratte7 
meat); et pourtant il n’Stait pas de la race des Monts (3).
( l) Allusion 2 1’histoire de YinatH, mdre de Garuda, rdduite 2 l’dtat d esclave des 
serpents k la suite d*un pari imprudent; jeux do mots sur bhoga xjouissance* et 
« r e p l i e t  ananta ( « in fin i» et nom d’un roi des serpents). t .
(*) Nandana, pare du ciel d’lndra, oil crott I'arbre Kalpa, qui procure la satisfac­
tion de tous les ddsirs. * ' ♦
(3) Allusion au barattement de la mer de lait au moyen du moat Mandaraet du n2g£ 
Ananta. Le jeu de mots sur b habh ft n’est pas c la ir: le sens de « ro i» est exclu, puis- 
que Rsjendravarman dtait prdcisdment de race royale: Tauteur n aurait-il pas e& en 
vue la «ra.ee des [Rojs des] Monts ayc'est-A-dire.des Qailendras de Q J r lY ija y a .
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cxix. La Fortune des ennemis, comme d6vor6e de soif, brtil^e qu*elle ytait 
par le feu de sa majesty dfcs qu’elle trouva l ’onde n6e de son lotus (de son 
cceur), ne perditpas un instant [pours’y  desaltdrer].
cxx. La poussifcre des lotus de ses pieds, comme suiyant Fexemple de sa 
conduite, quand elle seposaitsur les t^tesdes rois, leur donnait la prosperity.
cxxu Tel que Hari, les yeux embues de sommeil, il portait, comme une 
femme, ses enfants (ou: ses sujets) sur son sein: mais il ytait un Qiva par le 
cceur, et sa virility ytait claire pour les hommes intelligents.
c x x i i .  Apres avoir vaincu dans le combat un orgueilleux roi ennemi, il trai- 
taitavec bonty sa faraille, [comme] le lion qui a dychir£ le roi des yiephants....
cxxm. Ayant enchain^ son favori, le glaive, et vaincu les ennemis par ses 
fleches droites munies d'une corde (ou : par ses demandes loyales pourvues de 
qualit£s), il distribuait les biens selon les myrites.
cxxiv. Le poison bu par Nllakanjha devint une parure pour son cou /Tam - 
broisie de sa parole vomie par,... pour les sages...
cxxy . AssurymentVraddhna (le soleil) est aujourd’hui encore fourvoyy par 
ses coursiers, t gares par les furayes ypaisses et aveuglantes qui s'elevaient de 
ses sacrifices.
cxxvi. Dans ce sacrifice ; la guerre, avec ces bfiches : les
ennemis, il assignaita ces brahmanes : les points cardinaux, un salaire indes­
tructible : la gloire.
c x x v ii. Quand les ennemis, deposant leurs glaives, se prosternaient devant 
lui, il dytendaitla corde de son arc et cessait [de les combattre], mais non les 
archers.
*
c x x v i i i .  Le bras de ce roi ytait correct (ou : arrondi) et secourable pour 
ses amis; mais, dans la guerre, il ytait toujours rysolu k l ’ygard des ennemis et 
des malveillants.
cxxix. Ayant reconnu queies sentiments entretenus par [toutes] les-espkces 
d ennemis se fondent sur une seule chose, il exycutait supyrieurement la 
manoeuvre habituelle des arcs.
cxxx. Dans la grotte.de s.on coeur, habitue par Qiva et profonde en pi6t^? 
les autres devatSs> par crainte du feu de son ceil, ne pdnytraientpas.
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cxxxi. II pdndtrait sans cesse, inlassable, dans le cceur des belles, comme 
pour y frapper le pirate Amour qui s’y tient embusqud.
cxxxn. Bienqu'dlevdAlasdrdniteparlamdditalion, ilterrifiait, par son nom 
seul, les ennemis: quand ils sentent de loin Todeur du lion, les elephants 
s’enfuient*
cxxxm. Quand elle eut trouve [ce roi] riche de la pratique de la prudence et 
de l’hdrolsme, la Terre, comme [une femme] sans aucun autre amant, parvenue ■ 
k ses fins, lui donna son amour, k cause de la douce pression de ses ongles.
cxxxiv. II ne ddrogeait aux convenances qu’en ceci que, tout en montrant 
le trdsor de sa beautd, il attirait k lui tous les coeurs.
cxxxv. Ayant ddposd ses armies, endormi dans Ia fordt, Hari l’lncrdd 
s’abandonne entierement au Yoga; mais Rudra garde la moitid deson spouse, 
comme s’il pensait A [ce roi] qui aspire k la conqudrir.
. cxxxvr. Par ddsir de ce nectar : le sang ddgouttant de ce lotus: sa claire 
dpde,—  la Fortune des ennemis fut affolde, comme Bhjmgiri, au frottement 
. de son bras.
c xx xvii. Sur un seul mot de lui, Ia ville de .ses ennemis fut, comme le ciel,
* parcourue par les constellations et offrant de la place aux dtres (*).
c x x x v iii. Trouble par le jeu de ses filches, bien que pourvu d’armdes et 
de forteresses, l’ennemi, comme en pleine bataille, s’enfuit dans *la forSt, 
n’ayant pour compagnon que son glaive.
cxxxix. Plongds dans la stupeur (ou : adonnds d la meditation), privds de 
couleur (ou : ddpouillant la passion), rdfugids dans les cavernes (ou ; retires 
dans leur coeur), les ennemis, sans Ia contemplation des pieds de ce Seigneur, • 
ne pouvaient parvenir k la ddlivrance.
c xl . « Comment, abandonnd parmondpoux, pourrais-jerdsisteraux betes 
fdroces ? » Dans cette pensee, la ville des ennemis entra dans le feu purifi- 
cateurde son incendie..
c x li. Ayant vu dans le combat la vaillance de ce hdros, la foule des en­
nemis, comme par ddsir d’obtenir du courage (ou : des bdtes), se rdfugia dans 
la fordt hantde de Jionsr etc.’ .- ■ ■ ■
(t) C ^ s t-i-d ire  ruin£e et ddserte (?).
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cxlii. Mdme enivrds par le rut, mdme de haute taille, mdrae utillsables 
p o u r  l’accoraplissement du Dharma, les elephants dtaient par lui donnes bien 
souveat aux brahmanes.
cxuii. Employant dans les mots les .sept sortes de themes et de desinen­
ces, il etait de premiere force pour le sens des taddhitas et connaissait les 
kftya$i le verbe et Faugment.
c x l iv . La Terre ardait du feu de sa majestd : par crainte qu'elle ne prft 
feu, je pense, il la baigna maintes fois des torrents d’eau de ses donations.
c x l v ,  Ravissante, lice par ses qualU6s* dpanouie, la guirlande de sa 
gloire est, aujourd’hui encore, hautement portde par la Fortune des trois 
mondes.
cxlyi. La ville du roi de Campa, ayant pour fossd profond la mer, fut rd- 
duite en cendres par les guerriers obdissant k ses ordres.
cxlyii. Ses pieds dtaient ddcolords (v ivarna) par Fdclat des gemnves des 
diaddmes des rois ; mais la terre immaculde, soulevee par son bras, dtait 
bienveillante k toutes les castes (v a r^a j.
cxlyi i l  Kali, quoique,absolument gauche (ou fourbe), etait droit sous son 
rdgne : il s’enfuit derridre ses ennemis en fuite, comme par crainte du feu 
de son dclat.
cxlix. La terre jusqu’d Focdan fut par lui si compldtement ddbarrassde 
d’ennemis (ou : de broussailles) qu'aujourd’hui encore sa gloire, allant seule 
de tous cdtds, netrdbuche pas.
c l. Sa prdoceupation s’adressait principalement aux qualitds, secondaire- 
ment aux* substances (ou : richesses) : il ne s’dcartait pas de la doctrine de 
Ka$yapa*
c li. Oh le ddsir des ennemis edt-il pa se jouer d Faise et sans crainte, 
puisque Ia poussiere soulevde par sa marche obscurcissait tous les points de 
Fespace ?
cur. Celle que toujours dcarte Famour, qui.s’dprend d W  intelligence 
mhrie, cette femme noble : la science royale ne le dddaigna (}) jamais.
cun. Habile comme le Crdateur incarnd, il ddtrulsait, au moment oppor­
tune avec adresse, toute la masse impure des vices de Kali.
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- cliv. Paries nuages de fringe tendus par la centaine de sacrifices qu’if  
offrait constamment, il irendait en automne, comme.dans la'saison des pluies, 
le ciel brouille
' clv. DSlournanl les yeux de la femme d’autrui, experiments dans ia bon­
ne conduite, il accomplissait pourtant dans Ie combat le rite du mariage avec 
les Fortunes de l’ennemi.
clvi, C ’est sans doute par jalousie de l’eclat de ce grand prince* qui sur- 
passa, &son lever, tous les autres, qu’aujourd’hui encore le feu sous-marin 
se cache dans la mer.
CLVix. LiSe par le CrSateur au Roi des Serpents, et indigente, la Terre, 
sans doute, fut par ce roi remplie du tr£sor de sa gloire et marquee du sceau 
.du Taureau (*).
clvui. Les perles que, sur.le champ de bataille, il faisait jaillir des tempes 
des elephants mis en pieces, brillaient comme les larmes de la Fortune des 
ennemis rendue veuve par lui.
cux.............................le son de ce nuage qu’est le retentissement de sa
gloire.. . . . . . . . . .  faisaient croltre la semence du Dharma dans le champ des
trois mondes.. . . .
clx. Par sa valeur dans le combat, sonennemi n’etait pas digne d’etre com­
part & un lion, car c’est par peur de lui qu*il se r6fugiait dans la caverne du lion.
glxi. Comme une sdrie de paroles. . . . portion du roi. . . . les lotus sor- 
tent du cercle de sa bouche.
clxii........................................ unie au feu de sa majesty sa Fortune royale,
mdprisant Kali, 6tait DamayantT.
clxiii. La terre resserr^e par Texpansion de sa gloire . . . .
clxiv.  ^ lequel seul dou£ d’un 6clat extreme. , .  assurdment,
dessin6 par Tva§far lui-meme le MSra.de l’erreur est s&ns 6clat (?). ,’
(*) Le sensr paratt &tre que gr&ce aii roi Rijendravarman, la terre, pnmitivement 
pauvre, a 6t6 enrichie d’ua lr6sor de gloire j et que, li6e par le Crdateur au serpent 
t?e?a qui lui sert de support* elle a erisuite re$u la .tnarque du Dharma (Loi), comparft 
ordinairement 4 un Taureau. . "
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clxv. L*ayant trouve comme dpoux digne d’elle, daas le monde des hom­
mes.*..'
clxvi. [Salvatrice] de ceux qui veulent franchir la riviere profonde de 
Finfortune, 'sa parole,'bien que veridique (ou : Satyavatl) n’enfanta point Yeda- 
vyasa.
CLXvn. Les [hommes] droits par leur union avec les vertus, dcartent les 
calamitds.... ’
clxvih. « Cette vieille Terre, portee par le Roi des Serpents, chancellerait»f 
dans cette pensde, sans doute, le Crdateur confia la terre k ce jeune [roi] 
parfait.
clxix . La puissance, bien qu’existant anterieurement, et la foule des 
qualitds des rois......
clxx. II  abordait en temps voulu, par des moyens infaillibles, les fortunes 
accumuldes des rois, comme des jeunes filles sorties de Fenfance.
clxxi. Bien que versd dans la graramaire, sans redoublement. . . .
clxxu. Rien njdtait comparable k Fampleur de ses vertus: ayant compris la 
doctrine bouddhique, il n’avait pas d’iddes fausses, mdme sous FinSuence 
d’autres maitres (?).
cLxxm. Noyde dans la mer des vices du temps, infranchissable, profonde 
etredoutable....,
CLxxtY. Beau, jeune, suivantles traces de Manu, supdrieur k tous, ilrendait, 
sans dlixir de vie, le bonheur exempt de vieillesse.
clxxv. Par son dclat resplendissant, dissdmine partout en mdme temps...
clxxvi. S’il s’appuyait sur une forteresse, c’est parce qu’il savait que tel 
est le devoir des rois; ce a’est pas par crainte des Danavas que FEnnemi de 
Madhu (Vi§$u) fait de la mer son sdjour.
clxxvh. Les ddfauts mdmes, & comraencer par Famour, dtaient appliques 
par lui en leur lieu.,.
CLxxvm.-Les sages buvaient. . . Pambroisie de ses exploits et, s a t u r e s ,  de 
boisson, ils la rendaient sous forme de podmes.
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clxxix. A mesure que s'6paissis!saient ;sur le : monde les t^nbbres des 
vices, il,,..
clxxx. Que les homines fiissent reoomm6s! pour leurs vertus'ou m6rita$sent 
le chAtiment, il neprenait pas comme motif de les dAtrmre le fait qu’ils dtaient 
soumis k I'impermanence. . • .O *
c lxxx i. Bien q'uMtant le Dieu aux multiples sacrifices, le TrAs Haut, le 
Maltre des Yaches, [Indra] alia. . . , de lui qui n’etait pas irascible....,
. c lxxx ii. L’ardeur du Feu futjadis Ateinte pour avoir rencontrA le seul 
Bhrgu; la sienne brfilait le chef cFune grande armAe.
clxxx iri. Gdndfeux, il faisait partager sa prosp6rit6 h ses amis; Hari, ayant 
Laksmi couchAesur sa poitrine.,..
clxxxiv. Les pauvres etanChfcrent leur soif quand ils eurent la joie de le 
rencbntrer, pareil k un grand lac paisible couvert de lotus Apanouis.
clxxxv. Ces touffes de lotus —: les visages des femmes des ennemis — qui 
ne voyaient pas le soleil, il les fit de haut se fermer*..
c lxxxvi. II brillait, cygne royal nageant sur le grand lac du combat, qui 
avait pour lotus les visages des ennemis ombragAs par la volAe de ses fl&ches,
clxxxvic. Nul ne pouvait tenir tAte k ses assauts sans rSpit. RencontrA par 
son bpbe frbmissante...*
CLxxxvm. Dans le combat, Alaseule vue de son arc, les ennemis* s*en- 
fuyaient comme un* Vol de corbeaux i' en pr6sence de KSma, FEnnemi des 
serpents (Garuda) lui-m§me ne tientpas.
clxxx ix .J I . . . .  aux gaerriers ennemis en fuite une adroite, au
visage embelli par ses boucles, ayant pour flbches des fleurs Apanouies.
cxc, Ayant des centaines de brillants Klcaka (ou: de bambous bruis- 
sants), habitue par Kanka et autres (ou par des herons et autres oiseaux), la 
ville des ennemis, bien que diserte, devint, grAce A lui, la capitale de VirAta (*).
0  Allusion aux incidents racontSs *dans le Vira{aparvan du MahabhSrata. Kafika 
est le nom sous Icquel Yudhi^hira se prSsente & Virata, Klcaka celui de g6n'6ral de 
ce prince. . v . .
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'cxci. Comme une formula magique, il 6tait seulement leur energie k ces 
nagas, les rois, sans leur arracher la vie par voracitd, comme Garuda.
cxcii. En voyant son sacrifice, par crainte-de la decadence de la gloire de 
Qakra, <Jact, sous pretexts du contact de la fumde, eut les yeux pleins de; 
larmes. .
cxciii. A Tombre des pieds de *ce roi qui dclipsait l'dclat des autres, com- 
me au pied du Meru, se refugiaieni les rois, rem n an t au parasol blane. . .
cxctv. Lors de la creation, le Crdateur dddaigneusement separa le soleil 
et la lune j mais il a fait ce roi unique, incomparable, capable k la foisde 
brdler et.de rafratchir. *. . . -
cxcv. Ddsirant Honbrer de pres ses pieds. & Tardent dclat, les files des rois 
les baignaientdes ondesdelumibre versdespariesgemmesdeleursdiademes,
cxcvt. « Oh I un nouvel attrait pour le monde I » Et, abapdonnant son arc, 
Smara tourmenta le coeur des femmes par rincomparable beautd de ce roi., ..
, cxcvn. Dans le lotus unique du monde, qui a pour pdtales exterieurs les 
huit points cardinaux et pour large pdricarpe le Meru, sa gloire faisait office 
de parfum, %
cxcvin. Eclatants, resplendissants, les rayons des ongles de ses pieds ri- 
valisaient avec ceux des gemmes ornant les diademes des rois prosternds*
pxcix. Un.manguier stdrile depuis sa naissance obdissait k son ordre de 
produire des fruits, comme Dillpa k Vasi§lha. * ;
cc, L’immensitd de ses vertus, profonde, cdldbree par mille bouches, 
dtait pour les sages un commentaire qu'ils ne se Iassaient pas de gloser.
cci. II accrut de possessions sans prdeddent, palanquins etc., le fortunb 
linga Siddhepvara, [situd] k Siddha^ivapura, sur une montagne.
ecu. Au mdme endroit il drigea exactement, pour Taccroissement du md-f 
rite de ses ancdtres, un lihga de Qarva et deux statues de Qarvanl.
com, Dans le mois mdme (*) de cette inauguration de. Bhadrepvara portdur 
du trident, il consacra ailleurs encore des dieux par des offrandes (*)•
0 )  Masc va> pour m3sa eva }
- . (2)  Bhogo &st inexplicable. Peut-dtre faut~ij corriger bhogdnyQ lrfr* & s.ans posses  ^
sions », ? .................. ' * • °  - *
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cciv. Ce roi, lune* gonfla ces oceans de merile spirituei, les rois Indravar- 
man et autres, en mdme temps qu’il arrondissait sa propre sphere* *
ccv# Au Sud du Ya^odharatatika (*) [ce roi] habile drigea les statues de 
Qauri (Vi§nu) et de Gaurl (Uma) [*et] un linga de Qaipbhu.
ccvi. Ce roi R&jendravarman, soleil de ce firmament qu'est le Somavaipsa, 
a drigd le iidga de Smarari (Qiva), gage de l’obtention du ciel et de la ddli- 
vrance. .
ccvn. Ce glorieux roi, connaisseur en stability, dtablit, potirle bonheur, 
ces deux statues de Qiva [et de P5rvatl], k la ressemblance de ses pdpe et mdr-e 
obtenus par [la gr&ce de] Rhavodbhava (Qiva).
ccvrtr. Et ce grand guerrier, qui; accomplissait les devoirs d’un roi, drigea 
cette statue de Vispu et de Brahma(*), de mdme que huit lingas dufdieu] aux 
huit formes (Qiva). * :
ccix. Lui, dont la vaillance dtait dgale A celle du roi des dieux, donna k 
ces dieux comme chose accessoire — une masse complete de richesses 
embellie par des milliers d’insignes rutilants de joyaux. .
ccx. Lui qui dtait-pareil AMahendra, il dtablit ici, en Thonneur de ces 
diyinitds, un rituel de bonne observance & pratiquer toujours, un culte pres~ 
crit paries textes sacrds et la tradition des Qaivas et s’dtend antA tous les mois.
ccxu Et ce roi, qui avait Tintelligence de VScaspati, qui marche en tdte 
des rois observateurs du Dharma, a adressd aux rois futurs du Cambodge, 
qui cultiverorit les devoirs royaux, ces paroles fermes et conformes au 
Dharma. '
. cexit. La protection de ce qui est k prbtdger... Puisque vous connaissez ce 
devoir des rois, protdgez cette ce.uvrepie: Tinjonction rdalise en quelque 
sorte la rdalitd*
ccxm. Dharma, e’est certain, nra qu’un pled durant ce yuga: comment 
pourrait-il se tenir debout,, s’il ne s’appuyait sur ce pilier que sont les grands , 
rois tels que vous, qui ont la conaaissance des Astras ?
‘(4) Lo Baray oriental. ♦' , .. , v ;.nt. , «’.i
(*) Sans 'doute Brahma assis sur le lotus sdrtant du nombni-de y m  • ,
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ccxiv. La ddtresse de Dharma ferait honte & Fauteur mdme [de Fceuvre] 
et particulidreraeat au roi qui a Ia charge de la proteger: cela vous est bien 
conau. ■ • „
ccxv. Les sages, qui oat pour richesse la vertu et la gloire, ne sauraient 
ddsirerpour eux-mdmes, en ce monde, une. richesse dphdmdre I ii en est 
ainsi & plus forte raison, si cette richesse est celle des dieux etc. Vous qui dtes 
sages, n’auriez-vous pas cette volontd enracinde en vous ?
ccxvi. Et cependant je vous [adjure] encore: Gardez cette oeuvre scrupu- 
leusementl N’enlevez pas le bien des dieux ! Cela est dvident; mais, dans 
Finterdt du Dharma, il n’y a pas de mal i  se repeter.
ccxvii. Un [roi] magnanime, supplid, abandoanerait par grandeur d’dme sa 
vie mdme, h plus forte raison ses projets: c’est pourquoi ma parole, rdsolue 
sous Finfluence de la confiance, est exempte de la crainte de voir repousser 
sa requdte.
ccxvni. EnTannde paka comptde paries Vasus, les montagnes etles dds 
(874), au jour propice, onzieme de la quinzaine claire de Magha, [le karana] 
Bhava [ayant commencd] depuis un instant, la lune arrivant au milieu du 
Taureau, ce liiiga de Qiva, appeld Qri-Rajendrepvara, a trouvd ici une par- 
faife stabilitd, avec ces statues de Qauri (Vi§nu), de Gaurf, de Girisa(<Jiva) 
et de BrahmS. .
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SliLE DE pRk Rup 77'
T e x t e ,
I. ( i )  rgbhir vvahnigikhakalapavisaravyaktabhir aindrTn di?ain 
prodyadv&yusarrilriteija yaju§ayo dlpayan daksfoSm 
samna candamarlciragminikarapradyotitenaparafi-
kauverln ca vibhati tais sa.nuditais tasmai nama$ pambhave ©
I I .  (2) onk&rad atanus tanoti jagatam eko pi janmasthiti- 
vyastir (*) vyaktasamastasaktinilayo yo yogiyogatmakah 
bhflyo nlrajajanraakanjanayanasrlkaflthamurttir vvagl 
<?avd5iitasthitaye $iv2ya • vibhave- £5ntaya tasmai namalit ©
II I .  vrahmlm indau savitrlip savitari vitataip (3; vai?jriavlrp paianTi?i yad
raudrTin samhSrahetum hutabhuji- ca kalam arppayat triprak&rSnb 
df§tan drk^aktidrgbhis trisu racitavapus. s*uk§mam apy e§u tasmau 
tattvajnanHip parasmai parihrtarajase vrahmane stS.n namo va © .
IV. pare satvarajastamaskam api yo nityan nivi§tafc pade 
traigu(4)nyeQa caturvvidhenavividhabfcivyaktir avirbhavan 
vipvakafadharo nirastasakalakSro pi-dedipyate ■ . .  
vandantarn bhagavantam adipuru§an tatp ;v5sudevatn vibhum ©■ .
(*) C o rr .: y y a $ tir  (?).
Cced&s, G. (1937) inscriptions du Cambodge. Vol. 1, £cole frangaise d'Extr&me-Orient, Hanoi/Paris, pp. 73-142.
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V. sadgarbhaprabhavSya vuddhijananiip .vldySip vimcm.mSya ya 
garbhe saptamagarbhakar§anakarl haipsasya sflte §tame . _ 
miirtta kaasavadhQ(5)ddhuram vidadhatl .nadan nabhasthorddhvaga 
sadya gaktir.akrtrima bhagavatojiatayanl namyatam ©
V I. Ssid asindhuslmasphuritasitayago rSgisancararajad 
rajyagrlmanditaaindhapurayikasanmatirvangSdhipatyali 
sornakaundinyavaiigyo dadhad aaatdarpadvada?a(6)dityadlptig 
grlvalSdityabhiipo valayam iva bhuvo mandalam lllaya yah ©
V II. yam vigvarupabhatto yo lebhe tadbhaginlsutam
patnlip sarasvailxp vipro vasistho. rundhatira iva ©
V II I .  vrahraakiatriyayor vvange ptraipparyyodite tayoh
jaya dvivedabha(7){tasya jata vedavatlti yS ©
IX . yasyah punyagunasya matrjaaanlbhratus tanujo jita- 
rate? grTflrpatladravarmmanrpateg gauryyenpa gaurer iva 
grfige grljayavarramanah krtavato m5hendragaile purlm 
matur mmatula natulo tulakalag grIpuskarak§o nrpah ©
X. (8) svarggadvare pure ya puri puri ca pura sthapitam bhutnibhartrS
grIv2Lladityaaamiia nijakulatilakenaigvarain lingam iddham 
bhartra tenaiva vedadvitayamayadrga (*) pujayitvS samastair 
bhogais svarggapratistham alabhata viiasatkTrttisandIpita?§ ©
X I. ya tatkulTnavanipalavanga-
paraip(,9)parayatn udita mahatyaai 
mahendradevlti mahlva gurvvT 
devT surastnva divo vatTrnna ©
X II. mahTpater vvedavatlpitur yyah
kalam kulinas sakalan dadhapah 
rajanyavangabdhinigSkarag grl- 
maheadravarmma mahanlyaklrttifr ©
X II I .  tenoryvlbhrdvarange vidalitatama(io)sa padavinyasalllana 
atanvanena tasyaa narapatiyanitamfirddhadhfltafighridhulyam 
devyajn vaiyasvatSkhyo manur iva ravina rajadharmmaaurakto ya? 
grTrajeadravarrnmety ajani duhitari tvastur urvvlpatladrah ©
0  Le caractere ma a peut-6tre 6t6 transform^ en ca par surcharge.
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XIV .
XV.
XVI.
X V II.
X V III.
X IX .
XX.
X X I.
X X II.
S t e c e  d e  P r &  R u F  7§
prag vedabhyasanaQ dvijena jariitaip-^rlyt^varQpejia yat '
taptara yat tri( r i)vidh^rri:apas saha taya patnyS dvi-vedeaa-yat 
bhubhfdbhi? ca tad;anvaye samuditair yyat-teaa tfenafisumad- 
vansyariSm harir adideva iva yo vanpe'tadiye bhavat ®
sanjato vijayl nijena jayin&tejahprakar§ena yo * 
nlcibhavitavan agesam api santejasvivrnd5(i2)rakam 
keaSpi pratipaditakhilamah'isainrajyasampadgunan 
arkkadTn asabl§ta bhurimahasSm upcS r^-ayaii a^rayaa ®
raatuh k^atriyavafigadugdhajaladlier Uabdhodayayag ?riya?
Sribharttiih puru§ottamasya ca pitiir bhasvatkiule bhasvatah 
kSntyS kama ivadhiko pi (13) niravady&ngo niruddbas suto 
yo garbhegvara$kvdam arthyam abhrt&altain gupair aigvaraih <s)
somSkbyat sarggasarad bhavapurarucir&l iingatn ahladaiiatvaip 
valaditySt prabhutvan tribhuvanakatnalonmllanSyadadSaah 
vahner ddlptiip pitus sv5n mahati bhavapure pT^varad T?varatvan 
devl(i4)yuktat kumSro disi digi viditas sarvvatejomayo yal? ©
durggabhiyogad viphallkrtari- 
kamk^am ya^odabhyudaySya dak§am 
mahendrato labdhamahabhi§ekam 
raraja gaurer iva yasya valyam ©
satvaip gunakarmmadadhSnam iddharn- ■ 
samaayatn anye§u vi?e§am icchan 
vya(i5)dhatta dbata samavSyavrttys 
yasyakhilam lak^nam agryam abge ©
kamas svakaalidinakrtkiranair vikTrnnaih 
pltSnyakantijaya^olavapalvalSmbhah \ 
yatkantisagaram aparam u.petya magno - 
manye karoti mak-aran aijavihaaam yat ©
vyakhySmaytm upagamayya b.a( 16)t5adhak§rlm 
rakSm inaji patimadTptyanusaipprave95t 
vidyenduman<Jalam udirnnarasSmrlardrain 
sarvvaa apayayata yb.vivudhan rasajnak ©
yasyastra^iksSn-caratah pra^aipsS  ^
loke karot karn^amanatiprasadarn 
karnnapranltS mahatitu ninda*; *
■. nu^rilyate dyapi* dhananjayasya © S." *
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X X III.
X X IV .
XXV.
X X V I.
X X V II.
X X V III.
X X IX .
X X X .
X X X I.
(17) dandan trikbagdam pptbulaip salTlain 
lulava Ioham kadalldalabham ■. 
sakrtkfpanam laghupStayan yah
kiiii ucyate mansamaye ridehe ©
niiotpalasyapi dale yaslva 
nasig chidagaktim agat pare§am 
yasyaiva maatrau§adhivIryyayogad 
/  vajropamay5m kim utaiigayastau © '
(18) dhanur dhanurwedavidam varo pi 
vidhflya maurwTravapQfitagab 
prayogato bhijvalitaip vipagcid
yag capagavdan na cakSra kan cit ©
yasyakalankSs sakalah kalallr 
alahkari^pob kila valabhave 
candras tularihlva tulam alabdhva- 
dhunapi vrddbau punar eti vaiyam ©>
murddhabhisiktas sukumarabhavo
(19) drptadvisattarakadarigaktih 
nin&ya klrnnaa dig! kamvusenSm 
yo devasen5m iva karttikeyah ©
sad&naviirlkr adikpraySto 
nagendrabhlmo bhagavan ivegafc 
vrahmair vvidhanaih parirak§ilo yo  
bhasmlcakararipurSni ro§at ©
gar Sn tarlkptya garlraya§tlr 
utkytya krtshaqi girSmsy a(20)rlnam 
khadgj gadabhrt karikumbhapesT 
pradugcakarastram amanusam yal? &
jitvaikavlro di?am indraguptain 
yo daksigan debabhrtan didlpe 
pracetasla cetasi.sottaraii ca 
na rajasiiyaya tu ji§nur ekam ©
pratyantaprthvTip sakalam vijitya 
valo pi yOno nrpatlQ pratapya 
(21) pratitaya kamvupunm yagasvTv 
sainyojayam asa jayagriya yah ©
XXXII.
X X X III.
XXXIV .
XXXV.
XXXVI.
XXXVJ I.
X X X V III.
XXXIX .
St IL e de Pre ..Rop
ranBr^av&d yasya jay§mrtena 
jatazp yagah kostubharatnairi Srdram 
trailokyam Rhladayati tridhaikaip 
murttaqi murBrer hfdayajp mtideva <s>
kalabhir Shladayituip samasta- 
lokain vivrddhSbhiranukramena 
vimukiavalyo (22) pi gaglva -s&ks§t 
'kal§k§ayam yo-fia VabhBra bhiiyah ®
avasthiiiip gaigavajaip vilupya 
rajagriyS sangamakamk$ayeva 
stheyo tra ti§tbeti krtajnayS yo 
nlto navain yauvanam SdafinyR ©•
ya kSntir atyanyaaarendrasargga- 
gobha gigutve dadrge nu yasya 
taip yauvane karttiimanSb pra(23)kf§tam 
yatnaip virinco nitaran cak&ra ©
vilokya dikpalajaye jaySdbydn 
jayagriyRliftgitam Ir§yayeva 
yam alilinge guruvainiyukta 
‘ kufocitakamvujarSjyalaksmlb ®
yabhir yyato jhatitibhiirnibbfto nyarastre 
sasrainsire samarafafigagata gr.hltah 
rajyagrtyam sa(24)darimBrttibhir eva tabhir 
yyas tarn adhSrayad atatpurusaprayogat ©
yasyangalagnaip vihite bhiseke 
tirthamvu yavaa na jagama go$am 
tejo jvalat tSvad ago§ayat dvid- i 
‘ vadhujaaanam adharemadhurii ©
jatam varangabharanam bhavasya 
navendum udvlksya aav.Srkkavimvam 
cfldamanTbbBya riu yasya ser§yaip ’ 
bhB(25)sB giro ranjayad Igvarasya ©
dhrtivan dharabharadharaSya yasya- 
hlndro- mgnm'bhdgasabasradiptaa 
Shftya b r^§ad ivia vltabharo 
bhu§asu haimX§u va-VandhR sarvVSn ©
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X L II.
X L III.
X L IV .
XLV.
XLVI,
XLV il.
X LV I1I.
XLIX*
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strlnaa didrksaksubhita yadlyarn 
grasaty akftte sati kBnticandram 
aime§acaadradvi§i cakricakra- 
krudheva rakta (26) dadrgur drgo ngam ©
rajyasthitau tribhuvanabhyudayaya yasya 
ya kagyapl ratit abhfid aditiprabhutB 
manvaatare surapater iva goptur asmin 
purvvendrasampadi na sa krtasannidhSnB ©
simhasanastham ayalokya mahlbhrtaipi yam 
hrsta mabl sumahatl griyam aninaya 
simbasane sthitavatl svayam e(27)va ram&t 
sltSm griyaa tv apajahara mahlbhrto pi ©
vistlrpnaratnaruciranjitahemadandam 
yasyaikam eva gugubhe sitam atapatrara 
meror ivoparigalaip sakaienduvimvairt 
sadbhaktivari§u tu tatprativimvam anyat ©
nirvvikriyayaip prakftau krtayam 
apy e§a yasyavir abbfid vikarah 
(28) halmtva yad ratnamaylva casld 
raimauliratnair natabhubhujSqi bhuh ©
k§oolbhftaa dlptayatf varange§v 
ahladanl vag dahanT ca yasya 
tejomayT suryyagagankavahni- 
safighatatulyakrtalokayatrSm ©
mBdyanti yaix aayamahlbhrtas taig 
gag&ma yo (29) rBjyasukhopabhogaih 
pravrtpravfddhair jaladtmvuvar§ai![i 
siadhor vviparyyeti payo hi nabdheh ©
rSjauvatlty anyanrpo nvagat prah 
nip5tan5l laksanam antarena 
yo !ak§anais samskrtavarnnavarddhi- 
padais tu sadhutvadharBn dharitrTm ©
kulakramais svair api rajavidySn 
diptam atTtair bbu(30)vi bhSvibhig ca 
yo dlpayat prSpya vige^ato syan 
tamamsi madhyShna ivarkkabhSsam ©
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LI.
LIL
L III.
LIV.
LY.
LYI.
LVIL
LYIIL
na bhubbrto bhat parinlya kany5m... • 
ek&n nu n§ke paramesvarab p iak . 
bhurva tu bhuyo bhuvi yo dhika^rTh . .. 
kanya^ataip bhur adhiketi nakat <s>
bhrantavarugopmr^ukarmmukam etya ramam 
rajyad apeta(3t)m arinSpabita purS $rih 
yan janakl. kila drdhlk^atakarmmukan tu 
rajyasthirasthitim a?akyata napaharttum ©
nyakkarttum icchan nikhilan ivaoySn. 
yflno navayauvanam Sdadhanah 
datva madaip yah. pram,adamanassu 
$antim svakTye manasi vyatarTt <s>
yathS yathSvarddhata yauvana^rlb • 
kale(32)nduna yasya vivfddhibhajZi . .
samudraveleva tatha tathoccair- 
uddyotidr§taft gunaratnam {*ddham ©
mabend rasampatpari vrnhitagrTr 
apflryyamaoS vivudhair .anekaih 
dharmmyS sudharmmeya divo. vatlr^a . 
babhau sabhS yasya bhuvi pragalbha ©
dharmmanukulau kayir arthak&jnau, 
dharmmafi ca k5m5rtha(33)kj,tartbayQgam 
trivarggam ekSntam ivaikavarggam . 
yo sevatodSraphalanuvandbam ©
traik&lyavijnSnavato pi yasya . .
sak$ad ive?asya narendramu,rt$eb . 
netrlkrtas tattyavicSradaksah 
pu§eva dik§u pracactra cSrah ©
itas tatas sva^rayatas samantjid 
Sgur gun5 yain svaya(-34)nj anyadlydb i > 
gSmbhlryyaratnakaram ekapatraip . 
satvabhipurnnan nikhilS iyapab ©
ya9 c2ray§copamay5nuniana~ 
rthapattisaipvidbhir abhavayugbhih . . 
karyyany akSrstt sad asac. c£ sarvyajp , 
§adbbib pramatrair- adhigamya gamyam ©
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L1X.
LX.
LXI.
LXII.
L X III.
LX1V.
LXV.
LXVI.
LXVII.
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s v ac ch amv u vapikav arTvi i Ss a 
vikasipadmotpalapunja(35)netra 
murtieva- purnpeadumukhl di$a£ $rTr 
yyam sevamSna $arada sasada ©
dbarmmyan dadbEno vivudharthasiddbin 
d vitkS m avi dhvan s an avidy ay Edhya h 
rudrSdrij5sangamavad yadtyo- 
ddyogo jajrmbhe vijay§bhiju§talj ©
padmodaye dattaguno pi yuktyE 
puseva dosEyasaran nirasya 
(36) yantendriya^vasya bbuvo vibbfltyai 
saipmantranam mantribhir agrahld yah ©
catvSro pi mahEgabhlragatayo py E^ Esy api sthSsnavo 
bhflbbfdbbaftgakrlo pi varddbitatamais svair wEhinlvistaraib 
prTjanmavanayo pi karttum api gaip ratnair alain puritan 
nopEyair jalarE?ayo tipatubhi(37)r yyasyopameya jadah ©
ambhodharadhvSnagabhirayS yad- 
vEnya kakubbhyas tvaritas samntEt 
samayayur nadya iva dhvajinyo 
drak pravr§a veditayEtrayEptaih ©
yyatltavatyam saradi kramena 
discakravElEtatavS^paJaksyE 
hemantalak§mlr abhisektum E$E(38)d 
yaip yogyam Etharvvaniklva siddhilj ©
suvarnnavarnnas suravo vitlrrmam 
purodhasE bavyam upadadanah 
pradak i^nEvarttasikha? sikhlva 
dide^a yasmai jaya^abdatn uccaih ©
amftyadhErayS ya? 9riyam anupagatak§Inabbav5iji vivrddham 
prapat krtsnErkkavimvEd iva kalagagatat kSladhautEt pata(39)atyS 
pu§yepu§ye bhisikto vidhur upagatavEa vrddhim ekErkkavimvEd 
eva k§Tnas tv abhEgyapravirahitam aho bhayya evasti bhSgyam ©
svabhEvatah prag api kantim agrySip 
yasya vyatEntd apabhiisam angam 
samvaddbasarvvSbharanan tu bhuyah 
kam apy abhikhyEm apusat prakamam ©
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satyopa(4o)ma nfla,am anSttagaktir 
. yyasy.EEgakEnter bhavitum .babhfiva 
mithyopamadar^atalarp pravi§tE 
kandarppakEntili prativiravalegE ©
ni^e^abhiiman^alaladghanaya 
yo vi§riuvad’ vlksitavikramo pi 
nakrantavan ullikhitam prthiyyjSm 
acaracarub parigham praySsyaa ©
kaksySbhir agvair iva (4.1) saptabhir yyo 
niryyaya yEtrSnilayodayEdreH 
bhSsvEa riavTn'oditavEn vabhEse 
bhTtin nayari vairitamS&si dik§tt ©
dvijEdhirSjSmalamafldaleaa 
sphutabhir S$Irbhir udlritabhife 
jyotsnSbhir iddhEbhir ivSbhiyStta- 
rambhe jajrmbhe.kumiidakaro yah ©
samghStam ekatra didrk§upeva 
(42) punjTkfiair ddaivavalena sainyaih 
auupraySto gajavSjivrnda- (*) 
sandraih pratasthe rijigT§ayE yah .©
yane ppthor vrahmapadaipsriye han 
druteti bhur yyasya raudeva yEne 
bbQtva rajo sa&khyapadEtimarddSc 
fchrlsampade visnupadaip prapede ©
vyfl(Jhe pi tulyaip parakl(43)yasainye 
yasyaiva seaE-dadr^e sasSra 
upSdhinaddhe sphatike pi gSdha- 
rage sti dlptir naa hi pEdmarEgi ©
maridradhvanau garjjati yasya cSpe 
muktesuv^Sy abhavaj jigi§oh 
ErEd ivSrEd api ratnasOr bhfir 
* vvidurabhflr eva tu meghabhEre ©
(l ) Corr,: °vrnda°.
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k§atnm bhujsj jStim ajasya jatSm 
(44) yas sSdhayam asa parair nni§iddhEm 
dpstagrutananyajavahuvlryyad 
yuddhe nyathaivSnupapadyamEnEt ©
sauryonnatir yyasya hatahitaspg- 
vafapravElodgamalanchiiSjau 
puposa pu§tE kusumEstra^aktim 
vasantasampraptir ivastragik§am ©
sinduradigdhEd aridantikumbha(45)t 
sandhyapi^angad gaganad ivajau 
tejasvino yasya karSsibhinnSt 
papata muktapbalatErakall ©
kliSlalSk§5runitE viklrnna- 
vanEvatansa drutaraauktikasrak 
yaip. prSptavatyah praharantam a?u 
reje ran'orvvl patadhlva laksyEh (*) ©
protEm pravIrEri^aTTraya^tim 
andofayi(46)lva di?i narttayaatl 
$aktir yyadlyS bftatarakSngl 
gauhTva dr§ta nu surais saTSgam ©
bhirinariraktair arunE vireje 
bhujojjvalE yasya rane sidhErS 
kfrtteh praklriineva 9‘ikha samasta- 
dylpaikadlplbhavitun jvalantyah ©
gadEbhipi^tErikarlodradanta- 
ksodam valaksam ksubhitam samlke 
ke£e(47)§u lak§myas surataksamSyE 
yah ketakikesaravad (2) vitene ©
tlvrSrjun§strahatabhl§roavipak§ayuddho 
yoddhS yudhi§thira ivSrkkajadlptirodhl 
yo jsta?atrur iti bhtroagadEvarugna- 
duryyodhanoruvinipStarariSvasEQah ©
(0 C orr.: iaksmydJi,
(2) C orr.: ketakl.
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LXXXIV.
LXXXV.
LXXXVI.
LXXXV II.
L X X X V III.
LXXXIX.
X C .
X C I.
pratyastrapatapatalair (*) arisamprayuktany 
S(48)strany (2) abhedyatanur apy akhilSni roddhS 
khadgans tu sadvyajanavad bhramitaa marudbhir 
usmacchido sahata yo ranarafigataptah ©
kfpanapanil? krpaije krpSluh 
kypaip vyadhad yo jitavairjvTrafc . 
gaftgamvullne tu na 4h&rttar§stre 
cakruh krpani yyuham apasya pSrthal? ©
gomandalasyopakfti(49)n ciklrsur 
unmuiayan bhQmibhrtam bhujena 
govarddhanaip krsna Ivfispade yo 
bhuyas svaklye krtavan- akampyaiii ©
snigdhasipatanakarena yathSvak^aip 
yena sthitam vidalitaip svatanuip prapapyan 
9anke nivarttaaabhiyS dvi?ato ntaratmS 
pretasya samparivfto bhrgam a(5o)psarobhih ©
aho yuvaiva svam urah sthiro yam 
apy ekadad5n na paraAga’nSbhyah 
itlva yasya pratikfilabhavS 
vakso rilak§mlr avi^ad rapesu ©
tlk§riasidharara api yan jayinan jaya^rlr 
alingya vak§asi v’rhaty akardt saJrstgam 
naisarggikam sVasubhagatv’am udah'arantl 
gaurT(5i)va dagdhamakaradhvajadeham 19am ©
yam ekam aukas (s) sakalSvanisriyam 
alankrtangan navayauvaua^iya * 
prapady'a padrria pufuSe puratane 
ninirida nfloam svaratiip purStanlm ©
visarjjit& yena ranesu jlva- 
grShan grhlta vahuvo rivTrab 
bajrl valim vi§nuvaIeba vA‘ddhva- 
(52}dhunapi‘nonmuncati'bhiruvat tu ©
(t) C o r r . : *p a fa la ir .
(2) C o r r . : cwfra/iy. 
(8) Corr. : okas , '
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XC IV .
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X C V II.
X C V III.
X C IX .
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nayan.nayeaaiva parakramam yah 
parikraniena pratihatya hanta 
dvi§5m pratlghatajadas tu sinho 
dantiadradantaivayanirdditahsah ©
dvi§o druta yasya hatavagesls 
tyaktayiidhS yudby api. rajasinhafc 
vidudruvur yvanyakarlndrabhTtah 
puna(53)r wane valamrglyaman5h @)
tejognidahat kila yasya ke cij , 
jale raamajjur jaladher vvipak§aij 
ke cit tv arau§mad atigltalo yam 
itlva tarkkad avi$an davSgnim © , ,
?ok5nalo netrajalair ajasran 
jajvala yadvairivilasinrnaip 
vaidhavyasantapitamanasanarn 
avindhanain ya(54)hnim ivaaukurwan ©
hafisas sitacchatraruco vanebhah 
paryyantapSla dhrtaraja^abdaii 
sinhah purlin yadvacanad arTnam 
sarajalliilm iva ranjayanti ©
dhamSgnidagdha nidhanaikasindhau 
magaSribhiimir wata sauhpteva 
nodetf yasyapi mahayaraha- 
da§§troddhrtadyapi puaa(55)r vviklrnna ©
dadhvana bherl ravapurita?3 
yasyoccakair yya-jayagho§anayai 
taddhvanaraudvlcir ivanukurvvan 
dandhvanyate sindhudhavo dhunapi ©
ya9obhir udyadbhir udattagltais 
tirohitarn yasya ya$o nyadlyam 
vrldad ivadySpi sam&hftarp sat. 
kvapi prayati svaritopagltam
(56) klrtySrp sapatnyam api c&palarp svan 
nik§ipya laksmTr apunargrahaya 
hriyeva yam prapya patim gabhlran 
gambhlryyam abdher jananaj jahara ©
S t^le de P_rk Rup
laksmTn caiatvat salilan dhivatvadi 
dve§an dvr§adbhyo hiaranain manu§yat 
upayaVid’varayituip prabhur yyo 
na tu svaklrttin dayitandigaatat © *
vasundharanr.(57) sia'dhucatii§tayodho-r 
ni§thyutaratn~oddhuradugdhadharam- 
yajnSya.ya? srotriyavaiavatsaip 
samam samTn^mdva gam adhiik§at ©
graddhabhaktyor aghagiribhidor yvi§nupadagrayinyor 
ekantinyor vvidbijalanidhirp bhinnayos saipprayaQtyoh 
madhye gafigaravitanayayor devanadyor ivasa :
(58) glaghya yasya pratidinavivfddhadhvarararnbhagobha
dhflmo nu m5payitunragttim upattahavyaip 
yajne§u yasya nabbasS hutigandhirudyan 
sSndro jagSma kakubharp vivare§u devan 
avshayann iva divarp saha vedaihantraib ®
gaclkace hari na pSrijata- .» : 
pu§paip:inakhe yasya sadotsuke(59)ndre 
jSltan jitarer amarair wirauktarp~ 
sauyanmakhe sarwani ivopari^ttt ©■
pradak§in3vartta$ikhag gikhabhir 
huto hutago vitatarp vitanam 
bhrante§u pagyatsv aparibhramasya 
yasyaaubhavan na gagaka dagdhum ©
mTmarpsako'nakifabhurvvibhfltya ‘ 
sak§afkfte divyasukhopabhoge 
(60) yo dhitya yajnayudhirian dvijanam 
satyapayam vedagirag cakara © s
dhamSbdhihemagirinagaYaaadi'dunam 
ambhaggirebhakalabhapra*mukhaivage§am 
ity Ksa yuktfanugata pratigrhnataip Vag 
ratnadyasankhyam iva yacchati yatra diksu ©
yenarthinaip parwavivarddhamana 
danapravrttih kramagafc (6' i) prayukta 
uccaihpadarohanalampatSnam 
raraja saupanaparampareva ©
90 Inscriptions du C ambodge
C X . $auryyadayo yah jahataip grayanto
dustan priySn apy avalokya sarvve 
^aiike nukarttuin guninaip gunaugba 
du§taip priyaip rejur apasya darppam ©
C X I. apQrvvam adhyai§ta kuto pi yogam
yo yena nirddasyu dadhSlra retrain *
(62) dimva hy abhuvan madhukhetabhadyah (*) 
prasahyaved5dihar§^ purhpi ©
C X II. k&nter gunan§m ya$asam vivrddhir
dbpter ddhiyaip yasya ca viryyaklrtyoh 
pr5ptaparSip kotim api prapede 
ponal? punar nutanatSm ananthm ©
C X III. kacagrabal lagnam ivarilaksmi-
malyain ya$o yo nu kare sugandhi 
ayakirad vasayitum hatadvid- 
vas&bbir urvvln di?i (63) visrat&nglm (2) ©
C X IV . prasadamadhyasthitaratnahema-
harmmye gryatejahpariv&ragehe 
dharmmyariiapacchidi yasya ra§tre 
praja nivi§ta mumude divlva ©
CXV. yySpiasya tejodahanasya kamya
kirttir vvi^uddhS kathita samTpe 
phalSni datuip sakalSni gaktS 
yam s5midhenlva nijSrtham aha ©
C X Y I, tr&tun triloklm kalikalak3llySip(64)s •
sandar^ayaa nrttam uv&ha sarwam 
v§r$adhvajan tandavapatavaip t3) yo 
nijam prayogan tv avaner akampam ©
C X V II. svasmat padad vigalitSs sati pHrthivatve
tyu-ccaihpaddn ciram avdpttim ivoruvSncblh 
yasyaraya? caranapaftkajarenava? ca 
murddhno dhya^erata mablbhf.dadhl^yatSiiara ®
(1) Cette orthographe singulifcre est a ttes ts  par d’autres inscriptions: 1SCC., L V III, 
C , 2 1 ; L IX , B, 19, D, 19.
(2) ficrit primitiveraent v is r i0. V i  a annuU par un point grav6 au m ilieu.
(3)  C o r r .: t&ntfava0 .
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C X Y IIL  gu9aikade9ais sadr^o pi kai? ci(65)t
•samlpya'mane sati yasya kag cit 
sadr9yabbit tatk&a i^am Ssa vaidya? 
caturbhujasyeva caturbhujo pi ©
C XIX , parSnmukhf yo§id ivSeirodha
sen a dvi§arp s5dhvasaya.ty .akSr i 
Iaksmlstu lagnorasi yen,a yoddhrS 
dbr§ta bhujisyeva bbf^aip rasajhS ®
CXX. tisthan tv anenansi manSusi sSdhor
duratmandm apy atini§thur3ni 
malltnasSni prasabhaip.prakjtya 
yo ySrlsy a(66)yaskanta ivzicakarsa © ,
C X X L . naukSvalT yasya raraja y&ne
purnni payodhau sitasltasartha 
gaftgamvuvegena visaritantar- 
nnTia samantad iva haiisam5la
C X X II. jaladhilalitavastr5n tajjalonnunnaratna- 
prakararacitacancadvlcikanclkalapam 
prthulagirimtamvSn nirmmaiacchatravaktram 
striyara iva ramayam yah ksman cakaranuraktam ©
B
C X X III. ( i )  bhuvanatritayakirnnam 
kr$o pi tapasS gangaip
C X X IV . purine varn^asamuheqa 
lopSgamavikarajno
CXXV. yasya stambbadivad. gamyah 
(2) abh^vagamyo tyantasan
C X X V I* puru§agrahanaip sthaaau (*)
*• ; yasmin paranmgambhtrarp
C X X V II. 9riya9ojanmabhuzriitvaa
bhurbhuvassva^riyam (2) 4v5-
yasya kl[rt]t[im] ^  — stavab 
bbaglraiba ivSvahat ©
pade yo yojayat kriyah 
py. alopagamavikriyah ©
dosas tu 9a9a9rngavat ©
mithyajSaoaip paresv api 
samyakjn5najn ajayata ©
nayan nayaparSkramau 
bhrta tadbhSji yo ^  —
0  C o rr.: sthanau.
(2) C o rr.: bhSr0,
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C X X V III* — — — [ba](3)iavan vlro 
pancaaSip paadusuuuaam (*)
riipavaa dbldhanag ca yajj 
ekadega ivSbhavat ©
•cxxix. sak§atkrte give gaatan 
yo dSaavarisainsaktain
1
krtfrihaii goparigrahe 
karaqa mana ivakarot ©
-CXXX, punah punar ivarip.sur
yo dyapi
agv am e d h akr atukri [y 5m] 
dik§v aharyyaip yagoha(ya]m ©
'C XXXI. nltyS. janitam ajnatan 
kuntyeva karnnam sodaryyo
dvi|pfairarabharn phalonmukham 
yasyarambho rjuiio vadhlt ®
C X X X II . manastbe pagyatam yasmin 
maaojatvam anangasya
sarvvakantatigSy i ni 
nivrtta — ^ ^  —
•CXXXIJI. (5)sahasravartraani gune 
smfdruddhetaraguna-
glte yasya vphadgape 
grutis samntva gamyati ©
C X X X IV , vadlyarp garamrtsnabhir 
hfdyaip bpdi varastrTpSrp
yyagah kameoa kaatijam 
lagnaip lkihitam ak§aram ©
C X X X V , caturddagaprakSrabhir 
(6) dh&teva manvavasthabbir
yyo vidy[Sbhir] ^  ^  — 
vvabhSra bhuvaoasthitiin ©
■CXXXV1. abhi§ekambhasa yasya 
sarvvabhauraasya santapain
sikta katipayapi bhuh 
sarvvabhumer apSharat ©
C X X X V II. yasya vinyasa evEsld
bhubhrnmurddhasu bharas tu
ratoasiiphasane padoh 
yattey — — ^  ^  —
C X X X V II I. (7) dhjtam ekasitacchatram 
mukhopam&rthTvasaaQa-
yasya miirddhai v.yarajata 
caratji punineadumafldalani ©
C X X X IX . gaurlin haragarlrSrddba- 
grir alilinge lagnangT
barSip vlk$yer§yayeva yam 
tadrg! ysSm itigvaram ©
C X L prakptir yyasya gukla — 
tathapy atTva vidita
~  — (8> ranjitS 
varjjita varnnasaftkaraih ©
C XLL puraskftya kft! vabQi- 
sabhSm ve§! vivegSgais
vahnitulyapurobitau 
trtlya iva yas tayoh ©
(1) Corr.: panda0.
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C X LII, yo gito gurur eko pi 
candadapdadharan^) dharmma-
jagbudap^o nva^St prajam 
rSjaip pi’atyadpacm i[va]
C X L III. ”  ”  ~  (9)d ekapad dfaarmmah 
astadagapadajfiena
kalin§ vikalah krtah 
yen5§iada$ap5d jva ©
C XLIY . m^Syam api yunjano 
vyavafyare nirasthad yo
vidhaya vidhim ahnikam 
dosabkSsam anagasafc ©
CXLV. yan5yanlndracap£pi 
(10). namrar5ja9irorakta«
sendrac§peva ya[ip] sarat 
ratnaft^ubhir acodayat ©
C XLVI. digjayayabhiyato yo 
vyaktakevaiasaivo pi
valoddhiitena dhuksitam 
rajasajT/aoat tamah" © f
C XLVII. sarphSre nena taptasmT- 
5rlsargg5ya rajobhflta
tTva ros&d vasundharS. 
y3ne ya'syarkkam avppot ©
CXLV11I. tejasvi(i i)(ve sara&ne pi 
jagrahajijayah* ju§tan
dhflmaa dhumadhvajo dhvajaim 
tejo jajvaiitan tu yak ©
C X LIX . vivrddbS vahinT yasya 
babhanja vibhramepaiva
pravnlva $arady api 
bhubbrto marggarodhinah <§£■
CL.
• vibhidya gStravam vyuhaip 
garu'dm5a iva mahendran
yo vi$ac cakrarak§itam 
j a (12) y am'ptaj i g b fk§ aya. ©
C LI. k§atraoak§atra n ak§atra- 
ranarangamvarSrildhd
nathan yas tejasS jayan 
reje ravir ivoditab ®
C L Il. yo dhunvah nuddhvanidhanur 
. s£k§adbhuto dhaauggik^a-
dhaaurvveda- iva svayam 
sau§tbavam $amadar$ayat ©*
C L III. dhanurjy^ghStajhaftkara
vairivaktraravip<Jesu
mukta (13) yena pillmukhah 
raktamadbv apivan rape ©
CLIV. raktaktSsilata yasya 
. jvaleya sarppasatrSgnel?
krttai? $li§ta bhujair ddvis&m** 
palatsarppSrvvudS vahhau © j
CLV. yasyasivapu§I dr§tva- 
vyagahantarayo gaiiga-
ntakalajn5 'iv5tmanah • 
kalindlsangamdgaya ©
(1) Corr.: cavtfa0.
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CLYI. ( i 4) gha,r^pak&rino (*) bhubhrt- pak§&n utthaaaveginah
yo bhainksld .bhujabajrejia jambhSrir iva jrmbhitafr ©
CLYIL sakalanyayakugalo py ekavlro rane rane .
sirnhavalokitaaySlyara anySyam iva yo jahau ©
C LV III. preiikbadktadgena (2) yenSjau vegotkrttam are$ $irah
svarggatam svantaratmaaaip (15) urddhvocchalad ivSnvagSt ©
C LIX. tejasvino rer astrair yyo 
svabhavabhasuro merur
C LX. jayagrlr asidharayam
puskalan pu§natl kam5n
C LXI. praty adi pantivakl rtti m
yasya (16) vaijayikT klrttir
XLX II. jaghanarlbbakumbhallm 
yo sinilotpalenodyaa -
C L X III. anityam samskrtam sarvvam 
aityam atmaya^o dhatta
CLXIY. pumvatpragalbha kan[t]api 
lak§mTm ajam anaayotkam
CLXV. dh&trS bhuvanasant&pa- 
mudadHyi dhruvam yatra
CLXYI. jijiiasur iva yatklrtter 
prasaritakaro dyapi
C LXYII. (18) strlvivSdat kalahSair 
yatnad vinlya vltersya
C L X Y III. kha dgakhand ita daatl ad ra- 
yap cakre dTpikakotim
GLXIX. vltanidram prajSvfddhau 
smaranad iva da.itya[r]e
(*) Corr.: ghana°.
(2) Corr.: preAkkat°,
ranjito tlva bhasurah 
iva ratnamarlcibhili ©
yenSpi sthapita sthiram 
prajodayam avarddhayat ©
aindrim indrajita krtam 
vyapyorvvlip vya?nute divam ©
bhinnam prlkavarlm iva 
muktanta^kasuoavalim ©
iti vadaa nudaan iva 
yah par&kramasanskrtam ©
(17) yam anaisid raoakriya 
sunaadendutnatTra iva ©
vidhvamsak§amalak§arie 
kSmakantir anapvarl ©
ggatimEnan jagattraye 
praySti — v- —  w  ^
iador iti haro nv ad5t 
yatra bhu bh5rati9riya'h ©
daatasandojjvalaaalaih 
5jir5trau jaya^riyal? ©
yasya bhramati gasanam
sss: ^  1=1 ( 19) vi$vasainhrtafr ©
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CLXX*
C LXXI.
C LX X II.
C LX X IIL
C LX X I V.
CLXXV.
C LXXVI,
C LXXVII.
CLXXVIIL
C LXXIX .
CLXXX.
CLXXXL
C LX X X II.
C LX X X III.
CLXXXI V»
dlksito ranayajnaya . 
prapto py anaraayatpadarp
padm&rthl bhlmaseno yo 
digrajarajyam akarod
yasyadhuaSpi na vyeti
(20) iagnaya maiidaragirau
yenodgata divi yudhi 
datta bhQsa iva ya?o-
yatkirttyek5rnnavaprSnta- 
hemadrimtirddhapuH ne
— — ^ (2 1 )  naddhapadmarddhir 
mahtbhrnmQrddhni yasyajnB
?rls sthitorafckuvalaye 
?rlpriye yena tu yagas-
df^i padmadyutim panau 
bibhrapo yo pi bhu — —
bhQttiibhfflraathanarn bibhrad 
yasya visitor iya babhau
bhSsvattatatafo bhGri 
bhQbbrdbharttS mahimnS yo
duryyodhanadvisan nltva 
jayagriyam a^alySm yo
yuddhSbdhimathanal Iabdbam 
asvSrtham eya yenapi
yas triloktpriyarp praya?
at
yatpadakalpavrk§o. pi 
drptarau hi vadanyatvan
aho §yabhayo dustyajyo 
yenarihrdayahlada-
bhitvS (*) yo mitramandalam 
.priyarp bheje jayagriyam ©
bhubhrdgabanaparagah 
dhvastakantalakakulam ©
klrtti ^  ^  ^  ^
prktevamrtaviprask ©"'
cchinnadvinmCrdhamauJayah 
gayi divyanga'n Sgan e ©
taranaklanta?aktayah 
vigrantS vivudha dhruvam ©
dvisaddhvantavimarddini 
prabhabhanor ivababhau ©
SrTdharepa hptodadheh
ajer ddinmukhamvuje ©
pfthivlm vaksasi ?riyam 
— (22)nitah parame$varab ©
vilasadratnabhu§anam 
vaksag §rlratimaiidiram ©
luaodalaiankjrtonnatih 
merornStyacarat sthitim ©
bhahga — — ^  — (23)jasa 
dharmmarajo nv apalayat ©
ya?oratrian jagattraye 
grldbarena vyaklryyata ©
calacoaadrarkkaFocaaam 
~  (24)nap5nam apayayat ©
kSmado oadita $riyam 
natis sadhayatl?vare ©
yadyak§asthavarlkril 
hSrinT $r!h k§anam ksanam ©
(4) Corr.: bhittvS,
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CLXXXV* [p]u[rnn^n]dorahunagra(25)stat kSmal IldhSnnu vahnina ' 
kaatir druta mukhSmbhoje . ; yasyahge cabhaye $rita ©
C LX X X Y I. etavata vu dhair ukto 
nastlti yacakaganam
CLXXXYIL netrendriyena kamasya 
pratyadigann ive^aip yo
CLXXXVIJI. ^aktivuddhigatinSip yo 
dharambhonidhiraeruflam
C LXXXIX. pradhaaagunasaipsid dhyai 
abhiy&ne rajo dbarmme
C XC . . vipatsaro vaoagato
na ka$ cid agaman mok§am
C X C I. vanaip ripupurlkurvvan
yab padarthaviparyyasam
G X C II. pflrnnendun nfiditan df§tva
jyotsnabhir adres santaptS?
C X C III. krta(28)nuraga5 qrlkanthe
vrttorur vyayatasthey&n
CXC1V. dosoddharan gunotkar§aip 
yo dhaaurmmapdala iv5 -
C XCY. nihataratiharinarri
yasya taddayi(29)tonmukta-
CXCVI. hataoarp yadya^a^auryyarp
hfdyaip hfnmaihicari^aip
C XC YII. nigrahanugrahau bhasvSn
yah paryyayena sankranto
C XC VIII* .samSpya ranaya(3o)jnaip yo
Srebhe. vaidikaip vidvan
C X C IX . prajarddhir adhikS yasya
prajalopo dillpasya
padajna^ gabdiko pi yah- 
yan nov&ca kada ca na ©
darppan jetaram ekadS 
jayatsa(26)rwendriyais sada
dharTcakre mahodayaih 
k§araagambklryyadhlratah ©
nyastaip yena-trayan trisu 
satvan dviddhrdaye tamah ©
yatitulyo (27) py arSttira$ 
yasmSd bhlto bhavad iva ©
vanlkurvvan ripoh puram 
iti$abda ivSkarot ©
yasyasyasmaranad dvi$al?
91 tale pi $il5tale ©
mandalagradhurandharah 
yassvav&huriv§babhau ©
vah^ajanaip $ubha6 gatim 
kar§Tt prakrtimandale ©
r&jendor api mapdalam 
va$pambhobhir alak§yata ©
gltam svarggahganSga^aih 
mailmathasyeva $asanam ©
mSrggav uttaradak§inau 
madhye samaras as tayoh ©
vasubhir ddvitpurahrtaib 
yudhi§thira ivfdhvarain ©
surabhljyam amijjhatah 
prag abhut projjhatas, tu tSm
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C C . yasyadbvarSgnisaipparkkain , ivSpannas sama$<Jalati
dhflmair adrstap cbanno rkko havirbhSgajighr(3i)ksayS ©
C C I. sarvvaratnaih/sthira yasya 
k§anik5mbhodaaiuktabhir
dSriavrstir hiranmayl 
vr§90 Vr§tis tu vaidyutl ©
C C II. danaikSrflpavamagnapi
rarSjodayamadhyastha
dlpta yaj Sana lair api 
yasya sthitidha'ra dhara ©
C C lIi. samastam yo fcarod r3§tram 
svasmin haras tu sa(32)hate
ava§pan namrabhubbjtSm 
£va$ure va§pavShinlm ©
CGIV. yo vikramatraySySsa- 
cakrSma krtsDam ekena
$afikSrp ?arngl nu nSgayan 
vikrame^a punar jagat ©
ccv. ts pan Shi Sdanak§atra- 
sandhyodaya ivopasyo
gunSrkkendukaranvitah 
mantrinSiji yo natikramSt ©
G CVI. atas mi us tad iti pray ah 
gujne§u ratnagrahanSd
prafya(33)yaip heyam eva yah 
agrahld vyasanlkftst ©
CCV1I. mSrlca iva rSmasya 
yasySrirSjo vlro pi
n&mSdyekSk§ara$ravS 
jagSmSnanyajSm bhiyam ©
ccvnr. ‘nSnakSrasVadeharddha- " 
QSr6gI$varau tadarddhsbhyam
sandhyanSdaripav iva 
yan cakratur. atsdr^am ©
C C IX . na kevalaip pa(34)davidhau 
vySprtS nopameyaiva
yadvSg vatniiavidhSv api 
samarthaparibhS§ayS ©
CGX. jagalarn varddbayan vljaip 
nSngakSntyaiva jStySpi
k§at§t trSijaiii vitanvatS 
yena kSmo vinirjjitah ©
C C X 1. sudak§inSndillpam yah 
ajaislt ksatradharmmena
pratigrhflaiit&m adhvare 
tam patre§u tu dattavan ©
C C X 1I. rak§i(35)taip yena saujanyam 
ratnaip kostubhanameva
asadh3ranabhu§anam 
hrdyan n SrSyanprasa ©
ccxin. paptS du§tasvarenaitya 
yan tu susvaradattaglr
dadhlcam svarggatS punah- 
bhSraty adyapi bhurata ©
C C XIV .t parSkramaparadvandvain 
dikstrl§n raktaip paraval -
yadyago pi napuinsakara • 
liftgatvad iva vi^rutam ®
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ccxv. sltaip laf36)bdhum agakto rir 
QrImadadityavidve§I
yyasya mapdodarlratah (l) 
ravapSbho ni^Scarah ©
C C X V I, QQaySaatmadivadarp yo 
sarvvatra vySpinira atma-
yuktyS pariharann iva 
vibhutiip pratyapSdayat ©
C C X V II. ya eko. sankhvagunavaa 
pxSd.ur Ssld gunaguni -
kutarkkikajigl§aya 
vyatirekam vadann iva ©
C C X V I1I. (37) na kevalaip gandhavatl 
yagobhir yyasya di9cakra-(2)
kriyate bhus sugandhibhih 
klrrmair dyor(3) apy atadgunS®
C C X iX . prSk prayujyopasarggatp ya<? 
dhator iva ripor artha-
SSstrajhah pratyayam param 
pra.tipattyai padam vyadhat ©
ccxx. ya^a^candrasya janako 
anasuyanuySto yo
da^adiggarbhagaminah 
rarSjStrir iv&parab ©
C C X X l. (38) puranarthanurakto pi 
navSrtha eva kenapi
vfddhavSntpriyo pi yah 
kSvye rank§In manohare ©
C C X X II. ni§kale pi $ive nitya- 
sakalam yah kalarp prapa
saqisaktas s akallkfte 
candr&rddho na tu jsdyatah ©
ccxxin. svlkurvvaaty unnatim sarwaip 
tathS hi Jajjavyajena
varnnita yasya sadgupah 
mukham apy anatan tads ©
C C X X IV . (39)kaumaran dadhata yo nu 
jarasa varjjitaip prSpyam
karttikeyena kevalam 
aprSptam prapa yauvanam ©
ccxxv. akaryyaip pr§thatabkararp 
yena priyabitain prajyam
a n u ^ a  prajakhilS 
anyonyasya vyativyadhst ©
C C X X V I. tiryyakkrtya.krtT kftyaip 
QSstroktam yah prakrtavSn
krtsnaip prakkftibhiji kftam 
navlnam akrtaip paraifc ©
C C X X V II. (40)prapyahloauuvandham yad- 
na$tS haraja^Sjutaip (4)
gunaip -klrttin dvalankrtam 
klrttir gahgeva- bhtibhujam ©
(1) C o r r ,: maiid'o,
(2) Noter le sandhi d ig0 pour d ik ° ,
(3) C o rr .: d yaur.
(4) C o rr .: °juf;am t
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Q C X X V IIK  yasyapi nityavlpsartham kevalaa na dvir ucyate
. yago nuraktais kavibhih kotikrtVopy asaipbbramaih ©
C C X X IX . etavatanumeyo yo yoddha gastravidSm varah
dvi§am sa(4i)ngatn ivanangam yac cicchedSsidbaraya ©
C C X X X . jatai? prajaoater yyasmad dak§5n me'dbadayo daga
dagSngayaiva dharmmaya dayitSs tasthire sthirah ©
C C X X X I. kantin df§tam.punar dj-stvS- dvau pururavasah pura
vivudhav flcatuh k§Ia5tn rddhaip yasya tu te khilah ©
C C X X X II. yamasya mahisakar$S(42)d , . ivaptun dharmma^jatSra •
yasyoryvl mahi§I hrdya dak§in&gam sadSnvagSt ©
C C X X X III. yasyapragasalo ra§tre py aikSgarikavarjjite
. Jcenapi df-staya kantya hrtaip slmaritinlmanati ©
C C X X X I V. vfddhanug&sanasudhS- sindhau magnd pi yo nigam'
vpddhabhiipavar5figagrl- labghanan car'agaip vya(43)dhat©
C C XXXV. rajastamobhyan nirmmukto yuktas sarvvaguflair api
prakftir yyo pi .yuddhyadel? paramab puruso matah ©
C C X X X V I. lak§ago Iak§abomagnau hutam yasySpi hotrbhib
sarvvayljam ivamvilptain mahat phalam ajljanat ©
C C X X X V II. coditau sutamagadhau pura fcu§juvatub-’prthura •
stavi(44)ti svarasenaiva yaa tu sarvvam idan jagat ©
C C X X X V III. bhabhfty anamre vidhvaste svabhubhfttvabhayad iva-
• chinnapak§apadegena rfamanti girayo nu yam ©
C C X X X IX . grlsomegvarabhattad yo mlmaasam griitavan dvijat -
vudhan vyakhyatavedartham vrahmapyan adbyajlgamat ©
C C X L. rajapaddhatir adya(45)pi - yatpraptta prakSgate ■ . ■ '
yayaySta nrpatayo lokadvayahitair yyutah ©
C C XLI. ni§kalankatay§, naiva gagankam prajahSsa yah
apaksapatapurpaena magdalenSpy aharnnigam ©
C C X L II. rajyaa napuipsakavasthSm * api praptaip prajarddhikft
babhau vijitavairTndrain (46) yasya ji§gor ivehitam ©
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ioo
G C X LIIL
C CXLIV.
CCXLV.
CCXLVI.
C CXLVII.
C C X LV III.
C C XLIX .
CCL.
ecu.
C C L II.
C C L III.
C C U V .
CCLV.
CCLVI.
CCLVIJ.
C a m b o d g eI n s c r ip t io n s  d u
bhramita mandarabhrantya 
abhr&ntain merum iva yam
vrahman^akotare py alpe 
kr§nenev3syakuhare
nltyagisat kamvupurlm 
girwanavaritarladrSip
gamite py anvagSid durggaip 
merum kurwanty avadhyS hi
pradhaaabhutS bhute^u 
gunlbhutSni bhutani
grlkesaraip yagogaodham 
yatpSdajalajam reje
mfdficakSra yag gastram 
haras tu kusumSstraika-
yasya dan<Jayato khandaip 
adaridyadandanambhodher
dattebhagatadanSmvu- 
paribhramati yatklrttir
kamalotkSpihitvaiva 
yasyag^d vSLhukamalaip
vrahmarthito (50) viguddho yag 
guddhasphatikavariino pi
yatpratSpaaalo dhak§Id 
, vairinas saipmukhlnSn kiip
eka evaikajaladhau 
yatkirtyek5rnnave stotra-
yasya staviySpi kavi- 
caritamr t as aipparkk&t
b.hrta bhl§ayamane bhuh 
datvanyesu vahuk§lraip
laksmlr amftamanthane 
suvarnnam. prapya susthita ©
yago yenorudargitam 
trailokyam sarvvagaktinS ©
va(47)glgasya purodhasafc 
yo bajrivamar&vatlm ©
durggamaip yo rimag^ale 
dh§ma vedhobarlgvarah ©
gunS yasmin pragasati 
vyatyayo (48) pi mahodayafc ©
stmrajyasarasi sphutam 
du§|arp rajanya§atpadaih ©
asaftkhyam sa&yati dvi§am 
kusumastrampdukptah ©
dandyan dedlpya(49)te yagah 
induvimvam ivoditam ©
matteva vitate dbvare 
adyapi bhuvanatraye ©
kamalaip kantakanvitam 
kamala hatakagtakam ©
guddha eva givas tv asau 
bhflyo bhfln nllalohitah ©
vSbinyantarggatan api 
punah ka§thantaradrutaa ©
prasuptah puru§ottamah 
pravuddh&va(5 i)havastu te ©*
prayatn SnantarTyakam 
kavyan na vyeti vedavat ©
kin cid evadigat pjthau 
yasmi&s tv abhay&de khilam ©>
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OCLVHL jahatsvarthabhimukhyeiiia pararthapratipadane
vrttir yyasya samSsadir iva (52) s5naafthyamap<Jit5 ©
• /
C C L IX . moksapraptinimittena tattvajnaneba bhasvatS
samanvito pi yo naiva vimukto hp day5n npflam ©
C C LX. ekatraivatraano giltrg , vyadhad bbiltim rajomaylm
haro yas tu jagannathas saptasv ange§u satvikfm ©
C C L X I. ni§kamo pi parasve§u yo vadanyo pi patavam
datun nSlara svam aayasraai jagrah&nyasya kevalam ©
C C L X II. (53)jaya(i parajayo va syad ity agabkaayayoddhrsu
yasmius tu jaya evasld asaadigdhora^e rane©
C C L X III. grlr aho ni§thur5 yuddhe yatkucabhiyam atadayat
rugnanighnadairatibha- dantagraift yadurasthalam(1) ©
C C LXIV . nSlaukabkaraklrjnflasu puSpavp§ti§u yo jayl
visparddhtvakirad yoddha klrttimao^ramaiijarlb (2) ©
CCLXV. bhfl§ain(54.) vaddhnaanivapQrvvarn khandabhfi§e bhave dhikSiri
yagagcandrasahasraiii yo kha i^dany adigad di9i ©
C C L X V I. yadvapussabak5rasya • . iagna kaaiiphale np f^lm *
dpgbhpAgi klrttikusuma- kr§ta nirggaatum ak§am£ ©
C C L X V II. atmanam Tgvaraip vakturp yo vdfichann iva karagam
prakptav anudaslnah karttavyam akarotkrtl ©
C C L X V III. (55) devan yag grlndravarmmagrl yagovarmmSdibhir nrpaib 
sthapitkn kalpite stbeyo yajfiange tair ati|tbipat ©
CQLXIXv yagodharatatske grl- yagovarmmakpte krtl
adp§tam api dharmmaip yah pratyak§aip samadargayat ©
C C LXX. kamvuvigvarnbhar£y5ip ya's ' tridaganam svayambhuvam
sthapitSnan ca yajvaiko bHutva pujam avarddhayat ©
(1) Corr.: °urassthalam .
<2) Corr,: &manddra°.
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CCLXXL (56) rajenduna yena yathtyaths grH
bhadre^vare dlyata ma^dala^rlji 
latha tathSvarddhata ni?kala6ka 
candra§riyam hrepayitum mudeva 0
C C L X X II. campadhipaip vahuvalena jitva -
yacchac chriyaip. yo haraye tadlySm- 
svayambhuve rodhasi vi§nupadyag 
campe9varakhyam iva karttum arthyam ®
C C L X X IIL  sit8nadltlrakrt§spad8yai
dv8(57)ratrayam yo di^ad eva nadyai 
yathakhyam e§a tripathena gacchatv 
ifiva haimaip saba bhiiribhogaih ©
C CLXXIV. yagodhari yena purl paroksS
dharmmarthakSmair iyara abhyapfiri 
krtva punar bhSratasaiphiteva 
vedais tribhis satyavatlsutena ©
CCLXXV. yacfia ya^ovarmmanrpasya yoga-
cSroktavijnaptir ivartba^uaya 
dharmmya svadharmmoddharanoddbatena 
yenarthavattam gamita tra(58)ylva ©
CC LXXVI. magnanyabhubbrtkuIamSna^fft ge
py uccbrayabbag atra ta$kapadme 
yanmanavisnur bhuvanam vilangbya 
padam vyadhat tiiryyapadavadStam (*) ©
C CLXXVII. sa QrirSjendrabbadre9vara iti viditam lingam atraidam agryam 
gaurl9aurl9var8n8n cataspbbir abhir8ro5bbir arccabhir abhib 
klrttim vakttim prasannain mukham iva muditasyordhvam Ssyai?
caturbhi9
9ambhor bhasvadbhir iddhe 9ikhitanuvasubhi sth8(59)pay5m Ssa
95ke ©
C C LXXVIII. tenSniinSdyair (2) nnihito gunai9 91T-
r&jendravarmmegvara l9varo yam 
a§labbir indrSdibhir Stmabhutyai 
bhflpalabhavas sva ivSgnidikstbah ©
8La lecture ° r y y a °  n'est pas certaine, (2) C o r r .: lend p i° .
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C C L X X IX .
C CLXXX.
C C L X X X I.
C C L X X X II.
C C L X X X III.
C C LX X X IV .
CCLXXXV,
C C LXXXVI.
C C L X X X Y II.
St^le de Prk Rup
• rajendrav-isvarOpe- •
?varo pi vigvakriir harir harl . . .
. tribhuvanakevalakSnti- 
prakara ivSkari tenSsmin ©•• •
$rlhar§adevajanani- 
jayadevyas svarjjayaya janitaprih 
jananljaghanyajayas 
tene(6o)ha sthapita girija ©
rSjendravarmmadeve- 
9varam Ifvaram T^varo vanlganSm 
Qnhar§avarmmanrpater 
anajasya sa bbiltaye krtavan ©
siddha da9adhyStmikaliftgalak§ya$ 
a^ragyaditarapratimabhiramab 
mdrddhenduni§tbyfitasudhorudhara 
iva§ta murttir akfia^amiirUeh © .
trailokyalaksmlr iva lokapalair 
a§t§bbir Ssaditarajabhavaih 
punjlkftai§u k§itipena tena 
devesu datta vi(6 i)vidh5 vibbfltih ©
savarbnabbogrmanira i^sandras / 
saraudravat tatparikalpito smin * 
vefavivrddho stv anatltya deva- 
pujaYidhis turyyaravormminSd'ah © *
indrena teoSdhikftaih payodaih • 
pumbhis svadharmmaikarasaip pradeyam 
sa§a4i:asam patrava^at samapya 
daivlm payo divyam ivannatn ijyam ®
* bhavi§yatah kamvujabhubhujas $ri- 
rajendravarmina vidito vadanyah 
sa y8cate ya(62)cata ity udaram
raksaatu dharmmatn svam imaip bh&vantah ©
atmayam eko vahudha vibhinne ■ 
karttopabhokta ca yata$ ^arlre 
tatas svadharmmagrahanam vudhSnan 
dharmmesu sarvvesu vivarddhatarn vah ©
1 0 4
C C L X X X V III.
C C L X X X IX .
C C X C .
C C X C I.
C C X C II.
C G X C III.
C C X C IV .
ccxcv.
C C X C V I.
{*) C orr.: nijan .
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upadhibhedad api kartrbhedo 
yah kalpitah karmmaphalani bjbettum 
bhaktas sa bhedyah paramSrthavuddhya 
bhaseva bblnor anayandhakSrah ©
labdha dharitrt tapasa bhavadbhi(63)r 
asySm yad astrdam a9esam etat 
saarak^aniyam ksanam apy upek§yan 
na sy5n nipldyeta yadlha kai$ cit ©
ksatat paritragavidbaaalinga 
k§atroktir e§abjabhiivo bbujad'vah 
prasfltibhajam bhujavTryyabhflri- 
bhu§abhptaip bbasayatlt svan artbam ©
nidrayujaip rajyasukhe sriyapi 
dbarmmo vipadyeta yada tadastat 
pravo(64)dhanaip vas tadupakriyayai 
narayanasyeva pavahpayodhau ©
yato nimittad adites sutatvaiji 
strainan ca vispur bhagavan ajo pi 
9ivo jagamamvujajanmana? ca 
tad astu dharmmasthitipalanaip vah ©
yamabhyupeta niyamabhirama 
rSmeva sa satyavatah priyastu 
dattaadhadr§tir ddadhatl dhrtir y v o  
yaga^arlre mama dharmmajivam ©
ratnadidevasva(65)m idan jigh’fk§ur 
bbfl§ayamanaip vi§am eva kas syat 
9rikan t h akan th a st h itakalaku ta m 
iveti vuddhir vvidusan drdha vah ©
bhuyasta yuyan dram attarSjya 
dharmmotsukSs tyagagunair vvaristhah 
tejodhikah ko^avalarddhimantah 
karandhamadya iva purvVabhupalj ©
kulloam utka kulajeva kanya 
bbavadvidham prlpya patira varaisl 
^Sllnataip marddava(66)m anayantl 
yacna nijan (*) no vivfnoti bhSvam ©
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C C X C V II. syarggSpavarggapra^amaikaylthT .
vanl mamaisegvaramurddhamSla 
gambhiram anandayatSn mano vo 
maodakinlvamvuaidhiin pravi§ts ©
C C X C V III. marapam fdam inSndin yhc&naip yuktam uktaip 
krtibhir abhimatHrthapraptaye yat pr'ayuktam 
tad aairtam anugamyan dharmmasantvarddhaaarthaiji 
yad abhimatamato ban dhanhnoarSgena yace @
T r a d u c t i o n *. *
I. A ce Qambhu qui brille, 6clairant la region d’Indra ( ~  Test) au moyea 
des Rk manifestos par le denouement du falsceau de flammes, le sud au 
mo^en du Yajus agitd pair le vent qui sv61Avey ToUest Au tndyen du S5man 
illuming par la collection des rayons lumineux de la lune* la ‘region de Kuvera 
( =  le nord) par les (trois Veda) rOunis, hommage soit rendu I
I I .  A Celui qui, bien qu'unique et dOpouryu de corps, se manifeste par la 
syllabe Orri dans ces individuality que sont les conditions de naissance des 
creatures, (k Celui) qui est le lieu ok se manifested toutes les Puissances, 
qui a pour essence le yoga du yogin, etqui, de plus, se manifeste maitre de 
lui-mOrne, sous la forme du dieu n6 du lotus (B‘rahm&), du dieu aux yeux de 
lotus (Vi§pu) et de Q rl Kahtha (Ctva) — k Qiva rOsidant au milieu de la syllabe 
(O71), omnipresent, apaisO, hommage soit rendu!
II I .  A Celui qui place ses trois portions: celle qui est Brkhma, gOn&ratrifce, 
dans le soleil; celle qui est Vi§i?u, conservatrice, dans Ialune ; et celle qui est 
Rudra, destructrice, dans le feu; — k Celui dbnt le corps manifesto dans*ces 
trois dieux est*, bien que tenu, discernO par les yeux doues d’une vue 
surnaturelle deceux qui coanaissent larOalitO, k ce Brahman supreme, exempt 
de passion, hommage soit rendu I
IV . A Celui qui, bien qu*arrivO pour 1’eternite dans le monde supreme k la 
condition dOpourvue de satlva, de rajas et tamas (*), apparalt (en ce monde) 
sous des manifestations diverses, gr&ce k la quadruple triade de qualit6s (*), 
et qui, bien qu’ayant dOpouillO. toute forme, resplendit sous la forme de 
I ’OraniprOsent, a ce bienheureux Vasudeva, male primordial et Otemel, salut 1
I . • , » »
( t)  Je suppose un a  priy^txf 6lid6 au dSbut du composfc satva° .
(2) Ceci doit faire allusion k la doctrine des Paftcaritra relative aux quatre vy&ha  
ou manifestations de Vi$iju (cf. f ,  O tto  S chrader, In t ro d .  to the Paftcaratrd).  
L1 existence du syst&me Paftcar&tra est atlestSe au Carabodge d&s le rfcgne de Yagovarman 
<cf. B m O . ,  XX & U , pp. 98, 107)..
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V. A Celle qui, ayant cr66 dans une matrice la* connaissaacefvidya), 
m&re de Tintelligence, pour la production de six embryons, (puis) ayant 
extrait (de cette matrice) le septi£me, s’incarna dans le huitieme engendrA 
par le Haipsa (Vi^pu), et poussa un cri de joie (& la pensee) du meurtre de 
Kaqasa, k la Puissance celeste, elev&e, inaccessible et non artificielle du 
Bienheureux, k NarayanI (*), hommage soit rendu !
V I. I I  y eut un roi dont la gloire candide resplendissait jusqu’aux limites de 
Foc6an, dont la souverainetA (h6rit£e) de sa famille maternelle brillait dans 
la ville d’Anindilapura orneepar la Fortune royale etr6gnait en guidant les 
foules [ou: brillait par sa marche dans les signes du zodiaque], ua descendant 
de Soma et de Kaufldinya, ayant P6clat des douze soleils que sont les rois 
insoumis, Qrl Baladitya [ — soleii levaat], qui par sa marche tenait le cercle 
(de son empire) comme (le soleii tient) Porbe de PiiniveYs.
V II. SarasvatT, fille de sa soeur, fut prise pour .Spouse par le brAhmane 
Vigvarupabhatta, comme Arundhatl par Vasistha.
V III. Dans la descendance de ce br&hmane et de cette k§atriyfi naquit 
Vedavatl, Spouse de Dvivedabhatta.
IX . Le roi Qrl Njrpatlndravarman, fr&re vertueux de la mere de la mfere de 
celle-ci, vainqueur de ses ennemis comme s'il avait poss6d6 Ph&roTsme de 
(Jauri (Visnu), eut pour fils le roi Q rl Puskarak§a, k Padresse sans 6gale* 
oncle maternel de Poncle maternel de Ja m&re de Qrl Jayavarman, qui 6tablit 
sa capitale sur le sommet du mont Mahendra.
X» Ayant, au moyen de richesses accumul£es, fait bonorer par cet 6poux 
(Dvivedabhatta) qui connaissait la double collection des Veda, le brfilant Iifiga 
d’l^vara erig6 auparavant dans la ville de SvargadvSra et dans chaque cit6 
par le roi nomm6 <JrI Baladitya, qui etait l’ornement de sa propre famille, 
cette (Vedavatl) qui 6clairait les points cardinaux de sarenomm6e Stincelante, 
prit sa residence au ciel.
II s’agit de Yoganidri, le sommeil cosmique =  Mftyft, .rillusioor =  Avidya„ 
1'ignorance, consid6r£e tantdt c ora roe Durga, ?akti de Qjva, tant6t comme Vai§pavl, 
$akti deVi$pu (c'estle cas ic i).— Sur t'ordre de Vi§pu, elle introduisit successivement 
dans le sein de DevakI, femme de Visudeva, six embryons, qui, aprfcs lour naissance, 
furent Tun apr^s I’autre tu6s par Kaipsa. Le septi&rae, Balarima, formA d'une portion 
de Qe$a, fut enlevS de la matrice de DevakI avant sa naissance et transf6r6 dans 
celle de Rohipl, autre femme de Vasudeva. Le huili&me, K^pa, incarnation de 
Vi§nu, fut apr£s sa naissance confix k Ya?od5, tandis quel’enfant de cette dernidre, en 
qui s’6tait incarnfce Nidra, etait substitufe k Kr?na auprSs de DevakI. Kaipsa saisit 
l’enfant de Ya$oda (qu'il croyait 6tre celui de DevakI) et !-6crasa contre une pierre,, 
Mais Nidra, montant au ciel se transforma en un 6tre gi&antesque qui, daps un rire» 
terrible, annon<;a la mort de Kamsa ( V i ^ u p u r V, i-m).
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X I; Dans cotte grande lignee de rois constituant ]a famille de cette 
(Vedavatl), naquit MahendradevI, v6n6rable comme la Terre, semblable k une 
d6esse,.£pouse des dreux,'descendtie du ciel.
X IL  Le roi, p&re de Vedavatl, eut pour descendant Qn  Mahendravarman,. 
verse dans tons les arts* lune (£c]airant) l*oc€an de Celte famille royale, dou& 
d'une illustre renommee. ;
X III- Dans cette reine (MahendradevI) qui secouait la poussiere de ses 
pieds sur la t6te des reines, ce roi (Mahendravarman), destructeur de 
l ’ignorance [ou: de l’obscurrt^], qui 6tendait ses pas [ou: le jeu deSes rayons] 
sur la tete des rois [o u : des montagnes], engendra le roi des rois Qrt 
Rajendravarman, attach^ au devoir des rois, — comme dansia fille de Tva^tar 
le soleii engendra le Manu nomm& Vaivasvaia,
* XIV. Gr&ce k l ’6tude do Veda pratiqude autrefois par le -bi&hmane Q ri 
Vigvarupa, grAce k la triple asc&se endur^e par Dviveda avec son Spouse et 
par tous les rois de leur descendance, grAce k tout cela, il fut dans sa famille* 
solaire comme Hari, le dieu supreme des descendants de la race solaire(i).
. XV. N6 vainqueur, bien qu'il efit (d6j&) par 1’inlensitA inn£e et victorieuse* 
de sa majestd, rabaissA complMement le plus Eminent des nobles, 11 surpassuifc 
(encore) en quelque sorte le soleii et les autres (asires), receptacles 
d’abondante lumi&re qui resident en haut, (mais) dont toutes ies qualites. 
auxquelles ils doiventleur eminente souverainetA sont produites (2).
. XV I. (Me) d’une m&re (qui 6tait une) Qrl nee dans l’ocdan de lait d’uhe* 
famille de k§alriya, et d'un p&re, dpoux de Qrl, homme Eminent (*), (ce roi) 
brillaat darts la race solaire, engendrA sans obstacle (4) et sans defaut, teli 
O m a, mais supdrieur en beauts (A ce dernier), portait le nom adequat de~ 
•Garbhe^vara («roi de naissance »), qu’il devait k ses qualites souveraines.
XVII. Ayan|: re$u comme caractAristiques, pour I’6panouissement du lotus 
des trois mondes: la fraicheur de Soma, quintessence de la creation e t  
brillante dans Bhavapura; — la suprAmatie de Baladitya; —r la lumiere du
(t) Ou peut-6tremieux : Grice 4 l’£tude du Veda pratiqu6e et a la triple asc s^e- 
eadur£e autrefois par le brdhmaDe §ri Vi9vartipa, par Dviveda et son Spouse,* et par 
tous les rois... *— C’est cette chaleur accumul6e et concentr6e dans sa famille qui iui 
vaut d’etre comparable a Hari, chef de la race solaire,
(2 )Et non pas innSes comrae celles du roi.
(S) Qrtbhartf (6poux‘de Qrl) et Pur&sottama (mile supreme) sont des 6pith6tes de? 
Vi§nu. • ■
(4) Aniruddha, fils de Pradyumna, est considers comme une forme de Kama.
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feu ; — la souverainete de son propre pfcre, seigneur de la puissante cite de 
IBhavapura, uni k la reine; —  ce roi tout en iejas fut dans chaque region de 
Fespace consider^ comme un jeune horame [ o u : Kumara — Xarttikeya](l).
X V III. Sa puissance, ayant frustrates intentions de Fennemi par l'attaque de 
Ueurs places fortes [o u :  le desir du p6ch6 par F exertion difficile], experte 
• k causer la prosperite de la ville donneuse de gloire ( — Yagodharapura) [ou :
pour la prosperite de YasodS], ayant re$u le sacre d’lndra [ou: du (mont) 
Mahendra], brillait comme celle de (Jauri (Visnu).
X IX . Ddsirantque la qualite de bontk(sattva), brillante et g£neratrtce d’actes 
'vertueux, poss6d6e par les autres hommes en commun (avec les deux autres 
.qualites), soit s£paree, le Cr6ateur, au moyen d’une union intime, Fa fix6e tout 
entiere dans le corps de ce roi comme 6tant sa caractdristique principale.
XX. Au moyen des rayons emanant du soleii de sa beautd, Kama avait bu 
l ’eau de cette mare qu’est la mediocre gloire nee de la beaute des autres 
.hommes, mais lorsqu'il rencontra Focdan sans limites de la beaute de ce roi, 
il y fut submerge: c’est sans doute pour cela qu’il a pris le makara pour 
monture.
X X I. Ayant fait venlr tous les sages auprds de la pleine lune faite de glose, qui 
-detruit Fignorance [o u : Fobscuritd] par la pleine lumiSre de Fintelligence, ce 
.roi [o u : ce soleii] connaissant la saveur (rasa) les desaltdraitau disquelunaire 
*de sa science, humide de Fambroisie du sue (rasa) qu’il en exprimait*
X X II. La renommde,.acquise par ce roi dans la science des arraes, causait 
dans le monde la joie de I ’oreiiie (karna) et de Fesprit, tandis qu’on entend
vencore aujourd’bui le graad reproche adressd par Arjuna & Xarna (*).
X X III.  C ’etait un jeu pour lui que de couper ea trois une large barre de 
fer, en la frappant Idgerement d’un seul coup de son dpde, comme (s’il eM 
frappd) un tronc de bananier. A quoi bon parler (du coup de.son dpee) dans 
le corps, fait de chair, de Fennemi ?
(t) Som5 (dont le nora, grdce k uue bomonymie avec sontct, « lune » dans le composA 
somakhySl, 6voque Fidde de fratcheur), et Baiaditya, Atant des ascendants du roi 
Rajendravarraan, la mention du feu (vah n i)  doit cacher une allusion k un autre de 
ses aneAtres, peut-Atre k Vi$varQpa. Quant au p£re du roi, Seigneur (T fvara ) de 
.Bbavapura (la ville de Bhava), uni Si la reine (dev i) ,  il est assiihilS a Qiva. Or Qiva, 
et le Feu, dans lequel toraba la semenco de Qiva, sont consid6r6s tous deux comme 
peres de KSrttikeya. Enfln Soma, S&rya (ici BnUditya =* Soleii levant), Agni et Qiva 
sont des regents des points cardinaux. II y a done ici une s£rie d'allusions et* de 
•doubles sens.
(-) Mah&bhHrata , V II, 148.
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X X IV . Grice k la puissance magique de ses forraules et de ses herbes,. 
F6p6e ses ennemis ne parvenait pas k coupei* settlement une pousse de* 
lotus bleu, comme si celle-ci eOt i t k  en fer. A quoi bon parler du tronc de* 
son corps, semblable au diamant ?
XXV. Bien qu’il flit le premier des archers, agitant son arc et remplissant. 
l ’espaoe du bruit de sa corde, il Atait d’une telle adressequ'il pouvait &volont6' 
se seryir de son arc sans faire aucun bruit.
X X V I. Desireuse en quelque sorte d-egaler fce roi qui aimaitlesparures, et* 
qui (mdme) dans sa jeunesse possddait au complet les arts (kala) immacules,. 
mais ne pouvant encore maintenant y rdussir, la lune, dans sa pdriode* 
croissante, reiourne k la jeunesse (*). ,
X X V II. Sacre (roi) par aspersion de la tete, jeune [ou : ayant la nature de 
Kumara], d&chirant de son epde celui qui aide Fennemi arrogant [ou:; 
Farrogant ennemi Tfiraka], il menait Farmde de-Kambu repandue dans Fespace; 
comme Karttikeya conduit Farmde des dieux (2).
X X V III. S'aY$n$ant dans les orients qu’il avait transform^ en kraal pour 
prendre des 616phants en rut [ou: qu’il avait rendus bostiles aux Danava], 
terrible pour les rois des dldphants [ou: Bhlma pour les rois des dllphants], 
semblable au v6n6rable I$a, prot£g£ de toutes parts par les pr6ceptes. 
brdhmaniques, de col&re’ il r^duisit en cendres les villes ehnemies [ou :  le 
corps de Fennemi (Kama)] (3).
X X IX . Faisant pdn^trer ses Mches k travers les corps (minces cdmme)i 
des tiges,* coupant toutes les tdtes des ennemis> porteur d'6p6e, porteur de 
baton (*), dcrasantles bosses frontales des 616pbant$, il manifestait dans la. 
science des armes une habiletd surhumaine.
0  Le roi, dans sa jeunesse {y&labhava ) possdde au c'omplet ies arts (Jcald)sans tache,. 
alors que la lune qui a une tache (en forme de li&vre) ne possdtie dans'sa pfiriode 
croissante ( v a ly a )  que des portions (ka la )  incomplites. C'est pour essayer d^galer le» 
roi qu'fichaque pferiode croissante (v fddh i)  e l ls  retrouve la jeunesse (ou la croissance, 
va lya ) .
(2) Kum ara  « jeune homme », Q aktidhara  « porteur d'6p6e », T a ra k a j i t  « vainqueurr 
du (daitya) Tfiraka, Mah&sena (ou Sen&pati) et Siddhasena « chef d’arm6e, chef des 
Siddha» sont autant d’6pith6tes de Kfirttikeya.
(5) D & nava r i  « ennemi des Danava », Bhtma « terrible*, fya <$ maltre », Bhagavat  
«c v6n6rable » sont des rioms de Qiva; on sait de plus que c’est ce dieu dont la col&re 
brtila Kama. Bhlma est d'autre part le nom d'un des fils de Pfin<ju, auquei le« 
Mahfibhfirata attribue plusieurs combats victorieux contre des 616phants (VI, 102; V II, 
190 ; V III, 60).-
(4 ) Khagg in ,  « porteur d'ipfie », est un nom de (?iva, et gadabh f l,  « porteur de hi-.  
ton », est une £pith£te de Visriu.
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XXX.. I I  brillait dan* l ’esprit des homraes  ^ heros unique ayaat conquis la 
region gard6e par Indra (l’est) (*), le sud, 1’ouest et le nord, tandis que 
pour le sacre (de Yudhi$thira), le vainqueur (Arjuna) n*avail conquis qu’une 
seule region (2).
X X X I. Aprks avoir conquis toute la terre adjacente et b?A-16,.bien qu’en- 
fant, les rois en pleine jeunesse, ce glorieux unit la ville de Kambu h la 
Victoire qui y 6tait revenue (3).
X X X II. Avec I’ambroisie de la victoire, sa fraiche gloire, — joyau Klaus- 
tubha n6 de l’oc6an de la bataille, — rejouit les trois mondes, comme si le 
cceur unique de Fennerm de Mura (Vi§nu) s’Stait par plaisir incarn6 trois fois.
X X X III. Pour r^jouir le monde entier au moyen de ses arts accrus 
successivement, bien qu’il fAt sorli de l’enfance [ ou : de la lune croissante], 
il ne manifests plus ensuite de diminution de ses arts, comme le fait la lune 
(pendUnt la periode decroissante) (4).
XXXIV . L’ayant arrach6'& I’enfance et ddsireuse de s’unir k lui, la Fortune 
royale, reconnaissante et respectueuse, le condiiisit & la prime jeunesse en lui 
disant: « Reste ibi I ».
XXXV. Afin de rendre (encore) sup6rieure, dans sa jeunesse, sa beaute qui, 
dans son enfaace depassait (dejA) l’6clat extreme des autres rois, le Cr^ateur 
fit un supreme elfort.
XXXVI. Voyant qu’il s'&ait convert de victoire dans sa victoire sur les 
gardiens des points cardinaux et qu’il 6taitembrasse par la Victoire, la Fortune 
royale des Kambuja, fiddle k sa famille et poussee par une voix puissante (5) 
l’embrassa comme par jalousie.
X X X V II. Dans les autres royaumes, les rois parvenus sur le champ de 
bataille et saisis par les manifestations des six ennemis furent d6chus du 
pouyoir royal, tandis que lui possdda ce pouvoir par six, les (6) ennemis
(t) II y a ici, trAs probableraent, une allusion k Indravarman III,  roi du Champa, 
qui 6tail le voisin d Vest de Rijendravarman.
(2) A savoir le nord. Cf. Mahdbhdrata, II, 24 (Digvijayaparvan).
(3 ) AprAs le sAjour a Chok. Gargyar (K6h Ker) pendant le rAgne do Jayavarraan IV.
(4) On sait que kald designs a la fois les arts, au nombre de 64, et les 16 portions 
ou «doigts» de la lune; cf. supra, st. XXVI.
(5) Peut-Atre faut-il comprendre: «a l’instigation du guru », c'est-i-dire du cha- 
pelain royal (rajaguru) qui dut jouer un rdie important pendant I’enfance et la jeu­
nesse de R&jendravarman.
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(intdrieurs) pt les (8) manifestations ,(d$ Qiva), en ne preijant pas (§ad-ari~ 
m&rtti) corame-un (composd) determinatif (*). . >
X X X V III. Autantl’eau des ttrtha qui adhdrait k son corps lors de la ca li­
bration de son sacre eut de peine k sicher (2), autant son brftlant iciat 
dessichait le nectar sur les livres des femmes ennemies (*).
X X X IX . Considerant que la jeune lune itait devenue l’ornement de la tite 
de Bhava, le disque du jeune soleii, jaloux, devint le joyau de la chevelure de 
ce seigneur (Jgvara) (*) et illumina sa tite de sa lumiire.
•XL. A ce roi qui portait constamment le poids de Ifr terre, le roi des 
serpents (5), comme s’il avait e ti joyeux d’dtre d iliv ri de son fardeau, 
donna les joyaux brillants sur ses mille tites.et les assembla tous avec 
des ornements d’or.
XLI. Dans cet ennemi de la lune (Rahu), non decapiti, qu’est I’oeillade des 
femmps saisissant la lune de sa beauti, les yeux palpitant du disir de la 
voir, et comme enflammis. de la colere du disque de Visrtu, n’en voyaient 
qu’une pattie (®).
X L II. Sous son regne (la terre) fille de Kapyapa et d’Aditi fit, pour la 
prospiriti des trois mondes, les dilices de ce roi qui la protigeait comme 
(Pfcftt fait Indra) le mattre des dieux, tandis que durant ce Manvantara, elle 
n’avait pa-s i t i  riunie k la fortune des rois pricidents (7).
X L II} . Voyant ce roi installs sur le.lr6ne aux lions* la vaste Terre, joyeuse* 
lui amena la Fortune, alors que se tenant elle-m.ime sur le tr&ne aux lions, 
elle avait enlevi k Rama, bien qu'il fftt roi, Slta qui itait sa Fortune (8),
(1) Les six ennemis int£rieurs sont les raauvaises passions. En prenant le compose 
f adarimdrtli, non comme un tatpura§a, compost d£terminatif signifiant « manifestation 
des six ennemis », mais comme un dvandva, ct>mpos£ copulatif donnant en terraes 
figurfcs la date de son avfcnement 866 9. ==944 A. D., le roi a obtenu la royautfi.
(2) Par suite de la fraicheur de son corps.
Prises de passion- pour lu i; ou brtU6es de chagrin cause par la mort de leurs 
6 poux,
(*) Bhava et l9vara sont des noms de Qiva.
(B)jQe$a qui est cens£ porter la terre.
(6),L'deillade des femmes d6vorant, des yeux sa ,beaute est compare i  RSLhu dont 
la gueule ne laisse yoir, au moment de I'edipse, qu'une portion de la lune.
X7) Qui n'avaient pas, comme lui, poss6d£ la terre.
(8) Au moment oO STta va monter sur le bdcher, la Terre jaillit du sol, assise sur un 
trOne, et i’emmene dans le monde souterraio.
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XLIV. Son unique parasol blane au manche d’or, illumine par l’dclat des 
joyaux qui y 6taient incrust^s,; brillait comme un aulre disque de la pleine lune 
qui du sommet du Meru se serait refletd dans l’eau de sa pidtd.
XLV. Bien que la mati&re (p rak r i i )  ait ete faite inalterable, une alt6ratipn 
s’y produisit lorsque la terre futchang6e en or et en pieces prdcieuses par les 
richesses et les joyaux de la tdte des rois inclines.
XLV1. Sa voix, faite de lumifcre, brillant sur la tdte des rois, rafratchissait 
et r£ehauffait (tour k tour) la marche du monde cre£ (par elle), comme si elle 
avait reuni en elle la lune et le soleii (*).
X L V II. II restait calme au milieu des plaisirs de la royaut£ qui rendent fous 
de joie les autres rois; les pluies tombant.des nyages, accrues par la mous- 
son, font retourner (2)feau  du fleuve (vers l’ocdan), mais non celle del’ocdan.
X L V II1. R d ja nva t i: «elle a un bon ro i». Auparavant un autre roi avait 
gouvern£ la terre sans (que celle-ci possdd&t) la quality distinctive provenant 
de cette exception grammaticale; lui, au contraire, gouverna la terre pourvue de 
bonte, avec les qualit6s distinctives provenant du fait que le mot est augments 
d’une lettre (la lettre n) [ou : que le rang des castes a 6td am61ior£] (3).
XLIX . Ayant obtenu la science royale, successivement illustr6e sur terre 
par ses pr6d£cesseurs, et(devant I’dtre) par ses successeurs, il la. fit briller 
d’une maniere exqeptionnelle, en dissipant Tignoraice [o u : I'obscuritd],. 
comme midi fait briller la lumi&re du. soleii.
L. II y eut bien autrefois au ciel Paramepvara (4) qui avait dpous6 une fil- 
le du mont(8), mais maintenant que ce roi, doue d’une Fortune suprdme,. 
est venu sur terre et qu’il a dpousd cent vierges, la terre est supdrieure au ciel.
LI. Etant dchue k R5ma qui avait renonce k la royautd et dont l’arc faible 
s’dtait brisd en tremblant, la Fortune fut autrefois ravie par Fennemi; mais si. 
la fille de Janaka (6) dtait dchue k ce roi fermement dtabli sur le tr6ne et dont 
l’arc solide n’dtait pas brisd, elle n’aurait pas pu dtre enlevee.
(i) Vac, la Voix, s'pnit a Prajapati pour crSer I'univers. La voix du roi participe de la. 
chaleur du soleii et de la fraicheur de la lune,
i}) Cf. st. LXIII. II y a un jeu de mots sur vipart** changer de nature, devenir roauvais..
(3) Pacini, V III, 2, 14 (rdjanvdn saurdjye) mentionne une exception i  la r&gle en. 
vertu de laquelle le n final d’un th£me en -an tombe en composition devant une 
consonne: rajavdn « poss£dant un roi 39 devient rdjanvdn quand il s’agit d’un f bon 
roi ». Le sens de cette stance est le suivant: sous le r^gne pr6c6dent, la terre avait 
un roi, elle Atait rajavatt; mais sous le r^gne de Rajendravarman, qui est up « bom 
ro i», elle devient rdjanvati par ^addition de la lettre n (avec un jeu de mots survdrppo. 
*=* « lettre » et « caste »).
(*) £iva, mais aussi nom posthume de Jayavarman II.
(5) Parvatl, fille de 1'Hlraavat. 1
(6) Slta, qui est consid6r6e comme une incarnation de Lak§ral.
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-c H I .  Comme s’il avait ddsird humilier tous les autres, ce jeune roi, dds sa 
prime jeunesse, provoqua- la passion dans les esprits des jeunes femmes, 
ttiais rdalisa la paix dans son propre cceur. . . .
L IIL  Eamdme temps que la Fortune de sa jeunesse augmentait grice k la 
lune croissante du tetrips, le joyau d;e sa vertu augmentait et brillait aux 
regards en s’dlevant ebmme la raarde montante.
** » * .
LIY. A.ugmentant sa Fortune par la prbspdritd de Mabendra (1), et remplie 
de nombreux sages [ou: dieux], sa vertueuse et noble assemble brillait 
•comm^Sudharma (2), descendue d_u ciel sur la terre.
LV* Ce sage, (pratiquant) le profit et 16 pjaisir cpnformdraent k la rdgle, et 
la r&gle an profit du plaisir et du profit, pfatiquait les trois devoirs comme. un 
devoir unique, e^clusif, aboutissant k  un rdSultat dminent.
LVI. De ce roi qui, tel Iga devenu visible sous l’aspect d’ua roi, possddait 
la connaissance des trois temps (3), Tespion dont il avait fait un guide 
et qui excellait k rechercher la vdritd, s’avanpait dans les orients comme 
PQ§an(4). . . .  . . .  . . .
. LY II.D U ci, de 1&, de leur propre iieu de residence, de toute part, les 
qualitds des autres venaient k lui, de radrae que toutes les eaux vont dans un 
seul recipient (I’ocdan), rdceptacle des joyaux, doue de profondeur, piein 
.d'dtre viyants [o u ; de ib o n td ] , ........................... _
LY III. Etudiant avec les six moyens de connaissance (pramana) tout ce qui, 
dtre ou non-dtre, est connaissable, il accomplitses desseins par la comparaison 
{ upama) des rapports verbaux (vac) des espions, ainsi que par Hnfdrence 
•(anumana), Finfdrence fondde sur les. circonstances {arthdpattl) et la 
{perception ($amvid)t untes k la preuve nlgaiive (abhava) (5).
LIX. Jouant dans le filet d’un. lac d’eau limpide, ayant pour ceilune masse 
4 e lotus rouges et de lotus bleus en train de.s’epanouir, la fortune comme 
ancarnde sous Paspect (d’une femme1 ayant) le visage de la pleine lune et lui 
faisant hommage de Pautomne, s’instalia dans les points cardinaux.
(1) Peut-fetre y a -t- ilic i une allusion au mc>.nt Mahendra, le Phnoqa Kul6n»
(?) Nom de la sabha, ou.assembUe des diqux.
(3) Matin, midi et soir: ou naissance, stability ruine.
- (*) P0$an cause la revolution du j,our et de jia ;nujt- II guide les hommes en voyage
..et surveiFle I'uaivers.
(5) Terminologie vedintique.
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. LX. R6alisant la juste (dharmya) rdussite de futility (arlha) des ,sages 
[ o u : des dieux], possddant lascience qurd&ruit le 4&str ( kama) des .ennemis 
[ou :  l’ennemi Kama], sou z&Ie, telle Tuition de Rudra.et de la fille du mont
(Durga), s’etala favorise par la victoire (vijaya ) (*)*
• , . , , r
LXL Bien que par magie il eftt regu en dpn les vertus lors dela production 
du (tresor) Padma (2) [ou: la .naissance des lotus],, detruisant comme Pj3§an 
^occasion du p6ch6 [ou : le moment de la nuit], conducteur du cheval des 
sens (3), il prenait en vue de la prosp£rit6 du monde Pavis*'de ses conseillers.
LXII. Bien qu’ils fussent au nombre dequatre, bien quails po.ssedassent les 
conditions de grandeur et de profondeur, bien qu’ils fussent ferraement&ablis 
dans les orients, bien qu’ils briSassentles mOntagnes'[ou i les rois] par l ’expan- 
sion de leufs rivieres [ou: des armdes]augraentantI’obscurit6,et qu’ils fussent 
le lieu de naissance deia Fortune, les ocdans, mdme pour remplir la terre‘rde 
joyaux, n’6taient pas comparables aux stratagfcmes extrdmement ing^nieux 
[ou: dxcessivement sal6s] de ce roi,’ (parce que les oceans sont) stupides 
[ou: inertes] (4).
LXII I. Venues en h&te de toutes les directions au son de sa voix profonde 
comme le murmure de Pocian, les armies se rassemblaient comme le font en 
h&te les rivieres (& la voix) des pluies dont le commencement est annoncd par 
les experts (5).
LXIV. L’automne etant pass6, la Fortune de'l’hiver, caracterisSe’par les 
vapeurs r£pandues dans le cercle des orients, vint h son tour, par d£sir d’on-
(1) Son z&le pratique les trois devoirs dharma, arikaf kama, cf, st, LV; d6truisanft 
Kama, ii est assimiU A £iva; causant lie bien des dieux, il est assimilb A Devi qui est 
Jagaddhatf par sa victoire sur les Asura, et Vijaya « victorieusea.
(2) II s'agit de PopGration trtagique Padmint dfccrite par le M&rkandeyapur., ch* 
LXVIII. Les-vertus engen‘dr6es'par cette op6ration sont 6num6r6es‘ ibid.'-; 9-13.
■ (3) Yantf est A prendre dans le sens de niyantf, terme par lequei est d6sign6 le 
r6gent de chacun des sens. La comp.araison de ceux-ci avec un cheval complete la 
comparaison dy^  roi avec le soleii qui fait 6panouir les lotus, dissipe Pobscurit6, et 
conduit un char atteld d'un cheval A sept tAtes (ou de sept chevaux\
(4) Les ocAans oat en commua avec le roi, la grandeur, la profondeur, la stability 
dans les regions de Pespace, la faculty de dAtruire les raontagues par Pinoadatiou. (ou 
les rois par une arm6e) et comme lui ils ont engendrA Qrl, la Fortune. Mais, bienqu’a - 
yant sur lui Pavantage d'etre quatre, ils n'arrivent pas A PAgaleren ce qui concern© 
la production des richesses, parce que le roi use de stratagfcmes tr£s ingAnievx (ou 
plus salAs que Peau des oceans), tandis que les oceans sont stupides (ou inertes).'
(5) Les armies cessent de faire campagiie pendant la saison pluvieu$eets.erass.em~ 
blent dans la capitate k l'annonce des pluies: le roi les appelle k lui, commeTocAan, 
A la m&me saison, appelle les rivi&res rAalimentAes par les premi&res'ondAes. -
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doyer ce roi qualifte (pour le pouvoir), comme si c'edt&ATaccoinplissement du 
rite bas6 sur*TAtharva(ved$) (*). { . .
LXV.Couleur d’o rfo u : ayant pour cas'te uue bonne caste], faisant’un bruit 
[ o u : ayant une voix] agr^able, recevant TofFrande pr£sent£e par le pr£tre 
dOmestique, ayant ses flamraes'[ou : ses m&ches de cbeveux]tourndes vers la 
droite, le Feu, tel un asc&te, profera pour lui un cri de victoire strident..
«. * i * 4* *
LXVI. A chaque mois de Pusya, ce roi ondoy6 par le flot ambrosiaque ■ 
tombant de cent aigui&res polies par le temps (2), comme de'tous les disques 
du soleii, obtint une Fortune augments et exempte de diminution, tandis que 
la lune, m£me aprfcs avoir subi sa 'croissance; pilit devant Tdclat d’nn Seul 
disque du soleii. Ah I ’mSme au temps* present, il existeune condition priv6e 
d’infortune I '(8) * ' '
LXVII. Son corps depourvu de parures manifestait d6j& naturellement une 
b'eautd extreme ;• mats en portant toutes ses parures, il pouvaifr & son-grA 
accroltre sa beaut6 de n'importe quelle fapon.
* *  • » * » * .  \  • *
L X V III. C ’est certaineraent pour atteindre k la ressemblance correcte et 
efficace avec la beauts de son corps que la beaut6 de Kandarpa, fausse res­
semblance et faible refLet de son image, est entree dans lemiroirde ce roi (4).
LX IX . Bien que, pour.sauter par-dessus le cercle de Tunivers entier, sa 
force [ou: son pas] fdt consid^ree comme 6gale Acelle de Vifnu, ce.roi 
charmantpar ses bonnes manures, ne franchissait pas en raarchant un obstacle 
marqu6 d'un trait sur la.terre, ■. . ;
LXX. Sortant, avec ses sept ceintures comme ave<? sept chevaux (5) ,  de la 
montagne du levant qui 6tait son point de depart, briljant, nouvellement lev6, 
il brillait dans les regions de respace, plongeant dans la terfeur PobscuritS des 
ennemis. . . .
LXXI. Les b6n6dictions prononcSes k haute voix par le cercle pur des rois 
et des brahmanes [o u : le disque'sans tache de la lune] s’approchant de lui, 
ler6jouissaient [ou  : le faisaients^panouir], comme une gei^ be de lotusblanc 
sous Taction des brillants rayons de lalune.
t i )  i l  s’agit de Pondoiement du roi-au moyep de l’eau du,ciel (A tharvaveda, 1Y, 8 ,5 ),
(2) Allusion kune ckrkmonieroyaleannuelle (pu$yasnana) destinkek prkvenirfamine 
et kpidkmles, et cklkbrke.au.raois de Pau§a..Cf, Qabdakqlpadruma, K a l ik a  P . 89.
(8) C elle  du roi. ; ;
(4) La beautk du dieu de Tamour n'arrive k kgajer )a beautk du roi qu’en entrant 
dans le rairoir oil se reflktent les. trails de ce ly i-c i.
(8) Les chevaux du soleii. k.qui cette stance compare le roi,*
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' LXXIL.Accompagnd par ses soldats*rdunis en masss en un seul endroit 
avec des troupes d’dldphants et de chevaux, comme par une.armde c’dleste 
ddsireuse de voir le combat, il s’avan$ait ddsireux de vaincre Fennemi.
LX X IIl. « Je me suis eafuie au sdjour de Brahma lors de la course de Prthu 
pour la richesse (gri) », en disant ces mots et comme pleine de joie, la Terre 
rdduite en poussidre par le pidtinement des innombrables fantassins prenant 
part k la marche guerridre de ce roi, arriva au sdjour de Vi§riu pour la pos­
session de Q tl  (4).
LXXIV. En presence de l’armee ennemie, mdme aussi nombr.euse que la 
sienne, son armde apparaissait pleine de force (2) ; dans un cristal colord et 
placd (dans une parure) comme substitut (d’une pierre vdritable), il y a bien un 
certain eclat, mais ce n’est pas celui du rubis.
LXXV, Lorsque, ddsireux de vaincre, il faisajt gronder dans la masse des 
nuages (8) son arc au son grave et rdpandait une pluie de fldches, mdme de 
loin, comme s’il avait etd prds (*), la Terre se mettait k produire des joyaux, 
meme dans les contrdes lointaines.
LXXVIcLa condition de Ksatriya, nde du bras de ITncrdd^que les ennemis 
lui disputaient, il s’en empara dans la bataille par la force de son bras qui 
a’avait pas d’autre origrae connue- (que son propre bras), et qui ne s’dtait 
encore manifestde nulle part ailleurs.
LXXVII. Nourrie dans la bataille marqude par [’apparition de ces jeunes 
bourgeons (5) que sont lesgouttes de sang de Fennemi tud, la grandeur de son 
fodrolsme augmentait son habiletd k manier les armes, comme Farrivde du 
printemps augmente la puissance du dieu (de l’amour) k l’arme fleurie.
LXXVIII. Dans la bataille, les bosses frontales des dldphants ennemis 
.barpQuilldes de rouge, fendue,s par Fdpee (qui dtait un) rayon de ce roi 
puissant [ o u  r.brillant], laissdrent tomber un rang d’dtoiles (qui dtaient des) 
iperles, comme fait le_ciel rougi par le coudhant.
(1) La terre, pi6tin£e par ses arm6es, s’61‘dve au c ie l sews forme’ de poussidre. Sur 
da poursuite de la Terre  par Prthu qui veut obtenir d’elle les piantes aourricteres, cf. 
M a te b h a ra la , V I I ,  69, et surtout V tj/iup., I ,  xm , 69 et suiv.
(2) Sdra f « force, moSlle, s6ve, 6l6ment easentiel d’un corps »*
(3) Comme le son du tonaerre.
(d) Xral sigai/ie k la fois « de loia » et « de pr&s ».
Le mot pravala 6voque l#id6e de rougeur, car il sigaifie aussi « corail
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LXXIX . Rougie^par la Jaque du sang (rdgandu), ayant pour guirlande' les' 
filches torab&es gk et I&, pour cpuronne les; perles d6tach£es, la terre .du 
champ-de bataille semblait avoir en vue (de ressembler &) un portrait de 
Lak§ml ayant obtenu (pour 6poux) ce roi ardent au combat. ; . . ’ •
• LXXX. Sa puissance (gakti), ayant secou6 et fait danser le pilier du corps- 
du chef ennemi jfix£ dans la region de Pespace (*), est ’consid6r6e avec 
passion par les dieux corame.Gauhl (la gakti de Guha ».Skanda)ayahtsaisile 
corps de Taraka. ' * ..........
LX X X l. Dans'le'combat,'la lame de son '6p£e, roiigie par le*s*ang des 
ennemis qu’elle ayait fendiis, flamboyant dans sa main, bnllaitcomme'si elle 
avait £te la'flamme de sa renommSe ^tincelant’ej jaillie pour devenir 1a lampe 
unique de tous les continents..................................... ...............
LXXXII. La blanche poudre (provenant) de Pivoire des^tephants ennemis, 
ecrasde par sa massue et secoude par lui dans la bataille, 6tait r^pandue par 
lui, comme des famines de pandanus, sur la chevelure de Lak§ml soutnise k 
ses transports amoureux. • - . . . . . .
LXXXIIJ. Aux prises avec un ennemi terrible tu6 par ses.arraes de jet 
blanches et ac6r6es. [ou : avec Pennemi Bbl§ma tue par les* armes acSrAes- 
d’Arjuna], tel un guerrier forme dans la bataille [ou■: Yudhi§thira], arr^tant la 
lumi&re n6e du soleii [o u : P6clat de Kappa], il Atait sans ennemis [ou: Ajata*- 
gatru ( »  .Yudhi§|hira)], mettantfin au combat par la grande (uru) destruction 
des ennemis difficiles k vaincre et brisAs par sa terrible massue [ou : par la 
destruction dela cqisse (tlru) de Duryodhana bris£e par la massue de Bhlma] (2)*
LXXXIV. Bien que son Corps Ml invulnerable, il arrAtait toutes les armes 
de jets lancdes par Pennemi, au moyen d’dcransde protection qui renvoyaient 
les armes, mais lorsqu’il 6tait 6chaulf6 par Pardeur de la bataille, il supportait 
les 6p6es agitdes par les Marutqui lerafralchissaient comme de bonsSventaiis.
LXXXV. Tenant Pep6e dans sa main, mais compatissant aux raalheureux, 
il avait pitiA du h£ros ennemi qu'il avait vaincu; tandis que les-fils de Prtha (3) 
n’eurent pas pitiA du fils de Dhrtara§tra qui avait abandonnS son arm^e et 
s’Atait cach£ dans Peau du Gange (4).
(t) La r6gion de Pespace dont ce roi ennemi fctait le raaitre.
(2) Allusion i  l’6pisode du combat de Duryodhana avec Bhlma (M ahabharata , IX, 55 
e ts u iv .) au cours duquel ce dernier, sur un signe d’Arjuna* frappe Duryodhana k la 
cuisse d'un coup de massue, portant ainsi un coup d6fendu k son adversaire, qui aurait 
6t6 invincible dans un combat rSgulier et loyal.
(3) Autre nom de Kuntj, m£re des
(*) C'est l'fipisode qui pr6c6de le combat de, Duryodhana avec Bhlma mentionn6 
ci-dessus (st. LXXXIII). C f. Afaftd&h., IX , 29-32.
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- LXXXVL Ddsireux de-rendre service k Torbe'de la terre'fou: 'au troupeau 
des vaches],- d6raeinantle roi (ennemi) [ou: le mont] avec son bras, comme 
Kf§na (d6racina le mont) Govardhana, il le rendait encore plus*in6branlable, 
en le tenant en son pouvoir. ' •
LXXXVII. Voyant son propre corps k la place qui lui convenait (l), d6chir& 
par l’6p£e gluante.abaiss£e par la main de ce roi, P&me interne de Tennemi 
mort; par crainte de s’enfuir (2), s’entoura vite d’Apsatas.
LXXXVIU. « Ah! fidele malgr6 sa jeunesse, il n’a pas donn6 uue^seule 
fois sa poitrine k d’autres femmes », c’est en quelque sorte dans cette pens6e 
que pendant les combats la Fortune des ennemis, d6pouillant sa nature (3), 
s'est instaU6e k demeure sur sa poitrine.
LXXXIX . Bien qu’il tint une 6p6e tranchaate, la Victoire ayant embrass&ce 
vainqueur, se livrait sur sa large poitrine aux transports de la passion, 
proclamant que son propre bonheur lui appartenait de naissance; telle Gaufl 
(embrassant) I$a qui avait br616 le corps de Kama.
XC. Lorsqu'elle eut obtenu .en partage ce roi, unique sbjour des f£licit£s 
(grl) de toute la terre, au corps ornd par la beautk (grT) de -Ja prime jeunesse, 
Padma (*) m^prisa alors son ancienne passion pour un p ru d e n t homme [ou: 
pourle puru§a primordial].
X C I. II rel&cha les nombreux h£ros ennemis qu’il avait captures vivants 
dans la bataille, tandis que comme un lAche, Indra, ayant capture Bali gr&ce 
a la force de’Vi$pu (*), ne l’a pas encore reldchd jusqu’A present (°).
X C II. II tuait ses eniiemis en opposant la prudence k la prudence, la force 
k la force, tandis que le lion dont I*6paulea&ed6chir6e par les deux defenses 
du roi des elephants, ne se defend que mollement.
X C III. Ces lions que sont les rois des ennemis .en d6route, et qui avaient 
6chappdkson massacre, abandonnant leurs armes mdme en pleine bataille, 
s’en retournerent en fuyant dans la fordt, devenus de faibles gazelles effraydes 
par le roi des dldphants sauvages.
(t) C 'es t-i-d ire , sur le champ de bataille, seule place digne de voir la mort d'un 
guerrier.
(2) Et de perdre ainsi le b6r»6fice de sa mort sur le champ de bataille, qui doit lu i 
valoir de rerialtre au ciel, et de jouir des Apsaras.
(3) Qui est d'etre volage.
(4) Autre nom de Qrl, identifi6e ic i & la p ra k r t i .
(5) Sous la forme du nairi (V&manavatiira). ■
(3) Mais le maintient prisonnier dans le monde sduterrain.
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. X C IY . Des, ennemis brdlds .par le  feu de .sa majesty ,en .vdritd,. les uns 
plong&rent dans l^eaude Pocdan, mats les autres, raisonnant.en .quelque sorte 
atttsi i «Ce (feu-)ci est trbs frais,.(en comparaison de) Qelui-;ld>>(f), entrdrent 
dZas le feu de la fordt inqeijdide. . . . .
XCV. Les larmes des femmes de ses eQaemis, doat le veuvage brillait 
Pesprit, .entretenaient. s,ans. rel&che P^clat. du feu de leur chagrin, imitant en 
quelque sorte l’eau qui alimente le fe,u (stoqs-marin).
X G V I. Par son ordrej les oies couleur du parasol blanc, Ies‘6l'6phants 
sauvages gardant frontibres, les lions portanl la parole royale, charment la 
yille des ennemis comme avec des amusements royaux (2) .
X C V II. Br&lbe par le feu de sa puissance, plongbe dans l’ocban de la 
destruction et/ h6Ias I comme ahbantie, la terre desTennerais rbduite en miettes 
ne se relbverait pas, mdme si elle etait soulev£e aujourd'hui par le croc de 
MahSvarSha (8).
XC V III. S.on tambqur- qui, remplissant Pespace de son grondement et ayant 
pour Vaguesla joie de Son bruit; a rdsonnd pour proclamer bien haut sa victoire, 
rdsonne encore aujourd'hui, imitaqit en quelque sorte Pagitation de Pocban.
X G IX . La gloire des autres, qui avait dtd dclipsde par sa gloire ascendante 
c,hant4e .bien haut [ou: avec l ’accentuddtta], et qui aujourdlhui encore s’est 
comme par honte retir.de (*) quelque part, r6de [ou t ..disparatt] chaatee par 
les morts [ou,: avec.Paccentsvar/fa].
C. Lorsqu’efle eut regu en p^rtage cet.dpoux a^u caractdre) profoad, la 
.Fortune abandonnant ddfinitivement, comme paj honte, sa propre jnconstance 
4  la Gloire, biea qu’elle fftt sa rivale, p/it.la profondeur de son pfere TOcdan.
C l. Connaissant les stratagdme's, il pouvait ddfoiircier la Fortune de 
Pinconstance, Peau de son cours, la haine des eniieinis, la mort de Phomme, 
mais non pas sa femme chdrie, la Gloire, de Phorizoa.
C II.  En vue du sacrifice, il trayait la Terre qui, telle une bonne vache dgde 
<Tun an, portait un lait lourd des joyaux issus des <seins des quatre ocdans, et 
avait pour jeune veau un br&hmane versd dans les Veda (5).
(*) Le feu de la raajest6 royale est plus ardent que le feu de la forfet eniUmnaes.
(2) Les oies sauvages, les 6l6phants, les Hons hantent la ville  dfeserte de l'ennemi.
(3) Vi§ou sous la forme,du sanglier, qui retira la  terre -de i'inondationu
(*) Le mot samdhftam  complete le double sens, car Taccent t v a r i ta  a circonflexe » 
-est.une combinaison (samShdra) des accents u dd tta  « aigu » et anuda t la  « grave ».
(5) C ’est-fc-dire que la terre, inUgralement poss6d6e par ce monarque universel, \a i
livraitses richesses en vue de roffrande(ctafc$f(t5 )au brihmane accomplissantle sacrifice.
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.C IIL  Entre saioi.et sa pi6te qui, comme les-rivi&res divines, la Gangs et la  
(Yamuna) fille du Soleil,- fendatent la montagne du p£ch6,..avaient pour s6jour 
les pieds de Visnu et, d&vo.u6es au mdme objet,- s,avan9aient chacune de sou 
c6td vers Poc6an des rites, se trouvait la. magnifique entreprise de.ses. 
sacrifices, augmentde chaque jour et digne de louanges.
- GIV. Pour donner la mesuce du feu qui avaif re<?u Poblation au cours de 
ses sacrifices, Tdpaisse fumde tenant-ste la. vapeur du soma le parfum de 
Poblation, alia en s’elevant dans les fissures des orients, comme pour cher- 
cher les dieux au ciel en compagnie des formules vddiques.
CV. Dans le sacrifice, auquel Indra aspire sans cesse, il n’offrait pas la 
fleur du Pflrijata (f) qui se trouve dans la chevelure de QacI j mais dans ce 
sacrifice qui est la bataille, ce roi victorieux (offrait) en quelque sorte toutes- 
(ies fleurs) produites (sur le champ de bataille) (*}, comme si les Immortels les 
lui avaient lancdes du haut (des cieux) (8).
C V I. Par Peffet de Ja majeste de ce roi, impayide.au milieu des gens 
.tremblants qui regardaient, le.feu aux flammes tourndes vers la droite, 
mangeur d1 oblations k qui avait 6t6 pr6sent6e Poblation,.- ne put, avec ses 
flammes brfller le dais 6tendu (4).
C V II. La jouissance du bonheitr divin ayant £t6 r6alis6e par la-puissance 
celeste (5) des br&hmanes qui ont pour arme le sacrifice, cet adepte de la 
MlmSipsa, aprfcs- avoir 6tudi6 les bymnes v£diques, en fit la critique.
C V III. « En v£rit6, Peau, la pierre, le jeune 6I6phant, etles autres (objets)> 
ont (respectivement) pour scours Pocean, le Meru, la jungle et autres 
(lieux)», c’est en vertu de ce raisonnement que la voix de ceux qui re9oivent 
(des dons) se faisait entendre dans Pespace, \k ob il offrait une infinite de 
joyaux et d'autres (richesses) (6).
C IX . En faveur des solliciteurs, ddsireux de s*61ever k une haute situation,, 
sa propension Jt la glnerositd, augmentant k chaque f&e [o u :  & chaque 
marche] et'pratiqu&e par 4egr6s, apparaissait comme un escalier.
(t) L'arbre qui exauce les dAsirs, et dont les fleurs rouges servent A la parure de 
P6pouse d’Indra.
(*) Ces fleurs sont les blessures des ennemis.;
(3) Traduction conjeeturale. . . ;
(4) Allusion probable,& un commencement d’incendie &teint miraculeusement*
(&) Traduction conjecturale de nakitabhUr°. Le mot ncikila,:q\ii doit Atre apparent^ 
h ndka a ciel » ne figure pas dans les dictionnaires. . v ■
(0) Parce qu’il 6tait le:s6jour, ou le receptacle de$ richesses.
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' CX.- Ayant- obserVd- ce. roi qui,.:,mdme s’ils lui etaient chers, idvitait. les 
mauvais qui sont adonnes au vol et aux autres (crimes), tous Jes homines, 
pour imiter sembie-t-il sa vertu, rejetdrent Porgueil mauvais qui leur dtait 
cher, et apparurent comme des parangons de vertu< .
. C X I. Rdcemraent, il a ddlivrd.des Dasyu le royaiime avec lequel il ddsirait 
s’unir par tous les raoyens; autrefois-aussiil y avait eu .des fauteurs de troubles* 
& commencer par Madhu et Kaitabha, ravisseurs des Veda...
C X IL  La croissance.de. sa beautk, de ses vertus, de sa-gloire, de sa 
fermetd, de sa sagesse, de son hdrolsme et de sa renommde, bien qu’ayant 
atteint une hauteur [du: un croissant de lune] indgalde, obtint sans reldche 
un renouveau sans fin (*).
C X III . Pour parfumer, avec .la. mobile [ou: avec le cosmdtique]. des 
ennemis tues, la terre dont les membres exhalaient dans Pespace Podeur du 
sang, il rdpandit sa gloire parfumde, guirlande de la Fortune des ennemis, qui 
adhdrait' en quelque. sorte k sa main, parce qu’il Pa vait prise-par les-cheveux.
C X 1V. Install6es dans son ro-yaume ayant en son milieu de palais ..d’or 
et de pierres prdcieuses de sa bontd, pourvu de la residence foxtifide de son 
dminente raajestd, et ddtruisant la chaleur de Pennemi du juste, les creatures 
Ataient heureuses comme si elles avaient dtd au ciel.
CXV. La renommee desirable [ou : facultative} (2), pure, racontde [o u : 
rdcitde] en prdsence du feu de sa majestd dont elle dtait une p ro p ria  
inhdrente (s), et capable de donner tous les fruits, proclama qu’elle avait ce 
rbi pour objet, comme la  sam idhenl(*) (a lefeu pour objet),‘
C XVL Pour sauver les’ trois mondes arrives k Pdpoque de Kali, il emporta 
tout (Punivers), manifestant aux yeux (du monde) la danse de (Qiva) qui a le 
taureau pour enseigne et qui est habile au tandava; mais sa propre mani­
festation ne secouait pas la terre'(5). . .  . .  . .
C X V II. Tombds de leur propre sdjour. [o u :  de son pied] depuis* qu’il 
ddtenait la royautd, mais ddsireux en quelque sorte de gagner pour longtemps 
un sdjour extrdmement dlevd, ses ennemis et les grains de poussidre de ses
(1) Contraireraent a la lune qui, apjr&s sa p^riode de croissance, dgcroit.
(2) Comme le sont certains rites, oucertaines formules.
(3) Allusion in Fexemple*, classique en logique: dhlimo vahnina vydptafr.
(*) Formula r£cit£e en allumant le feu du sacrifice.1
(5) Comme le fait le tandava, la danse; de Qiva.
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pieds7l0tus.se placerent sur le sommet des rois des moats [ou: sur.la tdte 
de.rois des rois] (1). .
C X V III. Quiconque, mdme semblable k lui par autant d'dldments de vertu 
que Ton voudra, arrivait en sa presence, voyait s'dvanouir sa ressemblance, 
comme un magicien (mis en presence de. Vi§pu). verrait s’dvanouir sa 
ressemblance avec le dieu aux quatre bras, mdme si (gr&ce k sa magie) il 
avait quatre bras. . . .
C X IX . A sa vue, I’arrade ennemie, prise de peur, ddtourna-son visage (2) ,  
comme une jeune maride, mais la Fortune s’attacha yite k la poitrine de ce 
guerrier, comme une courtisane impudente et experte.
CXX. Tout en restant k sa place, il attirait violemmeoth lui, par suite de sa 
nature, les esprits sans tache des boas aussi bien que (lesesprits) e.ndurcis et 
impurs des mauvais, comme Paimaat (attire) les objets en fer.
C X X I. Quand il allait en expedition sur I'ocdan* la file serrde de ses 
barques, caravane de voiles blanches (s), apparaissait exactement comme une 
guirlaade d’oies sauvages entratnde par le courant.rapide de la GafigS.
C X X II. Comme avec une femme ayant pour vdtement flottant 1’ocean, 
ayant pour ceinture les vagues agitees $t orndes d’une multitude de joyaux 
jaillis d’icelles, ayant pour fesses les larges montagnes et pour visage le 
parasol iramaculd, il prit son plaisir avec la Terre qui s’dtait donnde k lui.
CXXI 11. La louange de... bien qu’amaigrie paries austdritds, rdpandaitsa 
renommee dans les trois mondes, comme BhagTratha (*) (rdpandit) la Ganga.
CXXIY. Dans un lieu rerapli de la collection des castes [ou: dans un mot 
pleia d’un assemblage de lettres], bien qu’il connftt (aussi) les alterations 
provenant d’un manque [ou; les ddrivds provenant d'une dlision], il 
accomplissait (seulement) des actions [o u ; il employait des verbes] qui etaient 
des transformations par augmentation et non par ddficience [ou: des ddrivds 
par augment et non par dlision].
(t) Tout le sel de cette stance reside dans I'ambigulte du mot pada .= « sSjour » et 
« pied»: les ennemis du roi, chassis de leur pays se r6fugient au sommet des 
montagnes, et la poussi&re *tomb£e des pieds du roi se r6pand sur la t6te des rois 
inclines.
C2) C'est-ik-dire « prit la fuite ».
(3) Sur cette expression, cf. /SCC., p. 492, note 3.
(4) Le roi dont les aust6rit6s forc&rent la GangSt & deseendre sur la Terre.
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CXXV. Sa [vertu] dtait perceptible "comme' un pilier oii itet autre objet (bien 
visible), mais chez lui lepdchd absolument inexistant devait dtre conSiddrd 
comme un non-dtre, comme une corne de lidvre (*). ■
. CXXV1. La .perception drun principe animant dans ce.qui est-inanimd 
( stkanu) [.ou: du purasa dans Qiva], bien qu’etle fCit chez les autres une 
fausse doctrine, devint chez lui une doctrine exacte et trds profonde (*). *
C XXVI1. Faisant de ia sagesse et de la valeur les fondements de sa fortune 
et de sa gloire [ou :  la patrie de .Qri Ya$o(varman)], ii.apportait-.en quelque 
sorte la fortune des trois mondes k celui qui participait (& sa fortune et,^ sa 
gloire) [e u : k celui qui babitait (la patrie de <JrT Yaqofvarma.n) =* le ’Cambodge].
* » i ♦
C X X V II1. (Juste), fort, herolque, beau etsage(s), il 6tait comme la reunion, 
en un seiil corps, des cinq fils de Pa^du.
C XXIX . Ayant rdalisd la prospdritd, il fi^en sorte que sa main fftt, qomme son 
£me, calrae, heureuse dans la conqudte de la terre et adonade aux libations 
(faites A i’occasion) des dons.
CXXX. Comme s’il dtait ddsireux de rdpdter sans cesse le sacrifice de 
PAqvamedha, il (idche) encore maintenant daas les points cardinaux le cheval 
de.sa gloire, qu’on ne peut capturer. . . .
C XXXI. Son,entreprise andantit Tentreprise des ennemis, nde& son insu de 
la politique et tout prds'de porter ses fruits, comme Arjuna tua Karna (qui dtait 
nd) de KuntT, et (dont il dtait d son insu) le frere.
C XXXIL Dans ce roi rdsidant h demeure dans le coeur de ceux qui le 
regardaient, et possddant toutesies' femmes, la qualitd d’Anafiga qui est de 
nattre dans le coeur..,.
C X X X III. Quand on chantaitsa vertu aux mille chemins (4j :,-multiple (5), 
l'audition (gruti) des vertus des autres, bloqude par le souvenir (smrti) (de ses 
vertus), dtait arrdtde, comme s’il s'dtait agi du.Saman (6).
(1) Exemple classique d'une chose qui n'existe pas.
(2) Percevoir le principe animant dans I'inanitn^ est une erreur, mais percevoir le 
puru§a dans £iva [avec peut-fttre un troisteme sens: percevoir le Puru$a «* <piva dans 
ie pilier (cosmique)] est une vue prdfonde.
0  Les cinq 6pi'thStes sont respectivement celfes des cinq PSndava: Yudhi§lhira, 
Bhlma, Arjuna, Nakula et Sahadeva.
( 9  Bien que je ne connaisse pas dans la literature v6dique de texte portant ce titre, 
la ressemblance dece nom avec celui d& Qatapatha brShmana me fait supposer que le 
double‘sens s’&tend & sahasravartman&t que ce terme doit contenir une allusion 
littfiraire.
(5) Bfhal et Gaiia sont les noms de deux esp^ces de Saman.
(6) Lorsqu’on chante le Sdman, la $ruti est oblitdrSe par la smrti.
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C X X X IY . La gloire nke de sa beaute, et -plaisapte au coeur, dtait un 
caract&re 4 '6criture que TAmour avait grav6 d’une fa^on inddldbile dans.le 
coeur des nobles femmes avec la poudre de ses fl&ches.
CXXXV. Avec les quatorze esp&ces de sciences ( l)u..» il maintint la, 
continuite du monde, comme le Createur ayec les apparitions des (quatorze) 
Manu. . _ ....................
C X X X V I. MalgrA sa surface.restreintei-la terre bumect^e deTeau du sacre 
de cet empereur universel ddlivra de la chaleur la terre entiere (2). . * :
C X X X V II. Le seul fait de placer ses. deux pieds sur le tr6ne aux lions et 
aux joyaux, fut un fardeau pour les tStes des rois...
C X X X V IIL  L’unique parasol blanc tenu au-dessus de sa.t£te apparaissait 
comme le disque de la pleine lune se raouvant auprfcs de lui et ddsirant en 
quelque sorte ressembler k son visage.
C X X X IX . Ayant vu Gaurl occupant la moiti6 du corps de Hara (3), Qri: 
comme par jalousie, et se disant: « Puiss6-je lui ressembler!» , embrassa. 
ce maitre (?9vara) et s’attacba & ses membres.
CXL. Les 616ments constitutifs de son Etat [ou: i°  la substance primor- 
diale — 2« le radical] purs, eclair^s [o u : 10 passionn6 — 20 nasal is6]....„ 
(furent) nSanmoins per^us comm'e entiferement exempts de la confusion des 
castes [ou: i<> des qualitds — 2° des letires].
C XLI. Habile, se faisant pr£c6der par ses deux chapelains semblables k  
deux feux, il entrait apr&s eux dans Tassemblde sous l'aspect du troisi&rae.
C X L II. Bien qu’il ffit lou6 comme le maitre (*) unique, il gouvernail ses 
sujets d’un b&ton 16ger, donnant en quelque sorte une le9on k Dharmaraja qur 
tient un b&ton cruel.
CXL1II. Le Dharma k un seul pied..., mutile par Kali, fut dot6 en quelque 
sorte de dix-huit pieds par ce (roi) qui connaissait le vers de dix-huit pieds (5)*
(1) Les 4 Veda, les 6 Vedtnga, le Purina, la MlmarpsS, le Nyaya et le Dharma.
(2) Parce que cette eau s'6tait rafralchie au contact de son corps.
(8) Dans la combinaison androgyne ArdhanSrl.
(*) Guru «Iourd» s'oppose b laghu « l£ger» appliqufc au bdton (da$$a) qui est le- 
symbole de l*autorii6 judiciaire.
(5) Les stances & 4 pada de 18 syllabes appartiennent k I ’esp&ce dhfti. Or, Dhjfti, 
laDfecision, estpersonnifi6e comme PGpouse de Dharma (represents ici, corame & l'ordi- 
naire sous la forme d’un taureau perdant successiveraent une patte a chacun des Sges 
Treta0, Dvapara0 et Kaliyuga).
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t C X U V . Ayaat institu6 une audience journali&re et travaillant m6me la nuit, 
fl enleVait, atz cours d*un proems, Tapparence de faute pesant sur Finnocent. ;
CXLV. Bien que n’ayant pas d’arc-en-ciel pour (guider) sa marche, Pau- 
tomne (*) le pfessait, pourvue en quelqae sorte d’un arc-en-ciel par les rayons 
des joyaux color6s sur la tlte  des rois;ineiin6s« ’
C XLVI. Parti pour la conquSte des orients, bien qu’il manifest^ seulement 
la quality de bontd (sattva), il produisait Tobscuritd (famas) .stiscit^e par la 
poussifcre (ra jas) soulevde par son arm6e.
C XLV II. « .C*est par lui (le soleii) que je suis brftlSe A l’epoquc de la 
destruction (du monde) »,v e’est comme dans cette pens^e que la Terre en 
cotere se transformant en poussihre pendant la marche de ce1 roi, cac'ha le 
fcoleil erf vue de produire la Fortune.
C X LV III. Bien que leurs 6clats fussent 6gaux, le feu prit pour 6tendard la 
fum6e, tandis que lui prit (pour 6tendard) Sa majest£ dtincelante et agit6e par 
la  victoire dans tes combats.’ ' ' v
C X U X . Bien que ce fht Fautomne, son arm£e nombreuse [ou: la rivi&re 
en crue], comme en pleine-saison des pluies, brisa par sa violence m£me 
les rois [o u : les montagnes], qui obstruaient son chemin.
. GL. Ayant bri$£ Farm6e ennemie qui s’^tait protegee par .la formation en 
cercle (2), il se rendit comme Garci^a (8), dans la region de Mahendra (4), par 
d£sir de s’emparer deFambroisie de la victoire.
C L I. Surpassant par son 6clat ces Stoiles et cette lune que-sont les rois, 
mont6,dans le.ciel du champ de bataille, il brillait comme le soleii lev£.
CLI1. Agitant Parc au bruit entratnant, se manifestant comme le Dhanur- 
veda 0  incarn£, il d6raontra sa superiority daas Tart de manier 1’arc.
ll)L a  saison sAche, pendant laquelle on. n’a pas Tocca$ipn do voir (Farc-en-ciel, 
marque la reprise de FactivitA guerriAre.
■(*) Cakra -est un terme technique de Fart militaire d6signant an certain ordre de 
bataille,
(3) Garurfa se rendit au ciel d’Indra pour y dferober Fambroisie.
• (4) La region d'Indra est l'est, 11 s’agit p'eut-Atre aussi du Champa, oA le roi aurait 
p^n^tre aprAs avoir defait ParmAe des Chams. Mais on peut tout aussi bien prendre 
Mahendra dans le sens de Mahendraparvata, le Phnoip KulAn le roi ne se serait ins­
talls dans larAgioii d'AAkor qu’aprAs avoir dAfaitles armAes'du.dernier roi de KAfc Ker.
(5) TraitA de la science des archers. ................... - ■
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CLIIL.DAcochees [pu :.l&ch6es*]- par lui, les*fleches [o u : les abeilles], 
faisant entendre le.bourdonnementmortel.de la corde de l’are, buvaient dans 
la  bataille le nectar du sang dans les lotus des visages ennemis.
• 1 * i * I *
CLIV. La.lame de son epde tefate de. sang?.etsaisie par les bras coupes - 
des ennemis, brillait comme la flamme,du feu dans le; sacrifice,des serpents (1), 
dans laquelle tomba une grande multitude de serpents.
! i ■
CLV. Voyaat son Ap£e. et sa personae, et .comme se repdant compte que 
leur derniere heure £tait arrivee, les ennemis plongeaient,. par desir du 
confluent de la Gaftga avec la Kalindl (2).
CLVI. Avec la foudre de.son bras, il brisait les troupes des rois [ o u : les 
flancs des montagnes], qui nui,sent aux masses populaires [ o u : aux nuages] et 
qui sont promptes k se mettre en marche [ou : escarp£s], tel (Indra), l’ennerai 
de Jambha, qui se serait manifest^ (sur terre).
C LVIL Bien qu’il fftt habile daos toutes les methodes ( riydya), ce hdros 
unique £vita dans toutes les batailles, comme 6tant irreguli^re (anyaya), la 
manure (nyaya) dont regarde le lion (3).
C L V III. Violemment tranchSe dans le combat par son glaive vibrant, latdte 
de l’ennemi volant vers le haiit, suivif en quelque sorte sa propre fime qui 
allait au ciel.
C L IX . Rougi (de sang) [ourillum ing par les traits de son puissant [ o u : 
brillant] ennemi, il brillait & Textr^me, comme le Meru brille naturellementpar 
le scintillement de ses joyaux.
CLX. La Victoire, instaltee par lui & demeure dans la lame de son 6p6e, 
augmentait la prosperity de ses sujets en remplissant tous Ieurs desirs.
C LXI. Rejetant en quelque sorte la mauvaise reputation d’Indra causde par 
Indrajit (4), sa reriommye victorieuse, apres* avoir conquis la terre, s’empara 
du ciel.
C LX II. Avec le lotus bleu de son £p6e, il frappait la rang6e des bosses 
frontales des £16phants ennemis, qui £tait semblable A la tresse des cheveux
( l j  Accompli par Janatpejaya (M ah&bhara ia , I, 51 et suiv.).
(2) L'eau, particuli&rement sacrAe, 4 u confluent du Gange avec la Yarqunii k Prayaga 
(Allahabad) est celle qui doit 6tre employee pour 1’ablution rituelle des morts.
(3) Le lion regarde en arrUre.
(&) «Vainqueur d!Indra », fils d$ RSvarta, qui. par son pquvoir raagique r6ussit A 
s’emparer d’Indra et k l’emporter A LaAka. .
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de. Qrl, ddfaiie. et laissant .voir .une guirlande. de: fleurs: au milieu; des perils.. 
qui s'en dchappent^1). • . . * ' ,
C L X III. «Tout composd est impermanent», c’est comme pour rdfuter 
cette sentencetqu’i l  rendit permanetite sa^propre gloire’quis dtait (pourtant) 
composie d’hdrolsme.  * ' '
C LXIV . « Hardie comme un homme » (2), bien qu'elle fdt femme, lU Bataille 
le conduisait k la Fortune, qui ne ddsirait que lui,’ commp SunandS‘(conduisit) 
Aja k IndumaiL u '
CLXV. A lui qui .avait.des.qualites capables de ddtruire les tourments du 
mondeX8), le Crdateur donna avec joie, pour toujours, la beautk impdrissable 
. deKatna.- . *
CLXYI. Ddsirant en quelque sorte connaltrev  jusqu£oii sa renommee 
s’dtendait dans les trois mondes, ♦ . .  marche encore maintenance bras dtendu.
CLXV1I. « be ddcliq de la lune a pour cause une querelle de femmes » (*), 
c-est, dans cette pensde que Hara,. s’dtant efforcd, d’dduquerla Terre, PElo- 
quehce et la Fortune, les lui donna, exemptes de jalousie^
C L X V III. Avec les dtincelles jaillies. de la quantity de defenses des rois .des 
dldphants brisdes par son glaive, il fit dans la nuit de la bataille une multitude 
de lampes de victoire. t ' .
C LXIX . Son gouvernement, qui arenoncd: au sommeil, s'agite pour la 
prospdritd de .ses sujets, comme en souvenir de 1’enn.emi des Daitya.. . .  
entidrement ddtruit,
C LXX. Initid au sacrifice de la bataille, ayant brisd le cercle de ses ennemis, 
et atteint le sdjour exempt de maladies, il jouit de la victoire chdrie.
i • •
C LX X I.. Ddsirant obtenir.la Fortune [ou:.,(levtresor) Padma], possddant 
une grande armde [ou : BhTmasena], franchisant les. repaires des rois (ou: 
les gorges iaaccessibles de la montagne], il remplit les royaumes des points
(1) Les bosses frontales des 6l6ph,ants sont cens6es Atre remplies de perles* «
(2) Allusion littSraire. Purpval pragalbhQ. est rexpressionraSme appliqu6e par Kali­
dasa dans le Raghuvaipga (VI* 20) A- Sunanda,- au;momfent oii.elle.va presenter Aja A 
Indumatl. . * •
(3) ■Gontrairement A Kama, 1'Araour, qui excitejes passions.
0  II s’agit de la querelle entre les mansions lunaires cau$6e par la pr6f6re»ce de
la lune pour RohiijT. . •.
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cardinauxavec les boucles de cheveux r£pandues (4)par les femmes [on: il 
bouleversa le royaume d’un des rois des points cardinaux (fCuvera) par [a 
confusion dans la belle Alak§ (*)].
C L X X I1. Maintenant encore, sa renommee.. ,  . ne perit pas comme si elle 
avait toucb6 une goutte d'ambroisie adh6rant au mont Mandara.
C L X X III. A la troupe des nymphes celestes qui cbantaient sa gloire, il a 
donne en guise de parures les diademes, months au ciel, des tdtes ennemies 
■coupees dans ia bataille.
CLXXIV. Les dieux, ayant epuise leurs forces en traversant Punique ocean 
•de sa renommde, se reposent h, jamais sur cet Hot qu’est ie sommet du Meru.
CLXXV. Son ordre, faisant croltre les lotus.. . . ,  d^truisant Tobscurit^ des 
ennemis, brillait sur la tdte des rois [o u : sur les sommets des montagnes] 
-comme la lumiere du soleii.
CLXXYI. Qrl prise dans Poc6an par (Vi$pu) porteur de Qrl se tient sur le 
lotus bleu de la poitrine (de ce dieu), mais cette QrT qu’est la Gloire de ce roi, 
prise par celui-ci dans la bataille, se tient dans le lotus des orients, cher AQrT.
CLXXV1I. Bien qu’il port&t (comme Visiju) 1’eclat du lotus dans son ceil, la 
terre dans sa mainetQrl sur sa poitrine.. . .  il 6taitunma!tre supreme (un Qiva).
C LX X V III. Causaat la destruction des rois [o u :  supportant le frottement 
de la montagQe (*)], par6e de joyaux scintillants, pavilion de plaisir de Qrl, 
sa poitriae brillait comme celle de Vi§nu.
C LXXIX . Plus r£pandu que Ie' soleii, ayant son ascension ornee par 
plusieurs territoires [o u : par plusieurs disques], maitre des rois [ou :  des 
montagnes] par sa majeste [o u : par sa grandeur], il ne d6passsait pas le site 
du Meru (4).
CLXXX. Ayant bris6 par.... Pennemi difficile a vaincre [o u : Duryodhana], 
•ce roi juste [o u :  Dharmaraja =  Yudhi§lhira] prot£gea la fortune sans d£faut 
[ou : privSe de Qalya (5) ] .
(1) Sans doute, de chagrin.
{*) La cit6 de Kuvera» L'fepisode de Bhlma semant Ia confusion et la mort dans la 
troupe des Rak§asa de Kuvera est racontG dans le Mah&bkarata, I I I ,  158 et suiv. (Yak- 
sayuddkaparvan).
(3) Le mont Mandara que Vi§flu tient embrass6.pendant qu'il baratte l'oefean.
(4) Supdrieur au Soleii, il ne dCpassait pas le Meru, qui marque le point culm inant 
■de le course de cet astre, tandis que celui-ci continuant sa marche vers l'occident, 
•decline de plus en plus.
(5) Oncle des Pa^dnva, tu6 par Yudhi§lhira.
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C LX X X I. Le joyau. de sa gloire, extrait du baratteraent de I’oc6an de la 
bra ille * fut distribue g6n6reusement dans les trois monies, gar ce roi qui 
portaltJa Fortune [o « : qui dtait Qrldhara =» Vis$u]* ;
. C LXXXII. A ja * ... . chdre aux trois mondes, ayant.pour yeux Ie soleii et 
la lune qui se meuvent, il faisait boire.. . .
O L X X X III. Mdme Ie j£alpavrksa de ses pieds, qui rdalisait tous les ddsirs* 
be donna pas ia Foriune k Tennemi arrogant; car e’dst I’humilite qui provoqud 
chez le maitre la libdraiitd.
CLXXXIV . Ah I il est difficile de depouiller sa nature: la Fortune (volage) 
qu’il avait iihmobilisde sur sa poitrme, enlevait k chaque instant Ja joie - dii 
coeur des eiinemis.
CLXXXV. Fuyant ia pleine lune devotee par Rahu, et Kama consume par 
le feu, la Beautd prit fefuge-dans le lotus de son visage et dans 6on corps 
exempt de danger, . , .
CLXXXVI. Bien qu’il ffit versd dans la grammaire, les savants prdfendaient 
qtl’il ignorait les mots'parce qu’il ne rdpondait jamais : « Non » k la foule des 
qudmandeurs.
C LXXXYI1. Faisant en quelque sorte honte hQiva qui, une seule fois, 
avait vaincu I’orgueil de Kama par le (seui) organe de i ’ceil, il le vainquait 
constamment par tous ses organes des sens.
C L X X X V III. Par la prominence de sa puissance, de sa sagesse et desa 
conduite, il rabaissa la patience, la profondeur et la fermete (respectivement) 
de la terre* de I’ocean et du Meru. ’ . '
C LX X X IX . En vue de la rdalisatiba complete des attributs de la matidre, il 
les fixa tous trois dans trois choses: la poussidre ( rafas) dans I’approche (<Je 
son armde), la bontd (sattva) dans la loi, et l ’obscuritd (tanias) dans le  coeur 
des ennemis.
C XC . Effrayd par lui, comme par Bhava, le roi des ennemis en proie k 1’adver- 
site, bien qu’il ffit parti dans la fordt comme un ascdte, n’obtint pas la ddlivrance.
C X C I, Faisant de la fordt la ville des ennemis, et de la ville des ennemis 
une fordt, il retourna en quelque sorte le sens de ces mots.
C X C II. Quandils voyaient la pleine lunese lever, les ennemis, au souvenir 
de son visage (*), dtaient brdlds par sa iumldre, mdme s’ils se trouvaient sur 
une froide dalle de pierre dans la montagne.
(*) Brdlant de majesty
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C X C III. Attach^ k Qrlkantha (<?iva) [on: au cou de Q ri], portant le 
fardeau de ses 6tats [ou: une 6p6e k Fextr6hiit6 arrondie], dur et fort, ayaat 
la cuisse ronde [ou: 6tant rond et large], il ressemblait k son propre bras.
C XC IV . Dans l’ensemble ( mandala) des parties constituantes de TEtat, 
comme dans la position de Pare nomm6e mandala , il causa la destruction du 
p‘£ch6 [ou: l’616vation du bras], la prosp6rit6 de la vertu [o u : la traction de 
la corde], et la bonne situation de ses parents [ou: la bonne marche des 
(flkches) de bambou] (*).
C XC V. Bien qu’il ffit une lune entre les rois [ou : une June brillante], son 
territoire [o u : sonsdisque], ayant en guise de gazelle (2) les cadavres des 
ennemis, Atait marqu6 par Peau (3) des larmes r6pandues par leurs femmes*
GXCVL Pour ceux qu'il avait tu6s, son h6roTsme glorieux chante par les 
troupes des nymphes celestes, 6tajt aussi plaisant au coeur que Pordre de 
PAmour [ou : le Kama$asira] pour ceux qui pratiquent la science du coeur.
C XC V1I. Brill n^t [ou: soleil], entrant alternative me nt dans ce chemin du 
nord et ce chemin du .sud que sont la coercition et la faveur,..plac6 k 6gale 
distance de chacun d’eux, il avait des sentiments dgaux.
CXC V III. Ayant accompli le sacrifice de la bataille avec les richesses prises 
dans la ville des ennemis, ce sage entreprit comme Yudhi§thira un sacrifice 
conforme au Veda(*).
C X C IX . L’accroissement de sa post^rit6 etait extreme, parce qu’il ne 
negligeait -pas le sacrifice parfum6 (surabhi) ;  autrefois Dillpa fut priv£ de 
prog6niture parce qu'il avait neglige (lThommage k la vache Surabhi) (5).
C C . Comme s’il s*6tait uni avec le feu du sacrifice dece roi, le soleil avec 
son disque se cacha, invisible, dans les fum6es (de ce sacrifice), par d6sir de 
prendre sa part de Poblation.
C C I, Faite d’or, la pluie de ses dons etait constante, et pourvue de tous les 
joyaux, tandis que celle d’Indra, prdcddant de la foudre, est passag&re et 
pourvue (seulement) des perles (tombant) des nuages.
. (1) Sur la position de l’archer noramAe mandala, cf. Qabdakalpadrama, I I I ,  441, 
citant un extrait du Dhanurveda-qui Aclaire cette stance.
(2) Les taches-de la lune sont cens6es avoir la forme d'une gazelle (ou d'un ltevre),
(2 ) Comme la com&te Jalaketu.
(1) Sur le sacrifice agvamedha c616br£ par Yudhi$thira, cf. Mahabharata, XIV, 10,
12, 63-65, 72.
(5) Cf. Raghuyam$a, I, 75- 77 .
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* G G II. Bien que noyde dans l’unique ocean de sa 41b6ralif^ et brfilde par 
les feux de ses sacrifices, la terre soumise & sa regie semblait se trouver ea- 
pleine prospdrite. .
C C I1I. I I  supprima les larmes dans les Etats des rois soumis, taadis que 
Hara laissa couler chez son propre beau-pdre (l’Him5laya) un torrent de 
larmes (*)'» • * . . .
C C IV . Get archer [o u : Visnu], dcartant (de lot) la crainte de la fatigue- 
resultant de trois pas, enjamba de nouveau tout 1’univers en un seul pas.
C CV. Doud de ces rayons solaires et lunaires que sont (respectivement)* 
les vertus -royales de rechauffement et de rafratchissement, il mdritait d’dtre 
honord, pour ainsi dire au crdpuscule et h Paurore, par le ddfild respectueux 
de ses conseillers(2).
C C VI. « Ceci est dans ce qui n’est pas ceci », il.adopta gdndralement cette 
proposition qull conyient pourtant de rejeter, car il dtait passionnd pQur la 
recherche des joyaux dans les vertus (5)«
C C V II. ATaudition de la premiere syllabe de son nom, le roi des ennemis, 
malgre sa vaillance, con?ut une crainte quene lui causait nulle autre (syllabe), 
comme MSrlca (entendant la premiere syllabe du nom) de R3roa(*). . . .
C C Y III. Mdprisant en quelque sorte led diverses unions de la moitid de 
leurs propres corps(8), QarAgin et I?vara firent, avec ces deux mo1tids.de 
corps, ce roi qui ne ressemblait k aucun autre/ *
C C IX . Ce n’est pas seulement aux -rdgles concernant les dignites [o u : 
les mots],' raais encore i  celles concernant les castes [ou :  les lettres], que 
s’appliquait sa parole, que nul n’dgalait en fait de discours approprids [du:, en 
fait de regies relatives aux synonymes].
(t) Traduction coojecturale.
(2) En astronomie, naii d^signe Pinclihaison, et krama ia marche d'un corps celeste. 
Quant k manirln, il doit aussi avoir, comme k la stance LXI, un sens astronomiqueque 
fe n’ai pas trouv6 dans leslexiques* ■
(3) pcu clair. PeuMtre le texte veut-il dire tout ^implement qu’en cherchant les 
joyaux (cfest-&-dire ce qu’il y a de meilleur) dans les vertus, la roi y cherchait ce qui 
ne s'y trouve pas natureilement, le receptacle des joyaux Stant i ’ocdan.
(*) Cf. Ramayanit, A rd n y a k XXXIX, 18. Le nom de Rajendravarman commence par 
la rafime syllabe que celui de i?5 ma* En employant ^expression anyanaja, qui est un 
surnora de Kama, le po&te cherche peut-6tre k suggSrer Vid^e que le* nom de roi 
provoquait 1’amour en mdme temps que la crainte.
(5) Sous la forme de Harihara. • '
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C C X . Etendant (k  tous) sa protection contre le danger, il surp&ssait, non 
seulementenbeaut&corporelle mais encore en noblesse (*), Kama qui (comnie 
lui) fait prospSrer les germes des creatures. .
C CXI* Dans le sacrifice, par son observance des devoirs royaux, il .surpaSsa 
DilTpa qui avait spouse Sudak§in5. (2), car (au lieu de prendre une bonne 
offrande, sudaksina) il la donnait dans des plats [o u : aux personnes dignes de 
la recevoir].
C C X II. I I  gardait la bonfe comme une parure merveilleuse, tel le charmant 
joyau Kaustubha (garde) par la poitrine de Narayana.
C C X III. Sfetant approchSe de Dadhlca, BhSratl, maudite par sa voix 
offensante, s’en retourna au ciel (3), mais (venue &) ce roi, et ayant re$u de sa 
voix harmonieuse une b6n£diction, elle se plait encore k present & demeurer sur 
la terre.
C C XIV . Bien que sa gloire (yagas) soit (du genre) neutre [ o u : non m&le], 
lorsqu'elle est suivie de I'energie (pardkram a ), dans le compost copulatif 
(yagahparakrama), elle provoque l’amour des femmes des points cardinaux, 
parce qu’elle a en quelque sorte le genre du mot suivant (*) [o u : un membre 
viril ob^issant].
/
CCXV. Incapable de s’emparer de la terre cultivde [ou : de Sita], 6pris d’une 
femme au sein noir [ou :  de Mandodarl], ennemi du glorieux fils d’Aditi (le 
soleil) [ou : de Visnu =  Rama], se d6pla$ant la nuit [ou : rak§asa], son 
ennemi avait I’aspect de Ravana.
C C X V I. Repoussant en quelque sorte, avec raison, la doctrine du vide et de 
Timpersonnalitd, il 6tablissait sa puissance personnelle en la fepandant partouU
C C X V II. Possldant k lui seul d’innombrables vertus, il se manifesta, comme 
pour enseigner la difference entre les quafit£s et celui qui les poss^de (5), par 
desir de triompher des mauvats logiciens.
<t) Le roi est supferieur A Kama en beautA corporelle (ahgakdnii) , car Kama r6duit 
en cendres par Qiva est sans corps (anaftga) ;  et il lui est supSrieur par la naissance 
(/a /i), °ar Kama est non-n6 (a/a).
(2) Cf; Raghuvarpgat I# 31.
(3) Le Mahdbhdrata, IX 51, raconte comment Dadhlca engrossa la Sarasvatl en 
laissant tomber dans ses fiots un peu de sa semence; mais il n'est pas question, dans 
ce passage, de malfediction.
(4) Le genre de pardkrama qui est du genre masculin.
(*) Cette difference r6side dans le fait que dans son cas, le possesseur est unique, 
mais que les vertus poss£d£es sont innombrables.
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'C C X Y III. Sa gIoireparfuraee,rdpandue dans tout FhorizOn, ne parfume pas 
seufement la terre* mais aussi le ciel qui ne possddait pas (auparavant) cette 
quality (*). * •
G C X 1X. Ayant d’abord provoqud Finfortune, puis la coniiance [o u : ajoute 
le prefixe, puis le suffixe] de Fennemi, comme s’il se ffit agi d’une racine 
grammattcale^ce connoisseur des traitds ‘arranges sa situation en vue de lui 
procurer du profit [ou: composa un mot en vue d’obtenir un sens],
, C C XX. Pdre de ce|te lune qu’etajt sa gloire se mouvaot k Fintdrieur des dix. 
points de Fespace* protiquaat. Fabsence d*§nvi$ [ou : syivant AnasuyO], il 
brillait tel un autre Atri (2).
C C X X I. Bien cju'attachd aux chores onci$nnes [ou: au’sen§ desPur^a] 
etse plaisant aux discours des vieillards [ou ; aux vieux Merits], il o’tmofy aussi 
en quelque sorte cette chose nouvelle qu’est un podme charmant [ou ; le 
nouveau podme (nommd) Manohara (*)].
C C X X II. Constamment ddvoud k Qiva qui, bien qu’etant saos parties 
(n ifka la), Favait rendu compiet (sakala), il acquittous les arts (kala) au complet 
(sakala), tandis que la demi-lune ne (les obtient) pas, par apathie (*).
• C C X X III. Ses nobles vertus, lorsqu’elles sont vantdes, acquidrent toute 
leur dldvation, bien que cependant, sous prdtexte de modestie, son visage soit 
alors baissd.
C C X X I V, Grdce k Kfirttikeya qui lui avait donnd intdgraleraent sa qualite 
d’ephdbe, il obtint une jeunesse exempte de vieillesse, convenable, non 
pbtenue ayant lui (5).
CCXXV. Instruits par lui, tous ses sujdts,’ ayant renoncd aux actions 
criminelles, s’empressdrent de ne faire que ce qui leujr dtait mutuellqment 
Ogrdable et salutaire. , v
G C XXVI. Habile, laissant compldtement de c6td Faction pratiqude par 
les aaciens sages et enseignde par les traitds, il n*accomplissait que celle 
qui est nouvelle, et qui n*a pas encore etd pratiqude par d’autres.
(1) L’6l6raent « terre » est en relation avec 1’organe « nea et a pour quality Fodeur.
(2) Atri est le nbm d’un r?i et d’une 6toile de la Grande Ourse. C'est Ffepoux 
d’AnasQya et le p&re de Soma.
(3) Le Calalogus d’AUFRBCHT mentionae un Manoharak&vya sur lequel je n’ai aucun 
renseignement.
(*) Par manque de devotion enyers Qiva sur la tfcte de qui elle reside, la dem i-lune  
reste incompl&te.
(&.) Apr&pta- signifie aussi « impub&re ».
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C C X X V II. Ayant rencontre sa vertu sans obstacle, ornee de ia lune de sa 
renomm£e, la gloire des rois disparut comme la Gangs. dans la tresse du 
chignon de Hara.
C C X X V I1I.  En vue (d’indiquer) la continuity par la r6p£tition (d’un nrot), 
sa gloire n’est pas seulement repet6e deuxfois par les pofctes qui la chyrissent, 
mais elle est (r£p6tye) dix miile fois mdme par ceux qui sont indifferents.
C C X X 1X. Pour avoir la mesure de 1’habiletd aux armes de ce guerrier, 
il faut se rendre cOmpte qu’avec la lame de son ypye, il fendait 1* ennemi 
comme si celui-ci avait Aid une incarnation de (1’Amour) sans corps.
C CXXX. Les dix (qualites), k commencer par Fintelligence [ o u : par 
Medha], nyesde ceroaitredescryatures habile'[ou: filles du prajSpati Dak§a], 
demCuryrent chores et fidelesi la loi (royale) en dix articles [o u ; les epouses 
fiddles de Dharma k dix membfes] (*).
C C X X X 1. Deux dieux (3) en revoyant la beauty de Purflravas qu’ils 
avaient vue auparavant, la dedaryrentdiminuye, mais tous les (dieux ddcla- 
ryrent) la sienne augmented
C C X X X II. C ’est comme en vue*d'obtenir (pourlui) la royauty juste [ou ; 
la condition de Dharmarsjap en attirant le buffie de Yama, que la Terre, sa 
reine [o u : sa buiffess'ej'chyrie se conforma toujours k un ddsir droit [o u : alia 
vers la rygion du sud] (8).
C C X X X U I. Bien que le royaume ait yty, sous son gouvernement, 
dybarrasse des voleurs, le coeur des femmes, dys qu’elles Fapercevaient, 
etait en quelque sorte ravi par sa beauty.
C C X X X IV . Bien que constamment plongy dans Pocyan d’ambroisie des 
anciens preceptes, il pratiquait comme conduite Tunion -avec cette belle 
femme qu’est la Fortune des anciens rois.
(1) Sur la descendance de Dak$a, dont dix des cinquante filles 4pou9ent Dharma, 
cf. Mahabharata, I, 75.
(2) Probableraent Mitra et Varuoa qui joueat un rAle dans la 16gendede Pururavas; 
mais je n'ai pas retrouvS le texte sur iequel est bas£e cette allusion.
8^) Le sud est la region de Yaraa, nommfc aussi Dhannarija, qui a pour rnonture le 
buffle. — On est tent6 de voir ici une allusion au transferement de la capitale, Aiikor 
6tant au sud de Kdb Ker, le retour de Rajendravarman dans la ville do Yagovarman 
ayant eu, semble-t-il, pour objet de renouer avec les traditions de la 16gitiraitfc 
(dharmarajata), interrompues par les rfignes de Jayavarman IV et de Har§avarman II.
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, CCXXXV* Bjen qu’il ftituni k. toutes les qualit6s (guna), il &ait exempt 
■d’impuretd (rajas) et.d’obscurity ( t a m a s j bien qu’il fflt producteur (pra.krti) 
d’intelligence et autres (facultds), il 6tait consid£r6 comme le premier des 
hommes (purusa).
. C CXXXVI, Bien qu’il ait die brfll.e ce.nt xnille fois par les hotar dans le feu 
des (sacrifices) laksahoma celebres par ce roi, le. germe de toute chose 
produisit un grand fruit comme s’il avait et6 sera£ dans l ’eau.
C CXXXVIL C ’est pour r6pondre k une invitation que le Suta et le 
Magadha (*) chantbrent autrefois les louanges de.Ppthu •(2) >, mais c’est.de sa 
propre initiative que tout I’univers chante les siennes.
C C X X X V III. Une fois ddtruit (par lui) le mont non incline [o u : le roi 
insoumis], les monts craignant en quelque sorte leur propre condition de 
porteur de la terre [o u :  leur condition de roi] s’incliaent devant lui pour 
la raison qu’il leur a coup£ les flancs [o u : qu’il a ddtruit les partis ennemis].
C C XXX IX . Apr&s avoir appris du br&hmane Qrt Somegvarabhafta (3) la 
MTmaipsS qui explique le sens du Veda* il fr6quentait les sages appliques k la 
science br&hmanique.
CCXL. On peut voir encore aujourd’hui la route royale qu’il avait 
construite [o u : le traitS de rfcgles royales qu’il avait institu6], par laquelle 
arrivaient (vers lui) les rois attaches au bien des deux mondes.
C C XLI. Ilse moquait de (la lune) qui esttachSe d’une marque en forme de 
lifcvre,.non seulement parce qu’il 6tait iui-m&me sans tache, mais encore parce 
que le cercle des Etats voisins [on: son disque] est riche et sans factions [ou: 
plein et sans pdriodes (croissante puis ddcroissante)].
C C X LII. Son empire, causant la prospdritd de ses sujets bien qu’il fftt dou6 
du genre neutre [o u : augmentant la post£rit6, bien qu’il iht d6n,u6 de membre 
viril], et ayant triomphd du roi des ennemis, brillait comme l’effusion de soleil.
C C X L III. La Fortune qui avait 6t6 secou£e par le mouvement du mont 
Mandara dans le barrattement de 1’ambroisie, fut stable lorsqu’elle eut obtenu 
ce roi, indbranlable et tout en or [o u : de bonne caste] comme le Meru.
. ..(J) Pofctes de cour, pan^gyristes.
(2) Le premier des rois Ugendaires.
.. (3) Ce nom a 6t6 port6 dans l'lnde par de norabreux Scrivains, mais il est possible 
qu'il s’agisse ici d’un brdhmane du Cambodge.
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C C XLIY . Merae dans un petit trou de Tceuf de Brahma il montrait uae 
large gloire, comme le tout-puissaQt Kr§na montre les trois mondes dans le 
trou de sa bouche (f).
CCXLV. Gr&ce & la politique du chapelain Vagina [o u : maltre de la voix], 
il gouverna Kambupurl comme Iadra (gouverne) AmaravatT, dont (les dieux) 
qui ont pour fleche la parole avaient 6cart6 les rois ennemis.
C C XLVI. Dans un territoire ennemi, mdme pacifie, il s’assurait le 
commandement d’une citadelle d’acc&s difficile, car les (dieux) inyiolables, le 
Createur, Hari et I$vara (eux-raemes) ont pris pour demeure le Meru (2).
C C X LV II. Sous son r&gne, les vertus sont devenues l’essentiel [ou: les 
attributs (guna) sont devenus la matiere (pradhana)) dans les dtres, et les 
£tres sont devenus vertueux [ou: les Elements ( bkuta) sont devenus les 
attributs (^una)]; cette revolution elle-mdme estun grand bonheur.
C C X LV III. Ayant pour 6tamine la fortune (p rt) et pour parfura la gloire 
( Ya$o) (3), s’epanouissant dans Petang de la souverainet&, le lotus de son pied 
semblait souille par ces insectesque son£ les princes,
C C X L IX . Dans le combat, il a 6mouss6 un nombre incalculable d’armes 
des ennemis, tandis que Hara n*a 6mouss6 que Punique arme fleurie de 
(PAmour) qui a pour armes des fleurs.
C CL. La gloire de ce roi qui punissait les coupables, mais qui avait un 
oc£an de maasudtude pour les innocents, hrille eoti&re comme le disque de la 
lune levee.
CCLL Comme eiiivree par Peau (rdpandue k Poccasiori) du don [ou: par la 
secretion frontale] decent elephants dans le sacrifice accompli par lui, sa gloire 
erre encore aujourd’hui dans les trois mondes.
C C L Il. La Fortune (Kamala) avide de prosp’6rit6 (kamala ), cachant 
justement son lotus (kamala) garni d’6pines, obtint le lotus de son bras qui 
avait tue ses ennemis [o u : dont les Opines avaient ete enlevdes].
C C L III. S’6tant purifi6, 4 la  requite de Brahma, il 6tait exclusiveraent pur, 
taadis que Qrva, bien qu*£tant aussi de la couleur du cristal pur, 6tait plus 
gdndraleraent rouge sombre.
(4)  C L  ,Bh&%avatapur.f X , v i i i ,  36.
t2} C itadelle inexpugnable des dieux.
(3)  Allusion au nom de la  capitate <^rl Ya$o(dharapura) ou k celui de son oncle 
Qrl Ya$o(varman).
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• C C LIV . Le feu- deisa majest6 br&l&it les ennemis lui faisant face, radme s’ils 
se eachaierit dans une riviere ; ,k quoi boa parler de ceux.qui s*6taient enfuis 
dans les bois ? . . •
CCLY. L'Etre Supreme dorttout seul dans Tunique ocean; mais dans l’unique 
oc£an de sa renomm&A, nombreux sont ceux qui sont Sveillds par ses louanges,
C C LVI. Grace au contact de 1’ambroisie de sa conduite? un pokme, m£me 
s*il n’a d’autre source 'que Teffortdu po&te pour chanter sa louange, ne perit 
pas, tel le Veda'(l). -
•  «  * * s ! j  f *  l
C C LY II. A Prthu qui I’avait effray6e, la Terre prise de peu.cjivram'importe 
quoi (2) ; donnant .aux autres beaucoup de lait, elle dorine tout le reste k ce 
(roi) qui i’a ddlivrde d’e Teffroi.
C C L Y III. Dans son zMe pour faire abandon deson propre profijt [ o u : de 
son senp origiqel (s)] en faveur du profit d’autrui [o u :  d’jun autre sens], sa 
conduite [o u : la formation grammaticale], comme la conciliation et ^utres 
(mani&res d’agir) [o u : comme un compose grammatical, etc.], s'ornait de 
1’identitd de ses buts (avec ceux d’autrui) [ou :  de I’identit6 des sens].
f  \ * * * * *
C C LIX . Rien qu’il possdd&t la’ radieuse connaissance de la r6alit6 qui a 
pour objet Pobtention de la ddlivrance, ii ne fut jamais ddlivr£ du coeur dep 
hommes (4).
CCLX: Hara a plac£ dans un seul de ses membres (5) sa puissance faite de 
passion (ra/as), tandis que ce sauveur des creatures \o u : Jagann5tha= Vi§nu] 
a disposd dans ses sept membres (6) la sienne, qui est faite de bont£ (saitva).
C CLXI. Bien qu'il fdt liberal et ne ddsir&t pas le bien d’autrui, ii employait 
non seulement sa propre babilet6, mais encore celle d’autrui, k faire des dons 
k autrui (7).
( 0  Le Veda est immortei parce qu'il est d'inspiratioh divine, tandis qu’un 
pari6gyrique du roi, d'inspiration humaine, serait pfcrissable sans Tambroisie de sa 
conduite.
<*)C f. supra s t.L X X III.*  * = ' - i
(3) Cf. Pa$ihi, II,* i, i, et Dictionnatre de M o iu e r-W illu m s , -s . v . jahat, pour d'autres 
rSf&reaces. ♦ ;
(&) parce qu’ils l ’aimaient. >'
(S) Le lidga, avec sans doute un jeu de mots sur rajas =  sperme.
{$) Les sept 616ment3 de VEtat (prakrti).
X*1) II forfait les autres £ 6tre g&nSreux*.
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C.CLXII. «Est-qe une victojre ou une dAfaite ?» : tel est le doute qui plane 
au sujet des autres guerriers, mais en ce qui le coacerne, sa victoire 6tait 
certaine dans chaque combat. . .
C C L X III. Dans la bataille, la Fortune, ah I la cruelle! frappait de ses deux 
seins la poitrine de ce roi sur laquelle s'6tait bris6e la pointe de la defense de 
l’6Iephant ennemi qui Tavait frappe.
C C L X 1V. (BrahmS) qui a pour s$jour le lotus ayant r£pandu de ses mains 
une pluie de fleurs, ce guerrier vainqueur rdpandait, comme par Emulation, 
les boutons de fleurs du mandara  de sa renommde (*).
CCLXV. Comme s’il avait attache k Bhava, qui n'a qu’une p&rure 
incomplete (2), une parure 6minente et inoule, il produisit dans les orients les 
mille lunes completes de sa gloire.
C C LXVI. Attir6e par la fieur de sa gloire sur le fruit de la beaut6 du 
manguier de son corps, Tabeille de I'ceil des hommes ne pouvait plus s’en 
detacher. . . , . . . .  . .
C C LXVI1. Cherchant en quelque sorte une raison pour.se dire maitre [ou: 
dire que I’Ame individuelle (dtman) est r&me suprdme ( Igvara) ], ce roi actif 
et exempt d’indiffdrence, fit son devoir k Tigard, des Elements constitutifs de 
FEtat [ou: de la mati&re (prafcrfi)]. .............
C C LX V III. Aux dieux 6rig6s paries rois (Jrl Indravarman, Q rl  Ya$ovarmar> 
et leurs successeurs, il confirma les Elements du sacrifice fixAs par ces rois (3).
C CLXIX . Dans F6tang de Ya^odhara fait par Q rl’Ya^ovarman, ce roi actif 
fit apparattre une oeuvre m^ritoire qui Atait encore invisible (4j.
C CLXX. Devenu l’unique sacrificateur, il accrutle culte trente dieux 
erig6s sur la terr£ de Kambu.
CCLXXI. C ’est dans la mesure oii elle a etA donn6e a Q n  Bhadre$vara par 
cette lune d’entre les rois que la Fortune de ses Etats, sans tache, s'est accrue, 
comme par joie de faire honte k la Fortune de la lune (5).
(*) Mandaramahjarl pourrait 6tre un t i t re  d’ouvrage, cf. A u f r e c h t ,  Catat., I-V„mais 
il n’est nullement certain que le po&te ait cherch£ un double sens.
(2) La demi-lune qui orne son chignon.
(3) II confirma les fondations et prestations de ses pr£d6cesseurs«
(4) Le Mfebin oriental.
(5) Qui a une tache et souffre p6riodiquement de diminution. Bhadre$vara est le? 
vieux sanctuaire du Tchen-la i  Vat Ph«u. Cf. BBFEO.f X\\, n, p, 7, et XXVIII, p. 124.
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C CLXXII. Ayant vaincu par la force de son bras le roi de Cain pa, il pjfrit 
la Fortune de ce roi k Hari Svayambhu sur la rive dp la Vi§yupadT <la Ganga), 
comme pour doirner un sens k sou nom.de Canjpeyvara.O).  ^ -
CCLXXUL A la  Riviere situ6e sur la rive de la Sitanadl (2), i l ’donna une 
triple porte en or avec de nombreuses richesses, comme s’il s’Atait dit: «Que 
conform6ment k son nom elle aille par un triple chemin » (3), .
CCLXXIV. Apr&s avoir restaure qette ville giorieuse [ou : Yayodharapurlj 
(devenue) invisible (4), il la remplit de justice, de profit et de plaisir, comme 
(Vy5sa), fils de Satyavatl, qui a rempli le recueil du Bharata avec les trois 
Veda. .
CCLXXV. Gtkce k ce roi rehauss£ par P6i6vation de ses devoirs propres 
[ou: de son dharma], la juste prtere du roi Yayovarman qui 6tait d^pourvue 
(d’id6e) de profit (ariha) (5) comme la requdte prononc^c par un ascfcte [ou: 
qui a pour objetle vide comme la pens£e (v l jha p ti) des YogacSra], a acquis 
une signification (artha ) comme la triple science (6) [ou: une rdalitd comme 
la Triade (bouddhique) (7)].
C CLXXV1. C ’est ici, sur le lotus de cet 6tang, dont k  pointe ressemblait k 
la famille submerg^e d’un autre roi (8), que Vi$pu semblable k ce roi et 
participant k son 61Avatioir, posa aprfes avoir franchi Tunivers son pied purifte 
par.. .  (9)
(t) Ptusieurs sanctuaires’vishnouites de Campegvara sont mentionnfcs dans diverse* 
inscriptions (cf. Index du Cambodge d'AYMONiER, s. v.). Leur localisation n’est pas 
certaine. D’apr&s la pr6sente stance, celui-ci etait situ6 au bord de la Ganga, c'est-h- 
dire sans doute du Mekong.
(2) Nommde dans ^inscription de Prasit PrSip, st,.XXXlV (BEFEO., X III, vi, p. 25'.
(3j  La Gaftga porte le nora de Tripatha, parce qu’elle coule successivementi travers 
le ciel, la terre et le monde souterrain.
(*)Envahie par la.fordt pendant le sGjour de layavarraan IV et de son successeur k 
Kdfc Ker,
(5) Ou vide de sens; allusion aux supplications de Yagovarman k la fin de ses 
inscriptions. Elies ne servirent a rien puisque sa capitale et ses fondaiions-furen-t 
abandonn^es.
(6) Science vGdjque des hymnes, des sacrifices et des chants (fg, yaju$, sdmdn).
(7) Buddha, Dharma, Sahgba. . .. •
(8) Jayavarman IV, dont la royautS, probablement usurp6e (cf, BEFEO., XXXI, 
p. 17), interrompit la succession des descendants de Yagovarman, et dont la dynastie 
fut renversfee a son tour par Rajendravarman, r.
(9) Par Brahraft ou par la Ganga (cf, G opinatha Kao, Elements of Hindu Iconography, 
I,' pp. 165-166). Le mot t&ryyapad(a) est d’une lecture douteuse.
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C C LX X V IL  Ce roi a Stabli id  oe lifiga principal nomme Qrt Rajendrabha- 
dregvara, avec ces quatre charmantes images de Gaurt, Qauri et Igvara, 
comme le visage souriant et elev£ de Qambhu, joyeux de proclamer sa renom- 
m6e par quatre bouches brillantes, le Qaka etant 6clair6 par les rayons du 
corps du feu [ow : par les (8) Vasu les (8) corps etles (3) feux] (*).
CCLXXV1II . Pour sa propre prosp&ite, et comme s’il avait 4te sa propre 
substance royale(2), il a plac§ cet Igvara Rajendravarmegvara dans la region 
d’Agni (sud-est), avec lesattributs de finesse atomique, et les autres (attributs) 
en compagnie des huit (gardiens des orients) k commencer par Indra.
C C L X X 1X. Et il a fait aussi ce Rajendravigvarupa(3), Hari ravissant, ayant 
I’aspect de POmnipr6sent, ici dans ce (temple) qui est comme ramoncellement 
de toute la beaut6 des trois mondes.
CCLXXX. 11 a 6rige ici la fille du mont (Um&), productrice de fortune, afin 
que Jayadevl, m&re de Qrl Har§adeva, et sceur cadette de sa mere(*), puisse 
obtenir le ciel.
C C LXXXI. Ce roi des rois a fait cet Igvara Rajendravarmadevegvara pour 
la fortune de son cadet le roi Qr! Har§avarraan (5).
C C L X X X II. Avec (ces) brillantes images de Qariigin et des autres (dieux), 
il a fait ces huit effigies du dieu aux huit formes (6) r6ussies, charmantes, 
reconnaissables k leurs dix marques particuli&res, versaat en quelque sorte k 
profusion le nectar r£pandu par la lune de la t£te (de Qiva) (7).
C C L X X X II1. Aux dieux r6unis (ici), ce (roi) a doane une fortune [o u : une 
Vibhflti =3 Lak§mT] multiple, comme la Lak§ml des trois mondes donn6e par les 
huit Lokap&la devenus rois.
. CCLXXXIY . Que dans Pavenir le culte des dieux, fixe ici par lui, pourvu 
d’or, plein d’une quantity de joyaux, ayant pour bruit des vagues le son des 
instruments de musique, soit comme Pocean augment6 par le temps [ou : 
1e ftofj.
(1) 883 5. == 961 A. D.
(2) Cf. BCAI., 1911, p. 46.
$ )  Statue de Vi$$u, commAmorant Vi$varOpa, ancAtre du roi (st. VH). '
t*) Sceur de MahendradevT, Apousfe'de Jayavarnvan IV, et mAre de Har§avarman II.
( 0  Son cousin Har§avaritian II ,  fils de Jayadevl qui Atait sceur de sa mAre.
($) Sur les huit m&rti de £iva, cf, stAle de BAkoh, st. XXV, supra p. 34, note 7.
(7) La demi-lune qui orne de chignon de Qiva.
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, CGLXXXV. Que, (tels) des vaches, les hommes places k la tSte (de cette 
fondation) parce roi [ou :  par Indra], ayantregu dans un bol, en offrande aux 
dieuxq une nourriture divine dou6e des six saveurs, donnent un lait ayant :pour 
unique saveur [ou : pour unique plaisir] leur devoir propre* v . >
. GCLXXXVI. « Le roi Qrl Rajendravarman, averti, liberal, implore sans 
rel&che les futurs rois des Kambuj&»> daos cette pens^e* prot£gez cette grande 
oeuvre (dharma) qui est la sienne. . L
C CLXXXVII. Puisque dans un corps divis6 en de multiples parties, il n’y a 
que cette seule individualite (Vatman) qui agisse et qui jouisse, 6 vous qui 
£tes des sages, putssiez-vous dans toutes les bonnes oeuvres (dharma), saisir 
de plu& en plus .votre devoir propre (ivadharmd) (*).
CCLXXXVIIL M6me (bas6e) sur la distinction des attributs, la distinction 
6tablie entre Tauteur (d'une bonne oeuvre) et celui qui y participe, en vue de 
distitiguer les fruits de Tadte (qui reviennent k chAcund’eux), ddit4trerejet6e> 
c0nimeT6cIip$6 de lamauvaise m6thdde (doit 6tre d&ruite) par laclart6sol&ire 
de la V6rit6 supreme (2).
CCLXXXIX. Vous avez conquis la terre par vos exertions; vous devez 
prdt£ger tout ce qui se trouve k sa surface. Votre attention ne doit pas £tre en 
d6faut un seul instant, au cas oil quelqu'un viendrait k tronbler ici (cette 
fondation). ''
C C XC . 6  (rois), vous qui £tes issus du bras He (Brahmi) n6 du lotus, et 
qui Stes atjondamment par6s par la force de votre bras, puisse le mot ksatra, 
caractdfis& par Taction de sauver de la destruction (s), manifester en ce qui 
vous concerne son propre sens (*).
C C XC I. 6  vous qui &es plongSs avec ia fortune dans ce sommeil qu’est 
la jouissance du pouvoir royal, st cette oeuvre venait k pericliter, r6veillez~ 
vous en sa faveur, comme Ndrdyana (endormi) sur Poc£an de lait(5).
(t) Qui est de les prot6ger.
(2j II y a sans doute un double sens grammatical t kartf =  sujet* karman *= objet, 
paramdrtha &  le meilleur sens*
(3) Le k§atra, pouvoir royal, est, suivant une 6tymologi.e fantaisiste du RaghUvam$a 
(11, 53) « ce qui sauve.de la destruction » (k$atat Ir&yaty
(4) En vous faisant sauver de la ruine cette fondation.
(5) Vi$nu se reveille de son sommeil cosmique pour sauver le monde en s’incirnant 
dans ses divers avatars.
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C C X C II. Que le motif (4) pour lequel le bienheureux Vi§nu, bien qu'il soit 
incre£, a pris naissaace dans le sein <fAditi (2), et Qiva (a pris naissance) de 
{Brahma) ne du lotus ($), soit pour vous la raison de garder cette fondation 
(dharm a)  6tablie (ici).
C C X C III. Que cette mienne resolution (Dhrti), telle une jeune femme 
obdissant au devoir [ou: s’etant approch£e de Yama], charmante par sa 
reserve, cbere h rhomtne veridique [ou: a Satyavat], enseignaat la doctrine 
h rignorant [ou: donnant la vue h I'aveugle (Dyumatseaa)], vous donne la vie 
selori la Loi, dans un corps de gloire (*).
C C X C IV . « Si quelqu'un dtait ddsireux de prendre aux dieux ces biens, 
joyaux et autres leur servant d’oroement, que ce soit (pour lui) exactemeot 
comme le poison K&lakuta qui est rest£ dans la gorge de Qrtkantha (Q iva)» : 
que telle soit votre opinion bien £tablie, 6 vous qui dies sages.
CCXC V. Q vous qui obtiendrez la royaute, soyez toujours attaches au 
Dharma, excellents par les vertus de Hb6ralit6» dminents par la majestd, 
riches en tresors et en armees, comme les anciens rois h commencer par 
Karandhama(5).
C C X C V I. Comme une jeune fille de bonne famille, pleine de desir, ayant 
obtenu un epoux bien ne tel que vous, cette pri&re qui est la nbtre, d£voile 
sa propre nature en employant la modestie et la douceur.
C C X C V II. Que cette mienne parole, unique chemin du del, de la ddlivrance 
et de 1’extinction, guirlande sur la tdte des rois [ou : de Qiva], r£jouisse votre 
esprit profond, comme la MandSkinl (8) entree dans TOcdan (le rejouit).
C C X G Y III. On dit avec raison que la supplication est la mort des rois, 
lorsqu’elle a pour but d’obtenir la realisation de leurs ddsirs. Mais celle que, 
par passion pour le Dharma. je profere en ayant uniquement pour but la 
prosperity du Dharma, (cette supplication) est rimmortality vers laquelle il 
faut tendre.
(t) Ce motif est le sauvetage du monde.
• (2) Sous la forme du nain (VamanavaUlra),
(3) Sous la forme de Rudra, V isn u p u r I, v m  (d6but).et c f. G o p in a th a  Rao, Elements 
of Hindu Iconography, I I ,  pp. 46-47.
0  Dhrti est T6pouse de Yama. ici elle est ideatifi6e avecSEvitrl, l'hSrofne du Prati- 
vratamahatmya ou Savitryupdkhyana du Mahabh&raia (III, 293-299).
\&} Roi 16geadaire. •
La Gang* cfeleste. .
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Appendix 2 -  Hymns in the Rg Veda1
2.1 Hymn to Rudra, Rg Veda 1.1142
1 We bring these thoughts to the mighty Rudra, the god with braided hair, who rules 
over heroes, so that it will be well with our two-footed an four-footed creatures, and 
in this village all will flourish unharmed.
2 Have mercy on us, Rudra, and give us life-force. We wish to bow low in service to 
you who rule over heroes. Whatever happiness and health Manu the father won by 
sacrifice, we wish to gain that with you to lead us forth.
3 We wish to gain your kindness, Rudra, through sacrifice to the gods, for you are 
generous. O ruler over heroes, come to our families with kindness. Let us offer the 
oblation to you with our heroes free from injury.
4 We call down for help the dreaded Rudra who completes the sacrifice, the sage 
who flies. Let him repel far from us the anger of the gods; it is his kindness that we 
choose to have.
5 Tawny boar of the sky, dreaded form with braided hair, we call you down and we 
bow low. Holding in his hand the healing medicines that we long for, let him grant 
us protection, shelter, refuge.
6 These words are spoken for Rudra, the father of the Maruts, words sweeter than 
sweet, to strengthen him. And grant us, O immortal, the food for mortals. Have 
mercy on us, and on our children and grandchildren.
7 Do not slaughter the great one among us or the small one among us, nor the 
growing or the grown. Rudra, do not kill our father or our mother, nor harm the 
bodies dear to us.
8 Do not harm us in our children or grandchildren, nor in our life-span, nor in our 
cows or in our horses. Rudra, do not in fury slaughter our heroes. With oblations 
we call you here for ever.
9 I have driven these praises to you as the herdsman drives his cattle. Grant us 
kindness, father of the Maruts, for your kindness brings blessings most merciful, 
and so it is your help that we choose to have.
10 Keep far away from us your cow-killing and man-killing power, O ruler of heroes. 
Have mercy on us and speak for us, O god, and grant us double protection.
11 Seeking help, we have spoken in homage to him. Let Rudra with the Maruts hear 
our call. Let Mitra, Varuna, Aditi, Sindhu, Earth and Sky grant this to us.
Because the aim of this appendix is to allow the reader to read the whole hymns in context, not just individual 
stanzas referred to in the main text, the appendix does not contain any footnotes given in the sources of the 
hymns used here.
O’Flaherty, 1981b:224-225.
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2.2 Hymn to Visnu, Rg Veda 1.1543
1 I will proclaim the mighty deeds of Vi§nu,
Of him who measured out the earthly spaces;
Who, firmly propping up the higher station,
Strode out in triple regions, widely pacing.
2 Because of this his mighty deed is Vi?nu
Lauded, like some fierce beast that is much dreaded, 
That wanders as it lists, that haunts the mountains: 
He in whose three wide strides abide all creatures.
3 Let my inspiring hymn go forth to Visnu,
The mountain-dwelling bull, the widely pacing,
Him who has measured out with but three footsteps, 
Alone, this long and far-extended station;
4 Him whose three footsteps filled with mead, unfailing, 
Revel in blissful joy; who has supported
Alone the universe in three divisions:
The earth and sky and all created beings.
5 I would attain to that his dear dominion 
Where men devoted to the gods do revel.
In the wide-striding Vi$nu’s highest footstep 
There is a spring of mead: such is our kinship.
6 We long to go to those your dwelling-places 
Where are the kine with many horns, the nimble:
For thence, indeed, the highest step of Vi$nu, 
Wide-pacing bull, shines brightly down upon us.
Radhakrishnan/Moore, 1957:8.
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2.3 Purusa-Sukta, Rg Veda 10.904
1 The Man has a thousand heads, a thousand eyes, a thousand feet. He pervaded 
the earth on all sides and extended beyond it as far as ten fingers.
2 It is the Man who is all this, whatever has been and whatever is to be. He is the 
ruler of immortality, when he grows beyond everything through food.
3 Such is his greatness, and the Man is yet more than this. All creatures are a 
quarter of him; three quarters are what is immortal in heaven.
4 With three quarters Man rose upwards, and one quarter of him still remains here. 
From this he spread out in all directions, into that which eats and that which does 
not eat.
5 From him Viraj was born, and from Viraj came the Man. When he was born, he
ranged beyond the earth behind and before.
6 When the gods spread the sacrifice with the Man as the offering, spring was the
clarified butter, summer the fuel, autumn the oblation.
7 They anointed the Man, the sacrifice born at the beginning, upon the sacred grass.
With him the gods, Sadhanas, and sages sacrificed.
8 From that sacrifice in which everything was offered, the melted fat was collected, 
and he made it into those beasts who live in the air, in the forest, and in villages.
9 From that sacrifice in which everything was offered, the verses and chants were 
born, the metres were born from it, and from it the formulas were born.
10 Horses were born from it, and those other animals that have two rows of teeth; 
cows were born from it, and from it sheep and goats were born.
11 When they divided the Man, into how many parts did they apportion him? What do 
they call his mouth, his two arms and thighs and feet?
12 His mouth became the Brahmin; his arms were made into the Warrior, his thighs 
the People, and from his feet the Servants were born.
13 The moon was born from his mind; from his eye the sun was born. Indra and Agni 
came from his mouth, and from his vital breath the Wind was born.
14 From his navel the middle realm of space arose; from his head the sky evolved. 
From his two feet came the earth, and the quarters of the sky from his ear. Thus 
they set the worlds in order.
15 There were seven enclosing-sticks for him, and thrice seven fuel-sticks, when the 
gods, spreading the sacrifice, bound the Man as the sacrificial beast.
16 With the sacrifice the gods sacrificed to the sacrifice. These were the first ritual 
laws. These very powers reached the dome of the sky where dwell the SSdhyas, 
the ancient gods.
O’Flaherty, 1981b:30-31.
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Appendix 3 -  Styles in Ancient Khmer Art5
Style f?Date Description
Styles of the pre-Angkor period
Phnom Da 6th -  7th CE Relatively homogenous, mostly representations of
deities of Vi§nuism, upper part of sampot falls to front 
^nd is folded like fan, hair dressed in plaits, covering 
I neck, elongated, almond-shaped eyes, oval faces with
| ... ... .. ; finely-arched eyebrows .......
Sambor Prei Kuk c. 600-650 CE Only few statues remain, but a lot of reliefs, most of the
images are females, tendency towards realism, follow 
Indian canon of beauty: rounded, slightly separated 
breasts, broad hips, swaying movement, high arched 
eyebrows, aquiline nose
! Prei Khmeng c. 635-700 CE • Not too many images, bas-reliefs, developed parallel to
| : style of Sambor Prei Kuk, new feminine beauty: elegant
heads, softer bodies, slanting shoulders very 
. graceful
Prasat Andet late 7th -  early Within both styles less stylistic unity, very varied, slim
8th CE figures, dress only hinted at, face is very naturalistic
with distinct Khmer features 
Kompong Preah c. 706-800 CE Even more diffused than the two preceding styles, still
almond-shaped eyes and arched eyebrows
Styles of the Angkor period
Kulen c. 800-875 CE No longer supports, but free sculpting, all statues of this
style represent Visnu, although Jayavarman II was 
Saivaite, main aim to represent the power of the god <=> 
not elegant, but as young man in the flower of his 
strength, for first time diadem and jeweled cap for
    _...........................„ chignon   .......................... ....... . ......... ..................
Preah Ko late 9th CE Revival of pre-Angkor iconography plus new criteria,
e.g. growing schematization of drapery, octagonal 
pagoda-like miter of Visnu, diadem worn on forehead 
as jeweled crown fastened by ribbon at nape of neck, 
skirt with pleat folded over at top and small triangular 
pleated panel draped over left hip, thick unbroken line 
of eyebrows, male images have closely-shaven beard 
covering chin and cheeks 
Bakheng early 10tn CE Mutation: clothes have pleated look in contrast to
earlier plain look, stylisation of faces and bodies, very
L  JL.., , .......  formal, geometric, straight eyebrows .
Koh Ker mid lO^CE Move toward gigantism, more diversified, more group
images, figures are softer, esp. the faces have an 
almost human smile
I Pre Rup : ! third quarter; Loss of movement, softness of modelling
L ; : iothCE                „. ..........
Banteay Srei third quarter Limited to a few temples, most importantly Banteay Srei
10th CE itself, free-standing images are very much in the Pre
Rup style, innovative: temple decoration, has a unique 
beauty, influential on later styles
After Jacques, C. (1999) Angkor. Transl. by J. Carroll. KOnemann Verlagsgesellschaft mbH, Cologne, pp. 174- 
182; Pich Keo & Smith, N. (1996) Khmer A rt in Stone. 2nd edn. National Museum of Cambodia, Phnom Penh, 
pp. 14-37.
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Khleang : 
Baphuon
Angkor Wat 
Bayon
: late 10th CE Bridges style of Pre Rup with that of Baphuon, faces ' 
are softer than Pre Rup, but somewhat stiff, sometimes : 
diadem is lacking
11tnCE Very soft, graceful, smaller figures (not the bronzes),
different proportions: more elongated, smiles, outlines 
of eyes, lips, mustache, beard marked by incisions, 
hips closely molded in finely pleated cloth, costumes 
leave belly almost completely uncovered, rise high at 
the back, are quite simple, as is the headdress, 
because style lasted for almost a century it shows 
internal development, e.g. representation of jewelry and 
dress
late 11tn -  late Return to Bakheng style: hieratic, geometric, nearly all
12th CE divinities wear tiara which is taller and thinner than in
earlier periods, hair is plaited over top of the head 
Buddha frequently represented 
late 12th -  Many reliefs show signs of hasty execution, religion had
early 13th CE changed to Mah9y§na Buddhism <=> different
requirements of statuary: should communicate spiritual 
essence of new religion: compassion, salvation 
Style: more earthly, human, lively, most famous: smile, 
great care placed on faces, are almost like portraits
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Map 2.1
Pre Rup and basins next to northern causeway.
(Pottier, Ch. & Dumargay, J., 1993, Documents Topographiques de la Conservation des 
Monuments d’Angkor. Memoires Archeologiques XXI, Ecole Frangaise d’Extreme-Orient, Paris, 
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Chapter 2
Fig. 2.1 Prasat in the style of Indravarman.
(Parmentier, 1919:plan xvii.)
Fig. 2.2 Stucco decoration.
(If not indicated otherwise, all photographs are the author’s own.)
Fig. 2.3 Area around East Baray -  Satellite image.
(AIRSAR image acquired by NASA/JPL in September 2000 as part of the 
PacRim 2000 mission. Colour composite image (RGB = CwLwPvv) generated 
by Scott Hensley, Ian Tapley and Tony Milne and provided courtesy of the 
University of Sydney's Greater Angkor Project.)
Fig. 2.4 Pre Rup -  East causeway.
a from pyramid with east gopuras in foreground.
(Ecole Frangaise d’Extreme-Orient, INVLV12997.) 
b towards pyramid.
(Ecole Frangaise d’ExtrSme-Orient, INVLV 12998.)
Fig. 2.5 Pre Rup -  northern causeway where it met the dike of the baray, aerial view.
Fig. 2.6 Pre Rup and East Mebon -  aerial view.
Fig. 2.7 East Mebon -  aerial view.
Fig. 2.8 East Mebon -  view from east.
Fig. 2.9 East Mebon -  outer terrace.
Fig. 2.10 East Mebon -  2 Gop E from west.
Fig. 2.11 East Mebon -  2 Gop E, inside.
Fig. 2.12 East Mebon -  roof construction of outer halls.
(Dumargay, 1973:plan xxix.)
Fig. 2.13 East Mebon -  M-a from northwest.
Fig. 2.14 East Mebon -  M-b from west.
Fig. 2.15 East Mebon -  M-c from northwest.
Fig. 2.16 East Mebon -  M-c, westernmost window of south side with sandstone slabs.
Fig. 2.17 East Mebon -  M-d from northwest.
Fig. 2.18 East Mebon -  M-e from northeast.
Fig. 2.19 East Mebon -  M-f from northeast.
Fig. 2.20 East Mebon -  M-f inside.
Fig. 2.21 East Mebon -  M-g from east.
Fig. 2.22 East Mebon -  M-h from northeast.
Fig. 2.23 East Mebon -  M-i from southeast.
Fig. 2.24 East Mebon -  M-h, carving for windows.
Fig. 2.25 East Mebon -  M-k from east.
Fig. 2.26 East Mebon -  M-I from southeast.
Fig. 2.27 East Mebon -  M-m from south.
Fig. 2.28 East Mebon -  M-n from south.
Fig. 2.29 East Mebon -  M-o from southwest.
Fig. 2.30 East Mebon -  M-o, placement of columns.
Fig. 2.31 East Mebon -  M-p from west.
Fig. 2.32 East Mebon -  M-r from west.
Fig. 2.33 East Mebon -  holes in between M-r and inner platform.
Fig. 2.34 East Mebon -  holes on top of the inner platform.
Fig. 2.35 East Mebon -  holes next to M-r.
Fig. 2.36 East Mebon -  inner terrace and enclosure wall.
Fig. 2.37 East Mebon - 1  Gop E from southeast.
Fig. 2.38 East Mebon - 1  Gop E, lintels.
a east lintel: Indra on AirSvata.
b west lintel: Kr$na killing Kaliya.
Fig. 2.39 East Mebon - 1  Gop S, lintels.
a south lintel: the lintel is badly weathered, and the central motif no longer visible.
b north lintel: the central motif might depict Kubera, the guardian of the north, on
two lions.
Fig. 2.40 East Mebon - 1  Gop W, lintels.
a west lintel: Varuna with a halter in his right hand on kBla.
b east lintel: Narasimha slaying the demon Haranyakasipu.
Fig. 2.41 East Mebon - 1  Gop N, lintels.
a north lintel: Garuda.
b south lintel: Garuda.
Fig. 2.42 Tiles.
a Tiles at the edge of the roof. 
(Dumargay, 1973: photograph 17.)
b Tiles covering the roof. 
(Dumargay. 1973: photograph 25).
Fig. 2.43 East Mebon -  M-A and M-B from northwest.
Fig. 2.44 East Mebon -  M-C from northeast.
Fig. 2.45 East Mebon -  M-D from east.
Fig. 2.46 East Mebon -  M-E from southwest.
Fig. 2.47 East Mebon -  M-D, remnants of brick superstructure.
Fig. 2.48 East Mebon -  M-B, steps leading up to the door.
Fig. 2.49 East Mebon -  M-A, lintel: Varuna (?) on kBla.
Fig. 2.50 East Mebon -  M-B, lintel.
Fig. 2.51 East Mebon -  M-C, lintel: deity on kBla.
Fig. 2.52 East Mebon -  M-D, lintel: three lions.
Fig. 2.53 East Mebon -  M-E, lintel: GajahlaksmT.
Fig. 2.54 East Mebon -  M-A, brick floor.
Fig. 2.55 East Mebon -  M-A, inside.
Fig. 2.56 East Mebon -  M-B, inside
Fig. 2.57 East Mebon -  M-E, inside.
Fig. 2.58 East Mebon -  M-1 from east.
Fig. 2.59 East Mebon -  pedestal from small brick tower.
Fig. 2.60 East Mebon -  M-1, lintel: elephant with lion body.
Fig. 2.61 East Mebon -  M-2, lintel: lion emitting the garlands.
Fig. 2.62 East Mebon -  M-3, lintel: Indra on Airavata in between two lions facing outwards.
Fig. 2.63 East Mebon -  M-4, lintel: Indra on three-headed Airivata.
Fig. 2.64 East Mebon -  M-5, lintel: Indra on Airavata in between two lions facing outwards.
Fig. 2.65 East Mebon -  M-6, lintel: Indra on Airavata.
Fig. 2.66 East Mebon -  M-7, lintel: lion swallowing elephant.
Fig. 2.67 East Mebon -  M-8, lintel: lion emitting garlands.
Fig. 2.68 East Mebon -  bali pltha.
a bali pltha from southwest.
b bali plfha: top part with alternating nBgas and Garudas, and carved lotus flower.
Fig. 2.69 East Mebon -  indentation at bottom of east stairs.
Fig. 2.70 East Mebon -  indentation at bottom of west stairs.
Fig. 2.71 East Mebon -  indentation at bottom of north stairs.
Fig. 2.72 East Mebon -  central platform.
Fig. 2.73 East Mebon -  central platform from east.
Fig. 2.74 East Mebon -  M-CS, lintels.
a east lintel: Indra on Airavata.
b south lintel: Yama on his buffalo.
c west lintel: Varuna on a hamsa.
d north lintel: Kubera on a lotus-throne.
Fig. 2.75 East Mebon -  M-SE, lintels.
a east lintel: Indra on Airavata?
b south lintel: Yama on his buffalo.
c west lintel: Varuna on a lotus-throne.
d north lintel: lion swallowing an elephant.
Fig. 2.76 East Mebon -  M-SW, lintels.
a east lintel: Indra on Airavata.
b south lintel: weathered.
c west lintel: Varuna on a hamsa, with two makaras and a lion.
d north lintel: Kubera on a three-headed lion.
Fig. 2.77 East Mebon -  M-NW, lintels.
a east lintel: Indra on Airavata in between two lions.
b Yama ? on kBla.
c west lintel: Varuna on kala.
d north lintel: Indra on Airavata.
Fig. 2.78 East Mebon -  M-NE, lintels.
a east lintel: Indra on three-headed Airavata.
b south lintel: two lions.
c west lintel: kinnara.
d north lintel: Garuda in between two lions.
Fig. 2.79 East Mebon -  pedestal east of M-CS.
Fig. 2.80 East Mebon -  nandin-pedestal in front of M-CS.
Fig. 2.81 East Mebon -  indentations east of M-CS.
a general view of the three indentations from south.
b close-up west indentation.
c close-up northeast indentation.
d close-up southeast indentation.
Fig. 2.82 Pre Rup -  aerial view.
Fig. 2.83 Pre Rup -  2 Gop E from east.
Fig. 2.84 Pre Rup -  2 Gop S -  false east window.
Fig. 2.85 Pre Rup -  2 Gop E, inside main passageway.
Fig. 2.86 Pre Rup -  2 Gop E, lintels.
a outer east lintel: kBla?
b inner east lintel: kBla?
c outer west lintel: Varuna on hamsa.
d inner west lintel: Varuna on kBla.
Fig. 2.87 Pre Rup -  2 Gop S, lintels.
a outer south lintel: deity (?) on kBla.
b inner north lintel: lying on its face.
c outer north lintel: broken at centre, possibly depicts Kubera.
Fig. 2.88 Pre Rup -  2 Gop W, lintels.
a outer west lintel: Indra on Airavata.
b inner west lintel: devotee on kBla.
c outer east lintel: Indra (?) on kBla.
d inner east lintel: Indra on Airavata.
Fig. 2.89 Pre Rup -  2 Gop N, lintels.
a outer north lintel: Kubera.
b inner north lintel: kBla.
c outer south lintel: kBla?
d inner south lintel: kBla?
Fig. 2.90 Pre Rup -  PR-a from southwest.
Fig. 2.91 Pre Rup -  PR-b from southeast.
Fig. 2.92 Pre Rup -  PR-c from southeast.
Fig. 2.93 Pre Rup -  PR-f from northeast.
Fig. 2.94 Pre Rup -  PR-g from north.
Fig. 2.95 Pre Rup -  PR-h from north
Fig. 2.96 Pre Rup -  PR-d from northwest.
Fig. 2.97 Pre Rup -  PR-e from west.
Fig. 2.98 Pre Rup -  top layers of PR-e and PR-E.
Fig. 2.99 Pre Rup -  PR-Ill to V from north.
Fig. 2.100 Pre Rup -  PR-I, lintel: Vajimukha?
Fig. 2.101 Pre Rup -  PR-II, lintel: Visnu on Garuda.
Fig. 2.102 Pre Rup -  PR-Ill, lintel: Rama on Hanuman.
Fig. 2.103 Pre Rup -  PR-IV, lintel: Indra on Airavata.
Fig. 2.104 Pre Rup -  PR-V, lintel: Narasimha slaying Haranyakasipu.
Fig. 2.105 Pre Rup -  platform and enclosure wall of the inner enceinte.
Fig. 2.106 Pre Rup -  1 Gop E from west.
Fig. 2.107 Pre Rup -  1 Gop N from north.
Fig. 2.108 Pre Rup - 1  Gop E, sandstone vestibule.
Fig. 2.109 Pre Rup -  1 Gop E, lintels.
a outer east lintel: Indra on Airavata.
b inner east lintel: Indra on Airavata.
c west lintel: Varuna on hamsa.
d south lintel: Indra on Airavata.
Fig. 2.110 Pre Rup - 1  Gop S, lintels,
a south lintel: deity on kBla.
b north lintel: deity on kBla.
Fig. 2.111 Pre Rup - 1  Gop W, lintels, 
a outer west lintel: kBla?
b inner west lintel: Varuna on hamsa.
c east lintel: Indra on Airavata.
d north lintel: Varuna? on kBla.
e south lintel: Varuna? on kBla.
Fig. 2.112 Pre Rup - 1  Gop N, lintels,
a north lintel: Trivikrama?
b south lintel: Indra on Airavata.
Fig. 2.113 lintel of Muang Khaek depicting Trivikrama.
(Freeman, 1998:36.)
Fig. 2.114 Pre Rup -  PR-A from north.
Fig. 2.115 Pre Rup -  PR-B from northwest.
Fig. 2.116 Pre Rup -  PR-C from northeast.
Fig. 2.117 Pre Rup -  PR-C, doorframe of north door from inside.
Fig. 2.118 Pre Rup -  PR-D from northeast.
Fig. 2.119 Pre Rup -  PR-E from southeast.
Fig. 2.120 Pre Rup -  PR-D, inside.
Fig. 2.121 Pre Rup -  PR-F from southeast.
Fig. 2.122 Pre Rup -  PR-G from south.
Fig. 2.123 Pre Rup -  PR-H from southwest
Fig. 2.124 Pre Rup -  PR-I from southwest.
Fig. 2.125 Pre Rup -  PR-I from northwest.
Fig. 2.126 Pre Rup -  PR-K from south.
Fig. 2.127 Pre Rup -  PR-N from north.
Fig. 2.128 Pre Rup -  PR-S from south.
Fig. 2.129 Pre Rup -  PR-N, close-up of the three rows of holes.
Fig. 2.130 Pre Rup -  PR-N, sandstone block inside.
Fig. 2.131 Pre Rup -  PR-N, pedestal inside.
Fig. 2.132 Pre Rup -  PR-S, sandstone block inside.
Fig. 2.133 Pre Rup -  PR-S, lintel: Varuna on three lions.
Fig. 2.134 Pre Rup -  nandin-base at bottom of east staircase from northwest.
Fig. 2.135 Pre Rup -  laterite floor at bottom of northeast corner of pyramid.
Fig. 2.136 Pre Rup -  pyramid with quincunx of towers from east, with nandin-base in 
foreground.
Fig. 2.137 Pre Rup -  PR-1 from east.
Fig. 2.138 Pre Rup -  PR-8 from east.
Fig. 2.139 Pre Rup -  PR-1, lintel: Indra on Airavata.
Fig. 2.140 Pre Rup -  PR-2, lintel: Indra on AirSvata.
Fig. 2.141 Pre Rup -  PR-11, lintel: Indra on AirSvata.
Fig. 2.142 Pre Rup -  PR-12, lintel: Indra on Air3vata.
Fig. 2.143 Pre Rup -  PR-4, lintel: kdla.
Fig. 2.144 Pre Rup -  PR-5, lintel: ksla.
Fig. 2.145 Pre Rup -  PR-6, lintel: kdla.
Fig. 2.146 Pre Rup -  PR-7, lintel: kdla.
Fig. 2.147 Pre Rup -  PR-8, lintel: kdla.
Fig. 2.148 Pre Rup -  PR-10, lintel: kdla.
Fig. 2.149 Pre Rup -  PR-3 from east.
Fig. 2.150 Pre Rup -  PR-9 from east.
Fig. 2.151 Pre Rup -  PR-3, lintel: kdla.
Fig. 2.152 Pre Rup -  quincunx of prasats on top of the pyramid from east.
Fig. 2.153 Pre Rup -  PR-CS, lintels.
a east lintel: badly weathered, so the central motif is no longer discernible,
b south lintel: badly weathered, before it collapsed.
c south lintel: after it fell down, causing substantial damage to the prasat and the
base on which it stands 
d west lintel: this lintel is upside down at the bottom of the door,
e north lintel: Indra on Airavata.
Fig. 2.154 Pre Rup -  PR-SE, lintels,
a east lintel: Indra on Airavata.
b south lintel: badly weathered,
c west lintel: badly weathered,
d north lintel: Kubera on a kdla.
Fig. 2.155 Pre Rup -  PR-SW, lintels,
a east lintel: badly weathered.
b south lintel: YSma on a three-headed bull, below are three lions, 
c west lintel: badly weathered,
d north lintel: badly weathered.
Fig. 2.156 Pre Rup -  PR-NW, lintels,
a east lintel: Indra on Airavata.
b west lintel: the central motif is damaged, but it probably depicted a deity on a
kdla.
Fig. 2.157 
a 
b 
c 
d
Fig. 2.158 
a
b
Fig. 2.159
Map 2.1 
Map 2.2
Plan 2.1 
Plan 2.2 
Plan 2.3 
Plan 2.4 
Plan 2.5 
Plan 2.6 
Plan 2.7 
Plan 2.8 
Plan 2.9 
Plan 2.10
Pre Rup -  PR-NE, lintels, 
east lintel: Indra on Airavata. 
south lintel: badly weathered, 
west lintel: badly weathered, 
north lintel: Garuda?
Pre Rup -  indentation for nandin-base in front of PR-CS.
the indentation, measuring 1.83 x 0.9, is located at the bottom of the steps
leading to the central prasat.
close-up; the indentation is only about one centimetre deep, thus not easily 
visible.
BrhadTsvara Temple, Garigaikondacholapuram -  two nandins opposite main 
sancutary.
Pre Rup and basins next to northern causeway.
Included separately inside back cover of Volume 3.
The alignment of temples parallel to the south dike of the East Baray.
(Pottier, Ch., 2003, About Yagovarman’s Buddhist agrama in Angkor, The 
Buddhist Monastery: A cross-cultural survey, (ed. by P. Pichard and F.
Lagirarde), pp. 199-208. £cole Frangaise d’Extrdme-Orient, Paris, p. 201.)
Sambor Prei Kuk -  plan of North group.
(Tranet, 1997:114.)
Preah Ko -  groundplan.
(Glaize, 1993:plan xxvi, after p. 256.)
Bakong -  groundplan.
(Jacques/Freeman, 1997:68.)
East Mebon -  southeast comer of outer enclosure.
(Iicole Frangaise d’Extreme-Orient, plan 2157A.)
East Mebon -  south half of inner enclosure.
(Ecole Frangaise d’Extreme-Orient, plan 3108.)
East Mebon -  central quincunx of prasats.
(£cole Frangaise d’Extreme-Orient, plan 3108.)
East Mebon -  east landing stage.
(Iicole Frangaise d’Extreme-Orient, plan 1863.)
East Mebon -  holes around M-r
(£cole Frangaise d’Extreme-Orient, plan 2157C.)
East Mebon -  indentations in sandstone east of M-CS.
(Ecole Frangaise d’Extreme-Orient, plan 2112.)
Pre Rup -  southeast corner of outer enceinte.
(Izcole Frangaise d’Extreme-Orient, plan 1377.)
Plan 2.11 Pre Rup -  northeast corner of inner enclosure.
(Ecole Frangaise d’Extreme-Orient, plan 1377.)
Plan 2.12 Pre Rup -  pyramid.
(Ecole Frangaise d’Extreme-Orient, plan 1377.)
Table 2.1 East Mebon -  lintels of inner enclosure.
Table 2.2 Pre Rup -  lintels of outer enclosure.
Table 2.3 Pre Rup -  lintels of inner enclosure.
Chapter 3
Fig. 3.1 Technique of using small drills for deep carvings in 9th and 10th centuries.
a lintel in Pre Rup style with Indra on his vdhana AirSvata as central motif, Mus6e
Guimet.
(Musee Guimet, MG 14911.) 
b detail: holes resulting from carving with drills.
(Musee Guimet, MG 14911.)
Fig. 3.2 Koh Ker -  Prasat Thom,
a aerial view from south,
b from east.
Fig. 3.3 Pre Rup -  stupa south of PR-NE.
(£cole Frangaise d’Extreme-Orient, INVLV 12960.)
Fig. 3.4 Lolei -  towers from east.
Chapter 4
Fig. 4.1 East Mebon -  central sanctuary from east.
Fig. 4.2 Preah Ko -  superstructure,
a central east sanctuary from east,
b superstructure of southwest tower.
Fig. 4.3 Lolei -  northeast prasat from east.
Fig. 4.4 Banteay Srei -  decorative scheme of superstructure,
a the central prasats from west
b superstructure of the north tower.
c close-up of second tier of the superstructure of the west side of the north
sanctuary.
Fig. 4.5 East Mebon -  superstructure of M-NE from west.
Fig. 4.6 East Mebon -  M-NE from east
Fig. 4.7 East Mebon -  upapltha and adhisthdna of M-SE.
Fig. 4.8 East Mebon -  platform of M-CS from east.
Fig. 4.9 East Mebon -  central platform from east.
Fig. 4.10 East Mebon -  decorative scheme of the small brick towers.
a M-2 from east.
b M-1, steps and base of tower.
Fig. 4.11 East Mebon -  M-A and B from northwest.
Fig. 4.12 Banteay Srei -  superstructure of south library.
Fig. 4.13 Pre Rup -  PR-N from north.
Fig. 4.14 Preah Ko -  southeast corner building.
Fig. 4.15 Bakong -  southeast corner building.
Fig. 4.16 East Mebon -  M-B inside.
Fig. 4.17 East Mebon -  mouldings of walls of laterite buildings.
a M-A from south.
b M-D from southeast.
Fig. 4.18 East Mebon -  inner gopuras.
a 1 Gop N from east.
b 1 Gop E from southwest.
c 1 Gop E from southwest.
d 1 Gop N, brick superstructure.
e 1 Gop E, lower mouldings of the laterite wall.
Fig. 4.19 East Mebon -  laterite halls in outer enclosure.
a M-b, door from inside.
b M-b, carving of columns.
c M-b, from east.
d M-b, close-up of window.
Fig. 4.20 East Mebon -  M-a, carving of columns.
Fig. 4.21 Pre Rup -  PR-A, carving of columns.
Fig. 4.22 East Mebon -  combination halls in outer enclosure.
a M-a, sandstone layer for inserting the roof.
b M-a, sandstone layer of vestibule.
Fig. 4.23 East Mebon -  windows of M-c.
a windows of north wall from inside.
b frame of westernmost window of north wall.
Fig. 4.24 East Mebon -  carving at base of east lion in front of north door of M-CS.
Fig. 4.25 Banteay Srei -  windows of north hall in inner enclosure. 
(Finot/Parmentier/Goloubew, 2000:plate 5b.)
Fig. 4.26 East Mebon -  outer gopuras.
a 2 Gop N from southeast,
b 2 Gop E, upapltha.
c 2 Gop W, south window from west,
d 2 Gop E, carvings of columns.
e 1 Gop E, from main room towards north passageway with portal.
Fig. 4.27 East Mebon -  central towers on top of sandstone platform.
Fig. 4.28 East Mebon -  central platform on top of laterite terrace of inner enclosure.
Fig. 4.29 BrtiadTSvara Temple, Thafijavur from northwest.
Fig. 4.30 East Mebon -  inner enclosure wall,
a 1 Gop N, from south,
b 1 Gop W, from north.
Fig. 4.31 East Mebon -  distance M-e to 2 Gop S.
Fig. 4.32 East Mebon -  distance M-m to 2 Gop N.
Fig. 4.33 East Mebon -  distance M-d to 2 Gop S.
Fig. 4.34 East Mebon -  distance of vestibules of M-b and M-c.
Fig. 4.35 East Mebon -  distance of vestibules of M-f and M-g.
Fig. 4.36 East Mebon -  distance between vestibules of M-k and M-l.
Fig. 4.37 East Mebon -  landing stage in front of 2 Gop E.
Fig. 4.38 East Mebon -  alignment of outer gopuras and halls.
Fig. 4.39 East Mebon -  space in between M-a to c and outer enclosure wall.
Fig. 4.40 Pre Rup -  superstructure of central towers,
a superstructure of PR-NW from east,
b close-up of false door,
c close-up of interpilaster space.
Fig. 4.41 Pre Rup -  carvings of wall of PR-NE from west.
Fig. 4.42 Pre Rup -  carvings of columns carrying the pediments of PR-NW.
Fig. 4.43 Pre Rup -  upapltha and adhisthdna of PR-SE.
Fig. 4.44 Pre Rup -  plaster decorations of central towers,
a PR-SW, east devatd of north side,
b PR-SW, east devatd of north side, drawing.
(Ecole Frangaise d’Extreme-Orient, plan 1411.) 
c PR-SW, east devatd of north side, detail of building.
Fig. 4.45 Pre Rup -  details of plaster of PR-NW.
a floral scrolls,
b tile pattern.
Fig. 4.46 Banteay Srei -  tile pattern.
Fig. 4.47 Preah Ko -  decoration of interpilaster space.
Fig. 4.48 Pre Rup -  pedestal of central sanctuary,
a from east.
b upper part.
c lower half.
Fig. 4.49 Pre Rup -  decorations of small prasats.
a plinth of PR-4 from east.
b PR-1 from south.
Fig. 4.50 Pre Rup -  tiers of the pyramid.
a pyramid from east.
b top level of the pyramid.
c second level.
d lowest level.
e north staircase from east.
f south staircase from east.
Fig. 4.51 Pre Rup -  PR-N and S.
a superstructure of PR-N from south.
b PR-N from west.
Fig. 4.52 Pre Rup -  halls in inner enclosure.
a plinth of PR-K.
b PR-B, vestibule from north.
c PR-G, inside.
d carvings of columns.
Fig. 4.53 Pre Rup -  open side rooms of PR-B and PR-C.
a PR-B, east side room from north.
b PR-C, west side room from north.
Fig. 4.54 Pre Rup -  open vestibule of PR-H.
Fig. 4.55 Pre Rup -  PR-I.
Fig. 4.56 Pre Rup -  construction of internal divisions of halls in inner enclosure.
a PR-K from south.
b PR-F from east.
Fig. 4.57 Pre Rup -  windows.
a PR-D, window of main room.
b PR-D, window of side chamber.
Fig. 4.58 Pre Rup -  nandin-base at bottom of east staircase.
Fig. 4.59 Pre Rup -  lion-base in front of PR-SE.
Fig. 4.60 Pre Rup -  architectural features of the inner gopuras.
a 1 Gop E from north.
b 1 Gop W, link side passageway to main structure.
c 1 Gop W, close-up of brick wall.
d 1 Gop W, S lintel.
Fig. 4.61 Pre Rup -  sandstone vestibules of 1 Gop E and W.
a 1 Gop E, sandstone vestibule from southeast.
i
I
b 1 Gop E, close-up of link between sandstone vestibule and brick structure,
c 1 Gop E, close-up of sandstone next to the brick structure.
Fig. 4.62 Pre Rup -  terrace of the inner enclosure.
Fig. 4.63 Pre Rup -  halls in outer enclosure,
a PR-a and b from southwest,
b PR-c, from south.
Fig. 4.64 Pre Rup -  halls in outer enclosure,
a PR-d from south,
b PR-d from north.
Fig. 4.65 Pre Rup -  architectural features of brick towers in outer enclosure,
a PR-I I from south,
b PR-Ill north pediment,
c PR-Ill, close-up of centre of north pediment,
d PR-Ill from northeast.
Fig. 4.66 Pre Rup -  outer gopuras.
a 1 Gop N from south,
b 1 Gop E from east.
Fig. 4.67 Pre Rup -  vestibules of outer gopuras.
a 1 Gop E, inner vestibule from south,
b 1 Gop E, link sandstone vestibule -  brick structure.
Fig. 4.68 Pre Rup -  link between top sandstone level of pyramid and lower laterite level.
Fig. 4.69 Pre Rup -  link between sandstone platform and central towers.
Fig. 4.70 Pre Rup -  mouldings of inner halls and enclosure wall.
Fig. 4.71 Pre Rup -  distance between outer halls and inner terrace.
Fig. 4.72 Pre Rup -  space between PR-a and outer enclosure.
Fig. 4.73 Pre Rup -  distance between brick towers in outer enclosure and the enclosure
walls.
a PR-Ill to V from north,
b distance between PR-V and inner enclosure,
c distance between PR-V and inner terrace.
(Iicole Frangaise d’Extreme-Orient, INVLV12972.)
Fig. 4.74 Pre Rup -  link of large towers to enclosure wall.
Fig. 4.75 Pre Rup -  lintels of prasats in outer enclosure,
a PR-I west lintel,
b PR-IV south lintel.
Fig. 4.76 Pre Rup -  space south of PR-II.
Fig. 4.77 Pre Rup -  pediment of PR-II.
Fig. 4.78 Sambor Prei Kuk -  flying palace.
Fig. 4.79 Banteay Srei -  pediments.
a east pediment of the antarsala of the central sanctuary.
b west pediment of south library.
Plan 4.1 East Mebon -  enclosure walls next to gopuras.
(Ecole Frangaise d’Extreme-Orient, plan 2157.)
Plan 4.2 Pre Rup -  area east of pyramid with PR-N and S, and nandin-base.
(Ecole Frangaise d’Extreme-Orient, plan 2133.)
Table 4.1 East Mebon -  features of halls in outer enclosure.
Table 4.2 Pre Rup -  features of the halls of both enclosures.
Chapter 5
Fig. 5.1 Baksei Chamkrong.
a from east,
b east door.
c close-up of inscription of north jamb.
Fig. 5.2 East Mebon -  inscription,
a face A of the inscription,
b b: detail of rubbing of face A.
(£cole Frangaise d’ExtrSme-Orient, n. 365.)
Fig. 5.3 East Mebon -  inscription, close-up of bottom.
Fig. 5.4 Pre Rup -  inscription,
a face A of the inscription,
b bottom of the inscription,
c detail of writing,
d d: detail of rubbing of face B.
(£cole Frangaise d’Extrdme-Orient, n. 1037.)
Fig. 5.5 Banteay Samre -  pediment with the birth of Brahma.
Fig. 5.6 Wat Phu.
Fig. 5.7 Wat Phu - mountain with svayambhuvalihga behind the temple, aerial
Fig. 5.8 Wat Phu -  spring behind the sanctuary.
Chapter 6
Fig. 6.1 East Mebon -  pedestal in front of M-CS.
Fig. 6.2 East Mebon -  indentation inside M-CS.
Fig. 6.3 East Mebon -  round pedestal inside M-SE.
Fig. 6.4 Brahma pedestal from Prasat Trapeang Pong.
Fig. 6.5 East Mebon -  round snanadroni at bottom of central platform.
Fig. 6.6 East Mebon -  pedestal inside M-NE.
Fig. 6.7 East Mebon -  feet and tenon inside M-NE.
Fig. 6.8 Bayon style guardian figure.
a the image in the Conservation d’Angkor.
b close-up of the feet.
Fig. 6.9 East Mebon -  pedestal inside M-NW.
Fig. 6.10 East Mebon -  pedestal inside M-SW.
Fig. 6.11 East Mebon -  female image found in 2 GopW.
(Ecole Frangaise d’Extreme-Orient, INVLV13691.)
Fig. 6.12 Female image in Baphuon style.
(Dalsheimer, 2001:141, NMPP 1670.)
Fig. 6.13 East Mebon -  pedestal inside M-1.
Fig. 6.14 East Mebon -  pedestal of M-3.
a pedestal.
b top layer with octagonal hole.
Fig. 6.15 East Mebon -  pedestal inside M-5.
Fig. 6.16 East Mebon -  pedestals next to M-i.
Fig. 6.17 East Mebon -  Ganesa found inside M-A.
(Ecole Frangaise d’Extr£me-Orient, INVLV 13660.)
Fig. 6.18 Vajimukha.
(Mus6e Guimet, MG 18099.)
Fig. 6.19 East Mebon -  sandstone block carved on both sides found in M-A.
a nine devas.
(Library of the National Museum, Phnom Penh, CDA 3879.) 
b seven rsis.
(Library of the National Museum, Phnom Penh, CDA 3878.)
Fig. 6.20 Stone of the nine devas, Khleang style.
(Jessup/Zephir, 1997:240-241, MG 14898.)
Fig. 6.21 East Mebon -  stone of the nine devas found in M-B.
Fig. 6.22 Nine devas in the Baphuon style.
(Jessup/Zephir, 1997:249, Asian Art Museum San Francisco.)
Fig. 6.23 East Mebon -  fourth deity of the carving of M-B.
Fig. 6.24 Carving of the nine devas from Kuk Rokar.
(Dalsheimer, 2001:215, NMPP 1658.)
Fig. 6.25 East Mebon -  sandstone block for carving of nine devas in M-A.
Fig. 6.26 East Mebon -  mother goddess found in 2 Gop W.
(Ecole Frangaise d’Extreme-Orient, INVLV 13684.)
Fig. 6.27 East Mebon -  pedestal next to M-D.
Fig. 6.28 Pre Rup -  pedestal inside PR-CS.
Fig. 6.29 Pre Rup -  close-up of pedestal inside PR-CS.
Fig. 6.30 Pre Rup -  pedestal of lion on first level of pyramid.
Fig. 6.31 Pre Rup -  fragment of yonrnext to PR-2.
Fig. 6.32 Pre Rup -  pedestal inside PR-SE.
Fig. 6.33 Pre Rup -  guardians of PR-SE.
Fig. 6.34 Pre Rup -  small sandstone image inside PR-SE.
Fig. 6.35 Banteay Srei -  kneeling yak&a outside central prasats.
Fig. 6.36 Phnom Rung -  dikpdlaka placed outside the main shrine.
Fig. 6.37 Pre Rup -  pedestal inside PR-NW.
Fig. 6.38 Pre Rup -  image of Visnu found south of PR-NE.
(£cole Frangaise d’Extreme-Orient, INVLV 12930.)
Fig. 6.39 Avalokitesvara of Banteay Chmar in Bayon style.
(Dalsheimer, 2001:172, NMPP 1708.)
Fig. 6.40 Pre Rup -  pedestal inside PR-SW.
Fig. 6.41 Pre Rup -  PR-SW -  plaster moulding of pedestal of west devatd of north side.
Fig. 6.42 Pre Rup -  indentation for pedestal inside PR-NE.
Fig. 6.43 Pre Rup -  eastern guardians of PR-NE.
a north deva.
b close-up of north deva.
Fig. 6.44 Pre Rup -  pedestal opposite PR-S.
Fig. 6.45 Pre Rup -  pedestal at bottom of east staircase.
Fig. 6.46 Pre Rup -  PR-SW, north devatd on east side: BrahmT.
Fig. 6.47 Pre Rup -  PR-SW, south devatd of west side: VarahT.
Fig. 6.48 Pre Rup -  pedestal inside PR-1.
Fig. 6.49 Pre Rup -  pedestal of small sanctuary, inside PR-NW.
Fig. 6.50 Pre Rup -  feet and tenon inside PR-N.
Fig. 6.51 Pre Rup -  sandstone carving with seven rsis found inside PR-S.
(£cole Frangaise d’Extreme-Orient, INVLV 13082.)
Fig. 6.52 Pre Rup -  fragment of carving with the nine devas.
(Ecole Frangaise d’Extreme-Orient, INVLV 13083.)
Fig. 6.53 Pre Rup -  head of Visnu. 
a front.
(Iicole Frangaise d’Extreme-Orient, INVLV 13113.) 
b back.
(Ecole Frangaise d’Extreme-Orient, INVLV 13115.)
Fig. 6.54 Varuna from Prasat Kuk Don.
(Jessup/Zephir, 1997:219, NMPP 1579.)
Fig. 6.55
Fig. 6.56 
Fig. 6.57
Table 6.1 
Table 6.2
Chapter 7
Fig. 7.1
Fig. 7.2
Fig. 7.3 
Fig. 7.4
Fig. 7.5
Fig. 7.6 
Fig. 7.7 
Fig. 7.8 
Fig. 7.9 
Fig. 7.10 
Fig. 7.11 
Fig. 7.12 
Fig. 7.13
b
d
Head of Visnu from Phnom Bok.
(Jessup/Zephir, 1997:205, MG 18102.)
Pre Rup -  female image found in 2 Gop N.
Preah Ko -  LaksmT image in Bayon style.
(Dalsheimer, 2001:165, NMPP 1698.)
East Mebon -  the images mentioned in the inscription and physical evidence 
found.
Pre Rup -  the images mentioned in the inscription and physical evidence found.
VSstupurusamandala with allocation of deities to the various subsquares. 
(Chakrabarfi, 1998:72.)
Vjlstupurusamandala -  the purusa being pressed down by the other deities. 
(Chakrabarti, 1998:104.)
BfhadTsvara Temple, Thanjavur -  kTrtthimukha above gavSksa.
Projection as a means to create dynamics in architecture.
(Hardy, 1998:112.)
Expanding repetition as a means to create dynamics in architecture.
(Hardy, 1998:113.)
East Mebon -  M-NE.
Pre Rup -  PR-N.
Pre Rup -  PR-K.
East Mebon -  2 Gop N.
Pre Rup -  1 Gop W.
Pre Rup -  2 Gop N.
Pre Rup-PR-Ill.
Wooden beamwork roof construction, 
schematic illustration of sagging beamwork.
(Dumaray/Royere, 2001 :fig. 3A.)
sagging roof construction at one of the long halls of Pre Rup.
(Dumargay, 1973:plan ix.)
roof construction with tiles in a long hall with vestibule.
(Dumaray/Royere, 2001 :fig. 4.)
roof construction over a cruciform building, for instance the outer gopuras of the 
East Mebon.
(Dumaray/Royere, 2001 :fig. 5.)
e technique of adding tiles at the comer of a roof.
(Dumaray/Royere, 2001 :fig. 6.)
Fig. 7.14 East Mebon -  M-NE.
Fig. 7.15 East Mebon -  ledge for ceiling inside M-4.
Fig. 7.16 East Mebon -  holes for attaching stucco at M-SE.
Fig. 7.17 Pre Rup -  plaster at PR-NW.
Fig. 7.18 Area around East Baray -  satellite image.
(AIRSAR image acquired by NASA/JPL in September 2000 as part of the 
PacRim 2000 mission. Colour composite image (RGB = LhhLhvPw) generated 
by Scott Hensley, Ian Tapley and Tony Milne and provided courtesy of the 
University of Sydney's Greater Angkor Project.)
Fig. 7.19 EkambareSvara Temple, Kanchipuram -  lunch offered to devotees.
Computer graphics -  East Mebon.
(Tom Chandler, Nikhil Pais, Liang Chen.)
Fig. 7.20 East Mebon -  M-D.
Fig. 7.21 Pre Rup -  PR-S.
Fig. 7.22 Banteay Srei -  south library in first enclosure
Fig. 7.23 Preah Ko -  square building in southeast corner of first enclosure.
Fig. 7.24 Bakong -  square building in southeast comer of first enclosure.
Fig. 7.25 Phimeanakas -  gallery of top level.
Fig. 7.26 Ta Keo -  gallery of first level of pyramid.
Fig. 7.27 East Mebon -  M-r, construction of sandstone face of lowest layer of combination
halls.
Fig. 7.28 East Mebon -  M-a, open portal.
Fig. 7.29 East Mebon -  M-d, entrance into the vestibule of the hall.
Fig. 7.30 East Mebon -  M-k, door construction with holes for wooden door leaves.
Fig. 7.31 East Mebon -  M-c
Fig. 7.32 East Mebon -  M-f.
Fig. 7.33 East Mebon -  M-o.
Fig. 7.34 BrhadTsvara Temple, Thanj§vur -  inscription written on plinth of main temple.
Fig. 7.35 Holes at centre of halls for inscriptions.
a East Mebon, M-o.
b Pre Rup, PR-H.
Fig. 7.36 East Mebon -  2 Gop S, drawing.
(Ecole Frangaise d’Extreme-Orient, plan 1852.)
Fig. 7.37 Pre Rup -  PR-B.
Fig. 7.38 Pre Rup -  PR-C.
Fig. 7.39 Pre Rup -  PR-H.
Fig. 7.40 Pre Rup -  PR-I.
Fig. 7.41 Pre Rup -  PR-II.
Fig. 7.42 
Fig. 7.43 
Fig. 7.44 
Fig. 7.45 
Fig. 7.46 
Fig. 7.47
Plan 7.1
Plan 7.2
Plan 7.3
Plan 7.4
Plan 7.5
Plan 7.6
Plan 7.7
Plan 7.8
Plan 7.9
Plan 7.10 
a
b
Plan 7.11 
Plan 7.12 
Plan 7.13 
Plan 7.14
Pre Rup -  lintel of PR-I, Vajimukha.
Pre Rup -  lintel of PR-II, Visnu on Garuda.
Pre Rup -  lintel of PR-Ill, Rama on Hanuman.
Pre Rup -  lintel of PR-IV, Indra on Airavata.
Pre Rup -  lintel of PR-V, Narasimha slaying HaranyakaSipu.
East Mebon -  lintel of 1 Gop W, Narasimha slaying Haranyakasipu.
Brhadisvara Temple, Thanjavur.
(Tadgell, 1990:96.)
Pre Rup -  2 Gop S.
(Ecole Frangaise d’Extreme-Orient, plan 1377.)
Pre Rup -  1 Gop E.
(Ecole Frangaise d’Extreme-Orient, plan 2133.)
Phimeanakas.
(Dumaray/Royere, 2001 :fig. 67.)
Ta Keo.
(Dumaray/Royere, 2001 :fig. 65.)
M-c.
(£cole Frangaise d’Extreme-Orient, plan 2157A.)
M-f.
(Iicole Frangaise d’Extreme-Orient, plan 2157A.)
M-o.
(Ecole Frangaise d’Extreme-Orient, plan 2157C.)
PR-S.
(Ecole Frangaise d’Extreme-Orient, plan 1382.)
PR-B.
Plan of the building.
(£cole Frangaise d’Extreme-Orient, plan 2133.)
Roller and pestle found inside.
(£cole Frangaise d’Extreme-Orient, plan 2133A.)
PR-C.
(Ecole Frangaise d’Extreme-Orient, plan 1377.)
PR-H.
(Ecole Frangaise d’Extreme-Orient, plan 1377.)
PR-H, location of inscription when it was found.
(Ecole Frangaise d’Extreme-Orient, plan 1939.)
PR-I.
(Ecole Frangaise d’Extreme-Orient, plan 1941.)
Plan 7.15 
Plan 7.16 
Plan 7.17 
Table 7.1
Table 7.2
Table 7.3 
Table 7.4
Prasat Komnap.
(Plan accompanying Rapport d’Angkor, 02/1932, Library National Museum, 
Phnom Penh.)
Prasat Ong Mong.
(Plan accompanying Rapport d’Angkor, 02/1932, Library National Museum, 
Phnom Penh.)
Pre Rup -  laterite platform south of PR-a.
(Ecole Frangaise d’Extreme-Orient, plan 1871.)
Proportions of the Temples.
(Kramrisch, St., 1996, The Hindu Temple. Reprint. Motilal Banarsidass 
Publishers, Delhi, Vol. 1 :table following p. 232.)
East Mebon -  dimensions of vestibules, entrances, and windows of halls in outer 
enclosure.
Pre Rup -  details of windows of halls in inner enclosure.
Pre Rup -  details of windows of halls in outer enclosure.
Chapter 2
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Fig. 2.1: Prasat in the style of 
Indravarman.
This drawing of the south side of 
the northeast sanctuary of Lolei 
clearly shows the structure of a 
prasat in the style of
Indravarman. The towers have a 
four-tiered superstructure, with 
false doors at the centre,
surmounted by pedestals. In 
between these false doors and 
the corners niches can be seen, 
which might have contained
faces looking out. These 
elements were done in brick. 
Sandstone elements were the 
doors, lintels, columns, and the 
guardian figures. The decorative 
features of the interpilaster
spaces around the guardians 
were moulded in stucco. 
(Parmentier, 1919:plan xvii).
AT
Fig. 2.2: Stucco decoration.
The stucco, here at the southwest sanctuary 
of Pre Rup, consisted of several layers. The 
innermost layer seems to have been fairly 
coarse to enable the moulding of the 
decorative features. Subsequently, it appears 
to have been covered by one or more finer 
layers to give it a smooth finish. At this 
devata the coarse layer can be seen at the 
skirt, whereas the area around her navel 
clearly shows a much smoother finish.
(If not indicated otherwise, all photographs 
are the author’s own.)
Fig. 2.3: Area around East Baray -  Satellite image.
This image shows the area between Banteay Kdei at the left edge with Srah Srang, the large 
bright rectangle, next to it. The dark line north of Srah Srang is the south dike of the East Baray. 
East of Srah Srang Pre Rup can be seen as a little dark spot. East and north of Pre Rup are the 
causeways, visible as dark lines. That east of Pre Rup is somewhat larger, because of the 
vegetation in this area. Due north of Pre Rup, inside the former baray, is the East Mebon, again 
a dark area because of the dense vegetation around the temple nowadays.
This image also shows clearly the very symmetrical placement of the two temples, with the 
south dike of the baray acting almost like a mirror.
(AIRSAR image acquired by NASA/JPL in September 2000 as part of the PacRim 2000 
mission. Colour composite image (RGB = CwLwPvv) generated by Scott Hensley, Ian Tapley 
and Tony Milne and provided courtesy of the University of Sydney's Greater Angkor Project.)
Fig. 2.4: Pre Rup -  East causeway, 
a: from pyramid with east gopuras in 
foreground.
(Ecole Frangaise d’Extreme-Orient, 
INVLV 12997.)
b: towards pyramid.
Here the border stones 
flanking the causeway can be 
seen clearly.
(frcole Frangaise d’Extreme- 
Orient, INVLV 12998.)
Fig. 2.5: Pre Rup -  northern causeway where it met the dike of the baray, aerial view.
The former north causeway is easily visisble because of the vegetation growing there 
nowadays. This line still connects Pre Rup and the south dike of the baray, visible as the thick 
line of vegetation on the right. A close examination of this area did not reveal any findings as to 
where the boats might have left for the East Mebon.
Fig. 2.6: Pre Rup and East 
Mebon -  aerial view.
This photograph shows 
clearly the fucntion of the 
south dike of the East 
Baray as a mirror between 
Pre Rup, at the bottom of 
the image, and the East 
Mebon towards the north.
Fig. 2.7: East Mebon -  aerial view.
The temple was built on a laterite island at the centre of the East Baray. In front of the outer 
gopuras the landing stages can be seen. The temple consists of two enclosures with walls and 
four gopuras each. At the centre is an additional platform, on which are built the five 
sanctuaries. Around this platform are another eight prasats, dedicated to the eight manifest 
forms of &iva.
Fig. 2.8: East Mebon -  view from east.
The island rises four meters above the bottom of the baray, and is surrounded by a 2 metre high 
enclosure wall, which contains four cruciform gopuras.
Fig. 2.9: East Mebon -  outer terrace.
The outer terrace, here the northwest corner, is plain. The only decoration are four elephants, 
placed diagonally at the corners.
Fig. 2.10: East Mebon -  2 Gop E from west.
The outer gopuras have a cruciform groundplan with one main, and two side entrances at the
sides.
Fig. 2.11: East Mebon -  2 Gop E, inside.
The main entrance of the outer gopuras has two small side chambers which are linked to the 
side passageways through open portals.
Fig. 2.12: East Mebon -  roof construction of outer halls.
All halls in the outer enclosure were covered with a beamwork roof with ceramic tiles. 
(Dumargay, 1973:plan xxix).
Fig. 2.13: East Mebon -  M-a from northwest.
Fig. 2.14: East Mebon -  M-b from west.
Fig. 2.15: East Mebon -  M-c from northwest.
Fig. 2.16: East Mebon -  M-c, westernmost window of south side with sandstone slabs.
Unlike all the other halls in the outer enclosure, M-c does not have balusters inserted into its 
window frame, but seven sandstone slabs. The slabs of this window are carved with a diamond- 
shape floral pattern. Unfortunately, most of the other windows are badly weathered, so no 
carving remains there. However, it is legitimate to assume that all slabs showed the same 
decorative feature.
Fig. 2.17: East Mebon -  M-d from northwest.
Fig. 2.18: East Mebon -  M-e from northeast.
Fig. 2.19: East Mebon -  M-f from northeast.
Fig. 2.20: East Mebon -  M-f inside.
The windows of M-f contain balusters. The five windows of the south wall are placed opposite 
the two doors and three windows in the north wall.
Fig. 2.21: East Mebon -  M-g from east.
Fig. 2.22: East Mebon -  M-h from northeast.
Fig. 2.23: East Mebon -  M-i from southeast.
Fig. 2.24: East Mebon -  M-h, 
carving for windows.
The windows of the halls were 
placed onto the sandstone layer. 
Their exact location are still 
visible because of the 
indentations carved for placing 
the lower part of their frame. At 
the top, one lower frame still in 
place can be seen. The square 
hole was to receive the joint from 
the side part, and the round 
holes were carved for the 
balusters.
Fig. 2.25: East Mebon -  M-k from east.
Fig. 2.26: East Mebon -  M-I from southeast.
Fig. 2.27: East Mebon -  M-m from south
Fig. 2.28: East Mebon -  M-n from south.
Fig. 2.29: East Mebon -  M-o from southwest.
Fig. 2.30: East Mebon -  M-o, placement of columns.
Unlike the other halls in the outer enclosure, M-o did not have vestibules built into the courtyard. 
Instead, the two remaining columns are placed in line with the wall. From the damage of this 
area it is possible to infer that originally four columns had been placed: two next to the wall, and 
an additional pair to form a tripartite entry.
Fig. 2.31: East Mebon -  M-p from west.
Fig. 2.32: East Mebon -  M-r from west.
Fig. 2.33: East Mebon -  holes in between M-r and inner platform.
In between M-r and the inner platform five rows of five holes each were discovered during the 
restoration process.
Fig. 2.34: East Mebon -  holes on top of the inner platform.
In addition to the five rows in between M-r and the inner platform, two holes on top of it, next to 
a water drainage, were discovered as well.
Fig. 2.35: East Mebon -  holes next to M-r.
The three holes next to M-r actually damage the building, and might be later modifications of the 
temple, as all the other holes as well.
Fig. 2.36: East Mebon -  inner 
terrace and enclosure wall.
The platform of the inner enclosure 
is 2.25 metres high, and carries the 
inner enclosure wall. Clearly visible 
here is a water drainage. All 
together the inner platform had 
nine of them.
Fig. 2.37: East Mebon -  1 Gop E from southeast.
The inner enclosure wall is punctuated by four square gopuras. Their lower part, constructed 
from laterite, carries a brick superstructure. All gopuras show horizontal bands as decoration, 
and had lintels over their doors.
Fig. 2.38: East Mebon -  1 Gop E, lintels, 
a: east lintel: Indra on Airavata.
b: west lintel: Kfsna killing Kaliya.
Fig. 2.39: East Mebon -  1 Gop S, lintels.
a: south lintel: the lintel is badly weathered, and the central motif no longer visible.
b: north lintel: the central motif might depict Kubera, the guardian of the North, on two lions.
Fig. 2.40: East Mebon -  1 Gop W, lintels.
a: west lintel: Varuna with a halter in his right hand on kala.
b: east lintel: Narasimha slaying the demon Haranyakasipu.
Fig. 2.41: East Mebon -  1 Gop N, lintels, 
a: north lintel: Garuda.
b: south lintel: Garuda.
Fig. 2.42: Tiles.
a: Tiles at the edge of the roof.
Tiles found at both the East Mebon and Pre Rup were similar. The tiles at the edge were 
decorated with a lotus-petal motif.
(Dumargay, 1973: photgraph 17).
b: Tiles covering the roof.
The roof was covered using a 
technique as shown here. 
(Dumargay. 1973:photograph 
25).
Fig. 2.43: East Mebon -  M-A and M-B from northwest.
Fig. 2.44: East Mebon -  M-C from northeast.
Fig. 2.45: East Mebon -  M-D from east.
Fig. 2.46: East Mebon -  M-E from southwest.
Fig 2.47: East Mebon -  M-D, remnants of brick superstructure.
Fig. 2.48: East Mebon -  M-B, steps leading up to the door.
M-B and M-C have an additional sandstone layer inserted at their entrance, and consequently 
two instead of one step. As a result the level of the interior is raised as well compared to the 
other three halls.
Fig. 2.49: East Mebon -  M-A, lintel: Varuna (?) on kala.
Fig. 2.50: East Mebon -  M-B, lintel.
Fig. 2.51: East Mebon -  M-C, lintel: deity on kala.
Noteworthy about this lintel is the kala at the centre, which is depicted with two hands, palms 
facing outwards. Usually, within Khmer temples kalas are depicted without hands, and because 
of the two hands this depiction is very similar to Javanese ones.
Fig. 2.52: East Mebon -  M-D, lintel: three lions.
Fig. 2.53: East Mebon -  M-E, lintel: Gajahlaksmi.
Fig 2.54: East Mebon -  M-A, brick floor.
Fig. 2.55: East Mebon -  M-A, inside.
The stone with the nine devas and seven 
rsis was found on the sandstone slab 
placed at a distance of about one metre 
parallel to the western wall.
Fig. 2.56: East Mebon -  M-B, inside. 
Mirroring the placement in M-A, in M-B 
another sandstone block carved with 
nine devas was found
Fig. 2.57: East Mebon -  M-E, inside.
Nowadays a two metre square hole can be seen inside M-E. According to the respective 
restoration report inside the building fragments of a square stele were found, which might have 
been placed here.
Fig. 2.58: East Mebon -  M-1 
from east.
The eight small brick towers 
surrounding the central platform 
are not in a well-preserved state. 
Originally, the appear to have 
had a four-tiered superstructure, 
one door facing east and three 
false ones in the other directions. 
Their decorative elements, the 
door, lintel, and columns were 
carved in sandstone.
Fig. 2.59: East Mebon -  
pedestal from small brick 
tower.
Originally, all small prasats 
housed a lihga each, 
representing the eight murti 
of Siva. This pedestal is now 
placed inside the central 
sanctuary.
Fig. 2.60: East Mebon -  M-1, lintel: elephant with lion body.
Fig. 2.61: East Mebon -  M-2, lintel: lion emitting the garlands
Fig. 2.62: East Mebon -  M-3, lintel: Indra on Airavata in between two lions facing outwards.
Fig. 2.63: East Mebon -  M-4, lintel: Indra on three-headed Airavata
Fig. 2.64: East Mebon -  M-5, lintel: Indra on Airavata in between two lions facing outwards.
Fig. 2.65: East Mebon -  M-6, lintel: Indra on Airavata .
Fig. 2.66: East Mebon -  M-7, lintel: lion swallowing elephant.
^
Fig. 2.67: East Mebon -  M-8, lintel: lion emitting garlands.
Fig. 2.68: East Mebon -  
bali pltha.
a: bali pltha from
southwest.
b: bali pitha: top part with alternating nSgas and Garudas, and carved lotus flower.
Fig. 2.69: East Mebon -  indentation at bottom of east stairs.
The indentation at the bottom of the east stairs leading up to the central quincunx of towers is 
44 x 45 centimetres large.
Fig. 2.70. East Mebon -  indentation at bottom of west stairs.
The indentation at the bottom of the west stairs leading up to the central quincunx of towers 
measures 49 centimetres east-west.
Fig. 2.71: East Mebon -  indentation at bottom of north stairs.
The indentation at the bottom of the north stairs leading up to the central quincunx of towers is 
45 centimetres square.
Fig. 2.72: East Mebon -  central platform.
The central platform, on which is built the quincunx of sanctuaries, is 32 metres square, and 
2.75 metres high. It is coated with sandstone, the carvings of which have weathered away.
Fig. 2.73: East Mebon -  central 
platform from east.
The central prasat is constructed 
on an additional 1.75 metre high 
base.
Fig. 2.74: East Mebon -  M-CS, lintels, 
a: east lintel: Indra on Airavata .
b: south lintel: Yama on his buffalo.
c: west lintel: Varuna on a hamsa
d: north lintel: Kubera on a lotus-throne.
Fig. 2.75: East Mebon -  M-SE, lintels, 
a: east lintel: Indra on Airavata ?
b: south lintel: Yama on his buffalo.
c: west lintel: Varuna on a lotus-throne
d: north lintel: lion swallowing an elephant.
Fig. 2.76: East Mebon -  M-SW, lintels, 
a: east lintel: Indra on Airavata .
b: south lintel: weathered.
c: west lintel: Varuna on a hamsa, with two makaras and a lion
d: north lintel: Kubera on a three-headed lion.
Fig. 2.77: East Mebon -  M-NW, lintels.
a: east lintel: Indra on Airavata in between two lions.
b: south iintel: Yama ? on a lion.
c: west lintel: Varuna on kala
d: north lintel: Indra on Airavata
Fig. 2.78: East Mebon -  M-NE, lintels, 
a: east lintel: Indra on three-headed Airavata .
b: south lintel: two lions.
c: west lintel: kinnara.
d: north lintel: Garuda in between two lions.
Fig. 2.79: East Mebon -  pedestal east of M-CS.
This square pedestal was intended for a lihga as indicated by the octagonal top layer. This was 
carved to fit around the octagonal middle part of the lihga.
Fig. 2.80: East Mebon -  nandin-pedestal in front of M-CS.
Just in front of M-CS are the remains of a nandin-pedestal, 2 x 1.2 metres large, and 44 
centimetres high. Of the sculpture itself nothing remains. However, it might have been cast in 
bronze, and been molten and reused in later times.
Fig. 2.81: East Mebon -  indentations east of M-CS. 
a: general view of the three indentations from south.
b: close-up west indentation.
c: close-up northeast indentation
d: close-up southeast indentation.
Fig. 2.82. Pre Rup -  aerial view.
Pre Rup was founded at the centre of King Rajendravarman’s capital. The temple consists of 
two enclosures and a stepped pyramid at the centre. Parallel to the enclosure walls were built 
long halls: eight in the outer and ten in the inner enceinte. On the pyramid seventeen sanctuary 
towers were founded, twelve on the lowest level, and five at the top, with the central prasat 
being elevated on an additional four metre high platform.
Fig. 2.83: Pre Rup -  2 Gop E from east.
The four outer gopuras have a cruciform groundplan with three entrances. The main entry has 
sandstone vestibules added at the main axis, and two side chambers with outwards facing 
windows. The side entrances, which are separate from the main entry, are mere passageways 
without large interior space.
Fig. 2.84: Pre Rup -  2 Gop S -  false east 
window.
Unlike 2 Gop E the other three outer 
gopuras have false windows in the side 
chambers of their main passageway.
Fig. 2.85: Pre Rup -  2 Gop E, inside 
main passageway.
Next to the main passageway all outer 
gopuras have side chambers. This 
space might have been used for 
cleansing rituals the devotees had to 
undergo on their way into the temple. 
Moreover, images of guardian deities 
might have been placed here as well, 
although no physical evidence remains 
to support this assumption. This image 
shows the interior of 2 Gop E, from the 
south passageway through the 
damaged wall into the south side 
chamber, the main passage, and the 
north side chamber.
Fig. 2.86: Pre Rup -  2 Gop E, lintels, 
a: outer east lintel: Indra above foliage scrolls.
b: inner east lintel: kala?
c: outer west lintel: Varuna on hamsa.
d: inner west lintel: Varuna on a kala.
Fig. 2.87: Pre Rup -  2 Gop S, lintels, 
a: outer south lintel: deity (?) on kala.
b: inner north lintel: lying on its face.
c: outer north lintel: broken at centre, the central motif possibly depicts Kubera.
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Fig. 2.88: Pre Rup -  2 Gop W, lintels, 
a: outer west lintel: Indra on Airavata .
b: inner west lintel: devotee on kala.
c: outer east lintel: Indra (?) on kala
d: inner east lintel: Indra on Airavata
Fig. 2.89: Pre Rup -  2 Gop N, lintels, 
a: outer north lintel: Kubera.
b: inner north lintel: kala.
c: outer south lintel: kala?
d: inner south lintel: kala?
Fig. 2.90: Pre Rup -  PR-a from southwest.
Fig. 2.91: Pre Rup -  PR-b from southeast.
Fig. 2.92: Pre Rup -  PR-c from southeast.
Fig. 2.93: Pre Rup -  PR-f from northeast.
Fig. 2.95: Pre Rup -  PR-h from north.
Fig. 2.96: Pre Rup -  PR-d from northwest.
Fig. 2.97: Pre Rup -  PR-e from west.
Fig. 2.98: Pre Rup -  top layers 
of PR-e and PR-E.
Contrary to all other halls at 
Pre Rup, the top layer of the 
walls of PR-d and e was made 
from sandstone not laterite. 
Nevertheless, the technique 
used to construct the roof on 
top of this layer was the same 
at both types of halls.
Fig. 2.99: Pre Rup -  PR-Ill to V 
from north.
View towards the three southern 
prasats from 2 Gop E. The two 
groups of large brick towers 
stand on a common platform of 
six layers of laterite. Each tower 
has an additional base of 
sandstone.
Fig. 2.100: Pre Rup -  PR-I, lintel: Vajimukha?
Fig. 2.101: Pre Rup -  PR-II, lintel: Visnu on Garuda.
Fig. 2.102: Pre Rup -  PR-Ill, lintel: Rama on Hanuman
Fig. 2.103: Pre Rup -  PR-IV, lintel: Indra on Airavata
Fig. 2.104: Pre Rup -  PR-V, lintel: Narasimha slaying Haranyakasipu.
'  " M *  *
Fig. 2.105: Pre Rup -  platform 
and enclosure wall of the inner 
enceinte.
The inner enclosure was built 
on a two metre high laterite 
platform, and surrounded by a 
two metre high laterite wall.
Fig. 2.106: Pre Rup -  1 Gop E from west.
This photograph shows clearly the combination of building materials of the inner gopuras: a 
plinth of laterite and one layer of sandstone, and a brick tower on top. The inner gopuras are 
very similar in shape to the sanctuaries. Their decorative elements, i.e. doors, lintels, and 
columns were done in carved sandstone.
Fig. 2.107: Pre Rup -  1 Gop N from north.
The side passageways of 1 Gop E and W were replaced by windows at the inner north and 
south gopuras.
Fig. 2.108: Pre Rup -  1 Gop E, sandstone vestibule.
At 1 Gop E and W were added sandstone vestibules at the outside of the main entrance. These 
vestibules are not finished, as they only show very limited decorative carving.
Fig. 2.109: Pre Rup -  1 Gop E, lintels, 
a: outer east lintel: Indra on Airavata .
b: inner east lintel: Indra on Airavata
c: west lintel: Varuna on hamsa.
d: south lintel: Indra on Airavata
Fig. 2.110: Pre Rup -  1 Gop S, lintels, 
a: south lintel: deity on kala.
b: north lintel: deity on kala.
Fig. 2.111: Pre Rup -  1 Gop W, lintels, 
a: outer west lintel: kala?
b: inner west lintel: Varuna on hamsa.
c: east lintel: Indra on Airavata
d: north lintel: Varuna? on kala.
e: south lintel: Varuna? on kala.
Fig. 2.112: Pre Rup -  1 Gop N, lintels, 
a: north lintel:Trivikrama?
b: south lintel: Indra on Airavata .
* * * * *
Fig. 2.113: lintel of Muang Khaek depicting Trivikrama.
This lintel of Muang Khaek, done in the Koh Ker style, depicts Trvikrama. The stance of Vi$nu in 
the Pre Rup lintel is very similar, although the carving is somewhat less elaborate than this one. 
However, the Pre Rup lintel is badly weathered and overgrown with lichens, so that the carving 
can no longer be seen properly.
(Freeman, 1998:36).
Fig. 2.115: Pre Rup -  PR-B from northwest.
Fig. 2.116: Pre Rup -  PR-C from northeast.
Fig. 2.117: Pre Rup -  PR-C, 
doorframe of north door from 
inside.
The sandstone frame of the 
doors was not carved at the 
inside, only the outside. At the 
bottom the hole for receiving the 
wooden door leave can be seen 
clearly. Because of these doors 
the buildings provided sheltered 
and secure storage space.
Fig. 2.118: Pre Rup -  PR-D from northeast.
Fig. 2.119: Pre Rup -  PR-E from southeast.
Fig. 2.120: Pre Rup -  PR-D, 
inside.
The floor of PR-D was made 
of brick, laid on top of the 
laterite foundation. The 
internal division of the halls 
into one main and two side 
chambers was through open 
sandstone portals.
Fig. 2.121: Pre Rup -  PR-F from southeast.
Fig. 2.123: Pre Rup -  PR-H from southwest.
Fig. 2.124: Pre Rup -  PR-I from 
southwest.
Fig. 2.125: Pre Rup -  PR-I 
from northwest.
To enable access the 
building has steps at its 
south and west sides, but 
none in the north next to 
the enclosure wall.
Fig. 2.126: Pre Rup -  PR-K from south
Fig. 2.128: Pre Rup -  PR-S from 
south.
Fig. 2.129: Pre Rup -  PR-N, 
close-up of the three rows of 
holes.
On their north and south sides 
both PR-N and S have three 
rows of holes in their walls and 
superstructure, which might be 
an indication that the buildings 
housed the sacred fire.
Fig. 2.130: Pre Rup -  PR-N, sandstone block inside.
Inside PR-N this sandstone block can be found. Possibly it was used to support a carving of the
nine devas.
Fig. 2.131: Pre R u p-P R -N , pedestal inside.
Fig. 2.132: Pre Rup -  PR-S, sandstone block inside.
Inside PR-S this sandstone block is placed parallel to the western wall. On top of it was found a 
sandstone block carved with seven rsis.
Fig. 2.133: Pre Rup -  PR-S, lintel: Varuna on three lions.
Fig. 2.134: Pre Rup -  nandin-base at bottom of east staircase from northwest.
Fig. 2.135: Pre Rup -  laterite 
floor at bottom of northeast 
corner of pyramid.
At the bottom of the northeast 
corner of the pyramid an unusual 
feature can be seen. Forming a 
rectangle of 1.25 x 3.5 metres 
the laterite blocks of the floor are 
not laid parallel to the halls, but 
diagonally to the rest of the floor.
Fig. 2.136: Pre Rup -  pyramid 
with quincunx of towers from 
east, with nandin-base in 
foreground.
Fig. 2.137: Pre Rup -  PR-1 
from east.
Fig. 2.139: Pre Rup — PR-1, lintel: Indra on Airavata
Fig. 2.140: Pre Rup -  PR-2, lintel: Indra on Airavata
Fig. 2.141: Pre R u p -P R -11 , lintel: Indra on Airavata
Fig. 2.142: Pre Rup -  PR-12, lintel: Indra on Airavata
Fig. 2.143: Pre Rup -  PR-4, lintel: kala.
Fig. 2.144: Pre Rup -  PR-5, lintel: kala.
Fig. 2.145: Pre Rup -  PR-6, lintel: kala.
Fig. 2.146: Pre Rup -  PR-7, lintel: kala.
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Fig. 2.148: Pre Rup -  PR-10, lintel: kala.
Fig. 2.149: Pre Rup -  PR-3 
from east.
Fig. 2.150: Pre Rup -  PR-9 
from east.
Fig. 2.151: Pre Rup -  PR-3, lintel: kala.
This lintel is now kept in the Conservation d’Angkor in Siem Reap.
Fig. 2.152: Pre Rup -  quincunx of prasats on top of the pyramid from east.
Fig. 2.153: Pre Rup -  PR-CS, lintels.
a: east lintel: badly weathered, so the central motif is no longer discernible.
b: south lintel: badly weathered, before it collapsed.
c: south lintel: after it fell down, causing substantial damage to the prasat and the base on which 
it stands.
d: west lintel: this lintel is upside 
down at the bottom of the door.
e: north lintel: Indra on Airavata,
Fig. 2.154: Pre Rup -  PR-SE, lintels, 
a: east lintel: Indra on Airavata .
b: south lintel: badly weathered.
c: west lintel: badly weathered.
d: north lintel: Kubera on a kala.
Fig. 2.155: Pre Rup -  PR-SW, lintels, 
a: east lintel: badly weathered.
b. south lintel. Yama on a three-headed bull, below are three lions.
c: west lintel: badly weathered
d: north lintel: badly weathered.
Fig. 2.156: Pre Rup -  PR-NW, lintels, 
a: east lintel: Indra on Airavata .
b: west lintel: the central motif is damaged, but it probably depicted a deity on a kala.
Fig. 2.157: Pre Rup -  PR-NE, lintels, 
a: east lintel: Indra on Airavata .
b: south lintel: badly weathered.
c: west lintel: badly weathered
d: north lintel: Garuda?
Fig. 2.158: Pre Rup -  indentation for nandin-base in front of PR-CS.
a: the indentation, measuring 1.83 x 0.9, is located at the bottom of the steps leading to the 
central prasat.
b: close-up; the indentation 
is only about one 
centimetre deep, thus not 
easily visible
Fig. 2.159: BrtiadTsvara Temple, Gangaikondacholapuram, Gangaikondacholapuram -  two 
nandins opposite main sancutary.
At the temple of Gangaikondacholapuram two statues of nandin can be found outside the 
central sanctuary. The one at the back is one of the largest nandins, and made from stone, 
although not a monolith. The smaller statue in front is bronze. Given that the BfhadTsvara 
Temple is almost contemporary with the temples of King Rajendravarman, dating from the reign 
of King Rajendra (1012 -  1044 CE), it is not impossible to assume that at Pre Rup two images 
of nandin were founded as well: one right in front of the main prasat, and a second larger image 
at the bottom of the east stairs.
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Plan 2.1: Sambor Prei Kuk -  plan of North group.
The temples of the North group of Sambor Prei Kuk are located within two enclosure walls. 
Even though not all of the buildings remain, it appears that they were not necessarily placed or 
oriented in relation to each other.
(Tranet, 1997:114.)
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Plan 2.2: Preah Ko -  groundplan. 
(Glaize, 1993:p!an xxvi, after p. 256.)
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Plan 2.3: Bakong -  groundplan. 
(Jacques/Freeman, 1997:68.)
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Plan 2.4: East Mebon -  southeast corner of outer enclosure.
The halls in the outer enclosure are built very close next to each other, particularly those in the 
corners, with only very little space in between their vestibules. Only in the east half is the 
distance between halls and outer enclosure wall significant.
(£cole Frangaise d’Extreme-Orient, plan 2157A.)
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Plan 2.5: East Mebon -  south half of inner enclosure. 
(£cole Fran^aise d’Extreme-Orient, plan 3108.)
Plan 2.6: East Mebon -  central quincunx of prasats. 
(£cole Frangaise d’Extreme-Orient, plan 3108.)
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Plan 2.7: East Mebon -  east landing stage. 
(£cole Fran?aise d’Extreme-Orient, plan 1863.)
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Plan 2.8: East Mebon -  holes around 
M-r.
In between M-r and the terrace of the 
inner enclosure, and M-r and 2 Gop E 
several rows of holes were found, 
some of which are no longer visible. 
(Ecole Frangaise d’Extreme-Orient, 
plan 2157C.)
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Plan 2.9: East Mebon -  indentations in sandstone east of M-CS. 
(Lcole Frangaise d’Extreme-Orient, plan 2112.)
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Plan 2.10: Pre Rup -  southeast corner of outer enceinte.
The halls parallel to the enclosure walls are placed close to it, to ensure maximum space for the 
enceintes around. The distance between the halls is minimal.
(Ecole Frangaise d’Extreme-Orient, plan 1377.)
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Plan 2.11: Pre Rup -  northeast corner of inner enclosure.
In between the halls of the outer enclosure and the outer wall can be found a several metre 
wide space. Here might have been placed buildings from perishable material.
(£cole Frangaise d’Extreme-Orient, plan 1377.)
Plan 2.12: Pre Rup -  pyramid.
(£cole Frangaise d’Extreme-Orient, plan 1377.)
Table 2.1: East Mebon -  lintels of inner enclosure.
Building East South West North
1 Gop E Indra on Airavata 1 Kfsna killing Kaliya
1 Gop S Bad/y weathered Kubera (?) on 2  
//ons
1 Gop W Narasirpha Varuna on ka/a
1 Gop N Garuda Garuda
M-A Varuna (?) on ka/a
M-B Bacf/y weathered
M-C Deva on ka/a
M-D Three lions
M-E Gajahlaksmi
M-1 Elephant with lion- 
body
M-2 Lion
M-3 Indra on Airavata 
+ 2 lions
M-4 Indra on 3 -  
headed Airavata
M-5 Indra on Airavata 
+ 2 lions
M-6 Indra on Airavata
M-7 Indra on Airavata
M-8 Lion
CS Indra on 3 -  
headed Airavata
Yama on buffalo Varuna on hamsa Kubera on lotus- 
throne
SE Indra on Airavata 
+ lions?
Yama on buffalo Varuna on ka/a + 
hamsas
Lion + elephant
SW Indra on 3 -  
headed Airavata
Badly weathered Varuna on hamsa 
+ 2 makaras, lion
Kubera (?) on 3 -  
headed lion
NW Indra on Airavata 
+ 2 lions
Deva on lion Varuna on ka/a Indra on Airavata
NE Indra on 3 -  
headed Airavata
Two lions Kinnara Garuda + 2 lions
An empty field indicates that this location did not contain a lintel originally. 
Italics indicate that the lintel still exists, but is no longer in situ.
Table 2.2: Pre Rup -  lintels of outer enclosure.
Building East South West North
2 Gop E inside 
outside
kala
ka/a
i Varuna on 
thrond  
Varuna on 
hamsa
2 Gop S inside 3 Ups/de down
outside - ka/a?
2 Gop W inside 
outside
/ndra on A/ravata 
Indra (?) on ka/a
Devotee on ka/a 
Indra on Airavata
2 Gop N inside Damaged ka/d>
outside ka/a? -
PR-1 Vajimukha? unfinished unfinished unfinished
PR-II Vi$nu on Garuda unfinished unfinished unfinished
PR-Ill Rama on Hanuman unfinished unfinished unfinished
PR-IV Indra on Airavata unfinished unfinished unfinished
PR-V Narasimha unfinished unfinished unfinished
An empty field indicates that this location did not contain a lintel originally. 
Italics indicate that the lintel still exists, but is no longer in situ.
A indicates that the lintel no longer exists.
Table 2.3: Pre Rup -  lintels of inner enclosure.
Building East South West North
1 Gop E inside Indra on Airavata 1 2
outside /nc/ra on A/ravatd
N entr. Deva on kala
S entr. /ndra on Airavata
1 Gop S Deva on kala Deva on kala
1 Gop W inside Indra on Airavata ka/a
outside ka/a
N entr. ka/a?
S entr. Varuna onka/a't
1 Gop N Indra on Airavata Trivikrama?
PR-N Varuna on 
hamsa?
PR-S Varuna on 3 
//ons
PR-1 Indra on Airavata
PR-2 Indra on Airavata
PR-3 ka/a
PR-4 ka/a
PR-5 ka/a
PR-6 ka/a
PR-7 ka/a
PR-8 ka/a
PR-9 -
PR-10 ka/a
PR-11 Indra on Airavata
PR-12 Indra on Airavata
CS Weathered Weathered4 Weathered Indra on 
Airavata, 2 
lions
SE Indra on Airavata Weathered Weathered Kubera on ka/a
SW Weatheredb Three lions Weathered Weathered
NW Indra on 3 -  
headed Airavata
Weathered ka/d> Deva on ka/a
NE Indra on Airavata Weathered Weathered Garuda?
An empty field indicates that this location did not contain a lintel originally.
A indicates that the lintel no longer exists.
Italics indicate that the lintel still exists, but is no longer in situ.
This lintel fell down in February 2003, damaging both the sandstone base, but also the brick superstructure (see
Fig.).
This lintel caved in on February 28th, 1933 (Rapport d’Angkor, 02/1932:4), and was put up again by the Italian 
restoration team in February 2003.
Chapter 3
Fig. 3.1: Technique of using small drills for deep carvings in 9th and 10th centuries, 
a: lintel in Pre Rup style with Indra on his vahana Airavata as central motif, Musee Guimet. 
(Musee Guimet, MG 14911.)
b: detail: holes resulting from carving 
with drills.
This close-up of the lintel shows the 
drill-holes resulting from the 
technique of using small drills to 
achieve a significant depth of the 
carvings. This technique is a 
characteristic of the temples of the 
9th and 10th centuries, and was lost 
later on.
(Musee Guimet, MG 14911.)
Fig. 3.2: Koh Ker -
Prasat Thom.
a: aerial view from south
b: from east.
Fig. 3.3: Pre Rup -  stupa south of PR-NE.
This stupa had been constructed at an unspecified date for a monk of Wat Bo in Siem Reap. 
Shortly after this photograph had been taken, the stupa was demolished.
(£cole Frangaise d’Extreme-Orient, INVLV 12960.)
Fig. 3.4: Lolei -  towers from east.
The four towers of Lolei are arranged in two pairs, the eastern towers dedicated to male 
ancestors, and the western towers to their respective wives.
C hapter 4
Fig. 4.1: East Mebon -  central 
sanctuary from east.
The stucco with which the towers 
were covered originally has long 
disappeared. The decorative motifs 
were only carved in outline in the 
brick, so the details can only be 
guessed at.
Fig. 4.2: Preah Ko -
superstructure.
a: central east sanctuary from 
east.
b: superstructure of southwest tower.
The superstructure of the prasats of 
Preah Ko is similar to that of the East 
Mebon. At the centre of the tiers were 
false doors, covered in stucco, some of 
which is still visible here.
Fig. 4.3: Lolei -  northeast prasat 
from east.
The decorative scheme of the 
superstructure of Lolei is very 
similar to Preah Ko and the East 
Mebon. At the centre of the tiers 
are again false doors. The 
interpilaster spaces are decorated 
with niches, which might have 
contained faces looking out.
Fig. 4.4: Banteay Srei -
decorative scheme of
superstructure.
a: the central prasats from
west.
b: superstructure of the north tower. 
The four tiers of the superstructure 
are lavishly carved. At the centre is a 
false door surmounted by a 
pediment. The interpilaster spaces 
are decorated with niches with small 
guardian figures in them. The 
corners carried smaller replicas of 
the sanctuaries, and other antefixes, 
most of which have disappeared by 
now.
c: close-up of second tier of the superstructure of the west side of the north sanctuary.
The central motif of this pediment is a kala surrounded by foliage. The motif of the lintel of the 
false door might have been a kala as well, but is is damaged. The small kneeling figures in the 
niches carved in the interpilaster spaces can be seen clearly.
Fig. 4.5: East Mebon -  superstructure of M-NE from west.
The tiers of the superstructure of the towers of the East Mebon had false doors at their centre, 
possibly with pediments above, which are badly damaged now. The interpilaster spaces are 
plain now, but might have been decorated with motifs moulded in plaster and stucco.
Fig. 4.6: East Mebon -  M-NE 
from east.
The walls were decorated with 
horizontal bands carved in the 
brick at their top and bottom. 
Similar bands can be found at 
the top of the columns carrying 
the pediments.
Fig. 4.7: East Mebon -  upapTtha 
and adhisthana of M-SE.
The plinths of all prasats consist 
of two layers of sandstone, the 
lower one more elaborately 
carved than the upper one. Here 
the horizontal bands of the lower 
part of the brick wall can be seen 
as well.
Fig. 4.8: East Mebon -  platform 
of M-CS from east.
The central prasat is raised on 
an additional platform set on a 
plain upapTtha. The bands show 
patterns of lotus petals and buds, 
and other floral and geometrical 
motifs.
Fig. 4.9: East Mebon -  central platform from east.
The platform of the five central towers is set on one layer of uncarved sandstone, and shows 
the same overall composition as the platform of the central sanctuary. It might have been 
carved as well, but this is no longer discernible, possibly due to weathering.
Fig. 4.10: East Mebon -  
decorative scheme of 
the small brick towers, 
a: M-2 from east. 
Because of the bad state 
of preservation the small 
brick towers are in at 
present, their decorative 
details are no longer 
visible. However, they 
might have closely 
resembled the five 
central towers.
b: M-1, steps and base of tower.
The upapTtha of the small prasats consist of only one layer of sandstone, which is carved to 
resemble two. This should in all likelihood increase the height of the towers visually.
Fig. 4.11: East Mebon -  M-A and B from northwest.
These buildings consist of laterite walls, built on one foundation layer of sandstone, and a brick 
superstructure.
Fig. 4.12: Banteay Srei -  superstructure of south library.
The two libraries in the inner enclosure of Banteay Srei show a similar layout as the buildings at 
the East Mebon. Their supestructure, which is more a roof, was constructed of brick in between 
sandstone 'walls’.
Fig. 4.13: Pre Rup -  PR-N from 
north.
Both PR-N and S are similar 
buildings as the laterite ones of the 
East Mebon. Their superstructure 
consists of four tiers, two of which 
have a row of holes. This shape is 
the most probable one for the East 
Mebon buildings.
Fig. 4.14: Preah Ko -  southeast comer building.
Contrary to the laterite buildings of the East Mebon, this one is square, and has holes in its 
walls as well, not just the superstructure.
Fig. 4.15: Bakong -  southeast 
corner building.
Fig. 4.16: East Mebon -  M-B inside. 
None of the corner buildings did have a 
ceiling. If a ceiling had been included, 
the walls should show ledges for 
placing it.
Fig. 4.17: East Mebon -  mouldings of walls of laterite buildings.
a: M-A from south. The walls of the laterite buildings show horizontal lines as mouldings of their 
walls -  here the lower part of the south wall of M-A.
b: M-D from southeast.
The carvings of the top part of the walls 
closely resemble those at the bottom.
Fig. 4.18: East Mebon -  inner 
gopuras.
a: 1 Gop N from east. The 
inner gopuras show a similar 
combination of building
materials as the laterite 
buildings: they are constructed 
on one layer of plain 
sandstone, have a main
structure of laterite, and a 
superstructre of brick. The 
shape of the gopuras
resembles those of the 
sanctuary shrines.
b: 1 Gop E from southwest. 
The walls show similar 
horizontal bands moulded 
into the laterite at their top 
and bottom.
c: 1 Gop E from southwest.
The brick superstructures of the 
gopuras are very damaged, but 
they had the same horizontal 
bands as the lower laterite part.
d: 1 Gop N, brick
superstructure.
The superstructure was 
constructed to resemble an 
arched wall.
e: 1 Gop N, lower mouldings of the laterite wall.
The mouldings of the laterite wall are even higher than the enclosure wall, which makes them 
look somewhat awkward.
Fig. 4.19: East Mebon -  laterite halls 
in outer enclosure, 
a: M-b, door from inside.
The doors of the laterite buildings 
were very standardised, with a size 
of about 2x1  metres.
b: M-b, carving of columns
c: M-b, from east.
This building had three windows towards the east, all with five balusters.
d: M-b, close-up of window.
Fig. 4.20: East Mebon -  M-a, 
carving of columns.
In addition to the patterns of 
the columns of the laterite
halls, those of the
combination halls show a 
band of hanging lotus
flowers below the other
bands.
Fig. 4.21: Pre Rup -  PR-A, 
carving of columns.
The same combination of 
motifs as at the combination 
halls of the East Mebon can 
be found at those of Pre 
Rup.
Fig. 2.22: East Mebon -  combination halls in outer enclosure, 
a: M-a, sandstone layer for inserting the roof.
This sandstone layer at the top of the laterite walls shows the same carvings as the columns.
b: M-a, sandstone layer of 
vestibule.
The carvings of this layer 
closely resemble those of the 
top layer of the wall, and the 
top of the columns, and 
result in a very balanced 
visual impression.
Fig. 4.23: East Mebon -  windows of M-c. 
a: windows of north wall from inside.
Unlike all the other halls of the East Mebon, M-c does not contain balusters, but seven 
sandstone slabs.
b: frame of westernmost window of north wall.
The sandstone frame of the windows is literally locked into the laterite wall, so the windows and 
their slabs must be contemporary with the temple.
Fig. 4.24: East Mebon -  carving at base of east lion in front of north door of M-CS.
At the base of this lion the same diamond-shape floral pattern as at the slabs of the windows of 
M-c can be found, so this seem to have been a standard pattern of the time.
Fig. 4.25: Banteay Srei -  windows of north hall in inner enclosure.
The long north hall in the inner enclosure of Banteay Srei shows similar windows as M-c. Here 
the window is constructed from laterite, just like the surrounding wall, but the resulting loopholes 
are very similar to M-c.
(Finot/Parmentier/Goloubew, 2000:plate 5b.)
Fig. 4.26: East Mebon -  outer gopuras. 
a: 2 Gop N from southeast.
The combination of building materials of the outer gopuras is the same as that of the 
combination halls right next to them.
b: 2 Gop E, upapTtha.
The carvings of the laterite layer of the outer gopuras is identical to that of the combination 
halls.
c: 2 Gop W, south window from west.
The windows of the outer gopuras are almost square, and contain five sandstone balusters.
d: 2 Gop E, carvings of columns.
The columns of the outer gopuras show the same motif of hanging lotuses as the combination 
halls of this enclosure, and other temples of Rajendravarman.
e: 1 Gop E, from main room 
towards north passageway with 
portal.
The internal subdivision of the 
outer gopuras was achieved 
through a portal of four
sandstone blocks. This portal 
was linked to the walls through 
laterite blocks.
Fig. 4.27: East Mebon -  central 
towers on top of sandstone 
platform.
The sandstone upapTtha of the 
central towers was set in pre­
carved indentations.
Fig. 4.28: East Mebon -  central platform on top of laterite terrace of inner enclosure.
The sandstone platform of the quincunx of towers was set in pre-moulded indentations of the 
laterite terrace of the inner enclosure. This meticulous way of assembling the temple is 
evidence for the contemporaneity of the sandstone parts.
wFig. 4.29: Bfhadlsvara Temple, ThanjavGr from northwest.
The Bfhadlsvara Temple at Thanjavur was built by King Rajaraja. As is evident in the 
inscriptions the king established a lihga and worshipped here already five years before the 
temple’s consecration.
Fig. 4.30: East Mebon -  inner enclosure wall, 
a: 1 Gop N, from south.
The inner enclosure wall is bent double next to the east, south, and north gopuras. This is 
necessary for the wall to meet the sides of the gopuras at their centres.
b: 1 Gop W, from north.
The only side where the inner 
enclosure wall is straight is the 
western one.
Fig. 4.31: East Mebon -  distance M-e to 2 Gop S.
The sandstone upapTtha of M-e -  on the right -  touches the upapTtha of 2 Gop E because of the 
very limited space available for the vestibule of the hall.
Fig. 4.32: East Mebon -  distance 
M-m to 2 Gop N.
The distance between the 
vestibule of M-m to 2 Gop N is 
only minimal. Unfortunately, the 
vestibule is badly damaged, so 
the exact distance cannot me 
measured anymore.
Fig. 4.33: East Mebon -  distance M-d to 2 Gop S.
Due to the larger eastern half of the outer enclosure there was more space available for M-d. 
The distance between the vestibule (at the bottom of the photograph) and the outer gopura is 
about one metre.
Fig. 4.34: East Mebon -  distance of vestibules of M-b and M-c.
The distance of the vestibules of M-b at the centre of the photograph and M-c on the right is 
only minimal. Nevertheless, entry into the two buildings was not hindered because the 
vestibules are next to and not in front of each other.
Fig. 4.35: East Mebon -  distance of vestibules of M-f and M-g.
The distance in between the two halls in the southwest comer is equally small as between M-b
and M-c.
Fig. 4.36: East Mebon -  distance 
between vestibules of M-k and M-l. 
As in the southern comers of the 
outer enclosure, the distance 
between M-k and M-l is very short. 
Nevertheless, entry into the 
buildings should not have been 
hindered by this closeness.
Fig. 4.37: East Mebon -  landing stage in front of 2 Gop E.
The vestibules of the outer south, west, and north gopuras form almost continuous stairs with 
the steps of the landing stages in front.
Fig. 4.38: East Mebon -  alignment 
of outer gopuras and halls.
The western halls are built very 
close to the enclosure wall. The 
wall itself has double bends next to 
the gopura. These are 
necessitated because the western 
walls of the halls (here M-h) are in 
line with the centre of the sides of 
the outer gopura.
Fig. 4.39: East Mebon -  space in between M-a to c and outer enclosure wall.
The distance between the outer enclosure wall and the halls in the eastern half of the outer 
enclosure is about 6.7 metres. One possibility is that originally buildings of perishable material, 
i.e. wood or bamboo, might have been constructed.
Fig. 4.40: Pre Rup -  superstructure of central towers, 
a: superstructure of PR-NW from east.
The superstructure of the central towers is very similar to that of the towers of the East Mebon. 
At the centre of the tiers false doors can be seen, which were originally covered with plaster.
b: close-up of false door.
In parts the original plaster is still in place, but it is too badly weathered for the original motifs to
be discernible.
c: close-up of interpilaster space.
The interpilaster space was carved with niches, which appear to have contained figures. 
Unfortunately, the brick is too damaged to see any details. However, the figures might have 
been standing females, and could have represented apsaras.
Fig. 4.41: Pre Rup -  carvings of wall of PR-NE from west.
The walls of the central prasats show similar horizontal bands as the towers of the East Mebon.
Fig. 4.42: Pre Rup -  carvings 
of columns carrying the 
pediments of PR-NW.
The upper part of the columns 
carrying the pediments shows 
similar horizontal bands as the 
walls of the towers.
Fig. 4.43: Pre Rup -  upapTtha and adhisthana of PR-SE.
The plinth of the central towers consists of two layers of sandstone, the upper one of which is 
moved in about 20 centimetres, and directly continued by the horizontal brick carvings.
Fig. 4.44: Pre Rup -  plaster decorations of central towers, 
a: PR-SW, east devata of north side.
The guardian figures were carved in brick and then covered with plaster, which was moulded to 
create elaborate details. This heavenly scene portrays the female guardian standing in an 
arcature moulded to resemble a six-tiered tower similar to the sanctuaries. Above are two flying 
attendants, and all around floral motifs.
b: PR-SW, east devata of north side, drawing.
Because of the damaged state of the plaster, the overall composition is better visible in this
drawing.
(£cole Frangaise d’Extreme-Orient, plan 1411.)
c: PR-SW, east devata of north 
side, detail of building.
The superstructure of the 
building, in which the guardian 
figure stands, resembles closely 
the superstructure of the prasats.
Fig. 4.45: Pre Rup -  details of 
plaster of PR-NW. 
a: floral scrolls.
The front of the columns carrying 
the pediments are decorated with 
floral scrolls.
b: tile pattern.
The sides of the columns carrying 
the pediments are decorated with 
the same tile pattern as parts of 
Banteay Srei.
Fig. 4.46: Banteay Srei -  tile 
pattern.
Large parts of Banteay Srei are 
carved with a square tile pattern, 
for instance the walls of the 
antarsala of the central tower. 
Clearly visible here is also the 
similarity between the guardian 
figures here and those at Pre 
Rup.
Fig. 4.47: Preah Ko -
decoration of interpilaster 
space.
The interpilaster spaces of 
Preah Ko, here the south side 
of the southeast tower, were 
decorated in a very similar way 
to Pre Rup. The guardians, 
which at Preah Ko are later 
sandstone additions, are 
surrounded by moulded 
plaster. At the top can be seen 
a kala emitting foliage, into 
which a small figure is set. 
Next to the corners the same 
floral scrolls as at Pre Rup and 
Banteay Srei can be seen.
Fig. 4.48: Pre Rup -  pedestal of central sanctuary, 
a: from east.
The additional pedestal of PR-CS is divided in two parts, reaching a height of four metres.
b: upper part.
Both parts of the pedestal are divided into three broad bands. Here at the upper part the 
carvings of lotus petals and buds, and floral and geometrical patterns is still visible.
c: lower half.
The lower half of the pedestal was in all likelihood carved similar to the upper one. However, 
these carvings are no longer visible, probably because of weathering.
Fig. 4.49: Pre Rup -  decorations of
small prasats.
a: plinth of PR-4 from east.
The carvings of the upapTtha and 
adhisthana of the small 
sanctuaries seems to have been 
similar to the central towers’. 
Unfortunately, the small prasats 
are in a bad condition, and the 
details no longer visible.
b: PR-1 from south.
The small sanctuaries appear to 
have had a four-tiered superstructure 
as well. At the centre they also have 
false doors.
Fig. 4.50: Pre Rup -  tiers of the pyramid, 
a: pyramid from east.
The pyramid of Pre Rup consists of three tiers, the topmost of which is coated in sandstone, 
and resembles the pedestal of the central sanctuary.
b: top level of the pyramid.
The top level is coated in 
sandstone, and shows similar 
carvings as the pedestal of the 
central sanctuary.
c: second level.
The second level is 
constructed from laterite, and 
shows only minimal 
mouldings at the top and 
bottom.
d: lowest level.
The lowest level of the pyramid is 
split in two: a lower bottom part 
and a higher top part. The lower 
part visually acts as a dais for the 
whole pyramid, and the upper as 
the lowest part of it.
e: north staircase from east.
The staircases of the lowest level are constructed in two parts as well, on each of which were 
small platforms for lions.
f: south staircase from east. 
The staircases of the lowest 
level are split in two identical 
parts (each 3 metres high), 
whereas the level of the 
pyramid itself is not split 
equally (the lower part is 1.5, 
the upper 4.5 metres high), so 
the link between the two looks 
somewhat awkward.
Fig. 4.51: Pre Rup -  PR-N 
and S.
a: superstructure of PR-N 
from south.
The superstructure and side 
walls of these two buildings 
show three rows with up to 
ten rectangular holes.
b: PR-N from west.
The walls of the two buildings 
were carved with horizontal 
bands.
c: PR-G, inside.
The portals and internal divisions of the halls are constructed of four sandstone slabs, and show 
carved lines around them, to give the visual impression of a frame.
d: carvings of columns.
The columns are carved with 
the same patterns as those 
of the combination halls of 
the East Mebon, and show a 
band of upturned lotus 
flowers below the lotus 
petals and buds.
Fig. 4.52: Pre Rup -  halls in inner enclosure, 
a: plinth of PR-K.
The plinth of the halls consists of horizontal bands, moulded in four laterite layers.
b: PR-B, vestibule from north.
The vestibules of PR-B and C are constructed on one layer of laterite and one layer of 
sandstone, and are thus higher than the vestibules of the other halls.
Fig. 4.53: Pre Rup -  open side rooms of PR-B and PR-C.
Both PR-B and C have two open side rooms, entered through wide portals, split in two by one 
column each.
a: PR-B, east side room from north.
b: PR-C, west side room from north.
Fig. 4.54: Pre Rup -  open vestibule of PR-H.
Entry into PR-H was through a vestibule built into the courtyard. Its opening was continued on 
either side, so that the opening was altogether 7.5 metres wide.
Fig. 4.55: Pre Rup -  PR-1.
PR-1 is constructed of three 
laterite blocks at each corner, 
and a laterite roof, and is thus 
unlike any other building within 
the compound of Pre Rup or 
the East Mebon.
Fig. 4.56: Pre Rup -  construction of internal divisions of halls in inner enclosure, 
a: PR-K from south.
Usually, the sandstone slabs forming the portal and internal divisions were linked to the later 
walls with brick.
b: PR-F from east.
At PR-F these links were 
done in laterite. Although this 
is a deviation from the norm, 
the building is overall so 
similar to the other halls, that 
this is no indication for its 
dating from a different 
period.
Fig. 4.57: Pre Rup -  windows, 
a: PR-E, window of main room.
The windows of the main rooms of the halls are about 0.6 x 1.4 metres large, and have five 
sandstone balusters.
b: PR-E, window of side chamber.
The windows of the side chamber are somewhat smaller, 0.5 x 1 metre, and only have three 
balusters inserted.
Fig. 4.58: Pre Rup -  nandin-base at bottom of east staircase.
The nandin-base has a ca. three centimetre wide trench carved into its top layer. Even though 
this is somewhat unusual, it appears to have been an additional technique of inserting 
sculptures into their bases.
Fig. 4.59: Pre Rup -  lion-base in front of PR-SE.
The northern lion-base in front of PR-SE shows the same trench as the nandin-base.
Fig. 4.60: Pre Rup -  architectural features of the inner gopuras. 
a: 1 Gop E from north.
The inner gopuras are built of brick on a plinth of laterite and sandstone. Their superstructure is 
badly damaged, but it seems to have resembled the sanctuary towers.
b: 1 Gop W, link side passageway to main structure.
The two side passages of 1 Gop E and W are linked to the main structure through a brick wall, 
the carvings of which resemble the horizontal bands of the main structure.
c: 1 Gop W, close-up of 
brick wall.
d: 1 Gop W, S lintel.
The lintels over the side passages were kept in place through links to the sandstone door frame 
below. Because they were not really locked into the brick walls next to them, they do not show 
the side extensions of the other lintels.
Fig. 4.61: Pre Rup -  sandstone vestibules of 1 Gop E and W. 
a: 1 Gop E, sandstone vestibule from southeast.
The sandstone vestibules look somewhat awkward, because their carvings are not integrated 
exactly with those of the brick structure and its plinth.
b: 1 Gop E, close-up of link between sandstone vestibule and brick structure.
c: 1 Gop E, close-up of sandstone next to the brick structure.
In order to link the sandstone better with the brick, that side of the blocks, which bordered the 
brick, was carved to fit the brick properly. This is a very work-intensive technique, which was not 
in use for much longer.
Fig. 4.62: Pre Rup -  terrace of 
the inner enclosure.
The inner enclosure is 
elevated on a two metre high 
terrace, whose sides resemble 
the mouldings of the central 
pyramid.
Fig. 4.63: Pre Rup -  halls in 
outer enclosure, 
a: PR-a and b from southwest. 
The halls along the north-south 
axis show the same building 
programme, and are 
constructed entirely from 
laterite, apart from their 
windows facing outwards, and 
the columns of their two 
vestibules.
b: PR-c, from south.
How many windows the halls had, can only be determined for a few. PR-c seems to have had 
three with five balusters each.
Fig. 4.64: Pre Rup -  halls in 
outer enclosure, 
a: PR-d from south.
PR-d and e show a different 
building programme than the 
other six halls with sandstone 
layers inserted, windows on 
both sides, and one vestibule 
closed off to form a side 
chamber.
b: PR-d from north.
The vestibule facing towards the enclosure wall was closed off to form a side chamber.
Fig. 4.65: Pre Rup -
architectural features of brick 
towers in outer enclosure, 
a: PR-II from south.
The overall decorative scheme 
of the towers is very similar to 
the central quincunx, with false 
doors, a four-tiered 
superstructure, and horizontal 
carvings at the top and bottom 
of the walls.
b: PR-Ill north pediment.
At the centre of their pediments the towers have an architectural feature, which is reminiscent of 
the style of Sambor Prei Kuk. This feature was possibly added to highlight the modern-ness of 
the rest of the buildings.
c: PR-Ill, close-up of centre of 
north pediment.
d: PR-Ill from northeast.
The towers are constructed on a six layer of laterite high base, and each tower has an 
additional base of two or four layers of sandstone.
Fig. 4.66: Pre Rup -  outer gopuras. 
a: 1 Gop N from south.
Unfortunately, not much is left of the brick superstructure of the outer gopuras. But judging from 
what remains at 1 Gop N, it was more than three metres high.
b: 1 Gop E from east.
The outer gopuras had one main entrance at the centre, and two side passages, separated 
from the main one. The main structure was built of brick.
Fig. 4.67: Pre Rup -  vestibules of outer gopuras. 
a: 1 Gop E, inner vestibule from south.
The sandstone vestibules of the outer gopuras are built on one layer of laterite, and are 
unfinished, as is visible in the just started carvings.
b: 1 Gop E, link sandstone
vestibule -  brick structure.
As at the inner gopuras, the 
sandstone blocks of the vestibules 
were carved to mirror the brick, 
which shows that they were 
contemporary with the temple.
Fig. 4.68: Pre Rup -  link between top sandstone level of pyramid and lower laterite level.
The sandstone face of the uppermost tier of the pyramid is set in pre-moulded indentations in
the laterite.
Fig. 4.69: Pre Rup -  link
between sandstone platform and 
central towers.
The bases of the towers are set 
in pre-carved indentations of the 
platform. All this shows that the 
sandstone is contemporary with 
the temple.
Fig. 4.70: Pre Rup -  mouldings of inner halls and enclosure wall.
The mouldings of the halls of the inner enclosure, here PR-A, and the enclosure wall are 
identical, and create visually a homogenous impression
Fig. 4.71: Pre Rup -  distance 
between outer halls and 
inner terrace.
The distance between the 
outer halls, here PR-c, and 
the terrace of the inner 
enclosure is too short to 
allow for the buildings to be 
constructed before the inner 
enclosure.
Fig. 4.72: Pre Rup -  space between PR-a and outer enclosure.
In between the halls of the outer enclosure, here PR-a, and the outer wall was enough space for 
storing the building material of the halls. Thus they might not necessarily have been constructed 
before the outer enclosure wall.
Fig. 4.73: Pre Rup -  distance between brick towers in outer enclosure and the enclosure walls, 
a: PR-Ill to V from north.
In between the laterite platform of the prasats and the outer enclosure wall is only very limited 
space for reaching the towers further away from the gopuras.
b: distance between PR-V and 
inner enclosure.
The distance between the 
platform of the towers and the 
inner enclosure is only a few 
centimetres, and far too small 
to move in between.
c: distance between PR-V and inner terrace.
This photograph shows the same part of the temple as 4.78b, however, during the restoration. 
Clearly visible is that the laterite base of the prasats does not continue the laterite terrace of the 
inner enclosure.
(trcole Frangaise d’Extreme-Orient, INVLV 12972.)
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Fig. 4.74: Pre Rup -  link of large towers to enclosure wall.
The prasats were constructed on a laterite layer, which continued from that of the enclosure 
wall. Unfortunately, it cannot be established whether this laterite layer also continues the laterite 
platform of the halls in the outer enclosure.
Fig. 4.75: Pre Rup -  lintels of prasats in outer enclosure, 
a: PR-I west lintel.
This carving of this lintel had hardly commenced before it was abandoned again. Clearly visible 
is that the lintel was composed of three sandstone blocks. The general spatial organisation is 
visible, with a central motif flanked by a garland on either side.
b: PR-IV south lintel.
This lintel was never even begun, and only its being composed of three sandstone blocks is
visible.
Fig. 4.76: Pre Rup -  space 
south of PR-11.
South of PR-11 a sixth tower 
was planned, the foundation 
of which was built, but the 
tower itself was never 
finished.
Fig. 4.77: Pre Rup -  pediment of 
PR-II.
The pediments of the prasats show 
an architectural structure at their 
centre, which might have been 
embellished to resemble a palace, 
similar to those at the shrines of 
Sambor Prei Kuk.
Fig. 4.78: Sambor Prei Kuk -  
flying palace.
The walls of the sanctuaries of 
Sambor Prei Kuk, here the 
northeast side of sanctuary N7, 
show so-called flying palaces, 
which are populated with 
heavenly beings, possibly deities 
as well.
Fig. 4.79: Banteay Srei -
pediments.
a: east pediment of the antarsala 
of the central sanctuary.
The pediment shows Indra on 
Airavata at its centre.
b: west pediment of south library.
This pediment depicts not just a single deity on his vahana, but a whole story.
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Plan 4.1: East Mebon -
enclosure walls next to gopuras. 
All enclosure walls, apart from 
the inner one on its western side, 
have double bends next to the 
gopuras.
(Izcole Frangaise d’Extreme- 
Orient, plan 2157.)
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Plan 4.2: Pre Rup -  area east 
of pyramid with PR-N and S, 
and nandin-base.
The structures east of the 
pyramid, PR-N and S and the 
nandin-base, are aligned in 
relation to each other, and the 
east staircase of the pyramid 
itself.
(Izcole Frangaise d’Extreme- 
Orient, plan 2133.)
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Chapter 5
Fig. 5.1: Baksei Chamkrong 
a : from east.
b: east door.
The inscription of Baksei Chamkrong 
was carved on both jambs of the east 
door.
c: close-up of inscription of north jamb.
The inscriptions of Baksei Chamkrong are very well preserved, and can still be read easily. 
Noteworthy is the very beautiful writing of this period.
Fig. 5.2: East Mebon -  inscription, 
a: face A of the inscription.
This photo shows clearly the 
various pieces into which the 
inscription was broken when it was 
found in the outer east gopura.
b: detail of rubbing of face A.
This detail shows the beginning of face A. 
(Ecole Frangaise d’Extreme-Orient, n. 365.)
Fig. 5.3: East Mebon -  inscription, close-up of bottom.
At the bottom of the inscription were carved lotus flowers.
Fig. 5.4: Pre Rup -  inscription, 
a: face A of the inscription.
b: bottom of the inscription.
As at the inscription of the East 
Mebon, at the bottom were carved 
lotus flowers. This photo also 
shows how the tenon of the 
inscription was originally inserted 
into the floor of PR-H.
i l l
c: detail of writing.
This close-up of face A clearly shows how fine the writing of the inscription was.
d: detail of rubbing of face B. 
(Izcole Frangaise d’Extreme- 
Orient, n. 1037.)
Fig. 5.5: Banteay Samre -  pediment with the birth of Brahma.
According to Finot’s interpretation of st. CCVIII of the East Mebon inscription, only one image of 
Visnu and Brahma were founded. Flad that been the case, the image would have resembled 
this carving of the birth of Brahma at Banteay Samre.
Fig. 5.6: Wat Phu. 
a: from afar. The mountain 
behind Wat Phu is where the 
svayambhuvalihga can be 
found.
■
b: from the bottom of the hill, with causeway leading up to the temple.
Fig. 5.7: Wat Phu - mountain with svayambhuvalihga behind the temple, aerial view.
Behind the temple is a mountain carrying a natural lihga. In this view Wat Phu would be on the 
other side of the hill. In the distance the Mekong plain can be seen, which was the location of a 
considerable settlement, recently excavated by a UNESCO team.
Fig. 5.8: Wat Phu -  spring behind the sanctuary.
This spring is located just behind the sanctuary of Wat Phu. It receives its sanctity from the fact 
that it never dries up.
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Fig. 6.1: East Mebon -  pedestal in front of M-CS.
The pieces of the pedestal were found scattered around by the team of the Conservation 
d’Angkor, and put together to resemble a pedestal. The broken top layer clearly shows an 
octagonal hole at its centre, indication that it was intended for a lihga. Consequently, this 
appears to be the pedestal which was originally placed inside the central shrine.
Fig. 6.2: East Mebon -  indentation inside M-CS. 
This indentation was carved to receive the pedestal.
Fig. 6.3: East Mebon -  round pedestal inside M-SE.
Unfortunately, the pedestal is broken. However, it can clearly be seen that it is round, and 
probably supported an image of Brahma.
Fig. 6.4: Brahma pedestal from 
Prasat Trapeang Pong.
This pedestal was discovered in 
the south sanctuary of Prasat 
Trapeang Pong in Hariharalaya, 
and once bore an image of 
Brahma.
Fig. 6.5: East Mebon -  round snanadroni at bottom of central platform.
This snanadroni belongs to the pedestal inside M-SE, and was found broken at the bottom of 
the platform.
Fig. 6.6: East Mebon -  pedestal 
inside M-NE.
The pedestal inside M-NE is 
placed against the western wall. 
Judging from the indentation in the 
floor, however, this is the original 
pedestal.
Fig. 6.7: East Mebon -  feet and 
tenon inside M-NE.
This fragment of an image was 
found inside the prasat. 
Stylistically, it dates from the 
Bayon style.
Fig. 6.8: Bayon style guardian figure, 
a: the image in the Conservation 
d’Angkor.
b: close-up of the feet.
Fig. 6.9: East Mebon -
pedestal inside M-NW.
The pedestal is placed 
against the west wall, and 
was originally placed within 
the indentation in the floor.
Fig. 6.10: East Mebon -  pedestal 
inside M-SW.
Again, the pedestal, originally 
placed inside the indentation in the 
floor, is leaning against the west 
wall.
Fig. 6.11: East Mebon -  female 
image found in 2 Gop W.
The 1.55 metre high image was 
initially believed to be the ParvatT 
mentioned in the inscription. 
However, stylistically the image 
belongs to a later period, and 
10th century features, like the flap 
of the sampot, are only imitated. 
(Ecole Frangaise d'Extreme- 
Orient, INVLV 13691.)
Fig. 6.12: Female image in Baphuon 
style.
This image shows several similar 
features to the Mebon image. The 
sampot is done in a very similar 
manner with the frontal flap, and the 
fishtail motif. Moreover, the line of the 
eyebrows is similar, as is the diadem, 
although this image is less refined than 
the Mebon one.
(Dalsheimer, 2001:141, NMPP 1670.)
Fig. 6.13: East Mebon -  pedestal 
inside M-1.
Prasat M-1 still contains the original 
lihga base, clearly visible at the 
octagonal hole.
Fig. 6.14: East Mebon -  pedestal of M-3. 
a: pedestal.
b: top layer with octagonal hole.
Fig. 6.15: East Mebon -  pedestal inside M-5.
Fig. 6.16: East Mebon -
pedestals next to M-i.
Opposite M-i are placed two 
pedestals on top of each other, 
one of which might have 
originally belonged into one of 
the small sanctuaries, as 
indicated by its size.
Fig. 6.17: East Mebon -  Ganesa 
found inside M-A.
This image of Ganesa is 70 cm 
large, and is stylistically 
contemporary with the temple. 
(£cole Frangaise d’Extreme- 
Orient, INVLV 13660.)
Fig. 6.18: Vajimukha.
This image of Vajimukha was carved in the Pre Rup style. Comparing it with the Ganesa found 
in M-A it becomes evident that the Ganesa is indeed contemporary with the temple.
(Musee Guimet, MG 18099.)
Fig. 6.19: East Mebon -  sandstone block carved on both sides found in M-A.
Stylistically, the carvings belong to the time of King Rajendravarman, and appear to have been 
found in situ, 
a: nine devas.
This carving of the nine devas is carved on one side of the sandstone block.
(Library of the National Museum, Phnom Penh, CDA 3879.)
b: seven rsis.
On the blocks other side are seven rsis.
(Library of the National Museum, Phnom Penh, CDA 3878.)
Fig. 6.20: Stone of the nine devas, Khleang style.
This depiction of the nine devas dates from the Khleang style, and is somewhat later than that 
of the East Mebon.
(Jessup/Zephir, 1997:240-241.)
Fig. 6 21: East Mebon -  stone of the nine devas found in M-B.
This depiction of the nine devas found inside M-B is now kept in the Conservation d’Angkor.
Fig. 6.22: Nine devas in the Baphuon style. 
(Jessup/Zephir, 1997:249.)
Fig. 6.23: East Mebon -  fourth deity of the carving of M-B.
The deity was identified as Brahma by K. Bhattacharya. However, the vahana, though 
damaged, looks more like a buffalo. The attribute in the god’s right hand is a round object. 
Overall, the deity appears to be not Brahma but Yama on his buffalo.
Fig. 6.24: Carving of the nine devas from Kuk Rokar.
The fourth deity of this carving of the very early 11th century shows strong similarities to the one 
of the stone found in M-B. This deity can clearly be identified as Yama on his buffalo. 
(Dalsheimer, 2001:215, NMPP 1658.)
Fig. 6.25: East Mebon -
sandstone block for carving of 
nine devas in M-A.
When the sandstone carvings 
were found inside M-A and M- 
B, both were placed on top of a 
long sandstone lock, parallel to 
the western wall, here to be 
seen at the centre of the 
photograph.
Fig. 6.26: East Mebon -  mother 
goddess found in 2 Gop W. 
(Izcole Frangaise d’Extreme- 
Orient, INVLV 13684.)
Fig. 6.27: East Mebon -  pedestal next to M-D.
This pedestal is standing next to M-D. It might be the one found in 2 Gop W with the mother 
goddess.
Fig. 6.28: Pre Rup -
pedestal inside PR-CS.
On top of the pedestal inside 
PR-CS several modern 
Buddha images can be 
found, which are venerated 
daily by the locals. In front, 
the indentation for the 
original pedestal can be 
seen.
Fig. 6.29: Pre Rup -  close-up of pedestal inside PR-CS.
The pedestal now inside PR-CS was one of the lion pedestals placed on the lowest level of the 
pyramid.
Fig. 6.30: Pre Rup -  pedestal of lion on first level of pyramid.
Fig. 6.31: Pre Rup -
fragment of yonl next to 
PR-2.
The side length of this yonl 
was probably about 1.2 
metres, which would fit the 
pedestal which should 
have been placed inside 
PR-CS.
Fig. 6.32: Pre Rup -
pedestal inside PR-SE.
Fig. 6.33: Pre Rup -  guardian of PR- 
SE.
The guardian figures of PR-SE are 
identical in their stance, and thus 
seem not to have represented the 
dikpalakas.
Fig. 6.34: Pre Rup -  small sandstone 
image inside PR-SE.
Fig. 6.35: Banteay Srei -  kneeling yaksa outside central prasats.
Fig. 6.36: Phnom Rung -  
dikpalaka placed outside 
the main shrine.
Those dikpalaka, which 
are still left of the original 
eight ones, are not 
placed around the
central shrine
coherently. This one,
Siva on his bull, is 
placed outside the
mandapa in front of the
shrine, whereas a few 
others can be found 
inside.
Fig. 6.37: Pre Rup -  pedestal inside PR-NW.
Fig. 6.38: Pre Rup -  image 
of Visnu found south of PR- 
NE.
This image was found just 
south of PR-NE. Shortly after 
the photograph was taken, 
the image fell over during a 
thunderstorm and the head 
broke off.
(Ecole Frangaise d’Extreme- 
Orient, INVLV 12930.)
Fig. 6.39: Avalokitesvara of Banteay 
Chmar in Bayon style.
(Dalsheimer, 2001:172, NMPP 
1708.)
Fig. 6.40: Pre Rup -  pedestal inside 
PR-SW.
This pedestal is the only original one 
still in situ in the central quincunx of 
towers.
Fig. 6.41: Pre Rup -  PR-SW, plaster 
moulding of pedestal of west devata of 
north side.
The pedestal of the devata is very 
similar to the one inside the shrine, and 
allows inferences as to what the 
decorative carvings of the pedestals 
did look like originally.
Fig. 6.42: Pre Rup -  indentation for 
pedestal inside PR-NE.
Fig. 6.43: Pre Rup -  eastern 
guardians of PR-NE. 
a: north deva.
b: close-up of north deva.
Fig. 6.44: Pre Rup -  pedestal opposite PR-S
Fig. 6.45: Pre Rup -  pedestal at bottom of east staircase.
fr
Fig. 6.46: Pre Rup -  north 
devata of east side: BrahmT.
Fig. 6.47: Pre Rup -  south 
devata of west side: VarahT.
Fig. 6 48: Pre Rup -  pedestal inside PR-1
Fig. 6.49: Pre Rup -  pedestal of small sanctuary, inside PR-NW.
Fig. 6.50: Pre Rup -  feet and tenon inside PR-N
Fig. 6.51: Pre Rup -  sandstone carving with seven rsis found inside PR-S. 
(£cole Franpaise d’Extreme-Orient, INVLV 13082.)
Fig. 6.52: Pre Rup -  fragment of carving with the nine devas. 
(£cole Frangaise d’Extreme-Orient, INVLV 13083.)
Fig. 6.53: Pre Rup -  head of
Visnu.
a: front.
(£cole Frangaise d’Extreme- 
Orient, INVLV 13113.)
b: back.
(Ecole Fran?aise d’Extreme- 
Orient, INVLV 13115.)
Fig. 6.54: Varuna from Prasat 
Kuk Don.
(Jessup/Zephir, 1997:219.)
Fig. 6.55: Visnu from Phnom Bok. 
(Jessup/Zephir, 1997:205, MG 
18102.)
Fig. 6.56: Pre Rup -  female image found 
in 2 Gop N.
This image of presumably Laksrm is now 
being kept in the Conservation d’Angkor 
in Siem Reap.
Fig. 6.57: Preah Ko -  LaksmT image in 
Bayon style.
(Dalsheimer, 2001:165, NMPP 1698.)
Table 6.1: East Mebon -  the images mentioned in the inscription and physical evidence found.
Inscription
Stanza Image
Architecture
St. CCVII Siva
ParvatT
Same images as mentioned in st. 
CCXVIII
St. CCVII I Vi?nu
Brahma
astam urti
Same images as mentioned in st.
CCXVIII
/irigas. 3 bases found in situ in 8 small 
brick towers (1, 3, 5), 4 bases inside CS, 
three of these seven have top for /friga  
(1, 3, one in CS), 1 and 8 had /irig a s  in 
them1 ^  rest probably for //rig a sas well
St. CCXVIII Sri Rajendre§vara
Visnu
GaurT
Siva
Brahma
In front of CS: pedestal for /iriga
SW: pedestal for sculpture
NW: pedestal for sculpture
NE: pedestal for sculpture, feet and
tenon
SE: round pedestal for sculpture, S of E 
stairs: round snanadroni, pieces of male 
statue2, E of CS head of Brahma3, 
standing four-armed statue (?)4
Not mentioned in 
inscription5
M-A: Gane6a 70 cm possibly with its 
pedestal6
M-A: stone with nine devas and seven 
ascetics7
Cannot be dated SE corner of 1s encl.: bronze naga, hand 
holding conch9
M-A: 20 cm Gane§a10
M-C: bronze naga with three heads, 
conch11
Later additions M-B: stone with nine devas1"
1 Gop W: female image,13 1.55 metres 
high
In 2 Gop W mother goddess with 
possibly her pedestal15
Rapport d'Angkor, 03/1936:174.
Rapport d’Angkor, 01/1936:152.
Rapport d ’Angkor, 11/1935:121 
DCA 3507/4175.
These are objects which are contemporary with the temple, but not mentioned in the inscription.
Rapport d’Angkor, 05/1936:200. DCA 3505.
Rapport d’Angkor, 05/1936:200. DCA 3506.
These items cannot be dated with certainty, because the fragments are either too small or were not 
photographed.
Rapport d’Angkor, 05/1936:202.
Rapport d’Angkor, 04/1936:184.
Rapport d’Angkor, 11/1936:298.
Rapport d’Angkor, 05/1936:201.
Rapport d’Angkor, 05/1938:9; 06/1938:7. DCA 5422.
Rapport d'Angkor, 07/1938:8.
Rapport d’Angkor, 05/1938:9. DCA 3747.
Table 6.2: Pre Rup -  the images mentioned in the inscription and physical evidence found.
Inscriptions
Stanza Image
Architecture
St. CCLCCVII SrT Rajendrabhadre§vara
GaurT
SaurT
fevara
N of E stairs: 1.35 m high I/rig d ^, next to
PR-2 fragment of yonl
prob. image of st. CCLXXX
prob. image of st. CLXXIX
prob. image of st. CCLXXVIII, CCLXXXI
St. CCLXXVIII fevara Rajendravarme§vara in 
PR-SE
Possibly pedestal at base of pyramid, 
opposite PR-S, and fragments found at 
southern staircase17
dikpa/akas Possibly small statue inside PR-SE
St. CCLXXIX Rajendravi^varupa Head ofVisnu (?)18
St. CCLXXX Uma Pedestal inside PR-SW
St. CCLXXX I SrT Rajendravarmadeve&vara Possibly pedestal at base of eastern 
staircase of pyramid
St. CCLXXXII Sarngin 
other gods
In 12 brick towers: all together eight bases 
remain; five bases found in situ, two for
astamurti /irigas and 6), two have no top layer, but 
could be for images (2 and 5), 1 broken 
base in PR-8, 1 base each in PR-NE, NW, 
and SW, in six towers rubble (3, 4, 7, 9, 10, 
12), in PR-11 carving for base, 
one /'/^e a s te rn  towers19 possibly PR-1, 
one in western towers °, one E of 
pyramid21.
Not mentioned PR-S: stone with seven ascetics2,3
in inscription^2
Cannot be 
dated24
PR-N: 90 centimetre high //,riga28
Stone with nine devas
Near 2 Gop E: hand holding flacon , 
possibly of same image head with 
chignon27
2 Gop S: bronze thumb, toe, bracelet28
40 metres east of Pre Rup: statue with four29arms
Later additions NE corner of upper platform statue of 
Vi?nu30
2 Gop N: 1.32 metre high female image
PR-N: feet with tenon, possibly Vi?nu’s?32
Rapport d’Angkor, 11/1931:4.
Rapport d'Angkor, 09/1933:2.
Rapport d’Angkor, 08/1923.
Rapport d’Angkor, 10/1922:141.
Rapport d’Angkor, 01/1932:6.
Rapport d’Angkor, 09/1934:2.
Contemporary objects.
Rapport d'Angkor, 10/1932:3. DCA 3867.
These objects have either not been photographed, or are too unspecific to date, as e.g. the ascetics. 
Rapport d’Angkor, 01/1932:5.
Rapport d'Angkor, 01/1931:8. DCA 2356.
Rapport d ’Angkor, 02/1931:5.
Rapport d ’Angkor, 02/1933:2.
Rapport d ’Angkor, 03/1929:591.
Rapport d’Angkor, 03/1931:7. DCA 2394.
Rapport d’Angkor, 02/1935:8. DCA 3398.
Rapport d’Angkor, 01/1932:5.
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North
Naga MukhyaVayu Bhallata Soma
ParjanyaApa 
left arm
Rudraja 
left leg
Roga
Bhudhara 
left sideRudra 
left foot Apavatsa 
left hand
Jayanta
Shosha
Asura
Mitra
testicles Brahma 
heart, trunk,
start of veins
West Aryaka
head
Aditya East
Pushpadanta
Indrajaya 
right leg
BhnshaSavindra 
right arm
Vivasvant 
right side
Saavindra 
right hand
Indra 
right foot AntarikshaDouvanka
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Fig. 7.1: Vastupuru$amandala with allocation of deities to the various subsquares. 
(Chakrabarti, 1998:72.)
Fig. 7.2: Vastupurusamandala -  the purusa being pressed down by the other deities. 
(Chakrabarti, 1998:104.)
Fig. 7.3: Bfhadisvara Temple,
Thanjavur -  klrtthimukha above 
gavaksa.
At Indian temples the kala-motif 
can be found above the windows, 
and at the entrance to the inner 
sanctum.
-Fig. 7.4: Projection as a means to create dynamics in architecture. 
(Hardy, 1998:112.)
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Fig. 7.5: Expanding repetition as a means to create dynamics in architecture. 
(Hardy, 1998:113.)
Fig. 7.6: East Mebon -  [VI­
NE.
Because the plinths of the 
prasats are made from the 
same material as the 
surrounding floor the 
buildings seem to rise from 
the ground, rather than be 
visually entirely separate 
entities.
Fig. 7.7: Pre Rup -  PR-N.
Fig. 7.9: East Mebon -  2 Gop N.

Fig. 7.12: Pre Rup -  PR-Ill.
/C
Fig. 7.13: Wooden beamwork roof construction, 
a: schematic illustration of sagging beamwork.
This technique of roof construction rests on the knowledge that a wooden beam will break at a 
point located at one-fifth of its length (shearing point), here marked as ‘c’, if supporting an over­
heavy weight. The sagging beamwork construction brings all the weight of the superstructure in 
between the points of support and the shearing points.
(Dumaray/Royere, 2001 Tig. 3A.)
b: sagging roof construction at 
one of the long halls of Pre 
Rup.
(Dumar?ay, 1973:plan ix.)
c: roof construction with tiles in a long hall with vestibule. 
(Dumaray/Roy£re, 2001 :fig. 4.)
d: roof construction over a cruciform building, for instance the outer gopuras of the East Mebon. 
(Dumaray/Roydre, 2001 :fig. 5.)
e: technique of adding tiles at 
the corner of a roof. 
(Dumaray/Royere, 2001 :fig. 6.)
Fig. 7.14: East Mebon -  M-NE
Fig. 7.15: East Mebon -  ledge for ceiling inside M-4.
At the transition point between walls and superstructure of all prasats can be seen a several 
centimetre deep ledge. Here a wooden ceiling was inserted to create a cave-like interior.
Fig. 7.16: East Mebon -  holes 
for attaching stucco at M-SE.
Fig. 7.17: Pre Rup -  plaster at 
PR-NW.
Most of what is left of the 
plaster at Pre Rup nowadays is 
the very coarse layer applied 
to the brick wall. This layer was 
moulded, and the pattern then 
covered with thinner layers of 
stucco, and possibly painted.
Fig. 7.18: Area around East Baray -  satellite image.
Srah Srang can be seen as the large dark rectangle on the left hand side. Slightly north and to 
the east of it is Pre Rup, visible as a light green area, with the east causeway next to it. South of 
this causeway and around Pre Rup the formerly densely settled area of the capital can be seen. 
This is visible in the small squares and rectangles, which indicate former housemounds and 
ricefields.
(AIRSAR image acquired by NASA/JPL in September 2000 as part of the PacRim 2000 
mission. Colour composite image (RGB = LhhLhvPvv) generated by Scott Hensley, Ian Tapley 
and Tony Milne and provided courtesy of the University of Sydney's Greater Angkor Project.)
Fig. 7.19: Ekambaresvara Temple, Kanchipuram -  lunch offered to devotees.
In Indian temples lunch is still being given to worshippers, and the poor every day. This might 
have been practiced at temples in Kambujadesa as well.
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Fig. 7.20: East Mebon -  M-D.
The superstructure of the five laterite buildings was constructed of brick, of which only very little 
remains.
Fig. 7.21: Pre Rup -  PR-S.
The superstructure of the two brick 
buildings east of the pyramid at 
Pre Rup might be similar to those 
originally built at the laterite 
buildings at the East Mebon.
Fig. 7.22: Banteay Srei -  south library in first enclosure.
As at PR-N and S, the ‘libraries’ at Banteay Srei have openings in their superstructure. Even 
though the shape of the roof is somewhat different, this might be similar to the East Mebon 
buildings.
Fig. 7.23: Preah Ko -  
square building in 
southeast corner of first 
enclosure.
Fig. 7.24: Bakong -  square 
building in southeast 
corner of first enclosure.
Fig. 7.25: Phimeanakas -  
gallery of top level.
The galleries at the 
Phimeanakas do not 
provide enough space to 
house images or rituals, 
even though they are 
accessible.
Fig. 7.26: Ta Keo - gallery of first level of pyramid.
The galleries at Ta Keo were never accessible, and could thus not be utilised for housing 
images or rituals.
Fig. 7.27: East Mebon -  M-r, 
construction of sandstone 
face of lowest layer of 
combination halls.
The bottom of the walls of 
the combination halls
consisted of two layers. The 
inner one was constructed 
from laterite, and the outer 
one from sandstone.
Fig. 7.28: East Mebon -  M-a, open portal
Fig. 7.29: East Mebon -  M-d, entrance into the vestibule of the hall.
Fig. 7.30: East Mebon -  M-k, 
door construction with holes 
for wooden door leaves.
Fig. 7.31: East Mebon -  M-c.
Fig. 7.32: East Mebon -  M-f.
Fig. 7.33: East Mebon -  M-o.
M-o originally had for columns, of which only two are left now. They framed a three-part open 
entrance, two next to the walls, and two freestanding.
Fig. 7.34: BrtiadTsvara
Temple, Thanjavur -  
inscription written on plinth of 
main temple.
Although this inscription is 
unusual because of its length 
and the degree of detail with 
which it talks about the 
foundation, the fact that it 
was written around the plinth 
of the sanctuary seems to be 
fairly standard.
Fig. 7.35: Holes at centre of halls for inscriptions, 
a: East Mebon, M-o.
vVv-^^
b: Pre Rup, PR-H.
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Fig. 7.36: East Mebon -  2 Gop S, drawing.
This drawing gives a good impression what the outer gopuras of the East Mebon might have 
looked like with their roofs with tiles.
(£cole Franpaise d’Extreme-Orient, plan 1852.)
r
Fig. 7.38: Pre Rup -  PR-C.

Fig. 7.41: Pre Rup -  PR-II
Fig. 7.42: Pre Rup -  lintel of PR-I, Vajimukha.
Fig. 7.43: Pre Rup -  lintel of PR-II, Visnu on Garuda.
Fig. 7.44: Pre Rup -  lintel of PR-Ill, Rama on Flanuman.
Fig. 7.45: Pre Rup -  lintel of PR-IV, Indra on Airavata.
Fig. 7.46: Pre Rup -  lintel of PR-V, Narasimha slaying Haranyakasipu.
Fig. 7.47: East Mebon -  lintel of 1 Gop W, Narasimha slaying Haranyakasipu.
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Plan 7.1: Phimeanakas. 
(Dumaray/Royere, 2001 :fig. 67.)
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Plan 7.2: Ta Keo. 
(Dumaray/Royere, 2001 :fig. 65.)
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Plan 7.3: BphadTsvara Temple, ThafijavGr.
The great temple of Thanjavur, built only slightly later than those of King Rajendravarman, 
represents a typical South Indian temple. The main shrine is preceded by mandapas, and 
surrounded by only a few lesser shrines. The compound is surrounded by an enclosure wall, 
with continuous galleries on the inner side.
(Tadgell, 1990:96.)
Plan 7.4: Pre Rup -  2 Gop S.
The cruciform layout of the outer gopuras could have provided space for rites of passage for the 
devotees to purify themselves before entering the temples.
(Ecole Fran?aise d’Extreme-Orient, plan 1377.)
Plan 7.5: Pre Rup -  1 Gop E. 
The inner gopuras were 
usually built with a square 
layout, resembling the 
sanctuary towers.
(Ecole Franpaise d’Extreme- 
Orient, plan 2133.)
Plan 7.6: M-c.
(Ecole Franpaise d’Extreme-Orient, plan 2157A.)
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Plan 7.7: M-f.
(Ecole Franpaise d’Extreme-Orient, plan 2157A.)
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Plan 7.8: M-o.
(£cole Franpaise d’Extreme-Orient, plan 2157C.)
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Plan 7.9: PR-S.
(£cole Frangaise d’Extreme-Orient, plan 1382.)
Plan 7.10: PR-B. 
a: Plan of the building.
(£cole Frangaise d’Extreme-Orient, plan 2133.)
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ELEVATION
b: Roller and pestle found inside. 
(£cole Frangaise d’Extreme-Orient, 
plan 2133A.)
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Plan 7.11: PR-C.
(Izcole Frangaise d’Extreme-Orient, plan 1377.)
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Plan 7.12: PR-H.
(£cole Frangaise d’Extreme-Orient, plan 1377.)
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Plan 7.13: PR-H, location of inscription when it was found.
(Ecole Frangaise d’Extreme-Orient, plan 1939.)
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Plan 7.15: Prasat Komnap.
The small laterite building at Prasat Komnap is very similar to PR-I, which gave rise to the 
assumption that the buildings might have been connected.
(Plan accompanying Rapport d’Angkor, 02/1932, Library National Museum, Phnom Penh.)
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Plan 7.16: Prasat Ong Mong.
The laterite edifice of Prasat Ong Mong is very similar to that of Prasat Komnap and PR-I. 
(Plan accompanying Rapport d’Angkor, 02/1932, Library National Museum, Phnom Penh.)
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Plan 7.17: Pre Rup -  laterite platform south of PR-a.
In the outer enclosure, in between PR-a and the southern enclosure wall, the remains of a 
laterite platform were discovered during the restoration work.
(£cole Frangaise d’Extreme-Orient, plan 1871.)
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